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A Vibrant Magazine that Informs & InspiresEAD  SU S I E 

Main principles of PROUT and Neo Humanism 

Neo humanism : Neo humanism expands the humanistic love for all human beings to include love and 
respect for all creation  plants, animals and even inanimate objects  Neo humanism provides a 
philosophical basis for creating a new era of ecological balance, planetary citi enship and cosmic kinship

Basic Necessities Guaranteed To All : People can not strive toward their highest human aspirations if they are 
lacking the basic re uirements of life  PROUT believes that access to food, shelter, clothing, education and 
medical care are fundamental human rights which must be guaranteed to all

Balanced Economy : Prout advocates regional self reliance, cooperatively owned and managed businesses, 
local control of large scale key industries, and limits on the individual accumulation of excessive wealth

Women's Right: PROUT encourages the struggle against all forms of violence and exploitation used to 
suppress women  PROUT's goal is coordinated cooperation, with e ual rights between men and women

Cultural Diversity: In the spirit of universal fellowship PROUT encourages the protection and cultivation of 
local culture, language, history and tradition

World Government: PROUT supports the creation of world government with a global constitution and a 
common penal code

Progressive Utilisation Theory

Propounded by - Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar

PROUT is an acronym for the Progressive Utilization Theory. Conceptualized in 
1959 by Indian Philosopher Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar, PROUT is a viable alternative 
to the outmoded capitalist and communist socio-economic paradigms. Neither of 
these approaches has adequately met the physical, mental and spiritual needs of 
humanity. PROUT seeks a harmonious balance between economic growth, social 
development and cultural expression.

Combining the wisdom of spirituality, the struggle for self-reliance, and the spirit 
of economic democracy, Proutist intellectuals and activists are attempting to create a 
new civilizational discourse. PROUT newsmagazine aims at conveying comprehensive 
and visionary goals of PROUT Philosophy.

PROUT magazine invites scientists, economists, politicians, artists, intellectuals 
and others to join us in the creation of a new, spiritually bonded society by propagating 
and popularising unambiguous elevating thoughts. Through Proutistic views and Neo 
Humanistic analysis, it strives to serve as beacon for the benighted civilization of our 
times.
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NEW ERA CURRENCY

India has the highest number of 
crypto owners in the world, 
around 1  million  and in the 

last  one year,  crypto market 
reportedly grew at 641  in India. 
The Supreme Court, in March 2 2  
nullified the circular of the RBI 
banning crypto currency. People 
thought there was validation by the 
Supreme Court as the court lifted the 
ban imposed by the RBI. That made 
many people joining the crypto 
bandwagon.

Now, the government is talking 
about prohibiting all private crypto 
currencies and the RBI introducing a 
currency. Indians are trying to find 
answers to the questions, Is the 
government's plan to regulate crypto 
currency a good move? Will crypto 
b e  a  s e r i o u s  t h r e a t  t o  t h e 
macroeconomic and financial 
stability of the country? Should RBI 
introduce its crypto?

Global Scenario
The rise in the popularity of crypto 
currencies and their adoption by 
financial institutions has led some 
governments to assess whether 
regulation is needed to protect users. 
The legal status of crypto currencies 
varies substantially from country to 
country and is still undefined or 
changing in many of them. While 
some countries have explicitly 
allowed their use and trade, others 

have banned or restricted it. Few 
countries are planning to create their 
own crypto currency. 

 l Salvador made Bitcoin legal 
tender on une 9, 2 21. It is the first 
country to do so. The crypto 
currency can be used for any 
transaction where the business can 
accept it. Cuba has followed this. 
Many Latin American countries are 
reportedly considering similar 
moves.

Chinese government  has 
declared al l  crypto currency 
transactions of any kind illegal. 
Turkey has banned the use of crypto 
currencies and crypto assets for 
making purchases. In the nited 

ingdom, all crypto currency firms, 
such as exchanges, advisors and 
professionals that have either a 
presence, market product or provide 
services within the  market must 
register with the Financial Conduct 
Author i ty.  Sou th  o rea  has 
implemented new legislation to 
strengthen their oversight of digital 
assets. South Africa has seen a large 
amount of scams related to crypto 
currency, is planning a regulatory 
framework.

The Financial Action Task 
Force (FATF) an intergovernmental 
organisation founded in 1989 on the 
initiative of the G  to develop 
p o l i c i e s  t o  c o m b a t  m o n e y 

laundering and financing has 
defined crypto currency-related 
services as "virtual asset service 
p r o v i d e r s "  ( A S P s )  a n d 
recommended that they be regulated 
with the same money laundering 
(AML) and know your customer 
( YC) requirements as financial 
institutions. It has introduced the 
"Travel Rule" for crypto currencies, 
a measure which mandates that 

ASPs obtain, hold, and exchange 
information about the originators 
and beneficiaries of virtual asset 
transfers. 

Some propose that banks that 
held crypto currency assets must set 
aside capital to cover all potential 
losses. 

nited States treats bitcoin as 
property for tax purposes. 

  A number of Aid agencies 
have started accepting donations in 
crypto currencies, including the 
American Red Cross, NIC F, and 
the N World Food Program.

Ban on Advertising 
Crypto currency advertisements 
have been temporarily banned on 
many social platforms including 
Facebook, Google, Twitter, Bing, 
Snapchat, LinkedIn etc.

What Are Crypto currencies?
A crypto currency, crypto-currency, 
or crypto is a collection of binary 

data which is designed to work as a 
medium of exchange. Individual 
coin ownership records are stored in 
a ledger, which is a computerized 
database using strong cryptography 
to secure transaction records, to 
control the creation of additional 
coins, and to verify the transfer of 
coin ownership. 

T h e  “ c r y p t o ”  i n  c r y p t o 
currencies refers to complicated 
cryptography that allows for the 
creation and processing of digital 
currencies and their transactions 
across decentralized systems. 
Alongside this important “crypto” 
feature of these currencies is a 
c o m m o n  c o m m i t m e n t  t o 
decentralization  crypto currencies 
are typically developed as code by 
teams who build in mechanisms for 
issuance (through a process called 
mining) and other controls.

Crypto currency does not exist 
in physical  form (l ike paper 
money),there are no coins to mint or 
bills to print, only exists online, and 
is typically not issued by a central 
authority. Crypto currencies use 
decentralized control as opposed to a 
central bank digital currency 
(CBDC).  When implemented with 
decentralized control, each crypto 
currency works through distributed 
ledger technology, typically a block 
chain that serves as a public 
financial transaction database. Once 
a block is added to the block chain, it 
becomes accessible to anyone who 
wishes to view it, acting as a public 
ledger of crypto currency transactions. 

Digital crypto-currencies’ and 
crypto-assets’ aim to mirror some, 

or all, of the uses of traditional 
money  a means of payment, a store 
of value, and a unit of account, as an 
alternative investment, helping 
diversify a portfolio apart from 
stocks and bonds  can also be used to 
make purchases, but the number of 
vendors that accept the crypto 
currency is still limited.

Bitcoin, first released as open-
source software in 2 9, is the first 
decentralized crypto currency. Most 
crypto currencies are designed to 
gradually decrease the production of 
that currency, placing a cap on the 
total amount of that currency that 

will ever be in circulation. Crypto 
currencies are almost always 
designed to be free from government 
manipulation and controlso it’s 
decentralized.

Since the release of bitcoin, 
many other crypto currencies have 
been created. There are currently 
over a thousand different crypto 
currencies in the world, and many 
see them as the key to a fairer future 
economy.    The crypto currencies 
m o d e l l e d  a f t e r  b i t c o i n  a r e 
collectively called altcoins, and in 
some cases shitcoins, and have often 
tried to present themselves as 
modified or improved versions of 
bitcoin. Stablecoins are altcoins that 
are designed to maintain a stable 
level of purchasing power. 

A crypto currency wallet stores 
the public and private "keys" 
(address) or seed which can be used 
to receive or trade or spend the 
crypto currency. Crypto currency 
exchanges allow customers to trade 
crypto currencies for other assets, 
such as conventional fiat money, or 
to trade between different digital 
currencies. Atomic swaps are a 
mechanism where one crypto 
currency can be exchanged directly 
for another crypto currency, without 
the need for a trusted third party such 
as an exchange.

Initial coin offerings
An initial coin offering (ICO) is a 
controversial means of raising funds 
for a new crypto currency venture. 
An ICO may be used by start-ups 
with the intention of avoiding 
regulation. In an ICO campaign, a 
percentage of the crypto currency 
(usually in the form of "tokens") is 
sold to early backers of the project in 
exchange for legal tender or other 
crypto currencies. 

Advantages:
ach and every Bitcoin transaction 

that’s ever been made exists on a 
p u b l i c  l e d g e r  a c c e s s i b l e  t o 
everyone, making transactions hard 
to reverse and difficult to fake. 

As decentralized platforms, 
block chain-based crypto currencies 
allow individuals to engage in peer-
to-peer financial transactions or 
enter into contracts. In either case, 

there is no need for some trusted 
third-party intermediary such as a 
bank, monetary authority, court, or 
judge. 

Some feel that well-regulated 
digital currencies can provide 
significant public benefits in greater 
efficiency and lower costs for both 
domest ic  and ,  in  par t icu lar, 
international payments systems, and 
help ensure financial services reach 
the hundreds of millions of people  
especially in developing countries  
without bank accounts.

Cryp to  cur renc ies  make 
tracking donations easier and have 
the potential to allow donors to see 
how their money is used.

The Risks: 
The real identity of person or groups 
behind the development of Bitcoin 
w h o  s t a t e d  t h e  g o a l  o f  t h e 
technology was to create “a new 
electronic cash system” that was 
“completely decentralized with no 
server or central authority” is still 
unknown.

Anonymity
The owners who have crypto 
c u r r e n c y  i n  t h e  s y s t e m  a r e 
anonymous there are no account 
numbers, names, social security 
numbers or any other identifying 
features that connects to its owners.  
It has been appealing to criminals 
due to its anonymity and lack of 
regulation. Transactions that occur 
through the use and exchange of 
altcoins are independent from 
formal banking systems, enables tax 
evasion and laundering of money. 
Money laundering issues are also 
present in regular bank transfers, 
however with bank-to-bank wire 
transfers for instance, the account 
holder must at least provide a proven 
identity.     Since crypto protects the 
identity of holders, governments are 
deeply concerned about their use in 
illicit activities such as money 
laundering, terrorist financing, 
online black markets, and tax 
evasion. Some fear the replacement 
o f  g o v e r n m e n t - c o n t r o l l e d , 
centralized money by crypto.

Difficult to resolve
Loss, theft, and fraud with crypto 
currency are becoming a routine 

CRYPTO CURRENCY?
SHOULD WE ENCOURAGE 

Ganesh Bhat Sirsi

The rise in the popularity of crypto currencies and their adoption by financial institutions 
has led some governments to assess whether regulation is needed to protect users.

affair even though tall claims are 
being put forth regarding their 
security. In the absence of a 
governing body, it can be difficult to 
resolve issues if crypto get stolen or 
lost. Crypto currencies are used 
primarily outside existing banking 
and governmental institutions and 
are exchanged over the Internet. 
Whenever there is an intermediary 
like the banks for example, it is 
possible to trace the revenue 
generation and the government will 
have control over the investment 
people put in.

Volatile, Speculative
Bitcoins and their many look-alikes, 
often known as crypto-assets’, are 
best viewed as a volatile, speculative 
asset class, which some users are 
prepared to accept as a form of 
payment.  Since its public launch in 
2 9, Bitcoin has risen dramatically 
in value, although it once sold for 
1 , - per coin, its present price 

is  about  Rs39 lakhs.  Crypto 
currencies have been compared to 
Ponzi schemes, pyramid schemes 
and economic bubbles, such as 
housing market bubbles. Some say 
that digital currencies are nothing 
but an unfounded fad, based on a 
willingness to ascribe value to 
something that has little or none 
beyond what people will pay for it. 
Regulators in several countries have 
warned against crypto currency and 
some have taken measures to 
dissuade users  such warnings are 
unheard, or ignored. 

Digital currencies to 
affect geopolitics
The expansion of big tech firms into 
global finance and banks themselves 
widening their digital footprints, 
financial technology will reshape 
not just the commercial but also the 
geopolitical sphere. Introduction of 
a digital yuan’ would give China the 
ability to bypass the world’s 
traditional banking systems and then 
chal lenge and help curb the 
dominant role of the dollar in 
international trade and finance. This 
could help limit China’s exposure to 

S sanctions policies which rely 
heavily on the dollar’s pre-eminent 

position in international finance. 
The widespread introduction of 
digital currencies has the potential to 
transform the world financial 
system. In anuary 2 2 , a group of 
advanced economy central banks  
from Canada, the , apan, 
Sweden, Switzerland, and the 

uropean Central Bank  announced 
they were working together on 
central bank digital currencies under 
the auspices of the Bank for 
International Settlements (BIS).

The concern of an unregulated 
global economy
As the popularity of and demand for 
online currencies has increased, so 
have  conce rns  tha t  such  an 
unregulated person to person global 
economy that crypto currencies 
offer may become a threat to society. 
The governments of the G  have 
recognised the need for international 
cooperation on how private digital 
currencies should be regulated, 
because the alternative  a global 
free-for-all  could be chaotic and 
dangerous. 

Why do central banks want 
their own digital currencies?

Once a crypto exchange is 
established, it can mind its own 
crypto currencies, it can have initial 
coin offerings, and this will lead to a 
new asset class in that country and 
help people to invest. Supporters of 
this theory suggest that RBI should 
introduce its own crypto currency in 
India.

The Reality:
Investment in crypto currency is a 
speculative activity, and in no way it 
encourages production activity or 
creates real employment.   Those in 
f avou r  o f  l ega l i s i ng  c ryp to 
currencies argue that with the help of 
technology people will find newer 
ways to escape from the noose of 
law. So, it is going to be extremely 
difficult to regulate crypto. But, they 
overlook the fact that technology 
can cut the technology. Another 
argument put forth is that people 
continue to invest wherever the 
returns are high even if it is risky. 
This is true to some extent under the 
existing socio-economic system 

where no one is assured of a secured 
future and where acquisitive nature 
dominates the society.

 But, these experts and leaders 
fail to conceive of a decentralized 
economic system where everyone is 
guaranteed the basic necessities of 
life through 1  employment 
o p p o r t u n i t y  w i t h  a d e q u a t e 
purchasing capacity so that people 
can pursue higher values of life 
instead of becoming a money 
e a r n i n g  m a c h i n e s .  P R O T 
advocates such a socio-economic 
system for the entire globe where 
speculative activities are banned 
and opportunities are created for 
gainful investment in the local area.

Views of PROUT:
The banking system must be 
vigilant about two important points. 
First, the intrinsic demonic greed of 
the banks must not be allowed to 
jeopardize the life of the common 
people. Secondly, the banks must 
not allow unwise administrators or 
governments to print monetary 
notes indiscriminately without 
reserving the proportionate amount 
of bullion in their treasuries.  The 
printing and issuing of monetary 
notes having no bullion value must 
stop immediately. No monetary 
notes should be issued by the 
government from then on without a 
clear assurance that it is prepared to 
pay the requisite amount of money 
in gold coins. A socioeconomic unit 
can conserve its reserve bullion and 
improve the purchasing capacity of 
the local people by manufacturing 
locally finished products.

   Those countries which have a 
l a r g e  v o l u m e  o f  v e r y  f e w 
commodities to sell but many 
commodities to buy will find barter 
trade profitable. Otherwise their 
reserves of gold bullion may get 
exhausted very quickly.  Barter 
trade will give protection from 
disastrous impact due to economic 
depressions. PRO T advocates 
banning of all the speculative 
activit ies al l  over the world 
including stock markets, hence no 
chance to approve crypto currency 
of the present form.˜

The Excellence of 

Philosophy 
“If ideological vacuum is not filled by PROUT, a great catastrophe will take place in the 
future because other defective philosophies will come forward."

Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar

"Shrii Sarkar has given a broad outline for the gradual 
establishment of the world government."

“The situation on the Russia-
Ukraine border is volatile 

and tense. The crisis needs to 
be resolved diplomatically at 

the earliest.”

Honour Killings Will Continue as Long as Iran's Laws Protect Killers
 Widespread Practice of Child Marriage Means More Young Girls Will Be Murdered

PROUT NEWS REPORT



Fundamental Principles of PROUT

1 
No individual should be allowed to accumulate any 
physical wealth without the clear permission or 
approval of the collective body

2 
There should be maximum utilization and rational 
distribution of all mundane, supra mundane and 
spiritual potentialities of the universe

3 
There should be maximum utilization of the 
physical, metaphysical and spiritual potentialities 
of unit and collective body of the human society.

4 
There should be a proper adjustment amongst 
these physical, metaphysical, mundane, supra 
mundane and spiritual utilizations.

5 
The method of utilization should vary in accordance 
with the changes in time, space and person and the 
utilization should be of  progressive nature.
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WHAT ROLE SHOULD PRESIDENTS PLAY

From the Editor’s Desk

General Manager            : Pranav Koul           Circulation Manager : Ramkesh Choudhary

0504 0504

Those who 

struggle hard all 

the time for 

physical existence 

get little time for 

mental 

development. The 

problem of bread 

and butter will 

predominate."
– Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar

India's Presidential election was held on uly 18, and the results declared on the 21st, by which time this Issue would be in 
print. The Opposition proposed the names (all politicians): Sharad Pawar, Farooque Abdullah and Gopalkrishna Gandhi. 
They all knew they had no chance of winning as the B P had the numbers. All three declined, the former because he didn't 

wish to retire from active politics, and the latter felt that the Opposition's choice for President should be for developing national 
consensus building and not political Opposition. They finally announced the name of Yashwant Sinha, an ex-B P politician, as a 
face-saver. No sooner had the Opposition done this than the B P nominated Droupadi Murmu (an ex-Governor), who represents 
three crucial identity markers, a woman, an Adivasi and the poor. Her presence in the Rashtrapati Bhavan symbolically at least 
paves the way for the oppressed and downtrodden. 

Since Rajendra Prasad was the first president, all of our presidents have been politicians. The notable exception was AP  
Abdul alam. A large number of them had been governors, and many of them, including the incumbent Ram Nath ovind, began 
political careers in the Rajya Sabha. Presidential elections were much simpler for the first twenty years of the Republic. Any Indian 
citizen above the age of 3  could stand for election to the highest office in the country. Choudhary Hari Ram, a Rohtak lawyer, was 
a candidate for the first five elections. In the 1962 Presidential elections, he was runner-up to S Radhakrishnan. Parliament passed 
a law that required a prospective candidate to have his name proposed and seconded by MPs and MLAs of the Presidential 
electoral college -  proposers and  seconders. 

While the Constitution was being framed, there was a long debate on how the President should be elected, an lectoral College 
of MLAs and MPs and set a two-term limit for the office holder. T Shah opposed it and wanted the President to be directly elected by 
the people. He felt that a President so elected would "not be a creature of party majorities in the Centre or local legislatures but a real 
representative of the people". So while they retained the lectoral College system rejected the two-term limit. 

Ambedkar said: "The President is Head of State but not of the xecutive. He represents the nation but does not rule the 
nation. He is the symbol of the nation. His place in the administration is a ceremonial device of a seal by which the nation's 
decisions are made known". But soon after India became a Republic, differences arose between President Rajendra Prasad and 
Prime Minister awaharlal Nehru on the powers of the President. The point was whether the President could act independently of 
the advice of the council of ministers.

It has been the critical question and the central debate about the office of the President. It became evident when Fakhruddin 
Ali Ahmed imposed the mergency in India on Prime Minister Indira Gandhi's advice. During the mergency, they changed the 
Constitution to ensure that the President shall act on the advice of the council of ministers. However, after the mergency, the 
anata Party amended the Constitution, which allowed the President to ask the council of ministers to reconsider its advice.

The office of the President of India is unique  he is labelled a rubber stamp if he blindly agrees, and if not, he is called an 
activist not conforming to constitutional norms. In these circumstances, the Presidential oath is to "protect and defend the 
constitution and the law'.' In contrast, ministers and members of parliament and legislative assemblies bear true faith and 
allegiance to the Constitution. So now the question arises why the political parties choose candidates who are rubber stamps and 
not defenders of the Constitution. 

And in the above backdrop, it is important to note that the British have no constitution  it is only a collection of traditions 
and conventions. The theoretical head is the crown queen or king. All power is vested with the Crown, but practically it is exercised 
by the prime minister in a parliamentary form of government. The French have a presidential system where the President appoints 
the prime minister and other ministers. The SA also has a presidential form of government. Both France and the S have a 
written constitution. In the S, directly elected by the people, the President rules the country through Secretaries appointed by 
him. When no ministry exists in Britain, a lame-duck ministry is formed by the Crown, and the Crown can head that ministry until a 
new parliament is elected. In India, the President has no power and is only a signatory authority or rubber stamp. The Indian 
President cannot even head a caretaker government. The Indian prime minister can remove the President, but the President cannot 
remove the prime minister. Although the Prime minister is powerful according to the Constitution, he or she is not directly elected 
by the people. He is a member of parliament, elected Prime minister by the other MPs.

Prout's founder, Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar, said on September 22, 1986, while discoursing on 'Requirements of an Ideal 
Constitution -  "The S presidential form of government is a better form of government, but there is a shortcoming in the S 
constitution, and that is that individual rights are given maximum scope: this leads to an unrestrained capitalist order. Now India is 
also going to suffer the same disease, and this is leading to regionalism. One should restrain too much individual freedom in an 
ideal form of government. PRO T will introduce social controls so that collective interests will be supreme. In the S 
Constitution, purchasing power is not guaranteed to the people. The best form of government is the presidential form where the 
President is elected directly by the electorate, and there is less individual liberty".

T Shah's argument during Constituent Assembly debates that the President should be elected directly by the people and not 
by electoral party majorities assumes great significance  ven though we have a President from humble origins, the reality on the 
ground begs far more. A genuine love for the people is needed to ensure that the poor get all the necessities of life and bridge the 
vast economic gulf between the rich and the poor. ̃
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NEW ERA CURRENCY

India has the highest number of 
crypto owners in the world, 
around 1  million  and in the 

last  one year,  crypto market 
reportedly grew at 641  in India. 
The Supreme Court, in March 2 2  
nullified the circular of the RBI 
banning crypto currency. People 
thought there was validation by the 
Supreme Court as the court lifted the 
ban imposed by the RBI. That made 
many people joining the crypto 
bandwagon.

Now, the government is talking 
about prohibiting all private crypto 
currencies and the RBI introducing a 
currency. Indians are trying to find 
answers to the questions, Is the 
government's plan to regulate crypto 
currency a good move? Will crypto 
b e  a  s e r i o u s  t h r e a t  t o  t h e 
macroeconomic and financial 
stability of the country? Should RBI 
introduce its crypto?

Global Scenario
The rise in the popularity of crypto 
currencies and their adoption by 
financial institutions has led some 
governments to assess whether 
regulation is needed to protect users. 
The legal status of crypto currencies 
varies substantially from country to 
country and is still undefined or 
changing in many of them. While 
some countries have explicitly 
allowed their use and trade, others 

have banned or restricted it. Few 
countries are planning to create their 
own crypto currency. 

 l Salvador made Bitcoin legal 
tender on une 9, 2 21. It is the first 
country to do so. The crypto 
currency can be used for any 
transaction where the business can 
accept it. Cuba has followed this. 
Many Latin American countries are 
reportedly considering similar 
moves.

Chinese government  has 
declared al l  crypto currency 
transactions of any kind illegal. 
Turkey has banned the use of crypto 
currencies and crypto assets for 
making purchases. In the nited 

ingdom, all crypto currency firms, 
such as exchanges, advisors and 
professionals that have either a 
presence, market product or provide 
services within the  market must 
register with the Financial Conduct 
Author i ty.  Sou th  o rea  has 
implemented new legislation to 
strengthen their oversight of digital 
assets. South Africa has seen a large 
amount of scams related to crypto 
currency, is planning a regulatory 
framework.

The Financial Action Task 
Force (FATF) an intergovernmental 
organisation founded in 1989 on the 
initiative of the G  to develop 
p o l i c i e s  t o  c o m b a t  m o n e y 

laundering and financing has 
defined crypto currency-related 
services as "virtual asset service 
p r o v i d e r s "  ( A S P s )  a n d 
recommended that they be regulated 
with the same money laundering 
(AML) and know your customer 
( YC) requirements as financial 
institutions. It has introduced the 
"Travel Rule" for crypto currencies, 
a measure which mandates that 

ASPs obtain, hold, and exchange 
information about the originators 
and beneficiaries of virtual asset 
transfers. 

Some propose that banks that 
held crypto currency assets must set 
aside capital to cover all potential 
losses. 

nited States treats bitcoin as 
property for tax purposes. 

  A number of Aid agencies 
have started accepting donations in 
crypto currencies, including the 
American Red Cross, NIC F, and 
the N World Food Program.

Ban on Advertising 
Crypto currency advertisements 
have been temporarily banned on 
many social platforms including 
Facebook, Google, Twitter, Bing, 
Snapchat, LinkedIn etc.

What Are Crypto currencies?
A crypto currency, crypto-currency, 
or crypto is a collection of binary 

data which is designed to work as a 
medium of exchange. Individual 
coin ownership records are stored in 
a ledger, which is a computerized 
database using strong cryptography 
to secure transaction records, to 
control the creation of additional 
coins, and to verify the transfer of 
coin ownership. 

T h e  “ c r y p t o ”  i n  c r y p t o 
currencies refers to complicated 
cryptography that allows for the 
creation and processing of digital 
currencies and their transactions 
across decentralized systems. 
Alongside this important “crypto” 
feature of these currencies is a 
c o m m o n  c o m m i t m e n t  t o 
decentralization  crypto currencies 
are typically developed as code by 
teams who build in mechanisms for 
issuance (through a process called 
mining) and other controls.

Crypto currency does not exist 
in physical  form (l ike paper 
money),there are no coins to mint or 
bills to print, only exists online, and 
is typically not issued by a central 
authority. Crypto currencies use 
decentralized control as opposed to a 
central bank digital currency 
(CBDC).  When implemented with 
decentralized control, each crypto 
currency works through distributed 
ledger technology, typically a block 
chain that serves as a public 
financial transaction database. Once 
a block is added to the block chain, it 
becomes accessible to anyone who 
wishes to view it, acting as a public 
ledger of crypto currency transactions. 

Digital crypto-currencies’ and 
crypto-assets’ aim to mirror some, 

or all, of the uses of traditional 
money  a means of payment, a store 
of value, and a unit of account, as an 
alternative investment, helping 
diversify a portfolio apart from 
stocks and bonds  can also be used to 
make purchases, but the number of 
vendors that accept the crypto 
currency is still limited.

Bitcoin, first released as open-
source software in 2 9, is the first 
decentralized crypto currency. Most 
crypto currencies are designed to 
gradually decrease the production of 
that currency, placing a cap on the 
total amount of that currency that 

will ever be in circulation. Crypto 
currencies are almost always 
designed to be free from government 
manipulation and controlso it’s 
decentralized.

Since the release of bitcoin, 
many other crypto currencies have 
been created. There are currently 
over a thousand different crypto 
currencies in the world, and many 
see them as the key to a fairer future 
economy.    The crypto currencies 
m o d e l l e d  a f t e r  b i t c o i n  a r e 
collectively called altcoins, and in 
some cases shitcoins, and have often 
tried to present themselves as 
modified or improved versions of 
bitcoin. Stablecoins are altcoins that 
are designed to maintain a stable 
level of purchasing power. 

A crypto currency wallet stores 
the public and private "keys" 
(address) or seed which can be used 
to receive or trade or spend the 
crypto currency. Crypto currency 
exchanges allow customers to trade 
crypto currencies for other assets, 
such as conventional fiat money, or 
to trade between different digital 
currencies. Atomic swaps are a 
mechanism where one crypto 
currency can be exchanged directly 
for another crypto currency, without 
the need for a trusted third party such 
as an exchange.

Initial coin offerings
An initial coin offering (ICO) is a 
controversial means of raising funds 
for a new crypto currency venture. 
An ICO may be used by start-ups 
with the intention of avoiding 
regulation. In an ICO campaign, a 
percentage of the crypto currency 
(usually in the form of "tokens") is 
sold to early backers of the project in 
exchange for legal tender or other 
crypto currencies. 

Advantages:
ach and every Bitcoin transaction 

that’s ever been made exists on a 
p u b l i c  l e d g e r  a c c e s s i b l e  t o 
everyone, making transactions hard 
to reverse and difficult to fake. 

As decentralized platforms, 
block chain-based crypto currencies 
allow individuals to engage in peer-
to-peer financial transactions or 
enter into contracts. In either case, 

there is no need for some trusted 
third-party intermediary such as a 
bank, monetary authority, court, or 
judge. 

Some feel that well-regulated 
digital currencies can provide 
significant public benefits in greater 
efficiency and lower costs for both 
domest ic  and ,  in  par t icu lar, 
international payments systems, and 
help ensure financial services reach 
the hundreds of millions of people  
especially in developing countries  
without bank accounts.

Cryp to  cur renc ies  make 
tracking donations easier and have 
the potential to allow donors to see 
how their money is used.

The Risks: 
The real identity of person or groups 
behind the development of Bitcoin 
w h o  s t a t e d  t h e  g o a l  o f  t h e 
technology was to create “a new 
electronic cash system” that was 
“completely decentralized with no 
server or central authority” is still 
unknown.

Anonymity
The owners who have crypto 
c u r r e n c y  i n  t h e  s y s t e m  a r e 
anonymous there are no account 
numbers, names, social security 
numbers or any other identifying 
features that connects to its owners.  
It has been appealing to criminals 
due to its anonymity and lack of 
regulation. Transactions that occur 
through the use and exchange of 
altcoins are independent from 
formal banking systems, enables tax 
evasion and laundering of money. 
Money laundering issues are also 
present in regular bank transfers, 
however with bank-to-bank wire 
transfers for instance, the account 
holder must at least provide a proven 
identity.     Since crypto protects the 
identity of holders, governments are 
deeply concerned about their use in 
illicit activities such as money 
laundering, terrorist financing, 
online black markets, and tax 
evasion. Some fear the replacement 
o f  g o v e r n m e n t - c o n t r o l l e d , 
centralized money by crypto.

Difficult to resolve
Loss, theft, and fraud with crypto 
currency are becoming a routine 

CRYPTO CURRENCY?
SHOULD WE ENCOURAGE 

Ganesh Bhat Sirsi

The rise in the popularity of crypto currencies and their adoption by financial institutions 
has led some governments to assess whether regulation is needed to protect users.

affair even though tall claims are 
being put forth regarding their 
security. In the absence of a 
governing body, it can be difficult to 
resolve issues if crypto get stolen or 
lost. Crypto currencies are used 
primarily outside existing banking 
and governmental institutions and 
are exchanged over the Internet. 
Whenever there is an intermediary 
like the banks for example, it is 
possible to trace the revenue 
generation and the government will 
have control over the investment 
people put in.

Volatile, Speculative
Bitcoins and their many look-alikes, 
often known as crypto-assets’, are 
best viewed as a volatile, speculative 
asset class, which some users are 
prepared to accept as a form of 
payment.  Since its public launch in 
2 9, Bitcoin has risen dramatically 
in value, although it once sold for 
1 , - per coin, its present price 

is  about  Rs39 lakhs.  Crypto 
currencies have been compared to 
Ponzi schemes, pyramid schemes 
and economic bubbles, such as 
housing market bubbles. Some say 
that digital currencies are nothing 
but an unfounded fad, based on a 
willingness to ascribe value to 
something that has little or none 
beyond what people will pay for it. 
Regulators in several countries have 
warned against crypto currency and 
some have taken measures to 
dissuade users  such warnings are 
unheard, or ignored. 

Digital currencies to 
affect geopolitics
The expansion of big tech firms into 
global finance and banks themselves 
widening their digital footprints, 
financial technology will reshape 
not just the commercial but also the 
geopolitical sphere. Introduction of 
a digital yuan’ would give China the 
ability to bypass the world’s 
traditional banking systems and then 
chal lenge and help curb the 
dominant role of the dollar in 
international trade and finance. This 
could help limit China’s exposure to 

S sanctions policies which rely 
heavily on the dollar’s pre-eminent 

position in international finance. 
The widespread introduction of 
digital currencies has the potential to 
transform the world financial 
system. In anuary 2 2 , a group of 
advanced economy central banks  
from Canada, the , apan, 
Sweden, Switzerland, and the 

uropean Central Bank  announced 
they were working together on 
central bank digital currencies under 
the auspices of the Bank for 
International Settlements (BIS).

The concern of an unregulated 
global economy
As the popularity of and demand for 
online currencies has increased, so 
have  conce rns  tha t  such  an 
unregulated person to person global 
economy that crypto currencies 
offer may become a threat to society. 
The governments of the G  have 
recognised the need for international 
cooperation on how private digital 
currencies should be regulated, 
because the alternative  a global 
free-for-all  could be chaotic and 
dangerous. 

Why do central banks want 
their own digital currencies?

Once a crypto exchange is 
established, it can mind its own 
crypto currencies, it can have initial 
coin offerings, and this will lead to a 
new asset class in that country and 
help people to invest. Supporters of 
this theory suggest that RBI should 
introduce its own crypto currency in 
India.

The Reality:
Investment in crypto currency is a 
speculative activity, and in no way it 
encourages production activity or 
creates real employment.   Those in 
f avou r  o f  l ega l i s i ng  c ryp to 
currencies argue that with the help of 
technology people will find newer 
ways to escape from the noose of 
law. So, it is going to be extremely 
difficult to regulate crypto. But, they 
overlook the fact that technology 
can cut the technology. Another 
argument put forth is that people 
continue to invest wherever the 
returns are high even if it is risky. 
This is true to some extent under the 
existing socio-economic system 

where no one is assured of a secured 
future and where acquisitive nature 
dominates the society.

 But, these experts and leaders 
fail to conceive of a decentralized 
economic system where everyone is 
guaranteed the basic necessities of 
life through 1  employment 
o p p o r t u n i t y  w i t h  a d e q u a t e 
purchasing capacity so that people 
can pursue higher values of life 
instead of becoming a money 
e a r n i n g  m a c h i n e s .  P R O T 
advocates such a socio-economic 
system for the entire globe where 
speculative activities are banned 
and opportunities are created for 
gainful investment in the local area.

Views of PROUT:
The banking system must be 
vigilant about two important points. 
First, the intrinsic demonic greed of 
the banks must not be allowed to 
jeopardize the life of the common 
people. Secondly, the banks must 
not allow unwise administrators or 
governments to print monetary 
notes indiscriminately without 
reserving the proportionate amount 
of bullion in their treasuries.  The 
printing and issuing of monetary 
notes having no bullion value must 
stop immediately. No monetary 
notes should be issued by the 
government from then on without a 
clear assurance that it is prepared to 
pay the requisite amount of money 
in gold coins. A socioeconomic unit 
can conserve its reserve bullion and 
improve the purchasing capacity of 
the local people by manufacturing 
locally finished products.

   Those countries which have a 
l a r g e  v o l u m e  o f  v e r y  f e w 
commodities to sell but many 
commodities to buy will find barter 
trade profitable. Otherwise their 
reserves of gold bullion may get 
exhausted very quickly.  Barter 
trade will give protection from 
disastrous impact due to economic 
depressions. PRO T advocates 
banning of all the speculative 
activit ies all  over the world 
including stock markets, hence no 
chance to approve crypto currency 
of the present form.˜

The Excellence of 

Philosophy 
“If ideological vacuum is not filled by PROUT, a great catastrophe will take place in the 
future because other defective philosophies will come forward."

Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar

"Shrii Sarkar has given a broad outline for the gradual 
establishment of the world government."

“The situation on the Russia-
Ukraine border is volatile 

and tense. The crisis needs to 
be resolved diplomatically at 

the earliest.”

Honour Killings Will Continue as Long as Iran's Laws Protect Killers
 Widespread Practice of Child Marriage Means More Young Girls Will Be Murdered

PROUT NEWS REPORT



Fundamental Principles of PROUT

1 
No individual should be allowed to accumulate any 
physical wealth without the clear permission or 
approval of the collective body

2 
There should be maximum utilization and rational 
distribution of all mundane, supra mundane and 
spiritual potentialities of the universe

3 
There should be maximum utilization of the 
physical, metaphysical and spiritual potentialities 
of unit and collective body of the human society.

4 
There should be a proper adjustment amongst 
these physical, metaphysical, mundane, supra 
mundane and spiritual utilizations.

5 
The method of utilization should vary in accordance 
with the changes in time, space and person and the 
utilization should be of  progressive nature.
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WHAT ROLE SHOULD PRESIDENTS PLAY

From the Editor’s Desk

General Manager            : Pranav Koul           Circulation Manager : Ramkesh Choudhary

0504 0504

Those who 

struggle hard all 

the time for 

physical existence 

get little time for 

mental 

development. The 

problem of bread 

and butter will 

predominate."
– Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar

India's Presidential election was held on uly 18, and the results declared on the 21st, by which time this Issue would be in 
print. The Opposition proposed the names (all politicians): Sharad Pawar, Farooque Abdullah and Gopalkrishna Gandhi. 
They all knew they had no chance of winning as the B P had the numbers. All three declined, the former because he didn't 

wish to retire from active politics, and the latter felt that the Opposition's choice for President should be for developing national 
consensus building and not political Opposition. They finally announced the name of Yashwant Sinha, an ex-B P politician, as a 
face-saver. No sooner had the Opposition done this than the B P nominated Droupadi Murmu (an ex-Governor), who represents 
three crucial identity markers, a woman, an Adivasi and the poor. Her presence in the Rashtrapati Bhavan symbolically at least 
paves the way for the oppressed and downtrodden. 

Since Rajendra Prasad was the first president, all of our presidents have been politicians. The notable exception was AP  
Abdul alam. A large number of them had been governors, and many of them, including the incumbent Ram Nath ovind, began 
political careers in the Rajya Sabha. Presidential elections were much simpler for the first twenty years of the Republic. Any Indian 
citizen above the age of 3  could stand for election to the highest office in the country. Choudhary Hari Ram, a Rohtak lawyer, was 
a candidate for the first five elections. In the 1962 Presidential elections, he was runner-up to S Radhakrishnan. Parliament passed 
a law that required a prospective candidate to have his name proposed and seconded by MPs and MLAs of the Presidential 
electoral college -  proposers and  seconders. 

While the Constitution was being framed, there was a long debate on how the President should be elected, an lectoral College 
of MLAs and MPs and set a two-term limit for the office holder. T Shah opposed it and wanted the President to be directly elected by 
the people. He felt that a President so elected would "not be a creature of party majorities in the Centre or local legislatures but a real 
representative of the people". So while they retained the lectoral College system rejected the two-term limit. 

Ambedkar said: "The President is Head of State but not of the xecutive. He represents the nation but does not rule the 
nation. He is the symbol of the nation. His place in the administration is a ceremonial device of a seal by which the nation's 
decisions are made known". But soon after India became a Republic, differences arose between President Rajendra Prasad and 
Prime Minister awaharlal Nehru on the powers of the President. The point was whether the President could act independently of 
the advice of the council of ministers.

It has been the critical question and the central debate about the office of the President. It became evident when Fakhruddin 
Ali Ahmed imposed the mergency in India on Prime Minister Indira Gandhi's advice. During the mergency, they changed the 
Constitution to ensure that the President shall act on the advice of the council of ministers. However, after the mergency, the 
anata Party amended the Constitution, which allowed the President to ask the council of ministers to reconsider its advice.

The office of the President of India is unique  he is labelled a rubber stamp if he blindly agrees, and if not, he is called an 
activist not conforming to constitutional norms. In these circumstances, the Presidential oath is to "protect and defend the 
constitution and the law'.' In contrast, ministers and members of parliament and legislative assemblies bear true faith and 
allegiance to the Constitution. So now the question arises why the political parties choose candidates who are rubber stamps and 
not defenders of the Constitution. 

And in the above backdrop, it is important to note that the British have no constitution  it is only a collection of traditions 
and conventions. The theoretical head is the crown queen or king. All power is vested with the Crown, but practically it is exercised 
by the prime minister in a parliamentary form of government. The French have a presidential system where the President appoints 
the prime minister and other ministers. The SA also has a presidential form of government. Both France and the S have a 
written constitution. In the S, directly elected by the people, the President rules the country through Secretaries appointed by 
him. When no ministry exists in Britain, a lame-duck ministry is formed by the Crown, and the Crown can head that ministry until a 
new parliament is elected. In India, the President has no power and is only a signatory authority or rubber stamp. The Indian 
President cannot even head a caretaker government. The Indian prime minister can remove the President, but the President cannot 
remove the prime minister. Although the Prime minister is powerful according to the Constitution, he or she is not directly elected 
by the people. He is a member of parliament, elected Prime minister by the other MPs.

Prout's founder, Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar, said on September 22, 1986, while discoursing on 'Requirements of an Ideal 
Constitution -  "The S presidential form of government is a better form of government, but there is a shortcoming in the S 
constitution, and that is that individual rights are given maximum scope: this leads to an unrestrained capitalist order. Now India is 
also going to suffer the same disease, and this is leading to regionalism. One should restrain too much individual freedom in an 
ideal form of government. PRO T will introduce social controls so that collective interests will be supreme. In the S 
Constitution, purchasing power is not guaranteed to the people. The best form of government is the presidential form where the 
President is elected directly by the electorate, and there is less individual liberty".

T Shah's argument during Constituent Assembly debates that the President should be elected directly by the people and not 
by electoral party majorities assumes great significance  ven though we have a President from humble origins, the reality on the 
ground begs far more. A genuine love for the people is needed to ensure that the poor get all the necessities of life and bridge the 
vast economic gulf between the rich and the poor. ̃
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NEW ERA CURRENCY

India has the highest number of 
crypto owners in the world, 
around 1  million  and in the 

last  one year,  crypto market 
reportedly grew at 641  in India. 
The Supreme Court, in March 2 2  
nullified the circular of the RBI 
banning crypto currency. People 
thought there was validation by the 
Supreme Court as the court lifted the 
ban imposed by the RBI. That made 
many people joining the crypto 
bandwagon.

Now, the government is talking 
about prohibiting all private crypto 
currencies and the RBI introducing a 
currency. Indians are trying to find 
answers to the questions, Is the 
government's plan to regulate crypto 
currency a good move? Will crypto 
b e  a  s e r i o u s  t h r e a t  t o  t h e 
macroeconomic and financial 
stability of the country? Should RBI 
introduce its crypto?

Global Scenario
The rise in the popularity of crypto 
currencies and their adoption by 
financial institutions has led some 
governments to assess whether 
regulation is needed to protect users. 
The legal status of crypto currencies 
varies substantially from country to 
country and is still undefined or 
changing in many of them. While 
some countries have explicitly 
allowed their use and trade, others 

have banned or restricted it. Few 
countries are planning to create their 
own crypto currency. 

 l Salvador made Bitcoin legal 
tender on une 9, 2 21. It is the first 
country to do so. The crypto 
currency can be used for any 
transaction where the business can 
accept it. Cuba has followed this. 
Many Latin American countries are 
reportedly considering similar 
moves.

Chinese government  has 
declared al l  crypto currency 
transactions of any kind illegal. 
Turkey has banned the use of crypto 
currencies and crypto assets for 
making purchases. In the nited 

ingdom, all crypto currency firms, 
such as exchanges, advisors and 
professionals that have either a 
presence, market product or provide 
services within the  market must 
register with the Financial Conduct 
Author i ty.  Sou th  o rea  has 
implemented new legislation to 
strengthen their oversight of digital 
assets. South Africa has seen a large 
amount of scams related to crypto 
currency, is planning a regulatory 
framework.

The Financial Action Task 
Force (FATF) an intergovernmental 
organisation founded in 1989 on the 
initiative of the G  to develop 
p o l i c i e s  t o  c o m b a t  m o n e y 

laundering and financing has 
defined crypto currency-related 
services as "virtual asset service 
p r o v i d e r s "  ( A S P s )  a n d 
recommended that they be regulated 
with the same money laundering 
(AML) and know your customer 
( YC) requirements as financial 
institutions. It has introduced the 
"Travel Rule" for crypto currencies, 
a measure which mandates that 

ASPs obtain, hold, and exchange 
information about the originators 
and beneficiaries of virtual asset 
transfers. 

Some propose that banks that 
held crypto currency assets must set 
aside capital to cover all potential 
losses. 

nited States treats bitcoin as 
property for tax purposes. 

  A number of Aid agencies 
have started accepting donations in 
crypto currencies, including the 
American Red Cross, NIC F, and 
the N World Food Program.

Ban on Advertising 
Crypto currency advertisements 
have been temporarily banned on 
many social platforms including 
Facebook, Google, Twitter, Bing, 
Snapchat, LinkedIn etc.

What Are Crypto currencies?
A crypto currency, crypto-currency, 
or crypto is a collection of binary 

data which is designed to work as a 
medium of exchange. Individual 
coin ownership records are stored in 
a ledger, which is a computerized 
database using strong cryptography 
to secure transaction records, to 
control the creation of additional 
coins, and to verify the transfer of 
coin ownership. 

T h e  “ c r y p t o ”  i n  c r y p t o 
currencies refers to complicated 
cryptography that allows for the 
creation and processing of digital 
currencies and their transactions 
across decentralized systems. 
Alongside this important “crypto” 
feature of these currencies is a 
c o m m o n  c o m m i t m e n t  t o 
decentralization  crypto currencies 
are typically developed as code by 
teams who build in mechanisms for 
issuance (through a process called 
mining) and other controls.

Crypto currency does not exist 
in physical  form (l ike paper 
money),there are no coins to mint or 
bills to print, only exists online, and 
is typically not issued by a central 
authority. Crypto currencies use 
decentralized control as opposed to a 
central bank digital currency 
(CBDC).  When implemented with 
decentralized control, each crypto 
currency works through distributed 
ledger technology, typically a block 
chain that serves as a public 
financial transaction database. Once 
a block is added to the block chain, it 
becomes accessible to anyone who 
wishes to view it, acting as a public 
ledger of crypto currency transactions. 

Digital crypto-currencies’ and 
crypto-assets’ aim to mirror some, 

or all, of the uses of traditional 
money  a means of payment, a store 
of value, and a unit of account, as an 
alternative investment, helping 
diversify a portfolio apart from 
stocks and bonds  can also be used to 
make purchases, but the number of 
vendors that accept the crypto 
currency is still limited.

Bitcoin, first released as open-
source software in 2 9, is the first 
decentralized crypto currency. Most 
crypto currencies are designed to 
gradually decrease the production of 
that currency, placing a cap on the 
total amount of that currency that 

will ever be in circulation. Crypto 
currencies are almost always 
designed to be free from government 
manipulation and controlso it’s 
decentralized.

Since the release of bitcoin, 
many other crypto currencies have 
been created. There are currently 
over a thousand different crypto 
currencies in the world, and many 
see them as the key to a fairer future 
economy.    The crypto currencies 
m o d e l l e d  a f t e r  b i t c o i n  a r e 
collectively called altcoins, and in 
some cases shitcoins, and have often 
tried to present themselves as 
modified or improved versions of 
bitcoin. Stablecoins are altcoins that 
are designed to maintain a stable 
level of purchasing power. 

A crypto currency wallet stores 
the public and private "keys" 
(address) or seed which can be used 
to receive or trade or spend the 
crypto currency. Crypto currency 
exchanges allow customers to trade 
crypto currencies for other assets, 
such as conventional fiat money, or 
to trade between different digital 
currencies. Atomic swaps are a 
mechanism where one crypto 
currency can be exchanged directly 
for another crypto currency, without 
the need for a trusted third party such 
as an exchange.

Initial coin offerings
An initial coin offering (ICO) is a 
controversial means of raising funds 
for a new crypto currency venture. 
An ICO may be used by start-ups 
with the intention of avoiding 
regulation. In an ICO campaign, a 
percentage of the crypto currency 
(usually in the form of "tokens") is 
sold to early backers of the project in 
exchange for legal tender or other 
crypto currencies. 

Advantages:
ach and every Bitcoin transaction 

that’s ever been made exists on a 
p u b l i c  l e d g e r  a c c e s s i b l e  t o 
everyone, making transactions hard 
to reverse and difficult to fake. 

As decentralized platforms, 
block chain-based crypto currencies 
allow individuals to engage in peer-
to-peer financial transactions or 
enter into contracts. In either case, 

there is no need for some trusted 
third-party intermediary such as a 
bank, monetary authority, court, or 
judge. 

Some feel that well-regulated 
digital currencies can provide 
significant public benefits in greater 
efficiency and lower costs for both 
domest ic  and ,  in  par t icu lar, 
international payments systems, and 
help ensure financial services reach 
the hundreds of millions of people  
especially in developing countries  
without bank accounts.

Cryp to  cur renc ies  make 
tracking donations easier and have 
the potential to allow donors to see 
how their money is used.

The Risks: 
The real identity of person or groups 
behind the development of Bitcoin 
w h o  s t a t e d  t h e  g o a l  o f  t h e 
technology was to create “a new 
electronic cash system” that was 
“completely decentralized with no 
server or central authority” is still 
unknown.

Anonymity
The owners who have crypto 
c u r r e n c y  i n  t h e  s y s t e m  a r e 
anonymous there are no account 
numbers, names, social security 
numbers or any other identifying 
features that connects to its owners.  
It has been appealing to criminals 
due to its anonymity and lack of 
regulation. Transactions that occur 
through the use and exchange of 
altcoins are independent from 
formal banking systems, enables tax 
evasion and laundering of money. 
Money laundering issues are also 
present in regular bank transfers, 
however with bank-to-bank wire 
transfers for instance, the account 
holder must at least provide a proven 
identity.     Since crypto protects the 
identity of holders, governments are 
deeply concerned about their use in 
illicit activities such as money 
laundering, terrorist financing, 
online black markets, and tax 
evasion. Some fear the replacement 
o f  g o v e r n m e n t - c o n t r o l l e d , 
centralized money by crypto.

Difficult to resolve
Loss, theft, and fraud with crypto 
currency are becoming a routine 

CRYPTO CURRENCY?
SHOULD WE ENCOURAGE 

Ganesh Bhat Sirsi

The rise in the popularity of crypto currencies and their adoption by financial institutions 
has led some governments to assess whether regulation is needed to protect users.

affair even though tall claims are 
being put forth regarding their 
security. In the absence of a 
governing body, it can be difficult to 
resolve issues if crypto get stolen or 
lost. Crypto currencies are used 
primarily outside existing banking 
and governmental institutions and 
are exchanged over the Internet. 
Whenever there is an intermediary 
like the banks for example, it is 
possible to trace the revenue 
generation and the government will 
have control over the investment 
people put in.

Volatile, Speculative
Bitcoins and their many look-alikes, 
often known as crypto-assets’, are 
best viewed as a volatile, speculative 
asset class, which some users are 
prepared to accept as a form of 
payment.  Since its public launch in 
2 9, Bitcoin has risen dramatically 
in value, although it once sold for 
1 , - per coin, its present price 

is  about  Rs39 lakhs.  Crypto 
currencies have been compared to 
Ponzi schemes, pyramid schemes 
and economic bubbles, such as 
housing market bubbles. Some say 
that digital currencies are nothing 
but an unfounded fad, based on a 
willingness to ascribe value to 
something that has little or none 
beyond what people will pay for it. 
Regulators in several countries have 
warned against crypto currency and 
some have taken measures to 
dissuade users  such warnings are 
unheard, or ignored. 

Digital currencies to 
affect geopolitics
The expansion of big tech firms into 
global finance and banks themselves 
widening their digital footprints, 
financial technology will reshape 
not just the commercial but also the 
geopolitical sphere. Introduction of 
a digital yuan’ would give China the 
ability to bypass the world’s 
traditional banking systems and then 
chal lenge and help curb the 
dominant role of the dollar in 
international trade and finance. This 
could help limit China’s exposure to 

S sanctions policies which rely 
heavily on the dollar’s pre-eminent 

position in international finance. 
The widespread introduction of 
digital currencies has the potential to 
transform the world financial 
system. In anuary 2 2 , a group of 
advanced economy central banks  
from Canada, the , apan, 
Sweden, Switzerland, and the 

uropean Central Bank  announced 
they were working together on 
central bank digital currencies under 
the auspices of the Bank for 
International Settlements (BIS).

The concern of an unregulated 
global economy
As the popularity of and demand for 
online currencies has increased, so 
have  conce rns  tha t  such  an 
unregulated person to person global 
economy that crypto currencies 
offer may become a threat to society. 
The governments of the G  have 
recognised the need for international 
cooperation on how private digital 
currencies should be regulated, 
because the alternative  a global 
free-for-all  could be chaotic and 
dangerous. 

Why do central banks want 
their own digital currencies?

Once a crypto exchange is 
established, it can mind its own 
crypto currencies, it can have initial 
coin offerings, and this will lead to a 
new asset class in that country and 
help people to invest. Supporters of 
this theory suggest that RBI should 
introduce its own crypto currency in 
India.

The Reality:
Investment in crypto currency is a 
speculative activity, and in no way it 
encourages production activity or 
creates real employment.   Those in 
f avou r  o f  l ega l i s i ng  c ryp to 
currencies argue that with the help of 
technology people will find newer 
ways to escape from the noose of 
law. So, it is going to be extremely 
difficult to regulate crypto. But, they 
overlook the fact that technology 
can cut the technology. Another 
argument put forth is that people 
continue to invest wherever the 
returns are high even if it is risky. 
This is true to some extent under the 
existing socio-economic system 

where no one is assured of a secured 
future and where acquisitive nature 
dominates the society.

 But, these experts and leaders 
fail to conceive of a decentralized 
economic system where everyone is 
guaranteed the basic necessities of 
life through 1  employment 
o p p o r t u n i t y  w i t h  a d e q u a t e 
purchasing capacity so that people 
can pursue higher values of life 
instead of becoming a money 
e a r n i n g  m a c h i n e s .  P R O T 
advocates such a socio-economic 
system for the entire globe where 
speculative activities are banned 
and opportunities are created for 
gainful investment in the local area.

Views of PROUT:
The banking system must be 
vigilant about two important points. 
First, the intrinsic demonic greed of 
the banks must not be allowed to 
jeopardize the life of the common 
people. Secondly, the banks must 
not allow unwise administrators or 
governments to print monetary 
notes indiscriminately without 
reserving the proportionate amount 
of bullion in their treasuries.  The 
printing and issuing of monetary 
notes having no bullion value must 
stop immediately. No monetary 
notes should be issued by the 
government from then on without a 
clear assurance that it is prepared to 
pay the requisite amount of money 
in gold coins. A socioeconomic unit 
can conserve its reserve bullion and 
improve the purchasing capacity of 
the local people by manufacturing 
locally finished products.

   Those countries which have a 
l a r g e  v o l u m e  o f  v e r y  f e w 
commodities to sell but many 
commodities to buy will find barter 
trade profitable. Otherwise their 
reserves of gold bullion may get 
exhausted very quickly.  Barter 
trade will give protection from 
disastrous impact due to economic 
depressions. PRO T advocates 
banning of all the speculative 
activit ies al l  over the world 
including stock markets, hence no 
chance to approve crypto currency 
of the present form.˜

The Excellence of 

Philosophy 
“If ideological vacuum is not filled by PROUT, a great catastrophe will take place in the 
future because other defective philosophies will come forward."

Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar

"Shrii Sarkar has given a broad outline for the gradual 
establishment of the world government."

“The situation on the Russia-
Ukraine border is volatile 

and tense. The crisis needs to 
be resolved diplomatically at 

the earliest.”

Honour Killings Will Continue as Long as Iran's Laws Protect Killers
 Widespread Practice of Child Marriage Means More Young Girls Will Be Murdered

PROUT NEWS REPORT
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Bengal's Economic Self-

sufficiency
xcerpts from the discourse by 

Prout's founder are very timely 
considering the terrible history of 
famine causing large-scale deaths 
in Bengal's history. verything 
that has been suggested must be 
done to make Bengal economically 
self-sufficient.

- Tarapada Sen, 
New Jalpaiguri

Global Hunger Looms 

due to the Ukraine War
The uly issue of PRO T ournal 
i s  e x c e l l e n t  a s  u s u a l .  M y 
congratulations to all the staff and 
contributors. The theme of world 
hunger is timely and urgent, as also 
the terrible history of artificially-
generated famines in Bengal.

- Rudresha, USA.

Bengal Famine 1770
T h e  a u t h o r  h a s  p r o v i d e d 
horrifying graphic details from 
this forgotten part of history. 
Hopefully, today's generation will 
remember and make sure that such 
lessons learnt are never forgotten. I 
am eagerly looking forward to the 
second part next month.

- Bhagyashree Talukdar, 
Medinipur

Microvita in the 

Cosmic Cycle
The article on the unique scientific 
theory of microvita is most 
interesting with a striking layout.

The author had email contact 
with one physics Nobel prize 
winner  about  the  proposed 
microvita experiment, and the 
latter is quite open-minded about 
it. He also referred the author to 
some of his own articles relating 
physics to understanding the 
n a t u r e  o f  l i f e .  A n  I n d i a n 
biochemistry research team leader 
in the S has also suggested that 
the author contact several of his 
colleagues who he thinks may be 
helpful. Also, one young PhD. The 
physicist in Senegal in West Africa 
has expressed enthusiasm for 
getting a research team together to 
carry out the proposed microvita 
experiment. So proposing a 
scientific experiment to test for 
microvita already has some good 
effects, and the author is confident 
it will have more. According to the 
author, a Nobel Prize indeed awaits 
the first experimental group that 
gets a certified positive result for 
t h e  p r o p o s e d  m i c r o v i t a 
radioactivity experiment.

- Arun Prakash, 
New Delhi

What Next for Afghanistan
As usual, with brilliant insight, 
Sohail Inayatullah et al. have 
opened our eyes to possible 
solutions in the troubled region of 
Afghanistan. The recent severe 
earthquake of .9 on the Richter 
scale on une 29 in southeastern 
Afghanistan caused massive 
destruction and many deaths and 
casualties, adding to common 
people's woes. It followed the 
anuary 1  earthquake that struck 

the Badghis province. Apart from 
recurring natural calamities, 
weather extremes and harsh 

terrain, the area is politically 
troubled. As suggested by the 
authors, the Futures should be 
seriously considered by all 
concerned.

- Tony Wright, Canada

Patriotism and Nationalism
An interesting article that shows 
patriotism in its true light. The 
quote by Charles de Gaulle, the 
President  of  France,  at  the 
beginning of the article, is very apt.

- Arjun Subramanian, 
Vellore

Giving Lost Languages 

a Voice
A great sequel to the first part 
published in the une issue. We 
must do everything possible to 
preserve languages and ensure that 
no language dies, for if it does, 
then a part of human civilization 
dies too.

- Swati Rao, Goa

Global Drought - 

Prout July Issue
I  compl iment  you  for  th i s 
remarkable Prout ournal uly 
2 22. It is the only journal that 
covers a wide variety of articles, 
emphasizing human suffering 
(global hunger and plight of 
women in Afghanistan) and 
People's oices. 

- Acarya Dhanjoo Ghista, 
USA

STOP PRESS
The presidential election results 
have jus t  been announced. 
Smt Draupadi Murmu has won 
defeating her rival Shri Yashwant 
Sinha by a wide margin. This 
result has been hailed worldwide 
as a victory for the state of the  
Indian democracy, where a tribal 
woman of humble origins could 
reach such great height.                 ˜

THE FALCON AND THE BRANCH

Dynamics
Prout founder's d

here was once  a king who received a gift of two magnificent falcons. They were peregrine Tfalcons, the most beautiful birds he had ever seen. He gave the precious birds to his head 
falconer to be trained.
Months passed, and one day the head falconer informed the king that though one of the falcons 

was flying majestically, soaring high in the sky, the other bird had not moved from its branch since 
the day it had arrived.

The king summoned healers and sorcerers from all the land to tend to the falcon, but no one 
could make the bird fly. He presented the task to the member of his court, but the next day, the king 
saw through the palace window that the bird had still not moved from its perch.

Having tried everything else, the king thought to himself, “Maybe I need someone more familiar 
with the countryside to understand the nature of this problem.” So he cried out to his court, “Go and 
get a farmer.”

In the morning, the king was thrilled to see the falcon soaring high above the palace gardens. He 
said to his court, “Who performed this miracle bring him to me.” The palace officials quickly located 
the farmer, and brought him before the king. 

The king asked him, “How did you make the falcon fly?”
With his head bowed, the farmer said to the king, “It was very easy, your highness. I simply cut 

the branch where the bird was sitting.” ̃
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NEW ERA CURRENCY

India has the highest number of 
crypto owners in the world, 
around 1  million  and in the 

last  one year,  crypto market 
reportedly grew at 641  in India. 
The Supreme Court, in March 2 2  
nullified the circular of the RBI 
banning crypto currency. People 
thought there was validation by the 
Supreme Court as the court lifted the 
ban imposed by the RBI. That made 
many people joining the crypto 
bandwagon.

Now, the government is talking 
about prohibiting all private crypto 
currencies and the RBI introducing a 
currency. Indians are trying to find 
answers to the questions, Is the 
government's plan to regulate crypto 
currency a good move? Will crypto 
b e  a  s e r i o u s  t h r e a t  t o  t h e 
macroeconomic and financial 
stability of the country? Should RBI 
introduce its crypto?

Global Scenario
The rise in the popularity of crypto 
currencies and their adoption by 
financial institutions has led some 
governments to assess whether 
regulation is needed to protect users. 
The legal status of crypto currencies 
varies substantially from country to 
country and is still undefined or 
changing in many of them. While 
some countries have explicitly 
allowed their use and trade, others 

have banned or restricted it. Few 
countries are planning to create their 
own crypto currency. 

 l Salvador made Bitcoin legal 
tender on une 9, 2 21. It is the first 
country to do so. The crypto 
currency can be used for any 
transaction where the business can 
accept it. Cuba has followed this. 
Many Latin American countries are 
reportedly considering similar 
moves.

Chinese government  has 
declared al l  crypto currency 
transactions of any kind illegal. 
Turkey has banned the use of crypto 
currencies and crypto assets for 
making purchases. In the nited 

ingdom, all crypto currency firms, 
such as exchanges, advisors and 
professionals that have either a 
presence, market product or provide 
services within the  market must 
register with the Financial Conduct 
Author i ty.  Sou th  o rea  has 
implemented new legislation to 
strengthen their oversight of digital 
assets. South Africa has seen a large 
amount of scams related to crypto 
currency, is planning a regulatory 
framework.

The Financial Action Task 
Force (FATF) an intergovernmental 
organisation founded in 1989 on the 
initiative of the G  to develop 
p o l i c i e s  t o  c o m b a t  m o n e y 

laundering and financing has 
defined crypto currency-related 
services as "virtual asset service 
p r o v i d e r s "  ( A S P s )  a n d 
recommended that they be regulated 
with the same money laundering 
(AML) and know your customer 
( YC) requirements as financial 
institutions. It has introduced the 
"Travel Rule" for crypto currencies, 
a measure which mandates that 

ASPs obtain, hold, and exchange 
information about the originators 
and beneficiaries of virtual asset 
transfers. 

Some propose that banks that 
held crypto currency assets must set 
aside capital to cover all potential 
losses. 

nited States treats bitcoin as 
property for tax purposes. 

  A number of Aid agencies 
have started accepting donations in 
crypto currencies, including the 
American Red Cross, NIC F, and 
the N World Food Program.

Ban on Advertising 
Crypto currency advertisements 
have been temporarily banned on 
many social platforms including 
Facebook, Google, Twitter, Bing, 
Snapchat, LinkedIn etc.

What Are Crypto currencies?
A crypto currency, crypto-currency, 
or crypto is a collection of binary 

data which is designed to work as a 
medium of exchange. Individual 
coin ownership records are stored in 
a ledger, which is a computerized 
database using strong cryptography 
to secure transaction records, to 
control the creation of additional 
coins, and to verify the transfer of 
coin ownership. 

T h e  “ c r y p t o ”  i n  c r y p t o 
currencies refers to complicated 
cryptography that allows for the 
creation and processing of digital 
currencies and their transactions 
across decentralized systems. 
Alongside this important “crypto” 
feature of these currencies is a 
c o m m o n  c o m m i t m e n t  t o 
decentralization  crypto currencies 
are typically developed as code by 
teams who build in mechanisms for 
issuance (through a process called 
mining) and other controls.

Crypto currency does not exist 
in physical  form (l ike paper 
money),there are no coins to mint or 
bills to print, only exists online, and 
is typically not issued by a central 
authority. Crypto currencies use 
decentralized control as opposed to a 
central bank digital currency 
(CBDC).  When implemented with 
decentralized control, each crypto 
currency works through distributed 
ledger technology, typically a block 
chain that serves as a public 
financial transaction database. Once 
a block is added to the block chain, it 
becomes accessible to anyone who 
wishes to view it, acting as a public 
ledger of crypto currency transactions. 

Digital crypto-currencies’ and 
crypto-assets’ aim to mirror some, 

or all, of the uses of traditional 
money  a means of payment, a store 
of value, and a unit of account, as an 
alternative investment, helping 
diversify a portfolio apart from 
stocks and bonds  can also be used to 
make purchases, but the number of 
vendors that accept the crypto 
currency is still limited.

Bitcoin, first released as open-
source software in 2 9, is the first 
decentralized crypto currency. Most 
crypto currencies are designed to 
gradually decrease the production of 
that currency, placing a cap on the 
total amount of that currency that 

will ever be in circulation. Crypto 
currencies are almost always 
designed to be free from government 
manipulation and controlso it’s 
decentralized.

Since the release of bitcoin, 
many other crypto currencies have 
been created. There are currently 
over a thousand different crypto 
currencies in the world, and many 
see them as the key to a fairer future 
economy.    The crypto currencies 
m o d e l l e d  a f t e r  b i t c o i n  a r e 
collectively called altcoins, and in 
some cases shitcoins, and have often 
tried to present themselves as 
modified or improved versions of 
bitcoin. Stablecoins are altcoins that 
are designed to maintain a stable 
level of purchasing power. 

A crypto currency wallet stores 
the public and private "keys" 
(address) or seed which can be used 
to receive or trade or spend the 
crypto currency. Crypto currency 
exchanges allow customers to trade 
crypto currencies for other assets, 
such as conventional fiat money, or 
to trade between different digital 
currencies. Atomic swaps are a 
mechanism where one crypto 
currency can be exchanged directly 
for another crypto currency, without 
the need for a trusted third party such 
as an exchange.

Initial coin offerings
An initial coin offering (ICO) is a 
controversial means of raising funds 
for a new crypto currency venture. 
An ICO may be used by start-ups 
with the intention of avoiding 
regulation. In an ICO campaign, a 
percentage of the crypto currency 
(usually in the form of "tokens") is 
sold to early backers of the project in 
exchange for legal tender or other 
crypto currencies. 

Advantages:
ach and every Bitcoin transaction 

that’s ever been made exists on a 
p u b l i c  l e d g e r  a c c e s s i b l e  t o 
everyone, making transactions hard 
to reverse and difficult to fake. 

As decentralized platforms, 
block chain-based crypto currencies 
allow individuals to engage in peer-
to-peer financial transactions or 
enter into contracts. In either case, 

there is no need for some trusted 
third-party intermediary such as a 
bank, monetary authority, court, or 
judge. 

Some feel that well-regulated 
digital currencies can provide 
significant public benefits in greater 
efficiency and lower costs for both 
domest ic  and ,  in  par t icu lar, 
international payments systems, and 
help ensure financial services reach 
the hundreds of millions of people  
especially in developing countries  
without bank accounts.

Cryp to  cur renc ies  make 
tracking donations easier and have 
the potential to allow donors to see 
how their money is used.

The Risks: 
The real identity of person or groups 
behind the development of Bitcoin 
w h o  s t a t e d  t h e  g o a l  o f  t h e 
technology was to create “a new 
electronic cash system” that was 
“completely decentralized with no 
server or central authority” is still 
unknown.

Anonymity
The owners who have crypto 
c u r r e n c y  i n  t h e  s y s t e m  a r e 
anonymous there are no account 
numbers, names, social security 
numbers or any other identifying 
features that connects to its owners.  
It has been appealing to criminals 
due to its anonymity and lack of 
regulation. Transactions that occur 
through the use and exchange of 
altcoins are independent from 
formal banking systems, enables tax 
evasion and laundering of money. 
Money laundering issues are also 
present in regular bank transfers, 
however with bank-to-bank wire 
transfers for instance, the account 
holder must at least provide a proven 
identity.     Since crypto protects the 
identity of holders, governments are 
deeply concerned about their use in 
illicit activities such as money 
laundering, terrorist financing, 
online black markets, and tax 
evasion. Some fear the replacement 
o f  g o v e r n m e n t - c o n t r o l l e d , 
centralized money by crypto.

Difficult to resolve
Loss, theft, and fraud with crypto 
currency are becoming a routine 

CRYPTO CURRENCY?
SHOULD WE ENCOURAGE 

Ganesh Bhat Sirsi

The rise in the popularity of crypto currencies and their adoption by financial institutions 
has led some governments to assess whether regulation is needed to protect users.

affair even though tall claims are 
being put forth regarding their 
security. In the absence of a 
governing body, it can be difficult to 
resolve issues if crypto get stolen or 
lost. Crypto currencies are used 
primarily outside existing banking 
and governmental institutions and 
are exchanged over the Internet. 
Whenever there is an intermediary 
like the banks for example, it is 
possible to trace the revenue 
generation and the government will 
have control over the investment 
people put in.

Volatile, Speculative
Bitcoins and their many look-alikes, 
often known as crypto-assets’, are 
best viewed as a volatile, speculative 
asset class, which some users are 
prepared to accept as a form of 
payment.  Since its public launch in 
2 9, Bitcoin has risen dramatically 
in value, although it once sold for 
1 , - per coin, its present price 

is  about  Rs39 lakhs.  Crypto 
currencies have been compared to 
Ponzi schemes, pyramid schemes 
and economic bubbles, such as 
housing market bubbles. Some say 
that digital currencies are nothing 
but an unfounded fad, based on a 
willingness to ascribe value to 
something that has little or none 
beyond what people will pay for it. 
Regulators in several countries have 
warned against crypto currency and 
some have taken measures to 
dissuade users  such warnings are 
unheard, or ignored. 

Digital currencies to 
affect geopolitics
The expansion of big tech firms into 
global finance and banks themselves 
widening their digital footprints, 
financial technology will reshape 
not just the commercial but also the 
geopolitical sphere. Introduction of 
a digital yuan’ would give China the 
ability to bypass the world’s 
traditional banking systems and then 
chal lenge and help curb the 
dominant role of the dollar in 
international trade and finance. This 
could help limit China’s exposure to 

S sanctions policies which rely 
heavily on the dollar’s pre-eminent 

position in international finance. 
The widespread introduction of 
digital currencies has the potential to 
transform the world financial 
system. In anuary 2 2 , a group of 
advanced economy central banks  
from Canada, the , apan, 
Sweden, Switzerland, and the 

uropean Central Bank  announced 
they were working together on 
central bank digital currencies under 
the auspices of the Bank for 
International Settlements (BIS).

The concern of an unregulated 
global economy
As the popularity of and demand for 
online currencies has increased, so 
have  conce rns  tha t  such  an 
unregulated person to person global 
economy that crypto currencies 
offer may become a threat to society. 
The governments of the G  have 
recognised the need for international 
cooperation on how private digital 
currencies should be regulated, 
because the alternative  a global 
free-for-all  could be chaotic and 
dangerous. 

Why do central banks want 
their own digital currencies?

Once a crypto exchange is 
established, it can mind its own 
crypto currencies, it can have initial 
coin offerings, and this will lead to a 
new asset class in that country and 
help people to invest. Supporters of 
this theory suggest that RBI should 
introduce its own crypto currency in 
India.

The Reality:
Investment in crypto currency is a 
speculative activity, and in no way it 
encourages production activity or 
creates real employment.   Those in 
f avou r  o f  l ega l i s i ng  c ryp to 
currencies argue that with the help of 
technology people will find newer 
ways to escape from the noose of 
law. So, it is going to be extremely 
difficult to regulate crypto. But, they 
overlook the fact that technology 
can cut the technology. Another 
argument put forth is that people 
continue to invest wherever the 
returns are high even if it is risky. 
This is true to some extent under the 
existing socio-economic system 

where no one is assured of a secured 
future and where acquisitive nature 
dominates the society.

 But, these experts and leaders 
fail to conceive of a decentralized 
economic system where everyone is 
guaranteed the basic necessities of 
life through 1  employment 
o p p o r t u n i t y  w i t h  a d e q u a t e 
purchasing capacity so that people 
can pursue higher values of life 
instead of becoming a money 
e a r n i n g  m a c h i n e s .  P R O T 
advocates such a socio-economic 
system for the entire globe where 
speculative activities are banned 
and opportunities are created for 
gainful investment in the local area.

Views of PROUT:
The banking system must be 
vigilant about two important points. 
First, the intrinsic demonic greed of 
the banks must not be allowed to 
jeopardize the life of the common 
people. Secondly, the banks must 
not allow unwise administrators or 
governments to print monetary 
notes indiscriminately without 
reserving the proportionate amount 
of bullion in their treasuries.  The 
printing and issuing of monetary 
notes having no bullion value must 
stop immediately. No monetary 
notes should be issued by the 
government from then on without a 
clear assurance that it is prepared to 
pay the requisite amount of money 
in gold coins. A socioeconomic unit 
can conserve its reserve bullion and 
improve the purchasing capacity of 
the local people by manufacturing 
locally finished products.

   Those countries which have a 
l a r g e  v o l u m e  o f  v e r y  f e w 
commodities to sell but many 
commodities to buy will find barter 
trade profitable. Otherwise their 
reserves of gold bullion may get 
exhausted very quickly.  Barter 
trade will give protection from 
disastrous impact due to economic 
depressions. PRO T advocates 
banning of all the speculative 
activit ies all  over the world 
including stock markets, hence no 
chance to approve crypto currency 
of the present form.˜

The Excellence of 

Philosophy 
“If ideological vacuum is not filled by PROUT, a great catastrophe will take place in the 
future because other defective philosophies will come forward."

Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar

"Shrii Sarkar has given a broad outline for the gradual 
establishment of the world government."

“The situation on the Russia-
Ukraine border is volatile 

and tense. The crisis needs to 
be resolved diplomatically at 

the earliest.”

Honour Killings Will Continue as Long as Iran's Laws Protect Killers
 Widespread Practice of Child Marriage Means More Young Girls Will Be Murdered

PROUT NEWS REPORT
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Bengal's Economic Self-

sufficiency
xcerpts from the discourse by 

Prout's founder are very timely 
considering the terrible history of 
famine causing large-scale deaths 
in Bengal's history. verything 
that has been suggested must be 
done to make Bengal economically 
self-sufficient.

- Tarapada Sen, 
New Jalpaiguri

Global Hunger Looms 

due to the Ukraine War
The uly issue of PRO T ournal 
i s  e x c e l l e n t  a s  u s u a l .  M y 
congratulations to all the staff and 
contributors. The theme of world 
hunger is timely and urgent, as also 
the terrible history of artificially-
generated famines in Bengal.

- Rudresha, USA.

Bengal Famine 1770
T h e  a u t h o r  h a s  p r o v i d e d 
horrifying graphic details from 
this forgotten part of history. 
Hopefully, today's generation will 
remember and make sure that such 
lessons learnt are never forgotten. I 
am eagerly looking forward to the 
second part next month.

- Bhagyashree Talukdar, 
Medinipur

Microvita in the 

Cosmic Cycle
The article on the unique scientific 
theory of microvita is most 
interesting with a striking layout.

The author had email contact 
with one physics Nobel prize 
winner  about  the  proposed 
microvita experiment, and the 
latter is quite open-minded about 
it. He also referred the author to 
some of his own articles relating 
physics to understanding the 
n a t u r e  o f  l i f e .  A n  I n d i a n 
biochemistry research team leader 
in the S has also suggested that 
the author contact several of his 
colleagues who he thinks may be 
helpful. Also, one young PhD. The 
physicist in Senegal in West Africa 
has expressed enthusiasm for 
getting a research team together to 
carry out the proposed microvita 
experiment. So proposing a 
scientific experiment to test for 
microvita already has some good 
effects, and the author is confident 
it will have more. According to the 
author, a Nobel Prize indeed awaits 
the first experimental group that 
gets a certified positive result for 
t h e  p r o p o s e d  m i c r o v i t a 
radioactivity experiment.

- Arun Prakash, 
New Delhi

What Next for Afghanistan
As usual, with brilliant insight, 
Sohail Inayatullah et al. have 
opened our eyes to possible 
solutions in the troubled region of 
Afghanistan. The recent severe 
earthquake of .9 on the Richter 
scale on une 29 in southeastern 
Afghanistan caused massive 
destruction and many deaths and 
casualties, adding to common 
people's woes. It followed the 
anuary 1  earthquake that struck 

the Badghis province. Apart from 
recurring natural calamities, 
weather extremes and harsh 

terrain, the area is politically 
troubled. As suggested by the 
authors, the Futures should be 
seriously considered by all 
concerned.

- Tony Wright, Canada

Patriotism and Nationalism
An interesting article that shows 
patriotism in its true light. The 
quote by Charles de Gaulle, the 
President  of  France,  at  the 
beginning of the article, is very apt.

- Arjun Subramanian, 
Vellore

Giving Lost Languages 

a Voice
A great sequel to the first part 
published in the une issue. We 
must do everything possible to 
preserve languages and ensure that 
no language dies, for if it does, 
then a part of human civilization 
dies too.

- Swati Rao, Goa

Global Drought - 

Prout July Issue
I  compl iment  you  for  th i s 
remarkable Prout ournal uly 
2 22. It is the only journal that 
covers a wide variety of articles, 
emphasizing human suffering 
(global hunger and plight of 
women in Afghanistan) and 
People's oices. 

- Acarya Dhanjoo Ghista, 
USA

STOP PRESS
The presidential election results 
have jus t  been announced. 
Smt Draupadi Murmu has won 
defeating her rival Shri Yashwant 
Sinha by a wide margin. This 
result has been hailed worldwide 
as a victory for the state of the  
Indian democracy, where a tribal 
woman of humble origins could 
reach such great height.                 ˜

THE FALCON AND THE BRANCH

Dynamics
Prout founder's d

here was once  a king who received a gift of two magnificent falcons. They were peregrine Tfalcons, the most beautiful birds he had ever seen. He gave the precious birds to his head 
falconer to be trained.
Months passed, and one day the head falconer informed the king that though one of the falcons 

was flying majestically, soaring high in the sky, the other bird had not moved from its branch since 
the day it had arrived.

The king summoned healers and sorcerers from all the land to tend to the falcon, but no one 
could make the bird fly. He presented the task to the member of his court, but the next day, the king 
saw through the palace window that the bird had still not moved from its perch.

Having tried everything else, the king thought to himself, “Maybe I need someone more familiar 
with the countryside to understand the nature of this problem.” So he cried out to his court, “Go and 
get a farmer.”

In the morning, the king was thrilled to see the falcon soaring high above the palace gardens. He 
said to his court, “Who performed this miracle bring him to me.” The palace officials quickly located 
the farmer, and brought him before the king. 

The king asked him, “How did you make the falcon fly?”
With his head bowed, the farmer said to the king, “It was very easy, your highness. I simply cut 

the branch where the bird was sitting.” ̃
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NEW ERA CURRENCY

India has the highest number of 
crypto owners in the world, 
around 1  million  and in the 

last  one year,  crypto market 
reportedly grew at 641  in India. 
The Supreme Court, in March 2 2  
nullified the circular of the RBI 
banning crypto currency. People 
thought there was validation by the 
Supreme Court as the court lifted the 
ban imposed by the RBI. That made 
many people joining the crypto 
bandwagon.

Now, the government is talking 
about prohibiting all private crypto 
currencies and the RBI introducing a 
currency. Indians are trying to find 
answers to the questions, Is the 
government's plan to regulate crypto 
currency a good move? Will crypto 
b e  a  s e r i o u s  t h r e a t  t o  t h e 
macroeconomic and financial 
stability of the country? Should RBI 
introduce its crypto?

Global Scenario
The rise in the popularity of crypto 
currencies and their adoption by 
financial institutions has led some 
governments to assess whether 
regulation is needed to protect users. 
The legal status of crypto currencies 
varies substantially from country to 
country and is still undefined or 
changing in many of them. While 
some countries have explicitly 
allowed their use and trade, others 

have banned or restricted it. Few 
countries are planning to create their 
own crypto currency. 

 l Salvador made Bitcoin legal 
tender on une 9, 2 21. It is the first 
country to do so. The crypto 
currency can be used for any 
transaction where the business can 
accept it. Cuba has followed this. 
Many Latin American countries are 
reportedly considering similar 
moves.

Chinese government  has 
declared al l  crypto currency 
transactions of any kind illegal. 
Turkey has banned the use of crypto 
currencies and crypto assets for 
making purchases. In the nited 

ingdom, all crypto currency firms, 
such as exchanges, advisors and 
professionals that have either a 
presence, market product or provide 
services within the  market must 
register with the Financial Conduct 
Author i ty.  Sou th  o rea  has 
implemented new legislation to 
strengthen their oversight of digital 
assets. South Africa has seen a large 
amount of scams related to crypto 
currency, is planning a regulatory 
framework.

The Financial Action Task 
Force (FATF) an intergovernmental 
organisation founded in 1989 on the 
initiative of the G  to develop 
p o l i c i e s  t o  c o m b a t  m o n e y 

laundering and financing has 
defined crypto currency-related 
services as "virtual asset service 
p r o v i d e r s "  ( A S P s )  a n d 
recommended that they be regulated 
with the same money laundering 
(AML) and know your customer 
( YC) requirements as financial 
institutions. It has introduced the 
"Travel Rule" for crypto currencies, 
a measure which mandates that 

ASPs obtain, hold, and exchange 
information about the originators 
and beneficiaries of virtual asset 
transfers. 

Some propose that banks that 
held crypto currency assets must set 
aside capital to cover all potential 
losses. 

nited States treats bitcoin as 
property for tax purposes. 

  A number of Aid agencies 
have started accepting donations in 
crypto currencies, including the 
American Red Cross, NIC F, and 
the N World Food Program.

Ban on Advertising 
Crypto currency advertisements 
have been temporarily banned on 
many social platforms including 
Facebook, Google, Twitter, Bing, 
Snapchat, LinkedIn etc.

What Are Crypto currencies?
A crypto currency, crypto-currency, 
or crypto is a collection of binary 

data which is designed to work as a 
medium of exchange. Individual 
coin ownership records are stored in 
a ledger, which is a computerized 
database using strong cryptography 
to secure transaction records, to 
control the creation of additional 
coins, and to verify the transfer of 
coin ownership. 

T h e  “ c r y p t o ”  i n  c r y p t o 
currencies refers to complicated 
cryptography that allows for the 
creation and processing of digital 
currencies and their transactions 
across decentralized systems. 
Alongside this important “crypto” 
feature of these currencies is a 
c o m m o n  c o m m i t m e n t  t o 
decentralization  crypto currencies 
are typically developed as code by 
teams who build in mechanisms for 
issuance (through a process called 
mining) and other controls.

Crypto currency does not exist 
in physical  form (l ike paper 
money),there are no coins to mint or 
bills to print, only exists online, and 
is typically not issued by a central 
authority. Crypto currencies use 
decentralized control as opposed to a 
central bank digital currency 
(CBDC).  When implemented with 
decentralized control, each crypto 
currency works through distributed 
ledger technology, typically a block 
chain that serves as a public 
financial transaction database. Once 
a block is added to the block chain, it 
becomes accessible to anyone who 
wishes to view it, acting as a public 
ledger of crypto currency transactions. 

Digital crypto-currencies’ and 
crypto-assets’ aim to mirror some, 

or all, of the uses of traditional 
money  a means of payment, a store 
of value, and a unit of account, as an 
alternative investment, helping 
diversify a portfolio apart from 
stocks and bonds  can also be used to 
make purchases, but the number of 
vendors that accept the crypto 
currency is still limited.

Bitcoin, first released as open-
source software in 2 9, is the first 
decentralized crypto currency. Most 
crypto currencies are designed to 
gradually decrease the production of 
that currency, placing a cap on the 
total amount of that currency that 

will ever be in circulation. Crypto 
currencies are almost always 
designed to be free from government 
manipulation and controlso it’s 
decentralized.

Since the release of bitcoin, 
many other crypto currencies have 
been created. There are currently 
over a thousand different crypto 
currencies in the world, and many 
see them as the key to a fairer future 
economy.    The crypto currencies 
m o d e l l e d  a f t e r  b i t c o i n  a r e 
collectively called altcoins, and in 
some cases shitcoins, and have often 
tried to present themselves as 
modified or improved versions of 
bitcoin. Stablecoins are altcoins that 
are designed to maintain a stable 
level of purchasing power. 

A crypto currency wallet stores 
the public and private "keys" 
(address) or seed which can be used 
to receive or trade or spend the 
crypto currency. Crypto currency 
exchanges allow customers to trade 
crypto currencies for other assets, 
such as conventional fiat money, or 
to trade between different digital 
currencies. Atomic swaps are a 
mechanism where one crypto 
currency can be exchanged directly 
for another crypto currency, without 
the need for a trusted third party such 
as an exchange.

Initial coin offerings
An initial coin offering (ICO) is a 
controversial means of raising funds 
for a new crypto currency venture. 
An ICO may be used by start-ups 
with the intention of avoiding 
regulation. In an ICO campaign, a 
percentage of the crypto currency 
(usually in the form of "tokens") is 
sold to early backers of the project in 
exchange for legal tender or other 
crypto currencies. 

Advantages:
ach and every Bitcoin transaction 

that’s ever been made exists on a 
p u b l i c  l e d g e r  a c c e s s i b l e  t o 
everyone, making transactions hard 
to reverse and difficult to fake. 

As decentralized platforms, 
block chain-based crypto currencies 
allow individuals to engage in peer-
to-peer financial transactions or 
enter into contracts. In either case, 

there is no need for some trusted 
third-party intermediary such as a 
bank, monetary authority, court, or 
judge. 

Some feel that well-regulated 
digital currencies can provide 
significant public benefits in greater 
efficiency and lower costs for both 
domest ic  and ,  in  par t icu lar, 
international payments systems, and 
help ensure financial services reach 
the hundreds of millions of people  
especially in developing countries  
without bank accounts.

Cryp to  cur renc ies  make 
tracking donations easier and have 
the potential to allow donors to see 
how their money is used.

The Risks: 
The real identity of person or groups 
behind the development of Bitcoin 
w h o  s t a t e d  t h e  g o a l  o f  t h e 
technology was to create “a new 
electronic cash system” that was 
“completely decentralized with no 
server or central authority” is still 
unknown.

Anonymity
The owners who have crypto 
c u r r e n c y  i n  t h e  s y s t e m  a r e 
anonymous there are no account 
numbers, names, social security 
numbers or any other identifying 
features that connects to its owners.  
It has been appealing to criminals 
due to its anonymity and lack of 
regulation. Transactions that occur 
through the use and exchange of 
altcoins are independent from 
formal banking systems, enables tax 
evasion and laundering of money. 
Money laundering issues are also 
present in regular bank transfers, 
however with bank-to-bank wire 
transfers for instance, the account 
holder must at least provide a proven 
identity.     Since crypto protects the 
identity of holders, governments are 
deeply concerned about their use in 
illicit activities such as money 
laundering, terrorist financing, 
online black markets, and tax 
evasion. Some fear the replacement 
o f  g o v e r n m e n t - c o n t r o l l e d , 
centralized money by crypto.

Difficult to resolve
Loss, theft, and fraud with crypto 
currency are becoming a routine 

CRYPTO CURRENCY?
SHOULD WE ENCOURAGE 

Ganesh Bhat Sirsi

The rise in the popularity of crypto currencies and their adoption by financial institutions 
has led some governments to assess whether regulation is needed to protect users.

affair even though tall claims are 
being put forth regarding their 
security. In the absence of a 
governing body, it can be difficult to 
resolve issues if crypto get stolen or 
lost. Crypto currencies are used 
primarily outside existing banking 
and governmental institutions and 
are exchanged over the Internet. 
Whenever there is an intermediary 
like the banks for example, it is 
possible to trace the revenue 
generation and the government will 
have control over the investment 
people put in.

Volatile, Speculative
Bitcoins and their many look-alikes, 
often known as crypto-assets’, are 
best viewed as a volatile, speculative 
asset class, which some users are 
prepared to accept as a form of 
payment.  Since its public launch in 
2 9, Bitcoin has risen dramatically 
in value, although it once sold for 
1 , - per coin, its present price 

is  about  Rs39 lakhs.  Crypto 
currencies have been compared to 
Ponzi schemes, pyramid schemes 
and economic bubbles, such as 
housing market bubbles. Some say 
that digital currencies are nothing 
but an unfounded fad, based on a 
willingness to ascribe value to 
something that has little or none 
beyond what people will pay for it. 
Regulators in several countries have 
warned against crypto currency and 
some have taken measures to 
dissuade users  such warnings are 
unheard, or ignored. 

Digital currencies to 
affect geopolitics
The expansion of big tech firms into 
global finance and banks themselves 
widening their digital footprints, 
financial technology will reshape 
not just the commercial but also the 
geopolitical sphere. Introduction of 
a digital yuan’ would give China the 
ability to bypass the world’s 
traditional banking systems and then 
chal lenge and help curb the 
dominant role of the dollar in 
international trade and finance. This 
could help limit China’s exposure to 

S sanctions policies which rely 
heavily on the dollar’s pre-eminent 

position in international finance. 
The widespread introduction of 
digital currencies has the potential to 
transform the world financial 
system. In anuary 2 2 , a group of 
advanced economy central banks  
from Canada, the , apan, 
Sweden, Switzerland, and the 

uropean Central Bank  announced 
they were working together on 
central bank digital currencies under 
the auspices of the Bank for 
International Settlements (BIS).

The concern of an unregulated 
global economy
As the popularity of and demand for 
online currencies has increased, so 
have  conce rns  tha t  such  an 
unregulated person to person global 
economy that crypto currencies 
offer may become a threat to society. 
The governments of the G  have 
recognised the need for international 
cooperation on how private digital 
currencies should be regulated, 
because the alternative  a global 
free-for-all  could be chaotic and 
dangerous. 

Why do central banks want 
their own digital currencies?

Once a crypto exchange is 
established, it can mind its own 
crypto currencies, it can have initial 
coin offerings, and this will lead to a 
new asset class in that country and 
help people to invest. Supporters of 
this theory suggest that RBI should 
introduce its own crypto currency in 
India.

The Reality:
Investment in crypto currency is a 
speculative activity, and in no way it 
encourages production activity or 
creates real employment.   Those in 
f avou r  o f  l ega l i s i ng  c ryp to 
currencies argue that with the help of 
technology people will find newer 
ways to escape from the noose of 
law. So, it is going to be extremely 
difficult to regulate crypto. But, they 
overlook the fact that technology 
can cut the technology. Another 
argument put forth is that people 
continue to invest wherever the 
returns are high even if it is risky. 
This is true to some extent under the 
existing socio-economic system 

where no one is assured of a secured 
future and where acquisitive nature 
dominates the society.

 But, these experts and leaders 
fail to conceive of a decentralized 
economic system where everyone is 
guaranteed the basic necessities of 
life through 1  employment 
o p p o r t u n i t y  w i t h  a d e q u a t e 
purchasing capacity so that people 
can pursue higher values of life 
instead of becoming a money 
e a r n i n g  m a c h i n e s .  P R O T 
advocates such a socio-economic 
system for the entire globe where 
speculative activities are banned 
and opportunities are created for 
gainful investment in the local area.

Views of PROUT:
The banking system must be 
vigilant about two important points. 
First, the intrinsic demonic greed of 
the banks must not be allowed to 
jeopardize the life of the common 
people. Secondly, the banks must 
not allow unwise administrators or 
governments to print monetary 
notes indiscriminately without 
reserving the proportionate amount 
of bullion in their treasuries.  The 
printing and issuing of monetary 
notes having no bullion value must 
stop immediately. No monetary 
notes should be issued by the 
government from then on without a 
clear assurance that it is prepared to 
pay the requisite amount of money 
in gold coins. A socioeconomic unit 
can conserve its reserve bullion and 
improve the purchasing capacity of 
the local people by manufacturing 
locally finished products.

   Those countries which have a 
l a r g e  v o l u m e  o f  v e r y  f e w 
commodities to sell but many 
commodities to buy will find barter 
trade profitable. Otherwise their 
reserves of gold bullion may get 
exhausted very quickly.  Barter 
trade will give protection from 
disastrous impact due to economic 
depressions. PRO T advocates 
banning of all the speculative 
activit ies al l  over the world 
including stock markets, hence no 
chance to approve crypto currency 
of the present form.˜

The Excellence of 

Philosophy 
“If ideological vacuum is not filled by PROUT, a great catastrophe will take place in the 
future because other defective philosophies will come forward."

Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar

"Shrii Sarkar has given a broad outline for the gradual 
establishment of the world government."

“The situation on the Russia-
Ukraine border is volatile 

and tense. The crisis needs to 
be resolved diplomatically at 

the earliest.”

Honour Killings Will Continue as Long as Iran's Laws Protect Killers
 Widespread Practice of Child Marriage Means More Young Girls Will Be Murdered
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amboo is the tallest 
of all the varieties of 
grass in the world. 
The shortest is durv  

grass. Durv  is a Sanskrit word. 
Durv  grass is relatively short and 
grows in  abundance in  the 
Chotanagpur area. Grass of all 
varieties has medicinal value. 
There are over 2  varieties of 
bamboo. Besides this, sugar cane, 
paddy, vicali and wheat come 
within the grass category. People 
sometimes eat the seeds of certain 
grass varieties,  but not all . 
Although sugarcane produces 

flowers, we rarely see its seeds. 
Sugar cane sprouts out of the joints 
of the plant. Bamboo flowers are 
n o t  s u i t a b l e  f o r  h u m a n 
c o n s u m p t i o n .  i c a l i  g r a s s 
p r o d u c e s  t i n y  s e e d s ,  a n d 
sometimes people survive on 
vicali grass seeds during times of 
famine. Madur grass also produces 
seeds, but human beings cannot eat 
them.

Paddy
Paddy, commonly called rice, is 
the staple food for many people 
worldwide. There are different 
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varieties of paddy. The plants of 
some varieties are seven to eight 
feet tall, whereas other varieties 
are two and a half to three feet tall. 
Barley is also a kind of grass. 
Wheat is smaller than barley. 
Maize or corn, and millet (b jr ) 
are other grass varieties, but their 
leaves are flatter. The speciality of 
corn is not in the tip of the stem-
like paddy but in the joints of the 
stem where the ears grow. Rice, 
wheat and barley are staple foods. 
Some local varieties of grass found 
in Bengal, such as shy m , 
n rk ti , kaun and kodo, are 

regarded as food. During periods 
of extreme food shortages, the 
seeds of these grasses are eaten.

The Sanskrit word dh nya 
means "green vegetation". In 
Bengali, it means "paddy".  When 
the Aryans came to India, they saw 
green vegetation for the first time. 
But there is a difference between 
the paddy of Bengal and the green 
vegetation in Sanskrit vocabulary. 
Paddy was first seen by the Aryans 
when  they  reached  Pers ia , 
although very little paddy was 
grown there. The Aryans called 
paddy briihi, that is, "the crop 
which has vast potential as a food". 
Paddy is easily digestible, and it 
also has medicinal value. The 

nglish word "rice" came from the 
Sanskrit word briihi. After 1,  
years, briihi became rihi in 
Persian, which became risi in Old 
Latin after another 1,  years, 
and then "rice" in modern nglish.

Boiled rice, fried rice, puffed 

rice and beaten rice are made from 
rice. Wheat increases physical 
strength, but as it is a bit acidic, it 
reduces vital energy after the age 
of fifty-five. According to some 
people,  wheat  bread brings 
strength to the body but dulls the 
brain, but rice is free from this 
defect. Rice takes up much room in 
the stomach, which is why people 
feel lethargic and sleepy after a 
meal of rice. When the Aryans 
entered India, they noticed that the 
land grew lush green vegetation, so 
they called it Harit Dh nya. This 
word became Hariyah nna after 
1,  years, then Harih na after 
another 1,  years, and now it is 
"Harayana"  the land of abundant 
green vegetation.

Paddy had already been used 
for a long time by the Dravidians 
and Austrics before the Aryans 
first saw it. Paddy was the main 
crop of R h. By sowing the paddy 
seeds in a small plot of land, 

farmers first prepare the seedlings. 
In Sanskrit, seedlings are called 
sphota, and a pit for the seedlings 

is called biijatal . If Sanskrit had 
not been the indigenous language 
of India, how could the illiterate 
villagers of R h have known 
Sanskrit words before the Aryans 
entered India? Hence, it is clear 
that Sanskrit was the original 
language of R h, Greater Bengal 
and India. In Dhanbad, Deoghar, 
Dumka, Pakur, Godda, Birbhum 
and other places in R h, words 
originating from Sanskrit are used 
extensively.

When humans first started to 
eat a vegetarian diet, they collected 
fruits, roots and vegetables from 
trees and plants. Sometimes they 
a l so  a te  grass  seeds .  They 
discovered that the rice seeds did 
not taste bad among the grasses, 
and gradual ly  they became 
habituated to eating rice regularly. 
In the Stone and Bronze Ages, 
people used to collect paddy seeds 
and remove the husks with stone 
i m p l e m e n t s .  T h i s  p r o c e s s 
ultimately led to the invention of 
improvised husking machines. 
After the discovery of fire, human 
beings also began to boil rice. They 
also discovered that rice could be 
dried in the sun and eaten instead 
of cooking it. However, rice 
prepared in this way tends to cause 
constipation, so people prefer 
boiled rice. The people of Bihar 
and ttar Pradesh are accustomed 
to sun-dried rice. If sun-dried rice 
is eaten after midday, then there is 
l e s s  pos s ib i l i t y  o f  ge t t i ng 
constipation. People began to fry 
boiled rice on primitive earth pans 
and learnt that fried rice prepared 
this way was a bit hard. 

Consequently, they boiled 
rice twice, and from this, muri or 
p u f f e d  r i c e  w a s  p r e p a r e d . 
Moreover, they fried rice on earth 
pans to prepare khai or wholegrain 
puffed rice. The nutritional value 
of puffed rice is negligible, but it 
can be used as a breakfast cereal. 
Thus, people began to prepare 
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India has the highest number of 
crypto owners in the world, 
around 1  million  and in the 

last  one year,  crypto market 
reportedly grew at 641  in India. 
The Supreme Court, in March 2 2  
nullified the circular of the RBI 
banning crypto currency. People 
thought there was validation by the 
Supreme Court as the court lifted the 
ban imposed by the RBI. That made 
many people joining the crypto 
bandwagon.

Now, the government is talking 
about prohibiting all private crypto 
currencies and the RBI introducing a 
currency. Indians are trying to find 
answers to the questions, Is the 
government's plan to regulate crypto 
currency a good move? Will crypto 
b e  a  s e r i o u s  t h r e a t  t o  t h e 
macroeconomic and financial 
stability of the country? Should RBI 
introduce its crypto?

Global Scenario
The rise in the popularity of crypto 
currencies and their adoption by 
financial institutions has led some 
governments to assess whether 
regulation is needed to protect users. 
The legal status of crypto currencies 
varies substantially from country to 
country and is still undefined or 
changing in many of them. While 
some countries have explicitly 
allowed their use and trade, others 

have banned or restricted it. Few 
countries are planning to create their 
own crypto currency. 

 l Salvador made Bitcoin legal 
tender on une 9, 2 21. It is the first 
country to do so. The crypto 
currency can be used for any 
transaction where the business can 
accept it. Cuba has followed this. 
Many Latin American countries are 
reportedly considering similar 
moves.

Chinese government  has 
declared al l  crypto currency 
transactions of any kind illegal. 
Turkey has banned the use of crypto 
currencies and crypto assets for 
making purchases. In the nited 

ingdom, all crypto currency firms, 
such as exchanges, advisors and 
professionals that have either a 
presence, market product or provide 
services within the  market must 
register with the Financial Conduct 
Author i ty.  Sou th  o rea  has 
implemented new legislation to 
strengthen their oversight of digital 
assets. South Africa has seen a large 
amount of scams related to crypto 
currency, is planning a regulatory 
framework.

The Financial Action Task 
Force (FATF) an intergovernmental 
organisation founded in 1989 on the 
initiative of the G  to develop 
p o l i c i e s  t o  c o m b a t  m o n e y 

laundering and financing has 
defined crypto currency-related 
services as "virtual asset service 
p r o v i d e r s "  ( A S P s )  a n d 
recommended that they be regulated 
with the same money laundering 
(AML) and know your customer 
( YC) requirements as financial 
institutions. It has introduced the 
"Travel Rule" for crypto currencies, 
a measure which mandates that 

ASPs obtain, hold, and exchange 
information about the originators 
and beneficiaries of virtual asset 
transfers. 

Some propose that banks that 
held crypto currency assets must set 
aside capital to cover all potential 
losses. 

nited States treats bitcoin as 
property for tax purposes. 

  A number of Aid agencies 
have started accepting donations in 
crypto currencies, including the 
American Red Cross, NIC F, and 
the N World Food Program.

Ban on Advertising 
Crypto currency advertisements 
have been temporarily banned on 
many social platforms including 
Facebook, Google, Twitter, Bing, 
Snapchat, LinkedIn etc.

What Are Crypto currencies?
A crypto currency, crypto-currency, 
or crypto is a collection of binary 

data which is designed to work as a 
medium of exchange. Individual 
coin ownership records are stored in 
a ledger, which is a computerized 
database using strong cryptography 
to secure transaction records, to 
control the creation of additional 
coins, and to verify the transfer of 
coin ownership. 

T h e  “ c r y p t o ”  i n  c r y p t o 
currencies refers to complicated 
cryptography that allows for the 
creation and processing of digital 
currencies and their transactions 
across decentralized systems. 
Alongside this important “crypto” 
feature of these currencies is a 
c o m m o n  c o m m i t m e n t  t o 
decentralization  crypto currencies 
are typically developed as code by 
teams who build in mechanisms for 
issuance (through a process called 
mining) and other controls.

Crypto currency does not exist 
in physical  form (l ike paper 
money),there are no coins to mint or 
bills to print, only exists online, and 
is typically not issued by a central 
authority. Crypto currencies use 
decentralized control as opposed to a 
central bank digital currency 
(CBDC).  When implemented with 
decentralized control, each crypto 
currency works through distributed 
ledger technology, typically a block 
chain that serves as a public 
financial transaction database. Once 
a block is added to the block chain, it 
becomes accessible to anyone who 
wishes to view it, acting as a public 
ledger of crypto currency transactions. 

Digital crypto-currencies’ and 
crypto-assets’ aim to mirror some, 

or all, of the uses of traditional 
money  a means of payment, a store 
of value, and a unit of account, as an 
alternative investment, helping 
diversify a portfolio apart from 
stocks and bonds  can also be used to 
make purchases, but the number of 
vendors that accept the crypto 
currency is still limited.

Bitcoin, first released as open-
source software in 2 9, is the first 
decentralized crypto currency. Most 
crypto currencies are designed to 
gradually decrease the production of 
that currency, placing a cap on the 
total amount of that currency that 

will ever be in circulation. Crypto 
currencies are almost always 
designed to be free from government 
manipulation and controlso it’s 
decentralized.

Since the release of bitcoin, 
many other crypto currencies have 
been created. There are currently 
over a thousand different crypto 
currencies in the world, and many 
see them as the key to a fairer future 
economy.    The crypto currencies 
m o d e l l e d  a f t e r  b i t c o i n  a r e 
collectively called altcoins, and in 
some cases shitcoins, and have often 
tried to present themselves as 
modified or improved versions of 
bitcoin. Stablecoins are altcoins that 
are designed to maintain a stable 
level of purchasing power. 

A crypto currency wallet stores 
the public and private "keys" 
(address) or seed which can be used 
to receive or trade or spend the 
crypto currency. Crypto currency 
exchanges allow customers to trade 
crypto currencies for other assets, 
such as conventional fiat money, or 
to trade between different digital 
currencies. Atomic swaps are a 
mechanism where one crypto 
currency can be exchanged directly 
for another crypto currency, without 
the need for a trusted third party such 
as an exchange.

Initial coin offerings
An initial coin offering (ICO) is a 
controversial means of raising funds 
for a new crypto currency venture. 
An ICO may be used by start-ups 
with the intention of avoiding 
regulation. In an ICO campaign, a 
percentage of the crypto currency 
(usually in the form of "tokens") is 
sold to early backers of the project in 
exchange for legal tender or other 
crypto currencies. 

Advantages:
ach and every Bitcoin transaction 

that’s ever been made exists on a 
p u b l i c  l e d g e r  a c c e s s i b l e  t o 
everyone, making transactions hard 
to reverse and difficult to fake. 

As decentralized platforms, 
block chain-based crypto currencies 
allow individuals to engage in peer-
to-peer financial transactions or 
enter into contracts. In either case, 

there is no need for some trusted 
third-party intermediary such as a 
bank, monetary authority, court, or 
judge. 

Some feel that well-regulated 
digital currencies can provide 
significant public benefits in greater 
efficiency and lower costs for both 
domest ic  and ,  in  par t icu lar, 
international payments systems, and 
help ensure financial services reach 
the hundreds of millions of people  
especially in developing countries  
without bank accounts.

Cryp to  cur renc ies  make 
tracking donations easier and have 
the potential to allow donors to see 
how their money is used.

The Risks: 
The real identity of person or groups 
behind the development of Bitcoin 
w h o  s t a t e d  t h e  g o a l  o f  t h e 
technology was to create “a new 
electronic cash system” that was 
“completely decentralized with no 
server or central authority” is still 
unknown.

Anonymity
The owners who have crypto 
c u r r e n c y  i n  t h e  s y s t e m  a r e 
anonymous there are no account 
numbers, names, social security 
numbers or any other identifying 
features that connects to its owners.  
It has been appealing to criminals 
due to its anonymity and lack of 
regulation. Transactions that occur 
through the use and exchange of 
altcoins are independent from 
formal banking systems, enables tax 
evasion and laundering of money. 
Money laundering issues are also 
present in regular bank transfers, 
however with bank-to-bank wire 
transfers for instance, the account 
holder must at least provide a proven 
identity.     Since crypto protects the 
identity of holders, governments are 
deeply concerned about their use in 
illicit activities such as money 
laundering, terrorist financing, 
online black markets, and tax 
evasion. Some fear the replacement 
o f  g o v e r n m e n t - c o n t r o l l e d , 
centralized money by crypto.

Difficult to resolve
Loss, theft, and fraud with crypto 
currency are becoming a routine 

CRYPTO CURRENCY?
SHOULD WE ENCOURAGE 
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The rise in the popularity of crypto currencies and their adoption by financial institutions 
has led some governments to assess whether regulation is needed to protect users.

affair even though tall claims are 
being put forth regarding their 
security. In the absence of a 
governing body, it can be difficult to 
resolve issues if crypto get stolen or 
lost. Crypto currencies are used 
primarily outside existing banking 
and governmental institutions and 
are exchanged over the Internet. 
Whenever there is an intermediary 
like the banks for example, it is 
possible to trace the revenue 
generation and the government will 
have control over the investment 
people put in.

Volatile, Speculative
Bitcoins and their many look-alikes, 
often known as crypto-assets’, are 
best viewed as a volatile, speculative 
asset class, which some users are 
prepared to accept as a form of 
payment.  Since its public launch in 
2 9, Bitcoin has risen dramatically 
in value, although it once sold for 
1 , - per coin, its present price 

is  about  Rs39 lakhs.  Crypto 
currencies have been compared to 
Ponzi schemes, pyramid schemes 
and economic bubbles, such as 
housing market bubbles. Some say 
that digital currencies are nothing 
but an unfounded fad, based on a 
willingness to ascribe value to 
something that has little or none 
beyond what people will pay for it. 
Regulators in several countries have 
warned against crypto currency and 
some have taken measures to 
dissuade users  such warnings are 
unheard, or ignored. 

Digital currencies to 
affect geopolitics
The expansion of big tech firms into 
global finance and banks themselves 
widening their digital footprints, 
financial technology will reshape 
not just the commercial but also the 
geopolitical sphere. Introduction of 
a digital yuan’ would give China the 
ability to bypass the world’s 
traditional banking systems and then 
chal lenge and help curb the 
dominant role of the dollar in 
international trade and finance. This 
could help limit China’s exposure to 

S sanctions policies which rely 
heavily on the dollar’s pre-eminent 

position in international finance. 
The widespread introduction of 
digital currencies has the potential to 
transform the world financial 
system. In anuary 2 2 , a group of 
advanced economy central banks  
from Canada, the , apan, 
Sweden, Switzerland, and the 

uropean Central Bank  announced 
they were working together on 
central bank digital currencies under 
the auspices of the Bank for 
International Settlements (BIS).

The concern of an unregulated 
global economy
As the popularity of and demand for 
online currencies has increased, so 
have  conce rns  tha t  such  an 
unregulated person to person global 
economy that crypto currencies 
offer may become a threat to society. 
The governments of the G  have 
recognised the need for international 
cooperation on how private digital 
currencies should be regulated, 
because the alternative  a global 
free-for-all  could be chaotic and 
dangerous. 

Why do central banks want 
their own digital currencies?

Once a crypto exchange is 
established, it can mind its own 
crypto currencies, it can have initial 
coin offerings, and this will lead to a 
new asset class in that country and 
help people to invest. Supporters of 
this theory suggest that RBI should 
introduce its own crypto currency in 
India.

The Reality:
Investment in crypto currency is a 
speculative activity, and in no way it 
encourages production activity or 
creates real employment.   Those in 
f avou r  o f  l ega l i s i ng  c ryp to 
currencies argue that with the help of 
technology people will find newer 
ways to escape from the noose of 
law. So, it is going to be extremely 
difficult to regulate crypto. But, they 
overlook the fact that technology 
can cut the technology. Another 
argument put forth is that people 
continue to invest wherever the 
returns are high even if it is risky. 
This is true to some extent under the 
existing socio-economic system 

where no one is assured of a secured 
future and where acquisitive nature 
dominates the society.

 But, these experts and leaders 
fail to conceive of a decentralized 
economic system where everyone is 
guaranteed the basic necessities of 
life through 1  employment 
o p p o r t u n i t y  w i t h  a d e q u a t e 
purchasing capacity so that people 
can pursue higher values of life 
instead of becoming a money 
e a r n i n g  m a c h i n e s .  P R O T 
advocates such a socio-economic 
system for the entire globe where 
speculative activities are banned 
and opportunities are created for 
gainful investment in the local area.

Views of PROUT:
The banking system must be 
vigilant about two important points. 
First, the intrinsic demonic greed of 
the banks must not be allowed to 
jeopardize the life of the common 
people. Secondly, the banks must 
not allow unwise administrators or 
governments to print monetary 
notes indiscriminately without 
reserving the proportionate amount 
of bullion in their treasuries.  The 
printing and issuing of monetary 
notes having no bullion value must 
stop immediately. No monetary 
notes should be issued by the 
government from then on without a 
clear assurance that it is prepared to 
pay the requisite amount of money 
in gold coins. A socioeconomic unit 
can conserve its reserve bullion and 
improve the purchasing capacity of 
the local people by manufacturing 
locally finished products.

   Those countries which have a 
l a r g e  v o l u m e  o f  v e r y  f e w 
commodities to sell but many 
commodities to buy will find barter 
trade profitable. Otherwise their 
reserves of gold bullion may get 
exhausted very quickly.  Barter 
trade will give protection from 
disastrous impact due to economic 
depressions. PRO T advocates 
banning of all the speculative 
activit ies all  over the world 
including stock markets, hence no 
chance to approve crypto currency 
of the present form.˜

The Excellence of 

Philosophy 
“If ideological vacuum is not filled by PROUT, a great catastrophe will take place in the 
future because other defective philosophies will come forward."

Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar

"Shrii Sarkar has given a broad outline for the gradual 
establishment of the world government."

“The situation on the Russia-
Ukraine border is volatile 

and tense. The crisis needs to 
be resolved diplomatically at 

the earliest.”

Honour Killings Will Continue as Long as Iran's Laws Protect Killers
 Widespread Practice of Child Marriage Means More Young Girls Will Be Murdered

PROUT NEWS REPORT



amboo is the tallest 
of all the varieties of 
grass in the world. 
The shortest is durv  

grass. Durv  is a Sanskrit word. 
Durv  grass is relatively short and 
grows in  abundance in  the 
Chotanagpur area. Grass of all 
varieties has medicinal value. 
There are over 2  varieties of 
bamboo. Besides this, sugar cane, 
paddy, vicali and wheat come 
within the grass category. People 
sometimes eat the seeds of certain 
grass varieties,  but not all . 
Although sugarcane produces 

flowers, we rarely see its seeds. 
Sugar cane sprouts out of the joints 
of the plant. Bamboo flowers are 
n o t  s u i t a b l e  f o r  h u m a n 
c o n s u m p t i o n .  i c a l i  g r a s s 
p r o d u c e s  t i n y  s e e d s ,  a n d 
sometimes people survive on 
vicali grass seeds during times of 
famine. Madur grass also produces 
seeds, but human beings cannot eat 
them.

Paddy
Paddy, commonly called rice, is 
the staple food for many people 
worldwide. There are different 

0908

varieties of paddy. The plants of 
some varieties are seven to eight 
feet tall, whereas other varieties 
are two and a half to three feet tall. 
Barley is also a kind of grass. 
Wheat is smaller than barley. 
Maize or corn, and millet (b jr ) 
are other grass varieties, but their 
leaves are flatter. The speciality of 
corn is not in the tip of the stem-
like paddy but in the joints of the 
stem where the ears grow. Rice, 
wheat and barley are staple foods. 
Some local varieties of grass found 
in Bengal, such as shy m , 
n rk ti , kaun and kodo, are 

regarded as food. During periods 
of extreme food shortages, the 
seeds of these grasses are eaten.

The Sanskrit word dh nya 
means "green vegetation". In 
Bengali, it means "paddy".  When 
the Aryans came to India, they saw 
green vegetation for the first time. 
But there is a difference between 
the paddy of Bengal and the green 
vegetation in Sanskrit vocabulary. 
Paddy was first seen by the Aryans 
when  they  reached  Pers ia , 
although very little paddy was 
grown there. The Aryans called 
paddy briihi, that is, "the crop 
which has vast potential as a food". 
Paddy is easily digestible, and it 
also has medicinal value. The 

nglish word "rice" came from the 
Sanskrit word briihi. After 1,  
years, briihi became rihi in 
Persian, which became risi in Old 
Latin after another 1,  years, 
and then "rice" in modern nglish.

Boiled rice, fried rice, puffed 

rice and beaten rice are made from 
rice. Wheat increases physical 
strength, but as it is a bit acidic, it 
reduces vital energy after the age 
of fifty-five. According to some 
people,  wheat  bread brings 
strength to the body but dulls the 
brain, but rice is free from this 
defect. Rice takes up much room in 
the stomach, which is why people 
feel lethargic and sleepy after a 
meal of rice. When the Aryans 
entered India, they noticed that the 
land grew lush green vegetation, so 
they called it Harit Dh nya. This 
word became Hariyah nna after 
1,  years, then Harih na after 
another 1,  years, and now it is 
"Harayana"  the land of abundant 
green vegetation.

Paddy had already been used 
for a long time by the Dravidians 
and Austrics before the Aryans 
first saw it. Paddy was the main 
crop of R h. By sowing the paddy 
seeds in a small plot of land, 

farmers first prepare the seedlings. 
In Sanskrit, seedlings are called 
sphota, and a pit for the seedlings 

is called biijatal . If Sanskrit had 
not been the indigenous language 
of India, how could the illiterate 
villagers of R h have known 
Sanskrit words before the Aryans 
entered India? Hence, it is clear 
that Sanskrit was the original 
language of R h, Greater Bengal 
and India. In Dhanbad, Deoghar, 
Dumka, Pakur, Godda, Birbhum 
and other places in R h, words 
originating from Sanskrit are used 
extensively.

When humans first started to 
eat a vegetarian diet, they collected 
fruits, roots and vegetables from 
trees and plants. Sometimes they 
a l so  a te  grass  seeds .  They 
discovered that the rice seeds did 
not taste bad among the grasses, 
and gradual ly  they became 
habituated to eating rice regularly. 
In the Stone and Bronze Ages, 
people used to collect paddy seeds 
and remove the husks with stone 
i m p l e m e n t s .  T h i s  p r o c e s s 
ultimately led to the invention of 
improvised husking machines. 
After the discovery of fire, human 
beings also began to boil rice. They 
also discovered that rice could be 
dried in the sun and eaten instead 
of cooking it. However, rice 
prepared in this way tends to cause 
constipation, so people prefer 
boiled rice. The people of Bihar 
and ttar Pradesh are accustomed 
to sun-dried rice. If sun-dried rice 
is eaten after midday, then there is 
l e s s  pos s ib i l i t y  o f  ge t t i ng 
constipation. People began to fry 
boiled rice on primitive earth pans 
and learnt that fried rice prepared 
this way was a bit hard. 

Consequently, they boiled 
rice twice, and from this, muri or 
p u f f e d  r i c e  w a s  p r e p a r e d . 
Moreover, they fried rice on earth 
pans to prepare khai or wholegrain 
puffed rice. The nutritional value 
of puffed rice is negligible, but it 
can be used as a breakfast cereal. 
Thus, people began to prepare 
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India has the highest number of 
crypto owners in the world, 
around 1  million  and in the 

last  one year,  crypto market 
reportedly grew at 641  in India. 
The Supreme Court, in March 2 2  
nullified the circular of the RBI 
banning crypto currency. People 
thought there was validation by the 
Supreme Court as the court lifted the 
ban imposed by the RBI. That made 
many people joining the crypto 
bandwagon.

Now, the government is talking 
about prohibiting all private crypto 
currencies and the RBI introducing a 
currency. Indians are trying to find 
answers to the questions, Is the 
government's plan to regulate crypto 
currency a good move? Will crypto 
b e  a  s e r i o u s  t h r e a t  t o  t h e 
macroeconomic and financial 
stability of the country? Should RBI 
introduce its crypto?

Global Scenario
The rise in the popularity of crypto 
currencies and their adoption by 
financial institutions has led some 
governments to assess whether 
regulation is needed to protect users. 
The legal status of crypto currencies 
varies substantially from country to 
country and is still undefined or 
changing in many of them. While 
some countries have explicitly 
allowed their use and trade, others 

have banned or restricted it. Few 
countries are planning to create their 
own crypto currency. 

 l Salvador made Bitcoin legal 
tender on une 9, 2 21. It is the first 
country to do so. The crypto 
currency can be used for any 
transaction where the business can 
accept it. Cuba has followed this. 
Many Latin American countries are 
reportedly considering similar 
moves.

Chinese government  has 
declared al l  crypto currency 
transactions of any kind illegal. 
Turkey has banned the use of crypto 
currencies and crypto assets for 
making purchases. In the nited 

ingdom, all crypto currency firms, 
such as exchanges, advisors and 
professionals that have either a 
presence, market product or provide 
services within the  market must 
register with the Financial Conduct 
Author i ty.  Sou th  o rea  has 
implemented new legislation to 
strengthen their oversight of digital 
assets. South Africa has seen a large 
amount of scams related to crypto 
currency, is planning a regulatory 
framework.

The Financial Action Task 
Force (FATF) an intergovernmental 
organisation founded in 1989 on the 
initiative of the G  to develop 
p o l i c i e s  t o  c o m b a t  m o n e y 

laundering and financing has 
defined crypto currency-related 
services as "virtual asset service 
p r o v i d e r s "  ( A S P s )  a n d 
recommended that they be regulated 
with the same money laundering 
(AML) and know your customer 
( YC) requirements as financial 
institutions. It has introduced the 
"Travel Rule" for crypto currencies, 
a measure which mandates that 

ASPs obtain, hold, and exchange 
information about the originators 
and beneficiaries of virtual asset 
transfers. 

Some propose that banks that 
held crypto currency assets must set 
aside capital to cover all potential 
losses. 

nited States treats bitcoin as 
property for tax purposes. 

  A number of Aid agencies 
have started accepting donations in 
crypto currencies, including the 
American Red Cross, NIC F, and 
the N World Food Program.

Ban on Advertising 
Crypto currency advertisements 
have been temporarily banned on 
many social platforms including 
Facebook, Google, Twitter, Bing, 
Snapchat, LinkedIn etc.

What Are Crypto currencies?
A crypto currency, crypto-currency, 
or crypto is a collection of binary 

data which is designed to work as a 
medium of exchange. Individual 
coin ownership records are stored in 
a ledger, which is a computerized 
database using strong cryptography 
to secure transaction records, to 
control the creation of additional 
coins, and to verify the transfer of 
coin ownership. 

T h e  “ c r y p t o ”  i n  c r y p t o 
currencies refers to complicated 
cryptography that allows for the 
creation and processing of digital 
currencies and their transactions 
across decentralized systems. 
Alongside this important “crypto” 
feature of these currencies is a 
c o m m o n  c o m m i t m e n t  t o 
decentralization  crypto currencies 
are typically developed as code by 
teams who build in mechanisms for 
issuance (through a process called 
mining) and other controls.

Crypto currency does not exist 
in physical  form (l ike paper 
money),there are no coins to mint or 
bills to print, only exists online, and 
is typically not issued by a central 
authority. Crypto currencies use 
decentralized control as opposed to a 
central bank digital currency 
(CBDC).  When implemented with 
decentralized control, each crypto 
currency works through distributed 
ledger technology, typically a block 
chain that serves as a public 
financial transaction database. Once 
a block is added to the block chain, it 
becomes accessible to anyone who 
wishes to view it, acting as a public 
ledger of crypto currency transactions. 

Digital crypto-currencies’ and 
crypto-assets’ aim to mirror some, 

or all, of the uses of traditional 
money  a means of payment, a store 
of value, and a unit of account, as an 
alternative investment, helping 
diversify a portfolio apart from 
stocks and bonds  can also be used to 
make purchases, but the number of 
vendors that accept the crypto 
currency is still limited.

Bitcoin, first released as open-
source software in 2 9, is the first 
decentralized crypto currency. Most 
crypto currencies are designed to 
gradually decrease the production of 
that currency, placing a cap on the 
total amount of that currency that 

will ever be in circulation. Crypto 
currencies are almost always 
designed to be free from government 
manipulation and controlso it’s 
decentralized.

Since the release of bitcoin, 
many other crypto currencies have 
been created. There are currently 
over a thousand different crypto 
currencies in the world, and many 
see them as the key to a fairer future 
economy.    The crypto currencies 
m o d e l l e d  a f t e r  b i t c o i n  a r e 
collectively called altcoins, and in 
some cases shitcoins, and have often 
tried to present themselves as 
modified or improved versions of 
bitcoin. Stablecoins are altcoins that 
are designed to maintain a stable 
level of purchasing power. 

A crypto currency wallet stores 
the public and private "keys" 
(address) or seed which can be used 
to receive or trade or spend the 
crypto currency. Crypto currency 
exchanges allow customers to trade 
crypto currencies for other assets, 
such as conventional fiat money, or 
to trade between different digital 
currencies. Atomic swaps are a 
mechanism where one crypto 
currency can be exchanged directly 
for another crypto currency, without 
the need for a trusted third party such 
as an exchange.

Initial coin offerings
An initial coin offering (ICO) is a 
controversial means of raising funds 
for a new crypto currency venture. 
An ICO may be used by start-ups 
with the intention of avoiding 
regulation. In an ICO campaign, a 
percentage of the crypto currency 
(usually in the form of "tokens") is 
sold to early backers of the project in 
exchange for legal tender or other 
crypto currencies. 

Advantages:
ach and every Bitcoin transaction 

that’s ever been made exists on a 
p u b l i c  l e d g e r  a c c e s s i b l e  t o 
everyone, making transactions hard 
to reverse and difficult to fake. 

As decentralized platforms, 
block chain-based crypto currencies 
allow individuals to engage in peer-
to-peer financial transactions or 
enter into contracts. In either case, 

there is no need for some trusted 
third-party intermediary such as a 
bank, monetary authority, court, or 
judge. 

Some feel that well-regulated 
digital currencies can provide 
significant public benefits in greater 
efficiency and lower costs for both 
domest ic  and ,  in  par t icu lar, 
international payments systems, and 
help ensure financial services reach 
the hundreds of millions of people  
especially in developing countries  
without bank accounts.

Cryp to  cur renc ies  make 
tracking donations easier and have 
the potential to allow donors to see 
how their money is used.

The Risks: 
The real identity of person or groups 
behind the development of Bitcoin 
w h o  s t a t e d  t h e  g o a l  o f  t h e 
technology was to create “a new 
electronic cash system” that was 
“completely decentralized with no 
server or central authority” is still 
unknown.

Anonymity
The owners who have crypto 
c u r r e n c y  i n  t h e  s y s t e m  a r e 
anonymous there are no account 
numbers, names, social security 
numbers or any other identifying 
features that connects to its owners.  
It has been appealing to criminals 
due to its anonymity and lack of 
regulation. Transactions that occur 
through the use and exchange of 
altcoins are independent from 
formal banking systems, enables tax 
evasion and laundering of money. 
Money laundering issues are also 
present in regular bank transfers, 
however with bank-to-bank wire 
transfers for instance, the account 
holder must at least provide a proven 
identity.     Since crypto protects the 
identity of holders, governments are 
deeply concerned about their use in 
illicit activities such as money 
laundering, terrorist financing, 
online black markets, and tax 
evasion. Some fear the replacement 
o f  g o v e r n m e n t - c o n t r o l l e d , 
centralized money by crypto.

Difficult to resolve
Loss, theft, and fraud with crypto 
currency are becoming a routine 

CRYPTO CURRENCY?
SHOULD WE ENCOURAGE 

Ganesh Bhat Sirsi

The rise in the popularity of crypto currencies and their adoption by financial institutions 
has led some governments to assess whether regulation is needed to protect users.

affair even though tall claims are 
being put forth regarding their 
security. In the absence of a 
governing body, it can be difficult to 
resolve issues if crypto get stolen or 
lost. Crypto currencies are used 
primarily outside existing banking 
and governmental institutions and 
are exchanged over the Internet. 
Whenever there is an intermediary 
like the banks for example, it is 
possible to trace the revenue 
generation and the government will 
have control over the investment 
people put in.

Volatile, Speculative
Bitcoins and their many look-alikes, 
often known as crypto-assets’, are 
best viewed as a volatile, speculative 
asset class, which some users are 
prepared to accept as a form of 
payment.  Since its public launch in 
2 9, Bitcoin has risen dramatically 
in value, although it once sold for 
1 , - per coin, its present price 

is  about  Rs39 lakhs.  Crypto 
currencies have been compared to 
Ponzi schemes, pyramid schemes 
and economic bubbles, such as 
housing market bubbles. Some say 
that digital currencies are nothing 
but an unfounded fad, based on a 
willingness to ascribe value to 
something that has little or none 
beyond what people will pay for it. 
Regulators in several countries have 
warned against crypto currency and 
some have taken measures to 
dissuade users  such warnings are 
unheard, or ignored. 

Digital currencies to 
affect geopolitics
The expansion of big tech firms into 
global finance and banks themselves 
widening their digital footprints, 
financial technology will reshape 
not just the commercial but also the 
geopolitical sphere. Introduction of 
a digital yuan’ would give China the 
ability to bypass the world’s 
traditional banking systems and then 
chal lenge and help curb the 
dominant role of the dollar in 
international trade and finance. This 
could help limit China’s exposure to 

S sanctions policies which rely 
heavily on the dollar’s pre-eminent 

position in international finance. 
The widespread introduction of 
digital currencies has the potential to 
transform the world financial 
system. In anuary 2 2 , a group of 
advanced economy central banks  
from Canada, the , apan, 
Sweden, Switzerland, and the 

uropean Central Bank  announced 
they were working together on 
central bank digital currencies under 
the auspices of the Bank for 
International Settlements (BIS).

The concern of an unregulated 
global economy
As the popularity of and demand for 
online currencies has increased, so 
have  conce rns  tha t  such  an 
unregulated person to person global 
economy that crypto currencies 
offer may become a threat to society. 
The governments of the G  have 
recognised the need for international 
cooperation on how private digital 
currencies should be regulated, 
because the alternative  a global 
free-for-all  could be chaotic and 
dangerous. 

Why do central banks want 
their own digital currencies?

Once a crypto exchange is 
established, it can mind its own 
crypto currencies, it can have initial 
coin offerings, and this will lead to a 
new asset class in that country and 
help people to invest. Supporters of 
this theory suggest that RBI should 
introduce its own crypto currency in 
India.

The Reality:
Investment in crypto currency is a 
speculative activity, and in no way it 
encourages production activity or 
creates real employment.   Those in 
f avou r  o f  l ega l i s i ng  c ryp to 
currencies argue that with the help of 
technology people will find newer 
ways to escape from the noose of 
law. So, it is going to be extremely 
difficult to regulate crypto. But, they 
overlook the fact that technology 
can cut the technology. Another 
argument put forth is that people 
continue to invest wherever the 
returns are high even if it is risky. 
This is true to some extent under the 
existing socio-economic system 

where no one is assured of a secured 
future and where acquisitive nature 
dominates the society.

 But, these experts and leaders 
fail to conceive of a decentralized 
economic system where everyone is 
guaranteed the basic necessities of 
life through 1  employment 
o p p o r t u n i t y  w i t h  a d e q u a t e 
purchasing capacity so that people 
can pursue higher values of life 
instead of becoming a money 
e a r n i n g  m a c h i n e s .  P R O T 
advocates such a socio-economic 
system for the entire globe where 
speculative activities are banned 
and opportunities are created for 
gainful investment in the local area.

Views of PROUT:
The banking system must be 
vigilant about two important points. 
First, the intrinsic demonic greed of 
the banks must not be allowed to 
jeopardize the life of the common 
people. Secondly, the banks must 
not allow unwise administrators or 
governments to print monetary 
notes indiscriminately without 
reserving the proportionate amount 
of bullion in their treasuries.  The 
printing and issuing of monetary 
notes having no bullion value must 
stop immediately. No monetary 
notes should be issued by the 
government from then on without a 
clear assurance that it is prepared to 
pay the requisite amount of money 
in gold coins. A socioeconomic unit 
can conserve its reserve bullion and 
improve the purchasing capacity of 
the local people by manufacturing 
locally finished products.

   Those countries which have a 
l a r g e  v o l u m e  o f  v e r y  f e w 
commodities to sell but many 
commodities to buy will find barter 
trade profitable. Otherwise their 
reserves of gold bullion may get 
exhausted very quickly.  Barter 
trade will give protection from 
disastrous impact due to economic 
depressions. PRO T advocates 
banning of all the speculative 
activit ies al l  over the world 
including stock markets, hence no 
chance to approve crypto currency 
of the present form.˜

The Excellence of 

Philosophy 
“If ideological vacuum is not filled by PROUT, a great catastrophe will take place in the 
future because other defective philosophies will come forward."

Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar

"Shrii Sarkar has given a broad outline for the gradual 
establishment of the world government."

“The situation on the Russia-
Ukraine border is volatile 

and tense. The crisis needs to 
be resolved diplomatically at 

the earliest.”

Honour Killings Will Continue as Long as Iran's Laws Protect Killers
 Widespread Practice of Child Marriage Means More Young Girls Will Be Murdered

PROUT NEWS REPORT
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different kinds of food from paddy, 
which is why the intelligent 
Aryans called rice briihi.

In the primitive stage of 
agriculture, people used to merely 
scratch the surface of the soil with 
a stick or stone implement and 
scatter the seeds onto the land. 
When the rain came, the seeds 
would sprout, producing grains 
and tuber crops in due course. The 
people would harvest these crops 
and burn the stalks, serving as 
manure. Gradually the fertility of 
the soil diminished, so they began 
to wonder how to increase the 
fe r t i l i ty  o f  the  so i l .  Some 
intelligent people conceived of 
making deep holes in the soil and 
extending the area of arable land. 
In the process, people invented 
farming the land with ploughs and 
bullocks. They also discovered 
that cow dung was ideal manure. 
With the help of ploughs, the soil 
could be tilled deeper and made 
more fertile. In the olden days, 
people sometimes let the land 
fallow for one to two years to 
increase its fertility. This system is 
practiced even today in some 
places. Subsequently, people also 
discovered that if two seeds are 
sown in the same place, the plants 
will not grow properly, so they 
developed the system of planting 
seedlings so that each seed had its 
specific place  thus, they created 
the system of transplantation. It is 
called ropana in Sanskrit, while 
sowing seeds is called vapana. As a 
result of transplantation, paddy 
grows healthy and produces large 
amounts of flowers, the overall 
growth of the plants reach the 
m a x i m u m  s i z e ,  a n d  m a n y 
offshoots grow out of the roots. 
T h r o u g h  t h e s e  k i n d s  o f 
d i scover ies ,  fa rmers  could 
increase the land's productivity 
and get a better harvest from each 
plant. In Bangladesh, it is difficult 
to transplant seedlings because 
they are prepared in seed beds and 
may be drowned due to the 
extensive rainfall. Consequently, 

paddy seeds are sown long before 
the rainy season so that by the time 
the rain starts, the seedlings will 
have grown to a suitable height. 
The rule for growing paddy is that 
if the tips are submerged in water 
due to sudden rainfall, the paddy 
will decompose, and the plants will 
die, but if the water level is 
increased gradually, the seedling 
will keep growing to stay just 
above the water.

arieties of paddy can be 
grown in all seasons. Áus is 
harvested in Bh dra, but in the 
rainy season, early autumn and late 
autumn, aman grows. From the last 
part of winter to the summer 
season, boro can be grown. Hence, 
different varieties of rice can be 
grown throughout the year.

Áus is grown in comparatively 
dry soil, which receives little rain. It 
prefers sticky, sandy soil. If water 
accumulates in the soil around the 
roots of the us crop, the plants will 
wither. There is plenty of sticky, 
sandy soil in Murshidabad, essore, 

hulna, Nadia, and North 24 
Parganas. Áus can grow abundantly 
in these districts. The districts of 
North Bengal are also fit for us 
cultivation.

Sun-dried us does not cause 
constipation, but as it is coarse, 
people do not normally like it, 
which is why the rich people of 
R h used to donate the us crop to 
the poor people. We can make 
good quality bread from us paddy. 
Hence we can develop the bakery 
industry in every block and 
locality. People of average means 
can eat bread made from us flour 
for breakfast, lunch and dinner. 
One can eat such bread frequently 
because it is not made of wheat, so 
regular consumption will not cause 
acidity. Among the rice eaters, the 
number of intelligent people is 
high. Therefore, rice eaters can 
also eat us bread.

The production of us will be 
abundant  i f  i t  i s  g rown in 

aesh kha and harvested in 
Bh dra. Áus can also be grown in 

yae t́ha and Á ha. In North 
India, us is called bh doi. In the 
olden days, people would cultivate 
us because the early autumn was 

the lean season, and the aman crop 
was still in the field, so if the us 
could be harvested in the early 
autumn, they would get some 
money to pay revenue taxes. In the 
past, during the festival, villagers 
used to cook us and prepare a dish 
made from arum to worship the 
snake god. There is little risk 
involved in the cultivation of us 
because the seeds will almost 
always grow if they are sown in 
moist soil. Only one or two 
showers are enough for the plants 
to grow and flower. In those areas 
of R h where there is chronic 
drought,  us can be grown 
profitably. Like other varieties of 
rice, us has little fat.

From us bran, bran oil can be 
made. We can develop the cement 
industry using us bran and us 
husks mixed with limestone and 
marine soil. In western R h and 
the coastal region, the cement 
industry can flourish. Cement 
made from aman husks is of better 
quality than that prepared from us 
husks.

With us, a "pigeon crop" (1) 
of barley  is not very productive, 
nor  should  p i sc icu l ture  be 
developed, because, in the us 
paddy field, there is little water. In 
some parts of Bengal, the seeds of 
us are sown in the field and not 

transplanted because muddy soil is 
necessary for transplanted us. In 
Bangladesh, there is so much water 
that it is challenging to make mud, 
so us seeds are sown directly in the 
field before the rainy season. As I 
said earlier, Murshidabad and 
Nadia districts have rich sticky, 
sandy soil, which is ideal for 
abundant us. These areas can 
attain self-sufficiency in food 
production if us is cultivated 
properly. With a bit of care, the 
production can be increased from 
one hundred fifty to two hundred 
percent. ̃
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“The vision of Prout 
is to transform our 
world into an 
advanced 
civilization”

promote all-round prosperity, we need a Political 
Governance and conomic System to help develop 
progressive communities and well-being for the people. A 
progressive community adequately addresses the needs of all 

the community sectors, such as education and innovation, municipal 
infrastructure, healthcare delivery, fair judiciary, safe living conditions, 
public transportation, finance and banking, enterprises and businesses, to 
promote all-round prosperity and good quality-of-life. For this purpose, 
we need to have people’s participatory political and economic systems to 
set up a new system of democratic Governance devoid of political parties.

 My book Socio- conomic Democracy and the World Government 
describes the system of PRO T, and its implementation was published in 
2 4. It serves as a valuable teaching, learning, knowledge and research 
resource for (i) a holistic approach to a sustainable living environment 
promoting collective welfare and (ii) a multi-stage roadmap toward a 
world government system for the unification of all the communities of the 
world into one global cooperative. 
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India has the highest number of 
crypto owners in the world, 
around 1  million  and in the 

last  one year,  crypto market 
reportedly grew at 641  in India. 
The Supreme Court, in March 2 2  
nullified the circular of the RBI 
banning crypto currency. People 
thought there was validation by the 
Supreme Court as the court lifted the 
ban imposed by the RBI. That made 
many people joining the crypto 
bandwagon.

Now, the government is talking 
about prohibiting all private crypto 
currencies and the RBI introducing a 
currency. Indians are trying to find 
answers to the questions, Is the 
government's plan to regulate crypto 
currency a good move? Will crypto 
b e  a  s e r i o u s  t h r e a t  t o  t h e 
macroeconomic and financial 
stability of the country? Should RBI 
introduce its crypto?

Global Scenario
The rise in the popularity of crypto 
currencies and their adoption by 
financial institutions has led some 
governments to assess whether 
regulation is needed to protect users. 
The legal status of crypto currencies 
varies substantially from country to 
country and is still undefined or 
changing in many of them. While 
some countries have explicitly 
allowed their use and trade, others 

have banned or restricted it. Few 
countries are planning to create their 
own crypto currency. 

 l Salvador made Bitcoin legal 
tender on une 9, 2 21. It is the first 
country to do so. The crypto 
currency can be used for any 
transaction where the business can 
accept it. Cuba has followed this. 
Many Latin American countries are 
reportedly considering similar 
moves.

Chinese government  has 
declared al l  crypto currency 
transactions of any kind illegal. 
Turkey has banned the use of crypto 
currencies and crypto assets for 
making purchases. In the nited 

ingdom, all crypto currency firms, 
such as exchanges, advisors and 
professionals that have either a 
presence, market product or provide 
services within the  market must 
register with the Financial Conduct 
Author i ty.  Sou th  o rea  has 
implemented new legislation to 
strengthen their oversight of digital 
assets. South Africa has seen a large 
amount of scams related to crypto 
currency, is planning a regulatory 
framework.

The Financial Action Task 
Force (FATF) an intergovernmental 
organisation founded in 1989 on the 
initiative of the G  to develop 
p o l i c i e s  t o  c o m b a t  m o n e y 

laundering and financing has 
defined crypto currency-related 
services as "virtual asset service 
p r o v i d e r s "  ( A S P s )  a n d 
recommended that they be regulated 
with the same money laundering 
(AML) and know your customer 
( YC) requirements as financial 
institutions. It has introduced the 
"Travel Rule" for crypto currencies, 
a measure which mandates that 

ASPs obtain, hold, and exchange 
information about the originators 
and beneficiaries of virtual asset 
transfers. 

Some propose that banks that 
held crypto currency assets must set 
aside capital to cover all potential 
losses. 

nited States treats bitcoin as 
property for tax purposes. 

  A number of Aid agencies 
have started accepting donations in 
crypto currencies, including the 
American Red Cross, NIC F, and 
the N World Food Program.

Ban on Advertising 
Crypto currency advertisements 
have been temporarily banned on 
many social platforms including 
Facebook, Google, Twitter, Bing, 
Snapchat, LinkedIn etc.

What Are Crypto currencies?
A crypto currency, crypto-currency, 
or crypto is a collection of binary 

data which is designed to work as a 
medium of exchange. Individual 
coin ownership records are stored in 
a ledger, which is a computerized 
database using strong cryptography 
to secure transaction records, to 
control the creation of additional 
coins, and to verify the transfer of 
coin ownership. 

T h e  “ c r y p t o ”  i n  c r y p t o 
currencies refers to complicated 
cryptography that allows for the 
creation and processing of digital 
currencies and their transactions 
across decentralized systems. 
Alongside this important “crypto” 
feature of these currencies is a 
c o m m o n  c o m m i t m e n t  t o 
decentralization  crypto currencies 
are typically developed as code by 
teams who build in mechanisms for 
issuance (through a process called 
mining) and other controls.

Crypto currency does not exist 
in physical  form (l ike paper 
money),there are no coins to mint or 
bills to print, only exists online, and 
is typically not issued by a central 
authority. Crypto currencies use 
decentralized control as opposed to a 
central bank digital currency 
(CBDC).  When implemented with 
decentralized control, each crypto 
currency works through distributed 
ledger technology, typically a block 
chain that serves as a public 
financial transaction database. Once 
a block is added to the block chain, it 
becomes accessible to anyone who 
wishes to view it, acting as a public 
ledger of crypto currency transactions. 

Digital crypto-currencies’ and 
crypto-assets’ aim to mirror some, 

or all, of the uses of traditional 
money  a means of payment, a store 
of value, and a unit of account, as an 
alternative investment, helping 
diversify a portfolio apart from 
stocks and bonds  can also be used to 
make purchases, but the number of 
vendors that accept the crypto 
currency is still limited.

Bitcoin, first released as open-
source software in 2 9, is the first 
decentralized crypto currency. Most 
crypto currencies are designed to 
gradually decrease the production of 
that currency, placing a cap on the 
total amount of that currency that 

will ever be in circulation. Crypto 
currencies are almost always 
designed to be free from government 
manipulation and controlso it’s 
decentralized.

Since the release of bitcoin, 
many other crypto currencies have 
been created. There are currently 
over a thousand different crypto 
currencies in the world, and many 
see them as the key to a fairer future 
economy.    The crypto currencies 
m o d e l l e d  a f t e r  b i t c o i n  a r e 
collectively called altcoins, and in 
some cases shitcoins, and have often 
tried to present themselves as 
modified or improved versions of 
bitcoin. Stablecoins are altcoins that 
are designed to maintain a stable 
level of purchasing power. 

A crypto currency wallet stores 
the public and private "keys" 
(address) or seed which can be used 
to receive or trade or spend the 
crypto currency. Crypto currency 
exchanges allow customers to trade 
crypto currencies for other assets, 
such as conventional fiat money, or 
to trade between different digital 
currencies. Atomic swaps are a 
mechanism where one crypto 
currency can be exchanged directly 
for another crypto currency, without 
the need for a trusted third party such 
as an exchange.

Initial coin offerings
An initial coin offering (ICO) is a 
controversial means of raising funds 
for a new crypto currency venture. 
An ICO may be used by start-ups 
with the intention of avoiding 
regulation. In an ICO campaign, a 
percentage of the crypto currency 
(usually in the form of "tokens") is 
sold to early backers of the project in 
exchange for legal tender or other 
crypto currencies. 

Advantages:
ach and every Bitcoin transaction 

that’s ever been made exists on a 
p u b l i c  l e d g e r  a c c e s s i b l e  t o 
everyone, making transactions hard 
to reverse and difficult to fake. 

As decentralized platforms, 
block chain-based crypto currencies 
allow individuals to engage in peer-
to-peer financial transactions or 
enter into contracts. In either case, 

there is no need for some trusted 
third-party intermediary such as a 
bank, monetary authority, court, or 
judge. 

Some feel that well-regulated 
digital currencies can provide 
significant public benefits in greater 
efficiency and lower costs for both 
domest ic  and ,  in  par t icu lar, 
international payments systems, and 
help ensure financial services reach 
the hundreds of millions of people  
especially in developing countries  
without bank accounts.

Cryp to  cur renc ies  make 
tracking donations easier and have 
the potential to allow donors to see 
how their money is used.

The Risks: 
The real identity of person or groups 
behind the development of Bitcoin 
w h o  s t a t e d  t h e  g o a l  o f  t h e 
technology was to create “a new 
electronic cash system” that was 
“completely decentralized with no 
server or central authority” is still 
unknown.

Anonymity
The owners who have crypto 
c u r r e n c y  i n  t h e  s y s t e m  a r e 
anonymous there are no account 
numbers, names, social security 
numbers or any other identifying 
features that connects to its owners.  
It has been appealing to criminals 
due to its anonymity and lack of 
regulation. Transactions that occur 
through the use and exchange of 
altcoins are independent from 
formal banking systems, enables tax 
evasion and laundering of money. 
Money laundering issues are also 
present in regular bank transfers, 
however with bank-to-bank wire 
transfers for instance, the account 
holder must at least provide a proven 
identity.     Since crypto protects the 
identity of holders, governments are 
deeply concerned about their use in 
illicit activities such as money 
laundering, terrorist financing, 
online black markets, and tax 
evasion. Some fear the replacement 
o f  g o v e r n m e n t - c o n t r o l l e d , 
centralized money by crypto.

Difficult to resolve
Loss, theft, and fraud with crypto 
currency are becoming a routine 
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The rise in the popularity of crypto currencies and their adoption by financial institutions 
has led some governments to assess whether regulation is needed to protect users.

affair even though tall claims are 
being put forth regarding their 
security. In the absence of a 
governing body, it can be difficult to 
resolve issues if crypto get stolen or 
lost. Crypto currencies are used 
primarily outside existing banking 
and governmental institutions and 
are exchanged over the Internet. 
Whenever there is an intermediary 
like the banks for example, it is 
possible to trace the revenue 
generation and the government will 
have control over the investment 
people put in.

Volatile, Speculative
Bitcoins and their many look-alikes, 
often known as crypto-assets’, are 
best viewed as a volatile, speculative 
asset class, which some users are 
prepared to accept as a form of 
payment.  Since its public launch in 
2 9, Bitcoin has risen dramatically 
in value, although it once sold for 
1 , - per coin, its present price 

is  about  Rs39 lakhs.  Crypto 
currencies have been compared to 
Ponzi schemes, pyramid schemes 
and economic bubbles, such as 
housing market bubbles. Some say 
that digital currencies are nothing 
but an unfounded fad, based on a 
willingness to ascribe value to 
something that has little or none 
beyond what people will pay for it. 
Regulators in several countries have 
warned against crypto currency and 
some have taken measures to 
dissuade users  such warnings are 
unheard, or ignored. 

Digital currencies to 
affect geopolitics
The expansion of big tech firms into 
global finance and banks themselves 
widening their digital footprints, 
financial technology will reshape 
not just the commercial but also the 
geopolitical sphere. Introduction of 
a digital yuan’ would give China the 
ability to bypass the world’s 
traditional banking systems and then 
chal lenge and help curb the 
dominant role of the dollar in 
international trade and finance. This 
could help limit China’s exposure to 

S sanctions policies which rely 
heavily on the dollar’s pre-eminent 

position in international finance. 
The widespread introduction of 
digital currencies has the potential to 
transform the world financial 
system. In anuary 2 2 , a group of 
advanced economy central banks  
from Canada, the , apan, 
Sweden, Switzerland, and the 

uropean Central Bank  announced 
they were working together on 
central bank digital currencies under 
the auspices of the Bank for 
International Settlements (BIS).

The concern of an unregulated 
global economy
As the popularity of and demand for 
online currencies has increased, so 
have  conce rns  tha t  such  an 
unregulated person to person global 
economy that crypto currencies 
offer may become a threat to society. 
The governments of the G  have 
recognised the need for international 
cooperation on how private digital 
currencies should be regulated, 
because the alternative  a global 
free-for-all  could be chaotic and 
dangerous. 

Why do central banks want 
their own digital currencies?

Once a crypto exchange is 
established, it can mind its own 
crypto currencies, it can have initial 
coin offerings, and this will lead to a 
new asset class in that country and 
help people to invest. Supporters of 
this theory suggest that RBI should 
introduce its own crypto currency in 
India.

The Reality:
Investment in crypto currency is a 
speculative activity, and in no way it 
encourages production activity or 
creates real employment.   Those in 
f avou r  o f  l ega l i s i ng  c ryp to 
currencies argue that with the help of 
technology people will find newer 
ways to escape from the noose of 
law. So, it is going to be extremely 
difficult to regulate crypto. But, they 
overlook the fact that technology 
can cut the technology. Another 
argument put forth is that people 
continue to invest wherever the 
returns are high even if it is risky. 
This is true to some extent under the 
existing socio-economic system 

where no one is assured of a secured 
future and where acquisitive nature 
dominates the society.

 But, these experts and leaders 
fail to conceive of a decentralized 
economic system where everyone is 
guaranteed the basic necessities of 
life through 1  employment 
o p p o r t u n i t y  w i t h  a d e q u a t e 
purchasing capacity so that people 
can pursue higher values of life 
instead of becoming a money 
e a r n i n g  m a c h i n e s .  P R O T 
advocates such a socio-economic 
system for the entire globe where 
speculative activities are banned 
and opportunities are created for 
gainful investment in the local area.

Views of PROUT:
The banking system must be 
vigilant about two important points. 
First, the intrinsic demonic greed of 
the banks must not be allowed to 
jeopardize the life of the common 
people. Secondly, the banks must 
not allow unwise administrators or 
governments to print monetary 
notes indiscriminately without 
reserving the proportionate amount 
of bullion in their treasuries.  The 
printing and issuing of monetary 
notes having no bullion value must 
stop immediately. No monetary 
notes should be issued by the 
government from then on without a 
clear assurance that it is prepared to 
pay the requisite amount of money 
in gold coins. A socioeconomic unit 
can conserve its reserve bullion and 
improve the purchasing capacity of 
the local people by manufacturing 
locally finished products.

   Those countries which have a 
l a r g e  v o l u m e  o f  v e r y  f e w 
commodities to sell but many 
commodities to buy will find barter 
trade profitable. Otherwise their 
reserves of gold bullion may get 
exhausted very quickly.  Barter 
trade will give protection from 
disastrous impact due to economic 
depressions. PRO T advocates 
banning of all the speculative 
activit ies all  over the world 
including stock markets, hence no 
chance to approve crypto currency 
of the present form.˜

The Excellence of 

Philosophy 
“If ideological vacuum is not filled by PROUT, a great catastrophe will take place in the 
future because other defective philosophies will come forward."

Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar

"Shrii Sarkar has given a broad outline for the gradual 
establishment of the world government."

“The situation on the Russia-
Ukraine border is volatile 

and tense. The crisis needs to 
be resolved diplomatically at 

the earliest.”

Honour Killings Will Continue as Long as Iran's Laws Protect Killers
 Widespread Practice of Child Marriage Means More Young Girls Will Be Murdered

PROUT NEWS REPORT
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different kinds of food from paddy, 
which is why the intelligent 
Aryans called rice briihi.

In the primitive stage of 
agriculture, people used to merely 
scratch the surface of the soil with 
a stick or stone implement and 
scatter the seeds onto the land. 
When the rain came, the seeds 
would sprout, producing grains 
and tuber crops in due course. The 
people would harvest these crops 
and burn the stalks, serving as 
manure. Gradually the fertility of 
the soil diminished, so they began 
to wonder how to increase the 
fe r t i l i ty  o f  the  so i l .  Some 
intelligent people conceived of 
making deep holes in the soil and 
extending the area of arable land. 
In the process, people invented 
farming the land with ploughs and 
bullocks. They also discovered 
that cow dung was ideal manure. 
With the help of ploughs, the soil 
could be tilled deeper and made 
more fertile. In the olden days, 
people sometimes let the land 
fallow for one to two years to 
increase its fertility. This system is 
practiced even today in some 
places. Subsequently, people also 
discovered that if two seeds are 
sown in the same place, the plants 
will not grow properly, so they 
developed the system of planting 
seedlings so that each seed had its 
specific place  thus, they created 
the system of transplantation. It is 
called ropana in Sanskrit, while 
sowing seeds is called vapana. As a 
result of transplantation, paddy 
grows healthy and produces large 
amounts of flowers, the overall 
growth of the plants reach the 
m a x i m u m  s i z e ,  a n d  m a n y 
offshoots grow out of the roots. 
T h r o u g h  t h e s e  k i n d s  o f 
d i scover ies ,  fa rmers  could 
increase the land's productivity 
and get a better harvest from each 
plant. In Bangladesh, it is difficult 
to transplant seedlings because 
they are prepared in seed beds and 
may be drowned due to the 
extensive rainfall. Consequently, 

paddy seeds are sown long before 
the rainy season so that by the time 
the rain starts, the seedlings will 
have grown to a suitable height. 
The rule for growing paddy is that 
if the tips are submerged in water 
due to sudden rainfall, the paddy 
will decompose, and the plants will 
die, but if the water level is 
increased gradually, the seedling 
will keep growing to stay just 
above the water.

arieties of paddy can be 
grown in all seasons. Áus is 
harvested in Bh dra, but in the 
rainy season, early autumn and late 
autumn, aman grows. From the last 
part of winter to the summer 
season, boro can be grown. Hence, 
different varieties of rice can be 
grown throughout the year.

Áus is grown in comparatively 
dry soil, which receives little rain. It 
prefers sticky, sandy soil. If water 
accumulates in the soil around the 
roots of the us crop, the plants will 
wither. There is plenty of sticky, 
sandy soil in Murshidabad, essore, 

hulna, Nadia, and North 24 
Parganas. Áus can grow abundantly 
in these districts. The districts of 
North Bengal are also fit for us 
cultivation.

Sun-dried us does not cause 
constipation, but as it is coarse, 
people do not normally like it, 
which is why the rich people of 
R h used to donate the us crop to 
the poor people. We can make 
good quality bread from us paddy. 
Hence we can develop the bakery 
industry in every block and 
locality. People of average means 
can eat bread made from us flour 
for breakfast, lunch and dinner. 
One can eat such bread frequently 
because it is not made of wheat, so 
regular consumption will not cause 
acidity. Among the rice eaters, the 
number of intelligent people is 
high. Therefore, rice eaters can 
also eat us bread.

The production of us will be 
abundant  i f  i t  i s  g rown in 

aesh kha and harvested in 
Bh dra. Áus can also be grown in 

yae t́ha and Á ha. In North 
India, us is called bh doi. In the 
olden days, people would cultivate 
us because the early autumn was 

the lean season, and the aman crop 
was still in the field, so if the us 
could be harvested in the early 
autumn, they would get some 
money to pay revenue taxes. In the 
past, during the festival, villagers 
used to cook us and prepare a dish 
made from arum to worship the 
snake god. There is little risk 
involved in the cultivation of us 
because the seeds will almost 
always grow if they are sown in 
moist soil. Only one or two 
showers are enough for the plants 
to grow and flower. In those areas 
of R h where there is chronic 
drought,  us can be grown 
profitably. Like other varieties of 
rice, us has little fat.

From us bran, bran oil can be 
made. We can develop the cement 
industry using us bran and us 
husks mixed with limestone and 
marine soil. In western R h and 
the coastal region, the cement 
industry can flourish. Cement 
made from aman husks is of better 
quality than that prepared from us 
husks.

With us, a "pigeon crop" (1) 
of barley  is not very productive, 
nor  should  p i sc icu l ture  be 
developed, because, in the us 
paddy field, there is little water. In 
some parts of Bengal, the seeds of 
us are sown in the field and not 

transplanted because muddy soil is 
necessary for transplanted us. In 
Bangladesh, there is so much water 
that it is challenging to make mud, 
so us seeds are sown directly in the 
field before the rainy season. As I 
said earlier, Murshidabad and 
Nadia districts have rich sticky, 
sandy soil, which is ideal for 
abundant us. These areas can 
attain self-sufficiency in food 
production if us is cultivated 
properly. With a bit of care, the 
production can be increased from 
one hundred fifty to two hundred 
percent. ̃
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“The vision of Prout 
is to transform our 
world into an 
advanced 
civilization”

promote all-round prosperity, we need a Political 
Governance and conomic System to help develop 
progressive communities and well-being for the people. A 
progressive community adequately addresses the needs of all 

the community sectors, such as education and innovation, municipal 
infrastructure, healthcare delivery, fair judiciary, safe living conditions, 
public transportation, finance and banking, enterprises and businesses, to 
promote all-round prosperity and good quality-of-life. For this purpose, 
we need to have people’s participatory political and economic systems to 
set up a new system of democratic Governance devoid of political parties.

 My book Socio- conomic Democracy and the World Government 
describes the system of PRO T, and its implementation was published in 
2 4. It serves as a valuable teaching, learning, knowledge and research 
resource for (i) a holistic approach to a sustainable living environment 
promoting collective welfare and (ii) a multi-stage roadmap toward a 
world government system for the unification of all the communities of the 
world into one global cooperative. 
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India has the highest number of 
crypto owners in the world, 
around 1  million  and in the 

last  one year,  crypto market 
reportedly grew at 641  in India. 
The Supreme Court, in March 2 2  
nullified the circular of the RBI 
banning crypto currency. People 
thought there was validation by the 
Supreme Court as the court lifted the 
ban imposed by the RBI. That made 
many people joining the crypto 
bandwagon.

Now, the government is talking 
about prohibiting all private crypto 
currencies and the RBI introducing a 
currency. Indians are trying to find 
answers to the questions, Is the 
government's plan to regulate crypto 
currency a good move? Will crypto 
b e  a  s e r i o u s  t h r e a t  t o  t h e 
macroeconomic and financial 
stability of the country? Should RBI 
introduce its crypto?

Global Scenario
The rise in the popularity of crypto 
currencies and their adoption by 
financial institutions has led some 
governments to assess whether 
regulation is needed to protect users. 
The legal status of crypto currencies 
varies substantially from country to 
country and is still undefined or 
changing in many of them. While 
some countries have explicitly 
allowed their use and trade, others 

have banned or restricted it. Few 
countries are planning to create their 
own crypto currency. 

 l Salvador made Bitcoin legal 
tender on une 9, 2 21. It is the first 
country to do so. The crypto 
currency can be used for any 
transaction where the business can 
accept it. Cuba has followed this. 
Many Latin American countries are 
reportedly considering similar 
moves.

Chinese government  has 
declared al l  crypto currency 
transactions of any kind illegal. 
Turkey has banned the use of crypto 
currencies and crypto assets for 
making purchases. In the nited 

ingdom, all crypto currency firms, 
such as exchanges, advisors and 
professionals that have either a 
presence, market product or provide 
services within the  market must 
register with the Financial Conduct 
Author i ty.  Sou th  o rea  has 
implemented new legislation to 
strengthen their oversight of digital 
assets. South Africa has seen a large 
amount of scams related to crypto 
currency, is planning a regulatory 
framework.

The Financial Action Task 
Force (FATF) an intergovernmental 
organisation founded in 1989 on the 
initiative of the G  to develop 
p o l i c i e s  t o  c o m b a t  m o n e y 

laundering and financing has 
defined crypto currency-related 
services as "virtual asset service 
p r o v i d e r s "  ( A S P s )  a n d 
recommended that they be regulated 
with the same money laundering 
(AML) and know your customer 
( YC) requirements as financial 
institutions. It has introduced the 
"Travel Rule" for crypto currencies, 
a measure which mandates that 

ASPs obtain, hold, and exchange 
information about the originators 
and beneficiaries of virtual asset 
transfers. 

Some propose that banks that 
held crypto currency assets must set 
aside capital to cover all potential 
losses. 

nited States treats bitcoin as 
property for tax purposes. 

  A number of Aid agencies 
have started accepting donations in 
crypto currencies, including the 
American Red Cross, NIC F, and 
the N World Food Program.

Ban on Advertising 
Crypto currency advertisements 
have been temporarily banned on 
many social platforms including 
Facebook, Google, Twitter, Bing, 
Snapchat, LinkedIn etc.

What Are Crypto currencies?
A crypto currency, crypto-currency, 
or crypto is a collection of binary 

data which is designed to work as a 
medium of exchange. Individual 
coin ownership records are stored in 
a ledger, which is a computerized 
database using strong cryptography 
to secure transaction records, to 
control the creation of additional 
coins, and to verify the transfer of 
coin ownership. 

T h e  “ c r y p t o ”  i n  c r y p t o 
currencies refers to complicated 
cryptography that allows for the 
creation and processing of digital 
currencies and their transactions 
across decentralized systems. 
Alongside this important “crypto” 
feature of these currencies is a 
c o m m o n  c o m m i t m e n t  t o 
decentralization  crypto currencies 
are typically developed as code by 
teams who build in mechanisms for 
issuance (through a process called 
mining) and other controls.

Crypto currency does not exist 
in physical  form (l ike paper 
money),there are no coins to mint or 
bills to print, only exists online, and 
is typically not issued by a central 
authority. Crypto currencies use 
decentralized control as opposed to a 
central bank digital currency 
(CBDC).  When implemented with 
decentralized control, each crypto 
currency works through distributed 
ledger technology, typically a block 
chain that serves as a public 
financial transaction database. Once 
a block is added to the block chain, it 
becomes accessible to anyone who 
wishes to view it, acting as a public 
ledger of crypto currency transactions. 

Digital crypto-currencies’ and 
crypto-assets’ aim to mirror some, 

or all, of the uses of traditional 
money  a means of payment, a store 
of value, and a unit of account, as an 
alternative investment, helping 
diversify a portfolio apart from 
stocks and bonds  can also be used to 
make purchases, but the number of 
vendors that accept the crypto 
currency is still limited.

Bitcoin, first released as open-
source software in 2 9, is the first 
decentralized crypto currency. Most 
crypto currencies are designed to 
gradually decrease the production of 
that currency, placing a cap on the 
total amount of that currency that 

will ever be in circulation. Crypto 
currencies are almost always 
designed to be free from government 
manipulation and controlso it’s 
decentralized.

Since the release of bitcoin, 
many other crypto currencies have 
been created. There are currently 
over a thousand different crypto 
currencies in the world, and many 
see them as the key to a fairer future 
economy.    The crypto currencies 
m o d e l l e d  a f t e r  b i t c o i n  a r e 
collectively called altcoins, and in 
some cases shitcoins, and have often 
tried to present themselves as 
modified or improved versions of 
bitcoin. Stablecoins are altcoins that 
are designed to maintain a stable 
level of purchasing power. 

A crypto currency wallet stores 
the public and private "keys" 
(address) or seed which can be used 
to receive or trade or spend the 
crypto currency. Crypto currency 
exchanges allow customers to trade 
crypto currencies for other assets, 
such as conventional fiat money, or 
to trade between different digital 
currencies. Atomic swaps are a 
mechanism where one crypto 
currency can be exchanged directly 
for another crypto currency, without 
the need for a trusted third party such 
as an exchange.

Initial coin offerings
An initial coin offering (ICO) is a 
controversial means of raising funds 
for a new crypto currency venture. 
An ICO may be used by start-ups 
with the intention of avoiding 
regulation. In an ICO campaign, a 
percentage of the crypto currency 
(usually in the form of "tokens") is 
sold to early backers of the project in 
exchange for legal tender or other 
crypto currencies. 

Advantages:
ach and every Bitcoin transaction 

that’s ever been made exists on a 
p u b l i c  l e d g e r  a c c e s s i b l e  t o 
everyone, making transactions hard 
to reverse and difficult to fake. 

As decentralized platforms, 
block chain-based crypto currencies 
allow individuals to engage in peer-
to-peer financial transactions or 
enter into contracts. In either case, 

there is no need for some trusted 
third-party intermediary such as a 
bank, monetary authority, court, or 
judge. 

Some feel that well-regulated 
digital currencies can provide 
significant public benefits in greater 
efficiency and lower costs for both 
domest ic  and ,  in  par t icu lar, 
international payments systems, and 
help ensure financial services reach 
the hundreds of millions of people  
especially in developing countries  
without bank accounts.

Cryp to  cur renc ies  make 
tracking donations easier and have 
the potential to allow donors to see 
how their money is used.

The Risks: 
The real identity of person or groups 
behind the development of Bitcoin 
w h o  s t a t e d  t h e  g o a l  o f  t h e 
technology was to create “a new 
electronic cash system” that was 
“completely decentralized with no 
server or central authority” is still 
unknown.

Anonymity
The owners who have crypto 
c u r r e n c y  i n  t h e  s y s t e m  a r e 
anonymous there are no account 
numbers, names, social security 
numbers or any other identifying 
features that connects to its owners.  
It has been appealing to criminals 
due to its anonymity and lack of 
regulation. Transactions that occur 
through the use and exchange of 
altcoins are independent from 
formal banking systems, enables tax 
evasion and laundering of money. 
Money laundering issues are also 
present in regular bank transfers, 
however with bank-to-bank wire 
transfers for instance, the account 
holder must at least provide a proven 
identity.     Since crypto protects the 
identity of holders, governments are 
deeply concerned about their use in 
illicit activities such as money 
laundering, terrorist financing, 
online black markets, and tax 
evasion. Some fear the replacement 
o f  g o v e r n m e n t - c o n t r o l l e d , 
centralized money by crypto.

Difficult to resolve
Loss, theft, and fraud with crypto 
currency are becoming a routine 

CRYPTO CURRENCY?
SHOULD WE ENCOURAGE 

Ganesh Bhat Sirsi

The rise in the popularity of crypto currencies and their adoption by financial institutions 
has led some governments to assess whether regulation is needed to protect users.

affair even though tall claims are 
being put forth regarding their 
security. In the absence of a 
governing body, it can be difficult to 
resolve issues if crypto get stolen or 
lost. Crypto currencies are used 
primarily outside existing banking 
and governmental institutions and 
are exchanged over the Internet. 
Whenever there is an intermediary 
like the banks for example, it is 
possible to trace the revenue 
generation and the government will 
have control over the investment 
people put in.

Volatile, Speculative
Bitcoins and their many look-alikes, 
often known as crypto-assets’, are 
best viewed as a volatile, speculative 
asset class, which some users are 
prepared to accept as a form of 
payment.  Since its public launch in 
2 9, Bitcoin has risen dramatically 
in value, although it once sold for 
1 , - per coin, its present price 

is  about  Rs39 lakhs.  Crypto 
currencies have been compared to 
Ponzi schemes, pyramid schemes 
and economic bubbles, such as 
housing market bubbles. Some say 
that digital currencies are nothing 
but an unfounded fad, based on a 
willingness to ascribe value to 
something that has little or none 
beyond what people will pay for it. 
Regulators in several countries have 
warned against crypto currency and 
some have taken measures to 
dissuade users  such warnings are 
unheard, or ignored. 

Digital currencies to 
affect geopolitics
The expansion of big tech firms into 
global finance and banks themselves 
widening their digital footprints, 
financial technology will reshape 
not just the commercial but also the 
geopolitical sphere. Introduction of 
a digital yuan’ would give China the 
ability to bypass the world’s 
traditional banking systems and then 
chal lenge and help curb the 
dominant role of the dollar in 
international trade and finance. This 
could help limit China’s exposure to 

S sanctions policies which rely 
heavily on the dollar’s pre-eminent 

position in international finance. 
The widespread introduction of 
digital currencies has the potential to 
transform the world financial 
system. In anuary 2 2 , a group of 
advanced economy central banks  
from Canada, the , apan, 
Sweden, Switzerland, and the 

uropean Central Bank  announced 
they were working together on 
central bank digital currencies under 
the auspices of the Bank for 
International Settlements (BIS).

The concern of an unregulated 
global economy
As the popularity of and demand for 
online currencies has increased, so 
have  conce rns  tha t  such  an 
unregulated person to person global 
economy that crypto currencies 
offer may become a threat to society. 
The governments of the G  have 
recognised the need for international 
cooperation on how private digital 
currencies should be regulated, 
because the alternative  a global 
free-for-all  could be chaotic and 
dangerous. 

Why do central banks want 
their own digital currencies?

Once a crypto exchange is 
established, it can mind its own 
crypto currencies, it can have initial 
coin offerings, and this will lead to a 
new asset class in that country and 
help people to invest. Supporters of 
this theory suggest that RBI should 
introduce its own crypto currency in 
India.

The Reality:
Investment in crypto currency is a 
speculative activity, and in no way it 
encourages production activity or 
creates real employment.   Those in 
f avou r  o f  l ega l i s i ng  c ryp to 
currencies argue that with the help of 
technology people will find newer 
ways to escape from the noose of 
law. So, it is going to be extremely 
difficult to regulate crypto. But, they 
overlook the fact that technology 
can cut the technology. Another 
argument put forth is that people 
continue to invest wherever the 
returns are high even if it is risky. 
This is true to some extent under the 
existing socio-economic system 

where no one is assured of a secured 
future and where acquisitive nature 
dominates the society.

 But, these experts and leaders 
fail to conceive of a decentralized 
economic system where everyone is 
guaranteed the basic necessities of 
life through 1  employment 
o p p o r t u n i t y  w i t h  a d e q u a t e 
purchasing capacity so that people 
can pursue higher values of life 
instead of becoming a money 
e a r n i n g  m a c h i n e s .  P R O T 
advocates such a socio-economic 
system for the entire globe where 
speculative activities are banned 
and opportunities are created for 
gainful investment in the local area.

Views of PROUT:
The banking system must be 
vigilant about two important points. 
First, the intrinsic demonic greed of 
the banks must not be allowed to 
jeopardize the life of the common 
people. Secondly, the banks must 
not allow unwise administrators or 
governments to print monetary 
notes indiscriminately without 
reserving the proportionate amount 
of bullion in their treasuries.  The 
printing and issuing of monetary 
notes having no bullion value must 
stop immediately. No monetary 
notes should be issued by the 
government from then on without a 
clear assurance that it is prepared to 
pay the requisite amount of money 
in gold coins. A socioeconomic unit 
can conserve its reserve bullion and 
improve the purchasing capacity of 
the local people by manufacturing 
locally finished products.

   Those countries which have a 
l a r g e  v o l u m e  o f  v e r y  f e w 
commodities to sell but many 
commodities to buy will find barter 
trade profitable. Otherwise their 
reserves of gold bullion may get 
exhausted very quickly.  Barter 
trade will give protection from 
disastrous impact due to economic 
depressions. PRO T advocates 
banning of all the speculative 
activit ies al l  over the world 
including stock markets, hence no 
chance to approve crypto currency 
of the present form.˜

The Excellence of 

Philosophy 
“If ideological vacuum is not filled by PROUT, a great catastrophe will take place in the 
future because other defective philosophies will come forward."

Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar

"Shrii Sarkar has given a broad outline for the gradual 
establishment of the world government."

“The situation on the Russia-
Ukraine border is volatile 

and tense. The crisis needs to 
be resolved diplomatically at 

the earliest.”

Honour Killings Will Continue as Long as Iran's Laws Protect Killers
 Widespread Practice of Child Marriage Means More Young Girls Will Be Murdered
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the link 

https: drive.google.com file
d 1NPHjHRm9uv mD zCw

oTi -1lz41 view 
I.  Ever since we have had 

D e m o c r a t i c  G o v e r n a n c e  
controlled by political parties, it 
has been a catastrophe for the 
people. The reason is that we have 
never had genuine democracy, and 
instead, governance by political 
parties (supported by capitalist 
corporations) who have their own 
agendas which have little to do 
with the public welfare. Moreover, 
in the corporate capitalist  
economy, the financial elite and 
the elite corporations constitute a 
separate class that controls the 
government and its policies for 
profiteering. There is hence now a 
worldwide crisis of confidence in 
this pseudo-democratic system. 
But people do not have a solution 
to this crisis.  

II. Prout Mission and 
Formulation: Solution for the 
Governance and conomy crisis: 

In developing an enlightened 
s o c i o - e c o n o m i c  p o l i t i c a l -
governance environment, my book 
provides a people empowered and 
benefitting political governance 
and economic system’, based on 
( i )  Peop le ’s  Par t i c ipa to ry  
Democratic system (PPDS) of 
governance, whereby only the 

most qualified representatives of 
all the functional sectors of the 
community get elected to the local 
legislature, and (ii) Cooperative 

conomic syst em (C S)of  
c o o p e r a t i v e l y  m a n a g e d  
corpora t ions  and bus iness  
e n t e r p r i s e s ,  w h e r e b y  t h e  
corporation’s shares are only 
distributed within the company and 
owned by the company employees, 
and only the company employees 
are involved in company decisions 
and in profit sharing.

In the People’s Participatory 
Democratic system (PPDS), there 
is a direct link of the government 
with the grass-roots people 
through the various sectors of the 
community, such as the education 
sector, healthcare sector, legal 
sector,  agricultural  sector,  
industrial sector, finance and 
banking sector, transportation 
sector, etc. ach sector can be 
represented by an association, such 
a s  t h e  a s s o c i a t i o n  o f  
schoolteachers, association of 
doctors, association of lawyers, 
association of farmers, association 
of businesses, association of 
bankers, etc. ach sector is 
concerned with promoting its 
optimal function, such that the 
sector serves the people in the best 
possible way, and the interests of 
people working in the sector are 
also served. Hence, if each sector’s 

association elects its most 
competent representative to the 
state legislative assembly or 
g o v e r n m e n t ,  t h e n  t h i s  
representative would be in the best 
position to enable the sector to best 
serve the people as well as look 
after the interests of the people 
working in the sector. In this way, 
t h e r e  w o u l d  b e  a  f a i r  
representation of the people from 
various sectors of the community 
in the political governance 
structure.  This PPDS system 
would hence be most fair, 
economical, and benefitting for 
the common people.

The Cooperative Economic 
system (CES) can consist of what 
can be termed as the employee stock 
ownership plan ( SOP), which 
constitutes an employee-owner 
scheme in which (i) companies 
provide stock ownership to their 
employees, and (ii) all the 
company’s profits are shared by the 
employees.  This scheme applies to 
all types of companies, from grocery 
stores to pharmaceutical companies 
to health insurance companies.  This 

SOP scheme can result in a more 
even distribution of the wealth of the 
country among the people of the 
country.  

I n  t h e  f o r m a t i o n  o f  
f u n c t i o n a l l y  s u s t a i n a b l e  
communities (FSCs), both PPDS 
and C S would together promote 
(i) optimal utilization of the 
community’s public sectors (from 
education and healthcare to 
infrastructure and industry), 
human and economic resources, as 
well as (ii) enthusiastic enterprise 
and innovation on the part of the 
people, because of their reaping 
the benefits of their enterprises. 
This total system would provide a 
solution pathway for an efficient 
socio-economic and political-
governance system, contributing 
to progressive living of the 
common people.  

III. Prout Implementation: 
This new concept of people’s 
participatory democratic system 

and cooperative economic system 
will totally transform the world, 
a n d  d e v e l o p  p r o g r e s s i v e  
communities, peace among 
countries, and an improved quality 
of life for the common people. 
Now for us to have this governance 
system, requires big involvement 
in legislations.  

For further reading on Prout 
implementation in India, we need 
to set up a full-fledged Gurukula 

niversity in Ananda Nagar. For 
this readers may visit the under-
mentioned links to read my other 
books mentioned in them iz.:

https: drive.google.com file
d 1o8vu o lY jOiNBolOk m2s
4wI hnRt view  (Ananda Marga 
and Gurukula)

https: drive.google.com file
d 1M d P4 eYx1 DRpaz4 9k
Ae IlbH Fr4 view (Ananda 
Marga Gurukula and Ananda 
Nagar Holistic Development)

https: drive.google.com file
d 1 lhjLhfgBLkAn 2 6b N OA
l G9pSCn view  (Ananda Marga 
Gurukala and Ananda Nagar 
Development Total Plan)

We also need to convey 
information about Prout system 
of governance to colleges and 
universities in India. Then, there 
can be communications with these 
education institutions, on (i) 
formatting of Prout courses, and 
(ii) also having PhD students do 
research on Prout governance 
system and its benefits to the 
people. 

IV. Prout Governance 
System worldwide based on 
Global Network of 21st Century 
Universities : To start with, we 
need to set up a new era 
university. In this university, we 
will (i) develop new knowledge 
across academic disciplines, and 
(ii) conduct doctoral research on 
all of Baba’s concepts of :
ü H i g h e r - c o n s c i o u s n e s s  

meditation system, based on 
cakra and mind science,

ü uantum Physics format, 
based on Microvita, 

ü Prout system of democratic 
governance,  devoid of  
political parties,

ü Yo g a p a t h y  s y s t e m  o f  
medicine, offering MD in 
Yogapathy.
This 21st Century niversity 

will bring about a new era society, 
promoting higher cosmic thinking 
among the people, towards a better 
quali ty of l ife for people 
worldwide. This will be Baba’s 
legacy for the next millennium 
generations.

Global Network of 21st 
C e n t u r y  U n i v e r s i t i e s  
(GN21CU): Today, there is big 
need for a Global niversity 
concept, to provide holistic 
education, develop knowledge and 
discoveries in all fields, promote 
heightened values in society for 
harmonious living and shared 
prosperity, to create a new era of 
collective happiness.  So, let us set 
up a global network of such new 
era 21st centuries universities, to 
help develop cosmic knowledge 
and spiritual culture, by which we 
can develop a more advanced 
civilization on our planet.  For that, 
we can have our 21st Century 

niversity form partnerships with 
international-minded, innovative 
and forward-thinking educational 
institutions.

This Global Network of 21st 
Century Universities will  
contribute to the UN Sustainable 
Development Goals, which in fact 
are congruent with Prout’s goals 
and vision to transform our world 
into an advanced civilization:
GOAL 1 : No Poverty
GOAL  2 : ero Hunger
GOAL 3 : Good Health and 
   Well-being
GOAL 4 : uality ducation
GOAL  : Gender quality
GOAL 6 : Clean Water and 
   Sanitation
GOAL  :  Affordable and Clean 
   nergy
GOAL 8 : Decent Work and 
   conomic Growth
GOAL  9 : Industry, Innovation 
   and Infrastructure
GOAL 1  : Reduced Inequality
GOAL 11 : Sustainable Cities and 
   Communities
GOAL 12 : Responsible 
   Consumption and  
   Production
GOAL 13 : Climate Action
GOAL 14 : Life Below Water
GOAL 1  : Life on Land
GOAL 16 : Peace and ustice 
   Strong Institutions
GOAL 1  : Partnerships to 
   achieve the Goal ˜
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NEW ERA CURRENCY

India has the highest number of 
crypto owners in the world, 
around 1  million  and in the 

last  one year,  crypto market 
reportedly grew at 641  in India. 
The Supreme Court, in March 2 2  
nullified the circular of the RBI 
banning crypto currency. People 
thought there was validation by the 
Supreme Court as the court lifted the 
ban imposed by the RBI. That made 
many people joining the crypto 
bandwagon.

Now, the government is talking 
about prohibiting all private crypto 
currencies and the RBI introducing a 
currency. Indians are trying to find 
answers to the questions, Is the 
government's plan to regulate crypto 
currency a good move? Will crypto 
b e  a  s e r i o u s  t h r e a t  t o  t h e 
macroeconomic and financial 
stability of the country? Should RBI 
introduce its crypto?

Global Scenario
The rise in the popularity of crypto 
currencies and their adoption by 
financial institutions has led some 
governments to assess whether 
regulation is needed to protect users. 
The legal status of crypto currencies 
varies substantially from country to 
country and is still undefined or 
changing in many of them. While 
some countries have explicitly 
allowed their use and trade, others 

have banned or restricted it. Few 
countries are planning to create their 
own crypto currency. 

 l Salvador made Bitcoin legal 
tender on une 9, 2 21. It is the first 
country to do so. The crypto 
currency can be used for any 
transaction where the business can 
accept it. Cuba has followed this. 
Many Latin American countries are 
reportedly considering similar 
moves.

Chinese government  has 
declared al l  crypto currency 
transactions of any kind illegal. 
Turkey has banned the use of crypto 
currencies and crypto assets for 
making purchases. In the nited 

ingdom, all crypto currency firms, 
such as exchanges, advisors and 
professionals that have either a 
presence, market product or provide 
services within the  market must 
register with the Financial Conduct 
Author i ty.  Sou th  o rea  has 
implemented new legislation to 
strengthen their oversight of digital 
assets. South Africa has seen a large 
amount of scams related to crypto 
currency, is planning a regulatory 
framework.

The Financial Action Task 
Force (FATF) an intergovernmental 
organisation founded in 1989 on the 
initiative of the G  to develop 
p o l i c i e s  t o  c o m b a t  m o n e y 

laundering and financing has 
defined crypto currency-related 
services as "virtual asset service 
p r o v i d e r s "  ( A S P s )  a n d 
recommended that they be regulated 
with the same money laundering 
(AML) and know your customer 
( YC) requirements as financial 
institutions. It has introduced the 
"Travel Rule" for crypto currencies, 
a measure which mandates that 

ASPs obtain, hold, and exchange 
information about the originators 
and beneficiaries of virtual asset 
transfers. 

Some propose that banks that 
held crypto currency assets must set 
aside capital to cover all potential 
losses. 

nited States treats bitcoin as 
property for tax purposes. 

  A number of Aid agencies 
have started accepting donations in 
crypto currencies, including the 
American Red Cross, NIC F, and 
the N World Food Program.

Ban on Advertising 
Crypto currency advertisements 
have been temporarily banned on 
many social platforms including 
Facebook, Google, Twitter, Bing, 
Snapchat, LinkedIn etc.

What Are Crypto currencies?
A crypto currency, crypto-currency, 
or crypto is a collection of binary 

data which is designed to work as a 
medium of exchange. Individual 
coin ownership records are stored in 
a ledger, which is a computerized 
database using strong cryptography 
to secure transaction records, to 
control the creation of additional 
coins, and to verify the transfer of 
coin ownership. 

T h e  “ c r y p t o ”  i n  c r y p t o 
currencies refers to complicated 
cryptography that allows for the 
creation and processing of digital 
currencies and their transactions 
across decentralized systems. 
Alongside this important “crypto” 
feature of these currencies is a 
c o m m o n  c o m m i t m e n t  t o 
decentralization  crypto currencies 
are typically developed as code by 
teams who build in mechanisms for 
issuance (through a process called 
mining) and other controls.

Crypto currency does not exist 
in physical  form (l ike paper 
money),there are no coins to mint or 
bills to print, only exists online, and 
is typically not issued by a central 
authority. Crypto currencies use 
decentralized control as opposed to a 
central bank digital currency 
(CBDC).  When implemented with 
decentralized control, each crypto 
currency works through distributed 
ledger technology, typically a block 
chain that serves as a public 
financial transaction database. Once 
a block is added to the block chain, it 
becomes accessible to anyone who 
wishes to view it, acting as a public 
ledger of crypto currency transactions. 

Digital crypto-currencies’ and 
crypto-assets’ aim to mirror some, 

or all, of the uses of traditional 
money  a means of payment, a store 
of value, and a unit of account, as an 
alternative investment, helping 
diversify a portfolio apart from 
stocks and bonds  can also be used to 
make purchases, but the number of 
vendors that accept the crypto 
currency is still limited.

Bitcoin, first released as open-
source software in 2 9, is the first 
decentralized crypto currency. Most 
crypto currencies are designed to 
gradually decrease the production of 
that currency, placing a cap on the 
total amount of that currency that 

will ever be in circulation. Crypto 
currencies are almost always 
designed to be free from government 
manipulation and controlso it’s 
decentralized.

Since the release of bitcoin, 
many other crypto currencies have 
been created. There are currently 
over a thousand different crypto 
currencies in the world, and many 
see them as the key to a fairer future 
economy.    The crypto currencies 
m o d e l l e d  a f t e r  b i t c o i n  a r e 
collectively called altcoins, and in 
some cases shitcoins, and have often 
tried to present themselves as 
modified or improved versions of 
bitcoin. Stablecoins are altcoins that 
are designed to maintain a stable 
level of purchasing power. 

A crypto currency wallet stores 
the public and private "keys" 
(address) or seed which can be used 
to receive or trade or spend the 
crypto currency. Crypto currency 
exchanges allow customers to trade 
crypto currencies for other assets, 
such as conventional fiat money, or 
to trade between different digital 
currencies. Atomic swaps are a 
mechanism where one crypto 
currency can be exchanged directly 
for another crypto currency, without 
the need for a trusted third party such 
as an exchange.

Initial coin offerings
An initial coin offering (ICO) is a 
controversial means of raising funds 
for a new crypto currency venture. 
An ICO may be used by start-ups 
with the intention of avoiding 
regulation. In an ICO campaign, a 
percentage of the crypto currency 
(usually in the form of "tokens") is 
sold to early backers of the project in 
exchange for legal tender or other 
crypto currencies. 

Advantages:
ach and every Bitcoin transaction 

that’s ever been made exists on a 
p u b l i c  l e d g e r  a c c e s s i b l e  t o 
everyone, making transactions hard 
to reverse and difficult to fake. 

As decentralized platforms, 
block chain-based crypto currencies 
allow individuals to engage in peer-
to-peer financial transactions or 
enter into contracts. In either case, 

there is no need for some trusted 
third-party intermediary such as a 
bank, monetary authority, court, or 
judge. 

Some feel that well-regulated 
digital currencies can provide 
significant public benefits in greater 
efficiency and lower costs for both 
domest ic  and ,  in  par t icu lar, 
international payments systems, and 
help ensure financial services reach 
the hundreds of millions of people  
especially in developing countries  
without bank accounts.

Cryp to  cur renc ies  make 
tracking donations easier and have 
the potential to allow donors to see 
how their money is used.

The Risks: 
The real identity of person or groups 
behind the development of Bitcoin 
w h o  s t a t e d  t h e  g o a l  o f  t h e 
technology was to create “a new 
electronic cash system” that was 
“completely decentralized with no 
server or central authority” is still 
unknown.

Anonymity
The owners who have crypto 
c u r r e n c y  i n  t h e  s y s t e m  a r e 
anonymous there are no account 
numbers, names, social security 
numbers or any other identifying 
features that connects to its owners.  
It has been appealing to criminals 
due to its anonymity and lack of 
regulation. Transactions that occur 
through the use and exchange of 
altcoins are independent from 
formal banking systems, enables tax 
evasion and laundering of money. 
Money laundering issues are also 
present in regular bank transfers, 
however with bank-to-bank wire 
transfers for instance, the account 
holder must at least provide a proven 
identity.     Since crypto protects the 
identity of holders, governments are 
deeply concerned about their use in 
illicit activities such as money 
laundering, terrorist financing, 
online black markets, and tax 
evasion. Some fear the replacement 
o f  g o v e r n m e n t - c o n t r o l l e d , 
centralized money by crypto.

Difficult to resolve
Loss, theft, and fraud with crypto 
currency are becoming a routine 

CRYPTO CURRENCY?
SHOULD WE ENCOURAGE 

Ganesh Bhat Sirsi

The rise in the popularity of crypto currencies and their adoption by financial institutions 
has led some governments to assess whether regulation is needed to protect users.

affair even though tall claims are 
being put forth regarding their 
security. In the absence of a 
governing body, it can be difficult to 
resolve issues if crypto get stolen or 
lost. Crypto currencies are used 
primarily outside existing banking 
and governmental institutions and 
are exchanged over the Internet. 
Whenever there is an intermediary 
like the banks for example, it is 
possible to trace the revenue 
generation and the government will 
have control over the investment 
people put in.

Volatile, Speculative
Bitcoins and their many look-alikes, 
often known as crypto-assets’, are 
best viewed as a volatile, speculative 
asset class, which some users are 
prepared to accept as a form of 
payment.  Since its public launch in 
2 9, Bitcoin has risen dramatically 
in value, although it once sold for 
1 , - per coin, its present price 

is  about  Rs39 lakhs.  Crypto 
currencies have been compared to 
Ponzi schemes, pyramid schemes 
and economic bubbles, such as 
housing market bubbles. Some say 
that digital currencies are nothing 
but an unfounded fad, based on a 
willingness to ascribe value to 
something that has little or none 
beyond what people will pay for it. 
Regulators in several countries have 
warned against crypto currency and 
some have taken measures to 
dissuade users  such warnings are 
unheard, or ignored. 

Digital currencies to 
affect geopolitics
The expansion of big tech firms into 
global finance and banks themselves 
widening their digital footprints, 
financial technology will reshape 
not just the commercial but also the 
geopolitical sphere. Introduction of 
a digital yuan’ would give China the 
ability to bypass the world’s 
traditional banking systems and then 
chal lenge and help curb the 
dominant role of the dollar in 
international trade and finance. This 
could help limit China’s exposure to 

S sanctions policies which rely 
heavily on the dollar’s pre-eminent 

position in international finance. 
The widespread introduction of 
digital currencies has the potential to 
transform the world financial 
system. In anuary 2 2 , a group of 
advanced economy central banks  
from Canada, the , apan, 
Sweden, Switzerland, and the 

uropean Central Bank  announced 
they were working together on 
central bank digital currencies under 
the auspices of the Bank for 
International Settlements (BIS).

The concern of an unregulated 
global economy
As the popularity of and demand for 
online currencies has increased, so 
have  conce rns  tha t  such  an 
unregulated person to person global 
economy that crypto currencies 
offer may become a threat to society. 
The governments of the G  have 
recognised the need for international 
cooperation on how private digital 
currencies should be regulated, 
because the alternative  a global 
free-for-all  could be chaotic and 
dangerous. 

Why do central banks want 
their own digital currencies?

Once a crypto exchange is 
established, it can mind its own 
crypto currencies, it can have initial 
coin offerings, and this will lead to a 
new asset class in that country and 
help people to invest. Supporters of 
this theory suggest that RBI should 
introduce its own crypto currency in 
India.

The Reality:
Investment in crypto currency is a 
speculative activity, and in no way it 
encourages production activity or 
creates real employment.   Those in 
f avou r  o f  l ega l i s i ng  c ryp to 
currencies argue that with the help of 
technology people will find newer 
ways to escape from the noose of 
law. So, it is going to be extremely 
difficult to regulate crypto. But, they 
overlook the fact that technology 
can cut the technology. Another 
argument put forth is that people 
continue to invest wherever the 
returns are high even if it is risky. 
This is true to some extent under the 
existing socio-economic system 

where no one is assured of a secured 
future and where acquisitive nature 
dominates the society.

 But, these experts and leaders 
fail to conceive of a decentralized 
economic system where everyone is 
guaranteed the basic necessities of 
life through 1  employment 
o p p o r t u n i t y  w i t h  a d e q u a t e 
purchasing capacity so that people 
can pursue higher values of life 
instead of becoming a money 
e a r n i n g  m a c h i n e s .  P R O T 
advocates such a socio-economic 
system for the entire globe where 
speculative activities are banned 
and opportunities are created for 
gainful investment in the local area.

Views of PROUT:
The banking system must be 
vigilant about two important points. 
First, the intrinsic demonic greed of 
the banks must not be allowed to 
jeopardize the life of the common 
people. Secondly, the banks must 
not allow unwise administrators or 
governments to print monetary 
notes indiscriminately without 
reserving the proportionate amount 
of bullion in their treasuries.  The 
printing and issuing of monetary 
notes having no bullion value must 
stop immediately. No monetary 
notes should be issued by the 
government from then on without a 
clear assurance that it is prepared to 
pay the requisite amount of money 
in gold coins. A socioeconomic unit 
can conserve its reserve bullion and 
improve the purchasing capacity of 
the local people by manufacturing 
locally finished products.

   Those countries which have a 
l a r g e  v o l u m e  o f  v e r y  f e w 
commodities to sell but many 
commodities to buy will find barter 
trade profitable. Otherwise their 
reserves of gold bullion may get 
exhausted very quickly.  Barter 
trade will give protection from 
disastrous impact due to economic 
depressions. PRO T advocates 
banning of all the speculative 
activit ies all  over the world 
including stock markets, hence no 
chance to approve crypto currency 
of the present form.˜

The Excellence of 

Philosophy 
“If ideological vacuum is not filled by PROUT, a great catastrophe will take place in the 
future because other defective philosophies will come forward."

Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar

"Shrii Sarkar has given a broad outline for the gradual 
establishment of the world government."

“The situation on the Russia-
Ukraine border is volatile 

and tense. The crisis needs to 
be resolved diplomatically at 

the earliest.”

Honour Killings Will Continue as Long as Iran's Laws Protect Killers
 Widespread Practice of Child Marriage Means More Young Girls Will Be Murdered
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I.  Ever since we have had 

D e m o c r a t i c  G o v e r n a n c e  
controlled by political parties, it 
has been a catastrophe for the 
people. The reason is that we have 
never had genuine democracy, and 
instead, governance by political 
parties (supported by capitalist 
corporations) who have their own 
agendas which have little to do 
with the public welfare. Moreover, 
in the corporate capitalist  
economy, the financial elite and 
the elite corporations constitute a 
separate class that controls the 
government and its policies for 
profiteering. There is hence now a 
worldwide crisis of confidence in 
this pseudo-democratic system. 
But people do not have a solution 
to this crisis.  

II. Prout Mission and 
Formulation: Solution for the 
Governance and conomy crisis: 

In developing an enlightened 
s o c i o - e c o n o m i c  p o l i t i c a l -
governance environment, my book 
provides a people empowered and 
benefitting political governance 
and economic system’, based on 
( i )  Peop le ’s  Par t i c ipa to ry  
Democratic system (PPDS) of 
governance, whereby only the 

most qualified representatives of 
all the functional sectors of the 
community get elected to the local 
legislature, and (ii) Cooperative 

conomic sys tem (C S)of  
c o o p e r a t i v e l y  m a n a g e d  
corpora t ions  and bus iness  
e n t e r p r i s e s ,  w h e r e b y  t h e  
corporation’s shares are only 
distributed within the company and 
owned by the company employees, 
and only the company employees 
are involved in company decisions 
and in profit sharing.

In the People’s Participatory 
Democratic system (PPDS), there 
is a direct link of the government 
with the grass-roots people 
through the various sectors of the 
community, such as the education 
sector, healthcare sector, legal 
sector,  agricultural  sector,  
industrial sector, finance and 
banking sector, transportation 
sector, etc. ach sector can be 
represented by an association, such 
a s  t h e  a s s o c i a t i o n  o f  
schoolteachers, association of 
doctors, association of lawyers, 
association of farmers, association 
of businesses, association of 
bankers, etc. ach sector is 
concerned with promoting its 
optimal function, such that the 
sector serves the people in the best 
possible way, and the interests of 
people working in the sector are 
also served. Hence, if each sector’s 

association elects its most 
competent representative to the 
state legislative assembly or 
g o v e r n m e n t ,  t h e n  t h i s  
representative would be in the best 
position to enable the sector to best 
serve the people as well as look 
after the interests of the people 
working in the sector. In this way, 
t h e r e  w o u l d  b e  a  f a i r  
representation of the people from 
various sectors of the community 
in the political governance 
structure.  This PPDS system 
would hence be most fair, 
economical, and benefitting for 
the common people.

The Cooperative Economic 
system (CES) can consist of what 
can be termed as the employee stock 
ownership plan ( SOP), which 
constitutes an employee-owner 
scheme in which (i) companies 
provide stock ownership to their 
employees, and (ii) all the 
company’s profits are shared by the 
employees.  This scheme applies to 
all types of companies, from grocery 
stores to pharmaceutical companies 
to health insurance companies.  This 

SOP scheme can result in a more 
even distribution of the wealth of the 
country among the people of the 
country.  

I n  t h e  f o r m a t i o n  o f  
f u n c t i o n a l l y  s u s t a i n a b l e  
communities (FSCs), both PPDS 
and C S would together promote 
(i) optimal utilization of the 
community’s public sectors (from 
education and healthcare to 
infrastructure and industry), 
human and economic resources, as 
well as (ii) enthusiastic enterprise 
and innovation on the part of the 
people, because of their reaping 
the benefits of their enterprises. 
This total system would provide a 
solution pathway for an efficient 
socio-economic and political-
governance system, contributing 
to progressive living of the 
common people.  

III. Prout Implementation: 
This new concept of people’s 
participatory democratic system 

and cooperative economic system 
will totally transform the world, 
a n d  d e v e l o p  p r o g r e s s i v e  
communities, peace among 
countries, and an improved quality 
of life for the common people. 
Now for us to have this governance 
system, requires big involvement 
in legislations.  

For further reading on Prout 
implementation in India, we need 
to set up a full-fledged Gurukula 

niversity in Ananda Nagar. For 
this readers may visit the under-
mentioned links to read my other 
books mentioned in them iz.:

https: drive.google.com file
d 1o8vu o lY jOiNBolOk m2s
4wI hnRt view  (Ananda Marga 
and Gurukula)

https: drive.google.com file
d 1M d P4 eYx1 DRpaz4 9k
Ae IlbH Fr4 view (Ananda 
Marga Gurukula and Ananda 
Nagar Holistic Development)

https: drive.google.com file
d 1 lhjLhfgBLkAn 2 6b N OA
l G9pSCn view  (Ananda Marga 
Gurukala and Ananda Nagar 
Development Total Plan)

We also need to convey 
information about Prout system 
of governance to colleges and 
universities in India. Then, there 
can be communications with these 
education institutions, on (i) 
formatting of Prout courses, and 
(ii) also having PhD students do 
research on Prout governance 
system and its benefits to the 
people. 

IV. Prout Governance 
System worldwide based on 
Global Network of 21st Century 
Universities : To start with, we 
need to set up a new era 
university. In this university, we 
will (i) develop new knowledge 
across academic disciplines, and 
(ii) conduct doctoral research on 
all of Baba’s concepts of :
ü H i g h e r - c o n s c i o u s n e s s  

meditation system, based on 
cakra and mind science,

ü uantum Physics format, 
based on Microvita, 

ü Prout system of democratic 
governance,  devoid of  
political parties,

ü Yo g a p a t h y  s y s t e m  o f  
medicine, offering MD in 
Yogapathy.
This 21st Century niversity 

will bring about a new era society, 
promoting higher cosmic thinking 
among the people, towards a better 
quali ty of l ife for people 
worldwide. This will be Baba’s 
legacy for the next millennium 
generations.

Global Network of 21st 
C e n t u r y  U n i v e r s i t i e s  
(GN21CU): Today, there is big 
need for a Global niversity 
concept, to provide holistic 
education, develop knowledge and 
discoveries in all fields, promote 
heightened values in society for 
harmonious living and shared 
prosperity, to create a new era of 
collective happiness.  So, let us set 
up a global network of such new 
era 21st centuries universities, to 
help develop cosmic knowledge 
and spiritual culture, by which we 
can develop a more advanced 
civilization on our planet.  For that, 
we can have our 21st Century 

niversity form partnerships with 
international-minded, innovative 
and forward-thinking educational 
institutions.

This Global Network of 21st 
Century Universities will  
contribute to the UN Sustainable 
Development Goals, which in fact 
are congruent with Prout’s goals 
and vision to transform our world 
into an advanced civilization:
GOAL 1 : No Poverty
GOAL  2 : ero Hunger
GOAL 3 : Good Health and 
   Well-being
GOAL 4 : uality ducation
GOAL  : Gender quality
GOAL 6 : Clean Water and 
   Sanitation
GOAL  :  Affordable and Clean 
   nergy
GOAL 8 : Decent Work and 
   conomic Growth
GOAL  9 : Industry, Innovation 
   and Infrastructure
GOAL 1  : Reduced Inequality
GOAL 11 : Sustainable Cities and 
   Communities
GOAL 12 : Responsible 
   Consumption and  
   Production
GOAL 13 : Climate Action
GOAL 14 : Life Below Water
GOAL 1  : Life on Land
GOAL 16 : Peace and ustice 
   Strong Institutions
GOAL 1  : Partnerships to 
   achieve the Goal ˜
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NEW ERA CURRENCY

India has the highest number of 
crypto owners in the world, 
around 1  million  and in the 

last  one year,  crypto market 
reportedly grew at 641  in India. 
The Supreme Court, in March 2 2  
nullified the circular of the RBI 
banning crypto currency. People 
thought there was validation by the 
Supreme Court as the court lifted the 
ban imposed by the RBI. That made 
many people joining the crypto 
bandwagon.

Now, the government is talking 
about prohibiting all private crypto 
currencies and the RBI introducing a 
currency. Indians are trying to find 
answers to the questions, Is the 
government's plan to regulate crypto 
currency a good move? Will crypto 
b e  a  s e r i o u s  t h r e a t  t o  t h e 
macroeconomic and financial 
stability of the country? Should RBI 
introduce its crypto?

Global Scenario
The rise in the popularity of crypto 
currencies and their adoption by 
financial institutions has led some 
governments to assess whether 
regulation is needed to protect users. 
The legal status of crypto currencies 
varies substantially from country to 
country and is still undefined or 
changing in many of them. While 
some countries have explicitly 
allowed their use and trade, others 

have banned or restricted it. Few 
countries are planning to create their 
own crypto currency. 

 l Salvador made Bitcoin legal 
tender on une 9, 2 21. It is the first 
country to do so. The crypto 
currency can be used for any 
transaction where the business can 
accept it. Cuba has followed this. 
Many Latin American countries are 
reportedly considering similar 
moves.

Chinese government  has 
declared al l  crypto currency 
transactions of any kind illegal. 
Turkey has banned the use of crypto 
currencies and crypto assets for 
making purchases. In the nited 

ingdom, all crypto currency firms, 
such as exchanges, advisors and 
professionals that have either a 
presence, market product or provide 
services within the  market must 
register with the Financial Conduct 
Author i ty.  Sou th  o rea  has 
implemented new legislation to 
strengthen their oversight of digital 
assets. South Africa has seen a large 
amount of scams related to crypto 
currency, is planning a regulatory 
framework.

The Financial Action Task 
Force (FATF) an intergovernmental 
organisation founded in 1989 on the 
initiative of the G  to develop 
p o l i c i e s  t o  c o m b a t  m o n e y 

laundering and financing has 
defined crypto currency-related 
services as "virtual asset service 
p r o v i d e r s "  ( A S P s )  a n d 
recommended that they be regulated 
with the same money laundering 
(AML) and know your customer 
( YC) requirements as financial 
institutions. It has introduced the 
"Travel Rule" for crypto currencies, 
a measure which mandates that 

ASPs obtain, hold, and exchange 
information about the originators 
and beneficiaries of virtual asset 
transfers. 

Some propose that banks that 
held crypto currency assets must set 
aside capital to cover all potential 
losses. 

nited States treats bitcoin as 
property for tax purposes. 

  A number of Aid agencies 
have started accepting donations in 
crypto currencies, including the 
American Red Cross, NIC F, and 
the N World Food Program.

Ban on Advertising 
Crypto currency advertisements 
have been temporarily banned on 
many social platforms including 
Facebook, Google, Twitter, Bing, 
Snapchat, LinkedIn etc.

What Are Crypto currencies?
A crypto currency, crypto-currency, 
or crypto is a collection of binary 

data which is designed to work as a 
medium of exchange. Individual 
coin ownership records are stored in 
a ledger, which is a computerized 
database using strong cryptography 
to secure transaction records, to 
control the creation of additional 
coins, and to verify the transfer of 
coin ownership. 

T h e  “ c r y p t o ”  i n  c r y p t o 
currencies refers to complicated 
cryptography that allows for the 
creation and processing of digital 
currencies and their transactions 
across decentralized systems. 
Alongside this important “crypto” 
feature of these currencies is a 
c o m m o n  c o m m i t m e n t  t o 
decentralization  crypto currencies 
are typically developed as code by 
teams who build in mechanisms for 
issuance (through a process called 
mining) and other controls.

Crypto currency does not exist 
in physical  form (l ike paper 
money),there are no coins to mint or 
bills to print, only exists online, and 
is typically not issued by a central 
authority. Crypto currencies use 
decentralized control as opposed to a 
central bank digital currency 
(CBDC).  When implemented with 
decentralized control, each crypto 
currency works through distributed 
ledger technology, typically a block 
chain that serves as a public 
financial transaction database. Once 
a block is added to the block chain, it 
becomes accessible to anyone who 
wishes to view it, acting as a public 
ledger of crypto currency transactions. 

Digital crypto-currencies’ and 
crypto-assets’ aim to mirror some, 

or all, of the uses of traditional 
money  a means of payment, a store 
of value, and a unit of account, as an 
alternative investment, helping 
diversify a portfolio apart from 
stocks and bonds  can also be used to 
make purchases, but the number of 
vendors that accept the crypto 
currency is still limited.

Bitcoin, first released as open-
source software in 2 9, is the first 
decentralized crypto currency. Most 
crypto currencies are designed to 
gradually decrease the production of 
that currency, placing a cap on the 
total amount of that currency that 

will ever be in circulation. Crypto 
currencies are almost always 
designed to be free from government 
manipulation and controlso it’s 
decentralized.

Since the release of bitcoin, 
many other crypto currencies have 
been created. There are currently 
over a thousand different crypto 
currencies in the world, and many 
see them as the key to a fairer future 
economy.    The crypto currencies 
m o d e l l e d  a f t e r  b i t c o i n  a r e 
collectively called altcoins, and in 
some cases shitcoins, and have often 
tried to present themselves as 
modified or improved versions of 
bitcoin. Stablecoins are altcoins that 
are designed to maintain a stable 
level of purchasing power. 

A crypto currency wallet stores 
the public and private "keys" 
(address) or seed which can be used 
to receive or trade or spend the 
crypto currency. Crypto currency 
exchanges allow customers to trade 
crypto currencies for other assets, 
such as conventional fiat money, or 
to trade between different digital 
currencies. Atomic swaps are a 
mechanism where one crypto 
currency can be exchanged directly 
for another crypto currency, without 
the need for a trusted third party such 
as an exchange.

Initial coin offerings
An initial coin offering (ICO) is a 
controversial means of raising funds 
for a new crypto currency venture. 
An ICO may be used by start-ups 
with the intention of avoiding 
regulation. In an ICO campaign, a 
percentage of the crypto currency 
(usually in the form of "tokens") is 
sold to early backers of the project in 
exchange for legal tender or other 
crypto currencies. 

Advantages:
ach and every Bitcoin transaction 

that’s ever been made exists on a 
p u b l i c  l e d g e r  a c c e s s i b l e  t o 
everyone, making transactions hard 
to reverse and difficult to fake. 

As decentralized platforms, 
block chain-based crypto currencies 
allow individuals to engage in peer-
to-peer financial transactions or 
enter into contracts. In either case, 

there is no need for some trusted 
third-party intermediary such as a 
bank, monetary authority, court, or 
judge. 

Some feel that well-regulated 
digital currencies can provide 
significant public benefits in greater 
efficiency and lower costs for both 
domest ic  and ,  in  par t icu lar, 
international payments systems, and 
help ensure financial services reach 
the hundreds of millions of people  
especially in developing countries  
without bank accounts.

Cryp to  cur renc ies  make 
tracking donations easier and have 
the potential to allow donors to see 
how their money is used.

The Risks: 
The real identity of person or groups 
behind the development of Bitcoin 
w h o  s t a t e d  t h e  g o a l  o f  t h e 
technology was to create “a new 
electronic cash system” that was 
“completely decentralized with no 
server or central authority” is still 
unknown.

Anonymity
The owners who have crypto 
c u r r e n c y  i n  t h e  s y s t e m  a r e 
anonymous there are no account 
numbers, names, social security 
numbers or any other identifying 
features that connects to its owners.  
It has been appealing to criminals 
due to its anonymity and lack of 
regulation. Transactions that occur 
through the use and exchange of 
altcoins are independent from 
formal banking systems, enables tax 
evasion and laundering of money. 
Money laundering issues are also 
present in regular bank transfers, 
however with bank-to-bank wire 
transfers for instance, the account 
holder must at least provide a proven 
identity.     Since crypto protects the 
identity of holders, governments are 
deeply concerned about their use in 
illicit activities such as money 
laundering, terrorist financing, 
online black markets, and tax 
evasion. Some fear the replacement 
o f  g o v e r n m e n t - c o n t r o l l e d , 
centralized money by crypto.

Difficult to resolve
Loss, theft, and fraud with crypto 
currency are becoming a routine 

CRYPTO CURRENCY?
SHOULD WE ENCOURAGE 

Ganesh Bhat Sirsi

The rise in the popularity of crypto currencies and their adoption by financial institutions 
has led some governments to assess whether regulation is needed to protect users.

affair even though tall claims are 
being put forth regarding their 
security. In the absence of a 
governing body, it can be difficult to 
resolve issues if crypto get stolen or 
lost. Crypto currencies are used 
primarily outside existing banking 
and governmental institutions and 
are exchanged over the Internet. 
Whenever there is an intermediary 
like the banks for example, it is 
possible to trace the revenue 
generation and the government will 
have control over the investment 
people put in.

Volatile, Speculative
Bitcoins and their many look-alikes, 
often known as crypto-assets’, are 
best viewed as a volatile, speculative 
asset class, which some users are 
prepared to accept as a form of 
payment.  Since its public launch in 
2 9, Bitcoin has risen dramatically 
in value, although it once sold for 
1 , - per coin, its present price 

is  about  Rs39 lakhs.  Crypto 
currencies have been compared to 
Ponzi schemes, pyramid schemes 
and economic bubbles, such as 
housing market bubbles. Some say 
that digital currencies are nothing 
but an unfounded fad, based on a 
willingness to ascribe value to 
something that has little or none 
beyond what people will pay for it. 
Regulators in several countries have 
warned against crypto currency and 
some have taken measures to 
dissuade users  such warnings are 
unheard, or ignored. 

Digital currencies to 
affect geopolitics
The expansion of big tech firms into 
global finance and banks themselves 
widening their digital footprints, 
financial technology will reshape 
not just the commercial but also the 
geopolitical sphere. Introduction of 
a digital yuan’ would give China the 
ability to bypass the world’s 
traditional banking systems and then 
chal lenge and help curb the 
dominant role of the dollar in 
international trade and finance. This 
could help limit China’s exposure to 

S sanctions policies which rely 
heavily on the dollar’s pre-eminent 

position in international finance. 
The widespread introduction of 
digital currencies has the potential to 
transform the world financial 
system. In anuary 2 2 , a group of 
advanced economy central banks  
from Canada, the , apan, 
Sweden, Switzerland, and the 

uropean Central Bank  announced 
they were working together on 
central bank digital currencies under 
the auspices of the Bank for 
International Settlements (BIS).

The concern of an unregulated 
global economy
As the popularity of and demand for 
online currencies has increased, so 
have  conce rns  tha t  such  an 
unregulated person to person global 
economy that crypto currencies 
offer may become a threat to society. 
The governments of the G  have 
recognised the need for international 
cooperation on how private digital 
currencies should be regulated, 
because the alternative  a global 
free-for-all  could be chaotic and 
dangerous. 

Why do central banks want 
their own digital currencies?

Once a crypto exchange is 
established, it can mind its own 
crypto currencies, it can have initial 
coin offerings, and this will lead to a 
new asset class in that country and 
help people to invest. Supporters of 
this theory suggest that RBI should 
introduce its own crypto currency in 
India.

The Reality:
Investment in crypto currency is a 
speculative activity, and in no way it 
encourages production activity or 
creates real employment.   Those in 
f avou r  o f  l ega l i s i ng  c ryp to 
currencies argue that with the help of 
technology people will find newer 
ways to escape from the noose of 
law. So, it is going to be extremely 
difficult to regulate crypto. But, they 
overlook the fact that technology 
can cut the technology. Another 
argument put forth is that people 
continue to invest wherever the 
returns are high even if it is risky. 
This is true to some extent under the 
existing socio-economic system 

where no one is assured of a secured 
future and where acquisitive nature 
dominates the society.

 But, these experts and leaders 
fail to conceive of a decentralized 
economic system where everyone is 
guaranteed the basic necessities of 
life through 1  employment 
o p p o r t u n i t y  w i t h  a d e q u a t e 
purchasing capacity so that people 
can pursue higher values of life 
instead of becoming a money 
e a r n i n g  m a c h i n e s .  P R O T 
advocates such a socio-economic 
system for the entire globe where 
speculative activities are banned 
and opportunities are created for 
gainful investment in the local area.

Views of PROUT:
The banking system must be 
vigilant about two important points. 
First, the intrinsic demonic greed of 
the banks must not be allowed to 
jeopardize the life of the common 
people. Secondly, the banks must 
not allow unwise administrators or 
governments to print monetary 
notes indiscriminately without 
reserving the proportionate amount 
of bullion in their treasuries.  The 
printing and issuing of monetary 
notes having no bullion value must 
stop immediately. No monetary 
notes should be issued by the 
government from then on without a 
clear assurance that it is prepared to 
pay the requisite amount of money 
in gold coins. A socioeconomic unit 
can conserve its reserve bullion and 
improve the purchasing capacity of 
the local people by manufacturing 
locally finished products.

   Those countries which have a 
l a r g e  v o l u m e  o f  v e r y  f e w 
commodities to sell but many 
commodities to buy will find barter 
trade profitable. Otherwise their 
reserves of gold bullion may get 
exhausted very quickly.  Barter 
trade will give protection from 
disastrous impact due to economic 
depressions. PRO T advocates 
banning of all the speculative 
activit ies al l  over the world 
including stock markets, hence no 
chance to approve crypto currency 
of the present form.˜

The Excellence of 

Philosophy 
“If ideological vacuum is not filled by PROUT, a great catastrophe will take place in the 
future because other defective philosophies will come forward."

Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar

"Shrii Sarkar has given a broad outline for the gradual 
establishment of the world government."

“The situation on the Russia-
Ukraine border is volatile 

and tense. The crisis needs to 
be resolved diplomatically at 

the earliest.”

Honour Killings Will Continue as Long as Iran's Laws Protect Killers
 Widespread Practice of Child Marriage Means More Young Girls Will Be Murdered

PROUT NEWS REPORT
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STARVATION DEATHS

Arun Prakash

 This catastrophe severely damaged Bengal’s rural economy and rural life and also 
played havoc with the social value system.

KOLKATA’S

BLACK DEATH 1943
Nineteen Hundred Forty Three
(Panchaser manwantar the famine of Bengali calendar year 1350)

(Continued from the previous issue)

Pen sketch courtesy Samir Sarkar

Prologue
“Mother some 'bhaat' (cooked 
rice) or even 'fan' (the water 
drained out after boiling rice) 
please. These were soft cries of the 
anguished hungry that rent the 
whole of Bengal. Those who 
begged for 'fan' day in and day out 

were  mos t l y  women  f rom  
Mednipur district who had lost 
their men in the devastating 
cyclone of October 16, 1942. The 
streets of Calcutta littered with 
dead bodies and dying men and 
women. 

The whole of Bengal was rent 

with the cries of the anguished 
hungry in the great Bengal famine 
of 1942-43. It can be compared in 
magnitude with the calamitous 
famine of 1  that devastated 
Bengal just when the British rule 
started, during which nearly a 
crore of people, about a third of 

Bengal's population, perished (see 
Prout uly issue). Almost as many 
died in this famine as those  killed 
in the Second World War (WWII) 

 a slow lingering death by 
starvation. The streets of Calcutta 
were littered with dead bodies and 
dying men and women. London's 
New Statesman of September 24, 
1943, under the headline 'Black 
Death in Calcutta', reported: “The 
description of life in Calcutta reads 
like extracts from the medieval 
chronicle of black death. 

This catastrophe severely 
damaged Bengal's rural economy 
and rural life and also played havoc 
with the social value system. The 
main causes of this scarcity 
entirely man made were: 

(1) Bengal depended significantly 
on rice from Burma. It stopped due 
to the apanese occupation of 
Burma in WWII. 

(2) As part of the British war effort 
to deny the apanese invaders, 
there was widespread confiscation 
of boats and bullock carts, severely 
affecting food transhipment from 
surplus to scarcity zones. 

(3) The policy was ruthlessly 
implemented with the Army's 
backing and created severe 
dislocation  not only were the 
boats and carts destroyed or 
confiscated, the police even 
forcibly removed or destroyed 
paddy stocks from rice merchants' 
warehouses. It occurred on a large 
scale in Medinipur, 24 Parganas, 

hulna, Bakarganj, Noakhali and 
several other districts.  Moreover, 
the seized rice was generally 
passed on to government agents 
who hoarded it and later brought it 
out as ration rice. A classic 
example is the Munshiganj 
subdivision of Bikrampur pargana, 
which became completely devoid 
of rice and paddy in 1942-43, and 
countless people died due to severe 
scarcity.  

(4) This being a riverine area, there 
wasn't enough flow of rice by 
normal trade channels. So the price 
of rice shot up from Rs 3-4 to Rs 
9 -1  per maund (3  kg) by 
December 1943. This, by and 
large, was the state of affairs all 
over Bengal.

( ) Forcible removal of inhabitants 
from coastal villages further 
aggravated the situation.   

(6) Food items on a large scale 
were procured from markets to 
feed military personnel of the 
Allied Powers.

( ) As part of the war effort, the 
government restricted the railway 
movement of goods, including 
food, mainly to move military 
equipment and stores - this choked 
railway capacity.

(8) Farmers were removed from 
several parts of Bengal for war 
needs, and the lands remained 
fallow.

To aggravate matters further, 
several lakhs of refugees who fled 

from apanese occupation forces 
in Burma came to Bengal, 
resulting in the need to feed as 
many more mouths. The new 
expression 'black market' found 
its way into the Indian English 
vocabulary during that time. 
There was widespread hoarding of 
rice and paddy by unscrupulous 
business people for  black 
marketing and profiteering. It was 
rumoured to be assisted by 
d i s h o n e s t  m i n i s t e r s  a n d  
government  off ic ia ls .  The  
government admitted that the 
administration was lax on ration 
shop owners who could sell 
essential commodities to black 
marketers at high prices and that a 
section of dishonest officials 
o b s t r u c t e d  g o v e r n m e n t  
distribution policy at fair prices.

The disastrous October 16, 
1942 cyclone that struck Bengal 
hit Medinipur the hardest, 
ravaging it and other coastal areas, 
reducing thousands of marginal 
farmers and landless labourers to 
poverty with practically zero 
purchasing power. It was the main 
cause for the presence of 
thousands of famished women on 
the streets of Calcutta and other 
urban areas crying for food. The 
situation was aggravated by the 
government's inability to start 
relief works in time and set up 
proper food procurement and 
distribution organizations in 
Bengal. They didn't even declare 
famine under the 'Famine Code'. 

Statesman 22.8.1943

NEW ERA CURRENCY

India has the highest number of 
crypto owners in the world, 
around 1  million  and in the 

last  one year,  crypto market 
reportedly grew at 641  in India. 
The Supreme Court, in March 2 2  
nullified the circular of the RBI 
banning crypto currency. People 
thought there was validation by the 
Supreme Court as the court lifted the 
ban imposed by the RBI. That made 
many people joining the crypto 
bandwagon.

Now, the government is talking 
about prohibiting all private crypto 
currencies and the RBI introducing a 
currency. Indians are trying to find 
answers to the questions, Is the 
government's plan to regulate crypto 
currency a good move? Will crypto 
b e  a  s e r i o u s  t h r e a t  t o  t h e 
macroeconomic and financial 
stability of the country? Should RBI 
introduce its crypto?

Global Scenario
The rise in the popularity of crypto 
currencies and their adoption by 
financial institutions has led some 
governments to assess whether 
regulation is needed to protect users. 
The legal status of crypto currencies 
varies substantially from country to 
country and is still undefined or 
changing in many of them. While 
some countries have explicitly 
allowed their use and trade, others 

have banned or restricted it. Few 
countries are planning to create their 
own crypto currency. 

 l Salvador made Bitcoin legal 
tender on une 9, 2 21. It is the first 
country to do so. The crypto 
currency can be used for any 
transaction where the business can 
accept it. Cuba has followed this. 
Many Latin American countries are 
reportedly considering similar 
moves.

Chinese government  has 
declared al l  crypto currency 
transactions of any kind illegal. 
Turkey has banned the use of crypto 
currencies and crypto assets for 
making purchases. In the nited 

ingdom, all crypto currency firms, 
such as exchanges, advisors and 
professionals that have either a 
presence, market product or provide 
services within the  market must 
register with the Financial Conduct 
Author i ty.  Sou th  o rea  has 
implemented new legislation to 
strengthen their oversight of digital 
assets. South Africa has seen a large 
amount of scams related to crypto 
currency, is planning a regulatory 
framework.

The Financial Action Task 
Force (FATF) an intergovernmental 
organisation founded in 1989 on the 
initiative of the G  to develop 
p o l i c i e s  t o  c o m b a t  m o n e y 

laundering and financing has 
defined crypto currency-related 
services as "virtual asset service 
p r o v i d e r s "  ( A S P s )  a n d 
recommended that they be regulated 
with the same money laundering 
(AML) and know your customer 
( YC) requirements as financial 
institutions. It has introduced the 
"Travel Rule" for crypto currencies, 
a measure which mandates that 

ASPs obtain, hold, and exchange 
information about the originators 
and beneficiaries of virtual asset 
transfers. 

Some propose that banks that 
held crypto currency assets must set 
aside capital to cover all potential 
losses. 

nited States treats bitcoin as 
property for tax purposes. 

  A number of Aid agencies 
have started accepting donations in 
crypto currencies, including the 
American Red Cross, NIC F, and 
the N World Food Program.

Ban on Advertising 
Crypto currency advertisements 
have been temporarily banned on 
many social platforms including 
Facebook, Google, Twitter, Bing, 
Snapchat, LinkedIn etc.

What Are Crypto currencies?
A crypto currency, crypto-currency, 
or crypto is a collection of binary 

data which is designed to work as a 
medium of exchange. Individual 
coin ownership records are stored in 
a ledger, which is a computerized 
database using strong cryptography 
to secure transaction records, to 
control the creation of additional 
coins, and to verify the transfer of 
coin ownership. 

T h e  “ c r y p t o ”  i n  c r y p t o 
currencies refers to complicated 
cryptography that allows for the 
creation and processing of digital 
currencies and their transactions 
across decentralized systems. 
Alongside this important “crypto” 
feature of these currencies is a 
c o m m o n  c o m m i t m e n t  t o 
decentralization  crypto currencies 
are typically developed as code by 
teams who build in mechanisms for 
issuance (through a process called 
mining) and other controls.

Crypto currency does not exist 
in physical  form (l ike paper 
money),there are no coins to mint or 
bills to print, only exists online, and 
is typically not issued by a central 
authority. Crypto currencies use 
decentralized control as opposed to a 
central bank digital currency 
(CBDC).  When implemented with 
decentralized control, each crypto 
currency works through distributed 
ledger technology, typically a block 
chain that serves as a public 
financial transaction database. Once 
a block is added to the block chain, it 
becomes accessible to anyone who 
wishes to view it, acting as a public 
ledger of crypto currency transactions. 

Digital crypto-currencies’ and 
crypto-assets’ aim to mirror some, 

or all, of the uses of traditional 
money  a means of payment, a store 
of value, and a unit of account, as an 
alternative investment, helping 
diversify a portfolio apart from 
stocks and bonds  can also be used to 
make purchases, but the number of 
vendors that accept the crypto 
currency is still limited.

Bitcoin, first released as open-
source software in 2 9, is the first 
decentralized crypto currency. Most 
crypto currencies are designed to 
gradually decrease the production of 
that currency, placing a cap on the 
total amount of that currency that 

will ever be in circulation. Crypto 
currencies are almost always 
designed to be free from government 
manipulation and controlso it’s 
decentralized.

Since the release of bitcoin, 
many other crypto currencies have 
been created. There are currently 
over a thousand different crypto 
currencies in the world, and many 
see them as the key to a fairer future 
economy.    The crypto currencies 
m o d e l l e d  a f t e r  b i t c o i n  a r e 
collectively called altcoins, and in 
some cases shitcoins, and have often 
tried to present themselves as 
modified or improved versions of 
bitcoin. Stablecoins are altcoins that 
are designed to maintain a stable 
level of purchasing power. 

A crypto currency wallet stores 
the public and private "keys" 
(address) or seed which can be used 
to receive or trade or spend the 
crypto currency. Crypto currency 
exchanges allow customers to trade 
crypto currencies for other assets, 
such as conventional fiat money, or 
to trade between different digital 
currencies. Atomic swaps are a 
mechanism where one crypto 
currency can be exchanged directly 
for another crypto currency, without 
the need for a trusted third party such 
as an exchange.

Initial coin offerings
An initial coin offering (ICO) is a 
controversial means of raising funds 
for a new crypto currency venture. 
An ICO may be used by start-ups 
with the intention of avoiding 
regulation. In an ICO campaign, a 
percentage of the crypto currency 
(usually in the form of "tokens") is 
sold to early backers of the project in 
exchange for legal tender or other 
crypto currencies. 

Advantages:
ach and every Bitcoin transaction 

that’s ever been made exists on a 
p u b l i c  l e d g e r  a c c e s s i b l e  t o 
everyone, making transactions hard 
to reverse and difficult to fake. 

As decentralized platforms, 
block chain-based crypto currencies 
allow individuals to engage in peer-
to-peer financial transactions or 
enter into contracts. In either case, 

there is no need for some trusted 
third-party intermediary such as a 
bank, monetary authority, court, or 
judge. 

Some feel that well-regulated 
digital currencies can provide 
significant public benefits in greater 
efficiency and lower costs for both 
domest ic  and ,  in  par t icu lar, 
international payments systems, and 
help ensure financial services reach 
the hundreds of millions of people  
especially in developing countries  
without bank accounts.

Cryp to  cur renc ies  make 
tracking donations easier and have 
the potential to allow donors to see 
how their money is used.

The Risks: 
The real identity of person or groups 
behind the development of Bitcoin 
w h o  s t a t e d  t h e  g o a l  o f  t h e 
technology was to create “a new 
electronic cash system” that was 
“completely decentralized with no 
server or central authority” is still 
unknown.

Anonymity
The owners who have crypto 
c u r r e n c y  i n  t h e  s y s t e m  a r e 
anonymous there are no account 
numbers, names, social security 
numbers or any other identifying 
features that connects to its owners.  
It has been appealing to criminals 
due to its anonymity and lack of 
regulation. Transactions that occur 
through the use and exchange of 
altcoins are independent from 
formal banking systems, enables tax 
evasion and laundering of money. 
Money laundering issues are also 
present in regular bank transfers, 
however with bank-to-bank wire 
transfers for instance, the account 
holder must at least provide a proven 
identity.     Since crypto protects the 
identity of holders, governments are 
deeply concerned about their use in 
illicit activities such as money 
laundering, terrorist financing, 
online black markets, and tax 
evasion. Some fear the replacement 
o f  g o v e r n m e n t - c o n t r o l l e d , 
centralized money by crypto.

Difficult to resolve
Loss, theft, and fraud with crypto 
currency are becoming a routine 

CRYPTO CURRENCY?
SHOULD WE ENCOURAGE 

Ganesh Bhat Sirsi

The rise in the popularity of crypto currencies and their adoption by financial institutions 
has led some governments to assess whether regulation is needed to protect users.

affair even though tall claims are 
being put forth regarding their 
security. In the absence of a 
governing body, it can be difficult to 
resolve issues if crypto get stolen or 
lost. Crypto currencies are used 
primarily outside existing banking 
and governmental institutions and 
are exchanged over the Internet. 
Whenever there is an intermediary 
like the banks for example, it is 
possible to trace the revenue 
generation and the government will 
have control over the investment 
people put in.

Volatile, Speculative
Bitcoins and their many look-alikes, 
often known as crypto-assets’, are 
best viewed as a volatile, speculative 
asset class, which some users are 
prepared to accept as a form of 
payment.  Since its public launch in 
2 9, Bitcoin has risen dramatically 
in value, although it once sold for 
1 , - per coin, its present price 

is  about  Rs39 lakhs.  Crypto 
currencies have been compared to 
Ponzi schemes, pyramid schemes 
and economic bubbles, such as 
housing market bubbles. Some say 
that digital currencies are nothing 
but an unfounded fad, based on a 
willingness to ascribe value to 
something that has little or none 
beyond what people will pay for it. 
Regulators in several countries have 
warned against crypto currency and 
some have taken measures to 
dissuade users  such warnings are 
unheard, or ignored. 

Digital currencies to 
affect geopolitics
The expansion of big tech firms into 
global finance and banks themselves 
widening their digital footprints, 
financial technology will reshape 
not just the commercial but also the 
geopolitical sphere. Introduction of 
a digital yuan’ would give China the 
ability to bypass the world’s 
traditional banking systems and then 
chal lenge and help curb the 
dominant role of the dollar in 
international trade and finance. This 
could help limit China’s exposure to 

S sanctions policies which rely 
heavily on the dollar’s pre-eminent 

position in international finance. 
The widespread introduction of 
digital currencies has the potential to 
transform the world financial 
system. In anuary 2 2 , a group of 
advanced economy central banks  
from Canada, the , apan, 
Sweden, Switzerland, and the 

uropean Central Bank  announced 
they were working together on 
central bank digital currencies under 
the auspices of the Bank for 
International Settlements (BIS).

The concern of an unregulated 
global economy
As the popularity of and demand for 
online currencies has increased, so 
have  conce rns  tha t  such  an 
unregulated person to person global 
economy that crypto currencies 
offer may become a threat to society. 
The governments of the G  have 
recognised the need for international 
cooperation on how private digital 
currencies should be regulated, 
because the alternative  a global 
free-for-all  could be chaotic and 
dangerous. 

Why do central banks want 
their own digital currencies?

Once a crypto exchange is 
established, it can mind its own 
crypto currencies, it can have initial 
coin offerings, and this will lead to a 
new asset class in that country and 
help people to invest. Supporters of 
this theory suggest that RBI should 
introduce its own crypto currency in 
India.

The Reality:
Investment in crypto currency is a 
speculative activity, and in no way it 
encourages production activity or 
creates real employment.   Those in 
f avou r  o f  l ega l i s i ng  c ryp to 
currencies argue that with the help of 
technology people will find newer 
ways to escape from the noose of 
law. So, it is going to be extremely 
difficult to regulate crypto. But, they 
overlook the fact that technology 
can cut the technology. Another 
argument put forth is that people 
continue to invest wherever the 
returns are high even if it is risky. 
This is true to some extent under the 
existing socio-economic system 

where no one is assured of a secured 
future and where acquisitive nature 
dominates the society.

 But, these experts and leaders 
fail to conceive of a decentralized 
economic system where everyone is 
guaranteed the basic necessities of 
life through 1  employment 
o p p o r t u n i t y  w i t h  a d e q u a t e 
purchasing capacity so that people 
can pursue higher values of life 
instead of becoming a money 
e a r n i n g  m a c h i n e s .  P R O T 
advocates such a socio-economic 
system for the entire globe where 
speculative activities are banned 
and opportunities are created for 
gainful investment in the local area.

Views of PROUT:
The banking system must be 
vigilant about two important points. 
First, the intrinsic demonic greed of 
the banks must not be allowed to 
jeopardize the life of the common 
people. Secondly, the banks must 
not allow unwise administrators or 
governments to print monetary 
notes indiscriminately without 
reserving the proportionate amount 
of bullion in their treasuries.  The 
printing and issuing of monetary 
notes having no bullion value must 
stop immediately. No monetary 
notes should be issued by the 
government from then on without a 
clear assurance that it is prepared to 
pay the requisite amount of money 
in gold coins. A socioeconomic unit 
can conserve its reserve bullion and 
improve the purchasing capacity of 
the local people by manufacturing 
locally finished products.

   Those countries which have a 
l a r g e  v o l u m e  o f  v e r y  f e w 
commodities to sell but many 
commodities to buy will find barter 
trade profitable. Otherwise their 
reserves of gold bullion may get 
exhausted very quickly.  Barter 
trade will give protection from 
disastrous impact due to economic 
depressions. PRO T advocates 
banning of all the speculative 
activit ies all  over the world 
including stock markets, hence no 
chance to approve crypto currency 
of the present form.˜

The Excellence of 

Philosophy 
“If ideological vacuum is not filled by PROUT, a great catastrophe will take place in the 
future because other defective philosophies will come forward."

Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar

"Shrii Sarkar has given a broad outline for the gradual 
establishment of the world government."

“The situation on the Russia-
Ukraine border is volatile 

and tense. The crisis needs to 
be resolved diplomatically at 

the earliest.”

Honour Killings Will Continue as Long as Iran's Laws Protect Killers
 Widespread Practice of Child Marriage Means More Young Girls Will Be Murdered

PROUT NEWS REPORT
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STARVATION DEATHS

Arun Prakash

 This catastrophe severely damaged Bengal’s rural economy and rural life and also 
played havoc with the social value system.

KOLKATA’S

BLACK DEATH 1943
Nineteen Hundred Forty Three
(Panchaser manwantar the famine of Bengali calendar year 1350)

(Continued from the previous issue)

Pen sketch courtesy Samir Sarkar

Prologue
“Mother some 'bhaat' (cooked 
rice) or even 'fan' (the water 
drained out after boiling rice) 
please. These were soft cries of the 
anguished hungry that rent the 
whole of Bengal. Those who 
begged for 'fan' day in and day out 

were  mos t l y  women  f rom  
Mednipur district who had lost 
their men in the devastating 
cyclone of October 16, 1942. The 
streets of Calcutta littered with 
dead bodies and dying men and 
women. 

The whole of Bengal was rent 

with the cries of the anguished 
hungry in the great Bengal famine 
of 1942-43. It can be compared in 
magnitude with the calamitous 
famine of 1  that devastated 
Bengal just when the British rule 
started, during which nearly a 
crore of people, about a third of 

Bengal's population, perished (see 
Prout uly issue). Almost as many 
died in this famine as those  killed 
in the Second World War (WWII) 

 a slow lingering death by 
starvation. The streets of Calcutta 
were littered with dead bodies and 
dying men and women. London's 
New Statesman of September 24, 
1943, under the headline 'Black 
Death in Calcutta', reported: “The 
description of life in Calcutta reads 
like extracts from the medieval 
chronicle of black death. 

This catastrophe severely 
damaged Bengal's rural economy 
and rural life and also played havoc 
with the social value system. The 
main causes of this scarcity 
entirely man made were: 

(1) Bengal depended significantly 
on rice from Burma. It stopped due 
to the apanese occupation of 
Burma in WWII. 

(2) As part of the British war effort 
to deny the apanese invaders, 
there was widespread confiscation 
of boats and bullock carts, severely 
affecting food transhipment from 
surplus to scarcity zones. 

(3) The policy was ruthlessly 
implemented with the Army's 
backing and created severe 
dislocation  not only were the 
boats and carts destroyed or 
confiscated, the police even 
forcibly removed or destroyed 
paddy stocks from rice merchants' 
warehouses. It occurred on a large 
scale in Medinipur, 24 Parganas, 

hulna, Bakarganj, Noakhali and 
several other districts.  Moreover, 
the seized rice was generally 
passed on to government agents 
who hoarded it and later brought it 
out as ration rice. A classic 
example is the Munshiganj 
subdivision of Bikrampur pargana, 
which became completely devoid 
of rice and paddy in 1942-43, and 
countless people died due to severe 
scarcity.  

(4) This being a riverine area, there 
wasn't enough flow of rice by 
normal trade channels. So the price 
of rice shot up from Rs 3-4 to Rs 
9 -1  per maund (3  kg) by 
December 1943. This, by and 
large, was the state of affairs all 
over Bengal.

( ) Forcible removal of inhabitants 
from coastal villages further 
aggravated the situation.   

(6) Food items on a large scale 
were procured from markets to 
feed military personnel of the 
Allied Powers.

( ) As part of the war effort, the 
government restricted the railway 
movement of goods, including 
food, mainly to move military 
equipment and stores - this choked 
railway capacity.

(8) Farmers were removed from 
several parts of Bengal for war 
needs, and the lands remained 
fallow.

To aggravate matters further, 
several lakhs of refugees who fled 

from apanese occupation forces 
in Burma came to Bengal, 
resulting in the need to feed as 
many more mouths. The new 
expression 'black market' found 
its way into the Indian English 
vocabulary during that time. 
There was widespread hoarding of 
rice and paddy by unscrupulous 
business people for  black 
marketing and profiteering. It was 
rumoured to be assisted by 
d i s h o n e s t  m i n i s t e r s  a n d  
government  off ic ia ls .  The  
government admitted that the 
administration was lax on ration 
shop owners who could sell 
essential commodities to black 
marketers at high prices and that a 
section of dishonest officials 
o b s t r u c t e d  g o v e r n m e n t  
distribution policy at fair prices.

The disastrous October 16, 
1942 cyclone that struck Bengal 
hit Medinipur the hardest, 
ravaging it and other coastal areas, 
reducing thousands of marginal 
farmers and landless labourers to 
poverty with practically zero 
purchasing power. It was the main 
cause for the presence of 
thousands of famished women on 
the streets of Calcutta and other 
urban areas crying for food. The 
situation was aggravated by the 
government's inability to start 
relief works in time and set up 
proper food procurement and 
distribution organizations in 
Bengal. They didn't even declare 
famine under the 'Famine Code'. 

Statesman 22.8.1943

NEW ERA CURRENCY

India has the highest number of 
crypto owners in the world, 
around 1  million  and in the 

last  one year,  crypto market 
reportedly grew at 641  in India. 
The Supreme Court, in March 2 2  
nullified the circular of the RBI 
banning crypto currency. People 
thought there was validation by the 
Supreme Court as the court lifted the 
ban imposed by the RBI. That made 
many people joining the crypto 
bandwagon.

Now, the government is talking 
about prohibiting all private crypto 
currencies and the RBI introducing a 
currency. Indians are trying to find 
answers to the questions, Is the 
government's plan to regulate crypto 
currency a good move? Will crypto 
b e  a  s e r i o u s  t h r e a t  t o  t h e 
macroeconomic and financial 
stability of the country? Should RBI 
introduce its crypto?

Global Scenario
The rise in the popularity of crypto 
currencies and their adoption by 
financial institutions has led some 
governments to assess whether 
regulation is needed to protect users. 
The legal status of crypto currencies 
varies substantially from country to 
country and is still undefined or 
changing in many of them. While 
some countries have explicitly 
allowed their use and trade, others 

have banned or restricted it. Few 
countries are planning to create their 
own crypto currency. 

 l Salvador made Bitcoin legal 
tender on une 9, 2 21. It is the first 
country to do so. The crypto 
currency can be used for any 
transaction where the business can 
accept it. Cuba has followed this. 
Many Latin American countries are 
reportedly considering similar 
moves.

Chinese government  has 
declared al l  crypto currency 
transactions of any kind illegal. 
Turkey has banned the use of crypto 
currencies and crypto assets for 
making purchases. In the nited 

ingdom, all crypto currency firms, 
such as exchanges, advisors and 
professionals that have either a 
presence, market product or provide 
services within the  market must 
register with the Financial Conduct 
Author i ty.  Sou th  o rea  has 
implemented new legislation to 
strengthen their oversight of digital 
assets. South Africa has seen a large 
amount of scams related to crypto 
currency, is planning a regulatory 
framework.

The Financial Action Task 
Force (FATF) an intergovernmental 
organisation founded in 1989 on the 
initiative of the G  to develop 
p o l i c i e s  t o  c o m b a t  m o n e y 

laundering and financing has 
defined crypto currency-related 
services as "virtual asset service 
p r o v i d e r s "  ( A S P s )  a n d 
recommended that they be regulated 
with the same money laundering 
(AML) and know your customer 
( YC) requirements as financial 
institutions. It has introduced the 
"Travel Rule" for crypto currencies, 
a measure which mandates that 

ASPs obtain, hold, and exchange 
information about the originators 
and beneficiaries of virtual asset 
transfers. 

Some propose that banks that 
held crypto currency assets must set 
aside capital to cover all potential 
losses. 

nited States treats bitcoin as 
property for tax purposes. 

  A number of Aid agencies 
have started accepting donations in 
crypto currencies, including the 
American Red Cross, NIC F, and 
the N World Food Program.

Ban on Advertising 
Crypto currency advertisements 
have been temporarily banned on 
many social platforms including 
Facebook, Google, Twitter, Bing, 
Snapchat, LinkedIn etc.

What Are Crypto currencies?
A crypto currency, crypto-currency, 
or crypto is a collection of binary 

data which is designed to work as a 
medium of exchange. Individual 
coin ownership records are stored in 
a ledger, which is a computerized 
database using strong cryptography 
to secure transaction records, to 
control the creation of additional 
coins, and to verify the transfer of 
coin ownership. 

T h e  “ c r y p t o ”  i n  c r y p t o 
currencies refers to complicated 
cryptography that allows for the 
creation and processing of digital 
currencies and their transactions 
across decentralized systems. 
Alongside this important “crypto” 
feature of these currencies is a 
c o m m o n  c o m m i t m e n t  t o 
decentralization  crypto currencies 
are typically developed as code by 
teams who build in mechanisms for 
issuance (through a process called 
mining) and other controls.

Crypto currency does not exist 
in physical  form (l ike paper 
money),there are no coins to mint or 
bills to print, only exists online, and 
is typically not issued by a central 
authority. Crypto currencies use 
decentralized control as opposed to a 
central bank digital currency 
(CBDC).  When implemented with 
decentralized control, each crypto 
currency works through distributed 
ledger technology, typically a block 
chain that serves as a public 
financial transaction database. Once 
a block is added to the block chain, it 
becomes accessible to anyone who 
wishes to view it, acting as a public 
ledger of crypto currency transactions. 

Digital crypto-currencies’ and 
crypto-assets’ aim to mirror some, 

or all, of the uses of traditional 
money  a means of payment, a store 
of value, and a unit of account, as an 
alternative investment, helping 
diversify a portfolio apart from 
stocks and bonds  can also be used to 
make purchases, but the number of 
vendors that accept the crypto 
currency is still limited.

Bitcoin, first released as open-
source software in 2 9, is the first 
decentralized crypto currency. Most 
crypto currencies are designed to 
gradually decrease the production of 
that currency, placing a cap on the 
total amount of that currency that 

will ever be in circulation. Crypto 
currencies are almost always 
designed to be free from government 
manipulation and controlso it’s 
decentralized.

Since the release of bitcoin, 
many other crypto currencies have 
been created. There are currently 
over a thousand different crypto 
currencies in the world, and many 
see them as the key to a fairer future 
economy.    The crypto currencies 
m o d e l l e d  a f t e r  b i t c o i n  a r e 
collectively called altcoins, and in 
some cases shitcoins, and have often 
tried to present themselves as 
modified or improved versions of 
bitcoin. Stablecoins are altcoins that 
are designed to maintain a stable 
level of purchasing power. 

A crypto currency wallet stores 
the public and private "keys" 
(address) or seed which can be used 
to receive or trade or spend the 
crypto currency. Crypto currency 
exchanges allow customers to trade 
crypto currencies for other assets, 
such as conventional fiat money, or 
to trade between different digital 
currencies. Atomic swaps are a 
mechanism where one crypto 
currency can be exchanged directly 
for another crypto currency, without 
the need for a trusted third party such 
as an exchange.

Initial coin offerings
An initial coin offering (ICO) is a 
controversial means of raising funds 
for a new crypto currency venture. 
An ICO may be used by start-ups 
with the intention of avoiding 
regulation. In an ICO campaign, a 
percentage of the crypto currency 
(usually in the form of "tokens") is 
sold to early backers of the project in 
exchange for legal tender or other 
crypto currencies. 

Advantages:
ach and every Bitcoin transaction 

that’s ever been made exists on a 
p u b l i c  l e d g e r  a c c e s s i b l e  t o 
everyone, making transactions hard 
to reverse and difficult to fake. 

As decentralized platforms, 
block chain-based crypto currencies 
allow individuals to engage in peer-
to-peer financial transactions or 
enter into contracts. In either case, 

there is no need for some trusted 
third-party intermediary such as a 
bank, monetary authority, court, or 
judge. 

Some feel that well-regulated 
digital currencies can provide 
significant public benefits in greater 
efficiency and lower costs for both 
domest ic  and ,  in  par t icu lar, 
international payments systems, and 
help ensure financial services reach 
the hundreds of millions of people  
especially in developing countries  
without bank accounts.

Cryp to  cur renc ies  make 
tracking donations easier and have 
the potential to allow donors to see 
how their money is used.

The Risks: 
The real identity of person or groups 
behind the development of Bitcoin 
w h o  s t a t e d  t h e  g o a l  o f  t h e 
technology was to create “a new 
electronic cash system” that was 
“completely decentralized with no 
server or central authority” is still 
unknown.

Anonymity
The owners who have crypto 
c u r r e n c y  i n  t h e  s y s t e m  a r e 
anonymous there are no account 
numbers, names, social security 
numbers or any other identifying 
features that connects to its owners.  
It has been appealing to criminals 
due to its anonymity and lack of 
regulation. Transactions that occur 
through the use and exchange of 
altcoins are independent from 
formal banking systems, enables tax 
evasion and laundering of money. 
Money laundering issues are also 
present in regular bank transfers, 
however with bank-to-bank wire 
transfers for instance, the account 
holder must at least provide a proven 
identity.     Since crypto protects the 
identity of holders, governments are 
deeply concerned about their use in 
illicit activities such as money 
laundering, terrorist financing, 
online black markets, and tax 
evasion. Some fear the replacement 
o f  g o v e r n m e n t - c o n t r o l l e d , 
centralized money by crypto.

Difficult to resolve
Loss, theft, and fraud with crypto 
currency are becoming a routine 
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affair even though tall claims are 
being put forth regarding their 
security. In the absence of a 
governing body, it can be difficult to 
resolve issues if crypto get stolen or 
lost. Crypto currencies are used 
primarily outside existing banking 
and governmental institutions and 
are exchanged over the Internet. 
Whenever there is an intermediary 
like the banks for example, it is 
possible to trace the revenue 
generation and the government will 
have control over the investment 
people put in.

Volatile, Speculative
Bitcoins and their many look-alikes, 
often known as crypto-assets’, are 
best viewed as a volatile, speculative 
asset class, which some users are 
prepared to accept as a form of 
payment.  Since its public launch in 
2 9, Bitcoin has risen dramatically 
in value, although it once sold for 
1 , - per coin, its present price 

is  about  Rs39 lakhs.  Crypto 
currencies have been compared to 
Ponzi schemes, pyramid schemes 
and economic bubbles, such as 
housing market bubbles. Some say 
that digital currencies are nothing 
but an unfounded fad, based on a 
willingness to ascribe value to 
something that has little or none 
beyond what people will pay for it. 
Regulators in several countries have 
warned against crypto currency and 
some have taken measures to 
dissuade users  such warnings are 
unheard, or ignored. 

Digital currencies to 
affect geopolitics
The expansion of big tech firms into 
global finance and banks themselves 
widening their digital footprints, 
financial technology will reshape 
not just the commercial but also the 
geopolitical sphere. Introduction of 
a digital yuan’ would give China the 
ability to bypass the world’s 
traditional banking systems and then 
chal lenge and help curb the 
dominant role of the dollar in 
international trade and finance. This 
could help limit China’s exposure to 

S sanctions policies which rely 
heavily on the dollar’s pre-eminent 

position in international finance. 
The widespread introduction of 
digital currencies has the potential to 
transform the world financial 
system. In anuary 2 2 , a group of 
advanced economy central banks  
from Canada, the , apan, 
Sweden, Switzerland, and the 

uropean Central Bank  announced 
they were working together on 
central bank digital currencies under 
the auspices of the Bank for 
International Settlements (BIS).

The concern of an unregulated 
global economy
As the popularity of and demand for 
online currencies has increased, so 
have  conce rns  tha t  such  an 
unregulated person to person global 
economy that crypto currencies 
offer may become a threat to society. 
The governments of the G  have 
recognised the need for international 
cooperation on how private digital 
currencies should be regulated, 
because the alternative  a global 
free-for-all  could be chaotic and 
dangerous. 

Why do central banks want 
their own digital currencies?

Once a crypto exchange is 
established, it can mind its own 
crypto currencies, it can have initial 
coin offerings, and this will lead to a 
new asset class in that country and 
help people to invest. Supporters of 
this theory suggest that RBI should 
introduce its own crypto currency in 
India.

The Reality:
Investment in crypto currency is a 
speculative activity, and in no way it 
encourages production activity or 
creates real employment.   Those in 
f avou r  o f  l ega l i s i ng  c ryp to 
currencies argue that with the help of 
technology people will find newer 
ways to escape from the noose of 
law. So, it is going to be extremely 
difficult to regulate crypto. But, they 
overlook the fact that technology 
can cut the technology. Another 
argument put forth is that people 
continue to invest wherever the 
returns are high even if it is risky. 
This is true to some extent under the 
existing socio-economic system 

where no one is assured of a secured 
future and where acquisitive nature 
dominates the society.

 But, these experts and leaders 
fail to conceive of a decentralized 
economic system where everyone is 
guaranteed the basic necessities of 
life through 1  employment 
o p p o r t u n i t y  w i t h  a d e q u a t e 
purchasing capacity so that people 
can pursue higher values of life 
instead of becoming a money 
e a r n i n g  m a c h i n e s .  P R O T 
advocates such a socio-economic 
system for the entire globe where 
speculative activities are banned 
and opportunities are created for 
gainful investment in the local area.

Views of PROUT:
The banking system must be 
vigilant about two important points. 
First, the intrinsic demonic greed of 
the banks must not be allowed to 
jeopardize the life of the common 
people. Secondly, the banks must 
not allow unwise administrators or 
governments to print monetary 
notes indiscriminately without 
reserving the proportionate amount 
of bullion in their treasuries.  The 
printing and issuing of monetary 
notes having no bullion value must 
stop immediately. No monetary 
notes should be issued by the 
government from then on without a 
clear assurance that it is prepared to 
pay the requisite amount of money 
in gold coins. A socioeconomic unit 
can conserve its reserve bullion and 
improve the purchasing capacity of 
the local people by manufacturing 
locally finished products.

   Those countries which have a 
l a r g e  v o l u m e  o f  v e r y  f e w 
commodities to sell but many 
commodities to buy will find barter 
trade profitable. Otherwise their 
reserves of gold bullion may get 
exhausted very quickly.  Barter 
trade will give protection from 
disastrous impact due to economic 
depressions. PRO T advocates 
banning of all the speculative 
activit ies al l  over the world 
including stock markets, hence no 
chance to approve crypto currency 
of the present form.˜

The Excellence of 

Philosophy 
“If ideological vacuum is not filled by PROUT, a great catastrophe will take place in the 
future because other defective philosophies will come forward."

Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar

"Shrii Sarkar has given a broad outline for the gradual 
establishment of the world government."

“The situation on the Russia-
Ukraine border is volatile 

and tense. The crisis needs to 
be resolved diplomatically at 

the earliest.”

Honour Killings Will Continue as Long as Iran's Laws Protect Killers
 Widespread Practice of Child Marriage Means More Young Girls Will Be Murdered
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Blaming the British government 
fairly and squarely, Dr Syama 
Prasad Mookerjee, in anguish on 
August 14, 1943, declared: “The 
government was fiddling while the 
villagers in Bengal were crying for 
a morsel”. It was clearly due to the 
government enforcing certain 
high-handed wartime policies 
without caring for the disastrous 
effect it would have on the life of 
the common people when a full-
blown famine was raging. But all 
these warnings were simply 
ignored by the government in 
Calcutta, Delhi, and Westminster, 
London.   The provincial 
government comprising Bengali 
and other politicians played an 
inept secondary role.   

Surprisingly unlike i ts  
p redecessors ,  th i s  f amine  
ironically did not affect the 
'bhadralok' class. Instead, it 
affected the poor sections, 
especially the rural poor, who were 
forced out of their villages into 
cities and towns for food. Food 
was available in significant 
quantities in shops for those who 
could buy it. However, these 
famished poor had no money to 
buy food or the courage to defy the 
police and the Army and start food 
riots. So they simply, in silence, 
streamed into the cities. 

In a radio broadcast from 
Saigon, Subhas Bose offered to 
send two shiploads of rice for the 
dying people of his beloved 
Bengal and requested the British to 
allow them to enter Calcutta port 
and unload them. It was rebuffed 
by Mountbatten, the Supreme 
Commander of Allied Forces. 
Moreover, in a show of gross 
insensitivity, Leopold Amery, the 
Secretary of State for India, said 
that it would mean appeasing the 
nationalists

There were ominous signs of 
the impending catastrophe as early 
as 1942. The rice price jumped 
from Rs 1  a maund to Rs 4 . But 
these were ignored by the 
provincial government of Fazlul 
Haq, weakened by internal 
squabbles, a callous governor busy 
with power-play intrigues and the 
heartless iceroy Linlithgow. 
They never found time to visit 
Bengal when the famine was in full 
swing. The entire government 
machinery showed absolute 
indifference. Most of the Congress 
leaders were behind bars. The 
Muslim League leaders were busy 
playing power games for the 
creation of Pakistan. Officialdom 
was demoralized and incompetent. 
Officials, mainly British, were 
b u s y  e n f o r c i n g  w a r t i m e  

restrictions. The rulers kept the 
public in the dark with strict 
censorship and suppressed all 
warning signs. Finally, when 
hundreds had died of starvation 
and thousands of hungry villagers 
made their way to Calcutta and 
surrounding areas, many of them 
dying in full view of the public, the 
full magnitude of the raging 
disaster dawned on the authorities 
and the world outside. All this 
apathy brought about by far the 
worst famine in recent history. 

Hussein Suhrawardy, who 
was minister for civil supplies, 
faced criticism. However, the 
silver lining was 'Bengal Relief 
Committee spearheaded by Syama 
Prasad Mookerjee, a large-scale 
private relief effort in which the 
likes of Bidhan Chandra Roy, 
Fazlul Haq, GD Birla, Saraogi and 
Anandilal Poddar joined. It was 
only after the departure of 
Linlithgow and the arrival of Lord 
Wavell as the new iceroy on 
October 1 , 1943, was infused a 
sense of urgency in famine control 
measures. Within a week after 
taking over Wavell with his 
soldier's instinct flew to Calcutta 
to study the Bengal famine for 
himself. He spent three days 
discussing matters with Bengal 
ministers and officials and at night 

went around the streets to see them 
piled up dead bodies. He spent one 
day in the Contai area of 
Medinipur district which had been 
ravaged thrice, first by the ' uit 
India Movement, followed by the 
disastrous cyclone and tidal waves 
and now by the famine. He ordered 
the Indian Medical Services 
Director-General to cancel all his 
programmes and rush to Calcutta 
to arrange for medicines for 
s tarvat ion-re la ted  d iseases  
stalking Bengal. He badgered the 
Churchill government in London 
and his administration in Delhi for 
the shipment of food grains and 
other aid to Bengal. He threatened 
to resign if London did not arrange 
immediate shipment at one point. 
Wavell also ordered the Bengal 
government to (a) immediately 
construct shelters outside Calcutta 
for the countless famine-stricken 
people who were staying in the 
streets or the open and shift them 
and provide them with food  (b) 
dispatch food grains to the 
scarcity-affected villages with the 
Army's help and introduce full 
statutory rationing in Calcutta. 

After Wavell's visit, the civil 
supply department showed signs 
of activity. But the famine had 
already taken a heavy toll. It was 

Calcutta street scenes

too little too late. Wavell blamed 
the Bengal government for this 
man-made famine and was said to 

have recommended its dismissal. 
Still, we must not forget that 

Dr Syama Prasad Mookerjee and 
his 'Bengal Relief Committee' 
opened around 2  relief centres 
covering 24 districts feeding 
starving people with food grain. 
He also appealed to legislators to 
donate Rs 1  out of their daily 
allowance of Rs 4  this provided a 
shining example of what the 
private efforts of a visionary 
nationalist free from communal 
consideration could achieve facing 
a hostile environment. He was 
commended even in the secret 
reports of the Central Intelligence 
branch. 

In the previous ( uly) Issue, 
we dealt with the Great Bengal 
Famine of 1 69-1  that killed 
1  million people shortly after the 
subjugation of Bengal by the 
rapacious British ast India 

Viceroy Wavell

Famine's stark reality 

NEW ERA CURRENCY

India has the highest number of 
crypto owners in the world, 
around 1  million  and in the 

last  one year,  crypto market 
reportedly grew at 641  in India. 
The Supreme Court, in March 2 2  
nullified the circular of the RBI 
banning crypto currency. People 
thought there was validation by the 
Supreme Court as the court lifted the 
ban imposed by the RBI. That made 
many people joining the crypto 
bandwagon.

Now, the government is talking 
about prohibiting all private crypto 
currencies and the RBI introducing a 
currency. Indians are trying to find 
answers to the questions, Is the 
government's plan to regulate crypto 
currency a good move? Will crypto 
b e  a  s e r i o u s  t h r e a t  t o  t h e 
macroeconomic and financial 
stability of the country? Should RBI 
introduce its crypto?

Global Scenario
The rise in the popularity of crypto 
currencies and their adoption by 
financial institutions has led some 
governments to assess whether 
regulation is needed to protect users. 
The legal status of crypto currencies 
varies substantially from country to 
country and is still undefined or 
changing in many of them. While 
some countries have explicitly 
allowed their use and trade, others 

have banned or restricted it. Few 
countries are planning to create their 
own crypto currency. 

 l Salvador made Bitcoin legal 
tender on une 9, 2 21. It is the first 
country to do so. The crypto 
currency can be used for any 
transaction where the business can 
accept it. Cuba has followed this. 
Many Latin American countries are 
reportedly considering similar 
moves.

Chinese government  has 
declared al l  crypto currency 
transactions of any kind illegal. 
Turkey has banned the use of crypto 
currencies and crypto assets for 
making purchases. In the nited 

ingdom, all crypto currency firms, 
such as exchanges, advisors and 
professionals that have either a 
presence, market product or provide 
services within the  market must 
register with the Financial Conduct 
Author i ty.  Sou th  o rea  has 
implemented new legislation to 
strengthen their oversight of digital 
assets. South Africa has seen a large 
amount of scams related to crypto 
currency, is planning a regulatory 
framework.

The Financial Action Task 
Force (FATF) an intergovernmental 
organisation founded in 1989 on the 
initiative of the G  to develop 
p o l i c i e s  t o  c o m b a t  m o n e y 

laundering and financing has 
defined crypto currency-related 
services as "virtual asset service 
p r o v i d e r s "  ( A S P s )  a n d 
recommended that they be regulated 
with the same money laundering 
(AML) and know your customer 
( YC) requirements as financial 
institutions. It has introduced the 
"Travel Rule" for crypto currencies, 
a measure which mandates that 

ASPs obtain, hold, and exchange 
information about the originators 
and beneficiaries of virtual asset 
transfers. 

Some propose that banks that 
held crypto currency assets must set 
aside capital to cover all potential 
losses. 

nited States treats bitcoin as 
property for tax purposes. 

  A number of Aid agencies 
have started accepting donations in 
crypto currencies, including the 
American Red Cross, NIC F, and 
the N World Food Program.

Ban on Advertising 
Crypto currency advertisements 
have been temporarily banned on 
many social platforms including 
Facebook, Google, Twitter, Bing, 
Snapchat, LinkedIn etc.

What Are Crypto currencies?
A crypto currency, crypto-currency, 
or crypto is a collection of binary 

data which is designed to work as a 
medium of exchange. Individual 
coin ownership records are stored in 
a ledger, which is a computerized 
database using strong cryptography 
to secure transaction records, to 
control the creation of additional 
coins, and to verify the transfer of 
coin ownership. 

T h e  “ c r y p t o ”  i n  c r y p t o 
currencies refers to complicated 
cryptography that allows for the 
creation and processing of digital 
currencies and their transactions 
across decentralized systems. 
Alongside this important “crypto” 
feature of these currencies is a 
c o m m o n  c o m m i t m e n t  t o 
decentralization  crypto currencies 
are typically developed as code by 
teams who build in mechanisms for 
issuance (through a process called 
mining) and other controls.

Crypto currency does not exist 
in physical  form (l ike paper 
money),there are no coins to mint or 
bills to print, only exists online, and 
is typically not issued by a central 
authority. Crypto currencies use 
decentralized control as opposed to a 
central bank digital currency 
(CBDC).  When implemented with 
decentralized control, each crypto 
currency works through distributed 
ledger technology, typically a block 
chain that serves as a public 
financial transaction database. Once 
a block is added to the block chain, it 
becomes accessible to anyone who 
wishes to view it, acting as a public 
ledger of crypto currency transactions. 

Digital crypto-currencies’ and 
crypto-assets’ aim to mirror some, 

or all, of the uses of traditional 
money  a means of payment, a store 
of value, and a unit of account, as an 
alternative investment, helping 
diversify a portfolio apart from 
stocks and bonds  can also be used to 
make purchases, but the number of 
vendors that accept the crypto 
currency is still limited.

Bitcoin, first released as open-
source software in 2 9, is the first 
decentralized crypto currency. Most 
crypto currencies are designed to 
gradually decrease the production of 
that currency, placing a cap on the 
total amount of that currency that 

will ever be in circulation. Crypto 
currencies are almost always 
designed to be free from government 
manipulation and controlso it’s 
decentralized.

Since the release of bitcoin, 
many other crypto currencies have 
been created. There are currently 
over a thousand different crypto 
currencies in the world, and many 
see them as the key to a fairer future 
economy.    The crypto currencies 
m o d e l l e d  a f t e r  b i t c o i n  a r e 
collectively called altcoins, and in 
some cases shitcoins, and have often 
tried to present themselves as 
modified or improved versions of 
bitcoin. Stablecoins are altcoins that 
are designed to maintain a stable 
level of purchasing power. 

A crypto currency wallet stores 
the public and private "keys" 
(address) or seed which can be used 
to receive or trade or spend the 
crypto currency. Crypto currency 
exchanges allow customers to trade 
crypto currencies for other assets, 
such as conventional fiat money, or 
to trade between different digital 
currencies. Atomic swaps are a 
mechanism where one crypto 
currency can be exchanged directly 
for another crypto currency, without 
the need for a trusted third party such 
as an exchange.

Initial coin offerings
An initial coin offering (ICO) is a 
controversial means of raising funds 
for a new crypto currency venture. 
An ICO may be used by start-ups 
with the intention of avoiding 
regulation. In an ICO campaign, a 
percentage of the crypto currency 
(usually in the form of "tokens") is 
sold to early backers of the project in 
exchange for legal tender or other 
crypto currencies. 

Advantages:
ach and every Bitcoin transaction 

that’s ever been made exists on a 
p u b l i c  l e d g e r  a c c e s s i b l e  t o 
everyone, making transactions hard 
to reverse and difficult to fake. 

As decentralized platforms, 
block chain-based crypto currencies 
allow individuals to engage in peer-
to-peer financial transactions or 
enter into contracts. In either case, 

there is no need for some trusted 
third-party intermediary such as a 
bank, monetary authority, court, or 
judge. 

Some feel that well-regulated 
digital currencies can provide 
significant public benefits in greater 
efficiency and lower costs for both 
domest ic  and ,  in  par t icu lar, 
international payments systems, and 
help ensure financial services reach 
the hundreds of millions of people  
especially in developing countries  
without bank accounts.

Cryp to  cur renc ies  make 
tracking donations easier and have 
the potential to allow donors to see 
how their money is used.

The Risks: 
The real identity of person or groups 
behind the development of Bitcoin 
w h o  s t a t e d  t h e  g o a l  o f  t h e 
technology was to create “a new 
electronic cash system” that was 
“completely decentralized with no 
server or central authority” is still 
unknown.

Anonymity
The owners who have crypto 
c u r r e n c y  i n  t h e  s y s t e m  a r e 
anonymous there are no account 
numbers, names, social security 
numbers or any other identifying 
features that connects to its owners.  
It has been appealing to criminals 
due to its anonymity and lack of 
regulation. Transactions that occur 
through the use and exchange of 
altcoins are independent from 
formal banking systems, enables tax 
evasion and laundering of money. 
Money laundering issues are also 
present in regular bank transfers, 
however with bank-to-bank wire 
transfers for instance, the account 
holder must at least provide a proven 
identity.     Since crypto protects the 
identity of holders, governments are 
deeply concerned about their use in 
illicit activities such as money 
laundering, terrorist financing, 
online black markets, and tax 
evasion. Some fear the replacement 
o f  g o v e r n m e n t - c o n t r o l l e d , 
centralized money by crypto.

Difficult to resolve
Loss, theft, and fraud with crypto 
currency are becoming a routine 

CRYPTO CURRENCY?
SHOULD WE ENCOURAGE 

Ganesh Bhat Sirsi

The rise in the popularity of crypto currencies and their adoption by financial institutions 
has led some governments to assess whether regulation is needed to protect users.

affair even though tall claims are 
being put forth regarding their 
security. In the absence of a 
governing body, it can be difficult to 
resolve issues if crypto get stolen or 
lost. Crypto currencies are used 
primarily outside existing banking 
and governmental institutions and 
are exchanged over the Internet. 
Whenever there is an intermediary 
like the banks for example, it is 
possible to trace the revenue 
generation and the government will 
have control over the investment 
people put in.

Volatile, Speculative
Bitcoins and their many look-alikes, 
often known as crypto-assets’, are 
best viewed as a volatile, speculative 
asset class, which some users are 
prepared to accept as a form of 
payment.  Since its public launch in 
2 9, Bitcoin has risen dramatically 
in value, although it once sold for 
1 , - per coin, its present price 

is  about  Rs39 lakhs.  Crypto 
currencies have been compared to 
Ponzi schemes, pyramid schemes 
and economic bubbles, such as 
housing market bubbles. Some say 
that digital currencies are nothing 
but an unfounded fad, based on a 
willingness to ascribe value to 
something that has little or none 
beyond what people will pay for it. 
Regulators in several countries have 
warned against crypto currency and 
some have taken measures to 
dissuade users  such warnings are 
unheard, or ignored. 

Digital currencies to 
affect geopolitics
The expansion of big tech firms into 
global finance and banks themselves 
widening their digital footprints, 
financial technology will reshape 
not just the commercial but also the 
geopolitical sphere. Introduction of 
a digital yuan’ would give China the 
ability to bypass the world’s 
traditional banking systems and then 
chal lenge and help curb the 
dominant role of the dollar in 
international trade and finance. This 
could help limit China’s exposure to 

S sanctions policies which rely 
heavily on the dollar’s pre-eminent 

position in international finance. 
The widespread introduction of 
digital currencies has the potential to 
transform the world financial 
system. In anuary 2 2 , a group of 
advanced economy central banks  
from Canada, the , apan, 
Sweden, Switzerland, and the 

uropean Central Bank  announced 
they were working together on 
central bank digital currencies under 
the auspices of the Bank for 
International Settlements (BIS).

The concern of an unregulated 
global economy
As the popularity of and demand for 
online currencies has increased, so 
have  conce rns  tha t  such  an 
unregulated person to person global 
economy that crypto currencies 
offer may become a threat to society. 
The governments of the G  have 
recognised the need for international 
cooperation on how private digital 
currencies should be regulated, 
because the alternative  a global 
free-for-all  could be chaotic and 
dangerous. 

Why do central banks want 
their own digital currencies?

Once a crypto exchange is 
established, it can mind its own 
crypto currencies, it can have initial 
coin offerings, and this will lead to a 
new asset class in that country and 
help people to invest. Supporters of 
this theory suggest that RBI should 
introduce its own crypto currency in 
India.

The Reality:
Investment in crypto currency is a 
speculative activity, and in no way it 
encourages production activity or 
creates real employment.   Those in 
f avou r  o f  l ega l i s i ng  c ryp to 
currencies argue that with the help of 
technology people will find newer 
ways to escape from the noose of 
law. So, it is going to be extremely 
difficult to regulate crypto. But, they 
overlook the fact that technology 
can cut the technology. Another 
argument put forth is that people 
continue to invest wherever the 
returns are high even if it is risky. 
This is true to some extent under the 
existing socio-economic system 

where no one is assured of a secured 
future and where acquisitive nature 
dominates the society.

 But, these experts and leaders 
fail to conceive of a decentralized 
economic system where everyone is 
guaranteed the basic necessities of 
life through 1  employment 
o p p o r t u n i t y  w i t h  a d e q u a t e 
purchasing capacity so that people 
can pursue higher values of life 
instead of becoming a money 
e a r n i n g  m a c h i n e s .  P R O T 
advocates such a socio-economic 
system for the entire globe where 
speculative activities are banned 
and opportunities are created for 
gainful investment in the local area.

Views of PROUT:
The banking system must be 
vigilant about two important points. 
First, the intrinsic demonic greed of 
the banks must not be allowed to 
jeopardize the life of the common 
people. Secondly, the banks must 
not allow unwise administrators or 
governments to print monetary 
notes indiscriminately without 
reserving the proportionate amount 
of bullion in their treasuries.  The 
printing and issuing of monetary 
notes having no bullion value must 
stop immediately. No monetary 
notes should be issued by the 
government from then on without a 
clear assurance that it is prepared to 
pay the requisite amount of money 
in gold coins. A socioeconomic unit 
can conserve its reserve bullion and 
improve the purchasing capacity of 
the local people by manufacturing 
locally finished products.

   Those countries which have a 
l a r g e  v o l u m e  o f  v e r y  f e w 
commodities to sell but many 
commodities to buy will find barter 
trade profitable. Otherwise their 
reserves of gold bullion may get 
exhausted very quickly.  Barter 
trade will give protection from 
disastrous impact due to economic 
depressions. PRO T advocates 
banning of all the speculative 
activit ies all  over the world 
including stock markets, hence no 
chance to approve crypto currency 
of the present form.˜

The Excellence of 

Philosophy 
“If ideological vacuum is not filled by PROUT, a great catastrophe will take place in the 
future because other defective philosophies will come forward."

Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar

"Shrii Sarkar has given a broad outline for the gradual 
establishment of the world government."

“The situation on the Russia-
Ukraine border is volatile 

and tense. The crisis needs to 
be resolved diplomatically at 

the earliest.”

Honour Killings Will Continue as Long as Iran's Laws Protect Killers
 Widespread Practice of Child Marriage Means More Young Girls Will Be Murdered
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Blaming the British government 
fairly and squarely, Dr Syama 
Prasad Mookerjee, in anguish on 
August 14, 1943, declared: “The 
government was fiddling while the 
villagers in Bengal were crying for 
a morsel”. It was clearly due to the 
government enforcing certain 
high-handed wartime policies 
without caring for the disastrous 
effect it would have on the life of 
the common people when a full-
blown famine was raging. But all 
these warnings were simply 
ignored by the government in 
Calcutta, Delhi, and Westminster, 
London.   The provincial 
government comprising Bengali 
and other politicians played an 
inept secondary role.   

Surprisingly unlike i ts  
p redecessors ,  th i s  f amine  
ironically did not affect the 
'bhadralok' class. Instead, it 
affected the poor sections, 
especially the rural poor, who were 
forced out of their villages into 
cities and towns for food. Food 
was available in significant 
quantities in shops for those who 
could buy it. However, these 
famished poor had no money to 
buy food or the courage to defy the 
police and the Army and start food 
riots. So they simply, in silence, 
streamed into the cities. 

In a radio broadcast from 
Saigon, Subhas Bose offered to 
send two shiploads of rice for the 
dying people of his beloved 
Bengal and requested the British to 
allow them to enter Calcutta port 
and unload them. It was rebuffed 
by Mountbatten, the Supreme 
Commander of Allied Forces. 
Moreover, in a show of gross 
insensitivity, Leopold Amery, the 
Secretary of State for India, said 
that it would mean appeasing the 
nationalists

There were ominous signs of 
the impending catastrophe as early 
as 1942. The rice price jumped 
from Rs 1  a maund to Rs 4 . But 
these were ignored by the 
provincial government of Fazlul 
Haq, weakened by internal 
squabbles, a callous governor busy 
with power-play intrigues and the 
heartless iceroy Linlithgow. 
They never found time to visit 
Bengal when the famine was in full 
swing. The entire government 
machinery showed absolute 
indifference. Most of the Congress 
leaders were behind bars. The 
Muslim League leaders were busy 
playing power games for the 
creation of Pakistan. Officialdom 
was demoralized and incompetent. 
Officials, mainly British, were 
b u s y  e n f o r c i n g  w a r t i m e  

restrictions. The rulers kept the 
public in the dark with strict 
censorship and suppressed all 
warning signs. Finally, when 
hundreds had died of starvation 
and thousands of hungry villagers 
made their way to Calcutta and 
surrounding areas, many of them 
dying in full view of the public, the 
full magnitude of the raging 
disaster dawned on the authorities 
and the world outside. All this 
apathy brought about by far the 
worst famine in recent history. 

Hussein Suhrawardy, who 
was minister for civil supplies, 
faced criticism. However, the 
silver lining was 'Bengal Relief 
Committee spearheaded by Syama 
Prasad Mookerjee, a large-scale 
private relief effort in which the 
likes of Bidhan Chandra Roy, 
Fazlul Haq, GD Birla, Saraogi and 
Anandilal Poddar joined. It was 
only after the departure of 
Linlithgow and the arrival of Lord 
Wavell as the new iceroy on 
October 1 , 1943, was infused a 
sense of urgency in famine control 
measures. Within a week after 
taking over Wavell with his 
soldier's instinct flew to Calcutta 
to study the Bengal famine for 
himself. He spent three days 
discussing matters with Bengal 
ministers and officials and at night 

went around the streets to see them 
piled up dead bodies. He spent one 
day in the Contai area of 
Medinipur district which had been 
ravaged thrice, first by the ' uit 
India Movement, followed by the 
disastrous cyclone and tidal waves 
and now by the famine. He ordered 
the Indian Medical Services 
Director-General to cancel all his 
programmes and rush to Calcutta 
to arrange for medicines for 
s tarvat ion-re la ted  d iseases  
stalking Bengal. He badgered the 
Churchill government in London 
and his administration in Delhi for 
the shipment of food grains and 
other aid to Bengal. He threatened 
to resign if London did not arrange 
immediate shipment at one point. 
Wavell also ordered the Bengal 
government to (a) immediately 
construct shelters outside Calcutta 
for the countless famine-stricken 
people who were staying in the 
streets or the open and shift them 
and provide them with food  (b) 
dispatch food grains to the 
scarcity-affected villages with the 
Army's help and introduce full 
statutory rationing in Calcutta. 

After Wavell's visit, the civil 
supply department showed signs 
of activity. But the famine had 
already taken a heavy toll. It was 

Calcutta street scenes

too little too late. Wavell blamed 
the Bengal government for this 
man-made famine and was said to 

have recommended its dismissal. 
Still, we must not forget that 

Dr Syama Prasad Mookerjee and 
his 'Bengal Relief Committee' 
opened around 2  relief centres 
covering 24 districts feeding 
starving people with food grain. 
He also appealed to legislators to 
donate Rs 1  out of their daily 
allowance of Rs 4  this provided a 
shining example of what the 
private efforts of a visionary 
nationalist free from communal 
consideration could achieve facing 
a hostile environment. He was 
commended even in the secret 
reports of the Central Intelligence 
branch. 

In the previous ( uly) Issue, 
we dealt with the Great Bengal 
Famine of 1 69-1  that killed 
1  million people shortly after the 
subjugation of Bengal by the 
rapacious British ast India 

Viceroy Wavell

Famine's stark reality 

NEW ERA CURRENCY

India has the highest number of 
crypto owners in the world, 
around 1  million  and in the 

last  one year,  crypto market 
reportedly grew at 641  in India. 
The Supreme Court, in March 2 2  
nullified the circular of the RBI 
banning crypto currency. People 
thought there was validation by the 
Supreme Court as the court lifted the 
ban imposed by the RBI. That made 
many people joining the crypto 
bandwagon.

Now, the government is talking 
about prohibiting all private crypto 
currencies and the RBI introducing a 
currency. Indians are trying to find 
answers to the questions, Is the 
government's plan to regulate crypto 
currency a good move? Will crypto 
b e  a  s e r i o u s  t h r e a t  t o  t h e 
macroeconomic and financial 
stability of the country? Should RBI 
introduce its crypto?

Global Scenario
The rise in the popularity of crypto 
currencies and their adoption by 
financial institutions has led some 
governments to assess whether 
regulation is needed to protect users. 
The legal status of crypto currencies 
varies substantially from country to 
country and is still undefined or 
changing in many of them. While 
some countries have explicitly 
allowed their use and trade, others 

have banned or restricted it. Few 
countries are planning to create their 
own crypto currency. 

 l Salvador made Bitcoin legal 
tender on une 9, 2 21. It is the first 
country to do so. The crypto 
currency can be used for any 
transaction where the business can 
accept it. Cuba has followed this. 
Many Latin American countries are 
reportedly considering similar 
moves.

Chinese government  has 
declared al l  crypto currency 
transactions of any kind illegal. 
Turkey has banned the use of crypto 
currencies and crypto assets for 
making purchases. In the nited 

ingdom, all crypto currency firms, 
such as exchanges, advisors and 
professionals that have either a 
presence, market product or provide 
services within the  market must 
register with the Financial Conduct 
Author i ty.  Sou th  o rea  has 
implemented new legislation to 
strengthen their oversight of digital 
assets. South Africa has seen a large 
amount of scams related to crypto 
currency, is planning a regulatory 
framework.

The Financial Action Task 
Force (FATF) an intergovernmental 
organisation founded in 1989 on the 
initiative of the G  to develop 
p o l i c i e s  t o  c o m b a t  m o n e y 

laundering and financing has 
defined crypto currency-related 
services as "virtual asset service 
p r o v i d e r s "  ( A S P s )  a n d 
recommended that they be regulated 
with the same money laundering 
(AML) and know your customer 
( YC) requirements as financial 
institutions. It has introduced the 
"Travel Rule" for crypto currencies, 
a measure which mandates that 

ASPs obtain, hold, and exchange 
information about the originators 
and beneficiaries of virtual asset 
transfers. 

Some propose that banks that 
held crypto currency assets must set 
aside capital to cover all potential 
losses. 

nited States treats bitcoin as 
property for tax purposes. 

  A number of Aid agencies 
have started accepting donations in 
crypto currencies, including the 
American Red Cross, NIC F, and 
the N World Food Program.

Ban on Advertising 
Crypto currency advertisements 
have been temporarily banned on 
many social platforms including 
Facebook, Google, Twitter, Bing, 
Snapchat, LinkedIn etc.

What Are Crypto currencies?
A crypto currency, crypto-currency, 
or crypto is a collection of binary 

data which is designed to work as a 
medium of exchange. Individual 
coin ownership records are stored in 
a ledger, which is a computerized 
database using strong cryptography 
to secure transaction records, to 
control the creation of additional 
coins, and to verify the transfer of 
coin ownership. 

T h e  “ c r y p t o ”  i n  c r y p t o 
currencies refers to complicated 
cryptography that allows for the 
creation and processing of digital 
currencies and their transactions 
across decentralized systems. 
Alongside this important “crypto” 
feature of these currencies is a 
c o m m o n  c o m m i t m e n t  t o 
decentralization  crypto currencies 
are typically developed as code by 
teams who build in mechanisms for 
issuance (through a process called 
mining) and other controls.

Crypto currency does not exist 
in physical  form (l ike paper 
money),there are no coins to mint or 
bills to print, only exists online, and 
is typically not issued by a central 
authority. Crypto currencies use 
decentralized control as opposed to a 
central bank digital currency 
(CBDC).  When implemented with 
decentralized control, each crypto 
currency works through distributed 
ledger technology, typically a block 
chain that serves as a public 
financial transaction database. Once 
a block is added to the block chain, it 
becomes accessible to anyone who 
wishes to view it, acting as a public 
ledger of crypto currency transactions. 

Digital crypto-currencies’ and 
crypto-assets’ aim to mirror some, 

or all, of the uses of traditional 
money  a means of payment, a store 
of value, and a unit of account, as an 
alternative investment, helping 
diversify a portfolio apart from 
stocks and bonds  can also be used to 
make purchases, but the number of 
vendors that accept the crypto 
currency is still limited.

Bitcoin, first released as open-
source software in 2 9, is the first 
decentralized crypto currency. Most 
crypto currencies are designed to 
gradually decrease the production of 
that currency, placing a cap on the 
total amount of that currency that 

will ever be in circulation. Crypto 
currencies are almost always 
designed to be free from government 
manipulation and controlso it’s 
decentralized.

Since the release of bitcoin, 
many other crypto currencies have 
been created. There are currently 
over a thousand different crypto 
currencies in the world, and many 
see them as the key to a fairer future 
economy.    The crypto currencies 
m o d e l l e d  a f t e r  b i t c o i n  a r e 
collectively called altcoins, and in 
some cases shitcoins, and have often 
tried to present themselves as 
modified or improved versions of 
bitcoin. Stablecoins are altcoins that 
are designed to maintain a stable 
level of purchasing power. 

A crypto currency wallet stores 
the public and private "keys" 
(address) or seed which can be used 
to receive or trade or spend the 
crypto currency. Crypto currency 
exchanges allow customers to trade 
crypto currencies for other assets, 
such as conventional fiat money, or 
to trade between different digital 
currencies. Atomic swaps are a 
mechanism where one crypto 
currency can be exchanged directly 
for another crypto currency, without 
the need for a trusted third party such 
as an exchange.

Initial coin offerings
An initial coin offering (ICO) is a 
controversial means of raising funds 
for a new crypto currency venture. 
An ICO may be used by start-ups 
with the intention of avoiding 
regulation. In an ICO campaign, a 
percentage of the crypto currency 
(usually in the form of "tokens") is 
sold to early backers of the project in 
exchange for legal tender or other 
crypto currencies. 

Advantages:
ach and every Bitcoin transaction 

that’s ever been made exists on a 
p u b l i c  l e d g e r  a c c e s s i b l e  t o 
everyone, making transactions hard 
to reverse and difficult to fake. 

As decentralized platforms, 
block chain-based crypto currencies 
allow individuals to engage in peer-
to-peer financial transactions or 
enter into contracts. In either case, 

there is no need for some trusted 
third-party intermediary such as a 
bank, monetary authority, court, or 
judge. 

Some feel that well-regulated 
digital currencies can provide 
significant public benefits in greater 
efficiency and lower costs for both 
domest ic  and ,  in  par t icu lar, 
international payments systems, and 
help ensure financial services reach 
the hundreds of millions of people  
especially in developing countries  
without bank accounts.

Cryp to  cur renc ies  make 
tracking donations easier and have 
the potential to allow donors to see 
how their money is used.

The Risks: 
The real identity of person or groups 
behind the development of Bitcoin 
w h o  s t a t e d  t h e  g o a l  o f  t h e 
technology was to create “a new 
electronic cash system” that was 
“completely decentralized with no 
server or central authority” is still 
unknown.

Anonymity
The owners who have crypto 
c u r r e n c y  i n  t h e  s y s t e m  a r e 
anonymous there are no account 
numbers, names, social security 
numbers or any other identifying 
features that connects to its owners.  
It has been appealing to criminals 
due to its anonymity and lack of 
regulation. Transactions that occur 
through the use and exchange of 
altcoins are independent from 
formal banking systems, enables tax 
evasion and laundering of money. 
Money laundering issues are also 
present in regular bank transfers, 
however with bank-to-bank wire 
transfers for instance, the account 
holder must at least provide a proven 
identity.     Since crypto protects the 
identity of holders, governments are 
deeply concerned about their use in 
illicit activities such as money 
laundering, terrorist financing, 
online black markets, and tax 
evasion. Some fear the replacement 
o f  g o v e r n m e n t - c o n t r o l l e d , 
centralized money by crypto.

Difficult to resolve
Loss, theft, and fraud with crypto 
currency are becoming a routine 

CRYPTO CURRENCY?
SHOULD WE ENCOURAGE 

Ganesh Bhat Sirsi

The rise in the popularity of crypto currencies and their adoption by financial institutions 
has led some governments to assess whether regulation is needed to protect users.

affair even though tall claims are 
being put forth regarding their 
security. In the absence of a 
governing body, it can be difficult to 
resolve issues if crypto get stolen or 
lost. Crypto currencies are used 
primarily outside existing banking 
and governmental institutions and 
are exchanged over the Internet. 
Whenever there is an intermediary 
like the banks for example, it is 
possible to trace the revenue 
generation and the government will 
have control over the investment 
people put in.

Volatile, Speculative
Bitcoins and their many look-alikes, 
often known as crypto-assets’, are 
best viewed as a volatile, speculative 
asset class, which some users are 
prepared to accept as a form of 
payment.  Since its public launch in 
2 9, Bitcoin has risen dramatically 
in value, although it once sold for 
1 , - per coin, its present price 

is  about  Rs39 lakhs.  Crypto 
currencies have been compared to 
Ponzi schemes, pyramid schemes 
and economic bubbles, such as 
housing market bubbles. Some say 
that digital currencies are nothing 
but an unfounded fad, based on a 
willingness to ascribe value to 
something that has little or none 
beyond what people will pay for it. 
Regulators in several countries have 
warned against crypto currency and 
some have taken measures to 
dissuade users  such warnings are 
unheard, or ignored. 

Digital currencies to 
affect geopolitics
The expansion of big tech firms into 
global finance and banks themselves 
widening their digital footprints, 
financial technology will reshape 
not just the commercial but also the 
geopolitical sphere. Introduction of 
a digital yuan’ would give China the 
ability to bypass the world’s 
traditional banking systems and then 
chal lenge and help curb the 
dominant role of the dollar in 
international trade and finance. This 
could help limit China’s exposure to 

S sanctions policies which rely 
heavily on the dollar’s pre-eminent 

position in international finance. 
The widespread introduction of 
digital currencies has the potential to 
transform the world financial 
system. In anuary 2 2 , a group of 
advanced economy central banks  
from Canada, the , apan, 
Sweden, Switzerland, and the 

uropean Central Bank  announced 
they were working together on 
central bank digital currencies under 
the auspices of the Bank for 
International Settlements (BIS).

The concern of an unregulated 
global economy
As the popularity of and demand for 
online currencies has increased, so 
have  conce rns  tha t  such  an 
unregulated person to person global 
economy that crypto currencies 
offer may become a threat to society. 
The governments of the G  have 
recognised the need for international 
cooperation on how private digital 
currencies should be regulated, 
because the alternative  a global 
free-for-all  could be chaotic and 
dangerous. 

Why do central banks want 
their own digital currencies?

Once a crypto exchange is 
established, it can mind its own 
crypto currencies, it can have initial 
coin offerings, and this will lead to a 
new asset class in that country and 
help people to invest. Supporters of 
this theory suggest that RBI should 
introduce its own crypto currency in 
India.

The Reality:
Investment in crypto currency is a 
speculative activity, and in no way it 
encourages production activity or 
creates real employment.   Those in 
f avou r  o f  l ega l i s i ng  c ryp to 
currencies argue that with the help of 
technology people will find newer 
ways to escape from the noose of 
law. So, it is going to be extremely 
difficult to regulate crypto. But, they 
overlook the fact that technology 
can cut the technology. Another 
argument put forth is that people 
continue to invest wherever the 
returns are high even if it is risky. 
This is true to some extent under the 
existing socio-economic system 

where no one is assured of a secured 
future and where acquisitive nature 
dominates the society.

 But, these experts and leaders 
fail to conceive of a decentralized 
economic system where everyone is 
guaranteed the basic necessities of 
life through 1  employment 
o p p o r t u n i t y  w i t h  a d e q u a t e 
purchasing capacity so that people 
can pursue higher values of life 
instead of becoming a money 
e a r n i n g  m a c h i n e s .  P R O T 
advocates such a socio-economic 
system for the entire globe where 
speculative activities are banned 
and opportunities are created for 
gainful investment in the local area.

Views of PROUT:
The banking system must be 
vigilant about two important points. 
First, the intrinsic demonic greed of 
the banks must not be allowed to 
jeopardize the life of the common 
people. Secondly, the banks must 
not allow unwise administrators or 
governments to print monetary 
notes indiscriminately without 
reserving the proportionate amount 
of bullion in their treasuries.  The 
printing and issuing of monetary 
notes having no bullion value must 
stop immediately. No monetary 
notes should be issued by the 
government from then on without a 
clear assurance that it is prepared to 
pay the requisite amount of money 
in gold coins. A socioeconomic unit 
can conserve its reserve bullion and 
improve the purchasing capacity of 
the local people by manufacturing 
locally finished products.

   Those countries which have a 
l a r g e  v o l u m e  o f  v e r y  f e w 
commodities to sell but many 
commodities to buy will find barter 
trade profitable. Otherwise their 
reserves of gold bullion may get 
exhausted very quickly.  Barter 
trade will give protection from 
disastrous impact due to economic 
depressions. PRO T advocates 
banning of all the speculative 
activit ies al l  over the world 
including stock markets, hence no 
chance to approve crypto currency 
of the present form.˜

The Excellence of 

Philosophy 
“If ideological vacuum is not filled by PROUT, a great catastrophe will take place in the 
future because other defective philosophies will come forward."

Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar

"Shrii Sarkar has given a broad outline for the gradual 
establishment of the world government."

“The situation on the Russia-
Ukraine border is volatile 

and tense. The crisis needs to 
be resolved diplomatically at 

the earliest.”

Honour Killings Will Continue as Long as Iran's Laws Protect Killers
 Widespread Practice of Child Marriage Means More Young Girls Will Be Murdered

PROUT NEWS REPORT
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To recap, in 1986, Shrii 
Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar 
introduced for the first time 

the subject of microvita in a 
discourse "Microvitum the 
Mysterious manation of Cosmic 
Factor". 1. He explained that 
microvita are subtle, sub-atomic 
living entities that move throughout 
the universe, creating minds and 
bodies, and also spreading diseases. 
He said there are positive and 
negative, as well as neutral, 
varieties and three different levels 
of subtlety. They move through 
physical and psychic media and 
play various roles in the evolution of 
life and the mind. Then, he 
elaborated on the microvita concept 
in a collection of discourses called 
Microvitum in a Nutshell 2.

After more than 3  years, no 
scientific results have confirmed 
the microvita concept. This article 
proposes a new experimental 
approach for testing a specific 
microvita hypothesis about the 
origin of living cells. If the 
proposed experimental approach is 
carefully implemented and yields a 
positive and confirmed outcome, 
this would greatly accelerate 
scientific research on microvita 
and significantly advance origin-
of-life research. 

The basis of the experimental 
hypothesis:
Here are several statements about 
microvita, based on P. R. Sarkar’s 
views, that underlie the present 
experimental hypothesis.
1. A cosmic mind emanates 

microvita, some carrying 
information codes for DNA 
and RNA, the genet ic  
chemicals of life.

2. Billions of microvita form 
chemical atoms.

3. xplosions at the atomic level 
in a chemical solution 
“awaken” some microvita in 
these atoms.

4. Awakened microvita carrying 
DNA or RNA codes expand to 
fo rm v i ruses  ca r ry ing  
molecular DNA or RNA.

. This DNA or RNA in viruses, 
which are actually awakened 
microvita, can then become 
active.
Several quotations are listed 

Dr Richard Gauthier

“When solid matter explodes at the atomic level, billions of microvita that have 
solidified to form the atom may awaken.”

A Proposed Experiment to Test for 

MICROVITUM 

the Origin of Life
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Company. This Holocaust has 
been effectively deleted from 
history, especially in the West, as 
have a further two centuries of 
such disasters in British India that 
culminated in the man-made 
Bengal Famine of 1943-194  that 
killed as many as 4 million people 
in Bengal alone. The war-time 
Bengal Famine accounted for over 
9  of total British mpire 
civilian plus military casualties of 
that conflict but has been 
effectively deleted from public 
perception. The second “forgotten 
holocaust” of Bengal occurred at 
the same time as the ewish 
Holocaust, and these appalling 
events around the same time were 
sadly man-made  

One may also ponder that if 
Wavell, the soldier, had been 
appointed iceroy a year before to 
replace the indifferent Linlithgow, 
he would have saved countless 
lives  But unfortunately, Bengal 
paid the price  it was ravaged at the 
close of British rule just as it was 
by another at its beginning. As a 
result, it took longer to recover 
from the ravages of the greatest 
man-made tragedy of the twentieth 
century. History can never forget 
the tragedy of such a calamitous 
toll on human lives in the modern 
era of the eighteenth to the 
twentieth centuries.

Finally, it may not be out of 
place to recall Prout founder Shrii 
Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar's words of 
May 13, 1989: “In communism, 
the leaders want to control the 

people through brute force, but in 
PROUT we will inspire people 
t h ro u g h  s e l f l e s s  s e r v i c e .  
Communists do not support 
selfless service, and believe that if 
people are given service, then they 
will become satisfied and not 
revolt against the system. But this 

belief is false. In the great Bengal 
famine more than five million 
people died due to starvation, but 
nobody revolted. If you do service, 
if you teach people and encourage 
them to develop their rationality, 
then they will revolt against an 
inhuman system”.  ̃

Syama Prasad Mookerjee

(Continued from the previous issue)

“The world is a dangerous place to live, not 
because of the people who are evil, but 

because of the people who don't 
do anything about it.” 

- Albert Einstein

NEW ERA CURRENCY

India has the highest number of 
crypto owners in the world, 
around 1  million  and in the 

last  one year,  crypto market 
reportedly grew at 641  in India. 
The Supreme Court, in March 2 2  
nullified the circular of the RBI 
banning crypto currency. People 
thought there was validation by the 
Supreme Court as the court lifted the 
ban imposed by the RBI. That made 
many people joining the crypto 
bandwagon.

Now, the government is talking 
about prohibiting all private crypto 
currencies and the RBI introducing a 
currency. Indians are trying to find 
answers to the questions, Is the 
government's plan to regulate crypto 
currency a good move? Will crypto 
b e  a  s e r i o u s  t h r e a t  t o  t h e 
macroeconomic and financial 
stability of the country? Should RBI 
introduce its crypto?

Global Scenario
The rise in the popularity of crypto 
currencies and their adoption by 
financial institutions has led some 
governments to assess whether 
regulation is needed to protect users. 
The legal status of crypto currencies 
varies substantially from country to 
country and is still undefined or 
changing in many of them. While 
some countries have explicitly 
allowed their use and trade, others 

have banned or restricted it. Few 
countries are planning to create their 
own crypto currency. 

 l Salvador made Bitcoin legal 
tender on une 9, 2 21. It is the first 
country to do so. The crypto 
currency can be used for any 
transaction where the business can 
accept it. Cuba has followed this. 
Many Latin American countries are 
reportedly considering similar 
moves.

Chinese government  has 
declared al l  crypto currency 
transactions of any kind illegal. 
Turkey has banned the use of crypto 
currencies and crypto assets for 
making purchases. In the nited 

ingdom, all crypto currency firms, 
such as exchanges, advisors and 
professionals that have either a 
presence, market product or provide 
services within the  market must 
register with the Financial Conduct 
Author i ty.  Sou th  o rea  has 
implemented new legislation to 
strengthen their oversight of digital 
assets. South Africa has seen a large 
amount of scams related to crypto 
currency, is planning a regulatory 
framework.

The Financial Action Task 
Force (FATF) an intergovernmental 
organisation founded in 1989 on the 
initiative of the G  to develop 
p o l i c i e s  t o  c o m b a t  m o n e y 

laundering and financing has 
defined crypto currency-related 
services as "virtual asset service 
p r o v i d e r s "  ( A S P s )  a n d 
recommended that they be regulated 
with the same money laundering 
(AML) and know your customer 
( YC) requirements as financial 
institutions. It has introduced the 
"Travel Rule" for crypto currencies, 
a measure which mandates that 

ASPs obtain, hold, and exchange 
information about the originators 
and beneficiaries of virtual asset 
transfers. 

Some propose that banks that 
held crypto currency assets must set 
aside capital to cover all potential 
losses. 

nited States treats bitcoin as 
property for tax purposes. 

  A number of Aid agencies 
have started accepting donations in 
crypto currencies, including the 
American Red Cross, NIC F, and 
the N World Food Program.

Ban on Advertising 
Crypto currency advertisements 
have been temporarily banned on 
many social platforms including 
Facebook, Google, Twitter, Bing, 
Snapchat, LinkedIn etc.

What Are Crypto currencies?
A crypto currency, crypto-currency, 
or crypto is a collection of binary 

data which is designed to work as a 
medium of exchange. Individual 
coin ownership records are stored in 
a ledger, which is a computerized 
database using strong cryptography 
to secure transaction records, to 
control the creation of additional 
coins, and to verify the transfer of 
coin ownership. 

T h e  “ c r y p t o ”  i n  c r y p t o 
currencies refers to complicated 
cryptography that allows for the 
creation and processing of digital 
currencies and their transactions 
across decentralized systems. 
Alongside this important “crypto” 
feature of these currencies is a 
c o m m o n  c o m m i t m e n t  t o 
decentralization  crypto currencies 
are typically developed as code by 
teams who build in mechanisms for 
issuance (through a process called 
mining) and other controls.

Crypto currency does not exist 
in physical  form (l ike paper 
money),there are no coins to mint or 
bills to print, only exists online, and 
is typically not issued by a central 
authority. Crypto currencies use 
decentralized control as opposed to a 
central bank digital currency 
(CBDC).  When implemented with 
decentralized control, each crypto 
currency works through distributed 
ledger technology, typically a block 
chain that serves as a public 
financial transaction database. Once 
a block is added to the block chain, it 
becomes accessible to anyone who 
wishes to view it, acting as a public 
ledger of crypto currency transactions. 

Digital crypto-currencies’ and 
crypto-assets’ aim to mirror some, 

or all, of the uses of traditional 
money  a means of payment, a store 
of value, and a unit of account, as an 
alternative investment, helping 
diversify a portfolio apart from 
stocks and bonds  can also be used to 
make purchases, but the number of 
vendors that accept the crypto 
currency is still limited.

Bitcoin, first released as open-
source software in 2 9, is the first 
decentralized crypto currency. Most 
crypto currencies are designed to 
gradually decrease the production of 
that currency, placing a cap on the 
total amount of that currency that 

will ever be in circulation. Crypto 
currencies are almost always 
designed to be free from government 
manipulation and controlso it’s 
decentralized.

Since the release of bitcoin, 
many other crypto currencies have 
been created. There are currently 
over a thousand different crypto 
currencies in the world, and many 
see them as the key to a fairer future 
economy.    The crypto currencies 
m o d e l l e d  a f t e r  b i t c o i n  a r e 
collectively called altcoins, and in 
some cases shitcoins, and have often 
tried to present themselves as 
modified or improved versions of 
bitcoin. Stablecoins are altcoins that 
are designed to maintain a stable 
level of purchasing power. 

A crypto currency wallet stores 
the public and private "keys" 
(address) or seed which can be used 
to receive or trade or spend the 
crypto currency. Crypto currency 
exchanges allow customers to trade 
crypto currencies for other assets, 
such as conventional fiat money, or 
to trade between different digital 
currencies. Atomic swaps are a 
mechanism where one crypto 
currency can be exchanged directly 
for another crypto currency, without 
the need for a trusted third party such 
as an exchange.

Initial coin offerings
An initial coin offering (ICO) is a 
controversial means of raising funds 
for a new crypto currency venture. 
An ICO may be used by start-ups 
with the intention of avoiding 
regulation. In an ICO campaign, a 
percentage of the crypto currency 
(usually in the form of "tokens") is 
sold to early backers of the project in 
exchange for legal tender or other 
crypto currencies. 

Advantages:
ach and every Bitcoin transaction 

that’s ever been made exists on a 
p u b l i c  l e d g e r  a c c e s s i b l e  t o 
everyone, making transactions hard 
to reverse and difficult to fake. 

As decentralized platforms, 
block chain-based crypto currencies 
allow individuals to engage in peer-
to-peer financial transactions or 
enter into contracts. In either case, 

there is no need for some trusted 
third-party intermediary such as a 
bank, monetary authority, court, or 
judge. 

Some feel that well-regulated 
digital currencies can provide 
significant public benefits in greater 
efficiency and lower costs for both 
domest ic  and ,  in  par t icu lar, 
international payments systems, and 
help ensure financial services reach 
the hundreds of millions of people  
especially in developing countries  
without bank accounts.

Cryp to  cur renc ies  make 
tracking donations easier and have 
the potential to allow donors to see 
how their money is used.

The Risks: 
The real identity of person or groups 
behind the development of Bitcoin 
w h o  s t a t e d  t h e  g o a l  o f  t h e 
technology was to create “a new 
electronic cash system” that was 
“completely decentralized with no 
server or central authority” is still 
unknown.

Anonymity
The owners who have crypto 
c u r r e n c y  i n  t h e  s y s t e m  a r e 
anonymous there are no account 
numbers, names, social security 
numbers or any other identifying 
features that connects to its owners.  
It has been appealing to criminals 
due to its anonymity and lack of 
regulation. Transactions that occur 
through the use and exchange of 
altcoins are independent from 
formal banking systems, enables tax 
evasion and laundering of money. 
Money laundering issues are also 
present in regular bank transfers, 
however with bank-to-bank wire 
transfers for instance, the account 
holder must at least provide a proven 
identity.     Since crypto protects the 
identity of holders, governments are 
deeply concerned about their use in 
illicit activities such as money 
laundering, terrorist financing, 
online black markets, and tax 
evasion. Some fear the replacement 
o f  g o v e r n m e n t - c o n t r o l l e d , 
centralized money by crypto.

Difficult to resolve
Loss, theft, and fraud with crypto 
currency are becoming a routine 
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The rise in the popularity of crypto currencies and their adoption by financial institutions 
has led some governments to assess whether regulation is needed to protect users.

affair even though tall claims are 
being put forth regarding their 
security. In the absence of a 
governing body, it can be difficult to 
resolve issues if crypto get stolen or 
lost. Crypto currencies are used 
primarily outside existing banking 
and governmental institutions and 
are exchanged over the Internet. 
Whenever there is an intermediary 
like the banks for example, it is 
possible to trace the revenue 
generation and the government will 
have control over the investment 
people put in.

Volatile, Speculative
Bitcoins and their many look-alikes, 
often known as crypto-assets’, are 
best viewed as a volatile, speculative 
asset class, which some users are 
prepared to accept as a form of 
payment.  Since its public launch in 
2 9, Bitcoin has risen dramatically 
in value, although it once sold for 
1 , - per coin, its present price 

is  about  Rs39 lakhs.  Crypto 
currencies have been compared to 
Ponzi schemes, pyramid schemes 
and economic bubbles, such as 
housing market bubbles. Some say 
that digital currencies are nothing 
but an unfounded fad, based on a 
willingness to ascribe value to 
something that has little or none 
beyond what people will pay for it. 
Regulators in several countries have 
warned against crypto currency and 
some have taken measures to 
dissuade users  such warnings are 
unheard, or ignored. 

Digital currencies to 
affect geopolitics
The expansion of big tech firms into 
global finance and banks themselves 
widening their digital footprints, 
financial technology will reshape 
not just the commercial but also the 
geopolitical sphere. Introduction of 
a digital yuan’ would give China the 
ability to bypass the world’s 
traditional banking systems and then 
chal lenge and help curb the 
dominant role of the dollar in 
international trade and finance. This 
could help limit China’s exposure to 

S sanctions policies which rely 
heavily on the dollar’s pre-eminent 

position in international finance. 
The widespread introduction of 
digital currencies has the potential to 
transform the world financial 
system. In anuary 2 2 , a group of 
advanced economy central banks  
from Canada, the , apan, 
Sweden, Switzerland, and the 

uropean Central Bank  announced 
they were working together on 
central bank digital currencies under 
the auspices of the Bank for 
International Settlements (BIS).

The concern of an unregulated 
global economy
As the popularity of and demand for 
online currencies has increased, so 
have  conce rns  tha t  such  an 
unregulated person to person global 
economy that crypto currencies 
offer may become a threat to society. 
The governments of the G  have 
recognised the need for international 
cooperation on how private digital 
currencies should be regulated, 
because the alternative  a global 
free-for-all  could be chaotic and 
dangerous. 

Why do central banks want 
their own digital currencies?

Once a crypto exchange is 
established, it can mind its own 
crypto currencies, it can have initial 
coin offerings, and this will lead to a 
new asset class in that country and 
help people to invest. Supporters of 
this theory suggest that RBI should 
introduce its own crypto currency in 
India.

The Reality:
Investment in crypto currency is a 
speculative activity, and in no way it 
encourages production activity or 
creates real employment.   Those in 
f avou r  o f  l ega l i s i ng  c ryp to 
currencies argue that with the help of 
technology people will find newer 
ways to escape from the noose of 
law. So, it is going to be extremely 
difficult to regulate crypto. But, they 
overlook the fact that technology 
can cut the technology. Another 
argument put forth is that people 
continue to invest wherever the 
returns are high even if it is risky. 
This is true to some extent under the 
existing socio-economic system 

where no one is assured of a secured 
future and where acquisitive nature 
dominates the society.

 But, these experts and leaders 
fail to conceive of a decentralized 
economic system where everyone is 
guaranteed the basic necessities of 
life through 1  employment 
o p p o r t u n i t y  w i t h  a d e q u a t e 
purchasing capacity so that people 
can pursue higher values of life 
instead of becoming a money 
e a r n i n g  m a c h i n e s .  P R O T 
advocates such a socio-economic 
system for the entire globe where 
speculative activities are banned 
and opportunities are created for 
gainful investment in the local area.

Views of PROUT:
The banking system must be 
vigilant about two important points. 
First, the intrinsic demonic greed of 
the banks must not be allowed to 
jeopardize the life of the common 
people. Secondly, the banks must 
not allow unwise administrators or 
governments to print monetary 
notes indiscriminately without 
reserving the proportionate amount 
of bullion in their treasuries.  The 
printing and issuing of monetary 
notes having no bullion value must 
stop immediately. No monetary 
notes should be issued by the 
government from then on without a 
clear assurance that it is prepared to 
pay the requisite amount of money 
in gold coins. A socioeconomic unit 
can conserve its reserve bullion and 
improve the purchasing capacity of 
the local people by manufacturing 
locally finished products.

   Those countries which have a 
l a r g e  v o l u m e  o f  v e r y  f e w 
commodities to sell but many 
commodities to buy will find barter 
trade profitable. Otherwise their 
reserves of gold bullion may get 
exhausted very quickly.  Barter 
trade will give protection from 
disastrous impact due to economic 
depressions. PRO T advocates 
banning of all the speculative 
activit ies all  over the world 
including stock markets, hence no 
chance to approve crypto currency 
of the present form.˜

The Excellence of 

Philosophy 
“If ideological vacuum is not filled by PROUT, a great catastrophe will take place in the 
future because other defective philosophies will come forward."

Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar

"Shrii Sarkar has given a broad outline for the gradual 
establishment of the world government."

“The situation on the Russia-
Ukraine border is volatile 

and tense. The crisis needs to 
be resolved diplomatically at 

the earliest.”

Honour Killings Will Continue as Long as Iran's Laws Protect Killers
 Widespread Practice of Child Marriage Means More Young Girls Will Be Murdered

PROUT NEWS REPORT
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To recap, in 1986, Shrii 
Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar 
introduced for the first time 

the subject of microvita in a 
discourse "Microvitum the 
Mysterious manation of Cosmic 
Factor". 1. He explained that 
microvita are subtle, sub-atomic 
living entities that move throughout 
the universe, creating minds and 
bodies, and also spreading diseases. 
He said there are positive and 
negative, as well as neutral, 
varieties and three different levels 
of subtlety. They move through 
physical and psychic media and 
play various roles in the evolution of 
life and the mind. Then, he 
elaborated on the microvita concept 
in a collection of discourses called 
Microvitum in a Nutshell 2.

After more than 3  years, no 
scientific results have confirmed 
the microvita concept. This article 
proposes a new experimental 
approach for testing a specific 
microvita hypothesis about the 
origin of living cells. If the 
proposed experimental approach is 
carefully implemented and yields a 
positive and confirmed outcome, 
this would greatly accelerate 
scientific research on microvita 
and significantly advance origin-
of-life research. 

The basis of the experimental 
hypothesis:
Here are several statements about 
microvita, based on P. R. Sarkar’s 
views, that underlie the present 
experimental hypothesis.
1. A cosmic mind emanates 

microvita, some carrying 
information codes for DNA 
and RNA, the genet ic  
chemicals of life.

2. Billions of microvita form 
chemical atoms.

3. xplosions at the atomic level 
in a chemical solution 
“awaken” some microvita in 
these atoms.

4. Awakened microvita carrying 
DNA or RNA codes expand to 
fo rm v i ruses  ca r ry ing  
molecular DNA or RNA.

. This DNA or RNA in viruses, 
which are actually awakened 
microvita, can then become 
active.
Several quotations are listed 

Dr Richard Gauthier

“When solid matter explodes at the atomic level, billions of microvita that have 
solidified to form the atom may awaken.”

A Proposed Experiment to Test for 

MICROVITUM 

the Origin of Life
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Company. This Holocaust has 
been effectively deleted from 
history, especially in the West, as 
have a further two centuries of 
such disasters in British India that 
culminated in the man-made 
Bengal Famine of 1943-194  that 
killed as many as 4 million people 
in Bengal alone. The war-time 
Bengal Famine accounted for over 
9  of total British mpire 
civilian plus military casualties of 
that conflict but has been 
effectively deleted from public 
perception. The second “forgotten 
holocaust” of Bengal occurred at 
the same time as the ewish 
Holocaust, and these appalling 
events around the same time were 
sadly man-made  

One may also ponder that if 
Wavell, the soldier, had been 
appointed iceroy a year before to 
replace the indifferent Linlithgow, 
he would have saved countless 
lives  But unfortunately, Bengal 
paid the price  it was ravaged at the 
close of British rule just as it was 
by another at its beginning. As a 
result, it took longer to recover 
from the ravages of the greatest 
man-made tragedy of the twentieth 
century. History can never forget 
the tragedy of such a calamitous 
toll on human lives in the modern 
era of the eighteenth to the 
twentieth centuries.

Finally, it may not be out of 
place to recall Prout founder Shrii 
Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar's words of 
May 13, 1989: “In communism, 
the leaders want to control the 

people through brute force, but in 
PROUT we will inspire people 
t hro u g h  s e l f l e s s  s e r v i c e .  
Communists do not support 
selfless service, and believe that if 
people are given service, then they 
will become satisfied and not 
revolt against the system. But this 

belief is false. In the great Bengal 
famine more than five million 
people died due to starvation, but 
nobody revolted. If you do service, 
if you teach people and encourage 
them to develop their rationality, 
then they will revolt against an 
inhuman system”.  ̃

Syama Prasad Mookerjee

(Continued from the previous issue)

“The world is a dangerous place to live, not 
because of the people who are evil, but 

because of the people who don't 
do anything about it.” 

- Albert Einstein

NEW ERA CURRENCY

India has the highest number of 
crypto owners in the world, 
around 1  million  and in the 

last  one year,  crypto market 
reportedly grew at 641  in India. 
The Supreme Court, in March 2 2  
nullified the circular of the RBI 
banning crypto currency. People 
thought there was validation by the 
Supreme Court as the court lifted the 
ban imposed by the RBI. That made 
many people joining the crypto 
bandwagon.

Now, the government is talking 
about prohibiting all private crypto 
currencies and the RBI introducing a 
currency. Indians are trying to find 
answers to the questions, Is the 
government's plan to regulate crypto 
currency a good move? Will crypto 
b e  a  s e r i o u s  t h r e a t  t o  t h e 
macroeconomic and financial 
stability of the country? Should RBI 
introduce its crypto?

Global Scenario
The rise in the popularity of crypto 
currencies and their adoption by 
financial institutions has led some 
governments to assess whether 
regulation is needed to protect users. 
The legal status of crypto currencies 
varies substantially from country to 
country and is still undefined or 
changing in many of them. While 
some countries have explicitly 
allowed their use and trade, others 

have banned or restricted it. Few 
countries are planning to create their 
own crypto currency. 

 l Salvador made Bitcoin legal 
tender on une 9, 2 21. It is the first 
country to do so. The crypto 
currency can be used for any 
transaction where the business can 
accept it. Cuba has followed this. 
Many Latin American countries are 
reportedly considering similar 
moves.

Chinese government  has 
declared al l  crypto currency 
transactions of any kind illegal. 
Turkey has banned the use of crypto 
currencies and crypto assets for 
making purchases. In the nited 

ingdom, all crypto currency firms, 
such as exchanges, advisors and 
professionals that have either a 
presence, market product or provide 
services within the  market must 
register with the Financial Conduct 
Author i ty.  Sou th  o rea  has 
implemented new legislation to 
strengthen their oversight of digital 
assets. South Africa has seen a large 
amount of scams related to crypto 
currency, is planning a regulatory 
framework.

The Financial Action Task 
Force (FATF) an intergovernmental 
organisation founded in 1989 on the 
initiative of the G  to develop 
p o l i c i e s  t o  c o m b a t  m o n e y 

laundering and financing has 
defined crypto currency-related 
services as "virtual asset service 
p r o v i d e r s "  ( A S P s )  a n d 
recommended that they be regulated 
with the same money laundering 
(AML) and know your customer 
( YC) requirements as financial 
institutions. It has introduced the 
"Travel Rule" for crypto currencies, 
a measure which mandates that 

ASPs obtain, hold, and exchange 
information about the originators 
and beneficiaries of virtual asset 
transfers. 

Some propose that banks that 
held crypto currency assets must set 
aside capital to cover all potential 
losses. 

nited States treats bitcoin as 
property for tax purposes. 

  A number of Aid agencies 
have started accepting donations in 
crypto currencies, including the 
American Red Cross, NIC F, and 
the N World Food Program.

Ban on Advertising 
Crypto currency advertisements 
have been temporarily banned on 
many social platforms including 
Facebook, Google, Twitter, Bing, 
Snapchat, LinkedIn etc.

What Are Crypto currencies?
A crypto currency, crypto-currency, 
or crypto is a collection of binary 

data which is designed to work as a 
medium of exchange. Individual 
coin ownership records are stored in 
a ledger, which is a computerized 
database using strong cryptography 
to secure transaction records, to 
control the creation of additional 
coins, and to verify the transfer of 
coin ownership. 

T h e  “ c r y p t o ”  i n  c r y p t o 
currencies refers to complicated 
cryptography that allows for the 
creation and processing of digital 
currencies and their transactions 
across decentralized systems. 
Alongside this important “crypto” 
feature of these currencies is a 
c o m m o n  c o m m i t m e n t  t o 
decentralization  crypto currencies 
are typically developed as code by 
teams who build in mechanisms for 
issuance (through a process called 
mining) and other controls.

Crypto currency does not exist 
in physical  form (l ike paper 
money),there are no coins to mint or 
bills to print, only exists online, and 
is typically not issued by a central 
authority. Crypto currencies use 
decentralized control as opposed to a 
central bank digital currency 
(CBDC).  When implemented with 
decentralized control, each crypto 
currency works through distributed 
ledger technology, typically a block 
chain that serves as a public 
financial transaction database. Once 
a block is added to the block chain, it 
becomes accessible to anyone who 
wishes to view it, acting as a public 
ledger of crypto currency transactions. 

Digital crypto-currencies’ and 
crypto-assets’ aim to mirror some, 

or all, of the uses of traditional 
money  a means of payment, a store 
of value, and a unit of account, as an 
alternative investment, helping 
diversify a portfolio apart from 
stocks and bonds  can also be used to 
make purchases, but the number of 
vendors that accept the crypto 
currency is still limited.

Bitcoin, first released as open-
source software in 2 9, is the first 
decentralized crypto currency. Most 
crypto currencies are designed to 
gradually decrease the production of 
that currency, placing a cap on the 
total amount of that currency that 

will ever be in circulation. Crypto 
currencies are almost always 
designed to be free from government 
manipulation and controlso it’s 
decentralized.

Since the release of bitcoin, 
many other crypto currencies have 
been created. There are currently 
over a thousand different crypto 
currencies in the world, and many 
see them as the key to a fairer future 
economy.    The crypto currencies 
m o d e l l e d  a f t e r  b i t c o i n  a r e 
collectively called altcoins, and in 
some cases shitcoins, and have often 
tried to present themselves as 
modified or improved versions of 
bitcoin. Stablecoins are altcoins that 
are designed to maintain a stable 
level of purchasing power. 

A crypto currency wallet stores 
the public and private "keys" 
(address) or seed which can be used 
to receive or trade or spend the 
crypto currency. Crypto currency 
exchanges allow customers to trade 
crypto currencies for other assets, 
such as conventional fiat money, or 
to trade between different digital 
currencies. Atomic swaps are a 
mechanism where one crypto 
currency can be exchanged directly 
for another crypto currency, without 
the need for a trusted third party such 
as an exchange.

Initial coin offerings
An initial coin offering (ICO) is a 
controversial means of raising funds 
for a new crypto currency venture. 
An ICO may be used by start-ups 
with the intention of avoiding 
regulation. In an ICO campaign, a 
percentage of the crypto currency 
(usually in the form of "tokens") is 
sold to early backers of the project in 
exchange for legal tender or other 
crypto currencies. 

Advantages:
ach and every Bitcoin transaction 

that’s ever been made exists on a 
p u b l i c  l e d g e r  a c c e s s i b l e  t o 
everyone, making transactions hard 
to reverse and difficult to fake. 

As decentralized platforms, 
block chain-based crypto currencies 
allow individuals to engage in peer-
to-peer financial transactions or 
enter into contracts. In either case, 

there is no need for some trusted 
third-party intermediary such as a 
bank, monetary authority, court, or 
judge. 

Some feel that well-regulated 
digital currencies can provide 
significant public benefits in greater 
efficiency and lower costs for both 
domest ic  and ,  in  par t icu lar, 
international payments systems, and 
help ensure financial services reach 
the hundreds of millions of people  
especially in developing countries  
without bank accounts.

Cryp to  cur renc ies  make 
tracking donations easier and have 
the potential to allow donors to see 
how their money is used.

The Risks: 
The real identity of person or groups 
behind the development of Bitcoin 
w h o  s t a t e d  t h e  g o a l  o f  t h e 
technology was to create “a new 
electronic cash system” that was 
“completely decentralized with no 
server or central authority” is still 
unknown.

Anonymity
The owners who have crypto 
c u r r e n c y  i n  t h e  s y s t e m  a r e 
anonymous there are no account 
numbers, names, social security 
numbers or any other identifying 
features that connects to its owners.  
It has been appealing to criminals 
due to its anonymity and lack of 
regulation. Transactions that occur 
through the use and exchange of 
altcoins are independent from 
formal banking systems, enables tax 
evasion and laundering of money. 
Money laundering issues are also 
present in regular bank transfers, 
however with bank-to-bank wire 
transfers for instance, the account 
holder must at least provide a proven 
identity.     Since crypto protects the 
identity of holders, governments are 
deeply concerned about their use in 
illicit activities such as money 
laundering, terrorist financing, 
online black markets, and tax 
evasion. Some fear the replacement 
o f  g o v e r n m e n t - c o n t r o l l e d , 
centralized money by crypto.

Difficult to resolve
Loss, theft, and fraud with crypto 
currency are becoming a routine 
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affair even though tall claims are 
being put forth regarding their 
security. In the absence of a 
governing body, it can be difficult to 
resolve issues if crypto get stolen or 
lost. Crypto currencies are used 
primarily outside existing banking 
and governmental institutions and 
are exchanged over the Internet. 
Whenever there is an intermediary 
like the banks for example, it is 
possible to trace the revenue 
generation and the government will 
have control over the investment 
people put in.

Volatile, Speculative
Bitcoins and their many look-alikes, 
often known as crypto-assets’, are 
best viewed as a volatile, speculative 
asset class, which some users are 
prepared to accept as a form of 
payment.  Since its public launch in 
2 9, Bitcoin has risen dramatically 
in value, although it once sold for 
1 , - per coin, its present price 

is  about  Rs39 lakhs.  Crypto 
currencies have been compared to 
Ponzi schemes, pyramid schemes 
and economic bubbles, such as 
housing market bubbles. Some say 
that digital currencies are nothing 
but an unfounded fad, based on a 
willingness to ascribe value to 
something that has little or none 
beyond what people will pay for it. 
Regulators in several countries have 
warned against crypto currency and 
some have taken measures to 
dissuade users  such warnings are 
unheard, or ignored. 

Digital currencies to 
affect geopolitics
The expansion of big tech firms into 
global finance and banks themselves 
widening their digital footprints, 
financial technology will reshape 
not just the commercial but also the 
geopolitical sphere. Introduction of 
a digital yuan’ would give China the 
ability to bypass the world’s 
traditional banking systems and then 
chal lenge and help curb the 
dominant role of the dollar in 
international trade and finance. This 
could help limit China’s exposure to 

S sanctions policies which rely 
heavily on the dollar’s pre-eminent 

position in international finance. 
The widespread introduction of 
digital currencies has the potential to 
transform the world financial 
system. In anuary 2 2 , a group of 
advanced economy central banks  
from Canada, the , apan, 
Sweden, Switzerland, and the 

uropean Central Bank  announced 
they were working together on 
central bank digital currencies under 
the auspices of the Bank for 
International Settlements (BIS).

The concern of an unregulated 
global economy
As the popularity of and demand for 
online currencies has increased, so 
have  conce rns  tha t  such  an 
unregulated person to person global 
economy that crypto currencies 
offer may become a threat to society. 
The governments of the G  have 
recognised the need for international 
cooperation on how private digital 
currencies should be regulated, 
because the alternative  a global 
free-for-all  could be chaotic and 
dangerous. 

Why do central banks want 
their own digital currencies?

Once a crypto exchange is 
established, it can mind its own 
crypto currencies, it can have initial 
coin offerings, and this will lead to a 
new asset class in that country and 
help people to invest. Supporters of 
this theory suggest that RBI should 
introduce its own crypto currency in 
India.

The Reality:
Investment in crypto currency is a 
speculative activity, and in no way it 
encourages production activity or 
creates real employment.   Those in 
f avou r  o f  l ega l i s i ng  c ryp to 
currencies argue that with the help of 
technology people will find newer 
ways to escape from the noose of 
law. So, it is going to be extremely 
difficult to regulate crypto. But, they 
overlook the fact that technology 
can cut the technology. Another 
argument put forth is that people 
continue to invest wherever the 
returns are high even if it is risky. 
This is true to some extent under the 
existing socio-economic system 

where no one is assured of a secured 
future and where acquisitive nature 
dominates the society.

 But, these experts and leaders 
fail to conceive of a decentralized 
economic system where everyone is 
guaranteed the basic necessities of 
life through 1  employment 
o p p o r t u n i t y  w i t h  a d e q u a t e 
purchasing capacity so that people 
can pursue higher values of life 
instead of becoming a money 
e a r n i n g  m a c h i n e s .  P R O T 
advocates such a socio-economic 
system for the entire globe where 
speculative activities are banned 
and opportunities are created for 
gainful investment in the local area.

Views of PROUT:
The banking system must be 
vigilant about two important points. 
First, the intrinsic demonic greed of 
the banks must not be allowed to 
jeopardize the life of the common 
people. Secondly, the banks must 
not allow unwise administrators or 
governments to print monetary 
notes indiscriminately without 
reserving the proportionate amount 
of bullion in their treasuries.  The 
printing and issuing of monetary 
notes having no bullion value must 
stop immediately. No monetary 
notes should be issued by the 
government from then on without a 
clear assurance that it is prepared to 
pay the requisite amount of money 
in gold coins. A socioeconomic unit 
can conserve its reserve bullion and 
improve the purchasing capacity of 
the local people by manufacturing 
locally finished products.

   Those countries which have a 
l a r g e  v o l u m e  o f  v e r y  f e w 
commodities to sell but many 
commodities to buy will find barter 
trade profitable. Otherwise their 
reserves of gold bullion may get 
exhausted very quickly.  Barter 
trade will give protection from 
disastrous impact due to economic 
depressions. PRO T advocates 
banning of all the speculative 
activit ies al l  over the world 
including stock markets, hence no 
chance to approve crypto currency 
of the present form.˜

The Excellence of 

Philosophy 
“If ideological vacuum is not filled by PROUT, a great catastrophe will take place in the 
future because other defective philosophies will come forward."

Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar

"Shrii Sarkar has given a broad outline for the gradual 
establishment of the world government."

“The situation on the Russia-
Ukraine border is volatile 

and tense. The crisis needs to 
be resolved diplomatically at 

the earliest.”

Honour Killings Will Continue as Long as Iran's Laws Protect Killers
 Widespread Practice of Child Marriage Means More Young Girls Will Be Murdered
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below from Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar 
about microvita, obtained from 
one of his disciples Acharya 

imalananda Avadhuta and 
included in the 1988 book 
Microvita Cosmic Seeds of 
Life3, are given below. These 
quotations (below) have been used 
in addition to P.R. Sarkar’s 
published discourses about 
mic rov i t a  t o  deve lop  the  
experimental hypothesis proposed 
to be tested about microvita and 
the origin of life.

1. “When solid matter explodes at 
the atomic level, billions of 
microvita that have solidified to 
form the atom may awaken. 
Microvita are dormant in the atom 
and very small. When jadasphota 
(matter  explosion) occurs,  
microvita awaken and take on a 
different structure. Suppose the 
environment changes, and the 
microvita changes to suit the 
environment. That is how a tiny 
microvitum can change and 
become so large that it can be seen 
through a microscope.” 

2. “Microvita when awakened 
develop a personality that depends 
upon the  envi ronment .  I f  
jadasphota takes place in a solution 
of Fe2O3 you will get one 

structure. The structure will be 
d i f f e r e n t  i n  d i f f e r e n t  
environments. If it is in another 
structure such as Fe3O4 it will be 
different. As the environment will 
affect the structure of microvita, 
that structure will keep changing 
as microvita move through 
different environments.”

3.  “When a microvitum has been 
awakened and enters a cell, a virus 
adapts to the environment of the 
cell. You get a virus when a 
microvitum has entered a cell and 
developed.”

4. “The RNA and DNA of a 
particular virus is unique to that 
virus. Particles of Cosmic Citta 
(Objective Cosmic Mind), when 
microvita are emanated from 
Cosmic Mind, already contain the 
information for RNA or DNA. 
This information is there but not 
s een  un t i l  m ic rov i t um i s  
awakened, and when it is in virus 
form then we can detect it.” 

These comments do not 
mention radioactive atoms. P.R. 
Sarkar never used the word 
“radioactive” in his available 
online discourses in nglish. In the 
following quotation, he only used 
the word “radioactivity” once: “It 
is an age of science. Science 

should be utilized for service and 
blessedness. There should be 
rationalization of industry  that is, 
an old machine should be replaced 
by a new and more scientific one. 
It is no use continuing with old and 
worn-out methods such as the 
carká spinning wheel  in the age 
of radioactivity i.e., nuclear 
energy  and rockets.”

Jadasphota / 
Radioactive decay
P. R. Sarkar’s use of the word 
“jadasphota” (“matter explosion”) 
in the statements above has been 
interpreted in the context of a 
chemical solution to mean 
“radioactive decay”. To see why 
let us look closer at the quoted 
sentences above. 

Compare the sentence "When 
solid matter explodes at the atomic 
level, billions of microvita that 
have solidified to form the atom 
may awaken." with the following 
sentence: "When jadasphota 
occurs, microvita awaken and take 
on a different structure." It is 
evident in this context that the 
phrase "When jadasphota occurs" 
has the same meaning as "When 
solid matter explodes" because the 
Sanskrit word jadasphota means 
"matter explosion". P.R. Sarkar's 
usual use of the term "jadasphota" 
in other contexts is for a huge 
explosion of a celestial body (like 
a supernova explosion.). He also 
said that jadasphota could occur 
gradually in the "wear and tear" of 
material objects. In a later 
sentence above, we have "If 
jadasphotatakes place in a solution 
of Fe2O3 you will get one 
structure". How can jadasphota at 
the atomic level occur in a 
chemical solution? A reasonable 
interpretation is that jadasphota at 
the atomic level means the 
radioactive decay of an atom, 
which is the splitting or fission of 
the atom's nucleus, with the 
release of energetic smaller 
particles. With this interpretation 
of jadasphota, radioactive atoms 

release awakened microvita during 
radioactive decay, producing 
energetic physical particles. Now 
look at the last two quotes: "When 
a microvitum has been awakened 
and enters a cell, a virus adapts to 
the environment of the cell. You 
get a virus when a microvitum has 
entered a cell and developed." and 
"The RNA and DNA of a particular 
virus is unique to that virus. 
Par t ic les  of  Cosmic Ci t ta  
(Objective Cosmic Mind), when 
microvita are emanated from 
Cosmic Mind, already contain the 
information for RNA or DNA. 
This information is there but not 
s een  un t i l  m ic rov i t um i s  
awakened, and when it is in virus 
form then we can detect it." These 
sentences help motivate the 
proposed experimental test for 
evidence of microvita and also 
explain the origin of DNA and 
RNA found in biological cells, 
which has been an unsolved 
scientific mystery.

Putting the above ideas 
together leads to an experimental 
hypothesis  and prediction: 

Radioactive atoms will release 
some microvita carrying coded 
DNA or RNA information. These 
microvita will expand and develop 
into viruses with detectable 
molecular DNA or RNA. These 
viruses in a suitable chemical 
environment will generate living 
cells which can be detected and 
analyzed. Suppose We can find no 
other valid explanation for the 
appearance of living cells in a 
suitably-controlled experiment to 
test this hypothesis and prediction. 
In that case, we can reasonably 
conclude that radioactive decay 
(with the release of microvita 
carrying coded DNA or RNA 
information)led to the formation of 
the living cells found in these 
experiments.

I n  t h e  s i m p l i f i e d  
experimental design above, a small 
piece of radioactive material 
containing carbon-14 and a Geiger 
counter are in a sealed glass 
container next to a separate sealed 
glass container holding a piece of 
sterile magnetite (Fe3O4) in a 
sterile solution of atoms and 

molecules: C (Carbon), H2 
(Hydrogen), N2 (Nitrogen), O2 
(Oxygen), P (Phosphorus) and 
other simple molecular building 
blocks of protozoa. Assume that 
every time there is a radioactive 
decay of a carbon-14 atom (as 
measured by a recorded “click” 
from the Geiger counter next to the 
radioactive material), one or more 
single living bacteria or other 
protozoic cells appear in the 
solution or on the piece of 
magnetite and is viewed or 
photographed by a microscope 
(Fig.1). The living cells produced 
by the radioactive decays may be a 
different species each time. Let us 
assume that  the  proposed 
radioactive-atom origin-of-life 
experiment regularly comes out 
positive, i.e., radioactivity-related 
bacteria or other protozoic cells 
regularly emerge in the solution. 
Assume that these results are 
genuine and repeatable, and all 
sources of bacterial contamination 
in the experiment have been ruled 
out. With no other rational 
explanation for the appearance of 
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Fig. 1 Proposed experimental design (simplified) for testing the microvita hypothesis 
for creating living protozoic cells from radioactive atoms

NEW ERA CURRENCY

India has the highest number of 
crypto owners in the world, 
around 1  million  and in the 

last  one year,  crypto market 
reportedly grew at 641  in India. 
The Supreme Court, in March 2 2  
nullified the circular of the RBI 
banning crypto currency. People 
thought there was validation by the 
Supreme Court as the court lifted the 
ban imposed by the RBI. That made 
many people joining the crypto 
bandwagon.

Now, the government is talking 
about prohibiting all private crypto 
currencies and the RBI introducing a 
currency. Indians are trying to find 
answers to the questions, Is the 
government's plan to regulate crypto 
currency a good move? Will crypto 
b e  a  s e r i o u s  t h r e a t  t o  t h e 
macroeconomic and financial 
stability of the country? Should RBI 
introduce its crypto?

Global Scenario
The rise in the popularity of crypto 
currencies and their adoption by 
financial institutions has led some 
governments to assess whether 
regulation is needed to protect users. 
The legal status of crypto currencies 
varies substantially from country to 
country and is still undefined or 
changing in many of them. While 
some countries have explicitly 
allowed their use and trade, others 

have banned or restricted it. Few 
countries are planning to create their 
own crypto currency. 

 l Salvador made Bitcoin legal 
tender on une 9, 2 21. It is the first 
country to do so. The crypto 
currency can be used for any 
transaction where the business can 
accept it. Cuba has followed this. 
Many Latin American countries are 
reportedly considering similar 
moves.

Chinese government  has 
declared al l  crypto currency 
transactions of any kind illegal. 
Turkey has banned the use of crypto 
currencies and crypto assets for 
making purchases. In the nited 

ingdom, all crypto currency firms, 
such as exchanges, advisors and 
professionals that have either a 
presence, market product or provide 
services within the  market must 
register with the Financial Conduct 
Author i ty.  Sou th  o rea  has 
implemented new legislation to 
strengthen their oversight of digital 
assets. South Africa has seen a large 
amount of scams related to crypto 
currency, is planning a regulatory 
framework.

The Financial Action Task 
Force (FATF) an intergovernmental 
organisation founded in 1989 on the 
initiative of the G  to develop 
p o l i c i e s  t o  c o m b a t  m o n e y 

laundering and financing has 
defined crypto currency-related 
services as "virtual asset service 
p r o v i d e r s "  ( A S P s )  a n d 
recommended that they be regulated 
with the same money laundering 
(AML) and know your customer 
( YC) requirements as financial 
institutions. It has introduced the 
"Travel Rule" for crypto currencies, 
a measure which mandates that 

ASPs obtain, hold, and exchange 
information about the originators 
and beneficiaries of virtual asset 
transfers. 

Some propose that banks that 
held crypto currency assets must set 
aside capital to cover all potential 
losses. 

nited States treats bitcoin as 
property for tax purposes. 

  A number of Aid agencies 
have started accepting donations in 
crypto currencies, including the 
American Red Cross, NIC F, and 
the N World Food Program.

Ban on Advertising 
Crypto currency advertisements 
have been temporarily banned on 
many social platforms including 
Facebook, Google, Twitter, Bing, 
Snapchat, LinkedIn etc.

What Are Crypto currencies?
A crypto currency, crypto-currency, 
or crypto is a collection of binary 

data which is designed to work as a 
medium of exchange. Individual 
coin ownership records are stored in 
a ledger, which is a computerized 
database using strong cryptography 
to secure transaction records, to 
control the creation of additional 
coins, and to verify the transfer of 
coin ownership. 

T h e  “ c r y p t o ”  i n  c r y p t o 
currencies refers to complicated 
cryptography that allows for the 
creation and processing of digital 
currencies and their transactions 
across decentralized systems. 
Alongside this important “crypto” 
feature of these currencies is a 
c o m m o n  c o m m i t m e n t  t o 
decentralization  crypto currencies 
are typically developed as code by 
teams who build in mechanisms for 
issuance (through a process called 
mining) and other controls.

Crypto currency does not exist 
in physical  form (l ike paper 
money),there are no coins to mint or 
bills to print, only exists online, and 
is typically not issued by a central 
authority. Crypto currencies use 
decentralized control as opposed to a 
central bank digital currency 
(CBDC).  When implemented with 
decentralized control, each crypto 
currency works through distributed 
ledger technology, typically a block 
chain that serves as a public 
financial transaction database. Once 
a block is added to the block chain, it 
becomes accessible to anyone who 
wishes to view it, acting as a public 
ledger of crypto currency transactions. 

Digital crypto-currencies’ and 
crypto-assets’ aim to mirror some, 

or all, of the uses of traditional 
money  a means of payment, a store 
of value, and a unit of account, as an 
alternative investment, helping 
diversify a portfolio apart from 
stocks and bonds  can also be used to 
make purchases, but the number of 
vendors that accept the crypto 
currency is still limited.

Bitcoin, first released as open-
source software in 2 9, is the first 
decentralized crypto currency. Most 
crypto currencies are designed to 
gradually decrease the production of 
that currency, placing a cap on the 
total amount of that currency that 

will ever be in circulation. Crypto 
currencies are almost always 
designed to be free from government 
manipulation and controlso it’s 
decentralized.

Since the release of bitcoin, 
many other crypto currencies have 
been created. There are currently 
over a thousand different crypto 
currencies in the world, and many 
see them as the key to a fairer future 
economy.    The crypto currencies 
m o d e l l e d  a f t e r  b i t c o i n  a r e 
collectively called altcoins, and in 
some cases shitcoins, and have often 
tried to present themselves as 
modified or improved versions of 
bitcoin. Stablecoins are altcoins that 
are designed to maintain a stable 
level of purchasing power. 

A crypto currency wallet stores 
the public and private "keys" 
(address) or seed which can be used 
to receive or trade or spend the 
crypto currency. Crypto currency 
exchanges allow customers to trade 
crypto currencies for other assets, 
such as conventional fiat money, or 
to trade between different digital 
currencies. Atomic swaps are a 
mechanism where one crypto 
currency can be exchanged directly 
for another crypto currency, without 
the need for a trusted third party such 
as an exchange.

Initial coin offerings
An initial coin offering (ICO) is a 
controversial means of raising funds 
for a new crypto currency venture. 
An ICO may be used by start-ups 
with the intention of avoiding 
regulation. In an ICO campaign, a 
percentage of the crypto currency 
(usually in the form of "tokens") is 
sold to early backers of the project in 
exchange for legal tender or other 
crypto currencies. 

Advantages:
ach and every Bitcoin transaction 

that’s ever been made exists on a 
p u b l i c  l e d g e r  a c c e s s i b l e  t o 
everyone, making transactions hard 
to reverse and difficult to fake. 

As decentralized platforms, 
block chain-based crypto currencies 
allow individuals to engage in peer-
to-peer financial transactions or 
enter into contracts. In either case, 

there is no need for some trusted 
third-party intermediary such as a 
bank, monetary authority, court, or 
judge. 

Some feel that well-regulated 
digital currencies can provide 
significant public benefits in greater 
efficiency and lower costs for both 
domest ic  and ,  in  par t icu lar, 
international payments systems, and 
help ensure financial services reach 
the hundreds of millions of people  
especially in developing countries  
without bank accounts.

Cryp to  cur renc ies  make 
tracking donations easier and have 
the potential to allow donors to see 
how their money is used.

The Risks: 
The real identity of person or groups 
behind the development of Bitcoin 
w h o  s t a t e d  t h e  g o a l  o f  t h e 
technology was to create “a new 
electronic cash system” that was 
“completely decentralized with no 
server or central authority” is still 
unknown.

Anonymity
The owners who have crypto 
c u r r e n c y  i n  t h e  s y s t e m  a r e 
anonymous there are no account 
numbers, names, social security 
numbers or any other identifying 
features that connects to its owners.  
It has been appealing to criminals 
due to its anonymity and lack of 
regulation. Transactions that occur 
through the use and exchange of 
altcoins are independent from 
formal banking systems, enables tax 
evasion and laundering of money. 
Money laundering issues are also 
present in regular bank transfers, 
however with bank-to-bank wire 
transfers for instance, the account 
holder must at least provide a proven 
identity.     Since crypto protects the 
identity of holders, governments are 
deeply concerned about their use in 
illicit activities such as money 
laundering, terrorist financing, 
online black markets, and tax 
evasion. Some fear the replacement 
o f  g o v e r n m e n t - c o n t r o l l e d , 
centralized money by crypto.

Difficult to resolve
Loss, theft, and fraud with crypto 
currency are becoming a routine 

CRYPTO CURRENCY?
SHOULD WE ENCOURAGE 

Ganesh Bhat Sirsi

The rise in the popularity of crypto currencies and their adoption by financial institutions 
has led some governments to assess whether regulation is needed to protect users.

affair even though tall claims are 
being put forth regarding their 
security. In the absence of a 
governing body, it can be difficult to 
resolve issues if crypto get stolen or 
lost. Crypto currencies are used 
primarily outside existing banking 
and governmental institutions and 
are exchanged over the Internet. 
Whenever there is an intermediary 
like the banks for example, it is 
possible to trace the revenue 
generation and the government will 
have control over the investment 
people put in.

Volatile, Speculative
Bitcoins and their many look-alikes, 
often known as crypto-assets’, are 
best viewed as a volatile, speculative 
asset class, which some users are 
prepared to accept as a form of 
payment.  Since its public launch in 
2 9, Bitcoin has risen dramatically 
in value, although it once sold for 
1 , - per coin, its present price 

is  about  Rs39 lakhs.  Crypto 
currencies have been compared to 
Ponzi schemes, pyramid schemes 
and economic bubbles, such as 
housing market bubbles. Some say 
that digital currencies are nothing 
but an unfounded fad, based on a 
willingness to ascribe value to 
something that has little or none 
beyond what people will pay for it. 
Regulators in several countries have 
warned against crypto currency and 
some have taken measures to 
dissuade users  such warnings are 
unheard, or ignored. 

Digital currencies to 
affect geopolitics
The expansion of big tech firms into 
global finance and banks themselves 
widening their digital footprints, 
financial technology will reshape 
not just the commercial but also the 
geopolitical sphere. Introduction of 
a digital yuan’ would give China the 
ability to bypass the world’s 
traditional banking systems and then 
chal lenge and help curb the 
dominant role of the dollar in 
international trade and finance. This 
could help limit China’s exposure to 

S sanctions policies which rely 
heavily on the dollar’s pre-eminent 

position in international finance. 
The widespread introduction of 
digital currencies has the potential to 
transform the world financial 
system. In anuary 2 2 , a group of 
advanced economy central banks  
from Canada, the , apan, 
Sweden, Switzerland, and the 

uropean Central Bank  announced 
they were working together on 
central bank digital currencies under 
the auspices of the Bank for 
International Settlements (BIS).

The concern of an unregulated 
global economy
As the popularity of and demand for 
online currencies has increased, so 
have  conce rns  tha t  such  an 
unregulated person to person global 
economy that crypto currencies 
offer may become a threat to society. 
The governments of the G  have 
recognised the need for international 
cooperation on how private digital 
currencies should be regulated, 
because the alternative  a global 
free-for-all  could be chaotic and 
dangerous. 

Why do central banks want 
their own digital currencies?

Once a crypto exchange is 
established, it can mind its own 
crypto currencies, it can have initial 
coin offerings, and this will lead to a 
new asset class in that country and 
help people to invest. Supporters of 
this theory suggest that RBI should 
introduce its own crypto currency in 
India.

The Reality:
Investment in crypto currency is a 
speculative activity, and in no way it 
encourages production activity or 
creates real employment.   Those in 
f avou r  o f  l ega l i s i ng  c ryp to 
currencies argue that with the help of 
technology people will find newer 
ways to escape from the noose of 
law. So, it is going to be extremely 
difficult to regulate crypto. But, they 
overlook the fact that technology 
can cut the technology. Another 
argument put forth is that people 
continue to invest wherever the 
returns are high even if it is risky. 
This is true to some extent under the 
existing socio-economic system 

where no one is assured of a secured 
future and where acquisitive nature 
dominates the society.

 But, these experts and leaders 
fail to conceive of a decentralized 
economic system where everyone is 
guaranteed the basic necessities of 
life through 1  employment 
o p p o r t u n i t y  w i t h  a d e q u a t e 
purchasing capacity so that people 
can pursue higher values of life 
instead of becoming a money 
e a r n i n g  m a c h i n e s .  P R O T 
advocates such a socio-economic 
system for the entire globe where 
speculative activities are banned 
and opportunities are created for 
gainful investment in the local area.

Views of PROUT:
The banking system must be 
vigilant about two important points. 
First, the intrinsic demonic greed of 
the banks must not be allowed to 
jeopardize the life of the common 
people. Secondly, the banks must 
not allow unwise administrators or 
governments to print monetary 
notes indiscriminately without 
reserving the proportionate amount 
of bullion in their treasuries.  The 
printing and issuing of monetary 
notes having no bullion value must 
stop immediately. No monetary 
notes should be issued by the 
government from then on without a 
clear assurance that it is prepared to 
pay the requisite amount of money 
in gold coins. A socioeconomic unit 
can conserve its reserve bullion and 
improve the purchasing capacity of 
the local people by manufacturing 
locally finished products.

   Those countries which have a 
l a r g e  v o l u m e  o f  v e r y  f e w 
commodities to sell but many 
commodities to buy will find barter 
trade profitable. Otherwise their 
reserves of gold bullion may get 
exhausted very quickly.  Barter 
trade will give protection from 
disastrous impact due to economic 
depressions. PRO T advocates 
banning of all the speculative 
activit ies all  over the world 
including stock markets, hence no 
chance to approve crypto currency 
of the present form.˜

The Excellence of 

Philosophy 
“If ideological vacuum is not filled by PROUT, a great catastrophe will take place in the 
future because other defective philosophies will come forward."

Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar

"Shrii Sarkar has given a broad outline for the gradual 
establishment of the world government."

“The situation on the Russia-
Ukraine border is volatile 

and tense. The crisis needs to 
be resolved diplomatically at 

the earliest.”

Honour Killings Will Continue as Long as Iran's Laws Protect Killers
 Widespread Practice of Child Marriage Means More Young Girls Will Be Murdered
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below from Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar 
about microvita, obtained from 
one of his disciples Acharya 

imalananda Avadhuta and 
included in the 1988 book 
Microvita Cosmic Seeds of 
Life3, are given below. These 
quotations (below) have been used 
in addition to P.R. Sarkar’s 
published discourses about 
mic rov i t a  t o  deve lop  the  
experimental hypothesis proposed 
to be tested about microvita and 
the origin of life.

1. “When solid matter explodes at 
the atomic level, billions of 
microvita that have solidified to 
form the atom may awaken. 
Microvita are dormant in the atom 
and very small. When jadasphota 
(matter  explosion) occurs,  
microvita awaken and take on a 
different structure. Suppose the 
environment changes, and the 
microvita changes to suit the 
environment. That is how a tiny 
microvitum can change and 
become so large that it can be seen 
through a microscope.” 

2. “Microvita when awakened 
develop a personality that depends 
upon the  envi ronment .  I f  
jadasphota takes place in a solution 
of Fe2O3 you will get one 

structure. The structure will be 
d i f f e r e n t  i n  d i f f e r e n t  
environments. If it is in another 
structure such as Fe3O4 it will be 
different. As the environment will 
affect the structure of microvita, 
that structure will keep changing 
as microvita move through 
different environments.”

3.  “When a microvitum has been 
awakened and enters a cell, a virus 
adapts to the environment of the 
cell. You get a virus when a 
microvitum has entered a cell and 
developed.”

4. “The RNA and DNA of a 
particular virus is unique to that 
virus. Particles of Cosmic Citta 
(Objective Cosmic Mind), when 
microvita are emanated from 
Cosmic Mind, already contain the 
information for RNA or DNA. 
This information is there but not 
s een  un t i l  m ic rov i t um i s  
awakened, and when it is in virus 
form then we can detect it.” 

These comments do not 
mention radioactive atoms. P.R. 
Sarkar never used the word 
“radioactive” in his available 
online discourses in nglish. In the 
following quotation, he only used 
the word “radioactivity” once: “It 
is an age of science. Science 

should be utilized for service and 
blessedness. There should be 
rationalization of industry  that is, 
an old machine should be replaced 
by a new and more scientific one. 
It is no use continuing with old and 
worn-out methods such as the 
carká spinning wheel  in the age 
of radioactivity i.e., nuclear 
energy  and rockets.”

Jadasphota / 
Radioactive decay
P. R. Sarkar’s use of the word 
“jadasphota” (“matter explosion”) 
in the statements above has been 
interpreted in the context of a 
chemical solution to mean 
“radioactive decay”. To see why 
let us look closer at the quoted 
sentences above. 

Compare the sentence "When 
solid matter explodes at the atomic 
level, billions of microvita that 
have solidified to form the atom 
may awaken." with the following 
sentence: "When jadasphota 
occurs, microvita awaken and take 
on a different structure." It is 
evident in this context that the 
phrase "When jadasphota occurs" 
has the same meaning as "When 
solid matter explodes" because the 
Sanskrit word jadasphota means 
"matter explosion". P.R. Sarkar's 
usual use of the term "jadasphota" 
in other contexts is for a huge 
explosion of a celestial body (like 
a supernova explosion.). He also 
said that jadasphota could occur 
gradually in the "wear and tear" of 
material objects. In a later 
sentence above, we have "If 
jadasphotatakes place in a solution 
of Fe2O3 you will get one 
structure". How can jadasphota at 
the atomic level occur in a 
chemical solution? A reasonable 
interpretation is that jadasphota at 
the atomic level means the 
radioactive decay of an atom, 
which is the splitting or fission of 
the atom's nucleus, with the 
release of energetic smaller 
particles. With this interpretation 
of jadasphota, radioactive atoms 

release awakened microvita during 
radioactive decay, producing 
energetic physical particles. Now 
look at the last two quotes: "When 
a microvitum has been awakened 
and enters a cell, a virus adapts to 
the environment of the cell. You 
get a virus when a microvitum has 
entered a cell and developed." and 
"The RNA and DNA of a particular 
virus is unique to that virus. 
Par t ic les  of  Cosmic Ci t ta  
(Objective Cosmic Mind), when 
microvita are emanated from 
Cosmic Mind, already contain the 
information for RNA or DNA. 
This information is there but not 
s een  un t i l  m ic rov i t um i s  
awakened, and when it is in virus 
form then we can detect it." These 
sentences help motivate the 
proposed experimental test for 
evidence of microvita and also 
explain the origin of DNA and 
RNA found in biological cells, 
which has been an unsolved 
scientific mystery.

Putting the above ideas 
together leads to an experimental 
hypothesis  and prediction: 

Radioactive atoms will release 
some microvita carrying coded 
DNA or RNA information. These 
microvita will expand and develop 
into viruses with detectable 
molecular DNA or RNA. These 
viruses in a suitable chemical 
environment will generate living 
cells which can be detected and 
analyzed. Suppose We can find no 
other valid explanation for the 
appearance of living cells in a 
suitably-controlled experiment to 
test this hypothesis and prediction. 
In that case, we can reasonably 
conclude that radioactive decay 
(with the release of microvita 
carrying coded DNA or RNA 
information)led to the formation of 
the living cells found in these 
experiments.

I n  t h e  s i m p l i f i e d  
experimental design above, a small 
piece of radioactive material 
containing carbon-14 and a Geiger 
counter are in a sealed glass 
container next to a separate sealed 
glass container holding a piece of 
sterile magnetite (Fe3O4) in a 
sterile solution of atoms and 

molecules: C (Carbon), H2 
(Hydrogen), N2 (Nitrogen), O2 
(Oxygen), P (Phosphorus) and 
other simple molecular building 
blocks of protozoa. Assume that 
every time there is a radioactive 
decay of a carbon-14 atom (as 
measured by a recorded “click” 
from the Geiger counter next to the 
radioactive material), one or more 
single living bacteria or other 
protozoic cells appear in the 
solution or on the piece of 
magnetite and is viewed or 
photographed by a microscope 
(Fig.1). The living cells produced 
by the radioactive decays may be a 
different species each time. Let us 
assume that  the  proposed 
radioactive-atom origin-of-life 
experiment regularly comes out 
positive, i.e., radioactivity-related 
bacteria or other protozoic cells 
regularly emerge in the solution. 
Assume that these results are 
genuine and repeatable, and all 
sources of bacterial contamination 
in the experiment have been ruled 
out. With no other rational 
explanation for the appearance of 
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Fig. 1 Proposed experimental design (simplified) for testing the microvita hypothesis 
for creating living protozoic cells from radioactive atoms

NEW ERA CURRENCY

India has the highest number of 
crypto owners in the world, 
around 1  million  and in the 

last  one year,  crypto market 
reportedly grew at 641  in India. 
The Supreme Court, in March 2 2  
nullified the circular of the RBI 
banning crypto currency. People 
thought there was validation by the 
Supreme Court as the court lifted the 
ban imposed by the RBI. That made 
many people joining the crypto 
bandwagon.

Now, the government is talking 
about prohibiting all private crypto 
currencies and the RBI introducing a 
currency. Indians are trying to find 
answers to the questions, Is the 
government's plan to regulate crypto 
currency a good move? Will crypto 
b e  a  s e r i o u s  t h r e a t  t o  t h e 
macroeconomic and financial 
stability of the country? Should RBI 
introduce its crypto?

Global Scenario
The rise in the popularity of crypto 
currencies and their adoption by 
financial institutions has led some 
governments to assess whether 
regulation is needed to protect users. 
The legal status of crypto currencies 
varies substantially from country to 
country and is still undefined or 
changing in many of them. While 
some countries have explicitly 
allowed their use and trade, others 

have banned or restricted it. Few 
countries are planning to create their 
own crypto currency. 

 l Salvador made Bitcoin legal 
tender on une 9, 2 21. It is the first 
country to do so. The crypto 
currency can be used for any 
transaction where the business can 
accept it. Cuba has followed this. 
Many Latin American countries are 
reportedly considering similar 
moves.

Chinese government  has 
declared al l  crypto currency 
transactions of any kind illegal. 
Turkey has banned the use of crypto 
currencies and crypto assets for 
making purchases. In the nited 

ingdom, all crypto currency firms, 
such as exchanges, advisors and 
professionals that have either a 
presence, market product or provide 
services within the  market must 
register with the Financial Conduct 
Author i ty.  Sou th  o rea  has 
implemented new legislation to 
strengthen their oversight of digital 
assets. South Africa has seen a large 
amount of scams related to crypto 
currency, is planning a regulatory 
framework.

The Financial Action Task 
Force (FATF) an intergovernmental 
organisation founded in 1989 on the 
initiative of the G  to develop 
p o l i c i e s  t o  c o m b a t  m o n e y 

laundering and financing has 
defined crypto currency-related 
services as "virtual asset service 
p r o v i d e r s "  ( A S P s )  a n d 
recommended that they be regulated 
with the same money laundering 
(AML) and know your customer 
( YC) requirements as financial 
institutions. It has introduced the 
"Travel Rule" for crypto currencies, 
a measure which mandates that 

ASPs obtain, hold, and exchange 
information about the originators 
and beneficiaries of virtual asset 
transfers. 

Some propose that banks that 
held crypto currency assets must set 
aside capital to cover all potential 
losses. 

nited States treats bitcoin as 
property for tax purposes. 

  A number of Aid agencies 
have started accepting donations in 
crypto currencies, including the 
American Red Cross, NIC F, and 
the N World Food Program.

Ban on Advertising 
Crypto currency advertisements 
have been temporarily banned on 
many social platforms including 
Facebook, Google, Twitter, Bing, 
Snapchat, LinkedIn etc.

What Are Crypto currencies?
A crypto currency, crypto-currency, 
or crypto is a collection of binary 

data which is designed to work as a 
medium of exchange. Individual 
coin ownership records are stored in 
a ledger, which is a computerized 
database using strong cryptography 
to secure transaction records, to 
control the creation of additional 
coins, and to verify the transfer of 
coin ownership. 

T h e  “ c r y p t o ”  i n  c r y p t o 
currencies refers to complicated 
cryptography that allows for the 
creation and processing of digital 
currencies and their transactions 
across decentralized systems. 
Alongside this important “crypto” 
feature of these currencies is a 
c o m m o n  c o m m i t m e n t  t o 
decentralization  crypto currencies 
are typically developed as code by 
teams who build in mechanisms for 
issuance (through a process called 
mining) and other controls.

Crypto currency does not exist 
in physical  form (l ike paper 
money),there are no coins to mint or 
bills to print, only exists online, and 
is typically not issued by a central 
authority. Crypto currencies use 
decentralized control as opposed to a 
central bank digital currency 
(CBDC).  When implemented with 
decentralized control, each crypto 
currency works through distributed 
ledger technology, typically a block 
chain that serves as a public 
financial transaction database. Once 
a block is added to the block chain, it 
becomes accessible to anyone who 
wishes to view it, acting as a public 
ledger of crypto currency transactions. 

Digital crypto-currencies’ and 
crypto-assets’ aim to mirror some, 

or all, of the uses of traditional 
money  a means of payment, a store 
of value, and a unit of account, as an 
alternative investment, helping 
diversify a portfolio apart from 
stocks and bonds  can also be used to 
make purchases, but the number of 
vendors that accept the crypto 
currency is still limited.

Bitcoin, first released as open-
source software in 2 9, is the first 
decentralized crypto currency. Most 
crypto currencies are designed to 
gradually decrease the production of 
that currency, placing a cap on the 
total amount of that currency that 

will ever be in circulation. Crypto 
currencies are almost always 
designed to be free from government 
manipulation and controlso it’s 
decentralized.

Since the release of bitcoin, 
many other crypto currencies have 
been created. There are currently 
over a thousand different crypto 
currencies in the world, and many 
see them as the key to a fairer future 
economy.    The crypto currencies 
m o d e l l e d  a f t e r  b i t c o i n  a r e 
collectively called altcoins, and in 
some cases shitcoins, and have often 
tried to present themselves as 
modified or improved versions of 
bitcoin. Stablecoins are altcoins that 
are designed to maintain a stable 
level of purchasing power. 

A crypto currency wallet stores 
the public and private "keys" 
(address) or seed which can be used 
to receive or trade or spend the 
crypto currency. Crypto currency 
exchanges allow customers to trade 
crypto currencies for other assets, 
such as conventional fiat money, or 
to trade between different digital 
currencies. Atomic swaps are a 
mechanism where one crypto 
currency can be exchanged directly 
for another crypto currency, without 
the need for a trusted third party such 
as an exchange.

Initial coin offerings
An initial coin offering (ICO) is a 
controversial means of raising funds 
for a new crypto currency venture. 
An ICO may be used by start-ups 
with the intention of avoiding 
regulation. In an ICO campaign, a 
percentage of the crypto currency 
(usually in the form of "tokens") is 
sold to early backers of the project in 
exchange for legal tender or other 
crypto currencies. 

Advantages:
ach and every Bitcoin transaction 

that’s ever been made exists on a 
p u b l i c  l e d g e r  a c c e s s i b l e  t o 
everyone, making transactions hard 
to reverse and difficult to fake. 

As decentralized platforms, 
block chain-based crypto currencies 
allow individuals to engage in peer-
to-peer financial transactions or 
enter into contracts. In either case, 

there is no need for some trusted 
third-party intermediary such as a 
bank, monetary authority, court, or 
judge. 

Some feel that well-regulated 
digital currencies can provide 
significant public benefits in greater 
efficiency and lower costs for both 
domest ic  and ,  in  par t icu lar, 
international payments systems, and 
help ensure financial services reach 
the hundreds of millions of people  
especially in developing countries  
without bank accounts.

Cryp to  cur renc ies  make 
tracking donations easier and have 
the potential to allow donors to see 
how their money is used.

The Risks: 
The real identity of person or groups 
behind the development of Bitcoin 
w h o  s t a t e d  t h e  g o a l  o f  t h e 
technology was to create “a new 
electronic cash system” that was 
“completely decentralized with no 
server or central authority” is still 
unknown.

Anonymity
The owners who have crypto 
c u r r e n c y  i n  t h e  s y s t e m  a r e 
anonymous there are no account 
numbers, names, social security 
numbers or any other identifying 
features that connects to its owners.  
It has been appealing to criminals 
due to its anonymity and lack of 
regulation. Transactions that occur 
through the use and exchange of 
altcoins are independent from 
formal banking systems, enables tax 
evasion and laundering of money. 
Money laundering issues are also 
present in regular bank transfers, 
however with bank-to-bank wire 
transfers for instance, the account 
holder must at least provide a proven 
identity.     Since crypto protects the 
identity of holders, governments are 
deeply concerned about their use in 
illicit activities such as money 
laundering, terrorist financing, 
online black markets, and tax 
evasion. Some fear the replacement 
o f  g o v e r n m e n t - c o n t r o l l e d , 
centralized money by crypto.

Difficult to resolve
Loss, theft, and fraud with crypto 
currency are becoming a routine 

CRYPTO CURRENCY?
SHOULD WE ENCOURAGE 

Ganesh Bhat Sirsi

The rise in the popularity of crypto currencies and their adoption by financial institutions 
has led some governments to assess whether regulation is needed to protect users.

affair even though tall claims are 
being put forth regarding their 
security. In the absence of a 
governing body, it can be difficult to 
resolve issues if crypto get stolen or 
lost. Crypto currencies are used 
primarily outside existing banking 
and governmental institutions and 
are exchanged over the Internet. 
Whenever there is an intermediary 
like the banks for example, it is 
possible to trace the revenue 
generation and the government will 
have control over the investment 
people put in.

Volatile, Speculative
Bitcoins and their many look-alikes, 
often known as crypto-assets’, are 
best viewed as a volatile, speculative 
asset class, which some users are 
prepared to accept as a form of 
payment.  Since its public launch in 
2 9, Bitcoin has risen dramatically 
in value, although it once sold for 
1 , - per coin, its present price 

is  about  Rs39 lakhs.  Crypto 
currencies have been compared to 
Ponzi schemes, pyramid schemes 
and economic bubbles, such as 
housing market bubbles. Some say 
that digital currencies are nothing 
but an unfounded fad, based on a 
willingness to ascribe value to 
something that has little or none 
beyond what people will pay for it. 
Regulators in several countries have 
warned against crypto currency and 
some have taken measures to 
dissuade users  such warnings are 
unheard, or ignored. 

Digital currencies to 
affect geopolitics
The expansion of big tech firms into 
global finance and banks themselves 
widening their digital footprints, 
financial technology will reshape 
not just the commercial but also the 
geopolitical sphere. Introduction of 
a digital yuan’ would give China the 
ability to bypass the world’s 
traditional banking systems and then 
chal lenge and help curb the 
dominant role of the dollar in 
international trade and finance. This 
could help limit China’s exposure to 

S sanctions policies which rely 
heavily on the dollar’s pre-eminent 

position in international finance. 
The widespread introduction of 
digital currencies has the potential to 
transform the world financial 
system. In anuary 2 2 , a group of 
advanced economy central banks  
from Canada, the , apan, 
Sweden, Switzerland, and the 

uropean Central Bank  announced 
they were working together on 
central bank digital currencies under 
the auspices of the Bank for 
International Settlements (BIS).

The concern of an unregulated 
global economy
As the popularity of and demand for 
online currencies has increased, so 
have  conce rns  tha t  such  an 
unregulated person to person global 
economy that crypto currencies 
offer may become a threat to society. 
The governments of the G  have 
recognised the need for international 
cooperation on how private digital 
currencies should be regulated, 
because the alternative  a global 
free-for-all  could be chaotic and 
dangerous. 

Why do central banks want 
their own digital currencies?

Once a crypto exchange is 
established, it can mind its own 
crypto currencies, it can have initial 
coin offerings, and this will lead to a 
new asset class in that country and 
help people to invest. Supporters of 
this theory suggest that RBI should 
introduce its own crypto currency in 
India.

The Reality:
Investment in crypto currency is a 
speculative activity, and in no way it 
encourages production activity or 
creates real employment.   Those in 
f avou r  o f  l ega l i s i ng  c ryp to 
currencies argue that with the help of 
technology people will find newer 
ways to escape from the noose of 
law. So, it is going to be extremely 
difficult to regulate crypto. But, they 
overlook the fact that technology 
can cut the technology. Another 
argument put forth is that people 
continue to invest wherever the 
returns are high even if it is risky. 
This is true to some extent under the 
existing socio-economic system 

where no one is assured of a secured 
future and where acquisitive nature 
dominates the society.

 But, these experts and leaders 
fail to conceive of a decentralized 
economic system where everyone is 
guaranteed the basic necessities of 
life through 1  employment 
o p p o r t u n i t y  w i t h  a d e q u a t e 
purchasing capacity so that people 
can pursue higher values of life 
instead of becoming a money 
e a r n i n g  m a c h i n e s .  P R O T 
advocates such a socio-economic 
system for the entire globe where 
speculative activities are banned 
and opportunities are created for 
gainful investment in the local area.

Views of PROUT:
The banking system must be 
vigilant about two important points. 
First, the intrinsic demonic greed of 
the banks must not be allowed to 
jeopardize the life of the common 
people. Secondly, the banks must 
not allow unwise administrators or 
governments to print monetary 
notes indiscriminately without 
reserving the proportionate amount 
of bullion in their treasuries.  The 
printing and issuing of monetary 
notes having no bullion value must 
stop immediately. No monetary 
notes should be issued by the 
government from then on without a 
clear assurance that it is prepared to 
pay the requisite amount of money 
in gold coins. A socioeconomic unit 
can conserve its reserve bullion and 
improve the purchasing capacity of 
the local people by manufacturing 
locally finished products.

   Those countries which have a 
l a r g e  v o l u m e  o f  v e r y  f e w 
commodities to sell but many 
commodities to buy will find barter 
trade profitable. Otherwise their 
reserves of gold bullion may get 
exhausted very quickly.  Barter 
trade will give protection from 
disastrous impact due to economic 
depressions. PRO T advocates 
banning of all the speculative 
activit ies al l  over the world 
including stock markets, hence no 
chance to approve crypto currency 
of the present form.˜

The Excellence of 

Philosophy 
“If ideological vacuum is not filled by PROUT, a great catastrophe will take place in the 
future because other defective philosophies will come forward."

Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar

"Shrii Sarkar has given a broad outline for the gradual 
establishment of the world government."

“The situation on the Russia-
Ukraine border is volatile 

and tense. The crisis needs to 
be resolved diplomatically at 

the earliest.”

Honour Killings Will Continue as Long as Iran's Laws Protect Killers
 Widespread Practice of Child Marriage Means More Young Girls Will Be Murdered
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bacteria or other protozoa in the 
second container that is associated 
with radioactive decays in the first 
container, the microvita hypothesis 
for the origin of the bacteria or other 
protozoa in the second container 
from the radioactive decays in the 
first container would have to be 
accepted.

Conclusions
Confirmed positive results in the 
proposed experiment will support 
the microvita hypothesis for the 
creation of living cells and create a 
new experimental and theoretical 
paradigm for studying the origin of 
life. Currently, there is no accepted 
scientific evidence supporting the 
existence of microvita. Proposed by 
Shrii P.R. Sarkar in 1986, microvita 
are living entities emanated from an 
infinite cosmic mind, itself 
produced by an infinite supreme 

consciousness. A positive outcome 
in the proposed experiment will 
severely challenge the materialistic 
paradigm underlying modern 
biological research and current 
scientific research. Since scientific 
worldviews also impact society, a 
new scientific paradigm based on 
microvita, cosmic mind and 
supreme consciousness could 
significantly affect human society 
and its values.

Summary
The proposed experiment predicts 
that microvita released from 
radioactive atoms will create 
viruses and then living cells in the 
specified or a similar laboratory 
setup. The appearance of living 
cells under controlled conditions 
in the proposed experiment would 
support the microvita hypothesis 
in the absence of any other 

reasonable explanations for the 
appearance of living cells in the 
experiment. The hypothesis tested 
is based on P. R. Sarkar’s 
descriptions of microvita. Billions 
of  microvi ta  form atoms.  
Microvita are liberated from 
atoms by radioactive decay. These 
microvita construct physical 
viruses containing genetic 
information (DNA or RNA) and 
other virus molecules needed for 
the viruses to create living cells in 
a suitable environment. In the 
proposed experimental setup, 
radioactive decays in one sealed 
container are predicted to correlate 
with the appearance of living 
protozoic cells in a separate sealed 
and sterile container holding 
Fe3O4(magnetite) and a mixture 
of simple chemicals that are 
ingredients for living cells. ̃

(Con luded)

On une 14, Defence Minister 
Rajnath Singh, flanked by 
the three service chiefs, 

announced a new recruitment 
scheme Agnipath (meaning fiery 
path), for posts below officer rank, 
and those selected would, on 
completion of training, be called 
Agniveer (Fiery Brave-hearts). 
The main motivation for the new 
scheme is to have leaner and 
younger, tech-savvy armed forces. 

nder this scheme, the Army 
would recruit personnel at the age 
of 1  for four years, and after that, 
the Army would retain 2  to 
continue serving to earn a pension, 
and  would be discharged with 
terminal benefits of rupees 11 
lakhs or so. This piece attempts to 
examine the various issues 
involved.

This caused an eruption of 
violent protests, arson viz. burning 
of railway coaches, busses and 
destruction of public and private 
property, a great political turmoil 
in some states across the country, 
which followed soon after violent 
nationwide protests instigated by 

the Opposition. Protestors felt that 
their future is insecure as the job 
duration is limited to four years 
with no pension and other 
facilities.

People have died and been 
injured, and many arrests have 
been made. Yet, while this 
mayhem has been going, sound 
bites by opposition leaders and T  
debates have been equally vitriolic 
and distasteful, with both the 
ruling dispensation and opposition 
trading charges against each other 
and casting aspersion on the armed 
forces. One should not do so and 
politicize the Armed Forces  their 
in-house affairs are internal to 
them. 

The police arrested nine 
people and detained many in 
Saharanpur, Bhadohi and Deoria 
dis t r ic ts  for  thei r  a l leged 
involvement in violent agitations 
and for instigating the youth to 
protest against the Agnipath 
military recruitment scheme, 
officials said on Sunday. Four 
people were arrested in Bhadohi, 
and at least eight were detained in 

Deoria. Senior Superintendent of 
Police (SSP) of Saharanpur Akash 
Tomar said, “We have arrested five 
people in connection with the 
Agnipath protest. All are above 2  
years of age and are connected to 
different Opposition groups. 
Posing as Army aspirants they 
were involved in instigating youth 
to protest against the scheme.” 
Similar are stories from other areas 
and other states.

The Defence Ministry on 
une 19 announced that this reform 

was long-pending. In a media 
briefing, Lt Gen Anil Puri, Addl 
Secy, Department of Military 
Affairs, said they want to bring 
youthfulness and experience with 
this reform. Today, a large number 
of jawans are in their 3 s. In this 
first lot, the Army would recruit 
46  jawans and 3  each for 
the  Navy  and  Ai r  Force .  
Meanwhile, the defense ministry 
has also announced the dates of 
r e lease  o f  the  Agneepa th  
Recruitment notice. As per media 
reports, the recruitment notice for 
the Indian Air Force was issued on 

 NEW MILITARY RECRUITMENT
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Afghanistan?
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“One shouldn't politicize the Armed Forces; their in-
house affairs are internal to them” 
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The Society for Microvita Research and Integrated Medicine (SMRIM), Udaipur, has been 
working since 2008 to understand, propagate and apply the concept of microvita, introduced in 1986 
by Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar. We have been publishing articles about microvita and related 

research in our Bulletin on Microvita Research and Integrated Medicine (BOMRIM) since March 2009.
The recent proposal by Dr Richard Gauthier to experimentally test for evidence of the existence of 

microvita by testing for the formation of protozoa from a mixture of chemical building blocks in a sterile 
solution in the presence of an external radioactive source that may release microvita into this solution and 
form protozoa by their actions is an exciting idea which we should carry out as soon as possible. 

We expect that several University research groups worldwide will be looking into developing 
experiments to test this idea over the next several years. In this regard, we are pleased to become an 
information clearing house for such research efforts as they develop and progress. 

SMRIM is delighted to provide this support to researchers who are considering participating in 
this microvita research experiment. From our side, we will try to answer the questions about microvita 
that may arise, with the understanding that there are still many unanswered questions about microvita 
using the primary source of information about microvita from Shrii P. R. Sarkar's book of collected 
discourses Microvitum in a Nutshell, plus whatever practical knowledge we have gained about 
microvita over the years. 

We can act as informal partners in this research on microvita without undertaking any legal or 
monetary obligations with the interested research organization in this cooperative arrangement.  

We request all those interested persons to inform us if they choose to go ahead with this microvita 
research project. Dr Gauthier's experiment may open new avenues in Microvitology, and all able 
scholars are welcome to work on this aspect.

Microvita Research Supported by SMRIM, Udaipur
Dr Surendra Verma

MICROVITA NEWS

Fiery Brave-
hearts from

 Fiery Paths 
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“One shouldn't 
politicize the Armed 
Forces; their in-
house affairs are 
internal to them” 

NEW ERA CURRENCY

India has the highest number of 
crypto owners in the world, 
around 1  million  and in the 

last  one year,  crypto market 
reportedly grew at 641  in India. 
The Supreme Court, in March 2 2  
nullified the circular of the RBI 
banning crypto currency. People 
thought there was validation by the 
Supreme Court as the court lifted the 
ban imposed by the RBI. That made 
many people joining the crypto 
bandwagon.

Now, the government is talking 
about prohibiting all private crypto 
currencies and the RBI introducing a 
currency. Indians are trying to find 
answers to the questions, Is the 
government's plan to regulate crypto 
currency a good move? Will crypto 
b e  a  s e r i o u s  t h r e a t  t o  t h e 
macroeconomic and financial 
stability of the country? Should RBI 
introduce its crypto?

Global Scenario
The rise in the popularity of crypto 
currencies and their adoption by 
financial institutions has led some 
governments to assess whether 
regulation is needed to protect users. 
The legal status of crypto currencies 
varies substantially from country to 
country and is still undefined or 
changing in many of them. While 
some countries have explicitly 
allowed their use and trade, others 

have banned or restricted it. Few 
countries are planning to create their 
own crypto currency. 

 l Salvador made Bitcoin legal 
tender on une 9, 2 21. It is the first 
country to do so. The crypto 
currency can be used for any 
transaction where the business can 
accept it. Cuba has followed this. 
Many Latin American countries are 
reportedly considering similar 
moves.

Chinese government  has 
declared al l  crypto currency 
transactions of any kind illegal. 
Turkey has banned the use of crypto 
currencies and crypto assets for 
making purchases. In the nited 

ingdom, all crypto currency firms, 
such as exchanges, advisors and 
professionals that have either a 
presence, market product or provide 
services within the  market must 
register with the Financial Conduct 
Author i ty.  Sou th  o rea  has 
implemented new legislation to 
strengthen their oversight of digital 
assets. South Africa has seen a large 
amount of scams related to crypto 
currency, is planning a regulatory 
framework.

The Financial Action Task 
Force (FATF) an intergovernmental 
organisation founded in 1989 on the 
initiative of the G  to develop 
p o l i c i e s  t o  c o m b a t  m o n e y 

laundering and financing has 
defined crypto currency-related 
services as "virtual asset service 
p r o v i d e r s "  ( A S P s )  a n d 
recommended that they be regulated 
with the same money laundering 
(AML) and know your customer 
( YC) requirements as financial 
institutions. It has introduced the 
"Travel Rule" for crypto currencies, 
a measure which mandates that 

ASPs obtain, hold, and exchange 
information about the originators 
and beneficiaries of virtual asset 
transfers. 

Some propose that banks that 
held crypto currency assets must set 
aside capital to cover all potential 
losses. 

nited States treats bitcoin as 
property for tax purposes. 

  A number of Aid agencies 
have started accepting donations in 
crypto currencies, including the 
American Red Cross, NIC F, and 
the N World Food Program.

Ban on Advertising 
Crypto currency advertisements 
have been temporarily banned on 
many social platforms including 
Facebook, Google, Twitter, Bing, 
Snapchat, LinkedIn etc.

What Are Crypto currencies?
A crypto currency, crypto-currency, 
or crypto is a collection of binary 

data which is designed to work as a 
medium of exchange. Individual 
coin ownership records are stored in 
a ledger, which is a computerized 
database using strong cryptography 
to secure transaction records, to 
control the creation of additional 
coins, and to verify the transfer of 
coin ownership. 

T h e  “ c r y p t o ”  i n  c r y p t o 
currencies refers to complicated 
cryptography that allows for the 
creation and processing of digital 
currencies and their transactions 
across decentralized systems. 
Alongside this important “crypto” 
feature of these currencies is a 
c o m m o n  c o m m i t m e n t  t o 
decentralization  crypto currencies 
are typically developed as code by 
teams who build in mechanisms for 
issuance (through a process called 
mining) and other controls.

Crypto currency does not exist 
in physical  form (l ike paper 
money),there are no coins to mint or 
bills to print, only exists online, and 
is typically not issued by a central 
authority. Crypto currencies use 
decentralized control as opposed to a 
central bank digital currency 
(CBDC).  When implemented with 
decentralized control, each crypto 
currency works through distributed 
ledger technology, typically a block 
chain that serves as a public 
financial transaction database. Once 
a block is added to the block chain, it 
becomes accessible to anyone who 
wishes to view it, acting as a public 
ledger of crypto currency transactions. 

Digital crypto-currencies’ and 
crypto-assets’ aim to mirror some, 

or all, of the uses of traditional 
money  a means of payment, a store 
of value, and a unit of account, as an 
alternative investment, helping 
diversify a portfolio apart from 
stocks and bonds  can also be used to 
make purchases, but the number of 
vendors that accept the crypto 
currency is still limited.

Bitcoin, first released as open-
source software in 2 9, is the first 
decentralized crypto currency. Most 
crypto currencies are designed to 
gradually decrease the production of 
that currency, placing a cap on the 
total amount of that currency that 

will ever be in circulation. Crypto 
currencies are almost always 
designed to be free from government 
manipulation and controlso it’s 
decentralized.

Since the release of bitcoin, 
many other crypto currencies have 
been created. There are currently 
over a thousand different crypto 
currencies in the world, and many 
see them as the key to a fairer future 
economy.    The crypto currencies 
m o d e l l e d  a f t e r  b i t c o i n  a r e 
collectively called altcoins, and in 
some cases shitcoins, and have often 
tried to present themselves as 
modified or improved versions of 
bitcoin. Stablecoins are altcoins that 
are designed to maintain a stable 
level of purchasing power. 

A crypto currency wallet stores 
the public and private "keys" 
(address) or seed which can be used 
to receive or trade or spend the 
crypto currency. Crypto currency 
exchanges allow customers to trade 
crypto currencies for other assets, 
such as conventional fiat money, or 
to trade between different digital 
currencies. Atomic swaps are a 
mechanism where one crypto 
currency can be exchanged directly 
for another crypto currency, without 
the need for a trusted third party such 
as an exchange.

Initial coin offerings
An initial coin offering (ICO) is a 
controversial means of raising funds 
for a new crypto currency venture. 
An ICO may be used by start-ups 
with the intention of avoiding 
regulation. In an ICO campaign, a 
percentage of the crypto currency 
(usually in the form of "tokens") is 
sold to early backers of the project in 
exchange for legal tender or other 
crypto currencies. 

Advantages:
ach and every Bitcoin transaction 

that’s ever been made exists on a 
p u b l i c  l e d g e r  a c c e s s i b l e  t o 
everyone, making transactions hard 
to reverse and difficult to fake. 

As decentralized platforms, 
block chain-based crypto currencies 
allow individuals to engage in peer-
to-peer financial transactions or 
enter into contracts. In either case, 

there is no need for some trusted 
third-party intermediary such as a 
bank, monetary authority, court, or 
judge. 

Some feel that well-regulated 
digital currencies can provide 
significant public benefits in greater 
efficiency and lower costs for both 
domest ic  and ,  in  par t icu lar, 
international payments systems, and 
help ensure financial services reach 
the hundreds of millions of people  
especially in developing countries  
without bank accounts.

Cryp to  cur renc ies  make 
tracking donations easier and have 
the potential to allow donors to see 
how their money is used.

The Risks: 
The real identity of person or groups 
behind the development of Bitcoin 
w h o  s t a t e d  t h e  g o a l  o f  t h e 
technology was to create “a new 
electronic cash system” that was 
“completely decentralized with no 
server or central authority” is still 
unknown.

Anonymity
The owners who have crypto 
c u r r e n c y  i n  t h e  s y s t e m  a r e 
anonymous there are no account 
numbers, names, social security 
numbers or any other identifying 
features that connects to its owners.  
It has been appealing to criminals 
due to its anonymity and lack of 
regulation. Transactions that occur 
through the use and exchange of 
altcoins are independent from 
formal banking systems, enables tax 
evasion and laundering of money. 
Money laundering issues are also 
present in regular bank transfers, 
however with bank-to-bank wire 
transfers for instance, the account 
holder must at least provide a proven 
identity.     Since crypto protects the 
identity of holders, governments are 
deeply concerned about their use in 
illicit activities such as money 
laundering, terrorist financing, 
online black markets, and tax 
evasion. Some fear the replacement 
o f  g o v e r n m e n t - c o n t r o l l e d , 
centralized money by crypto.

Difficult to resolve
Loss, theft, and fraud with crypto 
currency are becoming a routine 

CRYPTO CURRENCY?
SHOULD WE ENCOURAGE 

Ganesh Bhat Sirsi

The rise in the popularity of crypto currencies and their adoption by financial institutions 
has led some governments to assess whether regulation is needed to protect users.

affair even though tall claims are 
being put forth regarding their 
security. In the absence of a 
governing body, it can be difficult to 
resolve issues if crypto get stolen or 
lost. Crypto currencies are used 
primarily outside existing banking 
and governmental institutions and 
are exchanged over the Internet. 
Whenever there is an intermediary 
like the banks for example, it is 
possible to trace the revenue 
generation and the government will 
have control over the investment 
people put in.

Volatile, Speculative
Bitcoins and their many look-alikes, 
often known as crypto-assets’, are 
best viewed as a volatile, speculative 
asset class, which some users are 
prepared to accept as a form of 
payment.  Since its public launch in 
2 9, Bitcoin has risen dramatically 
in value, although it once sold for 
1 , - per coin, its present price 

is  about  Rs39 lakhs.  Crypto 
currencies have been compared to 
Ponzi schemes, pyramid schemes 
and economic bubbles, such as 
housing market bubbles. Some say 
that digital currencies are nothing 
but an unfounded fad, based on a 
willingness to ascribe value to 
something that has little or none 
beyond what people will pay for it. 
Regulators in several countries have 
warned against crypto currency and 
some have taken measures to 
dissuade users  such warnings are 
unheard, or ignored. 

Digital currencies to 
affect geopolitics
The expansion of big tech firms into 
global finance and banks themselves 
widening their digital footprints, 
financial technology will reshape 
not just the commercial but also the 
geopolitical sphere. Introduction of 
a digital yuan’ would give China the 
ability to bypass the world’s 
traditional banking systems and then 
chal lenge and help curb the 
dominant role of the dollar in 
international trade and finance. This 
could help limit China’s exposure to 

S sanctions policies which rely 
heavily on the dollar’s pre-eminent 

position in international finance. 
The widespread introduction of 
digital currencies has the potential to 
transform the world financial 
system. In anuary 2 2 , a group of 
advanced economy central banks  
from Canada, the , apan, 
Sweden, Switzerland, and the 

uropean Central Bank  announced 
they were working together on 
central bank digital currencies under 
the auspices of the Bank for 
International Settlements (BIS).

The concern of an unregulated 
global economy
As the popularity of and demand for 
online currencies has increased, so 
have  conce rns  tha t  such  an 
unregulated person to person global 
economy that crypto currencies 
offer may become a threat to society. 
The governments of the G  have 
recognised the need for international 
cooperation on how private digital 
currencies should be regulated, 
because the alternative  a global 
free-for-all  could be chaotic and 
dangerous. 

Why do central banks want 
their own digital currencies?

Once a crypto exchange is 
established, it can mind its own 
crypto currencies, it can have initial 
coin offerings, and this will lead to a 
new asset class in that country and 
help people to invest. Supporters of 
this theory suggest that RBI should 
introduce its own crypto currency in 
India.

The Reality:
Investment in crypto currency is a 
speculative activity, and in no way it 
encourages production activity or 
creates real employment.   Those in 
f avou r  o f  l ega l i s i ng  c ryp to 
currencies argue that with the help of 
technology people will find newer 
ways to escape from the noose of 
law. So, it is going to be extremely 
difficult to regulate crypto. But, they 
overlook the fact that technology 
can cut the technology. Another 
argument put forth is that people 
continue to invest wherever the 
returns are high even if it is risky. 
This is true to some extent under the 
existing socio-economic system 

where no one is assured of a secured 
future and where acquisitive nature 
dominates the society.

 But, these experts and leaders 
fail to conceive of a decentralized 
economic system where everyone is 
guaranteed the basic necessities of 
life through 1  employment 
o p p o r t u n i t y  w i t h  a d e q u a t e 
purchasing capacity so that people 
can pursue higher values of life 
instead of becoming a money 
e a r n i n g  m a c h i n e s .  P R O T 
advocates such a socio-economic 
system for the entire globe where 
speculative activities are banned 
and opportunities are created for 
gainful investment in the local area.

Views of PROUT:
The banking system must be 
vigilant about two important points. 
First, the intrinsic demonic greed of 
the banks must not be allowed to 
jeopardize the life of the common 
people. Secondly, the banks must 
not allow unwise administrators or 
governments to print monetary 
notes indiscriminately without 
reserving the proportionate amount 
of bullion in their treasuries.  The 
printing and issuing of monetary 
notes having no bullion value must 
stop immediately. No monetary 
notes should be issued by the 
government from then on without a 
clear assurance that it is prepared to 
pay the requisite amount of money 
in gold coins. A socioeconomic unit 
can conserve its reserve bullion and 
improve the purchasing capacity of 
the local people by manufacturing 
locally finished products.

   Those countries which have a 
l a r g e  v o l u m e  o f  v e r y  f e w 
commodities to sell but many 
commodities to buy will find barter 
trade profitable. Otherwise their 
reserves of gold bullion may get 
exhausted very quickly.  Barter 
trade will give protection from 
disastrous impact due to economic 
depressions. PRO T advocates 
banning of all the speculative 
activit ies all  over the world 
including stock markets, hence no 
chance to approve crypto currency 
of the present form.˜

The Excellence of 

Philosophy 
“If ideological vacuum is not filled by PROUT, a great catastrophe will take place in the 
future because other defective philosophies will come forward."

Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar

"Shrii Sarkar has given a broad outline for the gradual 
establishment of the world government."

“The situation on the Russia-
Ukraine border is volatile 

and tense. The crisis needs to 
be resolved diplomatically at 

the earliest.”

Honour Killings Will Continue as Long as Iran's Laws Protect Killers
 Widespread Practice of Child Marriage Means More Young Girls Will Be Murdered

PROUT NEWS REPORT
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bacteria or other protozoa in the 
second container that is associated 
with radioactive decays in the first 
container, the microvita hypothesis 
for the origin of the bacteria or other 
protozoa in the second container 
from the radioactive decays in the 
first container would have to be 
accepted.

Conclusions
Confirmed positive results in the 
proposed experiment will support 
the microvita hypothesis for the 
creation of living cells and create a 
new experimental and theoretical 
paradigm for studying the origin of 
life. Currently, there is no accepted 
scientific evidence supporting the 
existence of microvita. Proposed by 
Shrii P.R. Sarkar in 1986, microvita 
are living entities emanated from an 
infinite cosmic mind, itself 
produced by an infinite supreme 

consciousness. A positive outcome 
in the proposed experiment will 
severely challenge the materialistic 
paradigm underlying modern 
biological research and current 
scientific research. Since scientific 
worldviews also impact society, a 
new scientific paradigm based on 
microvita, cosmic mind and 
supreme consciousness could 
significantly affect human society 
and its values.

Summary
The proposed experiment predicts 
that microvita released from 
radioactive atoms will create 
viruses and then living cells in the 
specified or a similar laboratory 
setup. The appearance of living 
cells under controlled conditions 
in the proposed experiment would 
support the microvita hypothesis 
in the absence of any other 

reasonable explanations for the 
appearance of living cells in the 
experiment. The hypothesis tested 
is based on P. R. Sarkar’s 
descriptions of microvita. Billions 
of  microvi ta  form atoms.  
Microvita are liberated from 
atoms by radioactive decay. These 
microvita construct physical 
viruses containing genetic 
information (DNA or RNA) and 
other virus molecules needed for 
the viruses to create living cells in 
a suitable environment. In the 
proposed experimental setup, 
radioactive decays in one sealed 
container are predicted to correlate 
with the appearance of living 
protozoic cells in a separate sealed 
and sterile container holding 
Fe3O4(magnetite) and a mixture 
of simple chemicals that are 
ingredients for living cells. ̃

(Con luded)

On une 14, Defence Minister 
Rajnath Singh, flanked by 
the three service chiefs, 

announced a new recruitment 
scheme Agnipath (meaning fiery 
path), for posts below officer rank, 
and those selected would, on 
completion of training, be called 
Agniveer (Fiery Brave-hearts). 
The main motivation for the new 
scheme is to have leaner and 
younger, tech-savvy armed forces. 

nder this scheme, the Army 
would recruit personnel at the age 
of 1  for four years, and after that, 
the Army would retain 2  to 
continue serving to earn a pension, 
and  would be discharged with 
terminal benefits of rupees 11 
lakhs or so. This piece attempts to 
examine the various issues 
involved.

This caused an eruption of 
violent protests, arson viz. burning 
of railway coaches, busses and 
destruction of public and private 
property, a great political turmoil 
in some states across the country, 
which followed soon after violent 
nationwide protests instigated by 

the Opposition. Protestors felt that 
their future is insecure as the job 
duration is limited to four years 
with no pension and other 
facilities.

People have died and been 
injured, and many arrests have 
been made. Yet, while this 
mayhem has been going, sound 
bites by opposition leaders and T  
debates have been equally vitriolic 
and distasteful, with both the 
ruling dispensation and opposition 
trading charges against each other 
and casting aspersion on the armed 
forces. One should not do so and 
politicize the Armed Forces  their 
in-house affairs are internal to 
them. 

The police arrested nine 
people and detained many in 
Saharanpur, Bhadohi and Deoria 
dis t r ic ts  for  thei r  a l leged 
involvement in violent agitations 
and for instigating the youth to 
protest against the Agnipath 
military recruitment scheme, 
officials said on Sunday. Four 
people were arrested in Bhadohi, 
and at least eight were detained in 

Deoria. Senior Superintendent of 
Police (SSP) of Saharanpur Akash 
Tomar said, “We have arrested five 
people in connection with the 
Agnipath protest. All are above 2  
years of age and are connected to 
different Opposition groups. 
Posing as Army aspirants they 
were involved in instigating youth 
to protest against the scheme.” 
Similar are stories from other areas 
and other states.

The Defence Ministry on 
une 19 announced that this reform 

was long-pending. In a media 
briefing, Lt Gen Anil Puri, Addl 
Secy, Department of Military 
Affairs, said they want to bring 
youthfulness and experience with 
this reform. Today, a large number 
of jawans are in their 3 s. In this 
first lot, the Army would recruit 
46  jawans and 3  each for 
the  Navy  and  Ai r  Force .  
Meanwhile, the defense ministry 
has also announced the dates of 
r e lease  o f  the  Agneepa th  
Recruitment notice. As per media 
reports, the recruitment notice for 
the Indian Air Force was issued on 
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The Society for Microvita Research and Integrated Medicine (SMRIM), Udaipur, has been 
working since 2008 to understand, propagate and apply the concept of microvita, introduced in 1986 
by Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar. We have been publishing articles about microvita and related 

research in our Bulletin on Microvita Research and Integrated Medicine (BOMRIM) since March 2009.
The recent proposal by Dr Richard Gauthier to experimentally test for evidence of the existence of 

microvita by testing for the formation of protozoa from a mixture of chemical building blocks in a sterile 
solution in the presence of an external radioactive source that may release microvita into this solution and 
form protozoa by their actions is an exciting idea which we should carry out as soon as possible. 

We expect that several University research groups worldwide will be looking into developing 
experiments to test this idea over the next several years. In this regard, we are pleased to become an 
information clearing house for such research efforts as they develop and progress. 

SMRIM is delighted to provide this support to researchers who are considering participating in 
this microvita research experiment. From our side, we will try to answer the questions about microvita 
that may arise, with the understanding that there are still many unanswered questions about microvita 
using the primary source of information about microvita from Shrii P. R. Sarkar's book of collected 
discourses Microvitum in a Nutshell, plus whatever practical knowledge we have gained about 
microvita over the years. 

We can act as informal partners in this research on microvita without undertaking any legal or 
monetary obligations with the interested research organization in this cooperative arrangement.  

We request all those interested persons to inform us if they choose to go ahead with this microvita 
research project. Dr Gauthier's experiment may open new avenues in Microvitology, and all able 
scholars are welcome to work on this aspect.

Microvita Research Supported by SMRIM, Udaipur
Dr Surendra Verma

MICROVITA NEWS

Fiery Brave-
hearts from

 Fiery Paths 
Bhupendra Singh

“One shouldn't 
politicize the Armed 
Forces; their in-
house affairs are 
internal to them” 

NEW ERA CURRENCY

India has the highest number of 
crypto owners in the world, 
around 1  million  and in the 

last  one year,  crypto market 
reportedly grew at 641  in India. 
The Supreme Court, in March 2 2  
nullified the circular of the RBI 
banning crypto currency. People 
thought there was validation by the 
Supreme Court as the court lifted the 
ban imposed by the RBI. That made 
many people joining the crypto 
bandwagon.

Now, the government is talking 
about prohibiting all private crypto 
currencies and the RBI introducing a 
currency. Indians are trying to find 
answers to the questions, Is the 
government's plan to regulate crypto 
currency a good move? Will crypto 
b e  a  s e r i o u s  t h r e a t  t o  t h e 
macroeconomic and financial 
stability of the country? Should RBI 
introduce its crypto?

Global Scenario
The rise in the popularity of crypto 
currencies and their adoption by 
financial institutions has led some 
governments to assess whether 
regulation is needed to protect users. 
The legal status of crypto currencies 
varies substantially from country to 
country and is still undefined or 
changing in many of them. While 
some countries have explicitly 
allowed their use and trade, others 

have banned or restricted it. Few 
countries are planning to create their 
own crypto currency. 

 l Salvador made Bitcoin legal 
tender on une 9, 2 21. It is the first 
country to do so. The crypto 
currency can be used for any 
transaction where the business can 
accept it. Cuba has followed this. 
Many Latin American countries are 
reportedly considering similar 
moves.

Chinese government  has 
declared al l  crypto currency 
transactions of any kind illegal. 
Turkey has banned the use of crypto 
currencies and crypto assets for 
making purchases. In the nited 

ingdom, all crypto currency firms, 
such as exchanges, advisors and 
professionals that have either a 
presence, market product or provide 
services within the  market must 
register with the Financial Conduct 
Author i ty.  Sou th  o rea  has 
implemented new legislation to 
strengthen their oversight of digital 
assets. South Africa has seen a large 
amount of scams related to crypto 
currency, is planning a regulatory 
framework.

The Financial Action Task 
Force (FATF) an intergovernmental 
organisation founded in 1989 on the 
initiative of the G  to develop 
p o l i c i e s  t o  c o m b a t  m o n e y 

laundering and financing has 
defined crypto currency-related 
services as "virtual asset service 
p r o v i d e r s "  ( A S P s )  a n d 
recommended that they be regulated 
with the same money laundering 
(AML) and know your customer 
( YC) requirements as financial 
institutions. It has introduced the 
"Travel Rule" for crypto currencies, 
a measure which mandates that 

ASPs obtain, hold, and exchange 
information about the originators 
and beneficiaries of virtual asset 
transfers. 

Some propose that banks that 
held crypto currency assets must set 
aside capital to cover all potential 
losses. 

nited States treats bitcoin as 
property for tax purposes. 

  A number of Aid agencies 
have started accepting donations in 
crypto currencies, including the 
American Red Cross, NIC F, and 
the N World Food Program.

Ban on Advertising 
Crypto currency advertisements 
have been temporarily banned on 
many social platforms including 
Facebook, Google, Twitter, Bing, 
Snapchat, LinkedIn etc.

What Are Crypto currencies?
A crypto currency, crypto-currency, 
or crypto is a collection of binary 

data which is designed to work as a 
medium of exchange. Individual 
coin ownership records are stored in 
a ledger, which is a computerized 
database using strong cryptography 
to secure transaction records, to 
control the creation of additional 
coins, and to verify the transfer of 
coin ownership. 

T h e  “ c r y p t o ”  i n  c r y p t o 
currencies refers to complicated 
cryptography that allows for the 
creation and processing of digital 
currencies and their transactions 
across decentralized systems. 
Alongside this important “crypto” 
feature of these currencies is a 
c o m m o n  c o m m i t m e n t  t o 
decentralization  crypto currencies 
are typically developed as code by 
teams who build in mechanisms for 
issuance (through a process called 
mining) and other controls.

Crypto currency does not exist 
in physical  form (l ike paper 
money),there are no coins to mint or 
bills to print, only exists online, and 
is typically not issued by a central 
authority. Crypto currencies use 
decentralized control as opposed to a 
central bank digital currency 
(CBDC).  When implemented with 
decentralized control, each crypto 
currency works through distributed 
ledger technology, typically a block 
chain that serves as a public 
financial transaction database. Once 
a block is added to the block chain, it 
becomes accessible to anyone who 
wishes to view it, acting as a public 
ledger of crypto currency transactions. 

Digital crypto-currencies’ and 
crypto-assets’ aim to mirror some, 

or all, of the uses of traditional 
money  a means of payment, a store 
of value, and a unit of account, as an 
alternative investment, helping 
diversify a portfolio apart from 
stocks and bonds  can also be used to 
make purchases, but the number of 
vendors that accept the crypto 
currency is still limited.

Bitcoin, first released as open-
source software in 2 9, is the first 
decentralized crypto currency. Most 
crypto currencies are designed to 
gradually decrease the production of 
that currency, placing a cap on the 
total amount of that currency that 

will ever be in circulation. Crypto 
currencies are almost always 
designed to be free from government 
manipulation and controlso it’s 
decentralized.

Since the release of bitcoin, 
many other crypto currencies have 
been created. There are currently 
over a thousand different crypto 
currencies in the world, and many 
see them as the key to a fairer future 
economy.    The crypto currencies 
m o d e l l e d  a f t e r  b i t c o i n  a r e 
collectively called altcoins, and in 
some cases shitcoins, and have often 
tried to present themselves as 
modified or improved versions of 
bitcoin. Stablecoins are altcoins that 
are designed to maintain a stable 
level of purchasing power. 

A crypto currency wallet stores 
the public and private "keys" 
(address) or seed which can be used 
to receive or trade or spend the 
crypto currency. Crypto currency 
exchanges allow customers to trade 
crypto currencies for other assets, 
such as conventional fiat money, or 
to trade between different digital 
currencies. Atomic swaps are a 
mechanism where one crypto 
currency can be exchanged directly 
for another crypto currency, without 
the need for a trusted third party such 
as an exchange.

Initial coin offerings
An initial coin offering (ICO) is a 
controversial means of raising funds 
for a new crypto currency venture. 
An ICO may be used by start-ups 
with the intention of avoiding 
regulation. In an ICO campaign, a 
percentage of the crypto currency 
(usually in the form of "tokens") is 
sold to early backers of the project in 
exchange for legal tender or other 
crypto currencies. 

Advantages:
ach and every Bitcoin transaction 

that’s ever been made exists on a 
p u b l i c  l e d g e r  a c c e s s i b l e  t o 
everyone, making transactions hard 
to reverse and difficult to fake. 

As decentralized platforms, 
block chain-based crypto currencies 
allow individuals to engage in peer-
to-peer financial transactions or 
enter into contracts. In either case, 

there is no need for some trusted 
third-party intermediary such as a 
bank, monetary authority, court, or 
judge. 

Some feel that well-regulated 
digital currencies can provide 
significant public benefits in greater 
efficiency and lower costs for both 
domest ic  and ,  in  par t icu lar, 
international payments systems, and 
help ensure financial services reach 
the hundreds of millions of people  
especially in developing countries  
without bank accounts.

Cryp to  cur renc ies  make 
tracking donations easier and have 
the potential to allow donors to see 
how their money is used.

The Risks: 
The real identity of person or groups 
behind the development of Bitcoin 
w h o  s t a t e d  t h e  g o a l  o f  t h e 
technology was to create “a new 
electronic cash system” that was 
“completely decentralized with no 
server or central authority” is still 
unknown.

Anonymity
The owners who have crypto 
c u r r e n c y  i n  t h e  s y s t e m  a r e 
anonymous there are no account 
numbers, names, social security 
numbers or any other identifying 
features that connects to its owners.  
It has been appealing to criminals 
due to its anonymity and lack of 
regulation. Transactions that occur 
through the use and exchange of 
altcoins are independent from 
formal banking systems, enables tax 
evasion and laundering of money. 
Money laundering issues are also 
present in regular bank transfers, 
however with bank-to-bank wire 
transfers for instance, the account 
holder must at least provide a proven 
identity.     Since crypto protects the 
identity of holders, governments are 
deeply concerned about their use in 
illicit activities such as money 
laundering, terrorist financing, 
online black markets, and tax 
evasion. Some fear the replacement 
o f  g o v e r n m e n t - c o n t r o l l e d , 
centralized money by crypto.

Difficult to resolve
Loss, theft, and fraud with crypto 
currency are becoming a routine 
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The rise in the popularity of crypto currencies and their adoption by financial institutions 
has led some governments to assess whether regulation is needed to protect users.

affair even though tall claims are 
being put forth regarding their 
security. In the absence of a 
governing body, it can be difficult to 
resolve issues if crypto get stolen or 
lost. Crypto currencies are used 
primarily outside existing banking 
and governmental institutions and 
are exchanged over the Internet. 
Whenever there is an intermediary 
like the banks for example, it is 
possible to trace the revenue 
generation and the government will 
have control over the investment 
people put in.

Volatile, Speculative
Bitcoins and their many look-alikes, 
often known as crypto-assets’, are 
best viewed as a volatile, speculative 
asset class, which some users are 
prepared to accept as a form of 
payment.  Since its public launch in 
2 9, Bitcoin has risen dramatically 
in value, although it once sold for 
1 , - per coin, its present price 

is  about  Rs39 lakhs.  Crypto 
currencies have been compared to 
Ponzi schemes, pyramid schemes 
and economic bubbles, such as 
housing market bubbles. Some say 
that digital currencies are nothing 
but an unfounded fad, based on a 
willingness to ascribe value to 
something that has little or none 
beyond what people will pay for it. 
Regulators in several countries have 
warned against crypto currency and 
some have taken measures to 
dissuade users  such warnings are 
unheard, or ignored. 

Digital currencies to 
affect geopolitics
The expansion of big tech firms into 
global finance and banks themselves 
widening their digital footprints, 
financial technology will reshape 
not just the commercial but also the 
geopolitical sphere. Introduction of 
a digital yuan’ would give China the 
ability to bypass the world’s 
traditional banking systems and then 
chal lenge and help curb the 
dominant role of the dollar in 
international trade and finance. This 
could help limit China’s exposure to 

S sanctions policies which rely 
heavily on the dollar’s pre-eminent 

position in international finance. 
The widespread introduction of 
digital currencies has the potential to 
transform the world financial 
system. In anuary 2 2 , a group of 
advanced economy central banks  
from Canada, the , apan, 
Sweden, Switzerland, and the 

uropean Central Bank  announced 
they were working together on 
central bank digital currencies under 
the auspices of the Bank for 
International Settlements (BIS).

The concern of an unregulated 
global economy
As the popularity of and demand for 
online currencies has increased, so 
have  conce rns  tha t  such  an 
unregulated person to person global 
economy that crypto currencies 
offer may become a threat to society. 
The governments of the G  have 
recognised the need for international 
cooperation on how private digital 
currencies should be regulated, 
because the alternative  a global 
free-for-all  could be chaotic and 
dangerous. 

Why do central banks want 
their own digital currencies?

Once a crypto exchange is 
established, it can mind its own 
crypto currencies, it can have initial 
coin offerings, and this will lead to a 
new asset class in that country and 
help people to invest. Supporters of 
this theory suggest that RBI should 
introduce its own crypto currency in 
India.

The Reality:
Investment in crypto currency is a 
speculative activity, and in no way it 
encourages production activity or 
creates real employment.   Those in 
f avou r  o f  l ega l i s i ng  c ryp to 
currencies argue that with the help of 
technology people will find newer 
ways to escape from the noose of 
law. So, it is going to be extremely 
difficult to regulate crypto. But, they 
overlook the fact that technology 
can cut the technology. Another 
argument put forth is that people 
continue to invest wherever the 
returns are high even if it is risky. 
This is true to some extent under the 
existing socio-economic system 

where no one is assured of a secured 
future and where acquisitive nature 
dominates the society.

 But, these experts and leaders 
fail to conceive of a decentralized 
economic system where everyone is 
guaranteed the basic necessities of 
life through 1  employment 
o p p o r t u n i t y  w i t h  a d e q u a t e 
purchasing capacity so that people 
can pursue higher values of life 
instead of becoming a money 
e a r n i n g  m a c h i n e s .  P R O T 
advocates such a socio-economic 
system for the entire globe where 
speculative activities are banned 
and opportunities are created for 
gainful investment in the local area.

Views of PROUT:
The banking system must be 
vigilant about two important points. 
First, the intrinsic demonic greed of 
the banks must not be allowed to 
jeopardize the life of the common 
people. Secondly, the banks must 
not allow unwise administrators or 
governments to print monetary 
notes indiscriminately without 
reserving the proportionate amount 
of bullion in their treasuries.  The 
printing and issuing of monetary 
notes having no bullion value must 
stop immediately. No monetary 
notes should be issued by the 
government from then on without a 
clear assurance that it is prepared to 
pay the requisite amount of money 
in gold coins. A socioeconomic unit 
can conserve its reserve bullion and 
improve the purchasing capacity of 
the local people by manufacturing 
locally finished products.

   Those countries which have a 
l a r g e  v o l u m e  o f  v e r y  f e w 
commodities to sell but many 
commodities to buy will find barter 
trade profitable. Otherwise their 
reserves of gold bullion may get 
exhausted very quickly.  Barter 
trade will give protection from 
disastrous impact due to economic 
depressions. PRO T advocates 
banning of all the speculative 
activit ies al l  over the world 
including stock markets, hence no 
chance to approve crypto currency 
of the present form.˜

The Excellence of 

Philosophy 
“If ideological vacuum is not filled by PROUT, a great catastrophe will take place in the 
future because other defective philosophies will come forward."

Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar

"Shrii Sarkar has given a broad outline for the gradual 
establishment of the world government."

“The situation on the Russia-
Ukraine border is volatile 

and tense. The crisis needs to 
be resolved diplomatically at 

the earliest.”

Honour Killings Will Continue as Long as Iran's Laws Protect Killers
 Widespread Practice of Child Marriage Means More Young Girls Will Be Murdered

PROUT NEWS REPORT
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une 24, till early uly, they 
r e c e i v e d  .  l a k h  o n l i n e  
applications. The Army and the 
Indian Navy issued theirs on uly 
1. 

Much of the criticism on 
Agnipath comes from uninformed 
quarters unaware of the Army's 
experience in recruiting soldiers. 

ntil 19  the Army enlisted 
soldiers only for seven years, 
which later was changed to 1  
years. So all major wars fought 
were won by soldiers enrolled for 
seven years. Also of a surprise to 
many is why a recruitment scheme 
for the armed forces, which 
employs less than .  of the 
workforce, has led to such 
widespread and intense protests. 
The answer is not far to seek. It is 
motivated and sponsored by the 
Opposition groups to the present 
dispensation. And the Armed 
F o r c e s  a r e  m e r i t - b a s e d  
reservations free with a lifetime 
pension and medical cover. 

Another reason is universal  
resistance to change, i.e. a status 
quo approach which goes against a 
merit-based process. In the 199 s, 
to combat insurgency in , the 
Rashtriya Rifles (RR) was 
launched. Like what is happening 
with Agnipath, there was wide-
ranging criticism against RR, but 
thankfully it remained within the 

army. RR prevailed, and it has been 
a successful merit-based story ever 
since. 

A major problem right now is 
perception. There is a lot of 
apprehension about how the 
recruitment will take place and 
how Agniveers retention or 
termination would be decided. It is 
a must that the scheme should be 
made transparent at entry and exit 
points. One way could be to have a 
clear protocol and standard tests at 
the entrance, and after four years 
when the Army decides on 
retaining 2  of them. One fears 
biases and prejudices, as would be 
reflected in the reports earned by 
the soldier during his service. It 
should be made clear so that young 
Indians who join Agniveers do so 
as informed citizens.

The fear of the  is not 
entirely misplaced, which could be 
alleviated by certain suggested 
changes. Home and Defence 
ministr ies have announced 
percentages of jobs reserved for 
A g n i v e e r s .  O t h e r  s t a t e  
governments (presently B P ruled) 
have promised induction into state 
police forces.  Government 
departments and states making 
promises  should announce 
percentages which should be laid 
down by law and codified so that 
government changes cannot 

invalidate them. After retaining 
2  in defence forces, 3  
should be inducted into central and 
state police forces. The balance, 
4  would get jobs on merit. 
Some industrial houses have 
announced support and promised 
to employ a certain percentage of 
Agniveers.

Another suggestion is that all 
Agniveers should be enrolled in 
the National Pension Scheme 
NPS, and the Government of India 
should bear this cost, which would 
be very small compared to the 
salary levels. It will add another 
layer of social security above the 
11 lakhs already promised. When 
transferred to other government 
departments, they can easily 
transfer and continue their NPS 
accounts.

The  government  mus t  

explain that Agnipath is not just a 

short-term contract. It is a way to 

modernize India's armed forces, 

making them more agile and tech-

friendly, in line with other 

countries whose armed forces 

have similar short-term enrolment 

terms, viz. China, SA, Russia 

etc. The Army must ensure 

communication with aspirants in 

simple yet inspiring terms.. ̃
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PENSION REFORM

recent years, the 
pension due to the 
employees have been 
t r e a t e d  b y  t h e  
g o v e r n m e n t s ,  

irrespective of the political party, 
as an unbearable burden. That is 
why the old pension scheme was 
replaced in 2 4 by the new 
pension scheme, in which the 
pension amount depends on the 
risk of volatility of an investment 
in the stock market. And now 
preparations seem to be on for 
complete abolition of pension.

How does PRO T approach 
this issue? First, it has to be 
understood by reading together 
two (sutras) maxims of Prout:

-9. 'Yugasyasarvanimna 
prayojana  sarve  vidheyam. 
' The minimum requirements of an 
Age should be guaranteed to all.

-11. 'Sarvanimnam navar-
dhana  sam jajiivalak a am. 
' Increasing the minimum standard 
of living of the people indicates 
society's vitality.

The pension system was 
introduced in 19 2 in India with 
the  expecta t ion that  af ter  
retirement, the government would 
ensure a progressive guarantee of 
minimum requirements (contained 
in both these maxims), and it 
happened so also. The average age 
at that time was 32 years which is 
now  years. But governments 
wrongly implemented the old 

pension policy from the very 
beginning, and today it is proving 
to be a burden. The arrangement in 
the pension policy has been that an 
employee should be given a 
pension every month, half the 
amount of his salary (basic pay 

DA) just before retirement. But in 
reality, this half amount becomes 
not only half but three fourth of the 
previous salary. Let's look at an 
example:

Suppose  an  emp loyee  
receives Rs 2 ,  per month just 
before retirement, out of which he 
gets 6 , i.e., Rs 12 ,  after 
deducting about 3  tax and PF, 
personal  insurance ,  group 
insurance, etc. After retirement, he 
gets half the amount, i.e., Rs 
1 , , out of which only tax is to 
be deducted, that too assuming the 
tax amount approximately

Prout and 

Pension Policy

‘Why	is	pension	
proving	a	burden	for	
governments?

Dr RP Singh

In

NEW ERA CURRENCY

India has the highest number of 
crypto owners in the world, 
around 1  million  and in the 

last  one year,  crypto market 
reportedly grew at 641  in India. 
The Supreme Court, in March 2 2  
nullified the circular of the RBI 
banning crypto currency. People 
thought there was validation by the 
Supreme Court as the court lifted the 
ban imposed by the RBI. That made 
many people joining the crypto 
bandwagon.

Now, the government is talking 
about prohibiting all private crypto 
currencies and the RBI introducing a 
currency. Indians are trying to find 
answers to the questions, Is the 
government's plan to regulate crypto 
currency a good move? Will crypto 
b e  a  s e r i o u s  t h r e a t  t o  t h e 
macroeconomic and financial 
stability of the country? Should RBI 
introduce its crypto?

Global Scenario
The rise in the popularity of crypto 
currencies and their adoption by 
financial institutions has led some 
governments to assess whether 
regulation is needed to protect users. 
The legal status of crypto currencies 
varies substantially from country to 
country and is still undefined or 
changing in many of them. While 
some countries have explicitly 
allowed their use and trade, others 

have banned or restricted it. Few 
countries are planning to create their 
own crypto currency. 

 l Salvador made Bitcoin legal 
tender on une 9, 2 21. It is the first 
country to do so. The crypto 
currency can be used for any 
transaction where the business can 
accept it. Cuba has followed this. 
Many Latin American countries are 
reportedly considering similar 
moves.

Chinese government  has 
declared al l  crypto currency 
transactions of any kind illegal. 
Turkey has banned the use of crypto 
currencies and crypto assets for 
making purchases. In the nited 

ingdom, all crypto currency firms, 
such as exchanges, advisors and 
professionals that have either a 
presence, market product or provide 
services within the  market must 
register with the Financial Conduct 
Author i ty.  Sou th  o rea  has 
implemented new legislation to 
strengthen their oversight of digital 
assets. South Africa has seen a large 
amount of scams related to crypto 
currency, is planning a regulatory 
framework.

The Financial Action Task 
Force (FATF) an intergovernmental 
organisation founded in 1989 on the 
initiative of the G  to develop 
p o l i c i e s  t o  c o m b a t  m o n e y 

laundering and financing has 
defined crypto currency-related 
services as "virtual asset service 
p r o v i d e r s "  ( A S P s )  a n d 
recommended that they be regulated 
with the same money laundering 
(AML) and know your customer 
( YC) requirements as financial 
institutions. It has introduced the 
"Travel Rule" for crypto currencies, 
a measure which mandates that 

ASPs obtain, hold, and exchange 
information about the originators 
and beneficiaries of virtual asset 
transfers. 

Some propose that banks that 
held crypto currency assets must set 
aside capital to cover all potential 
losses. 

nited States treats bitcoin as 
property for tax purposes. 

  A number of Aid agencies 
have started accepting donations in 
crypto currencies, including the 
American Red Cross, NIC F, and 
the N World Food Program.

Ban on Advertising 
Crypto currency advertisements 
have been temporarily banned on 
many social platforms including 
Facebook, Google, Twitter, Bing, 
Snapchat, LinkedIn etc.

What Are Crypto currencies?
A crypto currency, crypto-currency, 
or crypto is a collection of binary 

data which is designed to work as a 
medium of exchange. Individual 
coin ownership records are stored in 
a ledger, which is a computerized 
database using strong cryptography 
to secure transaction records, to 
control the creation of additional 
coins, and to verify the transfer of 
coin ownership. 

T h e  “ c r y p t o ”  i n  c r y p t o 
currencies refers to complicated 
cryptography that allows for the 
creation and processing of digital 
currencies and their transactions 
across decentralized systems. 
Alongside this important “crypto” 
feature of these currencies is a 
c o m m o n  c o m m i t m e n t  t o 
decentralization  crypto currencies 
are typically developed as code by 
teams who build in mechanisms for 
issuance (through a process called 
mining) and other controls.

Crypto currency does not exist 
in physical  form (l ike paper 
money),there are no coins to mint or 
bills to print, only exists online, and 
is typically not issued by a central 
authority. Crypto currencies use 
decentralized control as opposed to a 
central bank digital currency 
(CBDC).  When implemented with 
decentralized control, each crypto 
currency works through distributed 
ledger technology, typically a block 
chain that serves as a public 
financial transaction database. Once 
a block is added to the block chain, it 
becomes accessible to anyone who 
wishes to view it, acting as a public 
ledger of crypto currency transactions. 

Digital crypto-currencies’ and 
crypto-assets’ aim to mirror some, 

or all, of the uses of traditional 
money  a means of payment, a store 
of value, and a unit of account, as an 
alternative investment, helping 
diversify a portfolio apart from 
stocks and bonds  can also be used to 
make purchases, but the number of 
vendors that accept the crypto 
currency is still limited.

Bitcoin, first released as open-
source software in 2 9, is the first 
decentralized crypto currency. Most 
crypto currencies are designed to 
gradually decrease the production of 
that currency, placing a cap on the 
total amount of that currency that 

will ever be in circulation. Crypto 
currencies are almost always 
designed to be free from government 
manipulation and controlso it’s 
decentralized.

Since the release of bitcoin, 
many other crypto currencies have 
been created. There are currently 
over a thousand different crypto 
currencies in the world, and many 
see them as the key to a fairer future 
economy.    The crypto currencies 
m o d e l l e d  a f t e r  b i t c o i n  a r e 
collectively called altcoins, and in 
some cases shitcoins, and have often 
tried to present themselves as 
modified or improved versions of 
bitcoin. Stablecoins are altcoins that 
are designed to maintain a stable 
level of purchasing power. 

A crypto currency wallet stores 
the public and private "keys" 
(address) or seed which can be used 
to receive or trade or spend the 
crypto currency. Crypto currency 
exchanges allow customers to trade 
crypto currencies for other assets, 
such as conventional fiat money, or 
to trade between different digital 
currencies. Atomic swaps are a 
mechanism where one crypto 
currency can be exchanged directly 
for another crypto currency, without 
the need for a trusted third party such 
as an exchange.

Initial coin offerings
An initial coin offering (ICO) is a 
controversial means of raising funds 
for a new crypto currency venture. 
An ICO may be used by start-ups 
with the intention of avoiding 
regulation. In an ICO campaign, a 
percentage of the crypto currency 
(usually in the form of "tokens") is 
sold to early backers of the project in 
exchange for legal tender or other 
crypto currencies. 

Advantages:
ach and every Bitcoin transaction 

that’s ever been made exists on a 
p u b l i c  l e d g e r  a c c e s s i b l e  t o 
everyone, making transactions hard 
to reverse and difficult to fake. 

As decentralized platforms, 
block chain-based crypto currencies 
allow individuals to engage in peer-
to-peer financial transactions or 
enter into contracts. In either case, 

there is no need for some trusted 
third-party intermediary such as a 
bank, monetary authority, court, or 
judge. 

Some feel that well-regulated 
digital currencies can provide 
significant public benefits in greater 
efficiency and lower costs for both 
domest ic  and ,  in  par t icu lar, 
international payments systems, and 
help ensure financial services reach 
the hundreds of millions of people  
especially in developing countries  
without bank accounts.

Cryp to  cur renc ies  make 
tracking donations easier and have 
the potential to allow donors to see 
how their money is used.

The Risks: 
The real identity of person or groups 
behind the development of Bitcoin 
w h o  s t a t e d  t h e  g o a l  o f  t h e 
technology was to create “a new 
electronic cash system” that was 
“completely decentralized with no 
server or central authority” is still 
unknown.

Anonymity
The owners who have crypto 
c u r r e n c y  i n  t h e  s y s t e m  a r e 
anonymous there are no account 
numbers, names, social security 
numbers or any other identifying 
features that connects to its owners.  
It has been appealing to criminals 
due to its anonymity and lack of 
regulation. Transactions that occur 
through the use and exchange of 
altcoins are independent from 
formal banking systems, enables tax 
evasion and laundering of money. 
Money laundering issues are also 
present in regular bank transfers, 
however with bank-to-bank wire 
transfers for instance, the account 
holder must at least provide a proven 
identity.     Since crypto protects the 
identity of holders, governments are 
deeply concerned about their use in 
illicit activities such as money 
laundering, terrorist financing, 
online black markets, and tax 
evasion. Some fear the replacement 
o f  g o v e r n m e n t - c o n t r o l l e d , 
centralized money by crypto.

Difficult to resolve
Loss, theft, and fraud with crypto 
currency are becoming a routine 
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affair even though tall claims are 
being put forth regarding their 
security. In the absence of a 
governing body, it can be difficult to 
resolve issues if crypto get stolen or 
lost. Crypto currencies are used 
primarily outside existing banking 
and governmental institutions and 
are exchanged over the Internet. 
Whenever there is an intermediary 
like the banks for example, it is 
possible to trace the revenue 
generation and the government will 
have control over the investment 
people put in.

Volatile, Speculative
Bitcoins and their many look-alikes, 
often known as crypto-assets’, are 
best viewed as a volatile, speculative 
asset class, which some users are 
prepared to accept as a form of 
payment.  Since its public launch in 
2 9, Bitcoin has risen dramatically 
in value, although it once sold for 
1 , - per coin, its present price 

is  about  Rs39 lakhs.  Crypto 
currencies have been compared to 
Ponzi schemes, pyramid schemes 
and economic bubbles, such as 
housing market bubbles. Some say 
that digital currencies are nothing 
but an unfounded fad, based on a 
willingness to ascribe value to 
something that has little or none 
beyond what people will pay for it. 
Regulators in several countries have 
warned against crypto currency and 
some have taken measures to 
dissuade users  such warnings are 
unheard, or ignored. 

Digital currencies to 
affect geopolitics
The expansion of big tech firms into 
global finance and banks themselves 
widening their digital footprints, 
financial technology will reshape 
not just the commercial but also the 
geopolitical sphere. Introduction of 
a digital yuan’ would give China the 
ability to bypass the world’s 
traditional banking systems and then 
chal lenge and help curb the 
dominant role of the dollar in 
international trade and finance. This 
could help limit China’s exposure to 

S sanctions policies which rely 
heavily on the dollar’s pre-eminent 

position in international finance. 
The widespread introduction of 
digital currencies has the potential to 
transform the world financial 
system. In anuary 2 2 , a group of 
advanced economy central banks  
from Canada, the , apan, 
Sweden, Switzerland, and the 

uropean Central Bank  announced 
they were working together on 
central bank digital currencies under 
the auspices of the Bank for 
International Settlements (BIS).

The concern of an unregulated 
global economy
As the popularity of and demand for 
online currencies has increased, so 
have  conce rns  tha t  such  an 
unregulated person to person global 
economy that crypto currencies 
offer may become a threat to society. 
The governments of the G  have 
recognised the need for international 
cooperation on how private digital 
currencies should be regulated, 
because the alternative  a global 
free-for-all  could be chaotic and 
dangerous. 

Why do central banks want 
their own digital currencies?

Once a crypto exchange is 
established, it can mind its own 
crypto currencies, it can have initial 
coin offerings, and this will lead to a 
new asset class in that country and 
help people to invest. Supporters of 
this theory suggest that RBI should 
introduce its own crypto currency in 
India.

The Reality:
Investment in crypto currency is a 
speculative activity, and in no way it 
encourages production activity or 
creates real employment.   Those in 
f avou r  o f  l ega l i s i ng  c ryp to 
currencies argue that with the help of 
technology people will find newer 
ways to escape from the noose of 
law. So, it is going to be extremely 
difficult to regulate crypto. But, they 
overlook the fact that technology 
can cut the technology. Another 
argument put forth is that people 
continue to invest wherever the 
returns are high even if it is risky. 
This is true to some extent under the 
existing socio-economic system 

where no one is assured of a secured 
future and where acquisitive nature 
dominates the society.

 But, these experts and leaders 
fail to conceive of a decentralized 
economic system where everyone is 
guaranteed the basic necessities of 
life through 1  employment 
o p p o r t u n i t y  w i t h  a d e q u a t e 
purchasing capacity so that people 
can pursue higher values of life 
instead of becoming a money 
e a r n i n g  m a c h i n e s .  P R O T 
advocates such a socio-economic 
system for the entire globe where 
speculative activities are banned 
and opportunities are created for 
gainful investment in the local area.

Views of PROUT:
The banking system must be 
vigilant about two important points. 
First, the intrinsic demonic greed of 
the banks must not be allowed to 
jeopardize the life of the common 
people. Secondly, the banks must 
not allow unwise administrators or 
governments to print monetary 
notes indiscriminately without 
reserving the proportionate amount 
of bullion in their treasuries.  The 
printing and issuing of monetary 
notes having no bullion value must 
stop immediately. No monetary 
notes should be issued by the 
government from then on without a 
clear assurance that it is prepared to 
pay the requisite amount of money 
in gold coins. A socioeconomic unit 
can conserve its reserve bullion and 
improve the purchasing capacity of 
the local people by manufacturing 
locally finished products.

   Those countries which have a 
l a r g e  v o l u m e  o f  v e r y  f e w 
commodities to sell but many 
commodities to buy will find barter 
trade profitable. Otherwise their 
reserves of gold bullion may get 
exhausted very quickly.  Barter 
trade will give protection from 
disastrous impact due to economic 
depressions. PRO T advocates 
banning of all the speculative 
activit ies all  over the world 
including stock markets, hence no 
chance to approve crypto currency 
of the present form.˜

The Excellence of 

Philosophy 
“If ideological vacuum is not filled by PROUT, a great catastrophe will take place in the 
future because other defective philosophies will come forward."

Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar

"Shrii Sarkar has given a broad outline for the gradual 
establishment of the world government."

“The situation on the Russia-
Ukraine border is volatile 

and tense. The crisis needs to 
be resolved diplomatically at 

the earliest.”

Honour Killings Will Continue as Long as Iran's Laws Protect Killers
 Widespread Practice of Child Marriage Means More Young Girls Will Be Murdered
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une 24, till early uly, they 
r e c e i v e d  .  l a k h  o n l i n e  
applications. The Army and the 
Indian Navy issued theirs on uly 
1. 

Much of the criticism on 
Agnipath comes from uninformed 
quarters unaware of the Army's 
experience in recruiting soldiers. 

ntil 19  the Army enlisted 
soldiers only for seven years, 
which later was changed to 1  
years. So all major wars fought 
were won by soldiers enrolled for 
seven years. Also of a surprise to 
many is why a recruitment scheme 
for the armed forces, which 
employs less than .  of the 
workforce, has led to such 
widespread and intense protests. 
The answer is not far to seek. It is 
motivated and sponsored by the 
Opposition groups to the present 
dispensation. And the Armed 
F o r c e s  a r e  m e r i t - b a s e d  
reservations free with a lifetime 
pension and medical cover. 

Another reason is universal  
resistance to change, i.e. a status 
quo approach which goes against a 
merit-based process. In the 199 s, 
to combat insurgency in , the 
Rashtriya Rifles (RR) was 
launched. Like what is happening 
with Agnipath, there was wide-
ranging criticism against RR, but 
thankfully it remained within the 

army. RR prevailed, and it has been 
a successful merit-based story ever 
since. 

A major problem right now is 
perception. There is a lot of 
apprehension about how the 
recruitment will take place and 
how Agniveers retention or 
termination would be decided. It is 
a must that the scheme should be 
made transparent at entry and exit 
points. One way could be to have a 
clear protocol and standard tests at 
the entrance, and after four years 
when the Army decides on 
retaining 2  of them. One fears 
biases and prejudices, as would be 
reflected in the reports earned by 
the soldier during his service. It 
should be made clear so that young 
Indians who join Agniveers do so 
as informed citizens.

The fear of the  is not 
entirely misplaced, which could be 
alleviated by certain suggested 
changes. Home and Defence 
ministr ies have announced 
percentages of jobs reserved for 
A g n i v e e r s .  O t h e r  s t a t e  
governments (presently B P ruled) 
have promised induction into state 
police forces.  Government 
departments and states making 
promises  should announce 
percentages which should be laid 
down by law and codified so that 
government changes cannot 

invalidate them. After retaining 
2  in defence forces, 3  
should be inducted into central and 
state police forces. The balance, 
4  would get jobs on merit. 
Some industrial houses have 
announced support and promised 
to employ a certain percentage of 
Agniveers.

Another suggestion is that all 
Agniveers should be enrolled in 
the National Pension Scheme 
NPS, and the Government of India 
should bear this cost, which would 
be very small compared to the 
salary levels. It will add another 
layer of social security above the 
11 lakhs already promised. When 
transferred to other government 
departments, they can easily 
transfer and continue their NPS 
accounts.

The  government  mus t  

explain that Agnipath is not just a 

short-term contract. It is a way to 

modernize India's armed forces, 

making them more agile and tech-

friendly, in line with other 

countries whose armed forces 

have similar short-term enrolment 

terms, viz. China, SA, Russia 

etc. The Army must ensure 

communication with aspirants in 

simple yet inspiring terms.. ̃
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PENSION REFORM

recent years, the 
pension due to the 
employees have been 
t r e a t e d  b y  t h e  
g o v e r n m e n t s ,  

irrespective of the political party, 
as an unbearable burden. That is 
why the old pension scheme was 
replaced in 2 4 by the new 
pension scheme, in which the 
pension amount depends on the 
risk of volatility of an investment 
in the stock market. And now 
preparations seem to be on for 
complete abolition of pension.

How does PRO T approach 
this issue? First, it has to be 
understood by reading together 
two (sutras) maxims of Prout:

-9. 'Yugasyasarvanimna 
prayojana  sarve  vidheyam. 
' The minimum requirements of an 
Age should be guaranteed to all.

-11. 'Sarvanimnam navar-
dhana  sam jajiivalak a am. 
' Increasing the minimum standard 
of living of the people indicates 
society's vitality.

The pension system was 
introduced in 19 2 in India with 
the  expecta t ion that  af ter  
retirement, the government would 
ensure a progressive guarantee of 
minimum requirements (contained 
in both these maxims), and it 
happened so also. The average age 
at that time was 32 years which is 
now  years. But governments 
wrongly implemented the old 

pension policy from the very 
beginning, and today it is proving 
to be a burden. The arrangement in 
the pension policy has been that an 
employee should be given a 
pension every month, half the 
amount of his salary (basic pay 

DA) just before retirement. But in 
reality, this half amount becomes 
not only half but three fourth of the 
previous salary. Let's look at an 
example:

Suppose  an  emp loyee  
receives Rs 2 ,  per month just 
before retirement, out of which he 
gets 6 , i.e., Rs 12 ,  after 
deducting about 3  tax and PF, 
personal  insurance ,  group 
insurance, etc. After retirement, he 
gets half the amount, i.e., Rs 
1 , , out of which only tax is to 
be deducted, that too assuming the 
tax amount approximately

Prout and 

Pension Policy

‘Why	is	pension	
proving	a	burden	for	
governments?

Dr RP Singh

In

NEW ERA CURRENCY

India has the highest number of 
crypto owners in the world, 
around 1  million  and in the 

last  one year,  crypto market 
reportedly grew at 641  in India. 
The Supreme Court, in March 2 2  
nullified the circular of the RBI 
banning crypto currency. People 
thought there was validation by the 
Supreme Court as the court lifted the 
ban imposed by the RBI. That made 
many people joining the crypto 
bandwagon.

Now, the government is talking 
about prohibiting all private crypto 
currencies and the RBI introducing a 
currency. Indians are trying to find 
answers to the questions, Is the 
government's plan to regulate crypto 
currency a good move? Will crypto 
b e  a  s e r i o u s  t h r e a t  t o  t h e 
macroeconomic and financial 
stability of the country? Should RBI 
introduce its crypto?

Global Scenario
The rise in the popularity of crypto 
currencies and their adoption by 
financial institutions has led some 
governments to assess whether 
regulation is needed to protect users. 
The legal status of crypto currencies 
varies substantially from country to 
country and is still undefined or 
changing in many of them. While 
some countries have explicitly 
allowed their use and trade, others 

have banned or restricted it. Few 
countries are planning to create their 
own crypto currency. 

 l Salvador made Bitcoin legal 
tender on une 9, 2 21. It is the first 
country to do so. The crypto 
currency can be used for any 
transaction where the business can 
accept it. Cuba has followed this. 
Many Latin American countries are 
reportedly considering similar 
moves.

Chinese government  has 
declared al l  crypto currency 
transactions of any kind illegal. 
Turkey has banned the use of crypto 
currencies and crypto assets for 
making purchases. In the nited 

ingdom, all crypto currency firms, 
such as exchanges, advisors and 
professionals that have either a 
presence, market product or provide 
services within the  market must 
register with the Financial Conduct 
Author i ty.  Sou th  o rea  has 
implemented new legislation to 
strengthen their oversight of digital 
assets. South Africa has seen a large 
amount of scams related to crypto 
currency, is planning a regulatory 
framework.

The Financial Action Task 
Force (FATF) an intergovernmental 
organisation founded in 1989 on the 
initiative of the G  to develop 
p o l i c i e s  t o  c o m b a t  m o n e y 

laundering and financing has 
defined crypto currency-related 
services as "virtual asset service 
p r o v i d e r s "  ( A S P s )  a n d 
recommended that they be regulated 
with the same money laundering 
(AML) and know your customer 
( YC) requirements as financial 
institutions. It has introduced the 
"Travel Rule" for crypto currencies, 
a measure which mandates that 

ASPs obtain, hold, and exchange 
information about the originators 
and beneficiaries of virtual asset 
transfers. 

Some propose that banks that 
held crypto currency assets must set 
aside capital to cover all potential 
losses. 

nited States treats bitcoin as 
property for tax purposes. 

  A number of Aid agencies 
have started accepting donations in 
crypto currencies, including the 
American Red Cross, NIC F, and 
the N World Food Program.

Ban on Advertising 
Crypto currency advertisements 
have been temporarily banned on 
many social platforms including 
Facebook, Google, Twitter, Bing, 
Snapchat, LinkedIn etc.

What Are Crypto currencies?
A crypto currency, crypto-currency, 
or crypto is a collection of binary 

data which is designed to work as a 
medium of exchange. Individual 
coin ownership records are stored in 
a ledger, which is a computerized 
database using strong cryptography 
to secure transaction records, to 
control the creation of additional 
coins, and to verify the transfer of 
coin ownership. 

T h e  “ c r y p t o ”  i n  c r y p t o 
currencies refers to complicated 
cryptography that allows for the 
creation and processing of digital 
currencies and their transactions 
across decentralized systems. 
Alongside this important “crypto” 
feature of these currencies is a 
c o m m o n  c o m m i t m e n t  t o 
decentralization  crypto currencies 
are typically developed as code by 
teams who build in mechanisms for 
issuance (through a process called 
mining) and other controls.

Crypto currency does not exist 
in physical  form (l ike paper 
money),there are no coins to mint or 
bills to print, only exists online, and 
is typically not issued by a central 
authority. Crypto currencies use 
decentralized control as opposed to a 
central bank digital currency 
(CBDC).  When implemented with 
decentralized control, each crypto 
currency works through distributed 
ledger technology, typically a block 
chain that serves as a public 
financial transaction database. Once 
a block is added to the block chain, it 
becomes accessible to anyone who 
wishes to view it, acting as a public 
ledger of crypto currency transactions. 

Digital crypto-currencies’ and 
crypto-assets’ aim to mirror some, 

or all, of the uses of traditional 
money  a means of payment, a store 
of value, and a unit of account, as an 
alternative investment, helping 
diversify a portfolio apart from 
stocks and bonds  can also be used to 
make purchases, but the number of 
vendors that accept the crypto 
currency is still limited.

Bitcoin, first released as open-
source software in 2 9, is the first 
decentralized crypto currency. Most 
crypto currencies are designed to 
gradually decrease the production of 
that currency, placing a cap on the 
total amount of that currency that 

will ever be in circulation. Crypto 
currencies are almost always 
designed to be free from government 
manipulation and controlso it’s 
decentralized.

Since the release of bitcoin, 
many other crypto currencies have 
been created. There are currently 
over a thousand different crypto 
currencies in the world, and many 
see them as the key to a fairer future 
economy.    The crypto currencies 
m o d e l l e d  a f t e r  b i t c o i n  a r e 
collectively called altcoins, and in 
some cases shitcoins, and have often 
tried to present themselves as 
modified or improved versions of 
bitcoin. Stablecoins are altcoins that 
are designed to maintain a stable 
level of purchasing power. 

A crypto currency wallet stores 
the public and private "keys" 
(address) or seed which can be used 
to receive or trade or spend the 
crypto currency. Crypto currency 
exchanges allow customers to trade 
crypto currencies for other assets, 
such as conventional fiat money, or 
to trade between different digital 
currencies. Atomic swaps are a 
mechanism where one crypto 
currency can be exchanged directly 
for another crypto currency, without 
the need for a trusted third party such 
as an exchange.

Initial coin offerings
An initial coin offering (ICO) is a 
controversial means of raising funds 
for a new crypto currency venture. 
An ICO may be used by start-ups 
with the intention of avoiding 
regulation. In an ICO campaign, a 
percentage of the crypto currency 
(usually in the form of "tokens") is 
sold to early backers of the project in 
exchange for legal tender or other 
crypto currencies. 

Advantages:
ach and every Bitcoin transaction 

that’s ever been made exists on a 
p u b l i c  l e d g e r  a c c e s s i b l e  t o 
everyone, making transactions hard 
to reverse and difficult to fake. 

As decentralized platforms, 
block chain-based crypto currencies 
allow individuals to engage in peer-
to-peer financial transactions or 
enter into contracts. In either case, 

there is no need for some trusted 
third-party intermediary such as a 
bank, monetary authority, court, or 
judge. 

Some feel that well-regulated 
digital currencies can provide 
significant public benefits in greater 
efficiency and lower costs for both 
domest ic  and ,  in  par t icu lar, 
international payments systems, and 
help ensure financial services reach 
the hundreds of millions of people  
especially in developing countries  
without bank accounts.

Cryp to  cur renc ies  make 
tracking donations easier and have 
the potential to allow donors to see 
how their money is used.

The Risks: 
The real identity of person or groups 
behind the development of Bitcoin 
w h o  s t a t e d  t h e  g o a l  o f  t h e 
technology was to create “a new 
electronic cash system” that was 
“completely decentralized with no 
server or central authority” is still 
unknown.

Anonymity
The owners who have crypto 
c u r r e n c y  i n  t h e  s y s t e m  a r e 
anonymous there are no account 
numbers, names, social security 
numbers or any other identifying 
features that connects to its owners.  
It has been appealing to criminals 
due to its anonymity and lack of 
regulation. Transactions that occur 
through the use and exchange of 
altcoins are independent from 
formal banking systems, enables tax 
evasion and laundering of money. 
Money laundering issues are also 
present in regular bank transfers, 
however with bank-to-bank wire 
transfers for instance, the account 
holder must at least provide a proven 
identity.     Since crypto protects the 
identity of holders, governments are 
deeply concerned about their use in 
illicit activities such as money 
laundering, terrorist financing, 
online black markets, and tax 
evasion. Some fear the replacement 
o f  g o v e r n m e n t - c o n t r o l l e d , 
centralized money by crypto.

Difficult to resolve
Loss, theft, and fraud with crypto 
currency are becoming a routine 

CRYPTO CURRENCY?
SHOULD WE ENCOURAGE 

Ganesh Bhat Sirsi

The rise in the popularity of crypto currencies and their adoption by financial institutions 
has led some governments to assess whether regulation is needed to protect users.

affair even though tall claims are 
being put forth regarding their 
security. In the absence of a 
governing body, it can be difficult to 
resolve issues if crypto get stolen or 
lost. Crypto currencies are used 
primarily outside existing banking 
and governmental institutions and 
are exchanged over the Internet. 
Whenever there is an intermediary 
like the banks for example, it is 
possible to trace the revenue 
generation and the government will 
have control over the investment 
people put in.

Volatile, Speculative
Bitcoins and their many look-alikes, 
often known as crypto-assets’, are 
best viewed as a volatile, speculative 
asset class, which some users are 
prepared to accept as a form of 
payment.  Since its public launch in 
2 9, Bitcoin has risen dramatically 
in value, although it once sold for 
1 , - per coin, its present price 

is  about  Rs39 lakhs.  Crypto 
currencies have been compared to 
Ponzi schemes, pyramid schemes 
and economic bubbles, such as 
housing market bubbles. Some say 
that digital currencies are nothing 
but an unfounded fad, based on a 
willingness to ascribe value to 
something that has little or none 
beyond what people will pay for it. 
Regulators in several countries have 
warned against crypto currency and 
some have taken measures to 
dissuade users  such warnings are 
unheard, or ignored. 

Digital currencies to 
affect geopolitics
The expansion of big tech firms into 
global finance and banks themselves 
widening their digital footprints, 
financial technology will reshape 
not just the commercial but also the 
geopolitical sphere. Introduction of 
a digital yuan’ would give China the 
ability to bypass the world’s 
traditional banking systems and then 
chal lenge and help curb the 
dominant role of the dollar in 
international trade and finance. This 
could help limit China’s exposure to 

S sanctions policies which rely 
heavily on the dollar’s pre-eminent 

position in international finance. 
The widespread introduction of 
digital currencies has the potential to 
transform the world financial 
system. In anuary 2 2 , a group of 
advanced economy central banks  
from Canada, the , apan, 
Sweden, Switzerland, and the 

uropean Central Bank  announced 
they were working together on 
central bank digital currencies under 
the auspices of the Bank for 
International Settlements (BIS).

The concern of an unregulated 
global economy
As the popularity of and demand for 
online currencies has increased, so 
have  conce rns  tha t  such  an 
unregulated person to person global 
economy that crypto currencies 
offer may become a threat to society. 
The governments of the G  have 
recognised the need for international 
cooperation on how private digital 
currencies should be regulated, 
because the alternative  a global 
free-for-all  could be chaotic and 
dangerous. 

Why do central banks want 
their own digital currencies?

Once a crypto exchange is 
established, it can mind its own 
crypto currencies, it can have initial 
coin offerings, and this will lead to a 
new asset class in that country and 
help people to invest. Supporters of 
this theory suggest that RBI should 
introduce its own crypto currency in 
India.

The Reality:
Investment in crypto currency is a 
speculative activity, and in no way it 
encourages production activity or 
creates real employment.   Those in 
f avou r  o f  l ega l i s i ng  c ryp to 
currencies argue that with the help of 
technology people will find newer 
ways to escape from the noose of 
law. So, it is going to be extremely 
difficult to regulate crypto. But, they 
overlook the fact that technology 
can cut the technology. Another 
argument put forth is that people 
continue to invest wherever the 
returns are high even if it is risky. 
This is true to some extent under the 
existing socio-economic system 

where no one is assured of a secured 
future and where acquisitive nature 
dominates the society.

 But, these experts and leaders 
fail to conceive of a decentralized 
economic system where everyone is 
guaranteed the basic necessities of 
life through 1  employment 
o p p o r t u n i t y  w i t h  a d e q u a t e 
purchasing capacity so that people 
can pursue higher values of life 
instead of becoming a money 
e a r n i n g  m a c h i n e s .  P R O T 
advocates such a socio-economic 
system for the entire globe where 
speculative activities are banned 
and opportunities are created for 
gainful investment in the local area.

Views of PROUT:
The banking system must be 
vigilant about two important points. 
First, the intrinsic demonic greed of 
the banks must not be allowed to 
jeopardize the life of the common 
people. Secondly, the banks must 
not allow unwise administrators or 
governments to print monetary 
notes indiscriminately without 
reserving the proportionate amount 
of bullion in their treasuries.  The 
printing and issuing of monetary 
notes having no bullion value must 
stop immediately. No monetary 
notes should be issued by the 
government from then on without a 
clear assurance that it is prepared to 
pay the requisite amount of money 
in gold coins. A socioeconomic unit 
can conserve its reserve bullion and 
improve the purchasing capacity of 
the local people by manufacturing 
locally finished products.

   Those countries which have a 
l a r g e  v o l u m e  o f  v e r y  f e w 
commodities to sell but many 
commodities to buy will find barter 
trade profitable. Otherwise their 
reserves of gold bullion may get 
exhausted very quickly.  Barter 
trade will give protection from 
disastrous impact due to economic 
depressions. PRO T advocates 
banning of all the speculative 
activit ies al l  over the world 
including stock markets, hence no 
chance to approve crypto currency 
of the present form.˜
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“If ideological vacuum is not filled by PROUT, a great catastrophe will take place in the 
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SOCIOLOGICAL ISSUES

e may find the roots of 
morality in primitive 
life. Before human 
development, animals 

formed families and societies 
based on physical needs. The 
existential mainstays of animal life 
are very basic or even crude: 
foraging for food, sleeping, 
procreating, and survival and the 
means to sustain them maybe even 
cruder: tearing opponents and their 
families apart before devouring 
them, or even spying on their prey, 
deceiving them, poisoning them, 
etc. On the bright side, Nature 
seems to assign certain civic duties 
to developed animals, such as 
learning the dos and don’ts of life, 
caring for their offspring, etc.

Human beings came into 
existence with diverse moral 
notions engraved into their DNA. 
On the one hand, wild and brutal 
impulses threatened to make 

Prabhákar T. Överland

MORALITY
THE EVOLUTION OF 

humans behave aggressively in 
challenging situations. On the 
other hand, they instinctively 
knew there was a system and a 
discipline in life. As such, the 
moral position of primitive 
humans  was  f ru s t r a t i ng ly  
complex, to say the least, but also 
essential. The moral struggle 
against those evil,  violent 
expressions of animal survival 
instincts brought living beings 
close to the human stage. Human 
morality is at first a struggle 
against the firmly established 
crude manifestations of prominent 
basic instincts and an evolution 
from harsh and brutal behaviour 
towards subtler and sweeter 
sensitivity and sensibility. 

Moral development occurs 
within families,  locali t ies,  
societies, educational and other 
societal institutions where people 
evolve to think, act and deal with 
each other in increasingly more 
meaningful and rewarding ways. 

ven the crudest morality systems, 
such as those that allow for cutting 
off people’s limbs and murdering 
them for their crimes, aim at 
certain civilizable functions, such 
as disciplining individuals and 
society and governance.

Before we move on, we may 
add an appropriate question: Is 
capital punishment moral? The 
death sentence is usually reserved 
for those convicted of murder. 
Who is responsible for such 

W
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(A) Rs 1 ,  under the New Tax 
R e g i m e  ( s e c t i o n  11  
BAC),then he gets net  
9 ,  or less preferably,

(B) Rs 14,  as per normal rates, 
then he gets net Rs 86 .
In both cases, he gets not half 

of his salary but about -  of 
his salary. After that, different 
types of concessions are given to 
senior citizens. Adjusting them 
too, one gets even after retirement 
about 8 -9  of one's former 
salary. In contrast, in this age 
group, children's expenses for 
education, upbringing etc., are 
negligible though medical costs 
rise to some extent. Surely such a 
pension policy was bound to be a 
burden sooner or later. 

But whether the solution lies 
in linking the pension to the highly 
volatile stock market or removing 
it altogether  On the one hand, 
today, the government talks about 
giving pension and PF under six 
different schemes to all senior 
citizens, including lawyers, 
journalists, farmers, street vendors, 
etc., under the progressive 
g u a r a n t e e  o f  m i n i m u m  
requirements as a measure of social 
security and, on the other hand, it is 
considering all the retirement 
benefits including pension to 
employees an unbearable burden on 
public coffers. Such confusing and 
contradictory thinking is not proper.

I n s t e a d  o f  a l t o g e t h e r  
abolishing pensions or relying on 
the risk of market uncertainty 
under the new pension scheme, it 
would be better to give pensions to 

employees, officers and public 
representatives recruited after 
2 4 based on years of service 
instead of half pay. That is, in lieu 
of every completed year of service, 
one percent of the salary (up to the 
maximum limit of 3 ) per month 
should be ensured as a monthly 
pension. It will be equivalent to 

 of the salary and other 
facilities. It will also reduce the 
burden on the government 
exchequer. ven if the old pension 
system is wholly adopted, the 
suggested pension regime will 
limit this burden to 2 -2  of the 
expenditure on salary.

While implementing this 
policy in the army and other forces 
(where retirement is relatively 
earlier), it would be appropriate to 
increase the percentage from one 
percent to 1.  percent (up to a 
maximum limit of 3 ). In this 
way, after retiring from the defence 
in four years, an Agniveer and his 
dependents will be eligible for a 
monthly pension of 6  of the 

monthly salary  DA at the time 
just before retirement. On the 
other hand, suppose he joins a 
civilian job after four years and 
works for 2  years before 
retirement. In that case, he and his 
family will be eligible for a 
monthly pension of 2  of the last 
drawn monthly civilian salary in 
addition to 6  of the last drawn 
monthly salary as Agniveer. 

The pension of public 
representatives will also be equal 
to that of regular employees as 1  
per completed year of service, 
keeping the maximum limit of 
3 . Then more than one pension 
would not make any sense.

According to CRISIL's 
warning in 2 1 , the pension 
burden in India was 2.2  of GDP 
in 2 1 , which is currently 
assumed to be 3-3.4 and is 
projected to be 4.1  in 2 3 . For 
the central government, it is 
budgeted as 4  of the annual 
budget for 2 22-23. Although it 
appears to be a small part of GDP, 
the governments feel the burden 
by seeing it as part of their budget 
and in proportion to the salary. 
Further, India has also been 
criticised for excessive orientation 
of the pension system to the 
organised sector, particularly the 
public services. They need to be 
extended more and more to the 
private and informal sectors. But 
in the private sector,  the 
government does not bear the 
burden.  ̃
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India has the highest number of 
crypto owners in the world, 
around 1  million  and in the 

last  one year,  crypto market 
reportedly grew at 641  in India. 
The Supreme Court, in March 2 2  
nullified the circular of the RBI 
banning crypto currency. People 
thought there was validation by the 
Supreme Court as the court lifted the 
ban imposed by the RBI. That made 
many people joining the crypto 
bandwagon.

Now, the government is talking 
about prohibiting all private crypto 
currencies and the RBI introducing a 
currency. Indians are trying to find 
answers to the questions, Is the 
government's plan to regulate crypto 
currency a good move? Will crypto 
b e  a  s e r i o u s  t h r e a t  t o  t h e 
macroeconomic and financial 
stability of the country? Should RBI 
introduce its crypto?

Global Scenario
The rise in the popularity of crypto 
currencies and their adoption by 
financial institutions has led some 
governments to assess whether 
regulation is needed to protect users. 
The legal status of crypto currencies 
varies substantially from country to 
country and is still undefined or 
changing in many of them. While 
some countries have explicitly 
allowed their use and trade, others 

have banned or restricted it. Few 
countries are planning to create their 
own crypto currency. 

 l Salvador made Bitcoin legal 
tender on une 9, 2 21. It is the first 
country to do so. The crypto 
currency can be used for any 
transaction where the business can 
accept it. Cuba has followed this. 
Many Latin American countries are 
reportedly considering similar 
moves.

Chinese government  has 
declared al l  crypto currency 
transactions of any kind illegal. 
Turkey has banned the use of crypto 
currencies and crypto assets for 
making purchases. In the nited 

ingdom, all crypto currency firms, 
such as exchanges, advisors and 
professionals that have either a 
presence, market product or provide 
services within the  market must 
register with the Financial Conduct 
Author i ty.  Sou th  o rea  has 
implemented new legislation to 
strengthen their oversight of digital 
assets. South Africa has seen a large 
amount of scams related to crypto 
currency, is planning a regulatory 
framework.

The Financial Action Task 
Force (FATF) an intergovernmental 
organisation founded in 1989 on the 
initiative of the G  to develop 
p o l i c i e s  t o  c o m b a t  m o n e y 

laundering and financing has 
defined crypto currency-related 
services as "virtual asset service 
p r o v i d e r s "  ( A S P s )  a n d 
recommended that they be regulated 
with the same money laundering 
(AML) and know your customer 
( YC) requirements as financial 
institutions. It has introduced the 
"Travel Rule" for crypto currencies, 
a measure which mandates that 

ASPs obtain, hold, and exchange 
information about the originators 
and beneficiaries of virtual asset 
transfers. 

Some propose that banks that 
held crypto currency assets must set 
aside capital to cover all potential 
losses. 

nited States treats bitcoin as 
property for tax purposes. 

  A number of Aid agencies 
have started accepting donations in 
crypto currencies, including the 
American Red Cross, NIC F, and 
the N World Food Program.

Ban on Advertising 
Crypto currency advertisements 
have been temporarily banned on 
many social platforms including 
Facebook, Google, Twitter, Bing, 
Snapchat, LinkedIn etc.

What Are Crypto currencies?
A crypto currency, crypto-currency, 
or crypto is a collection of binary 

data which is designed to work as a 
medium of exchange. Individual 
coin ownership records are stored in 
a ledger, which is a computerized 
database using strong cryptography 
to secure transaction records, to 
control the creation of additional 
coins, and to verify the transfer of 
coin ownership. 

T h e  “ c r y p t o ”  i n  c r y p t o 
currencies refers to complicated 
cryptography that allows for the 
creation and processing of digital 
currencies and their transactions 
across decentralized systems. 
Alongside this important “crypto” 
feature of these currencies is a 
c o m m o n  c o m m i t m e n t  t o 
decentralization  crypto currencies 
are typically developed as code by 
teams who build in mechanisms for 
issuance (through a process called 
mining) and other controls.

Crypto currency does not exist 
in physical  form (l ike paper 
money),there are no coins to mint or 
bills to print, only exists online, and 
is typically not issued by a central 
authority. Crypto currencies use 
decentralized control as opposed to a 
central bank digital currency 
(CBDC).  When implemented with 
decentralized control, each crypto 
currency works through distributed 
ledger technology, typically a block 
chain that serves as a public 
financial transaction database. Once 
a block is added to the block chain, it 
becomes accessible to anyone who 
wishes to view it, acting as a public 
ledger of crypto currency transactions. 

Digital crypto-currencies’ and 
crypto-assets’ aim to mirror some, 

or all, of the uses of traditional 
money  a means of payment, a store 
of value, and a unit of account, as an 
alternative investment, helping 
diversify a portfolio apart from 
stocks and bonds  can also be used to 
make purchases, but the number of 
vendors that accept the crypto 
currency is still limited.

Bitcoin, first released as open-
source software in 2 9, is the first 
decentralized crypto currency. Most 
crypto currencies are designed to 
gradually decrease the production of 
that currency, placing a cap on the 
total amount of that currency that 

will ever be in circulation. Crypto 
currencies are almost always 
designed to be free from government 
manipulation and controlso it’s 
decentralized.

Since the release of bitcoin, 
many other crypto currencies have 
been created. There are currently 
over a thousand different crypto 
currencies in the world, and many 
see them as the key to a fairer future 
economy.    The crypto currencies 
m o d e l l e d  a f t e r  b i t c o i n  a r e 
collectively called altcoins, and in 
some cases shitcoins, and have often 
tried to present themselves as 
modified or improved versions of 
bitcoin. Stablecoins are altcoins that 
are designed to maintain a stable 
level of purchasing power. 

A crypto currency wallet stores 
the public and private "keys" 
(address) or seed which can be used 
to receive or trade or spend the 
crypto currency. Crypto currency 
exchanges allow customers to trade 
crypto currencies for other assets, 
such as conventional fiat money, or 
to trade between different digital 
currencies. Atomic swaps are a 
mechanism where one crypto 
currency can be exchanged directly 
for another crypto currency, without 
the need for a trusted third party such 
as an exchange.

Initial coin offerings
An initial coin offering (ICO) is a 
controversial means of raising funds 
for a new crypto currency venture. 
An ICO may be used by start-ups 
with the intention of avoiding 
regulation. In an ICO campaign, a 
percentage of the crypto currency 
(usually in the form of "tokens") is 
sold to early backers of the project in 
exchange for legal tender or other 
crypto currencies. 

Advantages:
ach and every Bitcoin transaction 

that’s ever been made exists on a 
p u b l i c  l e d g e r  a c c e s s i b l e  t o 
everyone, making transactions hard 
to reverse and difficult to fake. 

As decentralized platforms, 
block chain-based crypto currencies 
allow individuals to engage in peer-
to-peer financial transactions or 
enter into contracts. In either case, 

there is no need for some trusted 
third-party intermediary such as a 
bank, monetary authority, court, or 
judge. 

Some feel that well-regulated 
digital currencies can provide 
significant public benefits in greater 
efficiency and lower costs for both 
domest ic  and ,  in  par t icu lar, 
international payments systems, and 
help ensure financial services reach 
the hundreds of millions of people  
especially in developing countries  
without bank accounts.

Cryp to  cur renc ies  make 
tracking donations easier and have 
the potential to allow donors to see 
how their money is used.

The Risks: 
The real identity of person or groups 
behind the development of Bitcoin 
w h o  s t a t e d  t h e  g o a l  o f  t h e 
technology was to create “a new 
electronic cash system” that was 
“completely decentralized with no 
server or central authority” is still 
unknown.

Anonymity
The owners who have crypto 
c u r r e n c y  i n  t h e  s y s t e m  a r e 
anonymous there are no account 
numbers, names, social security 
numbers or any other identifying 
features that connects to its owners.  
It has been appealing to criminals 
due to its anonymity and lack of 
regulation. Transactions that occur 
through the use and exchange of 
altcoins are independent from 
formal banking systems, enables tax 
evasion and laundering of money. 
Money laundering issues are also 
present in regular bank transfers, 
however with bank-to-bank wire 
transfers for instance, the account 
holder must at least provide a proven 
identity.     Since crypto protects the 
identity of holders, governments are 
deeply concerned about their use in 
illicit activities such as money 
laundering, terrorist financing, 
online black markets, and tax 
evasion. Some fear the replacement 
o f  g o v e r n m e n t - c o n t r o l l e d , 
centralized money by crypto.

Difficult to resolve
Loss, theft, and fraud with crypto 
currency are becoming a routine 

CRYPTO CURRENCY?
SHOULD WE ENCOURAGE 

Ganesh Bhat Sirsi

The rise in the popularity of crypto currencies and their adoption by financial institutions 
has led some governments to assess whether regulation is needed to protect users.

affair even though tall claims are 
being put forth regarding their 
security. In the absence of a 
governing body, it can be difficult to 
resolve issues if crypto get stolen or 
lost. Crypto currencies are used 
primarily outside existing banking 
and governmental institutions and 
are exchanged over the Internet. 
Whenever there is an intermediary 
like the banks for example, it is 
possible to trace the revenue 
generation and the government will 
have control over the investment 
people put in.

Volatile, Speculative
Bitcoins and their many look-alikes, 
often known as crypto-assets’, are 
best viewed as a volatile, speculative 
asset class, which some users are 
prepared to accept as a form of 
payment.  Since its public launch in 
2 9, Bitcoin has risen dramatically 
in value, although it once sold for 
1 , - per coin, its present price 

is  about  Rs39 lakhs.  Crypto 
currencies have been compared to 
Ponzi schemes, pyramid schemes 
and economic bubbles, such as 
housing market bubbles. Some say 
that digital currencies are nothing 
but an unfounded fad, based on a 
willingness to ascribe value to 
something that has little or none 
beyond what people will pay for it. 
Regulators in several countries have 
warned against crypto currency and 
some have taken measures to 
dissuade users  such warnings are 
unheard, or ignored. 

Digital currencies to 
affect geopolitics
The expansion of big tech firms into 
global finance and banks themselves 
widening their digital footprints, 
financial technology will reshape 
not just the commercial but also the 
geopolitical sphere. Introduction of 
a digital yuan’ would give China the 
ability to bypass the world’s 
traditional banking systems and then 
chal lenge and help curb the 
dominant role of the dollar in 
international trade and finance. This 
could help limit China’s exposure to 

S sanctions policies which rely 
heavily on the dollar’s pre-eminent 

position in international finance. 
The widespread introduction of 
digital currencies has the potential to 
transform the world financial 
system. In anuary 2 2 , a group of 
advanced economy central banks  
from Canada, the , apan, 
Sweden, Switzerland, and the 

uropean Central Bank  announced 
they were working together on 
central bank digital currencies under 
the auspices of the Bank for 
International Settlements (BIS).

The concern of an unregulated 
global economy
As the popularity of and demand for 
online currencies has increased, so 
have  conce rns  tha t  such  an 
unregulated person to person global 
economy that crypto currencies 
offer may become a threat to society. 
The governments of the G  have 
recognised the need for international 
cooperation on how private digital 
currencies should be regulated, 
because the alternative  a global 
free-for-all  could be chaotic and 
dangerous. 

Why do central banks want 
their own digital currencies?

Once a crypto exchange is 
established, it can mind its own 
crypto currencies, it can have initial 
coin offerings, and this will lead to a 
new asset class in that country and 
help people to invest. Supporters of 
this theory suggest that RBI should 
introduce its own crypto currency in 
India.

The Reality:
Investment in crypto currency is a 
speculative activity, and in no way it 
encourages production activity or 
creates real employment.   Those in 
f avou r  o f  l ega l i s i ng  c ryp to 
currencies argue that with the help of 
technology people will find newer 
ways to escape from the noose of 
law. So, it is going to be extremely 
difficult to regulate crypto. But, they 
overlook the fact that technology 
can cut the technology. Another 
argument put forth is that people 
continue to invest wherever the 
returns are high even if it is risky. 
This is true to some extent under the 
existing socio-economic system 

where no one is assured of a secured 
future and where acquisitive nature 
dominates the society.

 But, these experts and leaders 
fail to conceive of a decentralized 
economic system where everyone is 
guaranteed the basic necessities of 
life through 1  employment 
o p p o r t u n i t y  w i t h  a d e q u a t e 
purchasing capacity so that people 
can pursue higher values of life 
instead of becoming a money 
e a r n i n g  m a c h i n e s .  P R O T 
advocates such a socio-economic 
system for the entire globe where 
speculative activities are banned 
and opportunities are created for 
gainful investment in the local area.

Views of PROUT:
The banking system must be 
vigilant about two important points. 
First, the intrinsic demonic greed of 
the banks must not be allowed to 
jeopardize the life of the common 
people. Secondly, the banks must 
not allow unwise administrators or 
governments to print monetary 
notes indiscriminately without 
reserving the proportionate amount 
of bullion in their treasuries.  The 
printing and issuing of monetary 
notes having no bullion value must 
stop immediately. No monetary 
notes should be issued by the 
government from then on without a 
clear assurance that it is prepared to 
pay the requisite amount of money 
in gold coins. A socioeconomic unit 
can conserve its reserve bullion and 
improve the purchasing capacity of 
the local people by manufacturing 
locally finished products.

   Those countries which have a 
l a r g e  v o l u m e  o f  v e r y  f e w 
commodities to sell but many 
commodities to buy will find barter 
trade profitable. Otherwise their 
reserves of gold bullion may get 
exhausted very quickly.  Barter 
trade will give protection from 
disastrous impact due to economic 
depressions. PRO T advocates 
banning of all the speculative 
activit ies all  over the world 
including stock markets, hence no 
chance to approve crypto currency 
of the present form.˜

The Excellence of 

Philosophy 
“If ideological vacuum is not filled by PROUT, a great catastrophe will take place in the 
future because other defective philosophies will come forward."

Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar

"Shrii Sarkar has given a broad outline for the gradual 
establishment of the world government."

“The situation on the Russia-
Ukraine border is volatile 

and tense. The crisis needs to 
be resolved diplomatically at 

the earliest.”

Honour Killings Will Continue as Long as Iran's Laws Protect Killers
 Widespread Practice of Child Marriage Means More Young Girls Will Be Murdered

PROUT NEWS REPORT
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SOCIOLOGICAL ISSUES

e may find the roots of 
morality in primitive 
life. Before human 
development, animals 

formed families and societies 
based on physical needs. The 
existential mainstays of animal life 
are very basic or even crude: 
foraging for food, sleeping, 
procreating, and survival and the 
means to sustain them maybe even 
cruder: tearing opponents and their 
families apart before devouring 
them, or even spying on their prey, 
deceiving them, poisoning them, 
etc. On the bright side, Nature 
seems to assign certain civic duties 
to developed animals, such as 
learning the dos and don’ts of life, 
caring for their offspring, etc.

Human beings came into 
existence with diverse moral 
notions engraved into their DNA. 
On the one hand, wild and brutal 
impulses threatened to make 

Prabhákar T. Överland

MORALITY
THE EVOLUTION OF 

humans behave aggressively in 
challenging situations. On the 
other hand, they instinctively 
knew there was a system and a 
discipline in life. As such, the 
moral position of primitive 
humans  was  f ru s t r a t i ng ly  
complex, to say the least, but also 
essential. The moral struggle 
against those evil,  violent 
expressions of animal survival 
instincts brought living beings 
close to the human stage. Human 
morality is at first a struggle 
against the firmly established 
crude manifestations of prominent 
basic instincts and an evolution 
from harsh and brutal behaviour 
towards subtler and sweeter 
sensitivity and sensibility. 

Moral development occurs 
within families,  locali t ies,  
societies, educational and other 
societal institutions where people 
evolve to think, act and deal with 
each other in increasingly more 
meaningful and rewarding ways. 

ven the crudest morality systems, 
such as those that allow for cutting 
off people’s limbs and murdering 
them for their crimes, aim at 
certain civilizable functions, such 
as disciplining individuals and 
society and governance.

Before we move on, we may 
add an appropriate question: Is 
capital punishment moral? The 
death sentence is usually reserved 
for those convicted of murder. 
Who is responsible for such 

W
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(A) Rs 1 ,  under the New Tax 
R e g i m e  ( s e c t i o n  11  
BAC),then he gets net  
9 ,  or less preferably,

(B) Rs 14,  as per normal rates, 
then he gets net Rs 86 .
In both cases, he gets not half 

of his salary but about -  of 
his salary. After that, different 
types of concessions are given to 
senior citizens. Adjusting them 
too, one gets even after retirement 
about 8 -9  of one's former 
salary. In contrast, in this age 
group, children's expenses for 
education, upbringing etc., are 
negligible though medical costs 
rise to some extent. Surely such a 
pension policy was bound to be a 
burden sooner or later. 

But whether the solution lies 
in linking the pension to the highly 
volatile stock market or removing 
it altogether  On the one hand, 
today, the government talks about 
giving pension and PF under six 
different schemes to all senior 
citizens, including lawyers, 
journalists, farmers, street vendors, 
etc., under the progressive 
g u a r a n t e e  o f  m i n i m u m  
requirements as a measure of social 
security and, on the other hand, it is 
considering all the retirement 
benefits including pension to 
employees an unbearable burden on 
public coffers. Such confusing and 
contradictory thinking is not proper.

I n s t e a d  o f  a l t o g e t h e r  
abolishing pensions or relying on 
the risk of market uncertainty 
under the new pension scheme, it 
would be better to give pensions to 

employees, officers and public 
representatives recruited after 
2 4 based on years of service 
instead of half pay. That is, in lieu 
of every completed year of service, 
one percent of the salary (up to the 
maximum limit of 3 ) per month 
should be ensured as a monthly 
pension. It will be equivalent to 

 of the salary and other 
facilities. It will also reduce the 
burden on the government 
exchequer. ven if the old pension 
system is wholly adopted, the 
suggested pension regime will 
limit this burden to 2 -2  of the 
expenditure on salary.

While implementing this 
policy in the army and other forces 
(where retirement is relatively 
earlier), it would be appropriate to 
increase the percentage from one 
percent to 1.  percent (up to a 
maximum limit of 3 ). In this 
way, after retiring from the defence 
in four years, an Agniveer and his 
dependents will be eligible for a 
monthly pension of 6  of the 

monthly salary  DA at the time 
just before retirement. On the 
other hand, suppose he joins a 
civilian job after four years and 
works for 2  years before 
retirement. In that case, he and his 
family will be eligible for a 
monthly pension of 2  of the last 
drawn monthly civilian salary in 
addition to 6  of the last drawn 
monthly salary as Agniveer. 

The pension of public 
representatives will also be equal 
to that of regular employees as 1  
per completed year of service, 
keeping the maximum limit of 
3 . Then more than one pension 
would not make any sense.

According to CRISIL's 
warning in 2 1 , the pension 
burden in India was 2.2  of GDP 
in 2 1 , which is currently 
assumed to be 3-3.4 and is 
projected to be 4.1  in 2 3 . For 
the central government, it is 
budgeted as 4  of the annual 
budget for 2 22-23. Although it 
appears to be a small part of GDP, 
the governments feel the burden 
by seeing it as part of their budget 
and in proportion to the salary. 
Further, India has also been 
criticised for excessive orientation 
of the pension system to the 
organised sector, particularly the 
public services. They need to be 
extended more and more to the 
private and informal sectors. But 
in the private sector,  the 
government does not bear the 
burden.  ̃

NEW ERA CURRENCY

India has the highest number of 
crypto owners in the world, 
around 1  million  and in the 

last  one year,  crypto market 
reportedly grew at 641  in India. 
The Supreme Court, in March 2 2  
nullified the circular of the RBI 
banning crypto currency. People 
thought there was validation by the 
Supreme Court as the court lifted the 
ban imposed by the RBI. That made 
many people joining the crypto 
bandwagon.

Now, the government is talking 
about prohibiting all private crypto 
currencies and the RBI introducing a 
currency. Indians are trying to find 
answers to the questions, Is the 
government's plan to regulate crypto 
currency a good move? Will crypto 
b e  a  s e r i o u s  t h r e a t  t o  t h e 
macroeconomic and financial 
stability of the country? Should RBI 
introduce its crypto?

Global Scenario
The rise in the popularity of crypto 
currencies and their adoption by 
financial institutions has led some 
governments to assess whether 
regulation is needed to protect users. 
The legal status of crypto currencies 
varies substantially from country to 
country and is still undefined or 
changing in many of them. While 
some countries have explicitly 
allowed their use and trade, others 

have banned or restricted it. Few 
countries are planning to create their 
own crypto currency. 

 l Salvador made Bitcoin legal 
tender on une 9, 2 21. It is the first 
country to do so. The crypto 
currency can be used for any 
transaction where the business can 
accept it. Cuba has followed this. 
Many Latin American countries are 
reportedly considering similar 
moves.

Chinese government  has 
declared al l  crypto currency 
transactions of any kind illegal. 
Turkey has banned the use of crypto 
currencies and crypto assets for 
making purchases. In the nited 

ingdom, all crypto currency firms, 
such as exchanges, advisors and 
professionals that have either a 
presence, market product or provide 
services within the  market must 
register with the Financial Conduct 
Author i ty.  Sou th  o rea  has 
implemented new legislation to 
strengthen their oversight of digital 
assets. South Africa has seen a large 
amount of scams related to crypto 
currency, is planning a regulatory 
framework.

The Financial Action Task 
Force (FATF) an intergovernmental 
organisation founded in 1989 on the 
initiative of the G  to develop 
p o l i c i e s  t o  c o m b a t  m o n e y 

laundering and financing has 
defined crypto currency-related 
services as "virtual asset service 
p r o v i d e r s "  ( A S P s )  a n d 
recommended that they be regulated 
with the same money laundering 
(AML) and know your customer 
( YC) requirements as financial 
institutions. It has introduced the 
"Travel Rule" for crypto currencies, 
a measure which mandates that 

ASPs obtain, hold, and exchange 
information about the originators 
and beneficiaries of virtual asset 
transfers. 

Some propose that banks that 
held crypto currency assets must set 
aside capital to cover all potential 
losses. 

nited States treats bitcoin as 
property for tax purposes. 

  A number of Aid agencies 
have started accepting donations in 
crypto currencies, including the 
American Red Cross, NIC F, and 
the N World Food Program.

Ban on Advertising 
Crypto currency advertisements 
have been temporarily banned on 
many social platforms including 
Facebook, Google, Twitter, Bing, 
Snapchat, LinkedIn etc.

What Are Crypto currencies?
A crypto currency, crypto-currency, 
or crypto is a collection of binary 

data which is designed to work as a 
medium of exchange. Individual 
coin ownership records are stored in 
a ledger, which is a computerized 
database using strong cryptography 
to secure transaction records, to 
control the creation of additional 
coins, and to verify the transfer of 
coin ownership. 

T h e  “ c r y p t o ”  i n  c r y p t o 
currencies refers to complicated 
cryptography that allows for the 
creation and processing of digital 
currencies and their transactions 
across decentralized systems. 
Alongside this important “crypto” 
feature of these currencies is a 
c o m m o n  c o m m i t m e n t  t o 
decentralization  crypto currencies 
are typically developed as code by 
teams who build in mechanisms for 
issuance (through a process called 
mining) and other controls.

Crypto currency does not exist 
in physical  form (l ike paper 
money),there are no coins to mint or 
bills to print, only exists online, and 
is typically not issued by a central 
authority. Crypto currencies use 
decentralized control as opposed to a 
central bank digital currency 
(CBDC).  When implemented with 
decentralized control, each crypto 
currency works through distributed 
ledger technology, typically a block 
chain that serves as a public 
financial transaction database. Once 
a block is added to the block chain, it 
becomes accessible to anyone who 
wishes to view it, acting as a public 
ledger of crypto currency transactions. 

Digital crypto-currencies’ and 
crypto-assets’ aim to mirror some, 

or all, of the uses of traditional 
money  a means of payment, a store 
of value, and a unit of account, as an 
alternative investment, helping 
diversify a portfolio apart from 
stocks and bonds  can also be used to 
make purchases, but the number of 
vendors that accept the crypto 
currency is still limited.

Bitcoin, first released as open-
source software in 2 9, is the first 
decentralized crypto currency. Most 
crypto currencies are designed to 
gradually decrease the production of 
that currency, placing a cap on the 
total amount of that currency that 

will ever be in circulation. Crypto 
currencies are almost always 
designed to be free from government 
manipulation and controlso it’s 
decentralized.

Since the release of bitcoin, 
many other crypto currencies have 
been created. There are currently 
over a thousand different crypto 
currencies in the world, and many 
see them as the key to a fairer future 
economy.    The crypto currencies 
m o d e l l e d  a f t e r  b i t c o i n  a r e 
collectively called altcoins, and in 
some cases shitcoins, and have often 
tried to present themselves as 
modified or improved versions of 
bitcoin. Stablecoins are altcoins that 
are designed to maintain a stable 
level of purchasing power. 

A crypto currency wallet stores 
the public and private "keys" 
(address) or seed which can be used 
to receive or trade or spend the 
crypto currency. Crypto currency 
exchanges allow customers to trade 
crypto currencies for other assets, 
such as conventional fiat money, or 
to trade between different digital 
currencies. Atomic swaps are a 
mechanism where one crypto 
currency can be exchanged directly 
for another crypto currency, without 
the need for a trusted third party such 
as an exchange.

Initial coin offerings
An initial coin offering (ICO) is a 
controversial means of raising funds 
for a new crypto currency venture. 
An ICO may be used by start-ups 
with the intention of avoiding 
regulation. In an ICO campaign, a 
percentage of the crypto currency 
(usually in the form of "tokens") is 
sold to early backers of the project in 
exchange for legal tender or other 
crypto currencies. 

Advantages:
ach and every Bitcoin transaction 

that’s ever been made exists on a 
p u b l i c  l e d g e r  a c c e s s i b l e  t o 
everyone, making transactions hard 
to reverse and difficult to fake. 

As decentralized platforms, 
block chain-based crypto currencies 
allow individuals to engage in peer-
to-peer financial transactions or 
enter into contracts. In either case, 

there is no need for some trusted 
third-party intermediary such as a 
bank, monetary authority, court, or 
judge. 

Some feel that well-regulated 
digital currencies can provide 
significant public benefits in greater 
efficiency and lower costs for both 
domest ic  and ,  in  par t icu lar, 
international payments systems, and 
help ensure financial services reach 
the hundreds of millions of people  
especially in developing countries  
without bank accounts.

Cryp to  cur renc ies  make 
tracking donations easier and have 
the potential to allow donors to see 
how their money is used.

The Risks: 
The real identity of person or groups 
behind the development of Bitcoin 
w h o  s t a t e d  t h e  g o a l  o f  t h e 
technology was to create “a new 
electronic cash system” that was 
“completely decentralized with no 
server or central authority” is still 
unknown.

Anonymity
The owners who have crypto 
c u r r e n c y  i n  t h e  s y s t e m  a r e 
anonymous there are no account 
numbers, names, social security 
numbers or any other identifying 
features that connects to its owners.  
It has been appealing to criminals 
due to its anonymity and lack of 
regulation. Transactions that occur 
through the use and exchange of 
altcoins are independent from 
formal banking systems, enables tax 
evasion and laundering of money. 
Money laundering issues are also 
present in regular bank transfers, 
however with bank-to-bank wire 
transfers for instance, the account 
holder must at least provide a proven 
identity.     Since crypto protects the 
identity of holders, governments are 
deeply concerned about their use in 
illicit activities such as money 
laundering, terrorist financing, 
online black markets, and tax 
evasion. Some fear the replacement 
o f  g o v e r n m e n t - c o n t r o l l e d , 
centralized money by crypto.

Difficult to resolve
Loss, theft, and fraud with crypto 
currency are becoming a routine 
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The rise in the popularity of crypto currencies and their adoption by financial institutions 
has led some governments to assess whether regulation is needed to protect users.

affair even though tall claims are 
being put forth regarding their 
security. In the absence of a 
governing body, it can be difficult to 
resolve issues if crypto get stolen or 
lost. Crypto currencies are used 
primarily outside existing banking 
and governmental institutions and 
are exchanged over the Internet. 
Whenever there is an intermediary 
like the banks for example, it is 
possible to trace the revenue 
generation and the government will 
have control over the investment 
people put in.

Volatile, Speculative
Bitcoins and their many look-alikes, 
often known as crypto-assets’, are 
best viewed as a volatile, speculative 
asset class, which some users are 
prepared to accept as a form of 
payment.  Since its public launch in 
2 9, Bitcoin has risen dramatically 
in value, although it once sold for 
1 , - per coin, its present price 

is  about  Rs39 lakhs.  Crypto 
currencies have been compared to 
Ponzi schemes, pyramid schemes 
and economic bubbles, such as 
housing market bubbles. Some say 
that digital currencies are nothing 
but an unfounded fad, based on a 
willingness to ascribe value to 
something that has little or none 
beyond what people will pay for it. 
Regulators in several countries have 
warned against crypto currency and 
some have taken measures to 
dissuade users  such warnings are 
unheard, or ignored. 

Digital currencies to 
affect geopolitics
The expansion of big tech firms into 
global finance and banks themselves 
widening their digital footprints, 
financial technology will reshape 
not just the commercial but also the 
geopolitical sphere. Introduction of 
a digital yuan’ would give China the 
ability to bypass the world’s 
traditional banking systems and then 
chal lenge and help curb the 
dominant role of the dollar in 
international trade and finance. This 
could help limit China’s exposure to 

S sanctions policies which rely 
heavily on the dollar’s pre-eminent 

position in international finance. 
The widespread introduction of 
digital currencies has the potential to 
transform the world financial 
system. In anuary 2 2 , a group of 
advanced economy central banks  
from Canada, the , apan, 
Sweden, Switzerland, and the 

uropean Central Bank  announced 
they were working together on 
central bank digital currencies under 
the auspices of the Bank for 
International Settlements (BIS).

The concern of an unregulated 
global economy
As the popularity of and demand for 
online currencies has increased, so 
have  conce rns  tha t  such  an 
unregulated person to person global 
economy that crypto currencies 
offer may become a threat to society. 
The governments of the G  have 
recognised the need for international 
cooperation on how private digital 
currencies should be regulated, 
because the alternative  a global 
free-for-all  could be chaotic and 
dangerous. 

Why do central banks want 
their own digital currencies?

Once a crypto exchange is 
established, it can mind its own 
crypto currencies, it can have initial 
coin offerings, and this will lead to a 
new asset class in that country and 
help people to invest. Supporters of 
this theory suggest that RBI should 
introduce its own crypto currency in 
India.

The Reality:
Investment in crypto currency is a 
speculative activity, and in no way it 
encourages production activity or 
creates real employment.   Those in 
f avou r  o f  l ega l i s i ng  c ryp to 
currencies argue that with the help of 
technology people will find newer 
ways to escape from the noose of 
law. So, it is going to be extremely 
difficult to regulate crypto. But, they 
overlook the fact that technology 
can cut the technology. Another 
argument put forth is that people 
continue to invest wherever the 
returns are high even if it is risky. 
This is true to some extent under the 
existing socio-economic system 

where no one is assured of a secured 
future and where acquisitive nature 
dominates the society.

 But, these experts and leaders 
fail to conceive of a decentralized 
economic system where everyone is 
guaranteed the basic necessities of 
life through 1  employment 
o p p o r t u n i t y  w i t h  a d e q u a t e 
purchasing capacity so that people 
can pursue higher values of life 
instead of becoming a money 
e a r n i n g  m a c h i n e s .  P R O T 
advocates such a socio-economic 
system for the entire globe where 
speculative activities are banned 
and opportunities are created for 
gainful investment in the local area.

Views of PROUT:
The banking system must be 
vigilant about two important points. 
First, the intrinsic demonic greed of 
the banks must not be allowed to 
jeopardize the life of the common 
people. Secondly, the banks must 
not allow unwise administrators or 
governments to print monetary 
notes indiscriminately without 
reserving the proportionate amount 
of bullion in their treasuries.  The 
printing and issuing of monetary 
notes having no bullion value must 
stop immediately. No monetary 
notes should be issued by the 
government from then on without a 
clear assurance that it is prepared to 
pay the requisite amount of money 
in gold coins. A socioeconomic unit 
can conserve its reserve bullion and 
improve the purchasing capacity of 
the local people by manufacturing 
locally finished products.

   Those countries which have a 
l a r g e  v o l u m e  o f  v e r y  f e w 
commodities to sell but many 
commodities to buy will find barter 
trade profitable. Otherwise their 
reserves of gold bullion may get 
exhausted very quickly.  Barter 
trade will give protection from 
disastrous impact due to economic 
depressions. PRO T advocates 
banning of all the speculative 
activit ies al l  over the world 
including stock markets, hence no 
chance to approve crypto currency 
of the present form.˜

The Excellence of 

Philosophy 
“If ideological vacuum is not filled by PROUT, a great catastrophe will take place in the 
future because other defective philosophies will come forward."

Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar

"Shrii Sarkar has given a broad outline for the gradual 
establishment of the world government."

“The situation on the Russia-
Ukraine border is volatile 

and tense. The crisis needs to 
be resolved diplomatically at 

the earliest.”

Honour Killings Will Continue as Long as Iran's Laws Protect Killers
 Widespread Practice of Child Marriage Means More Young Girls Will Be Murdered
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crimes? Suppose we consider 
society’s shortcomings in the care 
and nurturing of the accused as a 
contributing cause to individual 
behaviour. In that case, we cannot 
a b s o l v e  s o c i e t y  o f  i t s  
responsibility for serious crimes 
carried out by individuals. 
However, those individuals are 
also part of society, and the 
community has to bring all its 
members onto the constructive 
path, irrespective of their bio-
psychological makeup, social 
background, etc. Now, if we can 
blame nei ther  society nor 
individuals exclusively, there 
should at least be some sharing of 
the responsibility for crimes, even 
for murder. The best approach 
seems to be acknowledging that 
offenders need correction and 
rehabilitation, not punishment. As 
such, we are killing the offender is 
the one thing that must never take 
place as it would forfeit the 
opportunity of both parties the 
criminal and society to be 
rehabilitated and make good by 
realising their potentialities. By 
evolving our moral understanding 
of the need to correct and cure 
murderers and not just punish them 
in the extreme, as a society, we 

need to move this issue on from 
being an instinctual expression of 
animal morality (“an eye for an 
eye”) towards treatment based on 
more developed human ethics. 
Here one should mention that the 
term morality derives from the 
Lat in  moral is ,  “customary 
practice”, whereas the term ethics 
derives from the Greek ethikos, 
“virtuous practice”. In this article, 
morality is treated as a shared 
understanding of vice and virtue, 
whereas ethics is treated as a 
scholarly and formally approved 
proposition of the same. 

Objectivating Morality
The expansive human intellect 
allows for the sensing and intuiting 
of a greater human existence, and 
the first step towards it is 
objectivating morality. What does 
"objectivating" mean here? Any 
objective system turns out or 
presents certain things and 
entities as objects. For instance, 
a car manufacturer's basic interest 
lies in selling as many cars as 
possible to anyone irrespective of 
the customers' driving skills. The 
car and its commercial profits are 
car manufacturers' main interest 
a n d  p r i m a r y  o b j e c t .  T h e  

development of customers' driving 
skills is not the main concern of car 
manufacturers  driving schools are 
supposed to take care of that. In the 
s a m e  w a y,  a  s y s t e m  o f  
objectivating morality aims at 
manufacturing disciplining, 
h a b i t u a t i n g  a n d  
governing objective behaviour 
that we may apply in social control 
and stratification, etc.

Several objectivating moral 
codes and principles have been 
developed from antiquity to today. 
Some examples include ancient 

gypt’s Maat and the Ten 
Commandments of the Old 
Testament. 

The Maat offers numerous 
examples of moral objectivism. 
“The Confessions of Goddess 
Maat” consists of 42 moral 
observances, such as not being 
unfaithful, killing, stealing, “I 
have not used witchcraft against 
the king,” etc. Such objective 
principles say: “If you do not steal 
you are moral  if you do, you are 
immoral and punishment awaits 
you.” Stealing seems to have been 
a bit of a problem in ancient gypt. 
Some of those commands of Maat 
admonished worshippers not to 
take “the bread of the gods from 

the temple”, nor should they steal 
“the khenfu cakes from the altar of 
the deceased” as well as “none of 
the priests’ cows on the way 
home”. These are all objectivated 
or reified moral principles, in all 
likelihood established in the 
interests of some social class or the 
other.

In the same way, the Ten 
Commandments of the Bible 
present an objectivating code of 
morality: “not cheating on one’s 

partner,” “not hankering after the 
neighbour’s house, his or her 
partner, nor any manservant, 
maidservant, nor the neighbour’s 
ox, ass, nor any thing that is the 
neighbour’s,” etc. But, without any 
further ethical and spiritual 
guidance, objectivating morality 
such as this remains a goal unto 
itself, or “morality for morality’s 
sake”, i.e., morality in the interest 
of some moral authority, often 
motivated by a particular vested 

interest, class or other authority. 
When considering the history 

of  moral i ty,  we f ind that  
authoritative or traditional 
morality has worked as a twin-
edged sword, sometimes cutting 
against vice, at other times against 
virtue: 

 Moral codes have played a 
role in disciplining individuals and 
society, have been essential to 
developing criminal - and other 
fields of law, and are instrumental 
in evolving governance and 
creating public welfare. 

 On the  o ther  hand,  
objective morality has been made 
to generate social disparity and 
e x p l o i t a t i o n .  A t  t i m e s ,  
communities applied cruel and 
inhumane standards to those at the 
bottom of the societal ladder, 
whereas those at the top enjoyed 
quite another set of rules borne out 
of their privileged status.

In fact, bigoted morals borne 
out of social, religious, economic 
and other types of dogma become 
the norm whenever the rule of a 
particular class starts to dominate 
the whole of society. Particular 
values benefitting a particular 
ruling class become the morality of 
that age. ̃

(To be continued)
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NEW ERA CURRENCY

India has the highest number of 
crypto owners in the world, 
around 1  million  and in the 

last  one year,  crypto market 
reportedly grew at 641  in India. 
The Supreme Court, in March 2 2  
nullified the circular of the RBI 
banning crypto currency. People 
thought there was validation by the 
Supreme Court as the court lifted the 
ban imposed by the RBI. That made 
many people joining the crypto 
bandwagon.

Now, the government is talking 
about prohibiting all private crypto 
currencies and the RBI introducing a 
currency. Indians are trying to find 
answers to the questions, Is the 
government's plan to regulate crypto 
currency a good move? Will crypto 
b e  a  s e r i o u s  t h r e a t  t o  t h e 
macroeconomic and financial 
stability of the country? Should RBI 
introduce its crypto?

Global Scenario
The rise in the popularity of crypto 
currencies and their adoption by 
financial institutions has led some 
governments to assess whether 
regulation is needed to protect users. 
The legal status of crypto currencies 
varies substantially from country to 
country and is still undefined or 
changing in many of them. While 
some countries have explicitly 
allowed their use and trade, others 

have banned or restricted it. Few 
countries are planning to create their 
own crypto currency. 

 l Salvador made Bitcoin legal 
tender on une 9, 2 21. It is the first 
country to do so. The crypto 
currency can be used for any 
transaction where the business can 
accept it. Cuba has followed this. 
Many Latin American countries are 
reportedly considering similar 
moves.

Chinese government  has 
declared al l  crypto currency 
transactions of any kind illegal. 
Turkey has banned the use of crypto 
currencies and crypto assets for 
making purchases. In the nited 

ingdom, all crypto currency firms, 
such as exchanges, advisors and 
professionals that have either a 
presence, market product or provide 
services within the  market must 
register with the Financial Conduct 
Author i ty.  Sou th  o rea  has 
implemented new legislation to 
strengthen their oversight of digital 
assets. South Africa has seen a large 
amount of scams related to crypto 
currency, is planning a regulatory 
framework.

The Financial Action Task 
Force (FATF) an intergovernmental 
organisation founded in 1989 on the 
initiative of the G  to develop 
p o l i c i e s  t o  c o m b a t  m o n e y 

laundering and financing has 
defined crypto currency-related 
services as "virtual asset service 
p r o v i d e r s "  ( A S P s )  a n d 
recommended that they be regulated 
with the same money laundering 
(AML) and know your customer 
( YC) requirements as financial 
institutions. It has introduced the 
"Travel Rule" for crypto currencies, 
a measure which mandates that 

ASPs obtain, hold, and exchange 
information about the originators 
and beneficiaries of virtual asset 
transfers. 

Some propose that banks that 
held crypto currency assets must set 
aside capital to cover all potential 
losses. 

nited States treats bitcoin as 
property for tax purposes. 

  A number of Aid agencies 
have started accepting donations in 
crypto currencies, including the 
American Red Cross, NIC F, and 
the N World Food Program.

Ban on Advertising 
Crypto currency advertisements 
have been temporarily banned on 
many social platforms including 
Facebook, Google, Twitter, Bing, 
Snapchat, LinkedIn etc.

What Are Crypto currencies?
A crypto currency, crypto-currency, 
or crypto is a collection of binary 

data which is designed to work as a 
medium of exchange. Individual 
coin ownership records are stored in 
a ledger, which is a computerized 
database using strong cryptography 
to secure transaction records, to 
control the creation of additional 
coins, and to verify the transfer of 
coin ownership. 

T h e  “ c r y p t o ”  i n  c r y p t o 
currencies refers to complicated 
cryptography that allows for the 
creation and processing of digital 
currencies and their transactions 
across decentralized systems. 
Alongside this important “crypto” 
feature of these currencies is a 
c o m m o n  c o m m i t m e n t  t o 
decentralization  crypto currencies 
are typically developed as code by 
teams who build in mechanisms for 
issuance (through a process called 
mining) and other controls.

Crypto currency does not exist 
in physical  form (l ike paper 
money),there are no coins to mint or 
bills to print, only exists online, and 
is typically not issued by a central 
authority. Crypto currencies use 
decentralized control as opposed to a 
central bank digital currency 
(CBDC).  When implemented with 
decentralized control, each crypto 
currency works through distributed 
ledger technology, typically a block 
chain that serves as a public 
financial transaction database. Once 
a block is added to the block chain, it 
becomes accessible to anyone who 
wishes to view it, acting as a public 
ledger of crypto currency transactions. 

Digital crypto-currencies’ and 
crypto-assets’ aim to mirror some, 

or all, of the uses of traditional 
money  a means of payment, a store 
of value, and a unit of account, as an 
alternative investment, helping 
diversify a portfolio apart from 
stocks and bonds  can also be used to 
make purchases, but the number of 
vendors that accept the crypto 
currency is still limited.

Bitcoin, first released as open-
source software in 2 9, is the first 
decentralized crypto currency. Most 
crypto currencies are designed to 
gradually decrease the production of 
that currency, placing a cap on the 
total amount of that currency that 

will ever be in circulation. Crypto 
currencies are almost always 
designed to be free from government 
manipulation and controlso it’s 
decentralized.

Since the release of bitcoin, 
many other crypto currencies have 
been created. There are currently 
over a thousand different crypto 
currencies in the world, and many 
see them as the key to a fairer future 
economy.    The crypto currencies 
m o d e l l e d  a f t e r  b i t c o i n  a r e 
collectively called altcoins, and in 
some cases shitcoins, and have often 
tried to present themselves as 
modified or improved versions of 
bitcoin. Stablecoins are altcoins that 
are designed to maintain a stable 
level of purchasing power. 

A crypto currency wallet stores 
the public and private "keys" 
(address) or seed which can be used 
to receive or trade or spend the 
crypto currency. Crypto currency 
exchanges allow customers to trade 
crypto currencies for other assets, 
such as conventional fiat money, or 
to trade between different digital 
currencies. Atomic swaps are a 
mechanism where one crypto 
currency can be exchanged directly 
for another crypto currency, without 
the need for a trusted third party such 
as an exchange.

Initial coin offerings
An initial coin offering (ICO) is a 
controversial means of raising funds 
for a new crypto currency venture. 
An ICO may be used by start-ups 
with the intention of avoiding 
regulation. In an ICO campaign, a 
percentage of the crypto currency 
(usually in the form of "tokens") is 
sold to early backers of the project in 
exchange for legal tender or other 
crypto currencies. 

Advantages:
ach and every Bitcoin transaction 

that’s ever been made exists on a 
p u b l i c  l e d g e r  a c c e s s i b l e  t o 
everyone, making transactions hard 
to reverse and difficult to fake. 

As decentralized platforms, 
block chain-based crypto currencies 
allow individuals to engage in peer-
to-peer financial transactions or 
enter into contracts. In either case, 

there is no need for some trusted 
third-party intermediary such as a 
bank, monetary authority, court, or 
judge. 

Some feel that well-regulated 
digital currencies can provide 
significant public benefits in greater 
efficiency and lower costs for both 
domest ic  and ,  in  par t icu lar, 
international payments systems, and 
help ensure financial services reach 
the hundreds of millions of people  
especially in developing countries  
without bank accounts.

Cryp to  cur renc ies  make 
tracking donations easier and have 
the potential to allow donors to see 
how their money is used.

The Risks: 
The real identity of person or groups 
behind the development of Bitcoin 
w h o  s t a t e d  t h e  g o a l  o f  t h e 
technology was to create “a new 
electronic cash system” that was 
“completely decentralized with no 
server or central authority” is still 
unknown.

Anonymity
The owners who have crypto 
c u r r e n c y  i n  t h e  s y s t e m  a r e 
anonymous there are no account 
numbers, names, social security 
numbers or any other identifying 
features that connects to its owners.  
It has been appealing to criminals 
due to its anonymity and lack of 
regulation. Transactions that occur 
through the use and exchange of 
altcoins are independent from 
formal banking systems, enables tax 
evasion and laundering of money. 
Money laundering issues are also 
present in regular bank transfers, 
however with bank-to-bank wire 
transfers for instance, the account 
holder must at least provide a proven 
identity.     Since crypto protects the 
identity of holders, governments are 
deeply concerned about their use in 
illicit activities such as money 
laundering, terrorist financing, 
online black markets, and tax 
evasion. Some fear the replacement 
o f  g o v e r n m e n t - c o n t r o l l e d , 
centralized money by crypto.

Difficult to resolve
Loss, theft, and fraud with crypto 
currency are becoming a routine 
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The rise in the popularity of crypto currencies and their adoption by financial institutions 
has led some governments to assess whether regulation is needed to protect users.

affair even though tall claims are 
being put forth regarding their 
security. In the absence of a 
governing body, it can be difficult to 
resolve issues if crypto get stolen or 
lost. Crypto currencies are used 
primarily outside existing banking 
and governmental institutions and 
are exchanged over the Internet. 
Whenever there is an intermediary 
like the banks for example, it is 
possible to trace the revenue 
generation and the government will 
have control over the investment 
people put in.

Volatile, Speculative
Bitcoins and their many look-alikes, 
often known as crypto-assets’, are 
best viewed as a volatile, speculative 
asset class, which some users are 
prepared to accept as a form of 
payment.  Since its public launch in 
2 9, Bitcoin has risen dramatically 
in value, although it once sold for 
1 , - per coin, its present price 

is  about  Rs39 lakhs.  Crypto 
currencies have been compared to 
Ponzi schemes, pyramid schemes 
and economic bubbles, such as 
housing market bubbles. Some say 
that digital currencies are nothing 
but an unfounded fad, based on a 
willingness to ascribe value to 
something that has little or none 
beyond what people will pay for it. 
Regulators in several countries have 
warned against crypto currency and 
some have taken measures to 
dissuade users  such warnings are 
unheard, or ignored. 

Digital currencies to 
affect geopolitics
The expansion of big tech firms into 
global finance and banks themselves 
widening their digital footprints, 
financial technology will reshape 
not just the commercial but also the 
geopolitical sphere. Introduction of 
a digital yuan’ would give China the 
ability to bypass the world’s 
traditional banking systems and then 
chal lenge and help curb the 
dominant role of the dollar in 
international trade and finance. This 
could help limit China’s exposure to 

S sanctions policies which rely 
heavily on the dollar’s pre-eminent 

position in international finance. 
The widespread introduction of 
digital currencies has the potential to 
transform the world financial 
system. In anuary 2 2 , a group of 
advanced economy central banks  
from Canada, the , apan, 
Sweden, Switzerland, and the 

uropean Central Bank  announced 
they were working together on 
central bank digital currencies under 
the auspices of the Bank for 
International Settlements (BIS).

The concern of an unregulated 
global economy
As the popularity of and demand for 
online currencies has increased, so 
have  conce rns  tha t  such  an 
unregulated person to person global 
economy that crypto currencies 
offer may become a threat to society. 
The governments of the G  have 
recognised the need for international 
cooperation on how private digital 
currencies should be regulated, 
because the alternative  a global 
free-for-all  could be chaotic and 
dangerous. 

Why do central banks want 
their own digital currencies?

Once a crypto exchange is 
established, it can mind its own 
crypto currencies, it can have initial 
coin offerings, and this will lead to a 
new asset class in that country and 
help people to invest. Supporters of 
this theory suggest that RBI should 
introduce its own crypto currency in 
India.

The Reality:
Investment in crypto currency is a 
speculative activity, and in no way it 
encourages production activity or 
creates real employment.   Those in 
f avou r  o f  l ega l i s i ng  c ryp to 
currencies argue that with the help of 
technology people will find newer 
ways to escape from the noose of 
law. So, it is going to be extremely 
difficult to regulate crypto. But, they 
overlook the fact that technology 
can cut the technology. Another 
argument put forth is that people 
continue to invest wherever the 
returns are high even if it is risky. 
This is true to some extent under the 
existing socio-economic system 

where no one is assured of a secured 
future and where acquisitive nature 
dominates the society.

 But, these experts and leaders 
fail to conceive of a decentralized 
economic system where everyone is 
guaranteed the basic necessities of 
life through 1  employment 
o p p o r t u n i t y  w i t h  a d e q u a t e 
purchasing capacity so that people 
can pursue higher values of life 
instead of becoming a money 
e a r n i n g  m a c h i n e s .  P R O T 
advocates such a socio-economic 
system for the entire globe where 
speculative activities are banned 
and opportunities are created for 
gainful investment in the local area.

Views of PROUT:
The banking system must be 
vigilant about two important points. 
First, the intrinsic demonic greed of 
the banks must not be allowed to 
jeopardize the life of the common 
people. Secondly, the banks must 
not allow unwise administrators or 
governments to print monetary 
notes indiscriminately without 
reserving the proportionate amount 
of bullion in their treasuries.  The 
printing and issuing of monetary 
notes having no bullion value must 
stop immediately. No monetary 
notes should be issued by the 
government from then on without a 
clear assurance that it is prepared to 
pay the requisite amount of money 
in gold coins. A socioeconomic unit 
can conserve its reserve bullion and 
improve the purchasing capacity of 
the local people by manufacturing 
locally finished products.

   Those countries which have a 
l a r g e  v o l u m e  o f  v e r y  f e w 
commodities to sell but many 
commodities to buy will find barter 
trade profitable. Otherwise their 
reserves of gold bullion may get 
exhausted very quickly.  Barter 
trade will give protection from 
disastrous impact due to economic 
depressions. PRO T advocates 
banning of all the speculative 
activit ies all  over the world 
including stock markets, hence no 
chance to approve crypto currency 
of the present form.˜

The Excellence of 

Philosophy 
“If ideological vacuum is not filled by PROUT, a great catastrophe will take place in the 
future because other defective philosophies will come forward."

Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar

"Shrii Sarkar has given a broad outline for the gradual 
establishment of the world government."

“The situation on the Russia-
Ukraine border is volatile 

and tense. The crisis needs to 
be resolved diplomatically at 

the earliest.”

Honour Killings Will Continue as Long as Iran's Laws Protect Killers
 Widespread Practice of Child Marriage Means More Young Girls Will Be Murdered
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crimes? Suppose we consider 
society’s shortcomings in the care 
and nurturing of the accused as a 
contributing cause to individual 
behaviour. In that case, we cannot 
a b s o l v e  s o c i e t y  o f  i t s  
responsibility for serious crimes 
carried out by individuals. 
However, those individuals are 
also part of society, and the 
community has to bring all its 
members onto the constructive 
path, irrespective of their bio-
psychological makeup, social 
background, etc. Now, if we can 
blame nei ther  society nor 
individuals exclusively, there 
should at least be some sharing of 
the responsibility for crimes, even 
for murder. The best approach 
seems to be acknowledging that 
offenders need correction and 
rehabilitation, not punishment. As 
such, we are killing the offender is 
the one thing that must never take 
place as it would forfeit the 
opportunity of both parties the 
criminal and society to be 
rehabilitated and make good by 
realising their potentialities. By 
evolving our moral understanding 
of the need to correct and cure 
murderers and not just punish them 
in the extreme, as a society, we 

need to move this issue on from 
being an instinctual expression of 
animal morality (“an eye for an 
eye”) towards treatment based on 
more developed human ethics. 
Here one should mention that the 
term morality derives from the 
Lat in  moral is ,  “customary 
practice”, whereas the term ethics 
derives from the Greek ethikos, 
“virtuous practice”. In this article, 
morality is treated as a shared 
understanding of vice and virtue, 
whereas ethics is treated as a 
scholarly and formally approved 
proposition of the same. 

Objectivating Morality
The expansive human intellect 
allows for the sensing and intuiting 
of a greater human existence, and 
the first step towards it is 
objectivating morality. What does 
"objectivating" mean here? Any 
objective system turns out or 
presents certain things and 
entities as objects. For instance, 
a car manufacturer's basic interest 
lies in selling as many cars as 
possible to anyone irrespective of 
the customers' driving skills. The 
car and its commercial profits are 
car manufacturers' main interest 
a n d  p r i m a r y  o b j e c t .  T h e  

development of customers' driving 
skills is not the main concern of car 
manufacturers  driving schools are 
supposed to take care of that. In the 
s a m e  w a y,  a  s y s t e m  o f  
objectivating morality aims at 
manufacturing disciplining, 
h a b i t u a t i n g  a n d  
governing objective behaviour 
that we may apply in social control 
and stratification, etc.

Several objectivating moral 
codes and principles have been 
developed from antiquity to today. 
Some examples include ancient 

gypt’s Maat and the Ten 
Commandments of the Old 
Testament. 

The Maat offers numerous 
examples of moral objectivism. 
“The Confessions of Goddess 
Maat” consists of 42 moral 
observances, such as not being 
unfaithful, killing, stealing, “I 
have not used witchcraft against 
the king,” etc. Such objective 
principles say: “If you do not steal 
you are moral  if you do, you are 
immoral and punishment awaits 
you.” Stealing seems to have been 
a bit of a problem in ancient gypt. 
Some of those commands of Maat 
admonished worshippers not to 
take “the bread of the gods from 

the temple”, nor should they steal 
“the khenfu cakes from the altar of 
the deceased” as well as “none of 
the priests’ cows on the way 
home”. These are all objectivated 
or reified moral principles, in all 
likelihood established in the 
interests of some social class or the 
other.

In the same way, the Ten 
Commandments of the Bible 
present an objectivating code of 
morality: “not cheating on one’s 

partner,” “not hankering after the 
neighbour’s house, his or her 
partner, nor any manservant, 
maidservant, nor the neighbour’s 
ox, ass, nor any thing that is the 
neighbour’s,” etc. But, without any 
further ethical and spiritual 
guidance, objectivating morality 
such as this remains a goal unto 
itself, or “morality for morality’s 
sake”, i.e., morality in the interest 
of some moral authority, often 
motivated by a particular vested 

interest, class or other authority. 
When considering the history 

of  moral i ty,  we f ind that  
authoritative or traditional 
morality has worked as a twin-
edged sword, sometimes cutting 
against vice, at other times against 
virtue: 

 Moral codes have played a 
role in disciplining individuals and 
society, have been essential to 
developing criminal - and other 
fields of law, and are instrumental 
in evolving governance and 
creating public welfare. 

 On the  o ther  hand,  
objective morality has been made 
to generate social disparity and 
e x p l o i t a t i o n .  A t  t i m e s ,  
communities applied cruel and 
inhumane standards to those at the 
bottom of the societal ladder, 
whereas those at the top enjoyed 
quite another set of rules borne out 
of their privileged status.

In fact, bigoted morals borne 
out of social, religious, economic 
and other types of dogma become 
the norm whenever the rule of a 
particular class starts to dominate 
the whole of society. Particular 
values benefitting a particular 
ruling class become the morality of 
that age. ̃

(To be continued)
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NEW ERA CURRENCY

India has the highest number of 
crypto owners in the world, 
around 1  million  and in the 

last  one year,  crypto market 
reportedly grew at 641  in India. 
The Supreme Court, in March 2 2  
nullified the circular of the RBI 
banning crypto currency. People 
thought there was validation by the 
Supreme Court as the court lifted the 
ban imposed by the RBI. That made 
many people joining the crypto 
bandwagon.

Now, the government is talking 
about prohibiting all private crypto 
currencies and the RBI introducing a 
currency. Indians are trying to find 
answers to the questions, Is the 
government's plan to regulate crypto 
currency a good move? Will crypto 
b e  a  s e r i o u s  t h r e a t  t o  t h e 
macroeconomic and financial 
stability of the country? Should RBI 
introduce its crypto?

Global Scenario
The rise in the popularity of crypto 
currencies and their adoption by 
financial institutions has led some 
governments to assess whether 
regulation is needed to protect users. 
The legal status of crypto currencies 
varies substantially from country to 
country and is still undefined or 
changing in many of them. While 
some countries have explicitly 
allowed their use and trade, others 

have banned or restricted it. Few 
countries are planning to create their 
own crypto currency. 

 l Salvador made Bitcoin legal 
tender on une 9, 2 21. It is the first 
country to do so. The crypto 
currency can be used for any 
transaction where the business can 
accept it. Cuba has followed this. 
Many Latin American countries are 
reportedly considering similar 
moves.

Chinese government  has 
declared al l  crypto currency 
transactions of any kind illegal. 
Turkey has banned the use of crypto 
currencies and crypto assets for 
making purchases. In the nited 

ingdom, all crypto currency firms, 
such as exchanges, advisors and 
professionals that have either a 
presence, market product or provide 
services within the  market must 
register with the Financial Conduct 
Author i ty.  Sou th  o rea  has 
implemented new legislation to 
strengthen their oversight of digital 
assets. South Africa has seen a large 
amount of scams related to crypto 
currency, is planning a regulatory 
framework.

The Financial Action Task 
Force (FATF) an intergovernmental 
organisation founded in 1989 on the 
initiative of the G  to develop 
p o l i c i e s  t o  c o m b a t  m o n e y 

laundering and financing has 
defined crypto currency-related 
services as "virtual asset service 
p r o v i d e r s "  ( A S P s )  a n d 
recommended that they be regulated 
with the same money laundering 
(AML) and know your customer 
( YC) requirements as financial 
institutions. It has introduced the 
"Travel Rule" for crypto currencies, 
a measure which mandates that 

ASPs obtain, hold, and exchange 
information about the originators 
and beneficiaries of virtual asset 
transfers. 

Some propose that banks that 
held crypto currency assets must set 
aside capital to cover all potential 
losses. 

nited States treats bitcoin as 
property for tax purposes. 

  A number of Aid agencies 
have started accepting donations in 
crypto currencies, including the 
American Red Cross, NIC F, and 
the N World Food Program.

Ban on Advertising 
Crypto currency advertisements 
have been temporarily banned on 
many social platforms including 
Facebook, Google, Twitter, Bing, 
Snapchat, LinkedIn etc.

What Are Crypto currencies?
A crypto currency, crypto-currency, 
or crypto is a collection of binary 

data which is designed to work as a 
medium of exchange. Individual 
coin ownership records are stored in 
a ledger, which is a computerized 
database using strong cryptography 
to secure transaction records, to 
control the creation of additional 
coins, and to verify the transfer of 
coin ownership. 

T h e  “ c r y p t o ”  i n  c r y p t o 
currencies refers to complicated 
cryptography that allows for the 
creation and processing of digital 
currencies and their transactions 
across decentralized systems. 
Alongside this important “crypto” 
feature of these currencies is a 
c o m m o n  c o m m i t m e n t  t o 
decentralization  crypto currencies 
are typically developed as code by 
teams who build in mechanisms for 
issuance (through a process called 
mining) and other controls.

Crypto currency does not exist 
in physical  form (l ike paper 
money),there are no coins to mint or 
bills to print, only exists online, and 
is typically not issued by a central 
authority. Crypto currencies use 
decentralized control as opposed to a 
central bank digital currency 
(CBDC).  When implemented with 
decentralized control, each crypto 
currency works through distributed 
ledger technology, typically a block 
chain that serves as a public 
financial transaction database. Once 
a block is added to the block chain, it 
becomes accessible to anyone who 
wishes to view it, acting as a public 
ledger of crypto currency transactions. 

Digital crypto-currencies’ and 
crypto-assets’ aim to mirror some, 

or all, of the uses of traditional 
money  a means of payment, a store 
of value, and a unit of account, as an 
alternative investment, helping 
diversify a portfolio apart from 
stocks and bonds  can also be used to 
make purchases, but the number of 
vendors that accept the crypto 
currency is still limited.

Bitcoin, first released as open-
source software in 2 9, is the first 
decentralized crypto currency. Most 
crypto currencies are designed to 
gradually decrease the production of 
that currency, placing a cap on the 
total amount of that currency that 

will ever be in circulation. Crypto 
currencies are almost always 
designed to be free from government 
manipulation and controlso it’s 
decentralized.

Since the release of bitcoin, 
many other crypto currencies have 
been created. There are currently 
over a thousand different crypto 
currencies in the world, and many 
see them as the key to a fairer future 
economy.    The crypto currencies 
m o d e l l e d  a f t e r  b i t c o i n  a r e 
collectively called altcoins, and in 
some cases shitcoins, and have often 
tried to present themselves as 
modified or improved versions of 
bitcoin. Stablecoins are altcoins that 
are designed to maintain a stable 
level of purchasing power. 

A crypto currency wallet stores 
the public and private "keys" 
(address) or seed which can be used 
to receive or trade or spend the 
crypto currency. Crypto currency 
exchanges allow customers to trade 
crypto currencies for other assets, 
such as conventional fiat money, or 
to trade between different digital 
currencies. Atomic swaps are a 
mechanism where one crypto 
currency can be exchanged directly 
for another crypto currency, without 
the need for a trusted third party such 
as an exchange.

Initial coin offerings
An initial coin offering (ICO) is a 
controversial means of raising funds 
for a new crypto currency venture. 
An ICO may be used by start-ups 
with the intention of avoiding 
regulation. In an ICO campaign, a 
percentage of the crypto currency 
(usually in the form of "tokens") is 
sold to early backers of the project in 
exchange for legal tender or other 
crypto currencies. 

Advantages:
ach and every Bitcoin transaction 

that’s ever been made exists on a 
p u b l i c  l e d g e r  a c c e s s i b l e  t o 
everyone, making transactions hard 
to reverse and difficult to fake. 

As decentralized platforms, 
block chain-based crypto currencies 
allow individuals to engage in peer-
to-peer financial transactions or 
enter into contracts. In either case, 

there is no need for some trusted 
third-party intermediary such as a 
bank, monetary authority, court, or 
judge. 

Some feel that well-regulated 
digital currencies can provide 
significant public benefits in greater 
efficiency and lower costs for both 
domest ic  and ,  in  par t icu lar, 
international payments systems, and 
help ensure financial services reach 
the hundreds of millions of people  
especially in developing countries  
without bank accounts.

Cryp to  cur renc ies  make 
tracking donations easier and have 
the potential to allow donors to see 
how their money is used.

The Risks: 
The real identity of person or groups 
behind the development of Bitcoin 
w h o  s t a t e d  t h e  g o a l  o f  t h e 
technology was to create “a new 
electronic cash system” that was 
“completely decentralized with no 
server or central authority” is still 
unknown.

Anonymity
The owners who have crypto 
c u r r e n c y  i n  t h e  s y s t e m  a r e 
anonymous there are no account 
numbers, names, social security 
numbers or any other identifying 
features that connects to its owners.  
It has been appealing to criminals 
due to its anonymity and lack of 
regulation. Transactions that occur 
through the use and exchange of 
altcoins are independent from 
formal banking systems, enables tax 
evasion and laundering of money. 
Money laundering issues are also 
present in regular bank transfers, 
however with bank-to-bank wire 
transfers for instance, the account 
holder must at least provide a proven 
identity.     Since crypto protects the 
identity of holders, governments are 
deeply concerned about their use in 
illicit activities such as money 
laundering, terrorist financing, 
online black markets, and tax 
evasion. Some fear the replacement 
o f  g o v e r n m e n t - c o n t r o l l e d , 
centralized money by crypto.

Difficult to resolve
Loss, theft, and fraud with crypto 
currency are becoming a routine 

CRYPTO CURRENCY?
SHOULD WE ENCOURAGE 

Ganesh Bhat Sirsi

The rise in the popularity of crypto currencies and their adoption by financial institutions 
has led some governments to assess whether regulation is needed to protect users.

affair even though tall claims are 
being put forth regarding their 
security. In the absence of a 
governing body, it can be difficult to 
resolve issues if crypto get stolen or 
lost. Crypto currencies are used 
primarily outside existing banking 
and governmental institutions and 
are exchanged over the Internet. 
Whenever there is an intermediary 
like the banks for example, it is 
possible to trace the revenue 
generation and the government will 
have control over the investment 
people put in.

Volatile, Speculative
Bitcoins and their many look-alikes, 
often known as crypto-assets’, are 
best viewed as a volatile, speculative 
asset class, which some users are 
prepared to accept as a form of 
payment.  Since its public launch in 
2 9, Bitcoin has risen dramatically 
in value, although it once sold for 
1 , - per coin, its present price 

is  about  Rs39 lakhs.  Crypto 
currencies have been compared to 
Ponzi schemes, pyramid schemes 
and economic bubbles, such as 
housing market bubbles. Some say 
that digital currencies are nothing 
but an unfounded fad, based on a 
willingness to ascribe value to 
something that has little or none 
beyond what people will pay for it. 
Regulators in several countries have 
warned against crypto currency and 
some have taken measures to 
dissuade users  such warnings are 
unheard, or ignored. 

Digital currencies to 
affect geopolitics
The expansion of big tech firms into 
global finance and banks themselves 
widening their digital footprints, 
financial technology will reshape 
not just the commercial but also the 
geopolitical sphere. Introduction of 
a digital yuan’ would give China the 
ability to bypass the world’s 
traditional banking systems and then 
chal lenge and help curb the 
dominant role of the dollar in 
international trade and finance. This 
could help limit China’s exposure to 

S sanctions policies which rely 
heavily on the dollar’s pre-eminent 

position in international finance. 
The widespread introduction of 
digital currencies has the potential to 
transform the world financial 
system. In anuary 2 2 , a group of 
advanced economy central banks  
from Canada, the , apan, 
Sweden, Switzerland, and the 

uropean Central Bank  announced 
they were working together on 
central bank digital currencies under 
the auspices of the Bank for 
International Settlements (BIS).

The concern of an unregulated 
global economy
As the popularity of and demand for 
online currencies has increased, so 
have  conce rns  tha t  such  an 
unregulated person to person global 
economy that crypto currencies 
offer may become a threat to society. 
The governments of the G  have 
recognised the need for international 
cooperation on how private digital 
currencies should be regulated, 
because the alternative  a global 
free-for-all  could be chaotic and 
dangerous. 

Why do central banks want 
their own digital currencies?

Once a crypto exchange is 
established, it can mind its own 
crypto currencies, it can have initial 
coin offerings, and this will lead to a 
new asset class in that country and 
help people to invest. Supporters of 
this theory suggest that RBI should 
introduce its own crypto currency in 
India.

The Reality:
Investment in crypto currency is a 
speculative activity, and in no way it 
encourages production activity or 
creates real employment.   Those in 
f avou r  o f  l ega l i s i ng  c ryp to 
currencies argue that with the help of 
technology people will find newer 
ways to escape from the noose of 
law. So, it is going to be extremely 
difficult to regulate crypto. But, they 
overlook the fact that technology 
can cut the technology. Another 
argument put forth is that people 
continue to invest wherever the 
returns are high even if it is risky. 
This is true to some extent under the 
existing socio-economic system 

where no one is assured of a secured 
future and where acquisitive nature 
dominates the society.

 But, these experts and leaders 
fail to conceive of a decentralized 
economic system where everyone is 
guaranteed the basic necessities of 
life through 1  employment 
o p p o r t u n i t y  w i t h  a d e q u a t e 
purchasing capacity so that people 
can pursue higher values of life 
instead of becoming a money 
e a r n i n g  m a c h i n e s .  P R O T 
advocates such a socio-economic 
system for the entire globe where 
speculative activities are banned 
and opportunities are created for 
gainful investment in the local area.

Views of PROUT:
The banking system must be 
vigilant about two important points. 
First, the intrinsic demonic greed of 
the banks must not be allowed to 
jeopardize the life of the common 
people. Secondly, the banks must 
not allow unwise administrators or 
governments to print monetary 
notes indiscriminately without 
reserving the proportionate amount 
of bullion in their treasuries.  The 
printing and issuing of monetary 
notes having no bullion value must 
stop immediately. No monetary 
notes should be issued by the 
government from then on without a 
clear assurance that it is prepared to 
pay the requisite amount of money 
in gold coins. A socioeconomic unit 
can conserve its reserve bullion and 
improve the purchasing capacity of 
the local people by manufacturing 
locally finished products.

   Those countries which have a 
l a r g e  v o l u m e  o f  v e r y  f e w 
commodities to sell but many 
commodities to buy will find barter 
trade profitable. Otherwise their 
reserves of gold bullion may get 
exhausted very quickly.  Barter 
trade will give protection from 
disastrous impact due to economic 
depressions. PRO T advocates 
banning of all the speculative 
activit ies al l  over the world 
including stock markets, hence no 
chance to approve crypto currency 
of the present form.˜

The Excellence of 

Philosophy 
“If ideological vacuum is not filled by PROUT, a great catastrophe will take place in the 
future because other defective philosophies will come forward."

Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar

"Shrii Sarkar has given a broad outline for the gradual 
establishment of the world government."

“The situation on the Russia-
Ukraine border is volatile 

and tense. The crisis needs to 
be resolved diplomatically at 

the earliest.”

Honour Killings Will Continue as Long as Iran's Laws Protect Killers
 Widespread Practice of Child Marriage Means More Young Girls Will Be Murdered
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he recent headline in a 
l e a d i n g  n a t i o n a l  
newspaper, “TN Inter-

Caste Couple Called for Feast, 
Hacked to Death,” would certainly 
have raised eyebrows. Five days 
after getting married, Saranya and 
Mohan were invited for a feast at 
the girl's home in their village. 
They believed that the family 
which had opposed the marriage 
had finally accepted. But, after 
dinner, when they stepped out of 
the house to return, the two were 
hacked to death by the brother and 
his friend, the husband chosen by 
the family. The police arrested 
both.

Fifteen years back, in une 
2 , newlyweds Manoj Banwala 
and Babli were killed on the orders 
of the village hap. The killers and 
conspirators were convicted for 
honour killing by the arnal 
district court. In March 2 1 , the 
five perpetrators were sentenced to 
death, the first time an Indian court 
had done so in an honour killing 
case. The hap panchayat head 
who ordered but did not take part in 

“India has to brace for the worst because it is now far more globalised in trade, investment 
and finance. Today, the US Federal Reserve's actions affect sentiment more than the RBI's”.

HONOUR KILLINGS

Honour Killings‘In	this	era	of	increased	
mental	involvement	and	
preoccupation,	psychic	
ailments,	neurological	
diseases,	and	mental	
depression	are	growing.

Karunakshim Vatsalam

T

associated with rural and tribal 
areas, but they occur in urban areas 
too. Though both men and women 
are victims of honour killings, in 
many communities, conformity to 
moral standards implies different 
behaviour for men and women, 
including stricter standards for 
chastity for women. In many 
families, the honour motive is used 
by men as a pretext to restrict the 
rights of women.

Honour killing supposedly to 
protect the home's dignity is a 
deadly social malady in India. It 
explains sufficiently the root cause 
of this heinous crime. Honour 
killing is like a death sentence 
awarded to women or men by their 

own family members for marrying 
against their wishes or having a 
pre-marital relationship, marrying 
within the same gotra or marrying 
outside their caste. There is no 
honour in that  The main reason for 
this heinous crime is the mentality 
of the people, who are not ready to 
accept that their children can 
marry according to their wishes, be 
it in their own caste, religion or 
outside their caste or religion. 
Sometimes the family murders 
their daughter just because they do 
not want that tag of love marriage. 
Their "izzat" decreases when their 
daughters marry on their own. 
They impose the burden of their 
izzat on the shoulders of their 
daughter. They are all hypocrites, 
drinking alcohol and committing 
domestic violence, yet their izzat is 
hurt when it comes to their 
daughters acting independently, 
which leads to such killings. 
A l t h o u g h  c o n d e m n e d  b y  
international conventions and 
human rights organizations, 
various communities. 

Honour killing is not new in 
India. However, the horrific 
practice appears to have gained 
pace in contemporary history with 
the Partition of India in 194 , when 
several women were forcefully 
killed to preserve their honour. 

Honour crimes violate Articles 14, 
1 , 19, 21 and 39 of the Indian 
constitution. The increase in the 
number of honour killings is 
because the formal governance 
failed to reach the rural areas, and 
as a result, this practice continues 
in today's world. The scenario is 
that this killing for honour is not 
only confined to rural areas. 
R a t h e r,  i t  i s  c o m m o n  i n  
metropolitan cities like Delhi.

As many as 14  incidents of 
"honour killing", including  in 
harkhand, occurred in the country 

between 2 1  and 2 19. nion 
Minister of State for Home Ajay 

umar Mishra informed the Lok 
Sabha on August 11, 2 21. He said 
92 incidents of honour killings 
occurred in the country in 2 1 . 
There were 92, 29 in 2 18, and 24 
in 2 19. The highest was in 
harkhand, where  honour 

killings took place in harkhand 
between 2 1  and 2 19, 19 in 
Maharashtra and 14 in ttar 
Pradesh.

These crimes violate human 
rights and infringe the right to live 
with dignity, according to article 
21 of the Indian Constitution. They 
show the lack of attributes of 
empathy, love, compassion, and 
tolerance among fellow human 
beings, creates a crisis of 

credibility in the government 
machinery to control such killings 
and undermines the integrity of 
institutions such as of police and 
judiciary. It shows a lack of 
rational thinking and emotional 
intelligence. It is not a crime 
against any individual. Rather, it is 
a crime against the whole society at 
large where some groups of people 
consider themselves superior and 
above the law. With such kinds of 
acts, the ethical values of a 
community, such as tolerance, 
respect for diversity, self-
determination etc., are degraded 
when such acts are committed.

hese are all acts against the 
spirit of cardinal human values and 
Neohumanism. In the eyes of God, 
no one is superior. No one is 
inferior. As Prout's founder Shrii 
Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar said: “Why 
should you suffer from a fear 
complex or an inferiority complex, 
when the Supreme Father is your 
Father, when you all are the 
children of the same Father  why 
should you suffer from any 
inferiority complex or any fear 
complex, when the Supreme 
Father is with you? You are not 
weak. You are very strong, because 
t he  A lmigh ty  Fa the r,  t he  
omnipotent Supreme Father, is 
with you to help you  so you must 
not encourage the psychology of 
weakness, or an inferiority 
complex or a fear complex. He is 
with you, always He is with you to 
help you. You are never alone”.

With such resolve, it's high 
time such people change their 
mentality and understand that 
when two people choose and 
marry, it is not a sin for society. 
Rather if someone is forced to 
marry a person they do not like, 
then the person would not be able 
to lead a happy life. Therefore, 
laws are required to be stricter to 
tackle these killings and punish 
those who take the law into their 
hands and take away the life of 
innocent young adults. ̃
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Horrific

the killings was awarded a life 
sentence, and the driver involved 
in the abduction had a seven-year 
prison term.

Most often than not, it 
involves the murder of a woman or 
girl by male family members due 
to the perpetrators' belief that the 
victim has brought dishonour or 
shame upon the family name, 
reputation or prestige. Honour 
killings are believed to have 
originated from tribal customs. 
They are prevalent in various parts 
of the world and in immigrant 
communities in countries that do 
not otherwise have societal norms 
that encourage honour killings. 
Honour ki l l ings are  of ten 

NEW ERA CURRENCY

India has the highest number of 
crypto owners in the world, 
around 1  million  and in the 

last  one year,  crypto market 
reportedly grew at 641  in India. 
The Supreme Court, in March 2 2  
nullified the circular of the RBI 
banning crypto currency. People 
thought there was validation by the 
Supreme Court as the court lifted the 
ban imposed by the RBI. That made 
many people joining the crypto 
bandwagon.

Now, the government is talking 
about prohibiting all private crypto 
currencies and the RBI introducing a 
currency. Indians are trying to find 
answers to the questions, Is the 
government's plan to regulate crypto 
currency a good move? Will crypto 
b e  a  s e r i o u s  t h r e a t  t o  t h e 
macroeconomic and financial 
stability of the country? Should RBI 
introduce its crypto?

Global Scenario
The rise in the popularity of crypto 
currencies and their adoption by 
financial institutions has led some 
governments to assess whether 
regulation is needed to protect users. 
The legal status of crypto currencies 
varies substantially from country to 
country and is still undefined or 
changing in many of them. While 
some countries have explicitly 
allowed their use and trade, others 

have banned or restricted it. Few 
countries are planning to create their 
own crypto currency. 

 l Salvador made Bitcoin legal 
tender on une 9, 2 21. It is the first 
country to do so. The crypto 
currency can be used for any 
transaction where the business can 
accept it. Cuba has followed this. 
Many Latin American countries are 
reportedly considering similar 
moves.

Chinese government  has 
declared al l  crypto currency 
transactions of any kind illegal. 
Turkey has banned the use of crypto 
currencies and crypto assets for 
making purchases. In the nited 

ingdom, all crypto currency firms, 
such as exchanges, advisors and 
professionals that have either a 
presence, market product or provide 
services within the  market must 
register with the Financial Conduct 
Author i ty.  Sou th  o rea  has 
implemented new legislation to 
strengthen their oversight of digital 
assets. South Africa has seen a large 
amount of scams related to crypto 
currency, is planning a regulatory 
framework.

The Financial Action Task 
Force (FATF) an intergovernmental 
organisation founded in 1989 on the 
initiative of the G  to develop 
p o l i c i e s  t o  c o m b a t  m o n e y 

laundering and financing has 
defined crypto currency-related 
services as "virtual asset service 
p r o v i d e r s "  ( A S P s )  a n d 
recommended that they be regulated 
with the same money laundering 
(AML) and know your customer 
( YC) requirements as financial 
institutions. It has introduced the 
"Travel Rule" for crypto currencies, 
a measure which mandates that 

ASPs obtain, hold, and exchange 
information about the originators 
and beneficiaries of virtual asset 
transfers. 

Some propose that banks that 
held crypto currency assets must set 
aside capital to cover all potential 
losses. 

nited States treats bitcoin as 
property for tax purposes. 

  A number of Aid agencies 
have started accepting donations in 
crypto currencies, including the 
American Red Cross, NIC F, and 
the N World Food Program.

Ban on Advertising 
Crypto currency advertisements 
have been temporarily banned on 
many social platforms including 
Facebook, Google, Twitter, Bing, 
Snapchat, LinkedIn etc.

What Are Crypto currencies?
A crypto currency, crypto-currency, 
or crypto is a collection of binary 

data which is designed to work as a 
medium of exchange. Individual 
coin ownership records are stored in 
a ledger, which is a computerized 
database using strong cryptography 
to secure transaction records, to 
control the creation of additional 
coins, and to verify the transfer of 
coin ownership. 

T h e  “ c r y p t o ”  i n  c r y p t o 
currencies refers to complicated 
cryptography that allows for the 
creation and processing of digital 
currencies and their transactions 
across decentralized systems. 
Alongside this important “crypto” 
feature of these currencies is a 
c o m m o n  c o m m i t m e n t  t o 
decentralization  crypto currencies 
are typically developed as code by 
teams who build in mechanisms for 
issuance (through a process called 
mining) and other controls.

Crypto currency does not exist 
in physical  form (l ike paper 
money),there are no coins to mint or 
bills to print, only exists online, and 
is typically not issued by a central 
authority. Crypto currencies use 
decentralized control as opposed to a 
central bank digital currency 
(CBDC).  When implemented with 
decentralized control, each crypto 
currency works through distributed 
ledger technology, typically a block 
chain that serves as a public 
financial transaction database. Once 
a block is added to the block chain, it 
becomes accessible to anyone who 
wishes to view it, acting as a public 
ledger of crypto currency transactions. 

Digital crypto-currencies’ and 
crypto-assets’ aim to mirror some, 

or all, of the uses of traditional 
money  a means of payment, a store 
of value, and a unit of account, as an 
alternative investment, helping 
diversify a portfolio apart from 
stocks and bonds  can also be used to 
make purchases, but the number of 
vendors that accept the crypto 
currency is still limited.

Bitcoin, first released as open-
source software in 2 9, is the first 
decentralized crypto currency. Most 
crypto currencies are designed to 
gradually decrease the production of 
that currency, placing a cap on the 
total amount of that currency that 

will ever be in circulation. Crypto 
currencies are almost always 
designed to be free from government 
manipulation and controlso it’s 
decentralized.

Since the release of bitcoin, 
many other crypto currencies have 
been created. There are currently 
over a thousand different crypto 
currencies in the world, and many 
see them as the key to a fairer future 
economy.    The crypto currencies 
m o d e l l e d  a f t e r  b i t c o i n  a r e 
collectively called altcoins, and in 
some cases shitcoins, and have often 
tried to present themselves as 
modified or improved versions of 
bitcoin. Stablecoins are altcoins that 
are designed to maintain a stable 
level of purchasing power. 

A crypto currency wallet stores 
the public and private "keys" 
(address) or seed which can be used 
to receive or trade or spend the 
crypto currency. Crypto currency 
exchanges allow customers to trade 
crypto currencies for other assets, 
such as conventional fiat money, or 
to trade between different digital 
currencies. Atomic swaps are a 
mechanism where one crypto 
currency can be exchanged directly 
for another crypto currency, without 
the need for a trusted third party such 
as an exchange.

Initial coin offerings
An initial coin offering (ICO) is a 
controversial means of raising funds 
for a new crypto currency venture. 
An ICO may be used by start-ups 
with the intention of avoiding 
regulation. In an ICO campaign, a 
percentage of the crypto currency 
(usually in the form of "tokens") is 
sold to early backers of the project in 
exchange for legal tender or other 
crypto currencies. 

Advantages:
ach and every Bitcoin transaction 

that’s ever been made exists on a 
p u b l i c  l e d g e r  a c c e s s i b l e  t o 
everyone, making transactions hard 
to reverse and difficult to fake. 

As decentralized platforms, 
block chain-based crypto currencies 
allow individuals to engage in peer-
to-peer financial transactions or 
enter into contracts. In either case, 

there is no need for some trusted 
third-party intermediary such as a 
bank, monetary authority, court, or 
judge. 

Some feel that well-regulated 
digital currencies can provide 
significant public benefits in greater 
efficiency and lower costs for both 
domest ic  and ,  in  par t icu lar, 
international payments systems, and 
help ensure financial services reach 
the hundreds of millions of people  
especially in developing countries  
without bank accounts.

Cryp to  cur renc ies  make 
tracking donations easier and have 
the potential to allow donors to see 
how their money is used.

The Risks: 
The real identity of person or groups 
behind the development of Bitcoin 
w h o  s t a t e d  t h e  g o a l  o f  t h e 
technology was to create “a new 
electronic cash system” that was 
“completely decentralized with no 
server or central authority” is still 
unknown.

Anonymity
The owners who have crypto 
c u r r e n c y  i n  t h e  s y s t e m  a r e 
anonymous there are no account 
numbers, names, social security 
numbers or any other identifying 
features that connects to its owners.  
It has been appealing to criminals 
due to its anonymity and lack of 
regulation. Transactions that occur 
through the use and exchange of 
altcoins are independent from 
formal banking systems, enables tax 
evasion and laundering of money. 
Money laundering issues are also 
present in regular bank transfers, 
however with bank-to-bank wire 
transfers for instance, the account 
holder must at least provide a proven 
identity.     Since crypto protects the 
identity of holders, governments are 
deeply concerned about their use in 
illicit activities such as money 
laundering, terrorist financing, 
online black markets, and tax 
evasion. Some fear the replacement 
o f  g o v e r n m e n t - c o n t r o l l e d , 
centralized money by crypto.

Difficult to resolve
Loss, theft, and fraud with crypto 
currency are becoming a routine 

CRYPTO CURRENCY?
SHOULD WE ENCOURAGE 

Ganesh Bhat Sirsi

The rise in the popularity of crypto currencies and their adoption by financial institutions 
has led some governments to assess whether regulation is needed to protect users.

affair even though tall claims are 
being put forth regarding their 
security. In the absence of a 
governing body, it can be difficult to 
resolve issues if crypto get stolen or 
lost. Crypto currencies are used 
primarily outside existing banking 
and governmental institutions and 
are exchanged over the Internet. 
Whenever there is an intermediary 
like the banks for example, it is 
possible to trace the revenue 
generation and the government will 
have control over the investment 
people put in.

Volatile, Speculative
Bitcoins and their many look-alikes, 
often known as crypto-assets’, are 
best viewed as a volatile, speculative 
asset class, which some users are 
prepared to accept as a form of 
payment.  Since its public launch in 
2 9, Bitcoin has risen dramatically 
in value, although it once sold for 
1 , - per coin, its present price 

is  about  Rs39 lakhs.  Crypto 
currencies have been compared to 
Ponzi schemes, pyramid schemes 
and economic bubbles, such as 
housing market bubbles. Some say 
that digital currencies are nothing 
but an unfounded fad, based on a 
willingness to ascribe value to 
something that has little or none 
beyond what people will pay for it. 
Regulators in several countries have 
warned against crypto currency and 
some have taken measures to 
dissuade users  such warnings are 
unheard, or ignored. 

Digital currencies to 
affect geopolitics
The expansion of big tech firms into 
global finance and banks themselves 
widening their digital footprints, 
financial technology will reshape 
not just the commercial but also the 
geopolitical sphere. Introduction of 
a digital yuan’ would give China the 
ability to bypass the world’s 
traditional banking systems and then 
chal lenge and help curb the 
dominant role of the dollar in 
international trade and finance. This 
could help limit China’s exposure to 

S sanctions policies which rely 
heavily on the dollar’s pre-eminent 

position in international finance. 
The widespread introduction of 
digital currencies has the potential to 
transform the world financial 
system. In anuary 2 2 , a group of 
advanced economy central banks  
from Canada, the , apan, 
Sweden, Switzerland, and the 

uropean Central Bank  announced 
they were working together on 
central bank digital currencies under 
the auspices of the Bank for 
International Settlements (BIS).

The concern of an unregulated 
global economy
As the popularity of and demand for 
online currencies has increased, so 
have  conce rns  tha t  such  an 
unregulated person to person global 
economy that crypto currencies 
offer may become a threat to society. 
The governments of the G  have 
recognised the need for international 
cooperation on how private digital 
currencies should be regulated, 
because the alternative  a global 
free-for-all  could be chaotic and 
dangerous. 

Why do central banks want 
their own digital currencies?

Once a crypto exchange is 
established, it can mind its own 
crypto currencies, it can have initial 
coin offerings, and this will lead to a 
new asset class in that country and 
help people to invest. Supporters of 
this theory suggest that RBI should 
introduce its own crypto currency in 
India.

The Reality:
Investment in crypto currency is a 
speculative activity, and in no way it 
encourages production activity or 
creates real employment.   Those in 
f avou r  o f  l ega l i s i ng  c ryp to 
currencies argue that with the help of 
technology people will find newer 
ways to escape from the noose of 
law. So, it is going to be extremely 
difficult to regulate crypto. But, they 
overlook the fact that technology 
can cut the technology. Another 
argument put forth is that people 
continue to invest wherever the 
returns are high even if it is risky. 
This is true to some extent under the 
existing socio-economic system 

where no one is assured of a secured 
future and where acquisitive nature 
dominates the society.

 But, these experts and leaders 
fail to conceive of a decentralized 
economic system where everyone is 
guaranteed the basic necessities of 
life through 1  employment 
o p p o r t u n i t y  w i t h  a d e q u a t e 
purchasing capacity so that people 
can pursue higher values of life 
instead of becoming a money 
e a r n i n g  m a c h i n e s .  P R O T 
advocates such a socio-economic 
system for the entire globe where 
speculative activities are banned 
and opportunities are created for 
gainful investment in the local area.

Views of PROUT:
The banking system must be 
vigilant about two important points. 
First, the intrinsic demonic greed of 
the banks must not be allowed to 
jeopardize the life of the common 
people. Secondly, the banks must 
not allow unwise administrators or 
governments to print monetary 
notes indiscriminately without 
reserving the proportionate amount 
of bullion in their treasuries.  The 
printing and issuing of monetary 
notes having no bullion value must 
stop immediately. No monetary 
notes should be issued by the 
government from then on without a 
clear assurance that it is prepared to 
pay the requisite amount of money 
in gold coins. A socioeconomic unit 
can conserve its reserve bullion and 
improve the purchasing capacity of 
the local people by manufacturing 
locally finished products.

   Those countries which have a 
l a r g e  v o l u m e  o f  v e r y  f e w 
commodities to sell but many 
commodities to buy will find barter 
trade profitable. Otherwise their 
reserves of gold bullion may get 
exhausted very quickly.  Barter 
trade will give protection from 
disastrous impact due to economic 
depressions. PRO T advocates 
banning of all the speculative 
activit ies all  over the world 
including stock markets, hence no 
chance to approve crypto currency 
of the present form.˜

The Excellence of 

Philosophy 
“If ideological vacuum is not filled by PROUT, a great catastrophe will take place in the 
future because other defective philosophies will come forward."

Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar

"Shrii Sarkar has given a broad outline for the gradual 
establishment of the world government."

“The situation on the Russia-
Ukraine border is volatile 

and tense. The crisis needs to 
be resolved diplomatically at 

the earliest.”

Honour Killings Will Continue as Long as Iran's Laws Protect Killers
 Widespread Practice of Child Marriage Means More Young Girls Will Be Murdered

PROUT NEWS REPORT
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he recent headline in a 
l e a d i n g  n a t i o n a l  
newspaper, “TN Inter-

Caste Couple Called for Feast, 
Hacked to Death,” would certainly 
have raised eyebrows. Five days 
after getting married, Saranya and 
Mohan were invited for a feast at 
the girl's home in their village. 
They believed that the family 
which had opposed the marriage 
had finally accepted. But, after 
dinner, when they stepped out of 
the house to return, the two were 
hacked to death by the brother and 
his friend, the husband chosen by 
the family. The police arrested 
both.

Fifteen years back, in une 
2 , newlyweds Manoj Banwala 
and Babli were killed on the orders 
of the village hap. The killers and 
conspirators were convicted for 
honour killing by the arnal 
district court. In March 2 1 , the 
five perpetrators were sentenced to 
death, the first time an Indian court 
had done so in an honour killing 
case. The hap panchayat head 
who ordered but did not take part in 

“India has to brace for the worst because it is now far more globalised in trade, investment 
and finance. Today, the US Federal Reserve's actions affect sentiment more than the RBI's”.

HONOUR KILLINGS

Honour Killings‘In	this	era	of	increased	
mental	involvement	and	
preoccupation,	psychic	
ailments,	neurological	
diseases,	and	mental	
depression	are	growing.

Karunakshim Vatsalam

T

associated with rural and tribal 
areas, but they occur in urban areas 
too. Though both men and women 
are victims of honour killings, in 
many communities, conformity to 
moral standards implies different 
behaviour for men and women, 
including stricter standards for 
chastity for women. In many 
families, the honour motive is used 
by men as a pretext to restrict the 
rights of women.

Honour killing supposedly to 
protect the home's dignity is a 
deadly social malady in India. It 
explains sufficiently the root cause 
of this heinous crime. Honour 
killing is like a death sentence 
awarded to women or men by their 

own family members for marrying 
against their wishes or having a 
pre-marital relationship, marrying 
within the same gotra or marrying 
outside their caste. There is no 
honour in that  The main reason for 
this heinous crime is the mentality 
of the people, who are not ready to 
accept that their children can 
marry according to their wishes, be 
it in their own caste, religion or 
outside their caste or religion. 
Sometimes the family murders 
their daughter just because they do 
not want that tag of love marriage. 
Their "izzat" decreases when their 
daughters marry on their own. 
They impose the burden of their 
izzat on the shoulders of their 
daughter. They are all hypocrites, 
drinking alcohol and committing 
domestic violence, yet their izzat is 
hurt when it comes to their 
daughters acting independently, 
which leads to such killings. 
A l t h o u g h  c o n d e m n e d  b y  
international conventions and 
human rights organizations, 
various communities. 

Honour killing is not new in 
India. However, the horrific 
practice appears to have gained 
pace in contemporary history with 
the Partition of India in 194 , when 
several women were forcefully 
killed to preserve their honour. 

Honour crimes violate Articles 14, 
1 , 19, 21 and 39 of the Indian 
constitution. The increase in the 
number of honour killings is 
because the formal governance 
failed to reach the rural areas, and 
as a result, this practice continues 
in today's world. The scenario is 
that this killing for honour is not 
only confined to rural areas. 
R a t h e r,  i t  i s  c o m m o n  i n  
metropolitan cities like Delhi.

As many as 14  incidents of 
"honour killing", including  in 
harkhand, occurred in the country 

between 2 1  and 2 19. nion 
Minister of State for Home Ajay 

umar Mishra informed the Lok 
Sabha on August 11, 2 21. He said 
92 incidents of honour killings 
occurred in the country in 2 1 . 
There were 92, 29 in 2 18, and 24 
in 2 19. The highest was in 
harkhand, where  honour 

killings took place in harkhand 
between 2 1  and 2 19, 19 in 
Maharashtra and 14 in ttar 
Pradesh.

These crimes violate human 
rights and infringe the right to live 
with dignity, according to article 
21 of the Indian Constitution. They 
show the lack of attributes of 
empathy, love, compassion, and 
tolerance among fellow human 
beings, creates a crisis of 

credibility in the government 
machinery to control such killings 
and undermines the integrity of 
institutions such as of police and 
judiciary. It shows a lack of 
rational thinking and emotional 
intelligence. It is not a crime 
against any individual. Rather, it is 
a crime against the whole society at 
large where some groups of people 
consider themselves superior and 
above the law. With such kinds of 
acts, the ethical values of a 
community, such as tolerance, 
respect for diversity, self-
determination etc., are degraded 
when such acts are committed.

hese are all acts against the 
spirit of cardinal human values and 
Neohumanism. In the eyes of God, 
no one is superior. No one is 
inferior. As Prout's founder Shrii 
Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar said: “Why 
should you suffer from a fear 
complex or an inferiority complex, 
when the Supreme Father is your 
Father, when you all are the 
children of the same Father  why 
should you suffer from any 
inferiority complex or any fear 
complex, when the Supreme 
Father is with you? You are not 
weak. You are very strong, because 
t he  A lmigh ty  Fa the r,  t he  
omnipotent Supreme Father, is 
with you to help you  so you must 
not encourage the psychology of 
weakness, or an inferiority 
complex or a fear complex. He is 
with you, always He is with you to 
help you. You are never alone”.

With such resolve, it's high 
time such people change their 
mentality and understand that 
when two people choose and 
marry, it is not a sin for society. 
Rather if someone is forced to 
marry a person they do not like, 
then the person would not be able 
to lead a happy life. Therefore, 
laws are required to be stricter to 
tackle these killings and punish 
those who take the law into their 
hands and take away the life of 
innocent young adults. ̃
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the killings was awarded a life 
sentence, and the driver involved 
in the abduction had a seven-year 
prison term.

Most often than not, it 
involves the murder of a woman or 
girl by male family members due 
to the perpetrators' belief that the 
victim has brought dishonour or 
shame upon the family name, 
reputation or prestige. Honour 
killings are believed to have 
originated from tribal customs. 
They are prevalent in various parts 
of the world and in immigrant 
communities in countries that do 
not otherwise have societal norms 
that encourage honour killings. 
Honour ki l l ings are  of ten 

NEW ERA CURRENCY

India has the highest number of 
crypto owners in the world, 
around 1  million  and in the 

last  one year,  crypto market 
reportedly grew at 641  in India. 
The Supreme Court, in March 2 2  
nullified the circular of the RBI 
banning crypto currency. People 
thought there was validation by the 
Supreme Court as the court lifted the 
ban imposed by the RBI. That made 
many people joining the crypto 
bandwagon.

Now, the government is talking 
about prohibiting all private crypto 
currencies and the RBI introducing a 
currency. Indians are trying to find 
answers to the questions, Is the 
government's plan to regulate crypto 
currency a good move? Will crypto 
b e  a  s e r i o u s  t h r e a t  t o  t h e 
macroeconomic and financial 
stability of the country? Should RBI 
introduce its crypto?

Global Scenario
The rise in the popularity of crypto 
currencies and their adoption by 
financial institutions has led some 
governments to assess whether 
regulation is needed to protect users. 
The legal status of crypto currencies 
varies substantially from country to 
country and is still undefined or 
changing in many of them. While 
some countries have explicitly 
allowed their use and trade, others 

have banned or restricted it. Few 
countries are planning to create their 
own crypto currency. 

 l Salvador made Bitcoin legal 
tender on une 9, 2 21. It is the first 
country to do so. The crypto 
currency can be used for any 
transaction where the business can 
accept it. Cuba has followed this. 
Many Latin American countries are 
reportedly considering similar 
moves.

Chinese government  has 
declared al l  crypto currency 
transactions of any kind illegal. 
Turkey has banned the use of crypto 
currencies and crypto assets for 
making purchases. In the nited 

ingdom, all crypto currency firms, 
such as exchanges, advisors and 
professionals that have either a 
presence, market product or provide 
services within the  market must 
register with the Financial Conduct 
Author i ty.  Sou th  o rea  has 
implemented new legislation to 
strengthen their oversight of digital 
assets. South Africa has seen a large 
amount of scams related to crypto 
currency, is planning a regulatory 
framework.

The Financial Action Task 
Force (FATF) an intergovernmental 
organisation founded in 1989 on the 
initiative of the G  to develop 
p o l i c i e s  t o  c o m b a t  m o n e y 

laundering and financing has 
defined crypto currency-related 
services as "virtual asset service 
p r o v i d e r s "  ( A S P s )  a n d 
recommended that they be regulated 
with the same money laundering 
(AML) and know your customer 
( YC) requirements as financial 
institutions. It has introduced the 
"Travel Rule" for crypto currencies, 
a measure which mandates that 

ASPs obtain, hold, and exchange 
information about the originators 
and beneficiaries of virtual asset 
transfers. 

Some propose that banks that 
held crypto currency assets must set 
aside capital to cover all potential 
losses. 

nited States treats bitcoin as 
property for tax purposes. 

  A number of Aid agencies 
have started accepting donations in 
crypto currencies, including the 
American Red Cross, NIC F, and 
the N World Food Program.

Ban on Advertising 
Crypto currency advertisements 
have been temporarily banned on 
many social platforms including 
Facebook, Google, Twitter, Bing, 
Snapchat, LinkedIn etc.

What Are Crypto currencies?
A crypto currency, crypto-currency, 
or crypto is a collection of binary 

data which is designed to work as a 
medium of exchange. Individual 
coin ownership records are stored in 
a ledger, which is a computerized 
database using strong cryptography 
to secure transaction records, to 
control the creation of additional 
coins, and to verify the transfer of 
coin ownership. 

T h e  “ c r y p t o ”  i n  c r y p t o 
currencies refers to complicated 
cryptography that allows for the 
creation and processing of digital 
currencies and their transactions 
across decentralized systems. 
Alongside this important “crypto” 
feature of these currencies is a 
c o m m o n  c o m m i t m e n t  t o 
decentralization  crypto currencies 
are typically developed as code by 
teams who build in mechanisms for 
issuance (through a process called 
mining) and other controls.

Crypto currency does not exist 
in physical  form (l ike paper 
money),there are no coins to mint or 
bills to print, only exists online, and 
is typically not issued by a central 
authority. Crypto currencies use 
decentralized control as opposed to a 
central bank digital currency 
(CBDC).  When implemented with 
decentralized control, each crypto 
currency works through distributed 
ledger technology, typically a block 
chain that serves as a public 
financial transaction database. Once 
a block is added to the block chain, it 
becomes accessible to anyone who 
wishes to view it, acting as a public 
ledger of crypto currency transactions. 

Digital crypto-currencies’ and 
crypto-assets’ aim to mirror some, 

or all, of the uses of traditional 
money  a means of payment, a store 
of value, and a unit of account, as an 
alternative investment, helping 
diversify a portfolio apart from 
stocks and bonds  can also be used to 
make purchases, but the number of 
vendors that accept the crypto 
currency is still limited.

Bitcoin, first released as open-
source software in 2 9, is the first 
decentralized crypto currency. Most 
crypto currencies are designed to 
gradually decrease the production of 
that currency, placing a cap on the 
total amount of that currency that 

will ever be in circulation. Crypto 
currencies are almost always 
designed to be free from government 
manipulation and controlso it’s 
decentralized.

Since the release of bitcoin, 
many other crypto currencies have 
been created. There are currently 
over a thousand different crypto 
currencies in the world, and many 
see them as the key to a fairer future 
economy.    The crypto currencies 
m o d e l l e d  a f t e r  b i t c o i n  a r e 
collectively called altcoins, and in 
some cases shitcoins, and have often 
tried to present themselves as 
modified or improved versions of 
bitcoin. Stablecoins are altcoins that 
are designed to maintain a stable 
level of purchasing power. 

A crypto currency wallet stores 
the public and private "keys" 
(address) or seed which can be used 
to receive or trade or spend the 
crypto currency. Crypto currency 
exchanges allow customers to trade 
crypto currencies for other assets, 
such as conventional fiat money, or 
to trade between different digital 
currencies. Atomic swaps are a 
mechanism where one crypto 
currency can be exchanged directly 
for another crypto currency, without 
the need for a trusted third party such 
as an exchange.

Initial coin offerings
An initial coin offering (ICO) is a 
controversial means of raising funds 
for a new crypto currency venture. 
An ICO may be used by start-ups 
with the intention of avoiding 
regulation. In an ICO campaign, a 
percentage of the crypto currency 
(usually in the form of "tokens") is 
sold to early backers of the project in 
exchange for legal tender or other 
crypto currencies. 

Advantages:
ach and every Bitcoin transaction 

that’s ever been made exists on a 
p u b l i c  l e d g e r  a c c e s s i b l e  t o 
everyone, making transactions hard 
to reverse and difficult to fake. 

As decentralized platforms, 
block chain-based crypto currencies 
allow individuals to engage in peer-
to-peer financial transactions or 
enter into contracts. In either case, 

there is no need for some trusted 
third-party intermediary such as a 
bank, monetary authority, court, or 
judge. 

Some feel that well-regulated 
digital currencies can provide 
significant public benefits in greater 
efficiency and lower costs for both 
domest ic  and ,  in  par t icu lar, 
international payments systems, and 
help ensure financial services reach 
the hundreds of millions of people  
especially in developing countries  
without bank accounts.

Cryp to  cur renc ies  make 
tracking donations easier and have 
the potential to allow donors to see 
how their money is used.

The Risks: 
The real identity of person or groups 
behind the development of Bitcoin 
w h o  s t a t e d  t h e  g o a l  o f  t h e 
technology was to create “a new 
electronic cash system” that was 
“completely decentralized with no 
server or central authority” is still 
unknown.

Anonymity
The owners who have crypto 
c u r r e n c y  i n  t h e  s y s t e m  a r e 
anonymous there are no account 
numbers, names, social security 
numbers or any other identifying 
features that connects to its owners.  
It has been appealing to criminals 
due to its anonymity and lack of 
regulation. Transactions that occur 
through the use and exchange of 
altcoins are independent from 
formal banking systems, enables tax 
evasion and laundering of money. 
Money laundering issues are also 
present in regular bank transfers, 
however with bank-to-bank wire 
transfers for instance, the account 
holder must at least provide a proven 
identity.     Since crypto protects the 
identity of holders, governments are 
deeply concerned about their use in 
illicit activities such as money 
laundering, terrorist financing, 
online black markets, and tax 
evasion. Some fear the replacement 
o f  g o v e r n m e n t - c o n t r o l l e d , 
centralized money by crypto.

Difficult to resolve
Loss, theft, and fraud with crypto 
currency are becoming a routine 

CRYPTO CURRENCY?
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The rise in the popularity of crypto currencies and their adoption by financial institutions 
has led some governments to assess whether regulation is needed to protect users.

affair even though tall claims are 
being put forth regarding their 
security. In the absence of a 
governing body, it can be difficult to 
resolve issues if crypto get stolen or 
lost. Crypto currencies are used 
primarily outside existing banking 
and governmental institutions and 
are exchanged over the Internet. 
Whenever there is an intermediary 
like the banks for example, it is 
possible to trace the revenue 
generation and the government will 
have control over the investment 
people put in.

Volatile, Speculative
Bitcoins and their many look-alikes, 
often known as crypto-assets’, are 
best viewed as a volatile, speculative 
asset class, which some users are 
prepared to accept as a form of 
payment.  Since its public launch in 
2 9, Bitcoin has risen dramatically 
in value, although it once sold for 
1 , - per coin, its present price 

is  about  Rs39 lakhs.  Crypto 
currencies have been compared to 
Ponzi schemes, pyramid schemes 
and economic bubbles, such as 
housing market bubbles. Some say 
that digital currencies are nothing 
but an unfounded fad, based on a 
willingness to ascribe value to 
something that has little or none 
beyond what people will pay for it. 
Regulators in several countries have 
warned against crypto currency and 
some have taken measures to 
dissuade users  such warnings are 
unheard, or ignored. 

Digital currencies to 
affect geopolitics
The expansion of big tech firms into 
global finance and banks themselves 
widening their digital footprints, 
financial technology will reshape 
not just the commercial but also the 
geopolitical sphere. Introduction of 
a digital yuan’ would give China the 
ability to bypass the world’s 
traditional banking systems and then 
chal lenge and help curb the 
dominant role of the dollar in 
international trade and finance. This 
could help limit China’s exposure to 

S sanctions policies which rely 
heavily on the dollar’s pre-eminent 

position in international finance. 
The widespread introduction of 
digital currencies has the potential to 
transform the world financial 
system. In anuary 2 2 , a group of 
advanced economy central banks  
from Canada, the , apan, 
Sweden, Switzerland, and the 

uropean Central Bank  announced 
they were working together on 
central bank digital currencies under 
the auspices of the Bank for 
International Settlements (BIS).

The concern of an unregulated 
global economy
As the popularity of and demand for 
online currencies has increased, so 
have  conce rns  tha t  such  an 
unregulated person to person global 
economy that crypto currencies 
offer may become a threat to society. 
The governments of the G  have 
recognised the need for international 
cooperation on how private digital 
currencies should be regulated, 
because the alternative  a global 
free-for-all  could be chaotic and 
dangerous. 

Why do central banks want 
their own digital currencies?

Once a crypto exchange is 
established, it can mind its own 
crypto currencies, it can have initial 
coin offerings, and this will lead to a 
new asset class in that country and 
help people to invest. Supporters of 
this theory suggest that RBI should 
introduce its own crypto currency in 
India.

The Reality:
Investment in crypto currency is a 
speculative activity, and in no way it 
encourages production activity or 
creates real employment.   Those in 
f avou r  o f  l ega l i s i ng  c ryp to 
currencies argue that with the help of 
technology people will find newer 
ways to escape from the noose of 
law. So, it is going to be extremely 
difficult to regulate crypto. But, they 
overlook the fact that technology 
can cut the technology. Another 
argument put forth is that people 
continue to invest wherever the 
returns are high even if it is risky. 
This is true to some extent under the 
existing socio-economic system 

where no one is assured of a secured 
future and where acquisitive nature 
dominates the society.

 But, these experts and leaders 
fail to conceive of a decentralized 
economic system where everyone is 
guaranteed the basic necessities of 
life through 1  employment 
o p p o r t u n i t y  w i t h  a d e q u a t e 
purchasing capacity so that people 
can pursue higher values of life 
instead of becoming a money 
e a r n i n g  m a c h i n e s .  P R O T 
advocates such a socio-economic 
system for the entire globe where 
speculative activities are banned 
and opportunities are created for 
gainful investment in the local area.

Views of PROUT:
The banking system must be 
vigilant about two important points. 
First, the intrinsic demonic greed of 
the banks must not be allowed to 
jeopardize the life of the common 
people. Secondly, the banks must 
not allow unwise administrators or 
governments to print monetary 
notes indiscriminately without 
reserving the proportionate amount 
of bullion in their treasuries.  The 
printing and issuing of monetary 
notes having no bullion value must 
stop immediately. No monetary 
notes should be issued by the 
government from then on without a 
clear assurance that it is prepared to 
pay the requisite amount of money 
in gold coins. A socioeconomic unit 
can conserve its reserve bullion and 
improve the purchasing capacity of 
the local people by manufacturing 
locally finished products.

   Those countries which have a 
l a r g e  v o l u m e  o f  v e r y  f e w 
commodities to sell but many 
commodities to buy will find barter 
trade profitable. Otherwise their 
reserves of gold bullion may get 
exhausted very quickly.  Barter 
trade will give protection from 
disastrous impact due to economic 
depressions. PRO T advocates 
banning of all the speculative 
activit ies al l  over the world 
including stock markets, hence no 
chance to approve crypto currency 
of the present form.˜

The Excellence of 

Philosophy 
“If ideological vacuum is not filled by PROUT, a great catastrophe will take place in the 
future because other defective philosophies will come forward."

Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar

"Shrii Sarkar has given a broad outline for the gradual 
establishment of the world government."

“The situation on the Russia-
Ukraine border is volatile 

and tense. The crisis needs to 
be resolved diplomatically at 

the earliest.”

Honour Killings Will Continue as Long as Iran's Laws Protect Killers
 Widespread Practice of Child Marriage Means More Young Girls Will Be Murdered

PROUT NEWS REPORT
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ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

The 1 th Conference of the 
P a r t i e s  t o  t h e  B a s e l  
C o n v e n t i o n  o n  

Transboundary Movement of 
Hazardous Wastes and Their 
Disposal (COP-1 ) is underway 
with the 1 th Conference of 
Pa r t i e s  t o  t he  Ro t t e rdam 
Conven t ion  and  the  1 th  
Conference of Parties to the 
Stockholm Convention from 6 to 
1  une 2 22 in Geneva. These 
meetings are focused on the theme: 
"Global Agreements for a Healthy 
Planet: Sound management of 
chemicals and waste". Before the 
COP-13 of the Basel Convention, 
t h e  n i o n  M i n i s t r y  o f  

nvironment, Forests  Climate 
Change had sought comments and 
suggestions on matters of the Basel 
Convention (BC), Rotterdam 
Convention (RC) and Stockholm 
Convention (RC). It was a good 
initiative, but that approach has not 
been abandoned.

It may be recalled that on the 
opening day of the COP-13 of the 
Basel Convention, India's official 
delegation shocked everyone with 
its statement in opposition to the 

N accord to stop the flow of 
hazardous wastes from developed 
to developing countries like India. 
This position was akin to opposing 
the Prime Minister's Clean India 
Mission. This position was also 
contrary to the Supreme Court's 
verdict in the hazardous wastes 
case. The ruling was based on the 
recommendations of Prof. M.G. . 
Menon, who headed the High 
P o w e r e d  C o m m i t t e e  o n  
Hazardous Wastes Management.

During COP-1 , India has 
raised the issue of the mixture of 
hazardous and non-hazardous 
wastes, which are mis-labeled as 

products imported for recycling or 
recovery along with other 
countries. It needs to be looked at 
in the light of India's Hazardous 
and Other Wastes (Management 
and Transboundary Movement) 
R u l e s ,  2 1 6  u n d e r  t h e  

nvironment (Protection) At, 
1986. We may note that the 
"transboundary movement" means 
any movement of hazardous or 
other wastes from an area under the 
jurisdiction of one country to or 
through an area under the 
jurisdiction of another country or 

to or through an area not under the 
jurisdiction of any country, 
provided that at least two countries 
are involved in the movement. It 
reveals that the "transboundary 
movement" of hazardous waste 
has become part of the ministry's 
sound environmental management 
approach .  Th i s  t e rm was  
in t roduced  in  2 8  when 
Hazardous Waste (Management, 
Handling  Transboundary 
Movement) Rules, 2 8 was 
formed under the influence of 
hazardous waste traders when they 

amended  the  p re -ex i s t i ng  
Hazardous Waste Rule. This term 
has been lifted from the N's Basel 
Convention on Transboundary 
Movement of Hazardous Wastes 
and Their Disposal.

It may be recalled that the 
2 8 Rules were initially proposed 
a s  " H a z a r d o u s  M a t e r i a l s  
(Management, Handling and 
Transboundary  Movement)  
Rules". sing the term "Materials" 
instead of "Wastes" was an 
exercise in linguistic corruption 
whereby an attempt was made to 
define waste as non-waste. The 
Rules of 2 16 don't factor in the 
Ban Amendment to the Basel 
Convention of 199 , which goes 
beyond the "transboundary 
movement" of hazardous waste 
and other wastes. From uly 1989 
till November 2 21, the Hazardous 

wastes from member states of the 
uropean nion, the Organization 

for conomic Cooperation and 
Development (O CD), and 
Liechtenstein to  a l l  o ther  
countries. The parties adopted the 
Ban Amendment to the Basel 
Convention in 199 , which banned 
all forms of hazardous waste 
exports from the 29 wealthiest 
most industrialized countries of 
the Organization of conomic 
Cooperation and Development 
(O CD) to al l  non-O CD 
countries from anuary 1, 1998.

In compliance with the spirit 
of the Supreme Court's verdict that 
endorsed the Basel Convention in 
October 2 3 and in the light of the 
Ban Amendment to the Basel 
Convention of 199 , India will 
have to amend its Hazardous 
Waste Rules again. Meanwhile, 

Mechanism". It reveals how 
exemption from the requirement of 
consent and authorization under 
the Hazardous and Other Wastes 
(Management  Transboundary 
Movement) Rules, 2 16, will be 
deeply detrimental to the cause of 
environmental protection. Given 
the fact that under the Water 
(Prevention and Control of 
Pollution) Act 19 4 and Air 
(Prevention and Control of 
Pollution) Act 1981, it is the 
SPCBs and Pollution Control 
Committees (PCCs) of nion 
Territories which give consent and 
authorization under these two 
Acts, the provision stating that 
"environmental surveillance of 
industries should be on random 
basis, and SPCBs PCCs shall 
evolve mechanism for that" 
instead of 24  environmental 

“India's reluctance in ratifying the Ban Amendment to prohibit hazardous waste 
trade implies that the government is welcoming globalisation of the toxic, 

hazardous waste and its arrival in Indian waters.”

WHY INDIA MUST RATIFY THE

BASEL Convention
ON HAZARDOUS WASTE MOVEMENT AND

DISPOSAL 
Gopal Krishna

 BAN AMENDMENT TO 

Wastes Management Rules have 
been amended to dilute its original 
intent and purpose to steer clear of 
the ban on free trade in hazardous 
waste. 

The seemingly innocent 
observation of the Indian delegate 
at COP-1  assumes significance 
because India is yet to ratify Ban 
Amendment to Basel Convention, 
which came into force on 
December , 2 19. Now that the 
Basel Ban Amendment has 
become international law, it 
prohibits the export of hazardous 

there is a need for joint reading of 
the Hazardous and Other Wastes 
(Management  Transboundary 
Movement) Amendment Rules, 
2 19 with the circular of the 
Central Pollution Control Board 
(CPCB) dated November 2, 2 18, 
sent to all State Pollution Control 
Boards (SPCBs) on the subject of 
"Direct ions nder Sect ion 
18(1)(B) of The Water (Prevention 

 Control Of Pollution) Act, 19 4 
And The Air (Prevention Control 
Of Pollution) Act, 1981 Regarding 
S t r e a m l i n i n g  O f  C o n s e n t  

surveillance regularly paves the 
way for severe disruption of 
existing regulatory mechanisms. 
Such directions have already been 
implemented in some States who 
h a v e  e x e m p t e d  o v e r  1  
categories of industries from 
Hazardous and Other Wastes 
(Management  Transboundary 
Movement) Rules, 2 16 and Water 
(Prevention and Control of 
Pollution) Act 19 4 and Air 
(Prevention and Control of 
Pollution) Act 1981. It is fraught 
with unprecedented adverse 

NEW ERA CURRENCY

India has the highest number of 
crypto owners in the world, 
around 1  million  and in the 

last  one year,  crypto market 
reportedly grew at 641  in India. 
The Supreme Court, in March 2 2  
nullified the circular of the RBI 
banning crypto currency. People 
thought there was validation by the 
Supreme Court as the court lifted the 
ban imposed by the RBI. That made 
many people joining the crypto 
bandwagon.

Now, the government is talking 
about prohibiting all private crypto 
currencies and the RBI introducing a 
currency. Indians are trying to find 
answers to the questions, Is the 
government's plan to regulate crypto 
currency a good move? Will crypto 
b e  a  s e r i o u s  t h r e a t  t o  t h e 
macroeconomic and financial 
stability of the country? Should RBI 
introduce its crypto?

Global Scenario
The rise in the popularity of crypto 
currencies and their adoption by 
financial institutions has led some 
governments to assess whether 
regulation is needed to protect users. 
The legal status of crypto currencies 
varies substantially from country to 
country and is still undefined or 
changing in many of them. While 
some countries have explicitly 
allowed their use and trade, others 

have banned or restricted it. Few 
countries are planning to create their 
own crypto currency. 

 l Salvador made Bitcoin legal 
tender on une 9, 2 21. It is the first 
country to do so. The crypto 
currency can be used for any 
transaction where the business can 
accept it. Cuba has followed this. 
Many Latin American countries are 
reportedly considering similar 
moves.

Chinese government  has 
declared al l  crypto currency 
transactions of any kind illegal. 
Turkey has banned the use of crypto 
currencies and crypto assets for 
making purchases. In the nited 

ingdom, all crypto currency firms, 
such as exchanges, advisors and 
professionals that have either a 
presence, market product or provide 
services within the  market must 
register with the Financial Conduct 
Author i ty.  Sou th  o rea  has 
implemented new legislation to 
strengthen their oversight of digital 
assets. South Africa has seen a large 
amount of scams related to crypto 
currency, is planning a regulatory 
framework.

The Financial Action Task 
Force (FATF) an intergovernmental 
organisation founded in 1989 on the 
initiative of the G  to develop 
p o l i c i e s  t o  c o m b a t  m o n e y 

laundering and financing has 
defined crypto currency-related 
services as "virtual asset service 
p r o v i d e r s "  ( A S P s )  a n d 
recommended that they be regulated 
with the same money laundering 
(AML) and know your customer 
( YC) requirements as financial 
institutions. It has introduced the 
"Travel Rule" for crypto currencies, 
a measure which mandates that 

ASPs obtain, hold, and exchange 
information about the originators 
and beneficiaries of virtual asset 
transfers. 

Some propose that banks that 
held crypto currency assets must set 
aside capital to cover all potential 
losses. 

nited States treats bitcoin as 
property for tax purposes. 

  A number of Aid agencies 
have started accepting donations in 
crypto currencies, including the 
American Red Cross, NIC F, and 
the N World Food Program.

Ban on Advertising 
Crypto currency advertisements 
have been temporarily banned on 
many social platforms including 
Facebook, Google, Twitter, Bing, 
Snapchat, LinkedIn etc.

What Are Crypto currencies?
A crypto currency, crypto-currency, 
or crypto is a collection of binary 

data which is designed to work as a 
medium of exchange. Individual 
coin ownership records are stored in 
a ledger, which is a computerized 
database using strong cryptography 
to secure transaction records, to 
control the creation of additional 
coins, and to verify the transfer of 
coin ownership. 

T h e  “ c r y p t o ”  i n  c r y p t o 
currencies refers to complicated 
cryptography that allows for the 
creation and processing of digital 
currencies and their transactions 
across decentralized systems. 
Alongside this important “crypto” 
feature of these currencies is a 
c o m m o n  c o m m i t m e n t  t o 
decentralization  crypto currencies 
are typically developed as code by 
teams who build in mechanisms for 
issuance (through a process called 
mining) and other controls.

Crypto currency does not exist 
in physical  form (l ike paper 
money),there are no coins to mint or 
bills to print, only exists online, and 
is typically not issued by a central 
authority. Crypto currencies use 
decentralized control as opposed to a 
central bank digital currency 
(CBDC).  When implemented with 
decentralized control, each crypto 
currency works through distributed 
ledger technology, typically a block 
chain that serves as a public 
financial transaction database. Once 
a block is added to the block chain, it 
becomes accessible to anyone who 
wishes to view it, acting as a public 
ledger of crypto currency transactions. 

Digital crypto-currencies’ and 
crypto-assets’ aim to mirror some, 

or all, of the uses of traditional 
money  a means of payment, a store 
of value, and a unit of account, as an 
alternative investment, helping 
diversify a portfolio apart from 
stocks and bonds  can also be used to 
make purchases, but the number of 
vendors that accept the crypto 
currency is still limited.

Bitcoin, first released as open-
source software in 2 9, is the first 
decentralized crypto currency. Most 
crypto currencies are designed to 
gradually decrease the production of 
that currency, placing a cap on the 
total amount of that currency that 

will ever be in circulation. Crypto 
currencies are almost always 
designed to be free from government 
manipulation and controlso it’s 
decentralized.

Since the release of bitcoin, 
many other crypto currencies have 
been created. There are currently 
over a thousand different crypto 
currencies in the world, and many 
see them as the key to a fairer future 
economy.    The crypto currencies 
m o d e l l e d  a f t e r  b i t c o i n  a r e 
collectively called altcoins, and in 
some cases shitcoins, and have often 
tried to present themselves as 
modified or improved versions of 
bitcoin. Stablecoins are altcoins that 
are designed to maintain a stable 
level of purchasing power. 

A crypto currency wallet stores 
the public and private "keys" 
(address) or seed which can be used 
to receive or trade or spend the 
crypto currency. Crypto currency 
exchanges allow customers to trade 
crypto currencies for other assets, 
such as conventional fiat money, or 
to trade between different digital 
currencies. Atomic swaps are a 
mechanism where one crypto 
currency can be exchanged directly 
for another crypto currency, without 
the need for a trusted third party such 
as an exchange.

Initial coin offerings
An initial coin offering (ICO) is a 
controversial means of raising funds 
for a new crypto currency venture. 
An ICO may be used by start-ups 
with the intention of avoiding 
regulation. In an ICO campaign, a 
percentage of the crypto currency 
(usually in the form of "tokens") is 
sold to early backers of the project in 
exchange for legal tender or other 
crypto currencies. 

Advantages:
ach and every Bitcoin transaction 

that’s ever been made exists on a 
p u b l i c  l e d g e r  a c c e s s i b l e  t o 
everyone, making transactions hard 
to reverse and difficult to fake. 

As decentralized platforms, 
block chain-based crypto currencies 
allow individuals to engage in peer-
to-peer financial transactions or 
enter into contracts. In either case, 

there is no need for some trusted 
third-party intermediary such as a 
bank, monetary authority, court, or 
judge. 

Some feel that well-regulated 
digital currencies can provide 
significant public benefits in greater 
efficiency and lower costs for both 
domest ic  and ,  in  par t icu lar, 
international payments systems, and 
help ensure financial services reach 
the hundreds of millions of people  
especially in developing countries  
without bank accounts.

Cryp to  cur renc ies  make 
tracking donations easier and have 
the potential to allow donors to see 
how their money is used.

The Risks: 
The real identity of person or groups 
behind the development of Bitcoin 
w h o  s t a t e d  t h e  g o a l  o f  t h e 
technology was to create “a new 
electronic cash system” that was 
“completely decentralized with no 
server or central authority” is still 
unknown.

Anonymity
The owners who have crypto 
c u r r e n c y  i n  t h e  s y s t e m  a r e 
anonymous there are no account 
numbers, names, social security 
numbers or any other identifying 
features that connects to its owners.  
It has been appealing to criminals 
due to its anonymity and lack of 
regulation. Transactions that occur 
through the use and exchange of 
altcoins are independent from 
formal banking systems, enables tax 
evasion and laundering of money. 
Money laundering issues are also 
present in regular bank transfers, 
however with bank-to-bank wire 
transfers for instance, the account 
holder must at least provide a proven 
identity.     Since crypto protects the 
identity of holders, governments are 
deeply concerned about their use in 
illicit activities such as money 
laundering, terrorist financing, 
online black markets, and tax 
evasion. Some fear the replacement 
o f  g o v e r n m e n t - c o n t r o l l e d , 
centralized money by crypto.

Difficult to resolve
Loss, theft, and fraud with crypto 
currency are becoming a routine 

CRYPTO CURRENCY?
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Ganesh Bhat Sirsi

The rise in the popularity of crypto currencies and their adoption by financial institutions 
has led some governments to assess whether regulation is needed to protect users.

affair even though tall claims are 
being put forth regarding their 
security. In the absence of a 
governing body, it can be difficult to 
resolve issues if crypto get stolen or 
lost. Crypto currencies are used 
primarily outside existing banking 
and governmental institutions and 
are exchanged over the Internet. 
Whenever there is an intermediary 
like the banks for example, it is 
possible to trace the revenue 
generation and the government will 
have control over the investment 
people put in.

Volatile, Speculative
Bitcoins and their many look-alikes, 
often known as crypto-assets’, are 
best viewed as a volatile, speculative 
asset class, which some users are 
prepared to accept as a form of 
payment.  Since its public launch in 
2 9, Bitcoin has risen dramatically 
in value, although it once sold for 
1 , - per coin, its present price 

is  about  Rs39 lakhs.  Crypto 
currencies have been compared to 
Ponzi schemes, pyramid schemes 
and economic bubbles, such as 
housing market bubbles. Some say 
that digital currencies are nothing 
but an unfounded fad, based on a 
willingness to ascribe value to 
something that has little or none 
beyond what people will pay for it. 
Regulators in several countries have 
warned against crypto currency and 
some have taken measures to 
dissuade users  such warnings are 
unheard, or ignored. 

Digital currencies to 
affect geopolitics
The expansion of big tech firms into 
global finance and banks themselves 
widening their digital footprints, 
financial technology will reshape 
not just the commercial but also the 
geopolitical sphere. Introduction of 
a digital yuan’ would give China the 
ability to bypass the world’s 
traditional banking systems and then 
chal lenge and help curb the 
dominant role of the dollar in 
international trade and finance. This 
could help limit China’s exposure to 

S sanctions policies which rely 
heavily on the dollar’s pre-eminent 

position in international finance. 
The widespread introduction of 
digital currencies has the potential to 
transform the world financial 
system. In anuary 2 2 , a group of 
advanced economy central banks  
from Canada, the , apan, 
Sweden, Switzerland, and the 

uropean Central Bank  announced 
they were working together on 
central bank digital currencies under 
the auspices of the Bank for 
International Settlements (BIS).

The concern of an unregulated 
global economy
As the popularity of and demand for 
online currencies has increased, so 
have  conce rns  tha t  such  an 
unregulated person to person global 
economy that crypto currencies 
offer may become a threat to society. 
The governments of the G  have 
recognised the need for international 
cooperation on how private digital 
currencies should be regulated, 
because the alternative  a global 
free-for-all  could be chaotic and 
dangerous. 

Why do central banks want 
their own digital currencies?

Once a crypto exchange is 
established, it can mind its own 
crypto currencies, it can have initial 
coin offerings, and this will lead to a 
new asset class in that country and 
help people to invest. Supporters of 
this theory suggest that RBI should 
introduce its own crypto currency in 
India.

The Reality:
Investment in crypto currency is a 
speculative activity, and in no way it 
encourages production activity or 
creates real employment.   Those in 
f avou r  o f  l ega l i s i ng  c ryp to 
currencies argue that with the help of 
technology people will find newer 
ways to escape from the noose of 
law. So, it is going to be extremely 
difficult to regulate crypto. But, they 
overlook the fact that technology 
can cut the technology. Another 
argument put forth is that people 
continue to invest wherever the 
returns are high even if it is risky. 
This is true to some extent under the 
existing socio-economic system 

where no one is assured of a secured 
future and where acquisitive nature 
dominates the society.

 But, these experts and leaders 
fail to conceive of a decentralized 
economic system where everyone is 
guaranteed the basic necessities of 
life through 1  employment 
o p p o r t u n i t y  w i t h  a d e q u a t e 
purchasing capacity so that people 
can pursue higher values of life 
instead of becoming a money 
e a r n i n g  m a c h i n e s .  P R O T 
advocates such a socio-economic 
system for the entire globe where 
speculative activities are banned 
and opportunities are created for 
gainful investment in the local area.

Views of PROUT:
The banking system must be 
vigilant about two important points. 
First, the intrinsic demonic greed of 
the banks must not be allowed to 
jeopardize the life of the common 
people. Secondly, the banks must 
not allow unwise administrators or 
governments to print monetary 
notes indiscriminately without 
reserving the proportionate amount 
of bullion in their treasuries.  The 
printing and issuing of monetary 
notes having no bullion value must 
stop immediately. No monetary 
notes should be issued by the 
government from then on without a 
clear assurance that it is prepared to 
pay the requisite amount of money 
in gold coins. A socioeconomic unit 
can conserve its reserve bullion and 
improve the purchasing capacity of 
the local people by manufacturing 
locally finished products.

   Those countries which have a 
l a r g e  v o l u m e  o f  v e r y  f e w 
commodities to sell but many 
commodities to buy will find barter 
trade profitable. Otherwise their 
reserves of gold bullion may get 
exhausted very quickly.  Barter 
trade will give protection from 
disastrous impact due to economic 
depressions. PRO T advocates 
banning of all the speculative 
activit ies all  over the world 
including stock markets, hence no 
chance to approve crypto currency 
of the present form.˜

The Excellence of 

Philosophy 
“If ideological vacuum is not filled by PROUT, a great catastrophe will take place in the 
future because other defective philosophies will come forward."

Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar

"Shrii Sarkar has given a broad outline for the gradual 
establishment of the world government."

“The situation on the Russia-
Ukraine border is volatile 

and tense. The crisis needs to 
be resolved diplomatically at 

the earliest.”

Honour Killings Will Continue as Long as Iran's Laws Protect Killers
 Widespread Practice of Child Marriage Means More Young Girls Will Be Murdered
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ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

The 1 th Conference of the 
P a r t i e s  t o  t h e  B a s e l  
C o n v e n t i o n  o n  

Transboundary Movement of 
Hazardous Wastes and Their 
Disposal (COP-1 ) is underway 
with the 1 th Conference of 
Pa r t i e s  t o  t he  Ro t t e rdam 
Conven t ion  and  the  1 th  
Conference of Parties to the 
Stockholm Convention from 6 to 
1  une 2 22 in Geneva. These 
meetings are focused on the theme: 
"Global Agreements for a Healthy 
Planet: Sound management of 
chemicals and waste". Before the 
COP-13 of the Basel Convention, 
t h e  n i o n  M i n i s t r y  o f  

nvironment, Forests  Climate 
Change had sought comments and 
suggestions on matters of the Basel 
Convention (BC), Rotterdam 
Convention (RC) and Stockholm 
Convention (RC). It was a good 
initiative, but that approach has not 
been abandoned.

It may be recalled that on the 
opening day of the COP-13 of the 
Basel Convention, India's official 
delegation shocked everyone with 
its statement in opposition to the 

N accord to stop the flow of 
hazardous wastes from developed 
to developing countries like India. 
This position was akin to opposing 
the Prime Minister's Clean India 
Mission. This position was also 
contrary to the Supreme Court's 
verdict in the hazardous wastes 
case. The ruling was based on the 
recommendations of Prof. M.G. . 
Menon, who headed the High 
P o w e r e d  C o m m i t t e e  o n  
Hazardous Wastes Management.

During COP-1 , India has 
raised the issue of the mixture of 
hazardous and non-hazardous 
wastes, which are mis-labeled as 

products imported for recycling or 
recovery along with other 
countries. It needs to be looked at 
in the light of India's Hazardous 
and Other Wastes (Management 
and Transboundary Movement) 
R u l e s ,  2 1 6  u n d e r  t h e  

nvironment (Protection) At, 
1986. We may note that the 
"transboundary movement" means 
any movement of hazardous or 
other wastes from an area under the 
jurisdiction of one country to or 
through an area under the 
jurisdiction of another country or 

to or through an area not under the 
jurisdiction of any country, 
provided that at least two countries 
are involved in the movement. It 
reveals that the "transboundary 
movement" of hazardous waste 
has become part of the ministry's 
sound environmental management 
approach .  Th i s  t e rm was  
in t roduced  in  2 8  when 
Hazardous Waste (Management, 
Handling  Transboundary 
Movement) Rules, 2 8 was 
formed under the influence of 
hazardous waste traders when they 

amended  the  p re -ex i s t i ng  
Hazardous Waste Rule. This term 
has been lifted from the N's Basel 
Convention on Transboundary 
Movement of Hazardous Wastes 
and Their Disposal.

It may be recalled that the 
2 8 Rules were initially proposed 
a s  " H a z a r d o u s  M a t e r i a l s  
(Management, Handling and 
Transboundary  Movement)  
Rules". sing the term "Materials" 
instead of "Wastes" was an 
exercise in linguistic corruption 
whereby an attempt was made to 
define waste as non-waste. The 
Rules of 2 16 don't factor in the 
Ban Amendment to the Basel 
Convention of 199 , which goes 
beyond the "transboundary 
movement" of hazardous waste 
and other wastes. From uly 1989 
till November 2 21, the Hazardous 

wastes from member states of the 
uropean nion, the Organization 

for conomic Cooperation and 
Development (O CD), and 
Liechtenstein to  a l l  o ther  
countries. The parties adopted the 
Ban Amendment to the Basel 
Convention in 199 , which banned 
all forms of hazardous waste 
exports from the 29 wealthiest 
most industrialized countries of 
the Organization of conomic 
Cooperation and Development 
(O CD) to al l  non-O CD 
countries from anuary 1, 1998.

In compliance with the spirit 
of the Supreme Court's verdict that 
endorsed the Basel Convention in 
October 2 3 and in the light of the 
Ban Amendment to the Basel 
Convention of 199 , India will 
have to amend its Hazardous 
Waste Rules again. Meanwhile, 

Mechanism". It reveals how 
exemption from the requirement of 
consent and authorization under 
the Hazardous and Other Wastes 
(Management  Transboundary 
Movement) Rules, 2 16, will be 
deeply detrimental to the cause of 
environmental protection. Given 
the fact that under the Water 
(Prevention and Control of 
Pollution) Act 19 4 and Air 
(Prevention and Control of 
Pollution) Act 1981, it is the 
SPCBs and Pollution Control 
Committees (PCCs) of nion 
Territories which give consent and 
authorization under these two 
Acts, the provision stating that 
"environmental surveillance of 
industries should be on random 
basis, and SPCBs PCCs shall 
evolve mechanism for that" 
instead of 24  environmental 

“India's reluctance in ratifying the Ban Amendment to prohibit hazardous waste 
trade implies that the government is welcoming globalisation of the toxic, 

hazardous waste and its arrival in Indian waters.”

WHY INDIA MUST RATIFY THE

BASEL Convention
ON HAZARDOUS WASTE MOVEMENT AND

DISPOSAL 
Gopal Krishna

 BAN AMENDMENT TO 

Wastes Management Rules have 
been amended to dilute its original 
intent and purpose to steer clear of 
the ban on free trade in hazardous 
waste. 

The seemingly innocent 
observation of the Indian delegate 
at COP-1  assumes significance 
because India is yet to ratify Ban 
Amendment to Basel Convention, 
which came into force on 
December , 2 19. Now that the 
Basel Ban Amendment has 
become international law, it 
prohibits the export of hazardous 

there is a need for joint reading of 
the Hazardous and Other Wastes 
(Management  Transboundary 
Movement) Amendment Rules, 
2 19 with the circular of the 
Central Pollution Control Board 
(CPCB) dated November 2, 2 18, 
sent to all State Pollution Control 
Boards (SPCBs) on the subject of 
"Direct ions nder Sect ion 
18(1)(B) of The Water (Prevention 

 Control Of Pollution) Act, 19 4 
And The Air (Prevention Control 
Of Pollution) Act, 1981 Regarding 
S t r e a m l i n i n g  O f  C o n s e n t  

surveillance regularly paves the 
way for severe disruption of 
existing regulatory mechanisms. 
Such directions have already been 
implemented in some States who 
h a v e  e x e m p t e d  o v e r  1  
categories of industries from 
Hazardous and Other Wastes 
(Management  Transboundary 
Movement) Rules, 2 16 and Water 
(Prevention and Control of 
Pollution) Act 19 4 and Air 
(Prevention and Control of 
Pollution) Act 1981. It is fraught 
with unprecedented adverse 

NEW ERA CURRENCY

India has the highest number of 
crypto owners in the world, 
around 1  million  and in the 

last  one year,  crypto market 
reportedly grew at 641  in India. 
The Supreme Court, in March 2 2  
nullified the circular of the RBI 
banning crypto currency. People 
thought there was validation by the 
Supreme Court as the court lifted the 
ban imposed by the RBI. That made 
many people joining the crypto 
bandwagon.

Now, the government is talking 
about prohibiting all private crypto 
currencies and the RBI introducing a 
currency. Indians are trying to find 
answers to the questions, Is the 
government's plan to regulate crypto 
currency a good move? Will crypto 
b e  a  s e r i o u s  t h r e a t  t o  t h e 
macroeconomic and financial 
stability of the country? Should RBI 
introduce its crypto?

Global Scenario
The rise in the popularity of crypto 
currencies and their adoption by 
financial institutions has led some 
governments to assess whether 
regulation is needed to protect users. 
The legal status of crypto currencies 
varies substantially from country to 
country and is still undefined or 
changing in many of them. While 
some countries have explicitly 
allowed their use and trade, others 

have banned or restricted it. Few 
countries are planning to create their 
own crypto currency. 

 l Salvador made Bitcoin legal 
tender on une 9, 2 21. It is the first 
country to do so. The crypto 
currency can be used for any 
transaction where the business can 
accept it. Cuba has followed this. 
Many Latin American countries are 
reportedly considering similar 
moves.

Chinese government  has 
declared al l  crypto currency 
transactions of any kind illegal. 
Turkey has banned the use of crypto 
currencies and crypto assets for 
making purchases. In the nited 

ingdom, all crypto currency firms, 
such as exchanges, advisors and 
professionals that have either a 
presence, market product or provide 
services within the  market must 
register with the Financial Conduct 
Author i ty.  Sou th  o rea  has 
implemented new legislation to 
strengthen their oversight of digital 
assets. South Africa has seen a large 
amount of scams related to crypto 
currency, is planning a regulatory 
framework.

The Financial Action Task 
Force (FATF) an intergovernmental 
organisation founded in 1989 on the 
initiative of the G  to develop 
p o l i c i e s  t o  c o m b a t  m o n e y 

laundering and financing has 
defined crypto currency-related 
services as "virtual asset service 
p r o v i d e r s "  ( A S P s )  a n d 
recommended that they be regulated 
with the same money laundering 
(AML) and know your customer 
( YC) requirements as financial 
institutions. It has introduced the 
"Travel Rule" for crypto currencies, 
a measure which mandates that 

ASPs obtain, hold, and exchange 
information about the originators 
and beneficiaries of virtual asset 
transfers. 

Some propose that banks that 
held crypto currency assets must set 
aside capital to cover all potential 
losses. 

nited States treats bitcoin as 
property for tax purposes. 

  A number of Aid agencies 
have started accepting donations in 
crypto currencies, including the 
American Red Cross, NIC F, and 
the N World Food Program.

Ban on Advertising 
Crypto currency advertisements 
have been temporarily banned on 
many social platforms including 
Facebook, Google, Twitter, Bing, 
Snapchat, LinkedIn etc.

What Are Crypto currencies?
A crypto currency, crypto-currency, 
or crypto is a collection of binary 

data which is designed to work as a 
medium of exchange. Individual 
coin ownership records are stored in 
a ledger, which is a computerized 
database using strong cryptography 
to secure transaction records, to 
control the creation of additional 
coins, and to verify the transfer of 
coin ownership. 

T h e  “ c r y p t o ”  i n  c r y p t o 
currencies refers to complicated 
cryptography that allows for the 
creation and processing of digital 
currencies and their transactions 
across decentralized systems. 
Alongside this important “crypto” 
feature of these currencies is a 
c o m m o n  c o m m i t m e n t  t o 
decentralization  crypto currencies 
are typically developed as code by 
teams who build in mechanisms for 
issuance (through a process called 
mining) and other controls.

Crypto currency does not exist 
in physical  form (l ike paper 
money),there are no coins to mint or 
bills to print, only exists online, and 
is typically not issued by a central 
authority. Crypto currencies use 
decentralized control as opposed to a 
central bank digital currency 
(CBDC).  When implemented with 
decentralized control, each crypto 
currency works through distributed 
ledger technology, typically a block 
chain that serves as a public 
financial transaction database. Once 
a block is added to the block chain, it 
becomes accessible to anyone who 
wishes to view it, acting as a public 
ledger of crypto currency transactions. 

Digital crypto-currencies’ and 
crypto-assets’ aim to mirror some, 

or all, of the uses of traditional 
money  a means of payment, a store 
of value, and a unit of account, as an 
alternative investment, helping 
diversify a portfolio apart from 
stocks and bonds  can also be used to 
make purchases, but the number of 
vendors that accept the crypto 
currency is still limited.

Bitcoin, first released as open-
source software in 2 9, is the first 
decentralized crypto currency. Most 
crypto currencies are designed to 
gradually decrease the production of 
that currency, placing a cap on the 
total amount of that currency that 

will ever be in circulation. Crypto 
currencies are almost always 
designed to be free from government 
manipulation and controlso it’s 
decentralized.

Since the release of bitcoin, 
many other crypto currencies have 
been created. There are currently 
over a thousand different crypto 
currencies in the world, and many 
see them as the key to a fairer future 
economy.    The crypto currencies 
m o d e l l e d  a f t e r  b i t c o i n  a r e 
collectively called altcoins, and in 
some cases shitcoins, and have often 
tried to present themselves as 
modified or improved versions of 
bitcoin. Stablecoins are altcoins that 
are designed to maintain a stable 
level of purchasing power. 

A crypto currency wallet stores 
the public and private "keys" 
(address) or seed which can be used 
to receive or trade or spend the 
crypto currency. Crypto currency 
exchanges allow customers to trade 
crypto currencies for other assets, 
such as conventional fiat money, or 
to trade between different digital 
currencies. Atomic swaps are a 
mechanism where one crypto 
currency can be exchanged directly 
for another crypto currency, without 
the need for a trusted third party such 
as an exchange.

Initial coin offerings
An initial coin offering (ICO) is a 
controversial means of raising funds 
for a new crypto currency venture. 
An ICO may be used by start-ups 
with the intention of avoiding 
regulation. In an ICO campaign, a 
percentage of the crypto currency 
(usually in the form of "tokens") is 
sold to early backers of the project in 
exchange for legal tender or other 
crypto currencies. 

Advantages:
ach and every Bitcoin transaction 

that’s ever been made exists on a 
p u b l i c  l e d g e r  a c c e s s i b l e  t o 
everyone, making transactions hard 
to reverse and difficult to fake. 

As decentralized platforms, 
block chain-based crypto currencies 
allow individuals to engage in peer-
to-peer financial transactions or 
enter into contracts. In either case, 

there is no need for some trusted 
third-party intermediary such as a 
bank, monetary authority, court, or 
judge. 

Some feel that well-regulated 
digital currencies can provide 
significant public benefits in greater 
efficiency and lower costs for both 
domest ic  and ,  in  par t icu lar, 
international payments systems, and 
help ensure financial services reach 
the hundreds of millions of people  
especially in developing countries  
without bank accounts.

Cryp to  cur renc ies  make 
tracking donations easier and have 
the potential to allow donors to see 
how their money is used.

The Risks: 
The real identity of person or groups 
behind the development of Bitcoin 
w h o  s t a t e d  t h e  g o a l  o f  t h e 
technology was to create “a new 
electronic cash system” that was 
“completely decentralized with no 
server or central authority” is still 
unknown.

Anonymity
The owners who have crypto 
c u r r e n c y  i n  t h e  s y s t e m  a r e 
anonymous there are no account 
numbers, names, social security 
numbers or any other identifying 
features that connects to its owners.  
It has been appealing to criminals 
due to its anonymity and lack of 
regulation. Transactions that occur 
through the use and exchange of 
altcoins are independent from 
formal banking systems, enables tax 
evasion and laundering of money. 
Money laundering issues are also 
present in regular bank transfers, 
however with bank-to-bank wire 
transfers for instance, the account 
holder must at least provide a proven 
identity.     Since crypto protects the 
identity of holders, governments are 
deeply concerned about their use in 
illicit activities such as money 
laundering, terrorist financing, 
online black markets, and tax 
evasion. Some fear the replacement 
o f  g o v e r n m e n t - c o n t r o l l e d , 
centralized money by crypto.

Difficult to resolve
Loss, theft, and fraud with crypto 
currency are becoming a routine 

CRYPTO CURRENCY?
SHOULD WE ENCOURAGE 

Ganesh Bhat Sirsi

The rise in the popularity of crypto currencies and their adoption by financial institutions 
has led some governments to assess whether regulation is needed to protect users.

affair even though tall claims are 
being put forth regarding their 
security. In the absence of a 
governing body, it can be difficult to 
resolve issues if crypto get stolen or 
lost. Crypto currencies are used 
primarily outside existing banking 
and governmental institutions and 
are exchanged over the Internet. 
Whenever there is an intermediary 
like the banks for example, it is 
possible to trace the revenue 
generation and the government will 
have control over the investment 
people put in.

Volatile, Speculative
Bitcoins and their many look-alikes, 
often known as crypto-assets’, are 
best viewed as a volatile, speculative 
asset class, which some users are 
prepared to accept as a form of 
payment.  Since its public launch in 
2 9, Bitcoin has risen dramatically 
in value, although it once sold for 
1 , - per coin, its present price 

is  about  Rs39 lakhs.  Crypto 
currencies have been compared to 
Ponzi schemes, pyramid schemes 
and economic bubbles, such as 
housing market bubbles. Some say 
that digital currencies are nothing 
but an unfounded fad, based on a 
willingness to ascribe value to 
something that has little or none 
beyond what people will pay for it. 
Regulators in several countries have 
warned against crypto currency and 
some have taken measures to 
dissuade users  such warnings are 
unheard, or ignored. 

Digital currencies to 
affect geopolitics
The expansion of big tech firms into 
global finance and banks themselves 
widening their digital footprints, 
financial technology will reshape 
not just the commercial but also the 
geopolitical sphere. Introduction of 
a digital yuan’ would give China the 
ability to bypass the world’s 
traditional banking systems and then 
chal lenge and help curb the 
dominant role of the dollar in 
international trade and finance. This 
could help limit China’s exposure to 

S sanctions policies which rely 
heavily on the dollar’s pre-eminent 

position in international finance. 
The widespread introduction of 
digital currencies has the potential to 
transform the world financial 
system. In anuary 2 2 , a group of 
advanced economy central banks  
from Canada, the , apan, 
Sweden, Switzerland, and the 

uropean Central Bank  announced 
they were working together on 
central bank digital currencies under 
the auspices of the Bank for 
International Settlements (BIS).

The concern of an unregulated 
global economy
As the popularity of and demand for 
online currencies has increased, so 
have  conce rns  tha t  such  an 
unregulated person to person global 
economy that crypto currencies 
offer may become a threat to society. 
The governments of the G  have 
recognised the need for international 
cooperation on how private digital 
currencies should be regulated, 
because the alternative  a global 
free-for-all  could be chaotic and 
dangerous. 

Why do central banks want 
their own digital currencies?

Once a crypto exchange is 
established, it can mind its own 
crypto currencies, it can have initial 
coin offerings, and this will lead to a 
new asset class in that country and 
help people to invest. Supporters of 
this theory suggest that RBI should 
introduce its own crypto currency in 
India.

The Reality:
Investment in crypto currency is a 
speculative activity, and in no way it 
encourages production activity or 
creates real employment.   Those in 
f avou r  o f  l ega l i s i ng  c ryp to 
currencies argue that with the help of 
technology people will find newer 
ways to escape from the noose of 
law. So, it is going to be extremely 
difficult to regulate crypto. But, they 
overlook the fact that technology 
can cut the technology. Another 
argument put forth is that people 
continue to invest wherever the 
returns are high even if it is risky. 
This is true to some extent under the 
existing socio-economic system 

where no one is assured of a secured 
future and where acquisitive nature 
dominates the society.

 But, these experts and leaders 
fail to conceive of a decentralized 
economic system where everyone is 
guaranteed the basic necessities of 
life through 1  employment 
o p p o r t u n i t y  w i t h  a d e q u a t e 
purchasing capacity so that people 
can pursue higher values of life 
instead of becoming a money 
e a r n i n g  m a c h i n e s .  P R O T 
advocates such a socio-economic 
system for the entire globe where 
speculative activities are banned 
and opportunities are created for 
gainful investment in the local area.

Views of PROUT:
The banking system must be 
vigilant about two important points. 
First, the intrinsic demonic greed of 
the banks must not be allowed to 
jeopardize the life of the common 
people. Secondly, the banks must 
not allow unwise administrators or 
governments to print monetary 
notes indiscriminately without 
reserving the proportionate amount 
of bullion in their treasuries.  The 
printing and issuing of monetary 
notes having no bullion value must 
stop immediately. No monetary 
notes should be issued by the 
government from then on without a 
clear assurance that it is prepared to 
pay the requisite amount of money 
in gold coins. A socioeconomic unit 
can conserve its reserve bullion and 
improve the purchasing capacity of 
the local people by manufacturing 
locally finished products.

   Those countries which have a 
l a r g e  v o l u m e  o f  v e r y  f e w 
commodities to sell but many 
commodities to buy will find barter 
trade profitable. Otherwise their 
reserves of gold bullion may get 
exhausted very quickly.  Barter 
trade will give protection from 
disastrous impact due to economic 
depressions. PRO T advocates 
banning of all the speculative 
activit ies al l  over the world 
including stock markets, hence no 
chance to approve crypto currency 
of the present form.˜

The Excellence of 

Philosophy 
“If ideological vacuum is not filled by PROUT, a great catastrophe will take place in the 
future because other defective philosophies will come forward."

Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar

"Shrii Sarkar has given a broad outline for the gradual 
establishment of the world government."

“The situation on the Russia-
Ukraine border is volatile 

and tense. The crisis needs to 
be resolved diplomatically at 

the earliest.”

Honour Killings Will Continue as Long as Iran's Laws Protect Killers
 Widespread Practice of Child Marriage Means More Young Girls Will Be Murdered
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consequences for environmental 
and occupational health and 
related disease burden.

At COP-13, one of the official 
delegates from India gave a speech 
criticizing the Ban Amendment to 
Basel Convention belittling India's 
stature and scientific community 
by claiming that  the Ban 
Amendment is contrary to 
sustainable consumption and the 
circular economy Sustainable 
Development Goals. This strange 
claim implies India permits the 
import of hazardous waste in a 
situation where services and 
infrastructure to deal with their 
hazardous waste and other wastes, 
such as laboratories for testing 
samples of imported waste and 
treatment facilities and landfills, 
are almost non-existent. It 
amounted to turning India into a 
land of landfills for foreign 
hazardous wastes by allowing free 
trade in hazardous waste in a 
business as usual manner,  
unmindful of the Prime Minister's 
Clean India Mission and Supreme 
C o u r t ' s  v e r d i c t .  N o t a b l y,  
Hazardous and Other Wastes 
(Management and Transboundary 
Movement) Rules, 2 16 has a 
provision for “the import license 
from Directorate General of 
Foreign Trade”, Ministry of 
Commerce and Industry. It 
d i s r e g a r d s  t h e  N a t i o n a l  

nvironment Policy that includes 
strategies for - cleanup of toxic and 
hazardous waste dump legacies, 
developing a national inventory of 
such dumps, an online monitoring 
s y s t e m  f o r  m o v e m e n t  o f  
hazardous wastes and taking legal 
m e a s u r e s  f o r  a d d r e s s i n g  
emergencies arising out of 
transportation, handling, and 
disposal of hazardous wastes. The 
fac t  i s  tha t  Ind ia  cannot  
scientifically treat and dispose of 
waste that is generated in the 
country.

The Supreme Court's verdict 
states that “Hazardous Wastes are 
highly toxic. Industrialization has 

had the effect of generating huge 
quantities of hazardous wastes. 
These and other side effects of 
development gave birth to 
p r i n c i p l e s  o f  s u s t a i n a b l e  
development so as to sustain 
industrial growth. The hazardous 
waste required adequate and 
proper control and handling. 

fforts are required to be made to 
minimize it. In developing nations, 
there are additional problems 
including that of dumping of 
hazardous waste on their lands by 
some of the nations where cost of 
destruction of such waste is felt 
very heavy. These and other allied 
problems gave birth to the Basel 
Convention.” This verdict was 
pronounced in Writ Petition (Civil) 
No.6  of 199 . Notably, Basel 
Convention has been made part of 
the verdict by the Court due to the 
alarming situation created by the 
dumping of hazardous waste, its 
generation and severe and 
irreversible damage, as a result, to 
the environment, flora and fauna, 
health of animals and human 
beings. The Court took cognizance 
of the dumping of hazardous 
wastes in Indian waters as a 
violation of Articles 14 and 21 of 
the Constitution of India.

It emerges that the Court's 

verdict creates a compelling logic 
for India to ratify the Ban 
Amendmen t  to  the  Base l  
Convention to prevent the 
dumping of hazardous wastes, 
including end-of-life ships in 
Indian waters. According to Basel 
Convention, “wastes are materials 
which are disposed of, or intended 
to be disposed of, or required to be 
disposed of, to the environment”. 
The Court's verdict has directed 
the nion of India to incorporate 
the Basel list in the existing Rules 
and had actively argued for 
expanding the inventory of 
prohibited items for import.

 India's position articulated 
on une 8, 2 22, at Geneva is 
linked to motivated attempts 
which had faced strident criticism 
from the environment, public 
health groups and even the 
Confederation of Indian Industry 
(CII) when hazardous wastes and 
h a z a r d o u s  m a t e r i a l s  a n d  
recyclable materials were being 
made synonymous by redefining 
"hazardous waste" as "hazardous 
material" is a manifest act of 
linguistic corruption. In a study, 
the Associated Chambers of 
C o m m e r c e   I n d u s t r y  
( A S S O C H A M )  a l s o  
recommended a ban on the trade-

in of hazardous wastes. They who 
are complicit in promoting 
hazardous waste dumping in the 
country are doing so at the behest 
of hazardous waste traders. Their 
role merits probe.

India's reluctance to ratify the 
Ban Amendment to prohibit 
hazardous waste trade implies that 
the  Ind ian  government  i s  
welcoming globalization of the 
toxic, hazardous waste and its 
arrival in Indian waters. India 
should call for the development of 
guidance to aid countries to help 
prohibit efforts to reclassify 
hazardous waste as non-waste in 
an  exerc i se  o f  c i rcu i tous  
definition. Hazardous waste 
exporters from rich countries 
consistently seek to export toxic 
scrap to India. Likewise, there has 
been a similar trend amongst 
businesses in India to import such 
waste. It is being done although 
National nvironment Policy 
a c k n o w l e d g e s  h o w  
" nvironmental factors are 
estimated as being responsible in 
some cases for nearly 2  percent of 
the burden of disease in India". 
India should resist the influence of 
global hazardous waste traders. 
She must take a principled stand in 

tune with the main principles of 
this N treaty. These principles 
state that we should reduce 
transboundary movements of 
hazardous wastes to a minimum 
c o n s i s t e n t  w i t h  t h e i r  
e n v i r o n m e n t a l l y  s o u n d  
management  hazardous wastes 
should be treated and disposed of 
as close as possible to their 
generation source  hazardous 
waste generation should be 
reduced and minimized at the 
source.

The current position of the 
Indian government is contrary to 
these principles and stands in 
manifest contrast with its position 
in 1992. It may be recollected that 
by decision III 1, of September 22, 
199 , at COP-3, the Third meeting 
of  the  Conference of  the  
Contracting Parties to Basel 
Convention that took place in 
Geneva in September 199 , 
adopted the Ban Amendment to the 
Convention. This amendment 
banned the export of hazardous 
wastes for final disposal and 
recycling from rich countries to 
poorer countries.

I n d i a n T h e  I n d i a n  
government seems to be guided by 
the position of hazardous waste 

traders from countries like the 
SA, nited ingdom, Australia, 

Canada, South orea and apan in 
general and the .S. Chamber of 
Commerce, the world's largest 
business federation representing 
the interests of more than three 
million businesses, International 
Chamber of Commerce (ICC), 

.S. Institute of Scrap Recycling 
Indus t r i e s  and  Bureau  o f  
International Recycling (BIR), the 
international trade federation 
representing the world's recycling 
industry. These countries and their 
waste traders have been against the 
Ban Amendment.

Fo r  a  l ong  t ime ,  t he  
government of the SA and ICC 
have been instrumental in 
outwitting the .N. ban on 
hazardous waste trade through 
bilateral Free Trade Agreements 
between countries. In one of its 
position papers on the Basel 
Convention, ICC has even called 
for the ban on hazardous waste to 
be stopped by the World Trade 
Organization (WTO) because it is 
trading disruptively. It undermines 
the customary environmental law 
principles as well. As Chief 

conomist of World Bank, 
Summers wrote an internal memo 

NEW ERA CURRENCY

India has the highest number of 
crypto owners in the world, 
around 1  million  and in the 

last  one year,  crypto market 
reportedly grew at 641  in India. 
The Supreme Court, in March 2 2  
nullified the circular of the RBI 
banning crypto currency. People 
thought there was validation by the 
Supreme Court as the court lifted the 
ban imposed by the RBI. That made 
many people joining the crypto 
bandwagon.

Now, the government is talking 
about prohibiting all private crypto 
currencies and the RBI introducing a 
currency. Indians are trying to find 
answers to the questions, Is the 
government's plan to regulate crypto 
currency a good move? Will crypto 
b e  a  s e r i o u s  t h r e a t  t o  t h e 
macroeconomic and financial 
stability of the country? Should RBI 
introduce its crypto?

Global Scenario
The rise in the popularity of crypto 
currencies and their adoption by 
financial institutions has led some 
governments to assess whether 
regulation is needed to protect users. 
The legal status of crypto currencies 
varies substantially from country to 
country and is still undefined or 
changing in many of them. While 
some countries have explicitly 
allowed their use and trade, others 

have banned or restricted it. Few 
countries are planning to create their 
own crypto currency. 

 l Salvador made Bitcoin legal 
tender on une 9, 2 21. It is the first 
country to do so. The crypto 
currency can be used for any 
transaction where the business can 
accept it. Cuba has followed this. 
Many Latin American countries are 
reportedly considering similar 
moves.

Chinese government  has 
declared al l  crypto currency 
transactions of any kind illegal. 
Turkey has banned the use of crypto 
currencies and crypto assets for 
making purchases. In the nited 

ingdom, all crypto currency firms, 
such as exchanges, advisors and 
professionals that have either a 
presence, market product or provide 
services within the  market must 
register with the Financial Conduct 
Author i ty.  Sou th  o rea  has 
implemented new legislation to 
strengthen their oversight of digital 
assets. South Africa has seen a large 
amount of scams related to crypto 
currency, is planning a regulatory 
framework.

The Financial Action Task 
Force (FATF) an intergovernmental 
organisation founded in 1989 on the 
initiative of the G  to develop 
p o l i c i e s  t o  c o m b a t  m o n e y 

laundering and financing has 
defined crypto currency-related 
services as "virtual asset service 
p r o v i d e r s "  ( A S P s )  a n d 
recommended that they be regulated 
with the same money laundering 
(AML) and know your customer 
( YC) requirements as financial 
institutions. It has introduced the 
"Travel Rule" for crypto currencies, 
a measure which mandates that 

ASPs obtain, hold, and exchange 
information about the originators 
and beneficiaries of virtual asset 
transfers. 

Some propose that banks that 
held crypto currency assets must set 
aside capital to cover all potential 
losses. 

nited States treats bitcoin as 
property for tax purposes. 

  A number of Aid agencies 
have started accepting donations in 
crypto currencies, including the 
American Red Cross, NIC F, and 
the N World Food Program.

Ban on Advertising 
Crypto currency advertisements 
have been temporarily banned on 
many social platforms including 
Facebook, Google, Twitter, Bing, 
Snapchat, LinkedIn etc.

What Are Crypto currencies?
A crypto currency, crypto-currency, 
or crypto is a collection of binary 

data which is designed to work as a 
medium of exchange. Individual 
coin ownership records are stored in 
a ledger, which is a computerized 
database using strong cryptography 
to secure transaction records, to 
control the creation of additional 
coins, and to verify the transfer of 
coin ownership. 

T h e  “ c r y p t o ”  i n  c r y p t o 
currencies refers to complicated 
cryptography that allows for the 
creation and processing of digital 
currencies and their transactions 
across decentralized systems. 
Alongside this important “crypto” 
feature of these currencies is a 
c o m m o n  c o m m i t m e n t  t o 
decentralization  crypto currencies 
are typically developed as code by 
teams who build in mechanisms for 
issuance (through a process called 
mining) and other controls.

Crypto currency does not exist 
in physical  form (l ike paper 
money),there are no coins to mint or 
bills to print, only exists online, and 
is typically not issued by a central 
authority. Crypto currencies use 
decentralized control as opposed to a 
central bank digital currency 
(CBDC).  When implemented with 
decentralized control, each crypto 
currency works through distributed 
ledger technology, typically a block 
chain that serves as a public 
financial transaction database. Once 
a block is added to the block chain, it 
becomes accessible to anyone who 
wishes to view it, acting as a public 
ledger of crypto currency transactions. 

Digital crypto-currencies’ and 
crypto-assets’ aim to mirror some, 

or all, of the uses of traditional 
money  a means of payment, a store 
of value, and a unit of account, as an 
alternative investment, helping 
diversify a portfolio apart from 
stocks and bonds  can also be used to 
make purchases, but the number of 
vendors that accept the crypto 
currency is still limited.

Bitcoin, first released as open-
source software in 2 9, is the first 
decentralized crypto currency. Most 
crypto currencies are designed to 
gradually decrease the production of 
that currency, placing a cap on the 
total amount of that currency that 

will ever be in circulation. Crypto 
currencies are almost always 
designed to be free from government 
manipulation and controlso it’s 
decentralized.

Since the release of bitcoin, 
many other crypto currencies have 
been created. There are currently 
over a thousand different crypto 
currencies in the world, and many 
see them as the key to a fairer future 
economy.    The crypto currencies 
m o d e l l e d  a f t e r  b i t c o i n  a r e 
collectively called altcoins, and in 
some cases shitcoins, and have often 
tried to present themselves as 
modified or improved versions of 
bitcoin. Stablecoins are altcoins that 
are designed to maintain a stable 
level of purchasing power. 

A crypto currency wallet stores 
the public and private "keys" 
(address) or seed which can be used 
to receive or trade or spend the 
crypto currency. Crypto currency 
exchanges allow customers to trade 
crypto currencies for other assets, 
such as conventional fiat money, or 
to trade between different digital 
currencies. Atomic swaps are a 
mechanism where one crypto 
currency can be exchanged directly 
for another crypto currency, without 
the need for a trusted third party such 
as an exchange.

Initial coin offerings
An initial coin offering (ICO) is a 
controversial means of raising funds 
for a new crypto currency venture. 
An ICO may be used by start-ups 
with the intention of avoiding 
regulation. In an ICO campaign, a 
percentage of the crypto currency 
(usually in the form of "tokens") is 
sold to early backers of the project in 
exchange for legal tender or other 
crypto currencies. 

Advantages:
ach and every Bitcoin transaction 

that’s ever been made exists on a 
p u b l i c  l e d g e r  a c c e s s i b l e  t o 
everyone, making transactions hard 
to reverse and difficult to fake. 

As decentralized platforms, 
block chain-based crypto currencies 
allow individuals to engage in peer-
to-peer financial transactions or 
enter into contracts. In either case, 

there is no need for some trusted 
third-party intermediary such as a 
bank, monetary authority, court, or 
judge. 

Some feel that well-regulated 
digital currencies can provide 
significant public benefits in greater 
efficiency and lower costs for both 
domest ic  and ,  in  par t icu lar, 
international payments systems, and 
help ensure financial services reach 
the hundreds of millions of people  
especially in developing countries  
without bank accounts.

Cryp to  cur renc ies  make 
tracking donations easier and have 
the potential to allow donors to see 
how their money is used.

The Risks: 
The real identity of person or groups 
behind the development of Bitcoin 
w h o  s t a t e d  t h e  g o a l  o f  t h e 
technology was to create “a new 
electronic cash system” that was 
“completely decentralized with no 
server or central authority” is still 
unknown.

Anonymity
The owners who have crypto 
c u r r e n c y  i n  t h e  s y s t e m  a r e 
anonymous there are no account 
numbers, names, social security 
numbers or any other identifying 
features that connects to its owners.  
It has been appealing to criminals 
due to its anonymity and lack of 
regulation. Transactions that occur 
through the use and exchange of 
altcoins are independent from 
formal banking systems, enables tax 
evasion and laundering of money. 
Money laundering issues are also 
present in regular bank transfers, 
however with bank-to-bank wire 
transfers for instance, the account 
holder must at least provide a proven 
identity.     Since crypto protects the 
identity of holders, governments are 
deeply concerned about their use in 
illicit activities such as money 
laundering, terrorist financing, 
online black markets, and tax 
evasion. Some fear the replacement 
o f  g o v e r n m e n t - c o n t r o l l e d , 
centralized money by crypto.

Difficult to resolve
Loss, theft, and fraud with crypto 
currency are becoming a routine 

CRYPTO CURRENCY?
SHOULD WE ENCOURAGE 

Ganesh Bhat Sirsi

The rise in the popularity of crypto currencies and their adoption by financial institutions 
has led some governments to assess whether regulation is needed to protect users.

affair even though tall claims are 
being put forth regarding their 
security. In the absence of a 
governing body, it can be difficult to 
resolve issues if crypto get stolen or 
lost. Crypto currencies are used 
primarily outside existing banking 
and governmental institutions and 
are exchanged over the Internet. 
Whenever there is an intermediary 
like the banks for example, it is 
possible to trace the revenue 
generation and the government will 
have control over the investment 
people put in.

Volatile, Speculative
Bitcoins and their many look-alikes, 
often known as crypto-assets’, are 
best viewed as a volatile, speculative 
asset class, which some users are 
prepared to accept as a form of 
payment.  Since its public launch in 
2 9, Bitcoin has risen dramatically 
in value, although it once sold for 
1 , - per coin, its present price 

is  about  Rs39 lakhs.  Crypto 
currencies have been compared to 
Ponzi schemes, pyramid schemes 
and economic bubbles, such as 
housing market bubbles. Some say 
that digital currencies are nothing 
but an unfounded fad, based on a 
willingness to ascribe value to 
something that has little or none 
beyond what people will pay for it. 
Regulators in several countries have 
warned against crypto currency and 
some have taken measures to 
dissuade users  such warnings are 
unheard, or ignored. 

Digital currencies to 
affect geopolitics
The expansion of big tech firms into 
global finance and banks themselves 
widening their digital footprints, 
financial technology will reshape 
not just the commercial but also the 
geopolitical sphere. Introduction of 
a digital yuan’ would give China the 
ability to bypass the world’s 
traditional banking systems and then 
chal lenge and help curb the 
dominant role of the dollar in 
international trade and finance. This 
could help limit China’s exposure to 

S sanctions policies which rely 
heavily on the dollar’s pre-eminent 

position in international finance. 
The widespread introduction of 
digital currencies has the potential to 
transform the world financial 
system. In anuary 2 2 , a group of 
advanced economy central banks  
from Canada, the , apan, 
Sweden, Switzerland, and the 

uropean Central Bank  announced 
they were working together on 
central bank digital currencies under 
the auspices of the Bank for 
International Settlements (BIS).

The concern of an unregulated 
global economy
As the popularity of and demand for 
online currencies has increased, so 
have  conce rns  tha t  such  an 
unregulated person to person global 
economy that crypto currencies 
offer may become a threat to society. 
The governments of the G  have 
recognised the need for international 
cooperation on how private digital 
currencies should be regulated, 
because the alternative  a global 
free-for-all  could be chaotic and 
dangerous. 

Why do central banks want 
their own digital currencies?

Once a crypto exchange is 
established, it can mind its own 
crypto currencies, it can have initial 
coin offerings, and this will lead to a 
new asset class in that country and 
help people to invest. Supporters of 
this theory suggest that RBI should 
introduce its own crypto currency in 
India.

The Reality:
Investment in crypto currency is a 
speculative activity, and in no way it 
encourages production activity or 
creates real employment.   Those in 
f avou r  o f  l ega l i s i ng  c ryp to 
currencies argue that with the help of 
technology people will find newer 
ways to escape from the noose of 
law. So, it is going to be extremely 
difficult to regulate crypto. But, they 
overlook the fact that technology 
can cut the technology. Another 
argument put forth is that people 
continue to invest wherever the 
returns are high even if it is risky. 
This is true to some extent under the 
existing socio-economic system 

where no one is assured of a secured 
future and where acquisitive nature 
dominates the society.

 But, these experts and leaders 
fail to conceive of a decentralized 
economic system where everyone is 
guaranteed the basic necessities of 
life through 1  employment 
o p p o r t u n i t y  w i t h  a d e q u a t e 
purchasing capacity so that people 
can pursue higher values of life 
instead of becoming a money 
e a r n i n g  m a c h i n e s .  P R O T 
advocates such a socio-economic 
system for the entire globe where 
speculative activities are banned 
and opportunities are created for 
gainful investment in the local area.

Views of PROUT:
The banking system must be 
vigilant about two important points. 
First, the intrinsic demonic greed of 
the banks must not be allowed to 
jeopardize the life of the common 
people. Secondly, the banks must 
not allow unwise administrators or 
governments to print monetary 
notes indiscriminately without 
reserving the proportionate amount 
of bullion in their treasuries.  The 
printing and issuing of monetary 
notes having no bullion value must 
stop immediately. No monetary 
notes should be issued by the 
government from then on without a 
clear assurance that it is prepared to 
pay the requisite amount of money 
in gold coins. A socioeconomic unit 
can conserve its reserve bullion and 
improve the purchasing capacity of 
the local people by manufacturing 
locally finished products.

   Those countries which have a 
l a r g e  v o l u m e  o f  v e r y  f e w 
commodities to sell but many 
commodities to buy will find barter 
trade profitable. Otherwise their 
reserves of gold bullion may get 
exhausted very quickly.  Barter 
trade will give protection from 
disastrous impact due to economic 
depressions. PRO T advocates 
banning of all the speculative 
activit ies all  over the world 
including stock markets, hence no 
chance to approve crypto currency 
of the present form.˜

The Excellence of 

Philosophy 
“If ideological vacuum is not filled by PROUT, a great catastrophe will take place in the 
future because other defective philosophies will come forward."

Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar

"Shrii Sarkar has given a broad outline for the gradual 
establishment of the world government."

“The situation on the Russia-
Ukraine border is volatile 

and tense. The crisis needs to 
be resolved diplomatically at 

the earliest.”

Honour Killings Will Continue as Long as Iran's Laws Protect Killers
 Widespread Practice of Child Marriage Means More Young Girls Will Be Murdered

PROUT NEWS REPORT
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consequences for environmental 
and occupational health and 
related disease burden.

At COP-13, one of the official 
delegates from India gave a speech 
criticizing the Ban Amendment to 
Basel Convention belittling India's 
stature and scientific community 
by claiming that  the Ban 
Amendment is contrary to 
sustainable consumption and the 
circular economy Sustainable 
Development Goals. This strange 
claim implies India permits the 
import of hazardous waste in a 
situation where services and 
infrastructure to deal with their 
hazardous waste and other wastes, 
such as laboratories for testing 
samples of imported waste and 
treatment facilities and landfills, 
are almost non-existent. It 
amounted to turning India into a 
land of landfills for foreign 
hazardous wastes by allowing free 
trade in hazardous waste in a 
business as usual manner,  
unmindful of the Prime Minister's 
Clean India Mission and Supreme 
C o u r t ' s  v e r d i c t .  N o t a b l y,  
Hazardous and Other Wastes 
(Management and Transboundary 
Movement) Rules, 2 16 has a 
provision for “the import license 
from Directorate General of 
Foreign Trade”, Ministry of 
Commerce and Industry. It 
d i s r e g a r d s  t h e  N a t i o n a l  

nvironment Policy that includes 
strategies for - cleanup of toxic and 
hazardous waste dump legacies, 
developing a national inventory of 
such dumps, an online monitoring 
s y s t e m  f o r  m o v e m e n t  o f  
hazardous wastes and taking legal 
m e a s u r e s  f o r  a d d r e s s i n g  
emergencies arising out of 
transportation, handling, and 
disposal of hazardous wastes. The 
fac t  i s  tha t  Ind ia  cannot  
scientifically treat and dispose of 
waste that is generated in the 
country.

The Supreme Court's verdict 
states that “Hazardous Wastes are 
highly toxic. Industrialization has 

had the effect of generating huge 
quantities of hazardous wastes. 
These and other side effects of 
development gave birth to 
p r i n c i p l e s  o f  s u s t a i n a b l e  
development so as to sustain 
industrial growth. The hazardous 
waste required adequate and 
proper control and handling. 

fforts are required to be made to 
minimize it. In developing nations, 
there are additional problems 
including that of dumping of 
hazardous waste on their lands by 
some of the nations where cost of 
destruction of such waste is felt 
very heavy. These and other allied 
problems gave birth to the Basel 
Convention.” This verdict was 
pronounced in Writ Petition (Civil) 
No.6  of 199 . Notably, Basel 
Convention has been made part of 
the verdict by the Court due to the 
alarming situation created by the 
dumping of hazardous waste, its 
generation and severe and 
irreversible damage, as a result, to 
the environment, flora and fauna, 
health of animals and human 
beings. The Court took cognizance 
of the dumping of hazardous 
wastes in Indian waters as a 
violation of Articles 14 and 21 of 
the Constitution of India.

It emerges that the Court's 

verdict creates a compelling logic 
for India to ratify the Ban 
Amendmen t  to  the  Base l  
Convention to prevent the 
dumping of hazardous wastes, 
including end-of-life ships in 
Indian waters. According to Basel 
Convention, “wastes are materials 
which are disposed of, or intended 
to be disposed of, or required to be 
disposed of, to the environment”. 
The Court's verdict has directed 
the nion of India to incorporate 
the Basel list in the existing Rules 
and had actively argued for 
expanding the inventory of 
prohibited items for import.

 India's position articulated 
on une 8, 2 22, at Geneva is 
linked to motivated attempts 
which had faced strident criticism 
from the environment, public 
health groups and even the 
Confederation of Indian Industry 
(CII) when hazardous wastes and 
h a z a r d o u s  m a t e r i a l s  a n d  
recyclable materials were being 
made synonymous by redefining 
"hazardous waste" as "hazardous 
material" is a manifest act of 
linguistic corruption. In a study, 
the Associated Chambers of 
C o m m e r c e   I n d u s t r y  
( A S S O C H A M )  a l s o  
recommended a ban on the trade-

in of hazardous wastes. They who 
are complicit in promoting 
hazardous waste dumping in the 
country are doing so at the behest 
of hazardous waste traders. Their 
role merits probe.

India's reluctance to ratify the 
Ban Amendment to prohibit 
hazardous waste trade implies that 
the  Ind ian  government  i s  
welcoming globalization of the 
toxic, hazardous waste and its 
arrival in Indian waters. India 
should call for the development of 
guidance to aid countries to help 
prohibit efforts to reclassify 
hazardous waste as non-waste in 
an  exerc i se  o f  c i rcu i tous  
definition. Hazardous waste 
exporters from rich countries 
consistently seek to export toxic 
scrap to India. Likewise, there has 
been a similar trend amongst 
businesses in India to import such 
waste. It is being done although 
National nvironment Policy 
a c k n o w l e d g e s  h o w  
" nvironmental factors are 
estimated as being responsible in 
some cases for nearly 2  percent of 
the burden of disease in India". 
India should resist the influence of 
global hazardous waste traders. 
She must take a principled stand in 

tune with the main principles of 
this N treaty. These principles 
state that we should reduce 
transboundary movements of 
hazardous wastes to a minimum 
c o n s i s t e n t  w i t h  t h e i r  
e n v i r o n m e n t a l l y  s o u n d  
management  hazardous wastes 
should be treated and disposed of 
as close as possible to their 
generation source  hazardous 
waste generation should be 
reduced and minimized at the 
source.

The current position of the 
Indian government is contrary to 
these principles and stands in 
manifest contrast with its position 
in 1992. It may be recollected that 
by decision III 1, of September 22, 
199 , at COP-3, the Third meeting 
of  the  Conference of  the  
Contracting Parties to Basel 
Convention that took place in 
Geneva in September 199 , 
adopted the Ban Amendment to the 
Convention. This amendment 
banned the export of hazardous 
wastes for final disposal and 
recycling from rich countries to 
poorer countries.

I n d i a n T h e  I n d i a n  
government seems to be guided by 
the position of hazardous waste 

traders from countries like the 
SA, nited ingdom, Australia, 

Canada, South orea and apan in 
general and the .S. Chamber of 
Commerce, the world's largest 
business federation representing 
the interests of more than three 
million businesses, International 
Chamber of Commerce (ICC), 

.S. Institute of Scrap Recycling 
Indus t r i e s  and  Bureau  o f  
International Recycling (BIR), the 
international trade federation 
representing the world's recycling 
industry. These countries and their 
waste traders have been against the 
Ban Amendment.

Fo r  a  l ong  t ime ,  t he  
government of the SA and ICC 
have been instrumental in 
outwitting the .N. ban on 
hazardous waste trade through 
bilateral Free Trade Agreements 
between countries. In one of its 
position papers on the Basel 
Convention, ICC has even called 
for the ban on hazardous waste to 
be stopped by the World Trade 
Organization (WTO) because it is 
trading disruptively. It undermines 
the customary environmental law 
principles as well. As Chief 

conomist of World Bank, 
Summers wrote an internal memo 

NEW ERA CURRENCY

India has the highest number of 
crypto owners in the world, 
around 1  million  and in the 

last  one year,  crypto market 
reportedly grew at 641  in India. 
The Supreme Court, in March 2 2  
nullified the circular of the RBI 
banning crypto currency. People 
thought there was validation by the 
Supreme Court as the court lifted the 
ban imposed by the RBI. That made 
many people joining the crypto 
bandwagon.

Now, the government is talking 
about prohibiting all private crypto 
currencies and the RBI introducing a 
currency. Indians are trying to find 
answers to the questions, Is the 
government's plan to regulate crypto 
currency a good move? Will crypto 
b e  a  s e r i o u s  t h r e a t  t o  t h e 
macroeconomic and financial 
stability of the country? Should RBI 
introduce its crypto?

Global Scenario
The rise in the popularity of crypto 
currencies and their adoption by 
financial institutions has led some 
governments to assess whether 
regulation is needed to protect users. 
The legal status of crypto currencies 
varies substantially from country to 
country and is still undefined or 
changing in many of them. While 
some countries have explicitly 
allowed their use and trade, others 

have banned or restricted it. Few 
countries are planning to create their 
own crypto currency. 

 l Salvador made Bitcoin legal 
tender on une 9, 2 21. It is the first 
country to do so. The crypto 
currency can be used for any 
transaction where the business can 
accept it. Cuba has followed this. 
Many Latin American countries are 
reportedly considering similar 
moves.

Chinese government  has 
declared al l  crypto currency 
transactions of any kind illegal. 
Turkey has banned the use of crypto 
currencies and crypto assets for 
making purchases. In the nited 

ingdom, all crypto currency firms, 
such as exchanges, advisors and 
professionals that have either a 
presence, market product or provide 
services within the  market must 
register with the Financial Conduct 
Author i ty.  Sou th  o rea  has 
implemented new legislation to 
strengthen their oversight of digital 
assets. South Africa has seen a large 
amount of scams related to crypto 
currency, is planning a regulatory 
framework.

The Financial Action Task 
Force (FATF) an intergovernmental 
organisation founded in 1989 on the 
initiative of the G  to develop 
p o l i c i e s  t o  c o m b a t  m o n e y 

laundering and financing has 
defined crypto currency-related 
services as "virtual asset service 
p r o v i d e r s "  ( A S P s )  a n d 
recommended that they be regulated 
with the same money laundering 
(AML) and know your customer 
( YC) requirements as financial 
institutions. It has introduced the 
"Travel Rule" for crypto currencies, 
a measure which mandates that 

ASPs obtain, hold, and exchange 
information about the originators 
and beneficiaries of virtual asset 
transfers. 

Some propose that banks that 
held crypto currency assets must set 
aside capital to cover all potential 
losses. 

nited States treats bitcoin as 
property for tax purposes. 

  A number of Aid agencies 
have started accepting donations in 
crypto currencies, including the 
American Red Cross, NIC F, and 
the N World Food Program.

Ban on Advertising 
Crypto currency advertisements 
have been temporarily banned on 
many social platforms including 
Facebook, Google, Twitter, Bing, 
Snapchat, LinkedIn etc.

What Are Crypto currencies?
A crypto currency, crypto-currency, 
or crypto is a collection of binary 

data which is designed to work as a 
medium of exchange. Individual 
coin ownership records are stored in 
a ledger, which is a computerized 
database using strong cryptography 
to secure transaction records, to 
control the creation of additional 
coins, and to verify the transfer of 
coin ownership. 

T h e  “ c r y p t o ”  i n  c r y p t o 
currencies refers to complicated 
cryptography that allows for the 
creation and processing of digital 
currencies and their transactions 
across decentralized systems. 
Alongside this important “crypto” 
feature of these currencies is a 
c o m m o n  c o m m i t m e n t  t o 
decentralization  crypto currencies 
are typically developed as code by 
teams who build in mechanisms for 
issuance (through a process called 
mining) and other controls.

Crypto currency does not exist 
in physical  form (l ike paper 
money),there are no coins to mint or 
bills to print, only exists online, and 
is typically not issued by a central 
authority. Crypto currencies use 
decentralized control as opposed to a 
central bank digital currency 
(CBDC).  When implemented with 
decentralized control, each crypto 
currency works through distributed 
ledger technology, typically a block 
chain that serves as a public 
financial transaction database. Once 
a block is added to the block chain, it 
becomes accessible to anyone who 
wishes to view it, acting as a public 
ledger of crypto currency transactions. 

Digital crypto-currencies’ and 
crypto-assets’ aim to mirror some, 

or all, of the uses of traditional 
money  a means of payment, a store 
of value, and a unit of account, as an 
alternative investment, helping 
diversify a portfolio apart from 
stocks and bonds  can also be used to 
make purchases, but the number of 
vendors that accept the crypto 
currency is still limited.

Bitcoin, first released as open-
source software in 2 9, is the first 
decentralized crypto currency. Most 
crypto currencies are designed to 
gradually decrease the production of 
that currency, placing a cap on the 
total amount of that currency that 

will ever be in circulation. Crypto 
currencies are almost always 
designed to be free from government 
manipulation and controlso it’s 
decentralized.

Since the release of bitcoin, 
many other crypto currencies have 
been created. There are currently 
over a thousand different crypto 
currencies in the world, and many 
see them as the key to a fairer future 
economy.    The crypto currencies 
m o d e l l e d  a f t e r  b i t c o i n  a r e 
collectively called altcoins, and in 
some cases shitcoins, and have often 
tried to present themselves as 
modified or improved versions of 
bitcoin. Stablecoins are altcoins that 
are designed to maintain a stable 
level of purchasing power. 

A crypto currency wallet stores 
the public and private "keys" 
(address) or seed which can be used 
to receive or trade or spend the 
crypto currency. Crypto currency 
exchanges allow customers to trade 
crypto currencies for other assets, 
such as conventional fiat money, or 
to trade between different digital 
currencies. Atomic swaps are a 
mechanism where one crypto 
currency can be exchanged directly 
for another crypto currency, without 
the need for a trusted third party such 
as an exchange.

Initial coin offerings
An initial coin offering (ICO) is a 
controversial means of raising funds 
for a new crypto currency venture. 
An ICO may be used by start-ups 
with the intention of avoiding 
regulation. In an ICO campaign, a 
percentage of the crypto currency 
(usually in the form of "tokens") is 
sold to early backers of the project in 
exchange for legal tender or other 
crypto currencies. 

Advantages:
ach and every Bitcoin transaction 

that’s ever been made exists on a 
p u b l i c  l e d g e r  a c c e s s i b l e  t o 
everyone, making transactions hard 
to reverse and difficult to fake. 

As decentralized platforms, 
block chain-based crypto currencies 
allow individuals to engage in peer-
to-peer financial transactions or 
enter into contracts. In either case, 

there is no need for some trusted 
third-party intermediary such as a 
bank, monetary authority, court, or 
judge. 

Some feel that well-regulated 
digital currencies can provide 
significant public benefits in greater 
efficiency and lower costs for both 
domest ic  and ,  in  par t icu lar, 
international payments systems, and 
help ensure financial services reach 
the hundreds of millions of people  
especially in developing countries  
without bank accounts.

Cryp to  cur renc ies  make 
tracking donations easier and have 
the potential to allow donors to see 
how their money is used.

The Risks: 
The real identity of person or groups 
behind the development of Bitcoin 
w h o  s t a t e d  t h e  g o a l  o f  t h e 
technology was to create “a new 
electronic cash system” that was 
“completely decentralized with no 
server or central authority” is still 
unknown.

Anonymity
The owners who have crypto 
c u r r e n c y  i n  t h e  s y s t e m  a r e 
anonymous there are no account 
numbers, names, social security 
numbers or any other identifying 
features that connects to its owners.  
It has been appealing to criminals 
due to its anonymity and lack of 
regulation. Transactions that occur 
through the use and exchange of 
altcoins are independent from 
formal banking systems, enables tax 
evasion and laundering of money. 
Money laundering issues are also 
present in regular bank transfers, 
however with bank-to-bank wire 
transfers for instance, the account 
holder must at least provide a proven 
identity.     Since crypto protects the 
identity of holders, governments are 
deeply concerned about their use in 
illicit activities such as money 
laundering, terrorist financing, 
online black markets, and tax 
evasion. Some fear the replacement 
o f  g o v e r n m e n t - c o n t r o l l e d , 
centralized money by crypto.

Difficult to resolve
Loss, theft, and fraud with crypto 
currency are becoming a routine 

CRYPTO CURRENCY?
SHOULD WE ENCOURAGE 

Ganesh Bhat Sirsi

The rise in the popularity of crypto currencies and their adoption by financial institutions 
has led some governments to assess whether regulation is needed to protect users.

affair even though tall claims are 
being put forth regarding their 
security. In the absence of a 
governing body, it can be difficult to 
resolve issues if crypto get stolen or 
lost. Crypto currencies are used 
primarily outside existing banking 
and governmental institutions and 
are exchanged over the Internet. 
Whenever there is an intermediary 
like the banks for example, it is 
possible to trace the revenue 
generation and the government will 
have control over the investment 
people put in.

Volatile, Speculative
Bitcoins and their many look-alikes, 
often known as crypto-assets’, are 
best viewed as a volatile, speculative 
asset class, which some users are 
prepared to accept as a form of 
payment.  Since its public launch in 
2 9, Bitcoin has risen dramatically 
in value, although it once sold for 
1 , - per coin, its present price 

is  about  Rs39 lakhs.  Crypto 
currencies have been compared to 
Ponzi schemes, pyramid schemes 
and economic bubbles, such as 
housing market bubbles. Some say 
that digital currencies are nothing 
but an unfounded fad, based on a 
willingness to ascribe value to 
something that has little or none 
beyond what people will pay for it. 
Regulators in several countries have 
warned against crypto currency and 
some have taken measures to 
dissuade users  such warnings are 
unheard, or ignored. 

Digital currencies to 
affect geopolitics
The expansion of big tech firms into 
global finance and banks themselves 
widening their digital footprints, 
financial technology will reshape 
not just the commercial but also the 
geopolitical sphere. Introduction of 
a digital yuan’ would give China the 
ability to bypass the world’s 
traditional banking systems and then 
chal lenge and help curb the 
dominant role of the dollar in 
international trade and finance. This 
could help limit China’s exposure to 

S sanctions policies which rely 
heavily on the dollar’s pre-eminent 

position in international finance. 
The widespread introduction of 
digital currencies has the potential to 
transform the world financial 
system. In anuary 2 2 , a group of 
advanced economy central banks  
from Canada, the , apan, 
Sweden, Switzerland, and the 

uropean Central Bank  announced 
they were working together on 
central bank digital currencies under 
the auspices of the Bank for 
International Settlements (BIS).

The concern of an unregulated 
global economy
As the popularity of and demand for 
online currencies has increased, so 
have  conce rns  tha t  such  an 
unregulated person to person global 
economy that crypto currencies 
offer may become a threat to society. 
The governments of the G  have 
recognised the need for international 
cooperation on how private digital 
currencies should be regulated, 
because the alternative  a global 
free-for-all  could be chaotic and 
dangerous. 

Why do central banks want 
their own digital currencies?

Once a crypto exchange is 
established, it can mind its own 
crypto currencies, it can have initial 
coin offerings, and this will lead to a 
new asset class in that country and 
help people to invest. Supporters of 
this theory suggest that RBI should 
introduce its own crypto currency in 
India.

The Reality:
Investment in crypto currency is a 
speculative activity, and in no way it 
encourages production activity or 
creates real employment.   Those in 
f avou r  o f  l ega l i s i ng  c ryp to 
currencies argue that with the help of 
technology people will find newer 
ways to escape from the noose of 
law. So, it is going to be extremely 
difficult to regulate crypto. But, they 
overlook the fact that technology 
can cut the technology. Another 
argument put forth is that people 
continue to invest wherever the 
returns are high even if it is risky. 
This is true to some extent under the 
existing socio-economic system 

where no one is assured of a secured 
future and where acquisitive nature 
dominates the society.

 But, these experts and leaders 
fail to conceive of a decentralized 
economic system where everyone is 
guaranteed the basic necessities of 
life through 1  employment 
o p p o r t u n i t y  w i t h  a d e q u a t e 
purchasing capacity so that people 
can pursue higher values of life 
instead of becoming a money 
e a r n i n g  m a c h i n e s .  P R O T 
advocates such a socio-economic 
system for the entire globe where 
speculative activities are banned 
and opportunities are created for 
gainful investment in the local area.

Views of PROUT:
The banking system must be 
vigilant about two important points. 
First, the intrinsic demonic greed of 
the banks must not be allowed to 
jeopardize the life of the common 
people. Secondly, the banks must 
not allow unwise administrators or 
governments to print monetary 
notes indiscriminately without 
reserving the proportionate amount 
of bullion in their treasuries.  The 
printing and issuing of monetary 
notes having no bullion value must 
stop immediately. No monetary 
notes should be issued by the 
government from then on without a 
clear assurance that it is prepared to 
pay the requisite amount of money 
in gold coins. A socioeconomic unit 
can conserve its reserve bullion and 
improve the purchasing capacity of 
the local people by manufacturing 
locally finished products.

   Those countries which have a 
l a r g e  v o l u m e  o f  v e r y  f e w 
commodities to sell but many 
commodities to buy will find barter 
trade profitable. Otherwise their 
reserves of gold bullion may get 
exhausted very quickly.  Barter 
trade will give protection from 
disastrous impact due to economic 
depressions. PRO T advocates 
banning of all the speculative 
activit ies al l  over the world 
including stock markets, hence no 
chance to approve crypto currency 
of the present form.˜

The Excellence of 

Philosophy 
“If ideological vacuum is not filled by PROUT, a great catastrophe will take place in the 
future because other defective philosophies will come forward."

Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar

"Shrii Sarkar has given a broad outline for the gradual 
establishment of the world government."

“The situation on the Russia-
Ukraine border is volatile 

and tense. The crisis needs to 
be resolved diplomatically at 

the earliest.”

Honour Killings Will Continue as Long as Iran's Laws Protect Killers
 Widespread Practice of Child Marriage Means More Young Girls Will Be Murdered

PROUT NEWS REPORT
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in 1991 which stated, “I think the 
economic logic behind dumping a 
load of toxic waste in the lowest-
wage country is impeccable, and 
we should face up to that.” nless 
India wriggles out of the vice-like 
grip of the Lawrence Summers 
principle, it cannot ban free trade 
in waste.

At COP-1 , as part of the 
Clean India Mission, the Indian 
government ought to regain its 
stance of being a strong opponent 
of the international waste trade and 
an ardent supporter of a ban on 
toxic waste exports from the 
world's richest countries to less 
i n d u s t r i a l i z e d  o n e s .  T h e  
government of India should 
recollect its position at the First 
Conference of Parties to the Basel 
Convention (COP-1) in Piriapolis, 

ruguay, from 3-4 December 
1992. Then, A. Bhattacharya, 
Head of the Indian delegation, 
pleaded with industrialized 
countries to stop exporting 
hazardous waste. “You industrial 
countries have been asking us to do 

many things for the global good  
to stop cutting down our forests, to 
stop using your CFCs. Now we are 
asking you to do something for the 
global good: keep your own 
waste.” It is apparent that he was 
responding to Lawrence Summers' 
memo dated December 12, 1991.

It may be noted that the Indian 
government was based on 
scientific evidence even at the 
Second Conference of Parties 
Basel Convention (COP-2) in 
March 1994. It advocated a ban on 
all hazardous waste exports from 
the world's most industrialized 
countries, the members of the 
Organizat ion of  conomic 
Cooperation and Development 
(O CD) to non-industrialized 
countries like India. It was only in 
199  that the Indian government 
reversed its position at the Third 
Conference of Parties to Basel 
Convention (COP-3) in September 
199  under the deleterious 
influence of representatives of the 

S and Australia. Indian delegate 
a n n o u n c i n g  t h a t  i t  w a s  

reconsidering its position on the 
Basel Ban. It was a consequence of 
the regressive statement of amal 
Nath, the then nion Minister of 

nvironment  Forests who 
observed that “We are against 
environmentally unfriendly 
recycling. We are not against the 
movement of waste, provided the 
recipient has adequate equipment, 
facility and the proper process to 
deal with it.” India's position on 
the ratification of the 'Ban 
Amendment '  to  the  Basel  
Convention is caught in a time 
warp crafted in 199 . It has paved 
the way for India to become a 
leading dumping ground of 
foreign hazardous waste.

To safeguard the country's 
environmental and maritime 
security, India must not allow 
itself to be misled by hazardous 
waste traders blinded by their lust 
for profit at any human and 
environmental cost. In any case, 
the truth about who all were 
immorally and unethically 
complicit with the hazardous 
waste traders and who all defended 
public health will not remain 
hidden for long. 

Recalling the Court's verdict 
on hazardous waste and India's 
o r i g i n a l  p o s i t i o n  a g a i n s t  
hazardous waste, India should 
ratify the Ban Amendment to save 
India from becoming the dumping 
ground of rich countries which are 
transferring harm because they 
want to protect their own 
environment and public health 
before the end of COP1  on une 
1 . Instead, India must take a 
scientific and moral position, 
recover the lost ground, re-adopt 
the 1992 position, and ask the rich 
countries to "keep your own 
waste" for the global common 
good to ensure that foreign toxic 
waste does not flow into the veins 
and arteries of present and future 
Indians.  ̃

                                                                   
The Author is a law and public 

policy researcher

f t e r  S r i  L a n k a  
defaulted on its debt, 
ack McIntyre, a 

portfolio manager at 
Brandywine Global Investment 
Management, started watching 
rice and grain prices more closely. 
Sri Lanka opted for the latter, 
falling into arrears on its foreign 
debt on May 18 amid a lack of 
dollars to ease shortages of 
everything from food to fuel, and 
bets are high that others may 
follow. Fifteen emerging market 
nations now trade with debt at 
distressed levels or a risk premium 
of more than ten percentage points. 
Four of those nations are in Africa, 
where one of the steepest run-ups 
in food prices is taking a toll.  

“The default in Sri Lanka 
made me nervous,” McIntyre said. 
“You don't have to drive, heat your 
home, but you have to eat.” With 
memories of the Arab Spring 
unrest in the early 2 1 s, investors 
are fleeing emerging market 
nations threatened with crippling 
food shortages and uprisings. In 
addition, Russia's invasion of 

kraine disrupted vital supplies of 
food staples, adding to problems 
caused by extreme temperatures 
and elusive rain in breadbaskets 
from the Great Plains to the Horn 
of Africa. Indeed, food prices have 
skyrocketed by more than 3  
over the past year. That's all the 
more striking when you consider 
that in the two decades through 
2 2 , they rose an average of 4.3  
every year.

Market Meltdown

The most affected countries -- and 
least able to cope -- are those in the 
developing world. For these 

Unjust Economic Order

Anchalee Worrachate, Lilian Karunungan and Selcuk Gokoluk

Pay Debt or Feed People

A
IMPOSSIBLE CHOICE

‘“For	a	swath	of	the	markets,	
global	food	shortages	
present	governments	with	a	
stark	choice	--	pay	their	
debts	or	feed	their	people.”

nations, food is almost a third of 
current year-on-year headline 
inflation gauges  in the S,  
and much of urope, food 
accounts for 1  or less of similar 
measures. Moreover, desperate 
measures like India's move to 
restrict wheat exports, announced 
earlier this month, will add to 
global price pressures, thwarting 
efforts by central bankers to 
subdue them. And protests against 
domestic pain have the potential to 
spread.

“The markets have firmly 
underestimated the implications of 
the rise in input costs,” said Luiz 

NEW ERA CURRENCY

India has the highest number of 
crypto owners in the world, 
around 1  million  and in the 

last  one year,  crypto market 
reportedly grew at 641  in India. 
The Supreme Court, in March 2 2  
nullified the circular of the RBI 
banning crypto currency. People 
thought there was validation by the 
Supreme Court as the court lifted the 
ban imposed by the RBI. That made 
many people joining the crypto 
bandwagon.

Now, the government is talking 
about prohibiting all private crypto 
currencies and the RBI introducing a 
currency. Indians are trying to find 
answers to the questions, Is the 
government's plan to regulate crypto 
currency a good move? Will crypto 
b e  a  s e r i o u s  t h r e a t  t o  t h e 
macroeconomic and financial 
stability of the country? Should RBI 
introduce its crypto?

Global Scenario
The rise in the popularity of crypto 
currencies and their adoption by 
financial institutions has led some 
governments to assess whether 
regulation is needed to protect users. 
The legal status of crypto currencies 
varies substantially from country to 
country and is still undefined or 
changing in many of them. While 
some countries have explicitly 
allowed their use and trade, others 

have banned or restricted it. Few 
countries are planning to create their 
own crypto currency. 

 l Salvador made Bitcoin legal 
tender on une 9, 2 21. It is the first 
country to do so. The crypto 
currency can be used for any 
transaction where the business can 
accept it. Cuba has followed this. 
Many Latin American countries are 
reportedly considering similar 
moves.

Chinese government  has 
declared al l  crypto currency 
transactions of any kind illegal. 
Turkey has banned the use of crypto 
currencies and crypto assets for 
making purchases. In the nited 

ingdom, all crypto currency firms, 
such as exchanges, advisors and 
professionals that have either a 
presence, market product or provide 
services within the  market must 
register with the Financial Conduct 
Author i ty.  Sou th  o rea  has 
implemented new legislation to 
strengthen their oversight of digital 
assets. South Africa has seen a large 
amount of scams related to crypto 
currency, is planning a regulatory 
framework.

The Financial Action Task 
Force (FATF) an intergovernmental 
organisation founded in 1989 on the 
initiative of the G  to develop 
p o l i c i e s  t o  c o m b a t  m o n e y 

laundering and financing has 
defined crypto currency-related 
services as "virtual asset service 
p r o v i d e r s "  ( A S P s )  a n d 
recommended that they be regulated 
with the same money laundering 
(AML) and know your customer 
( YC) requirements as financial 
institutions. It has introduced the 
"Travel Rule" for crypto currencies, 
a measure which mandates that 

ASPs obtain, hold, and exchange 
information about the originators 
and beneficiaries of virtual asset 
transfers. 

Some propose that banks that 
held crypto currency assets must set 
aside capital to cover all potential 
losses. 

nited States treats bitcoin as 
property for tax purposes. 

  A number of Aid agencies 
have started accepting donations in 
crypto currencies, including the 
American Red Cross, NIC F, and 
the N World Food Program.

Ban on Advertising 
Crypto currency advertisements 
have been temporarily banned on 
many social platforms including 
Facebook, Google, Twitter, Bing, 
Snapchat, LinkedIn etc.

What Are Crypto currencies?
A crypto currency, crypto-currency, 
or crypto is a collection of binary 

data which is designed to work as a 
medium of exchange. Individual 
coin ownership records are stored in 
a ledger, which is a computerized 
database using strong cryptography 
to secure transaction records, to 
control the creation of additional 
coins, and to verify the transfer of 
coin ownership. 

T h e  “ c r y p t o ”  i n  c r y p t o 
currencies refers to complicated 
cryptography that allows for the 
creation and processing of digital 
currencies and their transactions 
across decentralized systems. 
Alongside this important “crypto” 
feature of these currencies is a 
c o m m o n  c o m m i t m e n t  t o 
decentralization  crypto currencies 
are typically developed as code by 
teams who build in mechanisms for 
issuance (through a process called 
mining) and other controls.

Crypto currency does not exist 
in physical  form (l ike paper 
money),there are no coins to mint or 
bills to print, only exists online, and 
is typically not issued by a central 
authority. Crypto currencies use 
decentralized control as opposed to a 
central bank digital currency 
(CBDC).  When implemented with 
decentralized control, each crypto 
currency works through distributed 
ledger technology, typically a block 
chain that serves as a public 
financial transaction database. Once 
a block is added to the block chain, it 
becomes accessible to anyone who 
wishes to view it, acting as a public 
ledger of crypto currency transactions. 

Digital crypto-currencies’ and 
crypto-assets’ aim to mirror some, 

or all, of the uses of traditional 
money  a means of payment, a store 
of value, and a unit of account, as an 
alternative investment, helping 
diversify a portfolio apart from 
stocks and bonds  can also be used to 
make purchases, but the number of 
vendors that accept the crypto 
currency is still limited.

Bitcoin, first released as open-
source software in 2 9, is the first 
decentralized crypto currency. Most 
crypto currencies are designed to 
gradually decrease the production of 
that currency, placing a cap on the 
total amount of that currency that 

will ever be in circulation. Crypto 
currencies are almost always 
designed to be free from government 
manipulation and controlso it’s 
decentralized.

Since the release of bitcoin, 
many other crypto currencies have 
been created. There are currently 
over a thousand different crypto 
currencies in the world, and many 
see them as the key to a fairer future 
economy.    The crypto currencies 
m o d e l l e d  a f t e r  b i t c o i n  a r e 
collectively called altcoins, and in 
some cases shitcoins, and have often 
tried to present themselves as 
modified or improved versions of 
bitcoin. Stablecoins are altcoins that 
are designed to maintain a stable 
level of purchasing power. 

A crypto currency wallet stores 
the public and private "keys" 
(address) or seed which can be used 
to receive or trade or spend the 
crypto currency. Crypto currency 
exchanges allow customers to trade 
crypto currencies for other assets, 
such as conventional fiat money, or 
to trade between different digital 
currencies. Atomic swaps are a 
mechanism where one crypto 
currency can be exchanged directly 
for another crypto currency, without 
the need for a trusted third party such 
as an exchange.

Initial coin offerings
An initial coin offering (ICO) is a 
controversial means of raising funds 
for a new crypto currency venture. 
An ICO may be used by start-ups 
with the intention of avoiding 
regulation. In an ICO campaign, a 
percentage of the crypto currency 
(usually in the form of "tokens") is 
sold to early backers of the project in 
exchange for legal tender or other 
crypto currencies. 

Advantages:
ach and every Bitcoin transaction 

that’s ever been made exists on a 
p u b l i c  l e d g e r  a c c e s s i b l e  t o 
everyone, making transactions hard 
to reverse and difficult to fake. 

As decentralized platforms, 
block chain-based crypto currencies 
allow individuals to engage in peer-
to-peer financial transactions or 
enter into contracts. In either case, 

there is no need for some trusted 
third-party intermediary such as a 
bank, monetary authority, court, or 
judge. 

Some feel that well-regulated 
digital currencies can provide 
significant public benefits in greater 
efficiency and lower costs for both 
domest ic  and ,  in  par t icu lar, 
international payments systems, and 
help ensure financial services reach 
the hundreds of millions of people  
especially in developing countries  
without bank accounts.

Cryp to  cur renc ies  make 
tracking donations easier and have 
the potential to allow donors to see 
how their money is used.

The Risks: 
The real identity of person or groups 
behind the development of Bitcoin 
w h o  s t a t e d  t h e  g o a l  o f  t h e 
technology was to create “a new 
electronic cash system” that was 
“completely decentralized with no 
server or central authority” is still 
unknown.

Anonymity
The owners who have crypto 
c u r r e n c y  i n  t h e  s y s t e m  a r e 
anonymous there are no account 
numbers, names, social security 
numbers or any other identifying 
features that connects to its owners.  
It has been appealing to criminals 
due to its anonymity and lack of 
regulation. Transactions that occur 
through the use and exchange of 
altcoins are independent from 
formal banking systems, enables tax 
evasion and laundering of money. 
Money laundering issues are also 
present in regular bank transfers, 
however with bank-to-bank wire 
transfers for instance, the account 
holder must at least provide a proven 
identity.     Since crypto protects the 
identity of holders, governments are 
deeply concerned about their use in 
illicit activities such as money 
laundering, terrorist financing, 
online black markets, and tax 
evasion. Some fear the replacement 
o f  g o v e r n m e n t - c o n t r o l l e d , 
centralized money by crypto.

Difficult to resolve
Loss, theft, and fraud with crypto 
currency are becoming a routine 

CRYPTO CURRENCY?
SHOULD WE ENCOURAGE 

Ganesh Bhat Sirsi

The rise in the popularity of crypto currencies and their adoption by financial institutions 
has led some governments to assess whether regulation is needed to protect users.

affair even though tall claims are 
being put forth regarding their 
security. In the absence of a 
governing body, it can be difficult to 
resolve issues if crypto get stolen or 
lost. Crypto currencies are used 
primarily outside existing banking 
and governmental institutions and 
are exchanged over the Internet. 
Whenever there is an intermediary 
like the banks for example, it is 
possible to trace the revenue 
generation and the government will 
have control over the investment 
people put in.

Volatile, Speculative
Bitcoins and their many look-alikes, 
often known as crypto-assets’, are 
best viewed as a volatile, speculative 
asset class, which some users are 
prepared to accept as a form of 
payment.  Since its public launch in 
2 9, Bitcoin has risen dramatically 
in value, although it once sold for 
1 , - per coin, its present price 

is  about  Rs39 lakhs.  Crypto 
currencies have been compared to 
Ponzi schemes, pyramid schemes 
and economic bubbles, such as 
housing market bubbles. Some say 
that digital currencies are nothing 
but an unfounded fad, based on a 
willingness to ascribe value to 
something that has little or none 
beyond what people will pay for it. 
Regulators in several countries have 
warned against crypto currency and 
some have taken measures to 
dissuade users  such warnings are 
unheard, or ignored. 

Digital currencies to 
affect geopolitics
The expansion of big tech firms into 
global finance and banks themselves 
widening their digital footprints, 
financial technology will reshape 
not just the commercial but also the 
geopolitical sphere. Introduction of 
a digital yuan’ would give China the 
ability to bypass the world’s 
traditional banking systems and then 
chal lenge and help curb the 
dominant role of the dollar in 
international trade and finance. This 
could help limit China’s exposure to 

S sanctions policies which rely 
heavily on the dollar’s pre-eminent 

position in international finance. 
The widespread introduction of 
digital currencies has the potential to 
transform the world financial 
system. In anuary 2 2 , a group of 
advanced economy central banks  
from Canada, the , apan, 
Sweden, Switzerland, and the 

uropean Central Bank  announced 
they were working together on 
central bank digital currencies under 
the auspices of the Bank for 
International Settlements (BIS).

The concern of an unregulated 
global economy
As the popularity of and demand for 
online currencies has increased, so 
have  conce rns  tha t  such  an 
unregulated person to person global 
economy that crypto currencies 
offer may become a threat to society. 
The governments of the G  have 
recognised the need for international 
cooperation on how private digital 
currencies should be regulated, 
because the alternative  a global 
free-for-all  could be chaotic and 
dangerous. 

Why do central banks want 
their own digital currencies?

Once a crypto exchange is 
established, it can mind its own 
crypto currencies, it can have initial 
coin offerings, and this will lead to a 
new asset class in that country and 
help people to invest. Supporters of 
this theory suggest that RBI should 
introduce its own crypto currency in 
India.

The Reality:
Investment in crypto currency is a 
speculative activity, and in no way it 
encourages production activity or 
creates real employment.   Those in 
f avou r  o f  l ega l i s i ng  c ryp to 
currencies argue that with the help of 
technology people will find newer 
ways to escape from the noose of 
law. So, it is going to be extremely 
difficult to regulate crypto. But, they 
overlook the fact that technology 
can cut the technology. Another 
argument put forth is that people 
continue to invest wherever the 
returns are high even if it is risky. 
This is true to some extent under the 
existing socio-economic system 

where no one is assured of a secured 
future and where acquisitive nature 
dominates the society.

 But, these experts and leaders 
fail to conceive of a decentralized 
economic system where everyone is 
guaranteed the basic necessities of 
life through 1  employment 
o p p o r t u n i t y  w i t h  a d e q u a t e 
purchasing capacity so that people 
can pursue higher values of life 
instead of becoming a money 
e a r n i n g  m a c h i n e s .  P R O T 
advocates such a socio-economic 
system for the entire globe where 
speculative activities are banned 
and opportunities are created for 
gainful investment in the local area.

Views of PROUT:
The banking system must be 
vigilant about two important points. 
First, the intrinsic demonic greed of 
the banks must not be allowed to 
jeopardize the life of the common 
people. Secondly, the banks must 
not allow unwise administrators or 
governments to print monetary 
notes indiscriminately without 
reserving the proportionate amount 
of bullion in their treasuries.  The 
printing and issuing of monetary 
notes having no bullion value must 
stop immediately. No monetary 
notes should be issued by the 
government from then on without a 
clear assurance that it is prepared to 
pay the requisite amount of money 
in gold coins. A socioeconomic unit 
can conserve its reserve bullion and 
improve the purchasing capacity of 
the local people by manufacturing 
locally finished products.

   Those countries which have a 
l a r g e  v o l u m e  o f  v e r y  f e w 
commodities to sell but many 
commodities to buy will find barter 
trade profitable. Otherwise their 
reserves of gold bullion may get 
exhausted very quickly.  Barter 
trade will give protection from 
disastrous impact due to economic 
depressions. PRO T advocates 
banning of all the speculative 
activit ies all  over the world 
including stock markets, hence no 
chance to approve crypto currency 
of the present form.˜

The Excellence of 

Philosophy 
“If ideological vacuum is not filled by PROUT, a great catastrophe will take place in the 
future because other defective philosophies will come forward."

Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar

"Shrii Sarkar has given a broad outline for the gradual 
establishment of the world government."

“The situation on the Russia-
Ukraine border is volatile 

and tense. The crisis needs to 
be resolved diplomatically at 

the earliest.”

Honour Killings Will Continue as Long as Iran's Laws Protect Killers
 Widespread Practice of Child Marriage Means More Young Girls Will Be Murdered
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in 1991 which stated, “I think the 
economic logic behind dumping a 
load of toxic waste in the lowest-
wage country is impeccable, and 
we should face up to that.” nless 
India wriggles out of the vice-like 
grip of the Lawrence Summers 
principle, it cannot ban free trade 
in waste.

At COP-1 , as part of the 
Clean India Mission, the Indian 
government ought to regain its 
stance of being a strong opponent 
of the international waste trade and 
an ardent supporter of a ban on 
toxic waste exports from the 
world's richest countries to less 
i n d u s t r i a l i z e d  o n e s .  T h e  
government of India should 
recollect its position at the First 
Conference of Parties to the Basel 
Convention (COP-1) in Piriapolis, 

ruguay, from 3-4 December 
1992. Then, A. Bhattacharya, 
Head of the Indian delegation, 
pleaded with industrialized 
countries to stop exporting 
hazardous waste. “You industrial 
countries have been asking us to do 

many things for the global good  
to stop cutting down our forests, to 
stop using your CFCs. Now we are 
asking you to do something for the 
global good: keep your own 
waste.” It is apparent that he was 
responding to Lawrence Summers' 
memo dated December 12, 1991.

It may be noted that the Indian 
government was based on 
scientific evidence even at the 
Second Conference of Parties 
Basel Convention (COP-2) in 
March 1994. It advocated a ban on 
all hazardous waste exports from 
the world's most industrialized 
countries, the members of the 
Organizat ion of  conomic 
Cooperation and Development 
(O CD) to non-industrialized 
countries like India. It was only in 
199  that the Indian government 
reversed its position at the Third 
Conference of Parties to Basel 
Convention (COP-3) in September 
199  under the deleterious 
influence of representatives of the 

S and Australia. Indian delegate 
a n n o u n c i n g  t h a t  i t  w a s  

reconsidering its position on the 
Basel Ban. It was a consequence of 
the regressive statement of amal 
Nath, the then nion Minister of 

nvironment  Forests who 
observed that “We are against 
environmentally unfriendly 
recycling. We are not against the 
movement of waste, provided the 
recipient has adequate equipment, 
facility and the proper process to 
deal with it.” India's position on 
the ratification of the 'Ban 
Amendment '  to  the  Basel  
Convention is caught in a time 
warp crafted in 199 . It has paved 
the way for India to become a 
leading dumping ground of 
foreign hazardous waste.

To safeguard the country's 
environmental and maritime 
security, India must not allow 
itself to be misled by hazardous 
waste traders blinded by their lust 
for profit at any human and 
environmental cost. In any case, 
the truth about who all were 
immorally and unethically 
complicit with the hazardous 
waste traders and who all defended 
public health will not remain 
hidden for long. 

Recalling the Court's verdict 
on hazardous waste and India's 
o r i g i n a l  p o s i t i o n  a g a i n s t  
hazardous waste, India should 
ratify the Ban Amendment to save 
India from becoming the dumping 
ground of rich countries which are 
transferring harm because they 
want to protect their own 
environment and public health 
before the end of COP1  on une 
1 . Instead, India must take a 
scientific and moral position, 
recover the lost ground, re-adopt 
the 1992 position, and ask the rich 
countries to "keep your own 
waste" for the global common 
good to ensure that foreign toxic 
waste does not flow into the veins 
and arteries of present and future 
Indians.  ̃

                                                                   
The Author is a law and public 

policy researcher

f t e r  S r i  L a n k a  
defaulted on its debt, 
ack McIntyre, a 

portfolio manager at 
Brandywine Global Investment 
Management, started watching 
rice and grain prices more closely. 
Sri Lanka opted for the latter, 
falling into arrears on its foreign 
debt on May 18 amid a lack of 
dollars to ease shortages of 
everything from food to fuel, and 
bets are high that others may 
follow. Fifteen emerging market 
nations now trade with debt at 
distressed levels or a risk premium 
of more than ten percentage points. 
Four of those nations are in Africa, 
where one of the steepest run-ups 
in food prices is taking a toll.  

“The default in Sri Lanka 
made me nervous,” McIntyre said. 
“You don't have to drive, heat your 
home, but you have to eat.” With 
memories of the Arab Spring 
unrest in the early 2 1 s, investors 
are fleeing emerging market 
nations threatened with crippling 
food shortages and uprisings. In 
addition, Russia's invasion of 

kraine disrupted vital supplies of 
food staples, adding to problems 
caused by extreme temperatures 
and elusive rain in breadbaskets 
from the Great Plains to the Horn 
of Africa. Indeed, food prices have 
skyrocketed by more than 3  
over the past year. That's all the 
more striking when you consider 
that in the two decades through 
2 2 , they rose an average of 4.3  
every year.

Market Meltdown

The most affected countries -- and 
least able to cope -- are those in the 
developing world. For these 

Unjust Economic Order

Anchalee Worrachate, Lilian Karunungan and Selcuk Gokoluk

Pay Debt or Feed People

A
IMPOSSIBLE CHOICE

‘“For	a	swath	of	the	markets,	
global	food	shortages	
present	governments	with	a	
stark	choice	--	pay	their	
debts	or	feed	their	people.”

nations, food is almost a third of 
current year-on-year headline 
inflation gauges  in the S,  
and much of urope, food 
accounts for 1  or less of similar 
measures. Moreover, desperate 
measures like India's move to 
restrict wheat exports, announced 
earlier this month, will add to 
global price pressures, thwarting 
efforts by central bankers to 
subdue them. And protests against 
domestic pain have the potential to 
spread.

“The markets have firmly 
underestimated the implications of 
the rise in input costs,” said Luiz 

NEW ERA CURRENCY

India has the highest number of 
crypto owners in the world, 
around 1  million  and in the 

last  one year,  crypto market 
reportedly grew at 641  in India. 
The Supreme Court, in March 2 2  
nullified the circular of the RBI 
banning crypto currency. People 
thought there was validation by the 
Supreme Court as the court lifted the 
ban imposed by the RBI. That made 
many people joining the crypto 
bandwagon.

Now, the government is talking 
about prohibiting all private crypto 
currencies and the RBI introducing a 
currency. Indians are trying to find 
answers to the questions, Is the 
government's plan to regulate crypto 
currency a good move? Will crypto 
b e  a  s e r i o u s  t h r e a t  t o  t h e 
macroeconomic and financial 
stability of the country? Should RBI 
introduce its crypto?

Global Scenario
The rise in the popularity of crypto 
currencies and their adoption by 
financial institutions has led some 
governments to assess whether 
regulation is needed to protect users. 
The legal status of crypto currencies 
varies substantially from country to 
country and is still undefined or 
changing in many of them. While 
some countries have explicitly 
allowed their use and trade, others 

have banned or restricted it. Few 
countries are planning to create their 
own crypto currency. 

 l Salvador made Bitcoin legal 
tender on une 9, 2 21. It is the first 
country to do so. The crypto 
currency can be used for any 
transaction where the business can 
accept it. Cuba has followed this. 
Many Latin American countries are 
reportedly considering similar 
moves.

Chinese government  has 
declared al l  crypto currency 
transactions of any kind illegal. 
Turkey has banned the use of crypto 
currencies and crypto assets for 
making purchases. In the nited 

ingdom, all crypto currency firms, 
such as exchanges, advisors and 
professionals that have either a 
presence, market product or provide 
services within the  market must 
register with the Financial Conduct 
Author i ty.  Sou th  o rea  has 
implemented new legislation to 
strengthen their oversight of digital 
assets. South Africa has seen a large 
amount of scams related to crypto 
currency, is planning a regulatory 
framework.

The Financial Action Task 
Force (FATF) an intergovernmental 
organisation founded in 1989 on the 
initiative of the G  to develop 
p o l i c i e s  t o  c o m b a t  m o n e y 

laundering and financing has 
defined crypto currency-related 
services as "virtual asset service 
p r o v i d e r s "  ( A S P s )  a n d 
recommended that they be regulated 
with the same money laundering 
(AML) and know your customer 
( YC) requirements as financial 
institutions. It has introduced the 
"Travel Rule" for crypto currencies, 
a measure which mandates that 

ASPs obtain, hold, and exchange 
information about the originators 
and beneficiaries of virtual asset 
transfers. 

Some propose that banks that 
held crypto currency assets must set 
aside capital to cover all potential 
losses. 

nited States treats bitcoin as 
property for tax purposes. 

  A number of Aid agencies 
have started accepting donations in 
crypto currencies, including the 
American Red Cross, NIC F, and 
the N World Food Program.

Ban on Advertising 
Crypto currency advertisements 
have been temporarily banned on 
many social platforms including 
Facebook, Google, Twitter, Bing, 
Snapchat, LinkedIn etc.

What Are Crypto currencies?
A crypto currency, crypto-currency, 
or crypto is a collection of binary 

data which is designed to work as a 
medium of exchange. Individual 
coin ownership records are stored in 
a ledger, which is a computerized 
database using strong cryptography 
to secure transaction records, to 
control the creation of additional 
coins, and to verify the transfer of 
coin ownership. 

T h e  “ c r y p t o ”  i n  c r y p t o 
currencies refers to complicated 
cryptography that allows for the 
creation and processing of digital 
currencies and their transactions 
across decentralized systems. 
Alongside this important “crypto” 
feature of these currencies is a 
c o m m o n  c o m m i t m e n t  t o 
decentralization  crypto currencies 
are typically developed as code by 
teams who build in mechanisms for 
issuance (through a process called 
mining) and other controls.

Crypto currency does not exist 
in physical  form (l ike paper 
money),there are no coins to mint or 
bills to print, only exists online, and 
is typically not issued by a central 
authority. Crypto currencies use 
decentralized control as opposed to a 
central bank digital currency 
(CBDC).  When implemented with 
decentralized control, each crypto 
currency works through distributed 
ledger technology, typically a block 
chain that serves as a public 
financial transaction database. Once 
a block is added to the block chain, it 
becomes accessible to anyone who 
wishes to view it, acting as a public 
ledger of crypto currency transactions. 

Digital crypto-currencies’ and 
crypto-assets’ aim to mirror some, 

or all, of the uses of traditional 
money  a means of payment, a store 
of value, and a unit of account, as an 
alternative investment, helping 
diversify a portfolio apart from 
stocks and bonds  can also be used to 
make purchases, but the number of 
vendors that accept the crypto 
currency is still limited.

Bitcoin, first released as open-
source software in 2 9, is the first 
decentralized crypto currency. Most 
crypto currencies are designed to 
gradually decrease the production of 
that currency, placing a cap on the 
total amount of that currency that 

will ever be in circulation. Crypto 
currencies are almost always 
designed to be free from government 
manipulation and controlso it’s 
decentralized.

Since the release of bitcoin, 
many other crypto currencies have 
been created. There are currently 
over a thousand different crypto 
currencies in the world, and many 
see them as the key to a fairer future 
economy.    The crypto currencies 
m o d e l l e d  a f t e r  b i t c o i n  a r e 
collectively called altcoins, and in 
some cases shitcoins, and have often 
tried to present themselves as 
modified or improved versions of 
bitcoin. Stablecoins are altcoins that 
are designed to maintain a stable 
level of purchasing power. 

A crypto currency wallet stores 
the public and private "keys" 
(address) or seed which can be used 
to receive or trade or spend the 
crypto currency. Crypto currency 
exchanges allow customers to trade 
crypto currencies for other assets, 
such as conventional fiat money, or 
to trade between different digital 
currencies. Atomic swaps are a 
mechanism where one crypto 
currency can be exchanged directly 
for another crypto currency, without 
the need for a trusted third party such 
as an exchange.

Initial coin offerings
An initial coin offering (ICO) is a 
controversial means of raising funds 
for a new crypto currency venture. 
An ICO may be used by start-ups 
with the intention of avoiding 
regulation. In an ICO campaign, a 
percentage of the crypto currency 
(usually in the form of "tokens") is 
sold to early backers of the project in 
exchange for legal tender or other 
crypto currencies. 

Advantages:
ach and every Bitcoin transaction 

that’s ever been made exists on a 
p u b l i c  l e d g e r  a c c e s s i b l e  t o 
everyone, making transactions hard 
to reverse and difficult to fake. 

As decentralized platforms, 
block chain-based crypto currencies 
allow individuals to engage in peer-
to-peer financial transactions or 
enter into contracts. In either case, 

there is no need for some trusted 
third-party intermediary such as a 
bank, monetary authority, court, or 
judge. 

Some feel that well-regulated 
digital currencies can provide 
significant public benefits in greater 
efficiency and lower costs for both 
domest ic  and ,  in  par t icu lar, 
international payments systems, and 
help ensure financial services reach 
the hundreds of millions of people  
especially in developing countries  
without bank accounts.

Cryp to  cur renc ies  make 
tracking donations easier and have 
the potential to allow donors to see 
how their money is used.

The Risks: 
The real identity of person or groups 
behind the development of Bitcoin 
w h o  s t a t e d  t h e  g o a l  o f  t h e 
technology was to create “a new 
electronic cash system” that was 
“completely decentralized with no 
server or central authority” is still 
unknown.

Anonymity
The owners who have crypto 
c u r r e n c y  i n  t h e  s y s t e m  a r e 
anonymous there are no account 
numbers, names, social security 
numbers or any other identifying 
features that connects to its owners.  
It has been appealing to criminals 
due to its anonymity and lack of 
regulation. Transactions that occur 
through the use and exchange of 
altcoins are independent from 
formal banking systems, enables tax 
evasion and laundering of money. 
Money laundering issues are also 
present in regular bank transfers, 
however with bank-to-bank wire 
transfers for instance, the account 
holder must at least provide a proven 
identity.     Since crypto protects the 
identity of holders, governments are 
deeply concerned about their use in 
illicit activities such as money 
laundering, terrorist financing, 
online black markets, and tax 
evasion. Some fear the replacement 
o f  g o v e r n m e n t - c o n t r o l l e d , 
centralized money by crypto.

Difficult to resolve
Loss, theft, and fraud with crypto 
currency are becoming a routine 

CRYPTO CURRENCY?
SHOULD WE ENCOURAGE 

Ganesh Bhat Sirsi

The rise in the popularity of crypto currencies and their adoption by financial institutions 
has led some governments to assess whether regulation is needed to protect users.

affair even though tall claims are 
being put forth regarding their 
security. In the absence of a 
governing body, it can be difficult to 
resolve issues if crypto get stolen or 
lost. Crypto currencies are used 
primarily outside existing banking 
and governmental institutions and 
are exchanged over the Internet. 
Whenever there is an intermediary 
like the banks for example, it is 
possible to trace the revenue 
generation and the government will 
have control over the investment 
people put in.

Volatile, Speculative
Bitcoins and their many look-alikes, 
often known as crypto-assets’, are 
best viewed as a volatile, speculative 
asset class, which some users are 
prepared to accept as a form of 
payment.  Since its public launch in 
2 9, Bitcoin has risen dramatically 
in value, although it once sold for 
1 , - per coin, its present price 

is  about  Rs39 lakhs.  Crypto 
currencies have been compared to 
Ponzi schemes, pyramid schemes 
and economic bubbles, such as 
housing market bubbles. Some say 
that digital currencies are nothing 
but an unfounded fad, based on a 
willingness to ascribe value to 
something that has little or none 
beyond what people will pay for it. 
Regulators in several countries have 
warned against crypto currency and 
some have taken measures to 
dissuade users  such warnings are 
unheard, or ignored. 

Digital currencies to 
affect geopolitics
The expansion of big tech firms into 
global finance and banks themselves 
widening their digital footprints, 
financial technology will reshape 
not just the commercial but also the 
geopolitical sphere. Introduction of 
a digital yuan’ would give China the 
ability to bypass the world’s 
traditional banking systems and then 
chal lenge and help curb the 
dominant role of the dollar in 
international trade and finance. This 
could help limit China’s exposure to 

S sanctions policies which rely 
heavily on the dollar’s pre-eminent 

position in international finance. 
The widespread introduction of 
digital currencies has the potential to 
transform the world financial 
system. In anuary 2 2 , a group of 
advanced economy central banks  
from Canada, the , apan, 
Sweden, Switzerland, and the 

uropean Central Bank  announced 
they were working together on 
central bank digital currencies under 
the auspices of the Bank for 
International Settlements (BIS).

The concern of an unregulated 
global economy
As the popularity of and demand for 
online currencies has increased, so 
have  conce rns  tha t  such  an 
unregulated person to person global 
economy that crypto currencies 
offer may become a threat to society. 
The governments of the G  have 
recognised the need for international 
cooperation on how private digital 
currencies should be regulated, 
because the alternative  a global 
free-for-all  could be chaotic and 
dangerous. 

Why do central banks want 
their own digital currencies?

Once a crypto exchange is 
established, it can mind its own 
crypto currencies, it can have initial 
coin offerings, and this will lead to a 
new asset class in that country and 
help people to invest. Supporters of 
this theory suggest that RBI should 
introduce its own crypto currency in 
India.

The Reality:
Investment in crypto currency is a 
speculative activity, and in no way it 
encourages production activity or 
creates real employment.   Those in 
f avou r  o f  l ega l i s i ng  c ryp to 
currencies argue that with the help of 
technology people will find newer 
ways to escape from the noose of 
law. So, it is going to be extremely 
difficult to regulate crypto. But, they 
overlook the fact that technology 
can cut the technology. Another 
argument put forth is that people 
continue to invest wherever the 
returns are high even if it is risky. 
This is true to some extent under the 
existing socio-economic system 

where no one is assured of a secured 
future and where acquisitive nature 
dominates the society.

 But, these experts and leaders 
fail to conceive of a decentralized 
economic system where everyone is 
guaranteed the basic necessities of 
life through 1  employment 
o p p o r t u n i t y  w i t h  a d e q u a t e 
purchasing capacity so that people 
can pursue higher values of life 
instead of becoming a money 
e a r n i n g  m a c h i n e s .  P R O T 
advocates such a socio-economic 
system for the entire globe where 
speculative activities are banned 
and opportunities are created for 
gainful investment in the local area.

Views of PROUT:
The banking system must be 
vigilant about two important points. 
First, the intrinsic demonic greed of 
the banks must not be allowed to 
jeopardize the life of the common 
people. Secondly, the banks must 
not allow unwise administrators or 
governments to print monetary 
notes indiscriminately without 
reserving the proportionate amount 
of bullion in their treasuries.  The 
printing and issuing of monetary 
notes having no bullion value must 
stop immediately. No monetary 
notes should be issued by the 
government from then on without a 
clear assurance that it is prepared to 
pay the requisite amount of money 
in gold coins. A socioeconomic unit 
can conserve its reserve bullion and 
improve the purchasing capacity of 
the local people by manufacturing 
locally finished products.

   Those countries which have a 
l a r g e  v o l u m e  o f  v e r y  f e w 
commodities to sell but many 
commodities to buy will find barter 
trade profitable. Otherwise their 
reserves of gold bullion may get 
exhausted very quickly.  Barter 
trade will give protection from 
disastrous impact due to economic 
depressions. PRO T advocates 
banning of all the speculative 
activit ies al l  over the world 
including stock markets, hence no 
chance to approve crypto currency 
of the present form.˜

The Excellence of 

Philosophy 
“If ideological vacuum is not filled by PROUT, a great catastrophe will take place in the 
future because other defective philosophies will come forward."

Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar

"Shrii Sarkar has given a broad outline for the gradual 
establishment of the world government."

“The situation on the Russia-
Ukraine border is volatile 

and tense. The crisis needs to 
be resolved diplomatically at 

the earliest.”

Honour Killings Will Continue as Long as Iran's Laws Protect Killers
 Widespread Practice of Child Marriage Means More Young Girls Will Be Murdered
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duardo Peixoto, emerging 
markets economist at BNP Paribas 
Markets. “We are particularly 
concerned about food inflation. 
The repercussions of the increase in 
the cost of food will be seen in the 
next few months, causing a 
dramatic increase in global 
inflation.” Not that prices haven't 
already taken a hit. The debt of 
developing nations in dollars has 
lost 1  this year while local-
currency obligations are down , 
with both trading near early 2 2  
levels, according to Bloomberg 
indexes. In addition, the MSCI 
gauge of emerging-market stocks 
has lost 14 , trading near the 
lowest level since 2 1 relative to 

S stocks. 

And the more exposed a 
nation is to food inflation, the more 
likely its currency will weaken, 
with the Mexican peso, the 
Colombian peso, the ringgit and 
rupiah among the most vulnerable. 
An important inflation report is due 
out of Mexico this week, with 
investors watching Colombia's 
presidential elections, Brazil's 
GDP and China's PMI. That makes 
servicing debt -- particularly dollar 
debt -- even harder, raising the 
prospect that developing nations 
lose access to markets when they 
need it most. Yields on their dollar 

bonds are near the highest in two 
years at almost , tripling a 
country like Tunisia's borrowing 
costs.

Meanwhile, according to 
Bloomberg Intelligence, the cost to 
protect the debt of speculative-
grade emerging market nations has 
risen to match levels on par with 
t h e  2 1 3  t a p e r  t a n t r u m .  
“Compared to energy price shocks, 
food price inflation tends actually 
to be more pervasive and 
prolonged in its impact, and 
governments typically have fewer 
administrative programs to buffer 
the effects on households,” said 
Bryan Carter, head of emerging-
market debt in London at HSBC 
Asset Management. 

His team is cautious about the 
bond markets of Nigeria, India, 

azakhstan, gypt and Pakistan 
due to their large food inflation 
components. But instead, it has 
ratcheted up expectations for 
emerging-market inflation in most 
countries. What's clear to all is 
there's no quick fix -- for food 
shortages or the market's fallout. 

ven before the Russia- kraine 
conflict disrupted food supplies, 
networks had been weakened by 
the lingering effects of pandemic 
shutdowns, climate change and the 
energy crisis. 

It's a situation that's led to 
hoarding on a global scale, with 
food-producing nations now 
stopping some exports and 
perpetuating a cycle of inflation 
and hunger. India, the world's 
second-biggest wheat producer, 
followed its prohibition on sales of 
the staple with a limit on sugar 
exports. Malaysia has halted the 
overseas sale of poultry. Indonesia 
is partially stopping shipments of 
palm oil. Thailand and ietnam, 
the world's top rice exporters after 
India, may also take action that 
could result in higher food costs 
for consumers worldwide. The 
two Asian nations should jointly 
raise prices to boost their 
bargaining power, according to 
Thai premier Prayuth Chan-Ocha. 

The same day Sri Lanka 
defaulted, the N secretary-
general warned that a global food 
shortage could last for years, 
spreading political upheaval and 
starvation. “The next aspect of that 
food price angle that we're going to 
be monitoring very closely is with 
regards to politics, populism and 
protectionism,” said Mary-
Therese Barton, head of emerging-
market debt at Pictet Asset 
Management in London. “It's a 
very difficult period for M.” ̃

he Indus River flows 
between the snow-

capped mountains of the Ladakh 
Range of the Himalayas. The 
authors of 'Governing the “Water 
Tower of Asia”' have developed a 
concept they call 'System of 
Integrated nowledge (SIN )'  a 
more holistic approach to water 
that balances its multiple uses and 
creates a new system for water 
knowledge.

Ten major rivers flow down 
from the Hindu ush Himalayas 
and the Tibetan Plateau. Their 
basins cover most of Asia, serving 
more than two billion people. ach 
river basin is in a different socio-
ecological, cultural and political 
terrain, with numerous variations 
a n d  p r o b l e m s  f o r  w a t e r  
governance. But the overall 
challenges of water resources 
management are similar.

In 'Governing the “Water 
Tower of Asia”: The Case for a 
System of Integrated nowledge 
for the Hindu ush Himalaya', 
ayanta Bandyopadhyay and 

Sayanangshu Modak of the 
Observer Research Foundation tell 
us how to meet the challenges. The 
report calls for a complete 
overhaul of mindsets. People in all 
ten river basins face recurrent 

droughts and floods, increased 
pollution, dams and barrages 
fragmenting rivers, mining 
riverbeds for sand and gravel, and 
d e g r a d a t i o n  o f  r i v e r i n e  
e c o s y s t e m s .  I n  a d d i t i o n ,  
competing interests, conflict, 
water-energy-food demand, bad 
governance, and poor institutional 
capacity add to complications of 
water management, especially 
w h e n  m o s t  r i v e r s  a r e  
transboundary.

I n  a l l  t h e  b a s i n s ,  
Bandyopadhyay and Modak say 
the "availability of freshwater, 
both for ecosystem conservation 
and for meeting people's needs, is 
facing a massive crisis". As 
climate change worsens the 
situation, large human populations 
will be unable to adapt to heavy 
rains, floods, droughts, melting of 
ice, glacial lake outburst floods 
(GLOFs), excessive heat and sea-

WATER MANAGEMENT

Ajaya DixitT

A CASE FOR OVERHAUL OF 
WATER MANAGEMENT MINDSET

‘“In	their	recent	publication	
‘Governing	the	Water	Tower	
of	Asia”,	top	water	experts	
Jayanta	Bandyopadhyay	
and	Sayanangshu	Modak	
plead	for	holistic	
governance”

NEW ERA CURRENCY

India has the highest number of 
crypto owners in the world, 
around 1  million  and in the 

last  one year,  crypto market 
reportedly grew at 641  in India. 
The Supreme Court, in March 2 2  
nullified the circular of the RBI 
banning crypto currency. People 
thought there was validation by the 
Supreme Court as the court lifted the 
ban imposed by the RBI. That made 
many people joining the crypto 
bandwagon.

Now, the government is talking 
about prohibiting all private crypto 
currencies and the RBI introducing a 
currency. Indians are trying to find 
answers to the questions, Is the 
government's plan to regulate crypto 
currency a good move? Will crypto 
b e  a  s e r i o u s  t h r e a t  t o  t h e 
macroeconomic and financial 
stability of the country? Should RBI 
introduce its crypto?

Global Scenario
The rise in the popularity of crypto 
currencies and their adoption by 
financial institutions has led some 
governments to assess whether 
regulation is needed to protect users. 
The legal status of crypto currencies 
varies substantially from country to 
country and is still undefined or 
changing in many of them. While 
some countries have explicitly 
allowed their use and trade, others 

have banned or restricted it. Few 
countries are planning to create their 
own crypto currency. 

 l Salvador made Bitcoin legal 
tender on une 9, 2 21. It is the first 
country to do so. The crypto 
currency can be used for any 
transaction where the business can 
accept it. Cuba has followed this. 
Many Latin American countries are 
reportedly considering similar 
moves.

Chinese government  has 
declared al l  crypto currency 
transactions of any kind illegal. 
Turkey has banned the use of crypto 
currencies and crypto assets for 
making purchases. In the nited 

ingdom, all crypto currency firms, 
such as exchanges, advisors and 
professionals that have either a 
presence, market product or provide 
services within the  market must 
register with the Financial Conduct 
Author i ty.  Sou th  o rea  has 
implemented new legislation to 
strengthen their oversight of digital 
assets. South Africa has seen a large 
amount of scams related to crypto 
currency, is planning a regulatory 
framework.

The Financial Action Task 
Force (FATF) an intergovernmental 
organisation founded in 1989 on the 
initiative of the G  to develop 
p o l i c i e s  t o  c o m b a t  m o n e y 

laundering and financing has 
defined crypto currency-related 
services as "virtual asset service 
p r o v i d e r s "  ( A S P s )  a n d 
recommended that they be regulated 
with the same money laundering 
(AML) and know your customer 
( YC) requirements as financial 
institutions. It has introduced the 
"Travel Rule" for crypto currencies, 
a measure which mandates that 

ASPs obtain, hold, and exchange 
information about the originators 
and beneficiaries of virtual asset 
transfers. 

Some propose that banks that 
held crypto currency assets must set 
aside capital to cover all potential 
losses. 

nited States treats bitcoin as 
property for tax purposes. 

  A number of Aid agencies 
have started accepting donations in 
crypto currencies, including the 
American Red Cross, NIC F, and 
the N World Food Program.

Ban on Advertising 
Crypto currency advertisements 
have been temporarily banned on 
many social platforms including 
Facebook, Google, Twitter, Bing, 
Snapchat, LinkedIn etc.

What Are Crypto currencies?
A crypto currency, crypto-currency, 
or crypto is a collection of binary 

data which is designed to work as a 
medium of exchange. Individual 
coin ownership records are stored in 
a ledger, which is a computerized 
database using strong cryptography 
to secure transaction records, to 
control the creation of additional 
coins, and to verify the transfer of 
coin ownership. 

T h e  “ c r y p t o ”  i n  c r y p t o 
currencies refers to complicated 
cryptography that allows for the 
creation and processing of digital 
currencies and their transactions 
across decentralized systems. 
Alongside this important “crypto” 
feature of these currencies is a 
c o m m o n  c o m m i t m e n t  t o 
decentralization  crypto currencies 
are typically developed as code by 
teams who build in mechanisms for 
issuance (through a process called 
mining) and other controls.

Crypto currency does not exist 
in physical  form (l ike paper 
money),there are no coins to mint or 
bills to print, only exists online, and 
is typically not issued by a central 
authority. Crypto currencies use 
decentralized control as opposed to a 
central bank digital currency 
(CBDC).  When implemented with 
decentralized control, each crypto 
currency works through distributed 
ledger technology, typically a block 
chain that serves as a public 
financial transaction database. Once 
a block is added to the block chain, it 
becomes accessible to anyone who 
wishes to view it, acting as a public 
ledger of crypto currency transactions. 

Digital crypto-currencies’ and 
crypto-assets’ aim to mirror some, 

or all, of the uses of traditional 
money  a means of payment, a store 
of value, and a unit of account, as an 
alternative investment, helping 
diversify a portfolio apart from 
stocks and bonds  can also be used to 
make purchases, but the number of 
vendors that accept the crypto 
currency is still limited.

Bitcoin, first released as open-
source software in 2 9, is the first 
decentralized crypto currency. Most 
crypto currencies are designed to 
gradually decrease the production of 
that currency, placing a cap on the 
total amount of that currency that 

will ever be in circulation. Crypto 
currencies are almost always 
designed to be free from government 
manipulation and controlso it’s 
decentralized.

Since the release of bitcoin, 
many other crypto currencies have 
been created. There are currently 
over a thousand different crypto 
currencies in the world, and many 
see them as the key to a fairer future 
economy.    The crypto currencies 
m o d e l l e d  a f t e r  b i t c o i n  a r e 
collectively called altcoins, and in 
some cases shitcoins, and have often 
tried to present themselves as 
modified or improved versions of 
bitcoin. Stablecoins are altcoins that 
are designed to maintain a stable 
level of purchasing power. 

A crypto currency wallet stores 
the public and private "keys" 
(address) or seed which can be used 
to receive or trade or spend the 
crypto currency. Crypto currency 
exchanges allow customers to trade 
crypto currencies for other assets, 
such as conventional fiat money, or 
to trade between different digital 
currencies. Atomic swaps are a 
mechanism where one crypto 
currency can be exchanged directly 
for another crypto currency, without 
the need for a trusted third party such 
as an exchange.

Initial coin offerings
An initial coin offering (ICO) is a 
controversial means of raising funds 
for a new crypto currency venture. 
An ICO may be used by start-ups 
with the intention of avoiding 
regulation. In an ICO campaign, a 
percentage of the crypto currency 
(usually in the form of "tokens") is 
sold to early backers of the project in 
exchange for legal tender or other 
crypto currencies. 

Advantages:
ach and every Bitcoin transaction 

that’s ever been made exists on a 
p u b l i c  l e d g e r  a c c e s s i b l e  t o 
everyone, making transactions hard 
to reverse and difficult to fake. 

As decentralized platforms, 
block chain-based crypto currencies 
allow individuals to engage in peer-
to-peer financial transactions or 
enter into contracts. In either case, 

there is no need for some trusted 
third-party intermediary such as a 
bank, monetary authority, court, or 
judge. 

Some feel that well-regulated 
digital currencies can provide 
significant public benefits in greater 
efficiency and lower costs for both 
domest ic  and ,  in  par t icu lar, 
international payments systems, and 
help ensure financial services reach 
the hundreds of millions of people  
especially in developing countries  
without bank accounts.

Cryp to  cur renc ies  make 
tracking donations easier and have 
the potential to allow donors to see 
how their money is used.

The Risks: 
The real identity of person or groups 
behind the development of Bitcoin 
w h o  s t a t e d  t h e  g o a l  o f  t h e 
technology was to create “a new 
electronic cash system” that was 
“completely decentralized with no 
server or central authority” is still 
unknown.

Anonymity
The owners who have crypto 
c u r r e n c y  i n  t h e  s y s t e m  a r e 
anonymous there are no account 
numbers, names, social security 
numbers or any other identifying 
features that connects to its owners.  
It has been appealing to criminals 
due to its anonymity and lack of 
regulation. Transactions that occur 
through the use and exchange of 
altcoins are independent from 
formal banking systems, enables tax 
evasion and laundering of money. 
Money laundering issues are also 
present in regular bank transfers, 
however with bank-to-bank wire 
transfers for instance, the account 
holder must at least provide a proven 
identity.     Since crypto protects the 
identity of holders, governments are 
deeply concerned about their use in 
illicit activities such as money 
laundering, terrorist financing, 
online black markets, and tax 
evasion. Some fear the replacement 
o f  g o v e r n m e n t - c o n t r o l l e d , 
centralized money by crypto.

Difficult to resolve
Loss, theft, and fraud with crypto 
currency are becoming a routine 

CRYPTO CURRENCY?
SHOULD WE ENCOURAGE 

Ganesh Bhat Sirsi

The rise in the popularity of crypto currencies and their adoption by financial institutions 
has led some governments to assess whether regulation is needed to protect users.

affair even though tall claims are 
being put forth regarding their 
security. In the absence of a 
governing body, it can be difficult to 
resolve issues if crypto get stolen or 
lost. Crypto currencies are used 
primarily outside existing banking 
and governmental institutions and 
are exchanged over the Internet. 
Whenever there is an intermediary 
like the banks for example, it is 
possible to trace the revenue 
generation and the government will 
have control over the investment 
people put in.

Volatile, Speculative
Bitcoins and their many look-alikes, 
often known as crypto-assets’, are 
best viewed as a volatile, speculative 
asset class, which some users are 
prepared to accept as a form of 
payment.  Since its public launch in 
2 9, Bitcoin has risen dramatically 
in value, although it once sold for 
1 , - per coin, its present price 

is  about  Rs39 lakhs.  Crypto 
currencies have been compared to 
Ponzi schemes, pyramid schemes 
and economic bubbles, such as 
housing market bubbles. Some say 
that digital currencies are nothing 
but an unfounded fad, based on a 
willingness to ascribe value to 
something that has little or none 
beyond what people will pay for it. 
Regulators in several countries have 
warned against crypto currency and 
some have taken measures to 
dissuade users  such warnings are 
unheard, or ignored. 

Digital currencies to 
affect geopolitics
The expansion of big tech firms into 
global finance and banks themselves 
widening their digital footprints, 
financial technology will reshape 
not just the commercial but also the 
geopolitical sphere. Introduction of 
a digital yuan’ would give China the 
ability to bypass the world’s 
traditional banking systems and then 
chal lenge and help curb the 
dominant role of the dollar in 
international trade and finance. This 
could help limit China’s exposure to 

S sanctions policies which rely 
heavily on the dollar’s pre-eminent 

position in international finance. 
The widespread introduction of 
digital currencies has the potential to 
transform the world financial 
system. In anuary 2 2 , a group of 
advanced economy central banks  
from Canada, the , apan, 
Sweden, Switzerland, and the 

uropean Central Bank  announced 
they were working together on 
central bank digital currencies under 
the auspices of the Bank for 
International Settlements (BIS).

The concern of an unregulated 
global economy
As the popularity of and demand for 
online currencies has increased, so 
have  conce rns  tha t  such  an 
unregulated person to person global 
economy that crypto currencies 
offer may become a threat to society. 
The governments of the G  have 
recognised the need for international 
cooperation on how private digital 
currencies should be regulated, 
because the alternative  a global 
free-for-all  could be chaotic and 
dangerous. 

Why do central banks want 
their own digital currencies?

Once a crypto exchange is 
established, it can mind its own 
crypto currencies, it can have initial 
coin offerings, and this will lead to a 
new asset class in that country and 
help people to invest. Supporters of 
this theory suggest that RBI should 
introduce its own crypto currency in 
India.

The Reality:
Investment in crypto currency is a 
speculative activity, and in no way it 
encourages production activity or 
creates real employment.   Those in 
f avou r  o f  l ega l i s i ng  c ryp to 
currencies argue that with the help of 
technology people will find newer 
ways to escape from the noose of 
law. So, it is going to be extremely 
difficult to regulate crypto. But, they 
overlook the fact that technology 
can cut the technology. Another 
argument put forth is that people 
continue to invest wherever the 
returns are high even if it is risky. 
This is true to some extent under the 
existing socio-economic system 

where no one is assured of a secured 
future and where acquisitive nature 
dominates the society.

 But, these experts and leaders 
fail to conceive of a decentralized 
economic system where everyone is 
guaranteed the basic necessities of 
life through 1  employment 
o p p o r t u n i t y  w i t h  a d e q u a t e 
purchasing capacity so that people 
can pursue higher values of life 
instead of becoming a money 
e a r n i n g  m a c h i n e s .  P R O T 
advocates such a socio-economic 
system for the entire globe where 
speculative activities are banned 
and opportunities are created for 
gainful investment in the local area.

Views of PROUT:
The banking system must be 
vigilant about two important points. 
First, the intrinsic demonic greed of 
the banks must not be allowed to 
jeopardize the life of the common 
people. Secondly, the banks must 
not allow unwise administrators or 
governments to print monetary 
notes indiscriminately without 
reserving the proportionate amount 
of bullion in their treasuries.  The 
printing and issuing of monetary 
notes having no bullion value must 
stop immediately. No monetary 
notes should be issued by the 
government from then on without a 
clear assurance that it is prepared to 
pay the requisite amount of money 
in gold coins. A socioeconomic unit 
can conserve its reserve bullion and 
improve the purchasing capacity of 
the local people by manufacturing 
locally finished products.

   Those countries which have a 
l a r g e  v o l u m e  o f  v e r y  f e w 
commodities to sell but many 
commodities to buy will find barter 
trade profitable. Otherwise their 
reserves of gold bullion may get 
exhausted very quickly.  Barter 
trade will give protection from 
disastrous impact due to economic 
depressions. PRO T advocates 
banning of all the speculative 
activit ies all  over the world 
including stock markets, hence no 
chance to approve crypto currency 
of the present form.˜

The Excellence of 

Philosophy 
“If ideological vacuum is not filled by PROUT, a great catastrophe will take place in the 
future because other defective philosophies will come forward."

Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar

"Shrii Sarkar has given a broad outline for the gradual 
establishment of the world government."

“The situation on the Russia-
Ukraine border is volatile 

and tense. The crisis needs to 
be resolved diplomatically at 

the earliest.”

Honour Killings Will Continue as Long as Iran's Laws Protect Killers
 Widespread Practice of Child Marriage Means More Young Girls Will Be Murdered
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duardo Peixoto, emerging 
markets economist at BNP Paribas 
Markets. “We are particularly 
concerned about food inflation. 
The repercussions of the increase in 
the cost of food will be seen in the 
next few months, causing a 
dramatic increase in global 
inflation.” Not that prices haven't 
already taken a hit. The debt of 
developing nations in dollars has 
lost 1  this year while local-
currency obligations are down , 
with both trading near early 2 2  
levels, according to Bloomberg 
indexes. In addition, the MSCI 
gauge of emerging-market stocks 
has lost 14 , trading near the 
lowest level since 2 1 relative to 

S stocks. 

And the more exposed a 
nation is to food inflation, the more 
likely its currency will weaken, 
with the Mexican peso, the 
Colombian peso, the ringgit and 
rupiah among the most vulnerable. 
An important inflation report is due 
out of Mexico this week, with 
investors watching Colombia's 
presidential elections, Brazil's 
GDP and China's PMI. That makes 
servicing debt -- particularly dollar 
debt -- even harder, raising the 
prospect that developing nations 
lose access to markets when they 
need it most. Yields on their dollar 

bonds are near the highest in two 
years at almost , tripling a 
country like Tunisia's borrowing 
costs.

Meanwhile, according to 
Bloomberg Intelligence, the cost to 
protect the debt of speculative-
grade emerging market nations has 
risen to match levels on par with 
t h e  2 1 3  t a p e r  t a n t r u m .  
“Compared to energy price shocks, 
food price inflation tends actually 
to be more pervasive and 
prolonged in its impact, and 
governments typically have fewer 
administrative programs to buffer 
the effects on households,” said 
Bryan Carter, head of emerging-
market debt in London at HSBC 
Asset Management. 

His team is cautious about the 
bond markets of Nigeria, India, 

azakhstan, gypt and Pakistan 
due to their large food inflation 
components. But instead, it has 
ratcheted up expectations for 
emerging-market inflation in most 
countries. What's clear to all is 
there's no quick fix -- for food 
shortages or the market's fallout. 

ven before the Russia- kraine 
conflict disrupted food supplies, 
networks had been weakened by 
the lingering effects of pandemic 
shutdowns, climate change and the 
energy crisis. 

It's a situation that's led to 
hoarding on a global scale, with 
food-producing nations now 
stopping some exports and 
perpetuating a cycle of inflation 
and hunger. India, the world's 
second-biggest wheat producer, 
followed its prohibition on sales of 
the staple with a limit on sugar 
exports. Malaysia has halted the 
overseas sale of poultry. Indonesia 
is partially stopping shipments of 
palm oil. Thailand and ietnam, 
the world's top rice exporters after 
India, may also take action that 
could result in higher food costs 
for consumers worldwide. The 
two Asian nations should jointly 
raise prices to boost their 
bargaining power, according to 
Thai premier Prayuth Chan-Ocha. 

The same day Sri Lanka 
defaulted, the N secretary-
general warned that a global food 
shortage could last for years, 
spreading political upheaval and 
starvation. “The next aspect of that 
food price angle that we're going to 
be monitoring very closely is with 
regards to politics, populism and 
protectionism,” said Mary-
Therese Barton, head of emerging-
market debt at Pictet Asset 
Management in London. “It's a 
very difficult period for M.” ̃

he Indus River flows 
between the snow-

capped mountains of the Ladakh 
Range of the Himalayas. The 
authors of 'Governing the “Water 
Tower of Asia”' have developed a 
concept they call 'System of 
Integrated nowledge (SIN )'  a 
more holistic approach to water 
that balances its multiple uses and 
creates a new system for water 
knowledge.

Ten major rivers flow down 
from the Hindu ush Himalayas 
and the Tibetan Plateau. Their 
basins cover most of Asia, serving 
more than two billion people. ach 
river basin is in a different socio-
ecological, cultural and political 
terrain, with numerous variations 
a n d  p r o b l e m s  f o r  w a t e r  
governance. But the overall 
challenges of water resources 
management are similar.

In 'Governing the “Water 
Tower of Asia”: The Case for a 
System of Integrated nowledge 
for the Hindu ush Himalaya', 
ayanta Bandyopadhyay and 

Sayanangshu Modak of the 
Observer Research Foundation tell 
us how to meet the challenges. The 
report calls for a complete 
overhaul of mindsets. People in all 
ten river basins face recurrent 

droughts and floods, increased 
pollution, dams and barrages 
fragmenting rivers, mining 
riverbeds for sand and gravel, and 
d e g r a d a t i o n  o f  r i v e r i n e  
e c o s y s t e m s .  I n  a d d i t i o n ,  
competing interests, conflict, 
water-energy-food demand, bad 
governance, and poor institutional 
capacity add to complications of 
water management, especially 
w h e n  m o s t  r i v e r s  a r e  
transboundary.

I n  a l l  t h e  b a s i n s ,  
Bandyopadhyay and Modak say 
the "availability of freshwater, 
both for ecosystem conservation 
and for meeting people's needs, is 
facing a massive crisis". As 
climate change worsens the 
situation, large human populations 
will be unable to adapt to heavy 
rains, floods, droughts, melting of 
ice, glacial lake outburst floods 
(GLOFs), excessive heat and sea-

WATER MANAGEMENT

Ajaya DixitT

A CASE FOR OVERHAUL OF 
WATER MANAGEMENT MINDSET

‘“In	their	recent	publication	
‘Governing	the	Water	Tower	
of	Asia”,	top	water	experts	
Jayanta	Bandyopadhyay	
and	Sayanangshu	Modak	
plead	for	holistic	
governance”

NEW ERA CURRENCY

India has the highest number of 
crypto owners in the world, 
around 1  million  and in the 

last  one year,  crypto market 
reportedly grew at 641  in India. 
The Supreme Court, in March 2 2  
nullified the circular of the RBI 
banning crypto currency. People 
thought there was validation by the 
Supreme Court as the court lifted the 
ban imposed by the RBI. That made 
many people joining the crypto 
bandwagon.

Now, the government is talking 
about prohibiting all private crypto 
currencies and the RBI introducing a 
currency. Indians are trying to find 
answers to the questions, Is the 
government's plan to regulate crypto 
currency a good move? Will crypto 
b e  a  s e r i o u s  t h r e a t  t o  t h e 
macroeconomic and financial 
stability of the country? Should RBI 
introduce its crypto?

Global Scenario
The rise in the popularity of crypto 
currencies and their adoption by 
financial institutions has led some 
governments to assess whether 
regulation is needed to protect users. 
The legal status of crypto currencies 
varies substantially from country to 
country and is still undefined or 
changing in many of them. While 
some countries have explicitly 
allowed their use and trade, others 

have banned or restricted it. Few 
countries are planning to create their 
own crypto currency. 

 l Salvador made Bitcoin legal 
tender on une 9, 2 21. It is the first 
country to do so. The crypto 
currency can be used for any 
transaction where the business can 
accept it. Cuba has followed this. 
Many Latin American countries are 
reportedly considering similar 
moves.

Chinese government  has 
declared al l  crypto currency 
transactions of any kind illegal. 
Turkey has banned the use of crypto 
currencies and crypto assets for 
making purchases. In the nited 

ingdom, all crypto currency firms, 
such as exchanges, advisors and 
professionals that have either a 
presence, market product or provide 
services within the  market must 
register with the Financial Conduct 
Author i ty.  Sou th  o rea  has 
implemented new legislation to 
strengthen their oversight of digital 
assets. South Africa has seen a large 
amount of scams related to crypto 
currency, is planning a regulatory 
framework.

The Financial Action Task 
Force (FATF) an intergovernmental 
organisation founded in 1989 on the 
initiative of the G  to develop 
p o l i c i e s  t o  c o m b a t  m o n e y 

laundering and financing has 
defined crypto currency-related 
services as "virtual asset service 
p r o v i d e r s "  ( A S P s )  a n d 
recommended that they be regulated 
with the same money laundering 
(AML) and know your customer 
( YC) requirements as financial 
institutions. It has introduced the 
"Travel Rule" for crypto currencies, 
a measure which mandates that 

ASPs obtain, hold, and exchange 
information about the originators 
and beneficiaries of virtual asset 
transfers. 

Some propose that banks that 
held crypto currency assets must set 
aside capital to cover all potential 
losses. 

nited States treats bitcoin as 
property for tax purposes. 

  A number of Aid agencies 
have started accepting donations in 
crypto currencies, including the 
American Red Cross, NIC F, and 
the N World Food Program.

Ban on Advertising 
Crypto currency advertisements 
have been temporarily banned on 
many social platforms including 
Facebook, Google, Twitter, Bing, 
Snapchat, LinkedIn etc.

What Are Crypto currencies?
A crypto currency, crypto-currency, 
or crypto is a collection of binary 

data which is designed to work as a 
medium of exchange. Individual 
coin ownership records are stored in 
a ledger, which is a computerized 
database using strong cryptography 
to secure transaction records, to 
control the creation of additional 
coins, and to verify the transfer of 
coin ownership. 

T h e  “ c r y p t o ”  i n  c r y p t o 
currencies refers to complicated 
cryptography that allows for the 
creation and processing of digital 
currencies and their transactions 
across decentralized systems. 
Alongside this important “crypto” 
feature of these currencies is a 
c o m m o n  c o m m i t m e n t  t o 
decentralization  crypto currencies 
are typically developed as code by 
teams who build in mechanisms for 
issuance (through a process called 
mining) and other controls.

Crypto currency does not exist 
in physical  form (l ike paper 
money),there are no coins to mint or 
bills to print, only exists online, and 
is typically not issued by a central 
authority. Crypto currencies use 
decentralized control as opposed to a 
central bank digital currency 
(CBDC).  When implemented with 
decentralized control, each crypto 
currency works through distributed 
ledger technology, typically a block 
chain that serves as a public 
financial transaction database. Once 
a block is added to the block chain, it 
becomes accessible to anyone who 
wishes to view it, acting as a public 
ledger of crypto currency transactions. 

Digital crypto-currencies’ and 
crypto-assets’ aim to mirror some, 

or all, of the uses of traditional 
money  a means of payment, a store 
of value, and a unit of account, as an 
alternative investment, helping 
diversify a portfolio apart from 
stocks and bonds  can also be used to 
make purchases, but the number of 
vendors that accept the crypto 
currency is still limited.

Bitcoin, first released as open-
source software in 2 9, is the first 
decentralized crypto currency. Most 
crypto currencies are designed to 
gradually decrease the production of 
that currency, placing a cap on the 
total amount of that currency that 

will ever be in circulation. Crypto 
currencies are almost always 
designed to be free from government 
manipulation and controlso it’s 
decentralized.

Since the release of bitcoin, 
many other crypto currencies have 
been created. There are currently 
over a thousand different crypto 
currencies in the world, and many 
see them as the key to a fairer future 
economy.    The crypto currencies 
m o d e l l e d  a f t e r  b i t c o i n  a r e 
collectively called altcoins, and in 
some cases shitcoins, and have often 
tried to present themselves as 
modified or improved versions of 
bitcoin. Stablecoins are altcoins that 
are designed to maintain a stable 
level of purchasing power. 

A crypto currency wallet stores 
the public and private "keys" 
(address) or seed which can be used 
to receive or trade or spend the 
crypto currency. Crypto currency 
exchanges allow customers to trade 
crypto currencies for other assets, 
such as conventional fiat money, or 
to trade between different digital 
currencies. Atomic swaps are a 
mechanism where one crypto 
currency can be exchanged directly 
for another crypto currency, without 
the need for a trusted third party such 
as an exchange.

Initial coin offerings
An initial coin offering (ICO) is a 
controversial means of raising funds 
for a new crypto currency venture. 
An ICO may be used by start-ups 
with the intention of avoiding 
regulation. In an ICO campaign, a 
percentage of the crypto currency 
(usually in the form of "tokens") is 
sold to early backers of the project in 
exchange for legal tender or other 
crypto currencies. 

Advantages:
ach and every Bitcoin transaction 

that’s ever been made exists on a 
p u b l i c  l e d g e r  a c c e s s i b l e  t o 
everyone, making transactions hard 
to reverse and difficult to fake. 

As decentralized platforms, 
block chain-based crypto currencies 
allow individuals to engage in peer-
to-peer financial transactions or 
enter into contracts. In either case, 

there is no need for some trusted 
third-party intermediary such as a 
bank, monetary authority, court, or 
judge. 

Some feel that well-regulated 
digital currencies can provide 
significant public benefits in greater 
efficiency and lower costs for both 
domest ic  and ,  in  par t icu lar, 
international payments systems, and 
help ensure financial services reach 
the hundreds of millions of people  
especially in developing countries  
without bank accounts.

Cryp to  cur renc ies  make 
tracking donations easier and have 
the potential to allow donors to see 
how their money is used.

The Risks: 
The real identity of person or groups 
behind the development of Bitcoin 
w h o  s t a t e d  t h e  g o a l  o f  t h e 
technology was to create “a new 
electronic cash system” that was 
“completely decentralized with no 
server or central authority” is still 
unknown.

Anonymity
The owners who have crypto 
c u r r e n c y  i n  t h e  s y s t e m  a r e 
anonymous there are no account 
numbers, names, social security 
numbers or any other identifying 
features that connects to its owners.  
It has been appealing to criminals 
due to its anonymity and lack of 
regulation. Transactions that occur 
through the use and exchange of 
altcoins are independent from 
formal banking systems, enables tax 
evasion and laundering of money. 
Money laundering issues are also 
present in regular bank transfers, 
however with bank-to-bank wire 
transfers for instance, the account 
holder must at least provide a proven 
identity.     Since crypto protects the 
identity of holders, governments are 
deeply concerned about their use in 
illicit activities such as money 
laundering, terrorist financing, 
online black markets, and tax 
evasion. Some fear the replacement 
o f  g o v e r n m e n t - c o n t r o l l e d , 
centralized money by crypto.

Difficult to resolve
Loss, theft, and fraud with crypto 
currency are becoming a routine 

CRYPTO CURRENCY?
SHOULD WE ENCOURAGE 

Ganesh Bhat Sirsi

The rise in the popularity of crypto currencies and their adoption by financial institutions 
has led some governments to assess whether regulation is needed to protect users.

affair even though tall claims are 
being put forth regarding their 
security. In the absence of a 
governing body, it can be difficult to 
resolve issues if crypto get stolen or 
lost. Crypto currencies are used 
primarily outside existing banking 
and governmental institutions and 
are exchanged over the Internet. 
Whenever there is an intermediary 
like the banks for example, it is 
possible to trace the revenue 
generation and the government will 
have control over the investment 
people put in.

Volatile, Speculative
Bitcoins and their many look-alikes, 
often known as crypto-assets’, are 
best viewed as a volatile, speculative 
asset class, which some users are 
prepared to accept as a form of 
payment.  Since its public launch in 
2 9, Bitcoin has risen dramatically 
in value, although it once sold for 
1 , - per coin, its present price 

is  about  Rs39 lakhs.  Crypto 
currencies have been compared to 
Ponzi schemes, pyramid schemes 
and economic bubbles, such as 
housing market bubbles. Some say 
that digital currencies are nothing 
but an unfounded fad, based on a 
willingness to ascribe value to 
something that has little or none 
beyond what people will pay for it. 
Regulators in several countries have 
warned against crypto currency and 
some have taken measures to 
dissuade users  such warnings are 
unheard, or ignored. 

Digital currencies to 
affect geopolitics
The expansion of big tech firms into 
global finance and banks themselves 
widening their digital footprints, 
financial technology will reshape 
not just the commercial but also the 
geopolitical sphere. Introduction of 
a digital yuan’ would give China the 
ability to bypass the world’s 
traditional banking systems and then 
chal lenge and help curb the 
dominant role of the dollar in 
international trade and finance. This 
could help limit China’s exposure to 

S sanctions policies which rely 
heavily on the dollar’s pre-eminent 

position in international finance. 
The widespread introduction of 
digital currencies has the potential to 
transform the world financial 
system. In anuary 2 2 , a group of 
advanced economy central banks  
from Canada, the , apan, 
Sweden, Switzerland, and the 

uropean Central Bank  announced 
they were working together on 
central bank digital currencies under 
the auspices of the Bank for 
International Settlements (BIS).

The concern of an unregulated 
global economy
As the popularity of and demand for 
online currencies has increased, so 
have  conce rns  tha t  such  an 
unregulated person to person global 
economy that crypto currencies 
offer may become a threat to society. 
The governments of the G  have 
recognised the need for international 
cooperation on how private digital 
currencies should be regulated, 
because the alternative  a global 
free-for-all  could be chaotic and 
dangerous. 

Why do central banks want 
their own digital currencies?

Once a crypto exchange is 
established, it can mind its own 
crypto currencies, it can have initial 
coin offerings, and this will lead to a 
new asset class in that country and 
help people to invest. Supporters of 
this theory suggest that RBI should 
introduce its own crypto currency in 
India.

The Reality:
Investment in crypto currency is a 
speculative activity, and in no way it 
encourages production activity or 
creates real employment.   Those in 
f avou r  o f  l ega l i s i ng  c ryp to 
currencies argue that with the help of 
technology people will find newer 
ways to escape from the noose of 
law. So, it is going to be extremely 
difficult to regulate crypto. But, they 
overlook the fact that technology 
can cut the technology. Another 
argument put forth is that people 
continue to invest wherever the 
returns are high even if it is risky. 
This is true to some extent under the 
existing socio-economic system 

where no one is assured of a secured 
future and where acquisitive nature 
dominates the society.

 But, these experts and leaders 
fail to conceive of a decentralized 
economic system where everyone is 
guaranteed the basic necessities of 
life through 1  employment 
o p p o r t u n i t y  w i t h  a d e q u a t e 
purchasing capacity so that people 
can pursue higher values of life 
instead of becoming a money 
e a r n i n g  m a c h i n e s .  P R O T 
advocates such a socio-economic 
system for the entire globe where 
speculative activities are banned 
and opportunities are created for 
gainful investment in the local area.

Views of PROUT:
The banking system must be 
vigilant about two important points. 
First, the intrinsic demonic greed of 
the banks must not be allowed to 
jeopardize the life of the common 
people. Secondly, the banks must 
not allow unwise administrators or 
governments to print monetary 
notes indiscriminately without 
reserving the proportionate amount 
of bullion in their treasuries.  The 
printing and issuing of monetary 
notes having no bullion value must 
stop immediately. No monetary 
notes should be issued by the 
government from then on without a 
clear assurance that it is prepared to 
pay the requisite amount of money 
in gold coins. A socioeconomic unit 
can conserve its reserve bullion and 
improve the purchasing capacity of 
the local people by manufacturing 
locally finished products.

   Those countries which have a 
l a r g e  v o l u m e  o f  v e r y  f e w 
commodities to sell but many 
commodities to buy will find barter 
trade profitable. Otherwise their 
reserves of gold bullion may get 
exhausted very quickly.  Barter 
trade will give protection from 
disastrous impact due to economic 
depressions. PRO T advocates 
banning of all the speculative 
activit ies al l  over the world 
including stock markets, hence no 
chance to approve crypto currency 
of the present form.˜

The Excellence of 

Philosophy 
“If ideological vacuum is not filled by PROUT, a great catastrophe will take place in the 
future because other defective philosophies will come forward."

Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar

"Shrii Sarkar has given a broad outline for the gradual 
establishment of the world government."

“The situation on the Russia-
Ukraine border is volatile 

and tense. The crisis needs to 
be resolved diplomatically at 

the earliest.”

Honour Killings Will Continue as Long as Iran's Laws Protect Killers
 Widespread Practice of Child Marriage Means More Young Girls Will Be Murdered

PROUT NEWS REPORT
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l e v e l  r i s e .  T h e  a u t h o r s  
systematically describe each 
basin's physical, governance and 
integrative aspects. And they show 
how reductionist approaches 
worsen the current water crisis to 
development and management 
that interpret water only as an 
economic good, alongside the 
f r e e w h e e l i n g  o f  c o m m o n  
resources. 

x a m p l e s  o f  s u c h  
reductionism is manipulating 
water bodies by storing and 
diverting water via dams, dikes or 
canals to maximize hydropower, 
irrigation, and municipal and 
industrial supplies. There is no 
consideration of the inherent 
uncertainties of hydrology, 
me teoro logy,  l and-su r face  
interact i on and associated 
ecosystem services. Such practices 
have undermined the diversity of 
social and management systems, 
leading to centralized agencies and 
market forces that seek to control 
water and push supply-driven 
solutions. The resultant loss of 
aquatic biodiversity, social 
d i sp lacement  and  loss  o f  

l ive l ihood  of  downs t ream 
communities reliant on the river 
are unaccounted for, and the 
burden is shifted to future 
generations.

Problems of implementing 
Integrated Water Resources 
Management

Despite the global recognition of 
the need to integrate economic 
efficiency, equity and ecological 
sustainability to overcome crises, 
there are  few successful examples 
of IWRM in practice. The authors' 
reference to a case of IWRM 
i m p l e m e n t a t i o n  i n  N e p a l  
highlights how a reductionist 
perspective functions against the 
application of IWRM.

In 2 2, the government of 
Nepal received support from the 
World Bank to formulate a water 
resources strategy following the 
principle of IWRM. It evolved into 
a National Water Plan in 2 . 
However, in 2 9, Nepal's 
ministry of water resources was 
split into the ministries of energy 
and irrigation for political reasons. 

It automatically fragmented and 
diminished the IWRM agenda. 
Senior officials in the two 
ministries implied that Nepal need 
not espouse IWRM because the 
ministries would work within 
distinct boundaries.

In many cases, a centralised 
water bureaucracy usurps the 
responsibility for 'integration'. But 
the disconnect between the users 
and the governing bodies  
continues. nfortunately, so does 
the disconnect between official 
agencies. It perpetuates water 
crises and worsens the provision of 
water-based services to large 
sections of the population.

Bandyopadhyay and Modak 
reinforce the critique of IWRM as 
a broad construct, a concept that 
does not yet have empirical 
evidence to support its practical 
utility, and for being politically 
neutral. All water development 
interventions and technologies 
that control the movement of water 
above and below ground and 
management decisions are always 
deployed in contexts of social 
inequality, conflict, cooperation, 

exchange and power, as pointed 
out by experts during the 199  
Chennai conference on the 
political economy of water in 
South Asia.

The four variables 
that define a river

The authors propose that the multi-
faceted nature of a river must be 
the starting point for attempts at 
integration. Rivers have four 
fundamental variables with a 
synergetic relationship: water 
quantity (including quality), 
energy, biodiversity and sediments 
(W BS). nfortunately, mostly 
water quantity and energy are the 
focus of the reductionist water 
management perspectives while 
neglecting biodiversity and 
s e d i m e n t .  A s  a  r e s u l t ,  
displacement, loss of livelihoods, 
degradation of natural resources 
and riverine ecosystems remain 
t h e  a c c e p t e d  n o r m s  o f  
'development'. 

The authors argue that the 
concept of W BS can help guide 
the development of SIN , 

System of Integrated Knowledge

The authors show a way out, called the System of 
Integrated Knowledge (SINK). They start with the concept of 
Integrated Water Resources Management (IWRM), first proposed in 
the 1992 Dublin Conference on Water. This conference adopted principles 
that recognised freshwater as a finite and vulnerable resource with social and 
economic value. It called for comprehensive water management using a river basin 
as the unit for planning and development by including participatory approaches and 
placing women as key actors in domestic water management. 

In 2000, the Global Water Partnership defined IWRM as a “process that promotes 
the coordinated development and management of water, land and related resources to 
maximise the resultant economic and social welfare equitably without compromising the 
sustainability of vital ecosystems”.

drawing on natural and social 
s c i e n c e s ,  i n c l u d i n g  
indigenous local t radi t ional  
practices. They contend that such a 
system could lead to a more 
holistic approach to water, 
balancing its multiple uses. 
According to the authors,  
integration of such knowledge 
should happen at all three levels: 
primary, secondary and tertiary. 
They point out that developing 
h igher-educat ion  cur r icu la  
according to these principles and 
sensitising policymakers remain 
major undertakings.

Bandyopadhyay and Modak 
dedicate the publication to the 
memory of Ghanshyam Raturi 
(1934-199 ), an environmental 
a c t i v i s t  a n d  p o e t  f r o m  

ttarakhand. Across the river 
basins of the third pole, many 
activists, writers and poets have 
challenged the status quo and the 
reductionist approach, offering a 
vision of the future in harmony 
with nature, rivers and other 
beings. Today, though access to the 
internet has expanded, the space 
for civic engagement and ways for 

different sections of society to talk 
to each other has diminished.

Fostering dialogue on various 
aspects of water challenges and 
solutions in these basins would be 
useful in creating the new system 
for water knowledge, or what the 
authors call SIN . It requires 
unravelling the inherent structure 
of decision-making and education 
that today produce, apply and 
reinforce reductionist knowledge 
on water management.

Only a new institutional 
framework for management and 
deliberative democracy can help 
balance power and competing 
interests with socio-ecological 
accountability.

“Governing the Water Tower 
of Asia” is a useful publication for 
c o m i n g  g e n e r a t i o n s  a n d  
professionals. Specifically, it must 
be included as a source material in 
water resource education in basin 
countries. ̃

The author is Senior Fellow 
at the Nepal branch of the Institute 
for Social and Environmental 
Transition (ISET-Nepal) and the 
Niti Foundation. 
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India has the highest number of 
crypto owners in the world, 
around 1  million  and in the 

last  one year,  crypto market 
reportedly grew at 641  in India. 
The Supreme Court, in March 2 2  
nullified the circular of the RBI 
banning crypto currency. People 
thought there was validation by the 
Supreme Court as the court lifted the 
ban imposed by the RBI. That made 
many people joining the crypto 
bandwagon.

Now, the government is talking 
about prohibiting all private crypto 
currencies and the RBI introducing a 
currency. Indians are trying to find 
answers to the questions, Is the 
government's plan to regulate crypto 
currency a good move? Will crypto 
b e  a  s e r i o u s  t h r e a t  t o  t h e 
macroeconomic and financial 
stability of the country? Should RBI 
introduce its crypto?

Global Scenario
The rise in the popularity of crypto 
currencies and their adoption by 
financial institutions has led some 
governments to assess whether 
regulation is needed to protect users. 
The legal status of crypto currencies 
varies substantially from country to 
country and is still undefined or 
changing in many of them. While 
some countries have explicitly 
allowed their use and trade, others 

have banned or restricted it. Few 
countries are planning to create their 
own crypto currency. 

 l Salvador made Bitcoin legal 
tender on une 9, 2 21. It is the first 
country to do so. The crypto 
currency can be used for any 
transaction where the business can 
accept it. Cuba has followed this. 
Many Latin American countries are 
reportedly considering similar 
moves.

Chinese government  has 
declared al l  crypto currency 
transactions of any kind illegal. 
Turkey has banned the use of crypto 
currencies and crypto assets for 
making purchases. In the nited 

ingdom, all crypto currency firms, 
such as exchanges, advisors and 
professionals that have either a 
presence, market product or provide 
services within the  market must 
register with the Financial Conduct 
Author i ty.  Sou th  o rea  has 
implemented new legislation to 
strengthen their oversight of digital 
assets. South Africa has seen a large 
amount of scams related to crypto 
currency, is planning a regulatory 
framework.

The Financial Action Task 
Force (FATF) an intergovernmental 
organisation founded in 1989 on the 
initiative of the G  to develop 
p o l i c i e s  t o  c o m b a t  m o n e y 

laundering and financing has 
defined crypto currency-related 
services as "virtual asset service 
p r o v i d e r s "  ( A S P s )  a n d 
recommended that they be regulated 
with the same money laundering 
(AML) and know your customer 
( YC) requirements as financial 
institutions. It has introduced the 
"Travel Rule" for crypto currencies, 
a measure which mandates that 

ASPs obtain, hold, and exchange 
information about the originators 
and beneficiaries of virtual asset 
transfers. 

Some propose that banks that 
held crypto currency assets must set 
aside capital to cover all potential 
losses. 

nited States treats bitcoin as 
property for tax purposes. 

  A number of Aid agencies 
have started accepting donations in 
crypto currencies, including the 
American Red Cross, NIC F, and 
the N World Food Program.

Ban on Advertising 
Crypto currency advertisements 
have been temporarily banned on 
many social platforms including 
Facebook, Google, Twitter, Bing, 
Snapchat, LinkedIn etc.

What Are Crypto currencies?
A crypto currency, crypto-currency, 
or crypto is a collection of binary 

data which is designed to work as a 
medium of exchange. Individual 
coin ownership records are stored in 
a ledger, which is a computerized 
database using strong cryptography 
to secure transaction records, to 
control the creation of additional 
coins, and to verify the transfer of 
coin ownership. 

T h e  “ c r y p t o ”  i n  c r y p t o 
currencies refers to complicated 
cryptography that allows for the 
creation and processing of digital 
currencies and their transactions 
across decentralized systems. 
Alongside this important “crypto” 
feature of these currencies is a 
c o m m o n  c o m m i t m e n t  t o 
decentralization  crypto currencies 
are typically developed as code by 
teams who build in mechanisms for 
issuance (through a process called 
mining) and other controls.

Crypto currency does not exist 
in physical  form (l ike paper 
money),there are no coins to mint or 
bills to print, only exists online, and 
is typically not issued by a central 
authority. Crypto currencies use 
decentralized control as opposed to a 
central bank digital currency 
(CBDC).  When implemented with 
decentralized control, each crypto 
currency works through distributed 
ledger technology, typically a block 
chain that serves as a public 
financial transaction database. Once 
a block is added to the block chain, it 
becomes accessible to anyone who 
wishes to view it, acting as a public 
ledger of crypto currency transactions. 

Digital crypto-currencies’ and 
crypto-assets’ aim to mirror some, 

or all, of the uses of traditional 
money  a means of payment, a store 
of value, and a unit of account, as an 
alternative investment, helping 
diversify a portfolio apart from 
stocks and bonds  can also be used to 
make purchases, but the number of 
vendors that accept the crypto 
currency is still limited.

Bitcoin, first released as open-
source software in 2 9, is the first 
decentralized crypto currency. Most 
crypto currencies are designed to 
gradually decrease the production of 
that currency, placing a cap on the 
total amount of that currency that 

will ever be in circulation. Crypto 
currencies are almost always 
designed to be free from government 
manipulation and controlso it’s 
decentralized.

Since the release of bitcoin, 
many other crypto currencies have 
been created. There are currently 
over a thousand different crypto 
currencies in the world, and many 
see them as the key to a fairer future 
economy.    The crypto currencies 
m o d e l l e d  a f t e r  b i t c o i n  a r e 
collectively called altcoins, and in 
some cases shitcoins, and have often 
tried to present themselves as 
modified or improved versions of 
bitcoin. Stablecoins are altcoins that 
are designed to maintain a stable 
level of purchasing power. 

A crypto currency wallet stores 
the public and private "keys" 
(address) or seed which can be used 
to receive or trade or spend the 
crypto currency. Crypto currency 
exchanges allow customers to trade 
crypto currencies for other assets, 
such as conventional fiat money, or 
to trade between different digital 
currencies. Atomic swaps are a 
mechanism where one crypto 
currency can be exchanged directly 
for another crypto currency, without 
the need for a trusted third party such 
as an exchange.

Initial coin offerings
An initial coin offering (ICO) is a 
controversial means of raising funds 
for a new crypto currency venture. 
An ICO may be used by start-ups 
with the intention of avoiding 
regulation. In an ICO campaign, a 
percentage of the crypto currency 
(usually in the form of "tokens") is 
sold to early backers of the project in 
exchange for legal tender or other 
crypto currencies. 

Advantages:
ach and every Bitcoin transaction 

that’s ever been made exists on a 
p u b l i c  l e d g e r  a c c e s s i b l e  t o 
everyone, making transactions hard 
to reverse and difficult to fake. 

As decentralized platforms, 
block chain-based crypto currencies 
allow individuals to engage in peer-
to-peer financial transactions or 
enter into contracts. In either case, 

there is no need for some trusted 
third-party intermediary such as a 
bank, monetary authority, court, or 
judge. 

Some feel that well-regulated 
digital currencies can provide 
significant public benefits in greater 
efficiency and lower costs for both 
domest ic  and ,  in  par t icu lar, 
international payments systems, and 
help ensure financial services reach 
the hundreds of millions of people  
especially in developing countries  
without bank accounts.

Cryp to  cur renc ies  make 
tracking donations easier and have 
the potential to allow donors to see 
how their money is used.

The Risks: 
The real identity of person or groups 
behind the development of Bitcoin 
w h o  s t a t e d  t h e  g o a l  o f  t h e 
technology was to create “a new 
electronic cash system” that was 
“completely decentralized with no 
server or central authority” is still 
unknown.

Anonymity
The owners who have crypto 
c u r r e n c y  i n  t h e  s y s t e m  a r e 
anonymous there are no account 
numbers, names, social security 
numbers or any other identifying 
features that connects to its owners.  
It has been appealing to criminals 
due to its anonymity and lack of 
regulation. Transactions that occur 
through the use and exchange of 
altcoins are independent from 
formal banking systems, enables tax 
evasion and laundering of money. 
Money laundering issues are also 
present in regular bank transfers, 
however with bank-to-bank wire 
transfers for instance, the account 
holder must at least provide a proven 
identity.     Since crypto protects the 
identity of holders, governments are 
deeply concerned about their use in 
illicit activities such as money 
laundering, terrorist financing, 
online black markets, and tax 
evasion. Some fear the replacement 
o f  g o v e r n m e n t - c o n t r o l l e d , 
centralized money by crypto.

Difficult to resolve
Loss, theft, and fraud with crypto 
currency are becoming a routine 

CRYPTO CURRENCY?
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The rise in the popularity of crypto currencies and their adoption by financial institutions 
has led some governments to assess whether regulation is needed to protect users.

affair even though tall claims are 
being put forth regarding their 
security. In the absence of a 
governing body, it can be difficult to 
resolve issues if crypto get stolen or 
lost. Crypto currencies are used 
primarily outside existing banking 
and governmental institutions and 
are exchanged over the Internet. 
Whenever there is an intermediary 
like the banks for example, it is 
possible to trace the revenue 
generation and the government will 
have control over the investment 
people put in.

Volatile, Speculative
Bitcoins and their many look-alikes, 
often known as crypto-assets’, are 
best viewed as a volatile, speculative 
asset class, which some users are 
prepared to accept as a form of 
payment.  Since its public launch in 
2 9, Bitcoin has risen dramatically 
in value, although it once sold for 
1 , - per coin, its present price 

is  about  Rs39 lakhs.  Crypto 
currencies have been compared to 
Ponzi schemes, pyramid schemes 
and economic bubbles, such as 
housing market bubbles. Some say 
that digital currencies are nothing 
but an unfounded fad, based on a 
willingness to ascribe value to 
something that has little or none 
beyond what people will pay for it. 
Regulators in several countries have 
warned against crypto currency and 
some have taken measures to 
dissuade users  such warnings are 
unheard, or ignored. 

Digital currencies to 
affect geopolitics
The expansion of big tech firms into 
global finance and banks themselves 
widening their digital footprints, 
financial technology will reshape 
not just the commercial but also the 
geopolitical sphere. Introduction of 
a digital yuan’ would give China the 
ability to bypass the world’s 
traditional banking systems and then 
chal lenge and help curb the 
dominant role of the dollar in 
international trade and finance. This 
could help limit China’s exposure to 

S sanctions policies which rely 
heavily on the dollar’s pre-eminent 

position in international finance. 
The widespread introduction of 
digital currencies has the potential to 
transform the world financial 
system. In anuary 2 2 , a group of 
advanced economy central banks  
from Canada, the , apan, 
Sweden, Switzerland, and the 

uropean Central Bank  announced 
they were working together on 
central bank digital currencies under 
the auspices of the Bank for 
International Settlements (BIS).

The concern of an unregulated 
global economy
As the popularity of and demand for 
online currencies has increased, so 
have  conce rns  tha t  such  an 
unregulated person to person global 
economy that crypto currencies 
offer may become a threat to society. 
The governments of the G  have 
recognised the need for international 
cooperation on how private digital 
currencies should be regulated, 
because the alternative  a global 
free-for-all  could be chaotic and 
dangerous. 

Why do central banks want 
their own digital currencies?

Once a crypto exchange is 
established, it can mind its own 
crypto currencies, it can have initial 
coin offerings, and this will lead to a 
new asset class in that country and 
help people to invest. Supporters of 
this theory suggest that RBI should 
introduce its own crypto currency in 
India.

The Reality:
Investment in crypto currency is a 
speculative activity, and in no way it 
encourages production activity or 
creates real employment.   Those in 
f avou r  o f  l ega l i s i ng  c ryp to 
currencies argue that with the help of 
technology people will find newer 
ways to escape from the noose of 
law. So, it is going to be extremely 
difficult to regulate crypto. But, they 
overlook the fact that technology 
can cut the technology. Another 
argument put forth is that people 
continue to invest wherever the 
returns are high even if it is risky. 
This is true to some extent under the 
existing socio-economic system 

where no one is assured of a secured 
future and where acquisitive nature 
dominates the society.

 But, these experts and leaders 
fail to conceive of a decentralized 
economic system where everyone is 
guaranteed the basic necessities of 
life through 1  employment 
o p p o r t u n i t y  w i t h  a d e q u a t e 
purchasing capacity so that people 
can pursue higher values of life 
instead of becoming a money 
e a r n i n g  m a c h i n e s .  P R O T 
advocates such a socio-economic 
system for the entire globe where 
speculative activities are banned 
and opportunities are created for 
gainful investment in the local area.

Views of PROUT:
The banking system must be 
vigilant about two important points. 
First, the intrinsic demonic greed of 
the banks must not be allowed to 
jeopardize the life of the common 
people. Secondly, the banks must 
not allow unwise administrators or 
governments to print monetary 
notes indiscriminately without 
reserving the proportionate amount 
of bullion in their treasuries.  The 
printing and issuing of monetary 
notes having no bullion value must 
stop immediately. No monetary 
notes should be issued by the 
government from then on without a 
clear assurance that it is prepared to 
pay the requisite amount of money 
in gold coins. A socioeconomic unit 
can conserve its reserve bullion and 
improve the purchasing capacity of 
the local people by manufacturing 
locally finished products.

   Those countries which have a 
l a r g e  v o l u m e  o f  v e r y  f e w 
commodities to sell but many 
commodities to buy will find barter 
trade profitable. Otherwise their 
reserves of gold bullion may get 
exhausted very quickly.  Barter 
trade will give protection from 
disastrous impact due to economic 
depressions. PRO T advocates 
banning of all the speculative 
activit ies all  over the world 
including stock markets, hence no 
chance to approve crypto currency 
of the present form.˜

The Excellence of 

Philosophy 
“If ideological vacuum is not filled by PROUT, a great catastrophe will take place in the 
future because other defective philosophies will come forward."

Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar

"Shrii Sarkar has given a broad outline for the gradual 
establishment of the world government."

“The situation on the Russia-
Ukraine border is volatile 

and tense. The crisis needs to 
be resolved diplomatically at 

the earliest.”

Honour Killings Will Continue as Long as Iran's Laws Protect Killers
 Widespread Practice of Child Marriage Means More Young Girls Will Be Murdered

PROUT NEWS REPORT
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l e v e l  r i s e .  T h e  a u t h o r s  
systematically describe each 
basin's physical, governance and 
integrative aspects. And they show 
how reductionist approaches 
worsen the current water crisis to 
development and management 
that interpret water only as an 
economic good, alongside the 
f r e e w h e e l i n g  o f  c o m m o n  
resources. 

x a m p l e s  o f  s u c h  
reductionism is manipulating 
water bodies by storing and 
diverting water via dams, dikes or 
canals to maximize hydropower, 
irrigation, and municipal and 
industrial supplies. There is no 
consideration of the inherent 
uncertainties of hydrology, 
me teoro logy,  l and-su r face  
interact i on and associated 
ecosystem services. Such practices 
have undermined the diversity of 
social and management systems, 
leading to centralized agencies and 
market forces that seek to control 
water and push supply-driven 
solutions. The resultant loss of 
aquatic biodiversity, social 
d i sp lacement  and  loss  o f  

l ive l ihood  of  downs t ream 
communities reliant on the river 
are unaccounted for, and the 
burden is shifted to future 
generations.

Problems of implementing 
Integrated Water Resources 
Management

Despite the global recognition of 
the need to integrate economic 
efficiency, equity and ecological 
sustainability to overcome crises, 
there are  few successful examples 
of IWRM in practice. The authors' 
reference to a case of IWRM 
i m p l e m e n t a t i o n  i n  N e p a l  
highlights how a reductionist 
perspective functions against the 
application of IWRM.

In 2 2, the government of 
Nepal received support from the 
World Bank to formulate a water 
resources strategy following the 
principle of IWRM. It evolved into 
a National Water Plan in 2 . 
However, in 2 9, Nepal's 
ministry of water resources was 
split into the ministries of energy 
and irrigation for political reasons. 

It automatically fragmented and 
diminished the IWRM agenda. 
Senior officials in the two 
ministries implied that Nepal need 
not espouse IWRM because the 
ministries would work within 
distinct boundaries.

In many cases, a centralised 
water bureaucracy usurps the 
responsibility for 'integration'. But 
the disconnect between the users 
and the governing bodies  
continues. nfortunately, so does 
the disconnect between official 
agencies. It perpetuates water 
crises and worsens the provision of 
water-based services to large 
sections of the population.

Bandyopadhyay and Modak 
reinforce the critique of IWRM as 
a broad construct, a concept that 
does not yet have empirical 
evidence to support its practical 
utility, and for being politically 
neutral. All water development 
interventions and technologies 
that control the movement of water 
above and below ground and 
management decisions are always 
deployed in contexts of social 
inequality, conflict, cooperation, 

exchange and power, as pointed 
out by experts during the 199  
Chennai conference on the 
political economy of water in 
South Asia.

The four variables 
that define a river

The authors propose that the multi-
faceted nature of a river must be 
the starting point for attempts at 
integration. Rivers have four 
fundamental variables with a 
synergetic relationship: water 
quantity (including quality), 
energy, biodiversity and sediments 
(W BS). nfortunately, mostly 
water quantity and energy are the 
focus of the reductionist water 
management perspectives while 
neglecting biodiversity and 
s e d i m e n t .  A s  a  r e s u l t ,  
displacement, loss of livelihoods, 
degradation of natural resources 
and riverine ecosystems remain 
t h e  a c c e p t e d  n o r m s  o f  
'development'. 

The authors argue that the 
concept of W BS can help guide 
the development of SIN , 

System of Integrated Knowledge

The authors show a way out, called the System of 
Integrated Knowledge (SINK). They start with the concept of 
Integrated Water Resources Management (IWRM), first proposed in 
the 1992 Dublin Conference on Water. This conference adopted principles 
that recognised freshwater as a finite and vulnerable resource with social and 
economic value. It called for comprehensive water management using a river basin 
as the unit for planning and development by including participatory approaches and 
placing women as key actors in domestic water management. 

In 2000, the Global Water Partnership defined IWRM as a “process that promotes 
the coordinated development and management of water, land and related resources to 
maximise the resultant economic and social welfare equitably without compromising the 
sustainability of vital ecosystems”.

drawing on natural and social 
s c i e n c e s ,  i n c l u d i n g  
indigenous local t radi t ional  
practices. They contend that such a 
system could lead to a more 
holistic approach to water, 
balancing its multiple uses. 
According to the authors,  
integration of such knowledge 
should happen at all three levels: 
primary, secondary and tertiary. 
They point out that developing 
h igher-educat ion  cur r icu la  
according to these principles and 
sensitising policymakers remain 
major undertakings.

Bandyopadhyay and Modak 
dedicate the publication to the 
memory of Ghanshyam Raturi 
(1934-199 ), an environmental 
a c t i v i s t  a n d  p o e t  f r o m  

ttarakhand. Across the river 
basins of the third pole, many 
activists, writers and poets have 
challenged the status quo and the 
reductionist approach, offering a 
vision of the future in harmony 
with nature, rivers and other 
beings. Today, though access to the 
internet has expanded, the space 
for civic engagement and ways for 

different sections of society to talk 
to each other has diminished.

Fostering dialogue on various 
aspects of water challenges and 
solutions in these basins would be 
useful in creating the new system 
for water knowledge, or what the 
authors call SIN . It requires 
unravelling the inherent structure 
of decision-making and education 
that today produce, apply and 
reinforce reductionist knowledge 
on water management.

Only a new institutional 
framework for management and 
deliberative democracy can help 
balance power and competing 
interests with socio-ecological 
accountability.

“Governing the Water Tower 
of Asia” is a useful publication for 
c o m i n g  g e n e r a t i o n s  a n d  
professionals. Specifically, it must 
be included as a source material in 
water resource education in basin 
countries. ̃

The author is Senior Fellow 
at the Nepal branch of the Institute 
for Social and Environmental 
Transition (ISET-Nepal) and the 
Niti Foundation. 

NEW ERA CURRENCY

India has the highest number of 
crypto owners in the world, 
around 1  million  and in the 

last  one year,  crypto market 
reportedly grew at 641  in India. 
The Supreme Court, in March 2 2  
nullified the circular of the RBI 
banning crypto currency. People 
thought there was validation by the 
Supreme Court as the court lifted the 
ban imposed by the RBI. That made 
many people joining the crypto 
bandwagon.

Now, the government is talking 
about prohibiting all private crypto 
currencies and the RBI introducing a 
currency. Indians are trying to find 
answers to the questions, Is the 
government's plan to regulate crypto 
currency a good move? Will crypto 
b e  a  s e r i o u s  t h r e a t  t o  t h e 
macroeconomic and financial 
stability of the country? Should RBI 
introduce its crypto?

Global Scenario
The rise in the popularity of crypto 
currencies and their adoption by 
financial institutions has led some 
governments to assess whether 
regulation is needed to protect users. 
The legal status of crypto currencies 
varies substantially from country to 
country and is still undefined or 
changing in many of them. While 
some countries have explicitly 
allowed their use and trade, others 

have banned or restricted it. Few 
countries are planning to create their 
own crypto currency. 

 l Salvador made Bitcoin legal 
tender on une 9, 2 21. It is the first 
country to do so. The crypto 
currency can be used for any 
transaction where the business can 
accept it. Cuba has followed this. 
Many Latin American countries are 
reportedly considering similar 
moves.

Chinese government  has 
declared al l  crypto currency 
transactions of any kind illegal. 
Turkey has banned the use of crypto 
currencies and crypto assets for 
making purchases. In the nited 

ingdom, all crypto currency firms, 
such as exchanges, advisors and 
professionals that have either a 
presence, market product or provide 
services within the  market must 
register with the Financial Conduct 
Author i ty.  Sou th  o rea  has 
implemented new legislation to 
strengthen their oversight of digital 
assets. South Africa has seen a large 
amount of scams related to crypto 
currency, is planning a regulatory 
framework.

The Financial Action Task 
Force (FATF) an intergovernmental 
organisation founded in 1989 on the 
initiative of the G  to develop 
p o l i c i e s  t o  c o m b a t  m o n e y 

laundering and financing has 
defined crypto currency-related 
services as "virtual asset service 
p r o v i d e r s "  ( A S P s )  a n d 
recommended that they be regulated 
with the same money laundering 
(AML) and know your customer 
( YC) requirements as financial 
institutions. It has introduced the 
"Travel Rule" for crypto currencies, 
a measure which mandates that 

ASPs obtain, hold, and exchange 
information about the originators 
and beneficiaries of virtual asset 
transfers. 

Some propose that banks that 
held crypto currency assets must set 
aside capital to cover all potential 
losses. 

nited States treats bitcoin as 
property for tax purposes. 

  A number of Aid agencies 
have started accepting donations in 
crypto currencies, including the 
American Red Cross, NIC F, and 
the N World Food Program.

Ban on Advertising 
Crypto currency advertisements 
have been temporarily banned on 
many social platforms including 
Facebook, Google, Twitter, Bing, 
Snapchat, LinkedIn etc.

What Are Crypto currencies?
A crypto currency, crypto-currency, 
or crypto is a collection of binary 

data which is designed to work as a 
medium of exchange. Individual 
coin ownership records are stored in 
a ledger, which is a computerized 
database using strong cryptography 
to secure transaction records, to 
control the creation of additional 
coins, and to verify the transfer of 
coin ownership. 

T h e  “ c r y p t o ”  i n  c r y p t o 
currencies refers to complicated 
cryptography that allows for the 
creation and processing of digital 
currencies and their transactions 
across decentralized systems. 
Alongside this important “crypto” 
feature of these currencies is a 
c o m m o n  c o m m i t m e n t  t o 
decentralization  crypto currencies 
are typically developed as code by 
teams who build in mechanisms for 
issuance (through a process called 
mining) and other controls.

Crypto currency does not exist 
in physical  form (l ike paper 
money),there are no coins to mint or 
bills to print, only exists online, and 
is typically not issued by a central 
authority. Crypto currencies use 
decentralized control as opposed to a 
central bank digital currency 
(CBDC).  When implemented with 
decentralized control, each crypto 
currency works through distributed 
ledger technology, typically a block 
chain that serves as a public 
financial transaction database. Once 
a block is added to the block chain, it 
becomes accessible to anyone who 
wishes to view it, acting as a public 
ledger of crypto currency transactions. 

Digital crypto-currencies’ and 
crypto-assets’ aim to mirror some, 

or all, of the uses of traditional 
money  a means of payment, a store 
of value, and a unit of account, as an 
alternative investment, helping 
diversify a portfolio apart from 
stocks and bonds  can also be used to 
make purchases, but the number of 
vendors that accept the crypto 
currency is still limited.

Bitcoin, first released as open-
source software in 2 9, is the first 
decentralized crypto currency. Most 
crypto currencies are designed to 
gradually decrease the production of 
that currency, placing a cap on the 
total amount of that currency that 

will ever be in circulation. Crypto 
currencies are almost always 
designed to be free from government 
manipulation and controlso it’s 
decentralized.

Since the release of bitcoin, 
many other crypto currencies have 
been created. There are currently 
over a thousand different crypto 
currencies in the world, and many 
see them as the key to a fairer future 
economy.    The crypto currencies 
m o d e l l e d  a f t e r  b i t c o i n  a r e 
collectively called altcoins, and in 
some cases shitcoins, and have often 
tried to present themselves as 
modified or improved versions of 
bitcoin. Stablecoins are altcoins that 
are designed to maintain a stable 
level of purchasing power. 

A crypto currency wallet stores 
the public and private "keys" 
(address) or seed which can be used 
to receive or trade or spend the 
crypto currency. Crypto currency 
exchanges allow customers to trade 
crypto currencies for other assets, 
such as conventional fiat money, or 
to trade between different digital 
currencies. Atomic swaps are a 
mechanism where one crypto 
currency can be exchanged directly 
for another crypto currency, without 
the need for a trusted third party such 
as an exchange.

Initial coin offerings
An initial coin offering (ICO) is a 
controversial means of raising funds 
for a new crypto currency venture. 
An ICO may be used by start-ups 
with the intention of avoiding 
regulation. In an ICO campaign, a 
percentage of the crypto currency 
(usually in the form of "tokens") is 
sold to early backers of the project in 
exchange for legal tender or other 
crypto currencies. 

Advantages:
ach and every Bitcoin transaction 

that’s ever been made exists on a 
p u b l i c  l e d g e r  a c c e s s i b l e  t o 
everyone, making transactions hard 
to reverse and difficult to fake. 

As decentralized platforms, 
block chain-based crypto currencies 
allow individuals to engage in peer-
to-peer financial transactions or 
enter into contracts. In either case, 

there is no need for some trusted 
third-party intermediary such as a 
bank, monetary authority, court, or 
judge. 

Some feel that well-regulated 
digital currencies can provide 
significant public benefits in greater 
efficiency and lower costs for both 
domest ic  and ,  in  par t icu lar, 
international payments systems, and 
help ensure financial services reach 
the hundreds of millions of people  
especially in developing countries  
without bank accounts.

Cryp to  cur renc ies  make 
tracking donations easier and have 
the potential to allow donors to see 
how their money is used.

The Risks: 
The real identity of person or groups 
behind the development of Bitcoin 
w h o  s t a t e d  t h e  g o a l  o f  t h e 
technology was to create “a new 
electronic cash system” that was 
“completely decentralized with no 
server or central authority” is still 
unknown.

Anonymity
The owners who have crypto 
c u r r e n c y  i n  t h e  s y s t e m  a r e 
anonymous there are no account 
numbers, names, social security 
numbers or any other identifying 
features that connects to its owners.  
It has been appealing to criminals 
due to its anonymity and lack of 
regulation. Transactions that occur 
through the use and exchange of 
altcoins are independent from 
formal banking systems, enables tax 
evasion and laundering of money. 
Money laundering issues are also 
present in regular bank transfers, 
however with bank-to-bank wire 
transfers for instance, the account 
holder must at least provide a proven 
identity.     Since crypto protects the 
identity of holders, governments are 
deeply concerned about their use in 
illicit activities such as money 
laundering, terrorist financing, 
online black markets, and tax 
evasion. Some fear the replacement 
o f  g o v e r n m e n t - c o n t r o l l e d , 
centralized money by crypto.

Difficult to resolve
Loss, theft, and fraud with crypto 
currency are becoming a routine 
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The rise in the popularity of crypto currencies and their adoption by financial institutions 
has led some governments to assess whether regulation is needed to protect users.

affair even though tall claims are 
being put forth regarding their 
security. In the absence of a 
governing body, it can be difficult to 
resolve issues if crypto get stolen or 
lost. Crypto currencies are used 
primarily outside existing banking 
and governmental institutions and 
are exchanged over the Internet. 
Whenever there is an intermediary 
like the banks for example, it is 
possible to trace the revenue 
generation and the government will 
have control over the investment 
people put in.

Volatile, Speculative
Bitcoins and their many look-alikes, 
often known as crypto-assets’, are 
best viewed as a volatile, speculative 
asset class, which some users are 
prepared to accept as a form of 
payment.  Since its public launch in 
2 9, Bitcoin has risen dramatically 
in value, although it once sold for 
1 , - per coin, its present price 

is  about  Rs39 lakhs.  Crypto 
currencies have been compared to 
Ponzi schemes, pyramid schemes 
and economic bubbles, such as 
housing market bubbles. Some say 
that digital currencies are nothing 
but an unfounded fad, based on a 
willingness to ascribe value to 
something that has little or none 
beyond what people will pay for it. 
Regulators in several countries have 
warned against crypto currency and 
some have taken measures to 
dissuade users  such warnings are 
unheard, or ignored. 

Digital currencies to 
affect geopolitics
The expansion of big tech firms into 
global finance and banks themselves 
widening their digital footprints, 
financial technology will reshape 
not just the commercial but also the 
geopolitical sphere. Introduction of 
a digital yuan’ would give China the 
ability to bypass the world’s 
traditional banking systems and then 
chal lenge and help curb the 
dominant role of the dollar in 
international trade and finance. This 
could help limit China’s exposure to 

S sanctions policies which rely 
heavily on the dollar’s pre-eminent 

position in international finance. 
The widespread introduction of 
digital currencies has the potential to 
transform the world financial 
system. In anuary 2 2 , a group of 
advanced economy central banks  
from Canada, the , apan, 
Sweden, Switzerland, and the 

uropean Central Bank  announced 
they were working together on 
central bank digital currencies under 
the auspices of the Bank for 
International Settlements (BIS).

The concern of an unregulated 
global economy
As the popularity of and demand for 
online currencies has increased, so 
have  conce rns  tha t  such  an 
unregulated person to person global 
economy that crypto currencies 
offer may become a threat to society. 
The governments of the G  have 
recognised the need for international 
cooperation on how private digital 
currencies should be regulated, 
because the alternative  a global 
free-for-all  could be chaotic and 
dangerous. 

Why do central banks want 
their own digital currencies?

Once a crypto exchange is 
established, it can mind its own 
crypto currencies, it can have initial 
coin offerings, and this will lead to a 
new asset class in that country and 
help people to invest. Supporters of 
this theory suggest that RBI should 
introduce its own crypto currency in 
India.

The Reality:
Investment in crypto currency is a 
speculative activity, and in no way it 
encourages production activity or 
creates real employment.   Those in 
f avou r  o f  l ega l i s i ng  c ryp to 
currencies argue that with the help of 
technology people will find newer 
ways to escape from the noose of 
law. So, it is going to be extremely 
difficult to regulate crypto. But, they 
overlook the fact that technology 
can cut the technology. Another 
argument put forth is that people 
continue to invest wherever the 
returns are high even if it is risky. 
This is true to some extent under the 
existing socio-economic system 

where no one is assured of a secured 
future and where acquisitive nature 
dominates the society.

 But, these experts and leaders 
fail to conceive of a decentralized 
economic system where everyone is 
guaranteed the basic necessities of 
life through 1  employment 
o p p o r t u n i t y  w i t h  a d e q u a t e 
purchasing capacity so that people 
can pursue higher values of life 
instead of becoming a money 
e a r n i n g  m a c h i n e s .  P R O T 
advocates such a socio-economic 
system for the entire globe where 
speculative activities are banned 
and opportunities are created for 
gainful investment in the local area.

Views of PROUT:
The banking system must be 
vigilant about two important points. 
First, the intrinsic demonic greed of 
the banks must not be allowed to 
jeopardize the life of the common 
people. Secondly, the banks must 
not allow unwise administrators or 
governments to print monetary 
notes indiscriminately without 
reserving the proportionate amount 
of bullion in their treasuries.  The 
printing and issuing of monetary 
notes having no bullion value must 
stop immediately. No monetary 
notes should be issued by the 
government from then on without a 
clear assurance that it is prepared to 
pay the requisite amount of money 
in gold coins. A socioeconomic unit 
can conserve its reserve bullion and 
improve the purchasing capacity of 
the local people by manufacturing 
locally finished products.

   Those countries which have a 
l a r g e  v o l u m e  o f  v e r y  f e w 
commodities to sell but many 
commodities to buy will find barter 
trade profitable. Otherwise their 
reserves of gold bullion may get 
exhausted very quickly.  Barter 
trade will give protection from 
disastrous impact due to economic 
depressions. PRO T advocates 
banning of all the speculative 
activit ies al l  over the world 
including stock markets, hence no 
chance to approve crypto currency 
of the present form.˜

The Excellence of 

Philosophy 
“If ideological vacuum is not filled by PROUT, a great catastrophe will take place in the 
future because other defective philosophies will come forward."

Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar

"Shrii Sarkar has given a broad outline for the gradual 
establishment of the world government."

“The situation on the Russia-
Ukraine border is volatile 

and tense. The crisis needs to 
be resolved diplomatically at 

the earliest.”

Honour Killings Will Continue as Long as Iran's Laws Protect Killers
 Widespread Practice of Child Marriage Means More Young Girls Will Be Murdered
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This walk along the River 
Sindh in central India reveals 
lasting damage from floods 

i n  A u g u s t  2 2 1 ,  w h e n  
unprecedented rainfall  and 
mismanaged water reservoirs led 
to widespread losses for the 
region’s farmers.

Bundelkhand, a region shared 
by the massive Indian states of 

ttar Pradesh and Madhya 
Pradesh, is often in the news for 
drought. But in August last year, it 
was flooded in Bundelkhand that 
dominated the news cycle. Starting 
on 3 August 2 21, some areas 
within the region experienced 
unusually high rainfall, triggering 
widespread flooding along the 
Sindh River, a major tributary of 
the Yamuna which flows through 
the region.

Houses collapsed, cattle were 
dead, and fodder was decimated. 
Three concrete bridges across the 
Sindh River  at Seondha, 
Ratangarh temple and Laanch  
were utterly destroyed, and others 
were damaged as the river rose. 
Since Bundelkhand is divided 
between two states, the scale of 
damage proved hard to quantify, 
but within a week, more than 3  
villages in ttar Pradesh alone had 
been inundated by floods. 

Months after the floods, when 
we started our walk along the 
Sindh River at Seondha in Madhya 
Pradesh, the effects of the flood 

were still very much evident. We 
met farmers Naresh ishwakarma 
and airam Baghel. They showed 
us how the floods dumped the river 
sand on their lands  unfertile and 
unsuitable for their crops. Floods 
toppled boundary walls, and repair 
work was still ongoing on their 
machinery airam said that his 
crop of jowar-bajra (sorghum-
millet) was ruined in the flood.

Speaking to farmers as we 
walked through areas hit by the 
August 2 21 floods, it was 
terrifying to hear about the flood’s 
intensity as the villagers described 
the damage caused. They pointed 
to the tops of houses and trees, 
showing how high the water had 
risen. aptan Singh, a -year-old 
resident of Dhamdholi village in 
Shivpuri district, told us: “I have 
not seen such floods in my life. 

arlier during floods, water levels 
would rise but the river didn’t 
enter our village. The paddy 
grown in 2  vigha .44 acres  
area of my farm was destroyed in 
the floods. While I received a 
compensation of INR ,  SD 
6  some others did not receive 
any compensation. The patwari 
village level administrative 

officer of the revenue department  
is responsible for distribution of 
the compensation.”

The flood has left its imprint 
everywhere, including in sand 
deposited on farms where wheat is 
now growing, having been picked 
up by the floodwaters. Suresh 

ushwaha from Sarkhadpur 
village offered us water from his 
open well when he saw us walking 
wi th  our  luggage.  Suresh 
explained that the water level in 

the well was unusually high. 
“After the floods our wells have 
rocks and silt deposition, because 
of which the water levels have 
risen,” he said.

Suresh was among the many 
farmers who showed us the 
damage their farms, motors, and 
electricity lines sustained in the 
August 2 21 floods. Suresh told us 
that aside from the winter crops of 
paddy and groundnut being 
destroyed, the fertile topsoil of 
their farms was eroded, exposing a 
hard rocky layer unsuitable for 
cultivation. As a result, farmers of 
the village had to transport fertile 
soil from other areas and use more 
fertilisers than they would usually 
need to compensate. 

“People representing a 
fertiliser company made regular 
visits to our village and told us to 
add 2  kg urea, 1 kg potash, one 
bag of super fertiliser and several 
packets of zinc,” Suresh said. “We 
were told that zinc, especially, 
needs to be added since the top soil 
is eroded completely.” The extra 
expense is a hardship for the 
farmers, while artificial soil 
fertility management through 
chemical fertilisers may have 
l o n g - t e r m  e n v i r o n m e n t a l  
consequences. 

Dams, irrigation, and flood 
management

The Mohini Pickup reservoir and 
Madikheda (Or Atal Sagar) are the 
two main dams on the Sindh. They 
are part of the Sindh Phase II Major 
irrigation project, started in 2 1 -
2 11 at INR 4.66 billion 
(approximately SD 1 billion), to 
help alleviate the droughts that 
often hit the region. This irrigation 
project has led to increased surface 
water availability and a rise in 
groundwater levels, of helps 
farmers. But during the heavy 
rainfall last August, the operation 
of the dams added to the disaster. 
On August 3 2 21, Officials 
opened all ten gates of the 

Madikheda dam. Three out of the 
2  gates of the Mohini dam had 
started opening on the evening of 
August 2.  However,  many 
villagers were unaware of this, and 
the sudden rise in the water caught 
them. During the night of August 3, 
they scrambled from their homes 
to find points of higher elevation, 
away from the water. Hemant 
Rawat, sarpanch (head of an 
elected village committee) of 
Behgawan village in Shivpuri 
district ,  blames a lack of 
management for the floods. “Since 
there was heavy rainfall in a short 
time, the governing authorities 
should have opened the gates and 
released water from the dams 
sooner,” he said.

Links to climate change?

Despite the severity of the August 
2 21 floods, the total amount of 
rainfall that fell in Bundelkhand 
through summer 2 21 was about 
average  Madhya Pradesh 
received 94 .2 mm of rain between 
1 une and 3  September, 
compared to the average of 94 .6 
mm. The difference was how 
concentrated the rainfall was. 
Some places within the region saw 
much more rain than others, 
especially Shivpuri, Guna and 
Datia. The Madikheda and Mohini 
dams are located in the Shivpuri 
district. Guna and idisha are the 
upstream districts of River Sindh, 

which partly contribute to the 
dams’ catchment area.

R a i n f a l l  w a s  a l s o  
concentrated in time, being much 
more intense in early August. This 
greater unevenness of rainfall is a 
clear impact of climate change. 
Inc reas ing ly  va r i ab le  and  
unpredictable rainfall has huge 
implications for agriculture in 
Bundelkhand. But government 
action to deal with the long-term 
consequences appears limited. The 
Indian Council of Agricultural 
Research started the National 
Innovations in Climate Resilient 
Agriculture programme in 2 11 to 
assess the vulnerability of 
agriculture to climate change and 
demonstrate technology that could 
help with adaptation. But on the 
ground, a decade later, there is 
little evidence that any lessons 
have been implemented.

WhenWhen asked about how 
climate change impacts agriculture 
and irrigation in Madhya Pradesh, 
Preet i  Maithi l ,  the s ta te 's  
agriculture director, replied: 
"Climate change is mostly dealt 
wi th  by  the  nv i ronment  
Ministry." We also sent some 
questions to the office of Ajit 

esari, the additional chief 
secretary of the Madhya Pradesh 
Agriculture Department, and 
further questions to the office of 
Preeti Maithil. This report will be 
updated when they respond. 

The lasting impacts of last 
year’s sudden rainfall, along with 
the lack of coordination between 
farmers and dam officials, show 
the  need for  a  whole-of-
government approach to the 
increasing risks faced by the 
region’s farmers from a changing 
climate. Yet, according to Piyush 
Ramteke, research scientist and 
programme manager at the Gujarat 
Institute of Disaster Management: 
“The approach of the concerned 
governing authorities is still at the 
level of managing disasters and 
does not include preparing for 
climate change. ̃

FLOOD CONTROL

The authors walked for 155 kilometres along the River Sindh under the ‘Moving 
Upstream: Sindh’ Fellowship offered by Veditum India Foundation from 23 

January to 3 February 2022

WALKING IN THE SHADOW OF  MADHYA PRADESH’S

DEVASTATING FLOODS
Aishani Goswami, Rahul Singh

A concrete bridge near Laanch village on the Sindh River, which was destroyed in the 2021 floods 

NEW ERA CURRENCY

India has the highest number of 
crypto owners in the world, 
around 1  million  and in the 

last  one year,  crypto market 
reportedly grew at 641  in India. 
The Supreme Court, in March 2 2  
nullified the circular of the RBI 
banning crypto currency. People 
thought there was validation by the 
Supreme Court as the court lifted the 
ban imposed by the RBI. That made 
many people joining the crypto 
bandwagon.

Now, the government is talking 
about prohibiting all private crypto 
currencies and the RBI introducing a 
currency. Indians are trying to find 
answers to the questions, Is the 
government's plan to regulate crypto 
currency a good move? Will crypto 
b e  a  s e r i o u s  t h r e a t  t o  t h e 
macroeconomic and financial 
stability of the country? Should RBI 
introduce its crypto?

Global Scenario
The rise in the popularity of crypto 
currencies and their adoption by 
financial institutions has led some 
governments to assess whether 
regulation is needed to protect users. 
The legal status of crypto currencies 
varies substantially from country to 
country and is still undefined or 
changing in many of them. While 
some countries have explicitly 
allowed their use and trade, others 

have banned or restricted it. Few 
countries are planning to create their 
own crypto currency. 

 l Salvador made Bitcoin legal 
tender on une 9, 2 21. It is the first 
country to do so. The crypto 
currency can be used for any 
transaction where the business can 
accept it. Cuba has followed this. 
Many Latin American countries are 
reportedly considering similar 
moves.

Chinese government  has 
declared al l  crypto currency 
transactions of any kind illegal. 
Turkey has banned the use of crypto 
currencies and crypto assets for 
making purchases. In the nited 

ingdom, all crypto currency firms, 
such as exchanges, advisors and 
professionals that have either a 
presence, market product or provide 
services within the  market must 
register with the Financial Conduct 
Author i ty.  Sou th  o rea  has 
implemented new legislation to 
strengthen their oversight of digital 
assets. South Africa has seen a large 
amount of scams related to crypto 
currency, is planning a regulatory 
framework.

The Financial Action Task 
Force (FATF) an intergovernmental 
organisation founded in 1989 on the 
initiative of the G  to develop 
p o l i c i e s  t o  c o m b a t  m o n e y 

laundering and financing has 
defined crypto currency-related 
services as "virtual asset service 
p r o v i d e r s "  ( A S P s )  a n d 
recommended that they be regulated 
with the same money laundering 
(AML) and know your customer 
( YC) requirements as financial 
institutions. It has introduced the 
"Travel Rule" for crypto currencies, 
a measure which mandates that 

ASPs obtain, hold, and exchange 
information about the originators 
and beneficiaries of virtual asset 
transfers. 

Some propose that banks that 
held crypto currency assets must set 
aside capital to cover all potential 
losses. 

nited States treats bitcoin as 
property for tax purposes. 

  A number of Aid agencies 
have started accepting donations in 
crypto currencies, including the 
American Red Cross, NIC F, and 
the N World Food Program.

Ban on Advertising 
Crypto currency advertisements 
have been temporarily banned on 
many social platforms including 
Facebook, Google, Twitter, Bing, 
Snapchat, LinkedIn etc.

What Are Crypto currencies?
A crypto currency, crypto-currency, 
or crypto is a collection of binary 

data which is designed to work as a 
medium of exchange. Individual 
coin ownership records are stored in 
a ledger, which is a computerized 
database using strong cryptography 
to secure transaction records, to 
control the creation of additional 
coins, and to verify the transfer of 
coin ownership. 

T h e  “ c r y p t o ”  i n  c r y p t o 
currencies refers to complicated 
cryptography that allows for the 
creation and processing of digital 
currencies and their transactions 
across decentralized systems. 
Alongside this important “crypto” 
feature of these currencies is a 
c o m m o n  c o m m i t m e n t  t o 
decentralization  crypto currencies 
are typically developed as code by 
teams who build in mechanisms for 
issuance (through a process called 
mining) and other controls.

Crypto currency does not exist 
in physical  form (l ike paper 
money),there are no coins to mint or 
bills to print, only exists online, and 
is typically not issued by a central 
authority. Crypto currencies use 
decentralized control as opposed to a 
central bank digital currency 
(CBDC).  When implemented with 
decentralized control, each crypto 
currency works through distributed 
ledger technology, typically a block 
chain that serves as a public 
financial transaction database. Once 
a block is added to the block chain, it 
becomes accessible to anyone who 
wishes to view it, acting as a public 
ledger of crypto currency transactions. 

Digital crypto-currencies’ and 
crypto-assets’ aim to mirror some, 

or all, of the uses of traditional 
money  a means of payment, a store 
of value, and a unit of account, as an 
alternative investment, helping 
diversify a portfolio apart from 
stocks and bonds  can also be used to 
make purchases, but the number of 
vendors that accept the crypto 
currency is still limited.

Bitcoin, first released as open-
source software in 2 9, is the first 
decentralized crypto currency. Most 
crypto currencies are designed to 
gradually decrease the production of 
that currency, placing a cap on the 
total amount of that currency that 

will ever be in circulation. Crypto 
currencies are almost always 
designed to be free from government 
manipulation and controlso it’s 
decentralized.

Since the release of bitcoin, 
many other crypto currencies have 
been created. There are currently 
over a thousand different crypto 
currencies in the world, and many 
see them as the key to a fairer future 
economy.    The crypto currencies 
m o d e l l e d  a f t e r  b i t c o i n  a r e 
collectively called altcoins, and in 
some cases shitcoins, and have often 
tried to present themselves as 
modified or improved versions of 
bitcoin. Stablecoins are altcoins that 
are designed to maintain a stable 
level of purchasing power. 

A crypto currency wallet stores 
the public and private "keys" 
(address) or seed which can be used 
to receive or trade or spend the 
crypto currency. Crypto currency 
exchanges allow customers to trade 
crypto currencies for other assets, 
such as conventional fiat money, or 
to trade between different digital 
currencies. Atomic swaps are a 
mechanism where one crypto 
currency can be exchanged directly 
for another crypto currency, without 
the need for a trusted third party such 
as an exchange.

Initial coin offerings
An initial coin offering (ICO) is a 
controversial means of raising funds 
for a new crypto currency venture. 
An ICO may be used by start-ups 
with the intention of avoiding 
regulation. In an ICO campaign, a 
percentage of the crypto currency 
(usually in the form of "tokens") is 
sold to early backers of the project in 
exchange for legal tender or other 
crypto currencies. 

Advantages:
ach and every Bitcoin transaction 

that’s ever been made exists on a 
p u b l i c  l e d g e r  a c c e s s i b l e  t o 
everyone, making transactions hard 
to reverse and difficult to fake. 

As decentralized platforms, 
block chain-based crypto currencies 
allow individuals to engage in peer-
to-peer financial transactions or 
enter into contracts. In either case, 

there is no need for some trusted 
third-party intermediary such as a 
bank, monetary authority, court, or 
judge. 

Some feel that well-regulated 
digital currencies can provide 
significant public benefits in greater 
efficiency and lower costs for both 
domest ic  and ,  in  par t icu lar, 
international payments systems, and 
help ensure financial services reach 
the hundreds of millions of people  
especially in developing countries  
without bank accounts.

Cryp to  cur renc ies  make 
tracking donations easier and have 
the potential to allow donors to see 
how their money is used.

The Risks: 
The real identity of person or groups 
behind the development of Bitcoin 
w h o  s t a t e d  t h e  g o a l  o f  t h e 
technology was to create “a new 
electronic cash system” that was 
“completely decentralized with no 
server or central authority” is still 
unknown.

Anonymity
The owners who have crypto 
c u r r e n c y  i n  t h e  s y s t e m  a r e 
anonymous there are no account 
numbers, names, social security 
numbers or any other identifying 
features that connects to its owners.  
It has been appealing to criminals 
due to its anonymity and lack of 
regulation. Transactions that occur 
through the use and exchange of 
altcoins are independent from 
formal banking systems, enables tax 
evasion and laundering of money. 
Money laundering issues are also 
present in regular bank transfers, 
however with bank-to-bank wire 
transfers for instance, the account 
holder must at least provide a proven 
identity.     Since crypto protects the 
identity of holders, governments are 
deeply concerned about their use in 
illicit activities such as money 
laundering, terrorist financing, 
online black markets, and tax 
evasion. Some fear the replacement 
o f  g o v e r n m e n t - c o n t r o l l e d , 
centralized money by crypto.

Difficult to resolve
Loss, theft, and fraud with crypto 
currency are becoming a routine 

CRYPTO CURRENCY?
SHOULD WE ENCOURAGE 

Ganesh Bhat Sirsi

The rise in the popularity of crypto currencies and their adoption by financial institutions 
has led some governments to assess whether regulation is needed to protect users.

affair even though tall claims are 
being put forth regarding their 
security. In the absence of a 
governing body, it can be difficult to 
resolve issues if crypto get stolen or 
lost. Crypto currencies are used 
primarily outside existing banking 
and governmental institutions and 
are exchanged over the Internet. 
Whenever there is an intermediary 
like the banks for example, it is 
possible to trace the revenue 
generation and the government will 
have control over the investment 
people put in.

Volatile, Speculative
Bitcoins and their many look-alikes, 
often known as crypto-assets’, are 
best viewed as a volatile, speculative 
asset class, which some users are 
prepared to accept as a form of 
payment.  Since its public launch in 
2 9, Bitcoin has risen dramatically 
in value, although it once sold for 
1 , - per coin, its present price 

is  about  Rs39 lakhs.  Crypto 
currencies have been compared to 
Ponzi schemes, pyramid schemes 
and economic bubbles, such as 
housing market bubbles. Some say 
that digital currencies are nothing 
but an unfounded fad, based on a 
willingness to ascribe value to 
something that has little or none 
beyond what people will pay for it. 
Regulators in several countries have 
warned against crypto currency and 
some have taken measures to 
dissuade users  such warnings are 
unheard, or ignored. 

Digital currencies to 
affect geopolitics
The expansion of big tech firms into 
global finance and banks themselves 
widening their digital footprints, 
financial technology will reshape 
not just the commercial but also the 
geopolitical sphere. Introduction of 
a digital yuan’ would give China the 
ability to bypass the world’s 
traditional banking systems and then 
chal lenge and help curb the 
dominant role of the dollar in 
international trade and finance. This 
could help limit China’s exposure to 

S sanctions policies which rely 
heavily on the dollar’s pre-eminent 

position in international finance. 
The widespread introduction of 
digital currencies has the potential to 
transform the world financial 
system. In anuary 2 2 , a group of 
advanced economy central banks  
from Canada, the , apan, 
Sweden, Switzerland, and the 

uropean Central Bank  announced 
they were working together on 
central bank digital currencies under 
the auspices of the Bank for 
International Settlements (BIS).

The concern of an unregulated 
global economy
As the popularity of and demand for 
online currencies has increased, so 
have  conce rns  tha t  such  an 
unregulated person to person global 
economy that crypto currencies 
offer may become a threat to society. 
The governments of the G  have 
recognised the need for international 
cooperation on how private digital 
currencies should be regulated, 
because the alternative  a global 
free-for-all  could be chaotic and 
dangerous. 

Why do central banks want 
their own digital currencies?

Once a crypto exchange is 
established, it can mind its own 
crypto currencies, it can have initial 
coin offerings, and this will lead to a 
new asset class in that country and 
help people to invest. Supporters of 
this theory suggest that RBI should 
introduce its own crypto currency in 
India.

The Reality:
Investment in crypto currency is a 
speculative activity, and in no way it 
encourages production activity or 
creates real employment.   Those in 
f avou r  o f  l ega l i s i ng  c ryp to 
currencies argue that with the help of 
technology people will find newer 
ways to escape from the noose of 
law. So, it is going to be extremely 
difficult to regulate crypto. But, they 
overlook the fact that technology 
can cut the technology. Another 
argument put forth is that people 
continue to invest wherever the 
returns are high even if it is risky. 
This is true to some extent under the 
existing socio-economic system 

where no one is assured of a secured 
future and where acquisitive nature 
dominates the society.

 But, these experts and leaders 
fail to conceive of a decentralized 
economic system where everyone is 
guaranteed the basic necessities of 
life through 1  employment 
o p p o r t u n i t y  w i t h  a d e q u a t e 
purchasing capacity so that people 
can pursue higher values of life 
instead of becoming a money 
e a r n i n g  m a c h i n e s .  P R O T 
advocates such a socio-economic 
system for the entire globe where 
speculative activities are banned 
and opportunities are created for 
gainful investment in the local area.

Views of PROUT:
The banking system must be 
vigilant about two important points. 
First, the intrinsic demonic greed of 
the banks must not be allowed to 
jeopardize the life of the common 
people. Secondly, the banks must 
not allow unwise administrators or 
governments to print monetary 
notes indiscriminately without 
reserving the proportionate amount 
of bullion in their treasuries.  The 
printing and issuing of monetary 
notes having no bullion value must 
stop immediately. No monetary 
notes should be issued by the 
government from then on without a 
clear assurance that it is prepared to 
pay the requisite amount of money 
in gold coins. A socioeconomic unit 
can conserve its reserve bullion and 
improve the purchasing capacity of 
the local people by manufacturing 
locally finished products.

   Those countries which have a 
l a r g e  v o l u m e  o f  v e r y  f e w 
commodities to sell but many 
commodities to buy will find barter 
trade profitable. Otherwise their 
reserves of gold bullion may get 
exhausted very quickly.  Barter 
trade will give protection from 
disastrous impact due to economic 
depressions. PRO T advocates 
banning of all the speculative 
activit ies all  over the world 
including stock markets, hence no 
chance to approve crypto currency 
of the present form.˜

The Excellence of 

Philosophy 
“If ideological vacuum is not filled by PROUT, a great catastrophe will take place in the 
future because other defective philosophies will come forward."

Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar

"Shrii Sarkar has given a broad outline for the gradual 
establishment of the world government."

“The situation on the Russia-
Ukraine border is volatile 

and tense. The crisis needs to 
be resolved diplomatically at 

the earliest.”

Honour Killings Will Continue as Long as Iran's Laws Protect Killers
 Widespread Practice of Child Marriage Means More Young Girls Will Be Murdered
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This walk along the River 
Sindh in central India reveals 
lasting damage from floods 

i n  A u g u s t  2 2 1 ,  w h e n  
unprecedented rainfall  and 
mismanaged water reservoirs led 
to widespread losses for the 
region’s farmers.

Bundelkhand, a region shared 
by the massive Indian states of 

ttar Pradesh and Madhya 
Pradesh, is often in the news for 
drought. But in August last year, it 
was flooded in Bundelkhand that 
dominated the news cycle. Starting 
on 3 August 2 21, some areas 
within the region experienced 
unusually high rainfall, triggering 
widespread flooding along the 
Sindh River, a major tributary of 
the Yamuna which flows through 
the region.

Houses collapsed, cattle were 
dead, and fodder was decimated. 
Three concrete bridges across the 
Sindh River  at Seondha, 
Ratangarh temple and Laanch  
were utterly destroyed, and others 
were damaged as the river rose. 
Since Bundelkhand is divided 
between two states, the scale of 
damage proved hard to quantify, 
but within a week, more than 3  
villages in ttar Pradesh alone had 
been inundated by floods. 

Months after the floods, when 
we started our walk along the 
Sindh River at Seondha in Madhya 
Pradesh, the effects of the flood 

were still very much evident. We 
met farmers Naresh ishwakarma 
and airam Baghel. They showed 
us how the floods dumped the river 
sand on their lands  unfertile and 
unsuitable for their crops. Floods 
toppled boundary walls, and repair 
work was still ongoing on their 
machinery airam said that his 
crop of jowar-bajra (sorghum-
millet) was ruined in the flood.

Speaking to farmers as we 
walked through areas hit by the 
August 2 21 floods, it was 
terrifying to hear about the flood’s 
intensity as the villagers described 
the damage caused. They pointed 
to the tops of houses and trees, 
showing how high the water had 
risen. aptan Singh, a -year-old 
resident of Dhamdholi village in 
Shivpuri district, told us: “I have 
not seen such floods in my life. 

arlier during floods, water levels 
would rise but the river didn’t 
enter our village. The paddy 
grown in 2  vigha .44 acres  
area of my farm was destroyed in 
the floods. While I received a 
compensation of INR ,  SD 
6  some others did not receive 
any compensation. The patwari 
village level administrative 

officer of the revenue department  
is responsible for distribution of 
the compensation.”

The flood has left its imprint 
everywhere, including in sand 
deposited on farms where wheat is 
now growing, having been picked 
up by the floodwaters. Suresh 

ushwaha from Sarkhadpur 
village offered us water from his 
open well when he saw us walking 
wi th  our  luggage.  Suresh 
explained that the water level in 

the well was unusually high. 
“After the floods our wells have 
rocks and silt deposition, because 
of which the water levels have 
risen,” he said.

Suresh was among the many 
farmers who showed us the 
damage their farms, motors, and 
electricity lines sustained in the 
August 2 21 floods. Suresh told us 
that aside from the winter crops of 
paddy and groundnut being 
destroyed, the fertile topsoil of 
their farms was eroded, exposing a 
hard rocky layer unsuitable for 
cultivation. As a result, farmers of 
the village had to transport fertile 
soil from other areas and use more 
fertilisers than they would usually 
need to compensate. 

“People representing a 
fertiliser company made regular 
visits to our village and told us to 
add 2  kg urea, 1 kg potash, one 
bag of super fertiliser and several 
packets of zinc,” Suresh said. “We 
were told that zinc, especially, 
needs to be added since the top soil 
is eroded completely.” The extra 
expense is a hardship for the 
farmers, while artificial soil 
fertility management through 
chemical fertilisers may have 
l o n g - t e r m  e n v i r o n m e n t a l  
consequences. 

Dams, irrigation, and flood 
management

The Mohini Pickup reservoir and 
Madikheda (Or Atal Sagar) are the 
two main dams on the Sindh. They 
are part of the Sindh Phase II Major 
irrigation project, started in 2 1 -
2 11 at INR 4.66 billion 
(approximately SD 1 billion), to 
help alleviate the droughts that 
often hit the region. This irrigation 
project has led to increased surface 
water availability and a rise in 
groundwater levels, of helps 
farmers. But during the heavy 
rainfall last August, the operation 
of the dams added to the disaster. 
On August 3 2 21, Officials 
opened all ten gates of the 

Madikheda dam. Three out of the 
2  gates of the Mohini dam had 
started opening on the evening of 
August 2.  However,  many 
villagers were unaware of this, and 
the sudden rise in the water caught 
them. During the night of August 3, 
they scrambled from their homes 
to find points of higher elevation, 
away from the water. Hemant 
Rawat, sarpanch (head of an 
elected village committee) of 
Behgawan village in Shivpuri 
district ,  blames a lack of 
management for the floods. “Since 
there was heavy rainfall in a short 
time, the governing authorities 
should have opened the gates and 
released water from the dams 
sooner,” he said.

Links to climate change?

Despite the severity of the August 
2 21 floods, the total amount of 
rainfall that fell in Bundelkhand 
through summer 2 21 was about 
average  Madhya Pradesh 
received 94 .2 mm of rain between 
1 une and 3  September, 
compared to the average of 94 .6 
mm. The difference was how 
concentrated the rainfall was. 
Some places within the region saw 
much more rain than others, 
especially Shivpuri, Guna and 
Datia. The Madikheda and Mohini 
dams are located in the Shivpuri 
district. Guna and idisha are the 
upstream districts of River Sindh, 

which partly contribute to the 
dams’ catchment area.

R a i n f a l l  w a s  a l s o  
concentrated in time, being much 
more intense in early August. This 
greater unevenness of rainfall is a 
clear impact of climate change. 
Inc reas ing ly  va r i ab le  and  
unpredictable rainfall has huge 
implications for agriculture in 
Bundelkhand. But government 
action to deal with the long-term 
consequences appears limited. The 
Indian Council of Agricultural 
Research started the National 
Innovations in Climate Resilient 
Agriculture programme in 2 11 to 
assess the vulnerability of 
agriculture to climate change and 
demonstrate technology that could 
help with adaptation. But on the 
ground, a decade later, there is 
little evidence that any lessons 
have been implemented.

WhenWhen asked about how 
climate change impacts agriculture 
and irrigation in Madhya Pradesh, 
Preet i  Maithi l ,  the s ta te 's  
agriculture director, replied: 
"Climate change is mostly dealt 
wi th  by  the  nv i ronment  
Ministry." We also sent some 
questions to the office of Ajit 

esari, the additional chief 
secretary of the Madhya Pradesh 
Agriculture Department, and 
further questions to the office of 
Preeti Maithil. This report will be 
updated when they respond. 

The lasting impacts of last 
year’s sudden rainfall, along with 
the lack of coordination between 
farmers and dam officials, show 
the  need for  a  whole-of-
government approach to the 
increasing risks faced by the 
region’s farmers from a changing 
climate. Yet, according to Piyush 
Ramteke, research scientist and 
programme manager at the Gujarat 
Institute of Disaster Management: 
“The approach of the concerned 
governing authorities is still at the 
level of managing disasters and 
does not include preparing for 
climate change. ̃

FLOOD CONTROL

The authors walked for 155 kilometres along the River Sindh under the ‘Moving 
Upstream: Sindh’ Fellowship offered by Veditum India Foundation from 23 

January to 3 February 2022

WALKING IN THE SHADOW OF  MADHYA PRADESH’S

DEVASTATING FLOODS
Aishani Goswami, Rahul Singh

A concrete bridge near Laanch village on the Sindh River, which was destroyed in the 2021 floods 

NEW ERA CURRENCY

India has the highest number of 
crypto owners in the world, 
around 1  million  and in the 

last  one year,  crypto market 
reportedly grew at 641  in India. 
The Supreme Court, in March 2 2  
nullified the circular of the RBI 
banning crypto currency. People 
thought there was validation by the 
Supreme Court as the court lifted the 
ban imposed by the RBI. That made 
many people joining the crypto 
bandwagon.

Now, the government is talking 
about prohibiting all private crypto 
currencies and the RBI introducing a 
currency. Indians are trying to find 
answers to the questions, Is the 
government's plan to regulate crypto 
currency a good move? Will crypto 
b e  a  s e r i o u s  t h r e a t  t o  t h e 
macroeconomic and financial 
stability of the country? Should RBI 
introduce its crypto?

Global Scenario
The rise in the popularity of crypto 
currencies and their adoption by 
financial institutions has led some 
governments to assess whether 
regulation is needed to protect users. 
The legal status of crypto currencies 
varies substantially from country to 
country and is still undefined or 
changing in many of them. While 
some countries have explicitly 
allowed their use and trade, others 

have banned or restricted it. Few 
countries are planning to create their 
own crypto currency. 

 l Salvador made Bitcoin legal 
tender on une 9, 2 21. It is the first 
country to do so. The crypto 
currency can be used for any 
transaction where the business can 
accept it. Cuba has followed this. 
Many Latin American countries are 
reportedly considering similar 
moves.

Chinese government  has 
declared al l  crypto currency 
transactions of any kind illegal. 
Turkey has banned the use of crypto 
currencies and crypto assets for 
making purchases. In the nited 

ingdom, all crypto currency firms, 
such as exchanges, advisors and 
professionals that have either a 
presence, market product or provide 
services within the  market must 
register with the Financial Conduct 
Author i ty.  Sou th  o rea  has 
implemented new legislation to 
strengthen their oversight of digital 
assets. South Africa has seen a large 
amount of scams related to crypto 
currency, is planning a regulatory 
framework.

The Financial Action Task 
Force (FATF) an intergovernmental 
organisation founded in 1989 on the 
initiative of the G  to develop 
p o l i c i e s  t o  c o m b a t  m o n e y 

laundering and financing has 
defined crypto currency-related 
services as "virtual asset service 
p r o v i d e r s "  ( A S P s )  a n d 
recommended that they be regulated 
with the same money laundering 
(AML) and know your customer 
( YC) requirements as financial 
institutions. It has introduced the 
"Travel Rule" for crypto currencies, 
a measure which mandates that 

ASPs obtain, hold, and exchange 
information about the originators 
and beneficiaries of virtual asset 
transfers. 

Some propose that banks that 
held crypto currency assets must set 
aside capital to cover all potential 
losses. 

nited States treats bitcoin as 
property for tax purposes. 

  A number of Aid agencies 
have started accepting donations in 
crypto currencies, including the 
American Red Cross, NIC F, and 
the N World Food Program.

Ban on Advertising 
Crypto currency advertisements 
have been temporarily banned on 
many social platforms including 
Facebook, Google, Twitter, Bing, 
Snapchat, LinkedIn etc.

What Are Crypto currencies?
A crypto currency, crypto-currency, 
or crypto is a collection of binary 

data which is designed to work as a 
medium of exchange. Individual 
coin ownership records are stored in 
a ledger, which is a computerized 
database using strong cryptography 
to secure transaction records, to 
control the creation of additional 
coins, and to verify the transfer of 
coin ownership. 

T h e  “ c r y p t o ”  i n  c r y p t o 
currencies refers to complicated 
cryptography that allows for the 
creation and processing of digital 
currencies and their transactions 
across decentralized systems. 
Alongside this important “crypto” 
feature of these currencies is a 
c o m m o n  c o m m i t m e n t  t o 
decentralization  crypto currencies 
are typically developed as code by 
teams who build in mechanisms for 
issuance (through a process called 
mining) and other controls.

Crypto currency does not exist 
in physical  form (l ike paper 
money),there are no coins to mint or 
bills to print, only exists online, and 
is typically not issued by a central 
authority. Crypto currencies use 
decentralized control as opposed to a 
central bank digital currency 
(CBDC).  When implemented with 
decentralized control, each crypto 
currency works through distributed 
ledger technology, typically a block 
chain that serves as a public 
financial transaction database. Once 
a block is added to the block chain, it 
becomes accessible to anyone who 
wishes to view it, acting as a public 
ledger of crypto currency transactions. 

Digital crypto-currencies’ and 
crypto-assets’ aim to mirror some, 

or all, of the uses of traditional 
money  a means of payment, a store 
of value, and a unit of account, as an 
alternative investment, helping 
diversify a portfolio apart from 
stocks and bonds  can also be used to 
make purchases, but the number of 
vendors that accept the crypto 
currency is still limited.

Bitcoin, first released as open-
source software in 2 9, is the first 
decentralized crypto currency. Most 
crypto currencies are designed to 
gradually decrease the production of 
that currency, placing a cap on the 
total amount of that currency that 

will ever be in circulation. Crypto 
currencies are almost always 
designed to be free from government 
manipulation and controlso it’s 
decentralized.

Since the release of bitcoin, 
many other crypto currencies have 
been created. There are currently 
over a thousand different crypto 
currencies in the world, and many 
see them as the key to a fairer future 
economy.    The crypto currencies 
m o d e l l e d  a f t e r  b i t c o i n  a r e 
collectively called altcoins, and in 
some cases shitcoins, and have often 
tried to present themselves as 
modified or improved versions of 
bitcoin. Stablecoins are altcoins that 
are designed to maintain a stable 
level of purchasing power. 

A crypto currency wallet stores 
the public and private "keys" 
(address) or seed which can be used 
to receive or trade or spend the 
crypto currency. Crypto currency 
exchanges allow customers to trade 
crypto currencies for other assets, 
such as conventional fiat money, or 
to trade between different digital 
currencies. Atomic swaps are a 
mechanism where one crypto 
currency can be exchanged directly 
for another crypto currency, without 
the need for a trusted third party such 
as an exchange.

Initial coin offerings
An initial coin offering (ICO) is a 
controversial means of raising funds 
for a new crypto currency venture. 
An ICO may be used by start-ups 
with the intention of avoiding 
regulation. In an ICO campaign, a 
percentage of the crypto currency 
(usually in the form of "tokens") is 
sold to early backers of the project in 
exchange for legal tender or other 
crypto currencies. 

Advantages:
ach and every Bitcoin transaction 

that’s ever been made exists on a 
p u b l i c  l e d g e r  a c c e s s i b l e  t o 
everyone, making transactions hard 
to reverse and difficult to fake. 

As decentralized platforms, 
block chain-based crypto currencies 
allow individuals to engage in peer-
to-peer financial transactions or 
enter into contracts. In either case, 

there is no need for some trusted 
third-party intermediary such as a 
bank, monetary authority, court, or 
judge. 

Some feel that well-regulated 
digital currencies can provide 
significant public benefits in greater 
efficiency and lower costs for both 
domest ic  and ,  in  par t icu lar, 
international payments systems, and 
help ensure financial services reach 
the hundreds of millions of people  
especially in developing countries  
without bank accounts.

Cryp to  cur renc ies  make 
tracking donations easier and have 
the potential to allow donors to see 
how their money is used.

The Risks: 
The real identity of person or groups 
behind the development of Bitcoin 
w h o  s t a t e d  t h e  g o a l  o f  t h e 
technology was to create “a new 
electronic cash system” that was 
“completely decentralized with no 
server or central authority” is still 
unknown.

Anonymity
The owners who have crypto 
c u r r e n c y  i n  t h e  s y s t e m  a r e 
anonymous there are no account 
numbers, names, social security 
numbers or any other identifying 
features that connects to its owners.  
It has been appealing to criminals 
due to its anonymity and lack of 
regulation. Transactions that occur 
through the use and exchange of 
altcoins are independent from 
formal banking systems, enables tax 
evasion and laundering of money. 
Money laundering issues are also 
present in regular bank transfers, 
however with bank-to-bank wire 
transfers for instance, the account 
holder must at least provide a proven 
identity.     Since crypto protects the 
identity of holders, governments are 
deeply concerned about their use in 
illicit activities such as money 
laundering, terrorist financing, 
online black markets, and tax 
evasion. Some fear the replacement 
o f  g o v e r n m e n t - c o n t r o l l e d , 
centralized money by crypto.

Difficult to resolve
Loss, theft, and fraud with crypto 
currency are becoming a routine 

CRYPTO CURRENCY?
SHOULD WE ENCOURAGE 

Ganesh Bhat Sirsi

The rise in the popularity of crypto currencies and their adoption by financial institutions 
has led some governments to assess whether regulation is needed to protect users.

affair even though tall claims are 
being put forth regarding their 
security. In the absence of a 
governing body, it can be difficult to 
resolve issues if crypto get stolen or 
lost. Crypto currencies are used 
primarily outside existing banking 
and governmental institutions and 
are exchanged over the Internet. 
Whenever there is an intermediary 
like the banks for example, it is 
possible to trace the revenue 
generation and the government will 
have control over the investment 
people put in.

Volatile, Speculative
Bitcoins and their many look-alikes, 
often known as crypto-assets’, are 
best viewed as a volatile, speculative 
asset class, which some users are 
prepared to accept as a form of 
payment.  Since its public launch in 
2 9, Bitcoin has risen dramatically 
in value, although it once sold for 
1 , - per coin, its present price 

is  about  Rs39 lakhs.  Crypto 
currencies have been compared to 
Ponzi schemes, pyramid schemes 
and economic bubbles, such as 
housing market bubbles. Some say 
that digital currencies are nothing 
but an unfounded fad, based on a 
willingness to ascribe value to 
something that has little or none 
beyond what people will pay for it. 
Regulators in several countries have 
warned against crypto currency and 
some have taken measures to 
dissuade users  such warnings are 
unheard, or ignored. 

Digital currencies to 
affect geopolitics
The expansion of big tech firms into 
global finance and banks themselves 
widening their digital footprints, 
financial technology will reshape 
not just the commercial but also the 
geopolitical sphere. Introduction of 
a digital yuan’ would give China the 
ability to bypass the world’s 
traditional banking systems and then 
chal lenge and help curb the 
dominant role of the dollar in 
international trade and finance. This 
could help limit China’s exposure to 

S sanctions policies which rely 
heavily on the dollar’s pre-eminent 

position in international finance. 
The widespread introduction of 
digital currencies has the potential to 
transform the world financial 
system. In anuary 2 2 , a group of 
advanced economy central banks  
from Canada, the , apan, 
Sweden, Switzerland, and the 

uropean Central Bank  announced 
they were working together on 
central bank digital currencies under 
the auspices of the Bank for 
International Settlements (BIS).

The concern of an unregulated 
global economy
As the popularity of and demand for 
online currencies has increased, so 
have  conce rns  tha t  such  an 
unregulated person to person global 
economy that crypto currencies 
offer may become a threat to society. 
The governments of the G  have 
recognised the need for international 
cooperation on how private digital 
currencies should be regulated, 
because the alternative  a global 
free-for-all  could be chaotic and 
dangerous. 

Why do central banks want 
their own digital currencies?

Once a crypto exchange is 
established, it can mind its own 
crypto currencies, it can have initial 
coin offerings, and this will lead to a 
new asset class in that country and 
help people to invest. Supporters of 
this theory suggest that RBI should 
introduce its own crypto currency in 
India.

The Reality:
Investment in crypto currency is a 
speculative activity, and in no way it 
encourages production activity or 
creates real employment.   Those in 
f avou r  o f  l ega l i s i ng  c ryp to 
currencies argue that with the help of 
technology people will find newer 
ways to escape from the noose of 
law. So, it is going to be extremely 
difficult to regulate crypto. But, they 
overlook the fact that technology 
can cut the technology. Another 
argument put forth is that people 
continue to invest wherever the 
returns are high even if it is risky. 
This is true to some extent under the 
existing socio-economic system 

where no one is assured of a secured 
future and where acquisitive nature 
dominates the society.

 But, these experts and leaders 
fail to conceive of a decentralized 
economic system where everyone is 
guaranteed the basic necessities of 
life through 1  employment 
o p p o r t u n i t y  w i t h  a d e q u a t e 
purchasing capacity so that people 
can pursue higher values of life 
instead of becoming a money 
e a r n i n g  m a c h i n e s .  P R O T 
advocates such a socio-economic 
system for the entire globe where 
speculative activities are banned 
and opportunities are created for 
gainful investment in the local area.

Views of PROUT:
The banking system must be 
vigilant about two important points. 
First, the intrinsic demonic greed of 
the banks must not be allowed to 
jeopardize the life of the common 
people. Secondly, the banks must 
not allow unwise administrators or 
governments to print monetary 
notes indiscriminately without 
reserving the proportionate amount 
of bullion in their treasuries.  The 
printing and issuing of monetary 
notes having no bullion value must 
stop immediately. No monetary 
notes should be issued by the 
government from then on without a 
clear assurance that it is prepared to 
pay the requisite amount of money 
in gold coins. A socioeconomic unit 
can conserve its reserve bullion and 
improve the purchasing capacity of 
the local people by manufacturing 
locally finished products.

   Those countries which have a 
l a r g e  v o l u m e  o f  v e r y  f e w 
commodities to sell but many 
commodities to buy will find barter 
trade profitable. Otherwise their 
reserves of gold bullion may get 
exhausted very quickly.  Barter 
trade will give protection from 
disastrous impact due to economic 
depressions. PRO T advocates 
banning of all the speculative 
activit ies al l  over the world 
including stock markets, hence no 
chance to approve crypto currency 
of the present form.˜

The Excellence of 

Philosophy 
“If ideological vacuum is not filled by PROUT, a great catastrophe will take place in the 
future because other defective philosophies will come forward."

Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar

"Shrii Sarkar has given a broad outline for the gradual 
establishment of the world government."

“The situation on the Russia-
Ukraine border is volatile 

and tense. The crisis needs to 
be resolved diplomatically at 

the earliest.”

Honour Killings Will Continue as Long as Iran's Laws Protect Killers
 Widespread Practice of Child Marriage Means More Young Girls Will Be Murdered

PROUT NEWS REPORT



In the past year, the consumer food price index (CFPI) inflation has seen a 32  increase, while the 
consumer price index (CPI), including CFPI, has seen an 84  jump. The diet of an average Indian typically 
lacks essential nutritional food articles like fruits, vegetables, and dals (legumes).  A recent survey showed 
that most Indians could not afford a healthy meal and millions die every year due to diseases directly linked 
to poor diet. Noting that the diet of an average Indian typically lacks essential nutritional food articles like 
fruits, vegetables, legumes, etc., the report said, "a healthy meal becomes unaffordable if it exceeds 63  of 
a person's income." 

A recent report by the Centre for Science and nvironment (CS ) and Down to arth magazine said, 
"Seventy-one percent of Indians cannot afford a healthy diet. The global average is 42 percent." The diet of 
an average Indian typically lacks fruits, vegetables, legumes, nuts and whole grains. The report also said the 
Global Nutrition Report, 2 21.  Referring to the diseases that are attributable to poor diet, the survey 
mentioned respiratory ailments, diabetes, cancer, strokes and coronary heart disease.

 Why can't the majority of Indians afford a healthy meal?

As per the Food and Agriculture Organisation, a healthy meal becomes unaffordable if it exceeds 63  of a 
person's income. Adults above the age of 2  and above consume only 3 .8g of fruit per day as against the 
recommended 2 g and 168. g of vegetables daily as against the minimum 3 g that is advised.  Similarly, 
they consume just 24.9g per day (2  of target) of legumes and 3.2g (13  of target) of nuts per day.

"Despite some progress, diets are not getting healthier. Additionally, they are making increasing 
demands on the environment, even as unacceptable levels of malnutrition persist in the country," the report 
said.

How is inflation affecting food prices? 

In the past year, the consumer food price index (CFPI) inflation has seen a 32  increase, while the 
consumer price index (CPI), including CFPI, has seen an 84  jump. “Food seems to be the biggest mover 
of CPI inflation. The current high levels of food inflation have been driven by the rising cost of production, 
surging international crop prices and extreme weather-related disruptions. "In fact, our analysis of CRISIL 
data shows that food prices have increased at a higher rate in rural areas than in urban areas in March-April 
2 22," said Richard Mahapatra, managing editor, Down To arth. ̃

71% of Indians can't Afford a Healthy 
Meal; Millions Die Yearly from Poor Diet

PROUT NEWS REPORT

The Creator’s Many Forms
- Shrii Shrii nandam rti

Vishvasya srastaramanekarupam. 
“the creator of this universe is manifesting Himself in innumerable forms, innumerable colours.” That 

is why a mystic of Bengal once exclaimed:
Tomár rúpe mugdha ámi mugdha Tomár guńe

Parghatate base achi Tomar nam shune.
It means, “Your beauty  has delighted me beyond words, Your qualities have also delighted me beyond 

words. I am sitting on the other side of the river after hearing of Your impending  arrival.” All we human 
beings are sitting on the other side of the river.

The creator of this universe has too many forms for us to count and has too many qualities for us to 
count. He is endless in qualities and unfathomable in beauty. These little green worms or flies that fly about 
in autumn, the little red worms or insects, these long and continued seasons, these vast oceans, these roaring 
streams of clouds  all these are He, in endless forms. These rumblings of clouds, these flashes of lightning  
all of  existence are veritable expressions of Your numerous forms. You have not a few but many forms. 
There is no end to Your forms, and human beings do not have the capacity to see all Your forms. 

You are beginningless. You are endless. You have firmly established yourself by Your omnipresence, 
by Your special and supreme divine power, which human beings neither have the inherent  capacity to think 
of nor have been given the power to think of. If at all they start thinking about that divine power of Yours, 
they simply lose their individual identities. 

None of the created beings has the power to deny Your existence, to challenge Your power, Your 
qualities and greatness. All the created beings are Your partial manifestations. They can never measure You. 
They can never fathom You. If at all they try to measure You, that will be a sheer waste of time and energy for 
them

He is not only manifesting Himself in this universe in various forms, He is also parive tit ra , that is, ́
He is “beyond the arena of this universe itself, is beyond the scope of human comprehension”. ̃
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have banned or restricted it. Few 
countries are planning to create their 
own crypto currency. 

 l Salvador made Bitcoin legal 
tender on une 9, 2 21. It is the first 
country to do so. The crypto 
currency can be used for any 
transaction where the business can 
accept it. Cuba has followed this. 
Many Latin American countries are 
reportedly considering similar 
moves.

Chinese government  has 
declared al l  crypto currency 
transactions of any kind illegal. 
Turkey has banned the use of crypto 
currencies and crypto assets for 
making purchases. In the nited 

ingdom, all crypto currency firms, 
such as exchanges, advisors and 
professionals that have either a 
presence, market product or provide 
services within the  market must 
register with the Financial Conduct 
Author i ty.  Sou th  o rea  has 
implemented new legislation to 
strengthen their oversight of digital 
assets. South Africa has seen a large 
amount of scams related to crypto 
currency, is planning a regulatory 
framework.

The Financial Action Task 
Force (FATF) an intergovernmental 
organisation founded in 1989 on the 
initiative of the G  to develop 
p o l i c i e s  t o  c o m b a t  m o n e y 

laundering and financing has 
defined crypto currency-related 
services as "virtual asset service 
p r o v i d e r s "  ( A S P s )  a n d 
recommended that they be regulated 
with the same money laundering 
(AML) and know your customer 
( YC) requirements as financial 
institutions. It has introduced the 
"Travel Rule" for crypto currencies, 
a measure which mandates that 

ASPs obtain, hold, and exchange 
information about the originators 
and beneficiaries of virtual asset 
transfers. 

Some propose that banks that 
held crypto currency assets must set 
aside capital to cover all potential 
losses. 

nited States treats bitcoin as 
property for tax purposes. 

  A number of Aid agencies 
have started accepting donations in 
crypto currencies, including the 
American Red Cross, NIC F, and 
the N World Food Program.

Ban on Advertising 
Crypto currency advertisements 
have been temporarily banned on 
many social platforms including 
Facebook, Google, Twitter, Bing, 
Snapchat, LinkedIn etc.

What Are Crypto currencies?
A crypto currency, crypto-currency, 
or crypto is a collection of binary 

data which is designed to work as a 
medium of exchange. Individual 
coin ownership records are stored in 
a ledger, which is a computerized 
database using strong cryptography 
to secure transaction records, to 
control the creation of additional 
coins, and to verify the transfer of 
coin ownership. 

T h e  “ c r y p t o ”  i n  c r y p t o 
currencies refers to complicated 
cryptography that allows for the 
creation and processing of digital 
currencies and their transactions 
across decentralized systems. 
Alongside this important “crypto” 
feature of these currencies is a 
c o m m o n  c o m m i t m e n t  t o 
decentralization  crypto currencies 
are typically developed as code by 
teams who build in mechanisms for 
issuance (through a process called 
mining) and other controls.

Crypto currency does not exist 
in physical  form (l ike paper 
money),there are no coins to mint or 
bills to print, only exists online, and 
is typically not issued by a central 
authority. Crypto currencies use 
decentralized control as opposed to a 
central bank digital currency 
(CBDC).  When implemented with 
decentralized control, each crypto 
currency works through distributed 
ledger technology, typically a block 
chain that serves as a public 
financial transaction database. Once 
a block is added to the block chain, it 
becomes accessible to anyone who 
wishes to view it, acting as a public 
ledger of crypto currency transactions. 

Digital crypto-currencies’ and 
crypto-assets’ aim to mirror some, 

or all, of the uses of traditional 
money  a means of payment, a store 
of value, and a unit of account, as an 
alternative investment, helping 
diversify a portfolio apart from 
stocks and bonds  can also be used to 
make purchases, but the number of 
vendors that accept the crypto 
currency is still limited.

Bitcoin, first released as open-
source software in 2 9, is the first 
decentralized crypto currency. Most 
crypto currencies are designed to 
gradually decrease the production of 
that currency, placing a cap on the 
total amount of that currency that 

will ever be in circulation. Crypto 
currencies are almost always 
designed to be free from government 
manipulation and controlso it’s 
decentralized.

Since the release of bitcoin, 
many other crypto currencies have 
been created. There are currently 
over a thousand different crypto 
currencies in the world, and many 
see them as the key to a fairer future 
economy.    The crypto currencies 
m o d e l l e d  a f t e r  b i t c o i n  a r e 
collectively called altcoins, and in 
some cases shitcoins, and have often 
tried to present themselves as 
modified or improved versions of 
bitcoin. Stablecoins are altcoins that 
are designed to maintain a stable 
level of purchasing power. 

A crypto currency wallet stores 
the public and private "keys" 
(address) or seed which can be used 
to receive or trade or spend the 
crypto currency. Crypto currency 
exchanges allow customers to trade 
crypto currencies for other assets, 
such as conventional fiat money, or 
to trade between different digital 
currencies. Atomic swaps are a 
mechanism where one crypto 
currency can be exchanged directly 
for another crypto currency, without 
the need for a trusted third party such 
as an exchange.

Initial coin offerings
An initial coin offering (ICO) is a 
controversial means of raising funds 
for a new crypto currency venture. 
An ICO may be used by start-ups 
with the intention of avoiding 
regulation. In an ICO campaign, a 
percentage of the crypto currency 
(usually in the form of "tokens") is 
sold to early backers of the project in 
exchange for legal tender or other 
crypto currencies. 

Advantages:
ach and every Bitcoin transaction 

that’s ever been made exists on a 
p u b l i c  l e d g e r  a c c e s s i b l e  t o 
everyone, making transactions hard 
to reverse and difficult to fake. 

As decentralized platforms, 
block chain-based crypto currencies 
allow individuals to engage in peer-
to-peer financial transactions or 
enter into contracts. In either case, 

there is no need for some trusted 
third-party intermediary such as a 
bank, monetary authority, court, or 
judge. 

Some feel that well-regulated 
digital currencies can provide 
significant public benefits in greater 
efficiency and lower costs for both 
domest ic  and ,  in  par t icu lar, 
international payments systems, and 
help ensure financial services reach 
the hundreds of millions of people  
especially in developing countries  
without bank accounts.

Cryp to  cur renc ies  make 
tracking donations easier and have 
the potential to allow donors to see 
how their money is used.

The Risks: 
The real identity of person or groups 
behind the development of Bitcoin 
w h o  s t a t e d  t h e  g o a l  o f  t h e 
technology was to create “a new 
electronic cash system” that was 
“completely decentralized with no 
server or central authority” is still 
unknown.

Anonymity
The owners who have crypto 
c u r r e n c y  i n  t h e  s y s t e m  a r e 
anonymous there are no account 
numbers, names, social security 
numbers or any other identifying 
features that connects to its owners.  
It has been appealing to criminals 
due to its anonymity and lack of 
regulation. Transactions that occur 
through the use and exchange of 
altcoins are independent from 
formal banking systems, enables tax 
evasion and laundering of money. 
Money laundering issues are also 
present in regular bank transfers, 
however with bank-to-bank wire 
transfers for instance, the account 
holder must at least provide a proven 
identity.     Since crypto protects the 
identity of holders, governments are 
deeply concerned about their use in 
illicit activities such as money 
laundering, terrorist financing, 
online black markets, and tax 
evasion. Some fear the replacement 
o f  g o v e r n m e n t - c o n t r o l l e d , 
centralized money by crypto.

Difficult to resolve
Loss, theft, and fraud with crypto 
currency are becoming a routine 

CRYPTO CURRENCY?
SHOULD WE ENCOURAGE 

Ganesh Bhat Sirsi

The rise in the popularity of crypto currencies and their adoption by financial institutions 
has led some governments to assess whether regulation is needed to protect users.

affair even though tall claims are 
being put forth regarding their 
security. In the absence of a 
governing body, it can be difficult to 
resolve issues if crypto get stolen or 
lost. Crypto currencies are used 
primarily outside existing banking 
and governmental institutions and 
are exchanged over the Internet. 
Whenever there is an intermediary 
like the banks for example, it is 
possible to trace the revenue 
generation and the government will 
have control over the investment 
people put in.

Volatile, Speculative
Bitcoins and their many look-alikes, 
often known as crypto-assets’, are 
best viewed as a volatile, speculative 
asset class, which some users are 
prepared to accept as a form of 
payment.  Since its public launch in 
2 9, Bitcoin has risen dramatically 
in value, although it once sold for 
1 , - per coin, its present price 

is  about  Rs39 lakhs.  Crypto 
currencies have been compared to 
Ponzi schemes, pyramid schemes 
and economic bubbles, such as 
housing market bubbles. Some say 
that digital currencies are nothing 
but an unfounded fad, based on a 
willingness to ascribe value to 
something that has little or none 
beyond what people will pay for it. 
Regulators in several countries have 
warned against crypto currency and 
some have taken measures to 
dissuade users  such warnings are 
unheard, or ignored. 

Digital currencies to 
affect geopolitics
The expansion of big tech firms into 
global finance and banks themselves 
widening their digital footprints, 
financial technology will reshape 
not just the commercial but also the 
geopolitical sphere. Introduction of 
a digital yuan’ would give China the 
ability to bypass the world’s 
traditional banking systems and then 
chal lenge and help curb the 
dominant role of the dollar in 
international trade and finance. This 
could help limit China’s exposure to 

S sanctions policies which rely 
heavily on the dollar’s pre-eminent 

position in international finance. 
The widespread introduction of 
digital currencies has the potential to 
transform the world financial 
system. In anuary 2 2 , a group of 
advanced economy central banks  
from Canada, the , apan, 
Sweden, Switzerland, and the 

uropean Central Bank  announced 
they were working together on 
central bank digital currencies under 
the auspices of the Bank for 
International Settlements (BIS).

The concern of an unregulated 
global economy
As the popularity of and demand for 
online currencies has increased, so 
have  conce rns  tha t  such  an 
unregulated person to person global 
economy that crypto currencies 
offer may become a threat to society. 
The governments of the G  have 
recognised the need for international 
cooperation on how private digital 
currencies should be regulated, 
because the alternative  a global 
free-for-all  could be chaotic and 
dangerous. 

Why do central banks want 
their own digital currencies?

Once a crypto exchange is 
established, it can mind its own 
crypto currencies, it can have initial 
coin offerings, and this will lead to a 
new asset class in that country and 
help people to invest. Supporters of 
this theory suggest that RBI should 
introduce its own crypto currency in 
India.

The Reality:
Investment in crypto currency is a 
speculative activity, and in no way it 
encourages production activity or 
creates real employment.   Those in 
f avou r  o f  l ega l i s i ng  c ryp to 
currencies argue that with the help of 
technology people will find newer 
ways to escape from the noose of 
law. So, it is going to be extremely 
difficult to regulate crypto. But, they 
overlook the fact that technology 
can cut the technology. Another 
argument put forth is that people 
continue to invest wherever the 
returns are high even if it is risky. 
This is true to some extent under the 
existing socio-economic system 

where no one is assured of a secured 
future and where acquisitive nature 
dominates the society.

 But, these experts and leaders 
fail to conceive of a decentralized 
economic system where everyone is 
guaranteed the basic necessities of 
life through 1  employment 
o p p o r t u n i t y  w i t h  a d e q u a t e 
purchasing capacity so that people 
can pursue higher values of life 
instead of becoming a money 
e a r n i n g  m a c h i n e s .  P R O T 
advocates such a socio-economic 
system for the entire globe where 
speculative activities are banned 
and opportunities are created for 
gainful investment in the local area.

Views of PROUT:
The banking system must be 
vigilant about two important points. 
First, the intrinsic demonic greed of 
the banks must not be allowed to 
jeopardize the life of the common 
people. Secondly, the banks must 
not allow unwise administrators or 
governments to print monetary 
notes indiscriminately without 
reserving the proportionate amount 
of bullion in their treasuries.  The 
printing and issuing of monetary 
notes having no bullion value must 
stop immediately. No monetary 
notes should be issued by the 
government from then on without a 
clear assurance that it is prepared to 
pay the requisite amount of money 
in gold coins. A socioeconomic unit 
can conserve its reserve bullion and 
improve the purchasing capacity of 
the local people by manufacturing 
locally finished products.

   Those countries which have a 
l a r g e  v o l u m e  o f  v e r y  f e w 
commodities to sell but many 
commodities to buy will find barter 
trade profitable. Otherwise their 
reserves of gold bullion may get 
exhausted very quickly.  Barter 
trade will give protection from 
disastrous impact due to economic 
depressions. PRO T advocates 
banning of all the speculative 
activit ies all  over the world 
including stock markets, hence no 
chance to approve crypto currency 
of the present form.˜

The Excellence of 

Philosophy 
“If ideological vacuum is not filled by PROUT, a great catastrophe will take place in the 
future because other defective philosophies will come forward."

Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar

"Shrii Sarkar has given a broad outline for the gradual 
establishment of the world government."

“The situation on the Russia-
Ukraine border is volatile 

and tense. The crisis needs to 
be resolved diplomatically at 

the earliest.”

Honour Killings Will Continue as Long as Iran's Laws Protect Killers
 Widespread Practice of Child Marriage Means More Young Girls Will Be Murdered

PROUT NEWS REPORT



In the past year, the consumer food price index (CFPI) inflation has seen a 32  increase, while the 
consumer price index (CPI), including CFPI, has seen an 84  jump. The diet of an average Indian typically 
lacks essential nutritional food articles like fruits, vegetables, and dals (legumes).  A recent survey showed 
that most Indians could not afford a healthy meal and millions die every year due to diseases directly linked 
to poor diet. Noting that the diet of an average Indian typically lacks essential nutritional food articles like 
fruits, vegetables, legumes, etc., the report said, "a healthy meal becomes unaffordable if it exceeds 63  of 
a person's income." 

A recent report by the Centre for Science and nvironment (CS ) and Down to arth magazine said, 
"Seventy-one percent of Indians cannot afford a healthy diet. The global average is 42 percent." The diet of 
an average Indian typically lacks fruits, vegetables, legumes, nuts and whole grains. The report also said the 
Global Nutrition Report, 2 21.  Referring to the diseases that are attributable to poor diet, the survey 
mentioned respiratory ailments, diabetes, cancer, strokes and coronary heart disease.

 Why can't the majority of Indians afford a healthy meal?

As per the Food and Agriculture Organisation, a healthy meal becomes unaffordable if it exceeds 63  of a 
person's income. Adults above the age of 2  and above consume only 3 .8g of fruit per day as against the 
recommended 2 g and 168. g of vegetables daily as against the minimum 3 g that is advised.  Similarly, 
they consume just 24.9g per day (2  of target) of legumes and 3.2g (13  of target) of nuts per day.

"Despite some progress, diets are not getting healthier. Additionally, they are making increasing 
demands on the environment, even as unacceptable levels of malnutrition persist in the country," the report 
said.

How is inflation affecting food prices? 

In the past year, the consumer food price index (CFPI) inflation has seen a 32  increase, while the 
consumer price index (CPI), including CFPI, has seen an 84  jump. “Food seems to be the biggest mover 
of CPI inflation. The current high levels of food inflation have been driven by the rising cost of production, 
surging international crop prices and extreme weather-related disruptions. "In fact, our analysis of CRISIL 
data shows that food prices have increased at a higher rate in rural areas than in urban areas in March-April 
2 22," said Richard Mahapatra, managing editor, Down To arth. ̃

71% of Indians can't Afford a Healthy 
Meal; Millions Die Yearly from Poor Diet

PROUT NEWS REPORT

The Creator’s Many Forms
- Shrii Shrii nandam rti

Vishvasya srastaramanekarupam. 
“the creator of this universe is manifesting Himself in innumerable forms, innumerable colours.” That 

is why a mystic of Bengal once exclaimed:
Tomár rúpe mugdha ámi mugdha Tomár guńe

Parghatate base achi Tomar nam shune.
It means, “Your beauty  has delighted me beyond words, Your qualities have also delighted me beyond 

words. I am sitting on the other side of the river after hearing of Your impending  arrival.” All we human 
beings are sitting on the other side of the river.

The creator of this universe has too many forms for us to count and has too many qualities for us to 
count. He is endless in qualities and unfathomable in beauty. These little green worms or flies that fly about 
in autumn, the little red worms or insects, these long and continued seasons, these vast oceans, these roaring 
streams of clouds  all these are He, in endless forms. These rumblings of clouds, these flashes of lightning  
all of  existence are veritable expressions of Your numerous forms. You have not a few but many forms. 
There is no end to Your forms, and human beings do not have the capacity to see all Your forms. 

You are beginningless. You are endless. You have firmly established yourself by Your omnipresence, 
by Your special and supreme divine power, which human beings neither have the inherent  capacity to think 
of nor have been given the power to think of. If at all they start thinking about that divine power of Yours, 
they simply lose their individual identities. 

None of the created beings has the power to deny Your existence, to challenge Your power, Your 
qualities and greatness. All the created beings are Your partial manifestations. They can never measure You. 
They can never fathom You. If at all they try to measure You, that will be a sheer waste of time and energy for 
them

He is not only manifesting Himself in this universe in various forms, He is also parive tit ra , that is, ́
He is “beyond the arena of this universe itself, is beyond the scope of human comprehension”. ̃
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NEW ERA CURRENCY

India has the highest number of 
crypto owners in the world, 
around 1  million  and in the 

last  one year,  crypto market 
reportedly grew at 641  in India. 
The Supreme Court, in March 2 2  
nullified the circular of the RBI 
banning crypto currency. People 
thought there was validation by the 
Supreme Court as the court lifted the 
ban imposed by the RBI. That made 
many people joining the crypto 
bandwagon.

Now, the government is talking 
about prohibiting all private crypto 
currencies and the RBI introducing a 
currency. Indians are trying to find 
answers to the questions, Is the 
government's plan to regulate crypto 
currency a good move? Will crypto 
b e  a  s e r i o u s  t h r e a t  t o  t h e 
macroeconomic and financial 
stability of the country? Should RBI 
introduce its crypto?

Global Scenario
The rise in the popularity of crypto 
currencies and their adoption by 
financial institutions has led some 
governments to assess whether 
regulation is needed to protect users. 
The legal status of crypto currencies 
varies substantially from country to 
country and is still undefined or 
changing in many of them. While 
some countries have explicitly 
allowed their use and trade, others 

have banned or restricted it. Few 
countries are planning to create their 
own crypto currency. 

 l Salvador made Bitcoin legal 
tender on une 9, 2 21. It is the first 
country to do so. The crypto 
currency can be used for any 
transaction where the business can 
accept it. Cuba has followed this. 
Many Latin American countries are 
reportedly considering similar 
moves.

Chinese government  has 
declared al l  crypto currency 
transactions of any kind illegal. 
Turkey has banned the use of crypto 
currencies and crypto assets for 
making purchases. In the nited 

ingdom, all crypto currency firms, 
such as exchanges, advisors and 
professionals that have either a 
presence, market product or provide 
services within the  market must 
register with the Financial Conduct 
Author i ty.  Sou th  o rea  has 
implemented new legislation to 
strengthen their oversight of digital 
assets. South Africa has seen a large 
amount of scams related to crypto 
currency, is planning a regulatory 
framework.

The Financial Action Task 
Force (FATF) an intergovernmental 
organisation founded in 1989 on the 
initiative of the G  to develop 
p o l i c i e s  t o  c o m b a t  m o n e y 

laundering and financing has 
defined crypto currency-related 
services as "virtual asset service 
p r o v i d e r s "  ( A S P s )  a n d 
recommended that they be regulated 
with the same money laundering 
(AML) and know your customer 
( YC) requirements as financial 
institutions. It has introduced the 
"Travel Rule" for crypto currencies, 
a measure which mandates that 

ASPs obtain, hold, and exchange 
information about the originators 
and beneficiaries of virtual asset 
transfers. 

Some propose that banks that 
held crypto currency assets must set 
aside capital to cover all potential 
losses. 

nited States treats bitcoin as 
property for tax purposes. 

  A number of Aid agencies 
have started accepting donations in 
crypto currencies, including the 
American Red Cross, NIC F, and 
the N World Food Program.

Ban on Advertising 
Crypto currency advertisements 
have been temporarily banned on 
many social platforms including 
Facebook, Google, Twitter, Bing, 
Snapchat, LinkedIn etc.

What Are Crypto currencies?
A crypto currency, crypto-currency, 
or crypto is a collection of binary 

data which is designed to work as a 
medium of exchange. Individual 
coin ownership records are stored in 
a ledger, which is a computerized 
database using strong cryptography 
to secure transaction records, to 
control the creation of additional 
coins, and to verify the transfer of 
coin ownership. 

T h e  “ c r y p t o ”  i n  c r y p t o 
currencies refers to complicated 
cryptography that allows for the 
creation and processing of digital 
currencies and their transactions 
across decentralized systems. 
Alongside this important “crypto” 
feature of these currencies is a 
c o m m o n  c o m m i t m e n t  t o 
decentralization  crypto currencies 
are typically developed as code by 
teams who build in mechanisms for 
issuance (through a process called 
mining) and other controls.

Crypto currency does not exist 
in physical  form (l ike paper 
money),there are no coins to mint or 
bills to print, only exists online, and 
is typically not issued by a central 
authority. Crypto currencies use 
decentralized control as opposed to a 
central bank digital currency 
(CBDC).  When implemented with 
decentralized control, each crypto 
currency works through distributed 
ledger technology, typically a block 
chain that serves as a public 
financial transaction database. Once 
a block is added to the block chain, it 
becomes accessible to anyone who 
wishes to view it, acting as a public 
ledger of crypto currency transactions. 

Digital crypto-currencies’ and 
crypto-assets’ aim to mirror some, 

or all, of the uses of traditional 
money  a means of payment, a store 
of value, and a unit of account, as an 
alternative investment, helping 
diversify a portfolio apart from 
stocks and bonds  can also be used to 
make purchases, but the number of 
vendors that accept the crypto 
currency is still limited.

Bitcoin, first released as open-
source software in 2 9, is the first 
decentralized crypto currency. Most 
crypto currencies are designed to 
gradually decrease the production of 
that currency, placing a cap on the 
total amount of that currency that 

will ever be in circulation. Crypto 
currencies are almost always 
designed to be free from government 
manipulation and controlso it’s 
decentralized.

Since the release of bitcoin, 
many other crypto currencies have 
been created. There are currently 
over a thousand different crypto 
currencies in the world, and many 
see them as the key to a fairer future 
economy.    The crypto currencies 
m o d e l l e d  a f t e r  b i t c o i n  a r e 
collectively called altcoins, and in 
some cases shitcoins, and have often 
tried to present themselves as 
modified or improved versions of 
bitcoin. Stablecoins are altcoins that 
are designed to maintain a stable 
level of purchasing power. 

A crypto currency wallet stores 
the public and private "keys" 
(address) or seed which can be used 
to receive or trade or spend the 
crypto currency. Crypto currency 
exchanges allow customers to trade 
crypto currencies for other assets, 
such as conventional fiat money, or 
to trade between different digital 
currencies. Atomic swaps are a 
mechanism where one crypto 
currency can be exchanged directly 
for another crypto currency, without 
the need for a trusted third party such 
as an exchange.

Initial coin offerings
An initial coin offering (ICO) is a 
controversial means of raising funds 
for a new crypto currency venture. 
An ICO may be used by start-ups 
with the intention of avoiding 
regulation. In an ICO campaign, a 
percentage of the crypto currency 
(usually in the form of "tokens") is 
sold to early backers of the project in 
exchange for legal tender or other 
crypto currencies. 

Advantages:
ach and every Bitcoin transaction 

that’s ever been made exists on a 
p u b l i c  l e d g e r  a c c e s s i b l e  t o 
everyone, making transactions hard 
to reverse and difficult to fake. 

As decentralized platforms, 
block chain-based crypto currencies 
allow individuals to engage in peer-
to-peer financial transactions or 
enter into contracts. In either case, 

there is no need for some trusted 
third-party intermediary such as a 
bank, monetary authority, court, or 
judge. 

Some feel that well-regulated 
digital currencies can provide 
significant public benefits in greater 
efficiency and lower costs for both 
domest ic  and ,  in  par t icu lar, 
international payments systems, and 
help ensure financial services reach 
the hundreds of millions of people  
especially in developing countries  
without bank accounts.

Cryp to  cur renc ies  make 
tracking donations easier and have 
the potential to allow donors to see 
how their money is used.

The Risks: 
The real identity of person or groups 
behind the development of Bitcoin 
w h o  s t a t e d  t h e  g o a l  o f  t h e 
technology was to create “a new 
electronic cash system” that was 
“completely decentralized with no 
server or central authority” is still 
unknown.

Anonymity
The owners who have crypto 
c u r r e n c y  i n  t h e  s y s t e m  a r e 
anonymous there are no account 
numbers, names, social security 
numbers or any other identifying 
features that connects to its owners.  
It has been appealing to criminals 
due to its anonymity and lack of 
regulation. Transactions that occur 
through the use and exchange of 
altcoins are independent from 
formal banking systems, enables tax 
evasion and laundering of money. 
Money laundering issues are also 
present in regular bank transfers, 
however with bank-to-bank wire 
transfers for instance, the account 
holder must at least provide a proven 
identity.     Since crypto protects the 
identity of holders, governments are 
deeply concerned about their use in 
illicit activities such as money 
laundering, terrorist financing, 
online black markets, and tax 
evasion. Some fear the replacement 
o f  g o v e r n m e n t - c o n t r o l l e d , 
centralized money by crypto.

Difficult to resolve
Loss, theft, and fraud with crypto 
currency are becoming a routine 
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The rise in the popularity of crypto currencies and their adoption by financial institutions 
has led some governments to assess whether regulation is needed to protect users.

affair even though tall claims are 
being put forth regarding their 
security. In the absence of a 
governing body, it can be difficult to 
resolve issues if crypto get stolen or 
lost. Crypto currencies are used 
primarily outside existing banking 
and governmental institutions and 
are exchanged over the Internet. 
Whenever there is an intermediary 
like the banks for example, it is 
possible to trace the revenue 
generation and the government will 
have control over the investment 
people put in.

Volatile, Speculative
Bitcoins and their many look-alikes, 
often known as crypto-assets’, are 
best viewed as a volatile, speculative 
asset class, which some users are 
prepared to accept as a form of 
payment.  Since its public launch in 
2 9, Bitcoin has risen dramatically 
in value, although it once sold for 
1 , - per coin, its present price 

is  about  Rs39 lakhs.  Crypto 
currencies have been compared to 
Ponzi schemes, pyramid schemes 
and economic bubbles, such as 
housing market bubbles. Some say 
that digital currencies are nothing 
but an unfounded fad, based on a 
willingness to ascribe value to 
something that has little or none 
beyond what people will pay for it. 
Regulators in several countries have 
warned against crypto currency and 
some have taken measures to 
dissuade users  such warnings are 
unheard, or ignored. 

Digital currencies to 
affect geopolitics
The expansion of big tech firms into 
global finance and banks themselves 
widening their digital footprints, 
financial technology will reshape 
not just the commercial but also the 
geopolitical sphere. Introduction of 
a digital yuan’ would give China the 
ability to bypass the world’s 
traditional banking systems and then 
chal lenge and help curb the 
dominant role of the dollar in 
international trade and finance. This 
could help limit China’s exposure to 

S sanctions policies which rely 
heavily on the dollar’s pre-eminent 

position in international finance. 
The widespread introduction of 
digital currencies has the potential to 
transform the world financial 
system. In anuary 2 2 , a group of 
advanced economy central banks  
from Canada, the , apan, 
Sweden, Switzerland, and the 

uropean Central Bank  announced 
they were working together on 
central bank digital currencies under 
the auspices of the Bank for 
International Settlements (BIS).

The concern of an unregulated 
global economy
As the popularity of and demand for 
online currencies has increased, so 
have  conce rns  tha t  such  an 
unregulated person to person global 
economy that crypto currencies 
offer may become a threat to society. 
The governments of the G  have 
recognised the need for international 
cooperation on how private digital 
currencies should be regulated, 
because the alternative  a global 
free-for-all  could be chaotic and 
dangerous. 

Why do central banks want 
their own digital currencies?

Once a crypto exchange is 
established, it can mind its own 
crypto currencies, it can have initial 
coin offerings, and this will lead to a 
new asset class in that country and 
help people to invest. Supporters of 
this theory suggest that RBI should 
introduce its own crypto currency in 
India.

The Reality:
Investment in crypto currency is a 
speculative activity, and in no way it 
encourages production activity or 
creates real employment.   Those in 
f avou r  o f  l ega l i s i ng  c ryp to 
currencies argue that with the help of 
technology people will find newer 
ways to escape from the noose of 
law. So, it is going to be extremely 
difficult to regulate crypto. But, they 
overlook the fact that technology 
can cut the technology. Another 
argument put forth is that people 
continue to invest wherever the 
returns are high even if it is risky. 
This is true to some extent under the 
existing socio-economic system 

where no one is assured of a secured 
future and where acquisitive nature 
dominates the society.

 But, these experts and leaders 
fail to conceive of a decentralized 
economic system where everyone is 
guaranteed the basic necessities of 
life through 1  employment 
o p p o r t u n i t y  w i t h  a d e q u a t e 
purchasing capacity so that people 
can pursue higher values of life 
instead of becoming a money 
e a r n i n g  m a c h i n e s .  P R O T 
advocates such a socio-economic 
system for the entire globe where 
speculative activities are banned 
and opportunities are created for 
gainful investment in the local area.

Views of PROUT:
The banking system must be 
vigilant about two important points. 
First, the intrinsic demonic greed of 
the banks must not be allowed to 
jeopardize the life of the common 
people. Secondly, the banks must 
not allow unwise administrators or 
governments to print monetary 
notes indiscriminately without 
reserving the proportionate amount 
of bullion in their treasuries.  The 
printing and issuing of monetary 
notes having no bullion value must 
stop immediately. No monetary 
notes should be issued by the 
government from then on without a 
clear assurance that it is prepared to 
pay the requisite amount of money 
in gold coins. A socioeconomic unit 
can conserve its reserve bullion and 
improve the purchasing capacity of 
the local people by manufacturing 
locally finished products.

   Those countries which have a 
l a r g e  v o l u m e  o f  v e r y  f e w 
commodities to sell but many 
commodities to buy will find barter 
trade profitable. Otherwise their 
reserves of gold bullion may get 
exhausted very quickly.  Barter 
trade will give protection from 
disastrous impact due to economic 
depressions. PRO T advocates 
banning of all the speculative 
activit ies al l  over the world 
including stock markets, hence no 
chance to approve crypto currency 
of the present form.˜

The Excellence of 

Philosophy 
“If ideological vacuum is not filled by PROUT, a great catastrophe will take place in the 
future because other defective philosophies will come forward."

Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar

"Shrii Sarkar has given a broad outline for the gradual 
establishment of the world government."

“The situation on the Russia-
Ukraine border is volatile 

and tense. The crisis needs to 
be resolved diplomatically at 

the earliest.”

Honour Killings Will Continue as Long as Iran's Laws Protect Killers
 Widespread Practice of Child Marriage Means More Young Girls Will Be Murdered
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Amurt/ Amurtel Flood Relief Work in Cachar District, Assam

Ananda Marga niversal Relief Team has done extensive relief work at Itkhola, Sadarghat, Children Park, 
Military base, India gate and Malini bill, Ashram road Satsang Ashram on 3 th une  1st uly 2 22. They have 
distributed food packets, dry food, water and other essential commodities among 2  flood victims.  

AM RT AM RT L engaged two teams to provide relief in water logging areas, where most flood victims 
needed fresh drinking water. There, Our team provided mineral drinking water by boat. The team was led by 
Avadhutika Ananda Arundhati Acharya, Avadhutika Ananda Gunamaya Acharya, DS Silchar and Acharya 
Devarghya Brc. Besides, AM RT has also done relief work in Guwahati, Bajali, arimganj, Hojai and Barpeta 
districts of Assam. 

AM RT appeals to all generous people and sympathizers to contribute a maximum donation for Assam flood 
relief.

The administration informed the oint C O and Deputy Secretary of Assam State Disaster Management 
Authority of the details of Amurt relief activities by email. 

The Press carried news about Amurt relief activities in Dainik Statesman from olkata, agruk Times from 
Mumbai and Global Herald from Indore and Bhopal. Lokmat and agruk Times from Mumbai. Also, Assamese 
Pratidin, Assamese habor, Amar Asom and Bordosa.

With inputs from Acarya Divyacetananda Avadhuta, Central Amurt Secretary

Virtual Talk on 'Water Conservation by Women's Welfare Department (WWD)
W o m e n ' s  W e l f a r e  

Department (WWD), Delhi 
sector organized a virtual talk 
on 'Water Conservation: The 
Need of the Hour' on Monday, 
2 th une, 2 22 on oom 
platform and the keynote 
speaker was Dr. artika ain, 
Assistant Professor, Dept. of 
Botany, Govt. Meera Girls 
College who is also serving as 
Secretary, Society for Microvita 
Research and Integrated 
Medicine (SMRIM), daipur. 
She was introduced to the 
audience by moderator of the program, Smt. Meera Singh from New Delhi.

Dr artika discussed the need for water conservation and measures to be adopted. She said that water scarcity 
and contamination of existing water are two major reasons why there is a need for extensive water conservation. 
Moreover, humans, Plants and Animals are also affected hugely by water scarcity and water-borne diseases 
leading to life threats. Dr artika explained the concept of water-friendly plantation around water reservoirs as 
given by Shrii P.R. Sarkar, a two-phased program incorporating plantation of both fast and slow-growing plants. 
Through this approach, the water level is retained in the reservoirs even in the dry seasons as the roots of the plants 
slowly release water to keep the water flowing throughout the year. She emphasized that Rain Water Harvesting 
(RWH) is the only system through which we can save water for future generations and improve water quality by 
reducing total dissolved solid content and making heavy metals permissible limits. Dr ain gave some practical 
examples of implementing RWH in schools, govt and private buildings and also for recharging public handpumps, 
tube-wells, wells, step-wells etc.  

 Further, she said we would have to change our consumption-oriented lifestyle and start practising 'Aparigrah' 
to avoid wastage due to fast-changing fashion. She said we have to adopt the concept of maximum utilization of 
resources as a principle of PRO T in our daily lives to save water for future generations. Mulching of plants using 
coconut husk and water-less shaving using natural Aloe vera gel were other examples of water conservation. 

The program was attended by participants from all over the country and appreciated by all. Dr ain also 
resolved the queries of the participants. In the end, Sectorial Women Welfare Secretary Avdhutika Ananda 
Chittaprabha Acarya extended heartfelt thanks to Dr artika for giving an excellent talk on such a relevant topic 
and requested her consultation regarding RWH to be implemented at various places in the country. 
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NEW ERA CURRENCY

India has the highest number of 
crypto owners in the world, 
around 1  million  and in the 

last  one year,  crypto market 
reportedly grew at 641  in India. 
The Supreme Court, in March 2 2  
nullified the circular of the RBI 
banning crypto currency. People 
thought there was validation by the 
Supreme Court as the court lifted the 
ban imposed by the RBI. That made 
many people joining the crypto 
bandwagon.

Now, the government is talking 
about prohibiting all private crypto 
currencies and the RBI introducing a 
currency. Indians are trying to find 
answers to the questions, Is the 
government's plan to regulate crypto 
currency a good move? Will crypto 
b e  a  s e r i o u s  t h r e a t  t o  t h e 
macroeconomic and financial 
stability of the country? Should RBI 
introduce its crypto?

Global Scenario
The rise in the popularity of crypto 
currencies and their adoption by 
financial institutions has led some 
governments to assess whether 
regulation is needed to protect users. 
The legal status of crypto currencies 
varies substantially from country to 
country and is still undefined or 
changing in many of them. While 
some countries have explicitly 
allowed their use and trade, others 

have banned or restricted it. Few 
countries are planning to create their 
own crypto currency. 

 l Salvador made Bitcoin legal 
tender on une 9, 2 21. It is the first 
country to do so. The crypto 
currency can be used for any 
transaction where the business can 
accept it. Cuba has followed this. 
Many Latin American countries are 
reportedly considering similar 
moves.

Chinese government  has 
declared al l  crypto currency 
transactions of any kind illegal. 
Turkey has banned the use of crypto 
currencies and crypto assets for 
making purchases. In the nited 

ingdom, all crypto currency firms, 
such as exchanges, advisors and 
professionals that have either a 
presence, market product or provide 
services within the  market must 
register with the Financial Conduct 
Author i ty.  Sou th  o rea  has 
implemented new legislation to 
strengthen their oversight of digital 
assets. South Africa has seen a large 
amount of scams related to crypto 
currency, is planning a regulatory 
framework.

The Financial Action Task 
Force (FATF) an intergovernmental 
organisation founded in 1989 on the 
initiative of the G  to develop 
p o l i c i e s  t o  c o m b a t  m o n e y 

laundering and financing has 
defined crypto currency-related 
services as "virtual asset service 
p r o v i d e r s "  ( A S P s )  a n d 
recommended that they be regulated 
with the same money laundering 
(AML) and know your customer 
( YC) requirements as financial 
institutions. It has introduced the 
"Travel Rule" for crypto currencies, 
a measure which mandates that 

ASPs obtain, hold, and exchange 
information about the originators 
and beneficiaries of virtual asset 
transfers. 

Some propose that banks that 
held crypto currency assets must set 
aside capital to cover all potential 
losses. 

nited States treats bitcoin as 
property for tax purposes. 

  A number of Aid agencies 
have started accepting donations in 
crypto currencies, including the 
American Red Cross, NIC F, and 
the N World Food Program.

Ban on Advertising 
Crypto currency advertisements 
have been temporarily banned on 
many social platforms including 
Facebook, Google, Twitter, Bing, 
Snapchat, LinkedIn etc.

What Are Crypto currencies?
A crypto currency, crypto-currency, 
or crypto is a collection of binary 

data which is designed to work as a 
medium of exchange. Individual 
coin ownership records are stored in 
a ledger, which is a computerized 
database using strong cryptography 
to secure transaction records, to 
control the creation of additional 
coins, and to verify the transfer of 
coin ownership. 

T h e  “ c r y p t o ”  i n  c r y p t o 
currencies refers to complicated 
cryptography that allows for the 
creation and processing of digital 
currencies and their transactions 
across decentralized systems. 
Alongside this important “crypto” 
feature of these currencies is a 
c o m m o n  c o m m i t m e n t  t o 
decentralization  crypto currencies 
are typically developed as code by 
teams who build in mechanisms for 
issuance (through a process called 
mining) and other controls.

Crypto currency does not exist 
in physical  form (l ike paper 
money),there are no coins to mint or 
bills to print, only exists online, and 
is typically not issued by a central 
authority. Crypto currencies use 
decentralized control as opposed to a 
central bank digital currency 
(CBDC).  When implemented with 
decentralized control, each crypto 
currency works through distributed 
ledger technology, typically a block 
chain that serves as a public 
financial transaction database. Once 
a block is added to the block chain, it 
becomes accessible to anyone who 
wishes to view it, acting as a public 
ledger of crypto currency transactions. 

Digital crypto-currencies’ and 
crypto-assets’ aim to mirror some, 

or all, of the uses of traditional 
money  a means of payment, a store 
of value, and a unit of account, as an 
alternative investment, helping 
diversify a portfolio apart from 
stocks and bonds  can also be used to 
make purchases, but the number of 
vendors that accept the crypto 
currency is still limited.

Bitcoin, first released as open-
source software in 2 9, is the first 
decentralized crypto currency. Most 
crypto currencies are designed to 
gradually decrease the production of 
that currency, placing a cap on the 
total amount of that currency that 

will ever be in circulation. Crypto 
currencies are almost always 
designed to be free from government 
manipulation and controlso it’s 
decentralized.

Since the release of bitcoin, 
many other crypto currencies have 
been created. There are currently 
over a thousand different crypto 
currencies in the world, and many 
see them as the key to a fairer future 
economy.    The crypto currencies 
m o d e l l e d  a f t e r  b i t c o i n  a r e 
collectively called altcoins, and in 
some cases shitcoins, and have often 
tried to present themselves as 
modified or improved versions of 
bitcoin. Stablecoins are altcoins that 
are designed to maintain a stable 
level of purchasing power. 

A crypto currency wallet stores 
the public and private "keys" 
(address) or seed which can be used 
to receive or trade or spend the 
crypto currency. Crypto currency 
exchanges allow customers to trade 
crypto currencies for other assets, 
such as conventional fiat money, or 
to trade between different digital 
currencies. Atomic swaps are a 
mechanism where one crypto 
currency can be exchanged directly 
for another crypto currency, without 
the need for a trusted third party such 
as an exchange.

Initial coin offerings
An initial coin offering (ICO) is a 
controversial means of raising funds 
for a new crypto currency venture. 
An ICO may be used by start-ups 
with the intention of avoiding 
regulation. In an ICO campaign, a 
percentage of the crypto currency 
(usually in the form of "tokens") is 
sold to early backers of the project in 
exchange for legal tender or other 
crypto currencies. 

Advantages:
ach and every Bitcoin transaction 

that’s ever been made exists on a 
p u b l i c  l e d g e r  a c c e s s i b l e  t o 
everyone, making transactions hard 
to reverse and difficult to fake. 

As decentralized platforms, 
block chain-based crypto currencies 
allow individuals to engage in peer-
to-peer financial transactions or 
enter into contracts. In either case, 

there is no need for some trusted 
third-party intermediary such as a 
bank, monetary authority, court, or 
judge. 

Some feel that well-regulated 
digital currencies can provide 
significant public benefits in greater 
efficiency and lower costs for both 
domest ic  and ,  in  par t icu lar, 
international payments systems, and 
help ensure financial services reach 
the hundreds of millions of people  
especially in developing countries  
without bank accounts.

Cryp to  cur renc ies  make 
tracking donations easier and have 
the potential to allow donors to see 
how their money is used.

The Risks: 
The real identity of person or groups 
behind the development of Bitcoin 
w h o  s t a t e d  t h e  g o a l  o f  t h e 
technology was to create “a new 
electronic cash system” that was 
“completely decentralized with no 
server or central authority” is still 
unknown.

Anonymity
The owners who have crypto 
c u r r e n c y  i n  t h e  s y s t e m  a r e 
anonymous there are no account 
numbers, names, social security 
numbers or any other identifying 
features that connects to its owners.  
It has been appealing to criminals 
due to its anonymity and lack of 
regulation. Transactions that occur 
through the use and exchange of 
altcoins are independent from 
formal banking systems, enables tax 
evasion and laundering of money. 
Money laundering issues are also 
present in regular bank transfers, 
however with bank-to-bank wire 
transfers for instance, the account 
holder must at least provide a proven 
identity.     Since crypto protects the 
identity of holders, governments are 
deeply concerned about their use in 
illicit activities such as money 
laundering, terrorist financing, 
online black markets, and tax 
evasion. Some fear the replacement 
o f  g o v e r n m e n t - c o n t r o l l e d , 
centralized money by crypto.

Difficult to resolve
Loss, theft, and fraud with crypto 
currency are becoming a routine 

CRYPTO CURRENCY?
SHOULD WE ENCOURAGE 

Ganesh Bhat Sirsi

The rise in the popularity of crypto currencies and their adoption by financial institutions 
has led some governments to assess whether regulation is needed to protect users.

affair even though tall claims are 
being put forth regarding their 
security. In the absence of a 
governing body, it can be difficult to 
resolve issues if crypto get stolen or 
lost. Crypto currencies are used 
primarily outside existing banking 
and governmental institutions and 
are exchanged over the Internet. 
Whenever there is an intermediary 
like the banks for example, it is 
possible to trace the revenue 
generation and the government will 
have control over the investment 
people put in.

Volatile, Speculative
Bitcoins and their many look-alikes, 
often known as crypto-assets’, are 
best viewed as a volatile, speculative 
asset class, which some users are 
prepared to accept as a form of 
payment.  Since its public launch in 
2 9, Bitcoin has risen dramatically 
in value, although it once sold for 
1 , - per coin, its present price 

is  about  Rs39 lakhs.  Crypto 
currencies have been compared to 
Ponzi schemes, pyramid schemes 
and economic bubbles, such as 
housing market bubbles. Some say 
that digital currencies are nothing 
but an unfounded fad, based on a 
willingness to ascribe value to 
something that has little or none 
beyond what people will pay for it. 
Regulators in several countries have 
warned against crypto currency and 
some have taken measures to 
dissuade users  such warnings are 
unheard, or ignored. 

Digital currencies to 
affect geopolitics
The expansion of big tech firms into 
global finance and banks themselves 
widening their digital footprints, 
financial technology will reshape 
not just the commercial but also the 
geopolitical sphere. Introduction of 
a digital yuan’ would give China the 
ability to bypass the world’s 
traditional banking systems and then 
chal lenge and help curb the 
dominant role of the dollar in 
international trade and finance. This 
could help limit China’s exposure to 

S sanctions policies which rely 
heavily on the dollar’s pre-eminent 

position in international finance. 
The widespread introduction of 
digital currencies has the potential to 
transform the world financial 
system. In anuary 2 2 , a group of 
advanced economy central banks  
from Canada, the , apan, 
Sweden, Switzerland, and the 

uropean Central Bank  announced 
they were working together on 
central bank digital currencies under 
the auspices of the Bank for 
International Settlements (BIS).

The concern of an unregulated 
global economy
As the popularity of and demand for 
online currencies has increased, so 
have  conce rns  tha t  such  an 
unregulated person to person global 
economy that crypto currencies 
offer may become a threat to society. 
The governments of the G  have 
recognised the need for international 
cooperation on how private digital 
currencies should be regulated, 
because the alternative  a global 
free-for-all  could be chaotic and 
dangerous. 

Why do central banks want 
their own digital currencies?

Once a crypto exchange is 
established, it can mind its own 
crypto currencies, it can have initial 
coin offerings, and this will lead to a 
new asset class in that country and 
help people to invest. Supporters of 
this theory suggest that RBI should 
introduce its own crypto currency in 
India.

The Reality:
Investment in crypto currency is a 
speculative activity, and in no way it 
encourages production activity or 
creates real employment.   Those in 
f avou r  o f  l ega l i s i ng  c ryp to 
currencies argue that with the help of 
technology people will find newer 
ways to escape from the noose of 
law. So, it is going to be extremely 
difficult to regulate crypto. But, they 
overlook the fact that technology 
can cut the technology. Another 
argument put forth is that people 
continue to invest wherever the 
returns are high even if it is risky. 
This is true to some extent under the 
existing socio-economic system 

where no one is assured of a secured 
future and where acquisitive nature 
dominates the society.

 But, these experts and leaders 
fail to conceive of a decentralized 
economic system where everyone is 
guaranteed the basic necessities of 
life through 1  employment 
o p p o r t u n i t y  w i t h  a d e q u a t e 
purchasing capacity so that people 
can pursue higher values of life 
instead of becoming a money 
e a r n i n g  m a c h i n e s .  P R O T 
advocates such a socio-economic 
system for the entire globe where 
speculative activities are banned 
and opportunities are created for 
gainful investment in the local area.

Views of PROUT:
The banking system must be 
vigilant about two important points. 
First, the intrinsic demonic greed of 
the banks must not be allowed to 
jeopardize the life of the common 
people. Secondly, the banks must 
not allow unwise administrators or 
governments to print monetary 
notes indiscriminately without 
reserving the proportionate amount 
of bullion in their treasuries.  The 
printing and issuing of monetary 
notes having no bullion value must 
stop immediately. No monetary 
notes should be issued by the 
government from then on without a 
clear assurance that it is prepared to 
pay the requisite amount of money 
in gold coins. A socioeconomic unit 
can conserve its reserve bullion and 
improve the purchasing capacity of 
the local people by manufacturing 
locally finished products.

   Those countries which have a 
l a r g e  v o l u m e  o f  v e r y  f e w 
commodities to sell but many 
commodities to buy will find barter 
trade profitable. Otherwise their 
reserves of gold bullion may get 
exhausted very quickly.  Barter 
trade will give protection from 
disastrous impact due to economic 
depressions. PRO T advocates 
banning of all the speculative 
activit ies all  over the world 
including stock markets, hence no 
chance to approve crypto currency 
of the present form.˜

The Excellence of 

Philosophy 
“If ideological vacuum is not filled by PROUT, a great catastrophe will take place in the 
future because other defective philosophies will come forward."

Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar

"Shrii Sarkar has given a broad outline for the gradual 
establishment of the world government."

“The situation on the Russia-
Ukraine border is volatile 

and tense. The crisis needs to 
be resolved diplomatically at 

the earliest.”

Honour Killings Will Continue as Long as Iran's Laws Protect Killers
 Widespread Practice of Child Marriage Means More Young Girls Will Be Murdered
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ACTIVITYACTIVITY
Amurt/ Amurtel Flood Relief Work in Cachar District, Assam

Ananda Marga niversal Relief Team has done extensive relief work at Itkhola, Sadarghat, Children Park, 
Military base, India gate and Malini bill, Ashram road Satsang Ashram on 3 th une  1st uly 2 22. They have 
distributed food packets, dry food, water and other essential commodities among 2  flood victims.  

AM RT AM RT L engaged two teams to provide relief in water logging areas, where most flood victims 
needed fresh drinking water. There, Our team provided mineral drinking water by boat. The team was led by 
Avadhutika Ananda Arundhati Acharya, Avadhutika Ananda Gunamaya Acharya, DS Silchar and Acharya 
Devarghya Brc. Besides, AM RT has also done relief work in Guwahati, Bajali, arimganj, Hojai and Barpeta 
districts of Assam. 

AM RT appeals to all generous people and sympathizers to contribute a maximum donation for Assam flood 
relief.

The administration informed the oint C O and Deputy Secretary of Assam State Disaster Management 
Authority of the details of Amurt relief activities by email. 

The Press carried news about Amurt relief activities in Dainik Statesman from olkata, agruk Times from 
Mumbai and Global Herald from Indore and Bhopal. Lokmat and agruk Times from Mumbai. Also, Assamese 
Pratidin, Assamese habor, Amar Asom and Bordosa.

With inputs from Acarya Divyacetananda Avadhuta, Central Amurt Secretary

Virtual Talk on 'Water Conservation by Women's Welfare Department (WWD)
W o m e n ' s  W e l f a r e  

Department (WWD), Delhi 
sector organized a virtual talk 
on 'Water Conservation: The 
Need of the Hour' on Monday, 
2 th une, 2 22 on oom 
platform and the keynote 
speaker was Dr. artika ain, 
Assistant Professor, Dept. of 
Botany, Govt. Meera Girls 
College who is also serving as 
Secretary, Society for Microvita 
Research and Integrated 
Medicine (SMRIM), daipur. 
She was introduced to the 
audience by moderator of the program, Smt. Meera Singh from New Delhi.

Dr artika discussed the need for water conservation and measures to be adopted. She said that water scarcity 
and contamination of existing water are two major reasons why there is a need for extensive water conservation. 
Moreover, humans, Plants and Animals are also affected hugely by water scarcity and water-borne diseases 
leading to life threats. Dr artika explained the concept of water-friendly plantation around water reservoirs as 
given by Shrii P.R. Sarkar, a two-phased program incorporating plantation of both fast and slow-growing plants. 
Through this approach, the water level is retained in the reservoirs even in the dry seasons as the roots of the plants 
slowly release water to keep the water flowing throughout the year. She emphasized that Rain Water Harvesting 
(RWH) is the only system through which we can save water for future generations and improve water quality by 
reducing total dissolved solid content and making heavy metals permissible limits. Dr ain gave some practical 
examples of implementing RWH in schools, govt and private buildings and also for recharging public handpumps, 
tube-wells, wells, step-wells etc.  

 Further, she said we would have to change our consumption-oriented lifestyle and start practising 'Aparigrah' 
to avoid wastage due to fast-changing fashion. She said we have to adopt the concept of maximum utilization of 
resources as a principle of PRO T in our daily lives to save water for future generations. Mulching of plants using 
coconut husk and water-less shaving using natural Aloe vera gel were other examples of water conservation. 

The program was attended by participants from all over the country and appreciated by all. Dr ain also 
resolved the queries of the participants. In the end, Sectorial Women Welfare Secretary Avdhutika Ananda 
Chittaprabha Acarya extended heartfelt thanks to Dr artika for giving an excellent talk on such a relevant topic 
and requested her consultation regarding RWH to be implemented at various places in the country. 
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NEW ERA CURRENCY

India has the highest number of 
crypto owners in the world, 
around 1  million  and in the 

last  one year,  crypto market 
reportedly grew at 641  in India. 
The Supreme Court, in March 2 2  
nullified the circular of the RBI 
banning crypto currency. People 
thought there was validation by the 
Supreme Court as the court lifted the 
ban imposed by the RBI. That made 
many people joining the crypto 
bandwagon.

Now, the government is talking 
about prohibiting all private crypto 
currencies and the RBI introducing a 
currency. Indians are trying to find 
answers to the questions, Is the 
government's plan to regulate crypto 
currency a good move? Will crypto 
b e  a  s e r i o u s  t h r e a t  t o  t h e 
macroeconomic and financial 
stability of the country? Should RBI 
introduce its crypto?

Global Scenario
The rise in the popularity of crypto 
currencies and their adoption by 
financial institutions has led some 
governments to assess whether 
regulation is needed to protect users. 
The legal status of crypto currencies 
varies substantially from country to 
country and is still undefined or 
changing in many of them. While 
some countries have explicitly 
allowed their use and trade, others 

have banned or restricted it. Few 
countries are planning to create their 
own crypto currency. 

 l Salvador made Bitcoin legal 
tender on une 9, 2 21. It is the first 
country to do so. The crypto 
currency can be used for any 
transaction where the business can 
accept it. Cuba has followed this. 
Many Latin American countries are 
reportedly considering similar 
moves.

Chinese government  has 
declared al l  crypto currency 
transactions of any kind illegal. 
Turkey has banned the use of crypto 
currencies and crypto assets for 
making purchases. In the nited 

ingdom, all crypto currency firms, 
such as exchanges, advisors and 
professionals that have either a 
presence, market product or provide 
services within the  market must 
register with the Financial Conduct 
Author i ty.  Sou th  o rea  has 
implemented new legislation to 
strengthen their oversight of digital 
assets. South Africa has seen a large 
amount of scams related to crypto 
currency, is planning a regulatory 
framework.

The Financial Action Task 
Force (FATF) an intergovernmental 
organisation founded in 1989 on the 
initiative of the G  to develop 
p o l i c i e s  t o  c o m b a t  m o n e y 

laundering and financing has 
defined crypto currency-related 
services as "virtual asset service 
p r o v i d e r s "  ( A S P s )  a n d 
recommended that they be regulated 
with the same money laundering 
(AML) and know your customer 
( YC) requirements as financial 
institutions. It has introduced the 
"Travel Rule" for crypto currencies, 
a measure which mandates that 

ASPs obtain, hold, and exchange 
information about the originators 
and beneficiaries of virtual asset 
transfers. 

Some propose that banks that 
held crypto currency assets must set 
aside capital to cover all potential 
losses. 

nited States treats bitcoin as 
property for tax purposes. 

  A number of Aid agencies 
have started accepting donations in 
crypto currencies, including the 
American Red Cross, NIC F, and 
the N World Food Program.

Ban on Advertising 
Crypto currency advertisements 
have been temporarily banned on 
many social platforms including 
Facebook, Google, Twitter, Bing, 
Snapchat, LinkedIn etc.

What Are Crypto currencies?
A crypto currency, crypto-currency, 
or crypto is a collection of binary 

data which is designed to work as a 
medium of exchange. Individual 
coin ownership records are stored in 
a ledger, which is a computerized 
database using strong cryptography 
to secure transaction records, to 
control the creation of additional 
coins, and to verify the transfer of 
coin ownership. 

T h e  “ c r y p t o ”  i n  c r y p t o 
currencies refers to complicated 
cryptography that allows for the 
creation and processing of digital 
currencies and their transactions 
across decentralized systems. 
Alongside this important “crypto” 
feature of these currencies is a 
c o m m o n  c o m m i t m e n t  t o 
decentralization  crypto currencies 
are typically developed as code by 
teams who build in mechanisms for 
issuance (through a process called 
mining) and other controls.

Crypto currency does not exist 
in physical  form (l ike paper 
money),there are no coins to mint or 
bills to print, only exists online, and 
is typically not issued by a central 
authority. Crypto currencies use 
decentralized control as opposed to a 
central bank digital currency 
(CBDC).  When implemented with 
decentralized control, each crypto 
currency works through distributed 
ledger technology, typically a block 
chain that serves as a public 
financial transaction database. Once 
a block is added to the block chain, it 
becomes accessible to anyone who 
wishes to view it, acting as a public 
ledger of crypto currency transactions. 

Digital crypto-currencies’ and 
crypto-assets’ aim to mirror some, 

or all, of the uses of traditional 
money  a means of payment, a store 
of value, and a unit of account, as an 
alternative investment, helping 
diversify a portfolio apart from 
stocks and bonds  can also be used to 
make purchases, but the number of 
vendors that accept the crypto 
currency is still limited.

Bitcoin, first released as open-
source software in 2 9, is the first 
decentralized crypto currency. Most 
crypto currencies are designed to 
gradually decrease the production of 
that currency, placing a cap on the 
total amount of that currency that 

will ever be in circulation. Crypto 
currencies are almost always 
designed to be free from government 
manipulation and controlso it’s 
decentralized.

Since the release of bitcoin, 
many other crypto currencies have 
been created. There are currently 
over a thousand different crypto 
currencies in the world, and many 
see them as the key to a fairer future 
economy.    The crypto currencies 
m o d e l l e d  a f t e r  b i t c o i n  a r e 
collectively called altcoins, and in 
some cases shitcoins, and have often 
tried to present themselves as 
modified or improved versions of 
bitcoin. Stablecoins are altcoins that 
are designed to maintain a stable 
level of purchasing power. 

A crypto currency wallet stores 
the public and private "keys" 
(address) or seed which can be used 
to receive or trade or spend the 
crypto currency. Crypto currency 
exchanges allow customers to trade 
crypto currencies for other assets, 
such as conventional fiat money, or 
to trade between different digital 
currencies. Atomic swaps are a 
mechanism where one crypto 
currency can be exchanged directly 
for another crypto currency, without 
the need for a trusted third party such 
as an exchange.

Initial coin offerings
An initial coin offering (ICO) is a 
controversial means of raising funds 
for a new crypto currency venture. 
An ICO may be used by start-ups 
with the intention of avoiding 
regulation. In an ICO campaign, a 
percentage of the crypto currency 
(usually in the form of "tokens") is 
sold to early backers of the project in 
exchange for legal tender or other 
crypto currencies. 

Advantages:
ach and every Bitcoin transaction 

that’s ever been made exists on a 
p u b l i c  l e d g e r  a c c e s s i b l e  t o 
everyone, making transactions hard 
to reverse and difficult to fake. 

As decentralized platforms, 
block chain-based crypto currencies 
allow individuals to engage in peer-
to-peer financial transactions or 
enter into contracts. In either case, 

there is no need for some trusted 
third-party intermediary such as a 
bank, monetary authority, court, or 
judge. 

Some feel that well-regulated 
digital currencies can provide 
significant public benefits in greater 
efficiency and lower costs for both 
domest ic  and ,  in  par t icu lar, 
international payments systems, and 
help ensure financial services reach 
the hundreds of millions of people  
especially in developing countries  
without bank accounts.

Cryp to  cur renc ies  make 
tracking donations easier and have 
the potential to allow donors to see 
how their money is used.

The Risks: 
The real identity of person or groups 
behind the development of Bitcoin 
w h o  s t a t e d  t h e  g o a l  o f  t h e 
technology was to create “a new 
electronic cash system” that was 
“completely decentralized with no 
server or central authority” is still 
unknown.

Anonymity
The owners who have crypto 
c u r r e n c y  i n  t h e  s y s t e m  a r e 
anonymous there are no account 
numbers, names, social security 
numbers or any other identifying 
features that connects to its owners.  
It has been appealing to criminals 
due to its anonymity and lack of 
regulation. Transactions that occur 
through the use and exchange of 
altcoins are independent from 
formal banking systems, enables tax 
evasion and laundering of money. 
Money laundering issues are also 
present in regular bank transfers, 
however with bank-to-bank wire 
transfers for instance, the account 
holder must at least provide a proven 
identity.     Since crypto protects the 
identity of holders, governments are 
deeply concerned about their use in 
illicit activities such as money 
laundering, terrorist financing, 
online black markets, and tax 
evasion. Some fear the replacement 
o f  g o v e r n m e n t - c o n t r o l l e d , 
centralized money by crypto.

Difficult to resolve
Loss, theft, and fraud with crypto 
currency are becoming a routine 

CRYPTO CURRENCY?
SHOULD WE ENCOURAGE 

Ganesh Bhat Sirsi

The rise in the popularity of crypto currencies and their adoption by financial institutions 
has led some governments to assess whether regulation is needed to protect users.

affair even though tall claims are 
being put forth regarding their 
security. In the absence of a 
governing body, it can be difficult to 
resolve issues if crypto get stolen or 
lost. Crypto currencies are used 
primarily outside existing banking 
and governmental institutions and 
are exchanged over the Internet. 
Whenever there is an intermediary 
like the banks for example, it is 
possible to trace the revenue 
generation and the government will 
have control over the investment 
people put in.

Volatile, Speculative
Bitcoins and their many look-alikes, 
often known as crypto-assets’, are 
best viewed as a volatile, speculative 
asset class, which some users are 
prepared to accept as a form of 
payment.  Since its public launch in 
2 9, Bitcoin has risen dramatically 
in value, although it once sold for 
1 , - per coin, its present price 

is  about  Rs39 lakhs.  Crypto 
currencies have been compared to 
Ponzi schemes, pyramid schemes 
and economic bubbles, such as 
housing market bubbles. Some say 
that digital currencies are nothing 
but an unfounded fad, based on a 
willingness to ascribe value to 
something that has little or none 
beyond what people will pay for it. 
Regulators in several countries have 
warned against crypto currency and 
some have taken measures to 
dissuade users  such warnings are 
unheard, or ignored. 

Digital currencies to 
affect geopolitics
The expansion of big tech firms into 
global finance and banks themselves 
widening their digital footprints, 
financial technology will reshape 
not just the commercial but also the 
geopolitical sphere. Introduction of 
a digital yuan’ would give China the 
ability to bypass the world’s 
traditional banking systems and then 
chal lenge and help curb the 
dominant role of the dollar in 
international trade and finance. This 
could help limit China’s exposure to 

S sanctions policies which rely 
heavily on the dollar’s pre-eminent 

position in international finance. 
The widespread introduction of 
digital currencies has the potential to 
transform the world financial 
system. In anuary 2 2 , a group of 
advanced economy central banks  
from Canada, the , apan, 
Sweden, Switzerland, and the 

uropean Central Bank  announced 
they were working together on 
central bank digital currencies under 
the auspices of the Bank for 
International Settlements (BIS).

The concern of an unregulated 
global economy
As the popularity of and demand for 
online currencies has increased, so 
have  conce rns  tha t  such  an 
unregulated person to person global 
economy that crypto currencies 
offer may become a threat to society. 
The governments of the G  have 
recognised the need for international 
cooperation on how private digital 
currencies should be regulated, 
because the alternative  a global 
free-for-all  could be chaotic and 
dangerous. 

Why do central banks want 
their own digital currencies?

Once a crypto exchange is 
established, it can mind its own 
crypto currencies, it can have initial 
coin offerings, and this will lead to a 
new asset class in that country and 
help people to invest. Supporters of 
this theory suggest that RBI should 
introduce its own crypto currency in 
India.

The Reality:
Investment in crypto currency is a 
speculative activity, and in no way it 
encourages production activity or 
creates real employment.   Those in 
f avou r  o f  l ega l i s i ng  c ryp to 
currencies argue that with the help of 
technology people will find newer 
ways to escape from the noose of 
law. So, it is going to be extremely 
difficult to regulate crypto. But, they 
overlook the fact that technology 
can cut the technology. Another 
argument put forth is that people 
continue to invest wherever the 
returns are high even if it is risky. 
This is true to some extent under the 
existing socio-economic system 

where no one is assured of a secured 
future and where acquisitive nature 
dominates the society.

 But, these experts and leaders 
fail to conceive of a decentralized 
economic system where everyone is 
guaranteed the basic necessities of 
life through 1  employment 
o p p o r t u n i t y  w i t h  a d e q u a t e 
purchasing capacity so that people 
can pursue higher values of life 
instead of becoming a money 
e a r n i n g  m a c h i n e s .  P R O T 
advocates such a socio-economic 
system for the entire globe where 
speculative activities are banned 
and opportunities are created for 
gainful investment in the local area.

Views of PROUT:
The banking system must be 
vigilant about two important points. 
First, the intrinsic demonic greed of 
the banks must not be allowed to 
jeopardize the life of the common 
people. Secondly, the banks must 
not allow unwise administrators or 
governments to print monetary 
notes indiscriminately without 
reserving the proportionate amount 
of bullion in their treasuries.  The 
printing and issuing of monetary 
notes having no bullion value must 
stop immediately. No monetary 
notes should be issued by the 
government from then on without a 
clear assurance that it is prepared to 
pay the requisite amount of money 
in gold coins. A socioeconomic unit 
can conserve its reserve bullion and 
improve the purchasing capacity of 
the local people by manufacturing 
locally finished products.

   Those countries which have a 
l a r g e  v o l u m e  o f  v e r y  f e w 
commodities to sell but many 
commodities to buy will find barter 
trade profitable. Otherwise their 
reserves of gold bullion may get 
exhausted very quickly.  Barter 
trade will give protection from 
disastrous impact due to economic 
depressions. PRO T advocates 
banning of all the speculative 
activit ies al l  over the world 
including stock markets, hence no 
chance to approve crypto currency 
of the present form.˜

The Excellence of 

Philosophy 
“If ideological vacuum is not filled by PROUT, a great catastrophe will take place in the 
future because other defective philosophies will come forward."

Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar

"Shrii Sarkar has given a broad outline for the gradual 
establishment of the world government."

“The situation on the Russia-
Ukraine border is volatile 

and tense. The crisis needs to 
be resolved diplomatically at 

the earliest.”

Honour Killings Will Continue as Long as Iran's Laws Protect Killers
 Widespread Practice of Child Marriage Means More Young Girls Will Be Murdered

PROUT NEWS REPORT
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RU and Andhara University Hold a Seminar on Yoga & Meditation PBI Enlightening Young Minds & Other Concerned Citizens
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Andhra  niversity's department of Yoga  
Consciousness, in collaboration with  Renaissance  

niversal (R ) organized a two-day long seminar 
on Yoga  Meditation on 8th  9th uly 2 22 at 
Yoga illage, isakhapatnam.

 Prof.  rishna Mohan, Registrar, Andhra 
niversity, isakhapatnam inaugurated the 

programme by lighting the lamps and offering 
flowers to the portrait of Shrii Prabhat Ranjan 
Sarkar. The seminar commenced  with the singing 
of a Prabhat Samgiita song " aya Shubha 

ajradhara '' by  Saikala  Mugdha, from the music 
faculty of the same university. In his inaugural 
speech, Prof.  Mohan appreciated the joint efforts 
of Yoga  Consciousness Department  R  in 
conducting the seminar on Yoga  Meditation .Shri Narayan Panda, retired Deputy General Manager of 

isakhapatnam Steel Plant , presided over the function. He delivered the welcome speech, explaining the origin of 
Yoga. Supporting Shrii Shrii Anandamurti ji''s defination of Yoga, he said Yoga cannot be anything less than the 
unification of the unit mind with supreme consciousness. Prof. P Rajendra arunakar said that Shrii Shrii 
Anandmurtii ji's contribution to various subjects is astounding and unparalleled.

 Acharya alyaneshvarananda Avadhuta, Central Secretary, R , olkata explained various components of 
Rajadhiraja Yoga  he said that R  founder  Shrii Shrii Anandmurtii ji's contribution in the form of  books on a 
number of subjects namely philosophy, language, literature, history, economics, yoga psychology, science, art, 
culture, metaphysics, agriculture, education, Neohumanism etc is truly revolutionary. Shri A  ameswar Rao, 
AGM of isakhapatnam Steel Plant, anchored the whole program  gave vote of thanks to all dignitaries and staff 
of department of Yoga. Acharya Sudattananda Avadhuta, Avadhutika, Ananda MadhumalIka Acharya and 
Aadhunika Ananda Ciramadhura Acharya taught asanas, aoshikii and Tandava to about  students of Andhra 

niversity from different colleges in and around isakhapatnam. The entire program was organized by Narayan 
Panda, R  Secretary, isakhapatnam.

PBI's Uttar Pradesh State Committee Reorganized
On 1 uly, ttar Pradesh state committee of Proutist 

Bloc, India (PBI) met at the office of the president, RP Singh 
in akadev, anpur, in the presence of PBI's national 
convenor Acharya Santosananda Avadhuta. The meeting had 
been called to review the party's progress in the state, and to 
reorganise the state committee according to the changed 
circumstances. After a due discussion, the following persons 
were appointed unanimously with different portfolios:

President  -  RP Singh
ice-presidents -  Pradeep Tripathi, Motilal Gupta

General Secretary  -  Surendra Patel 
Finance Secretary  -  Mahesh atiyar 
Public Relations Secretary  -  Abhishek Gupta
Organising Secretary  -  Ramji Mishra
Besides, the committee felt the need to speed up the membership drive. To that end, the newly-formed 

committee passed a resolution to undertake some social activities every month, such as tree plantation and free 
health check-up camps, and thereby increase public contact.

March and Convention:
On 12th uly, more than  students from 1  leading colleges of 9 districts of Odisha took out a march in 
Bhubaneswar demanding "Odia language as the medium of instruction in education in Odisha, and 1  
employment of Odia people in the state. Proutist Bloc, India's Odisha state president and PBI's national general 
secretary were present in the programme to give leadership training and direction to the students.  The event was 
widely publicized by local media. 

The march was followed by a convention, in which PBI's national general secretary anhu Charan Behura 
presented the proutistic views on various issues namely poverty, unemployment, inflation, corruption etc.  He said 
political democracy  without economic democracy is a cruel joke done on common people, explaining the concept 
of economic democracy as envisaged by PRO T. He said that today just 1  percent people have come to possess 
more than 8  percent of the country's wealth  while  percent people own less than  percent. If the poverty line 
was properly determined,  percent Indians would fall below the poverty line. He said Ameeri Rekha (ceiling on 
wealth) is the foundation of economic democracy and an absolute necessity today.

Series of Seminars:
A team of Proutist Bloc, India (PBI) cadres, along with other proutists, is holding a series of seminars,  under the 
banner of Proutist niversal in different parts of Odisha to engage with youths and other concerned citizens.

The series of seminars, titled 'PRO T's conomic Democracy  Rule of Moralists: The only approach to 
successful Democracy in India", has so far been held in Bhadrak, Bari of ajpur district and Balasore. It has been 
very well received by the youths, activists from other social organisations and other progressive citizens in 
general. Some social leaders from other organizations have also joined and promised to spread awareness on the 
subject among common people so as to empower them to be the real masters of a meaningful democracy in line 
with PRO T. ̃
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India has the highest number of 
crypto owners in the world, 
around 1  million  and in the 

last  one year,  crypto market 
reportedly grew at 641  in India. 
The Supreme Court, in March 2 2  
nullified the circular of the RBI 
banning crypto currency. People 
thought there was validation by the 
Supreme Court as the court lifted the 
ban imposed by the RBI. That made 
many people joining the crypto 
bandwagon.

Now, the government is talking 
about prohibiting all private crypto 
currencies and the RBI introducing a 
currency. Indians are trying to find 
answers to the questions, Is the 
government's plan to regulate crypto 
currency a good move? Will crypto 
b e  a  s e r i o u s  t h r e a t  t o  t h e 
macroeconomic and financial 
stability of the country? Should RBI 
introduce its crypto?

Global Scenario
The rise in the popularity of crypto 
currencies and their adoption by 
financial institutions has led some 
governments to assess whether 
regulation is needed to protect users. 
The legal status of crypto currencies 
varies substantially from country to 
country and is still undefined or 
changing in many of them. While 
some countries have explicitly 
allowed their use and trade, others 

have banned or restricted it. Few 
countries are planning to create their 
own crypto currency. 

 l Salvador made Bitcoin legal 
tender on une 9, 2 21. It is the first 
country to do so. The crypto 
currency can be used for any 
transaction where the business can 
accept it. Cuba has followed this. 
Many Latin American countries are 
reportedly considering similar 
moves.

Chinese government  has 
declared al l  crypto currency 
transactions of any kind illegal. 
Turkey has banned the use of crypto 
currencies and crypto assets for 
making purchases. In the nited 

ingdom, all crypto currency firms, 
such as exchanges, advisors and 
professionals that have either a 
presence, market product or provide 
services within the  market must 
register with the Financial Conduct 
Author i ty.  Sou th  o rea  has 
implemented new legislation to 
strengthen their oversight of digital 
assets. South Africa has seen a large 
amount of scams related to crypto 
currency, is planning a regulatory 
framework.

The Financial Action Task 
Force (FATF) an intergovernmental 
organisation founded in 1989 on the 
initiative of the G  to develop 
p o l i c i e s  t o  c o m b a t  m o n e y 

laundering and financing has 
defined crypto currency-related 
services as "virtual asset service 
p r o v i d e r s "  ( A S P s )  a n d 
recommended that they be regulated 
with the same money laundering 
(AML) and know your customer 
( YC) requirements as financial 
institutions. It has introduced the 
"Travel Rule" for crypto currencies, 
a measure which mandates that 

ASPs obtain, hold, and exchange 
information about the originators 
and beneficiaries of virtual asset 
transfers. 

Some propose that banks that 
held crypto currency assets must set 
aside capital to cover all potential 
losses. 

nited States treats bitcoin as 
property for tax purposes. 

  A number of Aid agencies 
have started accepting donations in 
crypto currencies, including the 
American Red Cross, NIC F, and 
the N World Food Program.

Ban on Advertising 
Crypto currency advertisements 
have been temporarily banned on 
many social platforms including 
Facebook, Google, Twitter, Bing, 
Snapchat, LinkedIn etc.

What Are Crypto currencies?
A crypto currency, crypto-currency, 
or crypto is a collection of binary 

data which is designed to work as a 
medium of exchange. Individual 
coin ownership records are stored in 
a ledger, which is a computerized 
database using strong cryptography 
to secure transaction records, to 
control the creation of additional 
coins, and to verify the transfer of 
coin ownership. 

T h e  “ c r y p t o ”  i n  c r y p t o 
currencies refers to complicated 
cryptography that allows for the 
creation and processing of digital 
currencies and their transactions 
across decentralized systems. 
Alongside this important “crypto” 
feature of these currencies is a 
c o m m o n  c o m m i t m e n t  t o 
decentralization  crypto currencies 
are typically developed as code by 
teams who build in mechanisms for 
issuance (through a process called 
mining) and other controls.

Crypto currency does not exist 
in physical  form (l ike paper 
money),there are no coins to mint or 
bills to print, only exists online, and 
is typically not issued by a central 
authority. Crypto currencies use 
decentralized control as opposed to a 
central bank digital currency 
(CBDC).  When implemented with 
decentralized control, each crypto 
currency works through distributed 
ledger technology, typically a block 
chain that serves as a public 
financial transaction database. Once 
a block is added to the block chain, it 
becomes accessible to anyone who 
wishes to view it, acting as a public 
ledger of crypto currency transactions. 

Digital crypto-currencies’ and 
crypto-assets’ aim to mirror some, 

or all, of the uses of traditional 
money  a means of payment, a store 
of value, and a unit of account, as an 
alternative investment, helping 
diversify a portfolio apart from 
stocks and bonds  can also be used to 
make purchases, but the number of 
vendors that accept the crypto 
currency is still limited.

Bitcoin, first released as open-
source software in 2 9, is the first 
decentralized crypto currency. Most 
crypto currencies are designed to 
gradually decrease the production of 
that currency, placing a cap on the 
total amount of that currency that 

will ever be in circulation. Crypto 
currencies are almost always 
designed to be free from government 
manipulation and controlso it’s 
decentralized.

Since the release of bitcoin, 
many other crypto currencies have 
been created. There are currently 
over a thousand different crypto 
currencies in the world, and many 
see them as the key to a fairer future 
economy.    The crypto currencies 
m o d e l l e d  a f t e r  b i t c o i n  a r e 
collectively called altcoins, and in 
some cases shitcoins, and have often 
tried to present themselves as 
modified or improved versions of 
bitcoin. Stablecoins are altcoins that 
are designed to maintain a stable 
level of purchasing power. 

A crypto currency wallet stores 
the public and private "keys" 
(address) or seed which can be used 
to receive or trade or spend the 
crypto currency. Crypto currency 
exchanges allow customers to trade 
crypto currencies for other assets, 
such as conventional fiat money, or 
to trade between different digital 
currencies. Atomic swaps are a 
mechanism where one crypto 
currency can be exchanged directly 
for another crypto currency, without 
the need for a trusted third party such 
as an exchange.

Initial coin offerings
An initial coin offering (ICO) is a 
controversial means of raising funds 
for a new crypto currency venture. 
An ICO may be used by start-ups 
with the intention of avoiding 
regulation. In an ICO campaign, a 
percentage of the crypto currency 
(usually in the form of "tokens") is 
sold to early backers of the project in 
exchange for legal tender or other 
crypto currencies. 

Advantages:
ach and every Bitcoin transaction 

that’s ever been made exists on a 
p u b l i c  l e d g e r  a c c e s s i b l e  t o 
everyone, making transactions hard 
to reverse and difficult to fake. 

As decentralized platforms, 
block chain-based crypto currencies 
allow individuals to engage in peer-
to-peer financial transactions or 
enter into contracts. In either case, 

there is no need for some trusted 
third-party intermediary such as a 
bank, monetary authority, court, or 
judge. 

Some feel that well-regulated 
digital currencies can provide 
significant public benefits in greater 
efficiency and lower costs for both 
domest ic  and ,  in  par t icu lar, 
international payments systems, and 
help ensure financial services reach 
the hundreds of millions of people  
especially in developing countries  
without bank accounts.

Cryp to  cur renc ies  make 
tracking donations easier and have 
the potential to allow donors to see 
how their money is used.

The Risks: 
The real identity of person or groups 
behind the development of Bitcoin 
w h o  s t a t e d  t h e  g o a l  o f  t h e 
technology was to create “a new 
electronic cash system” that was 
“completely decentralized with no 
server or central authority” is still 
unknown.

Anonymity
The owners who have crypto 
c u r r e n c y  i n  t h e  s y s t e m  a r e 
anonymous there are no account 
numbers, names, social security 
numbers or any other identifying 
features that connects to its owners.  
It has been appealing to criminals 
due to its anonymity and lack of 
regulation. Transactions that occur 
through the use and exchange of 
altcoins are independent from 
formal banking systems, enables tax 
evasion and laundering of money. 
Money laundering issues are also 
present in regular bank transfers, 
however with bank-to-bank wire 
transfers for instance, the account 
holder must at least provide a proven 
identity.     Since crypto protects the 
identity of holders, governments are 
deeply concerned about their use in 
illicit activities such as money 
laundering, terrorist financing, 
online black markets, and tax 
evasion. Some fear the replacement 
o f  g o v e r n m e n t - c o n t r o l l e d , 
centralized money by crypto.

Difficult to resolve
Loss, theft, and fraud with crypto 
currency are becoming a routine 

CRYPTO CURRENCY?
SHOULD WE ENCOURAGE 
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The rise in the popularity of crypto currencies and their adoption by financial institutions 
has led some governments to assess whether regulation is needed to protect users.

affair even though tall claims are 
being put forth regarding their 
security. In the absence of a 
governing body, it can be difficult to 
resolve issues if crypto get stolen or 
lost. Crypto currencies are used 
primarily outside existing banking 
and governmental institutions and 
are exchanged over the Internet. 
Whenever there is an intermediary 
like the banks for example, it is 
possible to trace the revenue 
generation and the government will 
have control over the investment 
people put in.

Volatile, Speculative
Bitcoins and their many look-alikes, 
often known as crypto-assets’, are 
best viewed as a volatile, speculative 
asset class, which some users are 
prepared to accept as a form of 
payment.  Since its public launch in 
2 9, Bitcoin has risen dramatically 
in value, although it once sold for 
1 , - per coin, its present price 

is  about  Rs39 lakhs.  Crypto 
currencies have been compared to 
Ponzi schemes, pyramid schemes 
and economic bubbles, such as 
housing market bubbles. Some say 
that digital currencies are nothing 
but an unfounded fad, based on a 
willingness to ascribe value to 
something that has little or none 
beyond what people will pay for it. 
Regulators in several countries have 
warned against crypto currency and 
some have taken measures to 
dissuade users  such warnings are 
unheard, or ignored. 

Digital currencies to 
affect geopolitics
The expansion of big tech firms into 
global finance and banks themselves 
widening their digital footprints, 
financial technology will reshape 
not just the commercial but also the 
geopolitical sphere. Introduction of 
a digital yuan’ would give China the 
ability to bypass the world’s 
traditional banking systems and then 
chal lenge and help curb the 
dominant role of the dollar in 
international trade and finance. This 
could help limit China’s exposure to 

S sanctions policies which rely 
heavily on the dollar’s pre-eminent 

position in international finance. 
The widespread introduction of 
digital currencies has the potential to 
transform the world financial 
system. In anuary 2 2 , a group of 
advanced economy central banks  
from Canada, the , apan, 
Sweden, Switzerland, and the 

uropean Central Bank  announced 
they were working together on 
central bank digital currencies under 
the auspices of the Bank for 
International Settlements (BIS).

The concern of an unregulated 
global economy
As the popularity of and demand for 
online currencies has increased, so 
have  conce rns  tha t  such  an 
unregulated person to person global 
economy that crypto currencies 
offer may become a threat to society. 
The governments of the G  have 
recognised the need for international 
cooperation on how private digital 
currencies should be regulated, 
because the alternative  a global 
free-for-all  could be chaotic and 
dangerous. 

Why do central banks want 
their own digital currencies?

Once a crypto exchange is 
established, it can mind its own 
crypto currencies, it can have initial 
coin offerings, and this will lead to a 
new asset class in that country and 
help people to invest. Supporters of 
this theory suggest that RBI should 
introduce its own crypto currency in 
India.

The Reality:
Investment in crypto currency is a 
speculative activity, and in no way it 
encourages production activity or 
creates real employment.   Those in 
f avou r  o f  l ega l i s i ng  c ryp to 
currencies argue that with the help of 
technology people will find newer 
ways to escape from the noose of 
law. So, it is going to be extremely 
difficult to regulate crypto. But, they 
overlook the fact that technology 
can cut the technology. Another 
argument put forth is that people 
continue to invest wherever the 
returns are high even if it is risky. 
This is true to some extent under the 
existing socio-economic system 

where no one is assured of a secured 
future and where acquisitive nature 
dominates the society.

 But, these experts and leaders 
fail to conceive of a decentralized 
economic system where everyone is 
guaranteed the basic necessities of 
life through 1  employment 
o p p o r t u n i t y  w i t h  a d e q u a t e 
purchasing capacity so that people 
can pursue higher values of life 
instead of becoming a money 
e a r n i n g  m a c h i n e s .  P R O T 
advocates such a socio-economic 
system for the entire globe where 
speculative activities are banned 
and opportunities are created for 
gainful investment in the local area.

Views of PROUT:
The banking system must be 
vigilant about two important points. 
First, the intrinsic demonic greed of 
the banks must not be allowed to 
jeopardize the life of the common 
people. Secondly, the banks must 
not allow unwise administrators or 
governments to print monetary 
notes indiscriminately without 
reserving the proportionate amount 
of bullion in their treasuries.  The 
printing and issuing of monetary 
notes having no bullion value must 
stop immediately. No monetary 
notes should be issued by the 
government from then on without a 
clear assurance that it is prepared to 
pay the requisite amount of money 
in gold coins. A socioeconomic unit 
can conserve its reserve bullion and 
improve the purchasing capacity of 
the local people by manufacturing 
locally finished products.

   Those countries which have a 
l a r g e  v o l u m e  o f  v e r y  f e w 
commodities to sell but many 
commodities to buy will find barter 
trade profitable. Otherwise their 
reserves of gold bullion may get 
exhausted very quickly.  Barter 
trade will give protection from 
disastrous impact due to economic 
depressions. PRO T advocates 
banning of all the speculative 
activit ies all  over the world 
including stock markets, hence no 
chance to approve crypto currency 
of the present form.˜

The Excellence of 

Philosophy 
“If ideological vacuum is not filled by PROUT, a great catastrophe will take place in the 
future because other defective philosophies will come forward."

Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar

"Shrii Sarkar has given a broad outline for the gradual 
establishment of the world government."

“The situation on the Russia-
Ukraine border is volatile 

and tense. The crisis needs to 
be resolved diplomatically at 

the earliest.”

Honour Killings Will Continue as Long as Iran's Laws Protect Killers
 Widespread Practice of Child Marriage Means More Young Girls Will Be Murdered
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RU and Andhara University Hold a Seminar on Yoga & Meditation PBI Enlightening Young Minds & Other Concerned Citizens
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Andhra  niversity's department of Yoga  
Consciousness, in collaboration with  Renaissance  

niversal (R ) organized a two-day long seminar 
on Yoga  Meditation on 8th  9th uly 2 22 at 
Yoga illage, isakhapatnam.

 Prof.  rishna Mohan, Registrar, Andhra 
niversity, isakhapatnam inaugurated the 

programme by lighting the lamps and offering 
flowers to the portrait of Shrii Prabhat Ranjan 
Sarkar. The seminar commenced  with the singing 
of a Prabhat Samgiita song " aya Shubha 

ajradhara '' by  Saikala  Mugdha, from the music 
faculty of the same university. In his inaugural 
speech, Prof.  Mohan appreciated the joint efforts 
of Yoga  Consciousness Department  R  in 
conducting the seminar on Yoga  Meditation .Shri Narayan Panda, retired Deputy General Manager of 

isakhapatnam Steel Plant , presided over the function. He delivered the welcome speech, explaining the origin of 
Yoga. Supporting Shrii Shrii Anandamurti ji''s defination of Yoga, he said Yoga cannot be anything less than the 
unification of the unit mind with supreme consciousness. Prof. P Rajendra arunakar said that Shrii Shrii 
Anandmurtii ji's contribution to various subjects is astounding and unparalleled.

 Acharya alyaneshvarananda Avadhuta, Central Secretary, R , olkata explained various components of 
Rajadhiraja Yoga  he said that R  founder  Shrii Shrii Anandmurtii ji's contribution in the form of  books on a 
number of subjects namely philosophy, language, literature, history, economics, yoga psychology, science, art, 
culture, metaphysics, agriculture, education, Neohumanism etc is truly revolutionary. Shri A  ameswar Rao, 
AGM of isakhapatnam Steel Plant, anchored the whole program  gave vote of thanks to all dignitaries and staff 
of department of Yoga. Acharya Sudattananda Avadhuta, Avadhutika, Ananda MadhumalIka Acharya and 
Aadhunika Ananda Ciramadhura Acharya taught asanas, aoshikii and Tandava to about  students of Andhra 

niversity from different colleges in and around isakhapatnam. The entire program was organized by Narayan 
Panda, R  Secretary, isakhapatnam.

PBI's Uttar Pradesh State Committee Reorganized
On 1 uly, ttar Pradesh state committee of Proutist 

Bloc, India (PBI) met at the office of the president, RP Singh 
in akadev, anpur, in the presence of PBI's national 
convenor Acharya Santosananda Avadhuta. The meeting had 
been called to review the party's progress in the state, and to 
reorganise the state committee according to the changed 
circumstances. After a due discussion, the following persons 
were appointed unanimously with different portfolios:

President  -  RP Singh
ice-presidents -  Pradeep Tripathi, Motilal Gupta

General Secretary  -  Surendra Patel 
Finance Secretary  -  Mahesh atiyar 
Public Relations Secretary  -  Abhishek Gupta
Organising Secretary  -  Ramji Mishra
Besides, the committee felt the need to speed up the membership drive. To that end, the newly-formed 

committee passed a resolution to undertake some social activities every month, such as tree plantation and free 
health check-up camps, and thereby increase public contact.

March and Convention:
On 12th uly, more than  students from 1  leading colleges of 9 districts of Odisha took out a march in 
Bhubaneswar demanding "Odia language as the medium of instruction in education in Odisha, and 1  
employment of Odia people in the state. Proutist Bloc, India's Odisha state president and PBI's national general 
secretary were present in the programme to give leadership training and direction to the students.  The event was 
widely publicized by local media. 

The march was followed by a convention, in which PBI's national general secretary anhu Charan Behura 
presented the proutistic views on various issues namely poverty, unemployment, inflation, corruption etc.  He said 
political democracy  without economic democracy is a cruel joke done on common people, explaining the concept 
of economic democracy as envisaged by PRO T. He said that today just 1  percent people have come to possess 
more than 8  percent of the country's wealth  while  percent people own less than  percent. If the poverty line 
was properly determined,  percent Indians would fall below the poverty line. He said Ameeri Rekha (ceiling on 
wealth) is the foundation of economic democracy and an absolute necessity today.

Series of Seminars:
A team of Proutist Bloc, India (PBI) cadres, along with other proutists, is holding a series of seminars,  under the 
banner of Proutist niversal in different parts of Odisha to engage with youths and other concerned citizens.

The series of seminars, titled 'PRO T's conomic Democracy  Rule of Moralists: The only approach to 
successful Democracy in India", has so far been held in Bhadrak, Bari of ajpur district and Balasore. It has been 
very well received by the youths, activists from other social organisations and other progressive citizens in 
general. Some social leaders from other organizations have also joined and promised to spread awareness on the 
subject among common people so as to empower them to be the real masters of a meaningful democracy in line 
with PRO T. ̃

NEW ERA CURRENCY

India has the highest number of 
crypto owners in the world, 
around 1  million  and in the 

last  one year,  crypto market 
reportedly grew at 641  in India. 
The Supreme Court, in March 2 2  
nullified the circular of the RBI 
banning crypto currency. People 
thought there was validation by the 
Supreme Court as the court lifted the 
ban imposed by the RBI. That made 
many people joining the crypto 
bandwagon.

Now, the government is talking 
about prohibiting all private crypto 
currencies and the RBI introducing a 
currency. Indians are trying to find 
answers to the questions, Is the 
government's plan to regulate crypto 
currency a good move? Will crypto 
b e  a  s e r i o u s  t h r e a t  t o  t h e 
macroeconomic and financial 
stability of the country? Should RBI 
introduce its crypto?

Global Scenario
The rise in the popularity of crypto 
currencies and their adoption by 
financial institutions has led some 
governments to assess whether 
regulation is needed to protect users. 
The legal status of crypto currencies 
varies substantially from country to 
country and is still undefined or 
changing in many of them. While 
some countries have explicitly 
allowed their use and trade, others 

have banned or restricted it. Few 
countries are planning to create their 
own crypto currency. 

 l Salvador made Bitcoin legal 
tender on une 9, 2 21. It is the first 
country to do so. The crypto 
currency can be used for any 
transaction where the business can 
accept it. Cuba has followed this. 
Many Latin American countries are 
reportedly considering similar 
moves.

Chinese government  has 
declared al l  crypto currency 
transactions of any kind illegal. 
Turkey has banned the use of crypto 
currencies and crypto assets for 
making purchases. In the nited 

ingdom, all crypto currency firms, 
such as exchanges, advisors and 
professionals that have either a 
presence, market product or provide 
services within the  market must 
register with the Financial Conduct 
Author i ty.  Sou th  o rea  has 
implemented new legislation to 
strengthen their oversight of digital 
assets. South Africa has seen a large 
amount of scams related to crypto 
currency, is planning a regulatory 
framework.

The Financial Action Task 
Force (FATF) an intergovernmental 
organisation founded in 1989 on the 
initiative of the G  to develop 
p o l i c i e s  t o  c o m b a t  m o n e y 

laundering and financing has 
defined crypto currency-related 
services as "virtual asset service 
p r o v i d e r s "  ( A S P s )  a n d 
recommended that they be regulated 
with the same money laundering 
(AML) and know your customer 
( YC) requirements as financial 
institutions. It has introduced the 
"Travel Rule" for crypto currencies, 
a measure which mandates that 

ASPs obtain, hold, and exchange 
information about the originators 
and beneficiaries of virtual asset 
transfers. 

Some propose that banks that 
held crypto currency assets must set 
aside capital to cover all potential 
losses. 

nited States treats bitcoin as 
property for tax purposes. 

  A number of Aid agencies 
have started accepting donations in 
crypto currencies, including the 
American Red Cross, NIC F, and 
the N World Food Program.

Ban on Advertising 
Crypto currency advertisements 
have been temporarily banned on 
many social platforms including 
Facebook, Google, Twitter, Bing, 
Snapchat, LinkedIn etc.

What Are Crypto currencies?
A crypto currency, crypto-currency, 
or crypto is a collection of binary 

data which is designed to work as a 
medium of exchange. Individual 
coin ownership records are stored in 
a ledger, which is a computerized 
database using strong cryptography 
to secure transaction records, to 
control the creation of additional 
coins, and to verify the transfer of 
coin ownership. 

T h e  “ c r y p t o ”  i n  c r y p t o 
currencies refers to complicated 
cryptography that allows for the 
creation and processing of digital 
currencies and their transactions 
across decentralized systems. 
Alongside this important “crypto” 
feature of these currencies is a 
c o m m o n  c o m m i t m e n t  t o 
decentralization  crypto currencies 
are typically developed as code by 
teams who build in mechanisms for 
issuance (through a process called 
mining) and other controls.

Crypto currency does not exist 
in physical  form (l ike paper 
money),there are no coins to mint or 
bills to print, only exists online, and 
is typically not issued by a central 
authority. Crypto currencies use 
decentralized control as opposed to a 
central bank digital currency 
(CBDC).  When implemented with 
decentralized control, each crypto 
currency works through distributed 
ledger technology, typically a block 
chain that serves as a public 
financial transaction database. Once 
a block is added to the block chain, it 
becomes accessible to anyone who 
wishes to view it, acting as a public 
ledger of crypto currency transactions. 

Digital crypto-currencies’ and 
crypto-assets’ aim to mirror some, 

or all, of the uses of traditional 
money  a means of payment, a store 
of value, and a unit of account, as an 
alternative investment, helping 
diversify a portfolio apart from 
stocks and bonds  can also be used to 
make purchases, but the number of 
vendors that accept the crypto 
currency is still limited.

Bitcoin, first released as open-
source software in 2 9, is the first 
decentralized crypto currency. Most 
crypto currencies are designed to 
gradually decrease the production of 
that currency, placing a cap on the 
total amount of that currency that 

will ever be in circulation. Crypto 
currencies are almost always 
designed to be free from government 
manipulation and controlso it’s 
decentralized.

Since the release of bitcoin, 
many other crypto currencies have 
been created. There are currently 
over a thousand different crypto 
currencies in the world, and many 
see them as the key to a fairer future 
economy.    The crypto currencies 
m o d e l l e d  a f t e r  b i t c o i n  a r e 
collectively called altcoins, and in 
some cases shitcoins, and have often 
tried to present themselves as 
modified or improved versions of 
bitcoin. Stablecoins are altcoins that 
are designed to maintain a stable 
level of purchasing power. 

A crypto currency wallet stores 
the public and private "keys" 
(address) or seed which can be used 
to receive or trade or spend the 
crypto currency. Crypto currency 
exchanges allow customers to trade 
crypto currencies for other assets, 
such as conventional fiat money, or 
to trade between different digital 
currencies. Atomic swaps are a 
mechanism where one crypto 
currency can be exchanged directly 
for another crypto currency, without 
the need for a trusted third party such 
as an exchange.

Initial coin offerings
An initial coin offering (ICO) is a 
controversial means of raising funds 
for a new crypto currency venture. 
An ICO may be used by start-ups 
with the intention of avoiding 
regulation. In an ICO campaign, a 
percentage of the crypto currency 
(usually in the form of "tokens") is 
sold to early backers of the project in 
exchange for legal tender or other 
crypto currencies. 

Advantages:
ach and every Bitcoin transaction 

that’s ever been made exists on a 
p u b l i c  l e d g e r  a c c e s s i b l e  t o 
everyone, making transactions hard 
to reverse and difficult to fake. 

As decentralized platforms, 
block chain-based crypto currencies 
allow individuals to engage in peer-
to-peer financial transactions or 
enter into contracts. In either case, 

there is no need for some trusted 
third-party intermediary such as a 
bank, monetary authority, court, or 
judge. 

Some feel that well-regulated 
digital currencies can provide 
significant public benefits in greater 
efficiency and lower costs for both 
domest ic  and ,  in  par t icu lar, 
international payments systems, and 
help ensure financial services reach 
the hundreds of millions of people  
especially in developing countries  
without bank accounts.

Cryp to  cur renc ies  make 
tracking donations easier and have 
the potential to allow donors to see 
how their money is used.

The Risks: 
The real identity of person or groups 
behind the development of Bitcoin 
w h o  s t a t e d  t h e  g o a l  o f  t h e 
technology was to create “a new 
electronic cash system” that was 
“completely decentralized with no 
server or central authority” is still 
unknown.

Anonymity
The owners who have crypto 
c u r r e n c y  i n  t h e  s y s t e m  a r e 
anonymous there are no account 
numbers, names, social security 
numbers or any other identifying 
features that connects to its owners.  
It has been appealing to criminals 
due to its anonymity and lack of 
regulation. Transactions that occur 
through the use and exchange of 
altcoins are independent from 
formal banking systems, enables tax 
evasion and laundering of money. 
Money laundering issues are also 
present in regular bank transfers, 
however with bank-to-bank wire 
transfers for instance, the account 
holder must at least provide a proven 
identity.     Since crypto protects the 
identity of holders, governments are 
deeply concerned about their use in 
illicit activities such as money 
laundering, terrorist financing, 
online black markets, and tax 
evasion. Some fear the replacement 
o f  g o v e r n m e n t - c o n t r o l l e d , 
centralized money by crypto.

Difficult to resolve
Loss, theft, and fraud with crypto 
currency are becoming a routine 
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The rise in the popularity of crypto currencies and their adoption by financial institutions 
has led some governments to assess whether regulation is needed to protect users.

affair even though tall claims are 
being put forth regarding their 
security. In the absence of a 
governing body, it can be difficult to 
resolve issues if crypto get stolen or 
lost. Crypto currencies are used 
primarily outside existing banking 
and governmental institutions and 
are exchanged over the Internet. 
Whenever there is an intermediary 
like the banks for example, it is 
possible to trace the revenue 
generation and the government will 
have control over the investment 
people put in.

Volatile, Speculative
Bitcoins and their many look-alikes, 
often known as crypto-assets’, are 
best viewed as a volatile, speculative 
asset class, which some users are 
prepared to accept as a form of 
payment.  Since its public launch in 
2 9, Bitcoin has risen dramatically 
in value, although it once sold for 
1 , - per coin, its present price 

is  about  Rs39 lakhs.  Crypto 
currencies have been compared to 
Ponzi schemes, pyramid schemes 
and economic bubbles, such as 
housing market bubbles. Some say 
that digital currencies are nothing 
but an unfounded fad, based on a 
willingness to ascribe value to 
something that has little or none 
beyond what people will pay for it. 
Regulators in several countries have 
warned against crypto currency and 
some have taken measures to 
dissuade users  such warnings are 
unheard, or ignored. 

Digital currencies to 
affect geopolitics
The expansion of big tech firms into 
global finance and banks themselves 
widening their digital footprints, 
financial technology will reshape 
not just the commercial but also the 
geopolitical sphere. Introduction of 
a digital yuan’ would give China the 
ability to bypass the world’s 
traditional banking systems and then 
chal lenge and help curb the 
dominant role of the dollar in 
international trade and finance. This 
could help limit China’s exposure to 

S sanctions policies which rely 
heavily on the dollar’s pre-eminent 

position in international finance. 
The widespread introduction of 
digital currencies has the potential to 
transform the world financial 
system. In anuary 2 2 , a group of 
advanced economy central banks  
from Canada, the , apan, 
Sweden, Switzerland, and the 

uropean Central Bank  announced 
they were working together on 
central bank digital currencies under 
the auspices of the Bank for 
International Settlements (BIS).

The concern of an unregulated 
global economy
As the popularity of and demand for 
online currencies has increased, so 
have  conce rns  tha t  such  an 
unregulated person to person global 
economy that crypto currencies 
offer may become a threat to society. 
The governments of the G  have 
recognised the need for international 
cooperation on how private digital 
currencies should be regulated, 
because the alternative  a global 
free-for-all  could be chaotic and 
dangerous. 

Why do central banks want 
their own digital currencies?

Once a crypto exchange is 
established, it can mind its own 
crypto currencies, it can have initial 
coin offerings, and this will lead to a 
new asset class in that country and 
help people to invest. Supporters of 
this theory suggest that RBI should 
introduce its own crypto currency in 
India.

The Reality:
Investment in crypto currency is a 
speculative activity, and in no way it 
encourages production activity or 
creates real employment.   Those in 
f avou r  o f  l ega l i s i ng  c ryp to 
currencies argue that with the help of 
technology people will find newer 
ways to escape from the noose of 
law. So, it is going to be extremely 
difficult to regulate crypto. But, they 
overlook the fact that technology 
can cut the technology. Another 
argument put forth is that people 
continue to invest wherever the 
returns are high even if it is risky. 
This is true to some extent under the 
existing socio-economic system 

where no one is assured of a secured 
future and where acquisitive nature 
dominates the society.

 But, these experts and leaders 
fail to conceive of a decentralized 
economic system where everyone is 
guaranteed the basic necessities of 
life through 1  employment 
o p p o r t u n i t y  w i t h  a d e q u a t e 
purchasing capacity so that people 
can pursue higher values of life 
instead of becoming a money 
e a r n i n g  m a c h i n e s .  P R O T 
advocates such a socio-economic 
system for the entire globe where 
speculative activities are banned 
and opportunities are created for 
gainful investment in the local area.

Views of PROUT:
The banking system must be 
vigilant about two important points. 
First, the intrinsic demonic greed of 
the banks must not be allowed to 
jeopardize the life of the common 
people. Secondly, the banks must 
not allow unwise administrators or 
governments to print monetary 
notes indiscriminately without 
reserving the proportionate amount 
of bullion in their treasuries.  The 
printing and issuing of monetary 
notes having no bullion value must 
stop immediately. No monetary 
notes should be issued by the 
government from then on without a 
clear assurance that it is prepared to 
pay the requisite amount of money 
in gold coins. A socioeconomic unit 
can conserve its reserve bullion and 
improve the purchasing capacity of 
the local people by manufacturing 
locally finished products.

   Those countries which have a 
l a r g e  v o l u m e  o f  v e r y  f e w 
commodities to sell but many 
commodities to buy will find barter 
trade profitable. Otherwise their 
reserves of gold bullion may get 
exhausted very quickly.  Barter 
trade will give protection from 
disastrous impact due to economic 
depressions. PRO T advocates 
banning of all the speculative 
activit ies al l  over the world 
including stock markets, hence no 
chance to approve crypto currency 
of the present form.˜

The Excellence of 

Philosophy 
“If ideological vacuum is not filled by PROUT, a great catastrophe will take place in the 
future because other defective philosophies will come forward."

Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar

"Shrii Sarkar has given a broad outline for the gradual 
establishment of the world government."

“The situation on the Russia-
Ukraine border is volatile 

and tense. The crisis needs to 
be resolved diplomatically at 

the earliest.”
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 Widespread Practice of Child Marriage Means More Young Girls Will Be Murdered
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ALO  B S  SA ASÁ S  
RA N IIN PARII ÁNA Á  
SAB IK A Á V A Á VI RA Á 

Á R  K  A 
RA N IIN PARII ÁNA Á  

BOL  S C I ÁK  S N C I 
AVA V A Á B IÁC I 
ÁNO NÁ I ÁNO OR KA Á S ONO 

B ÁLOBÁSI O Á  
RA N IIN PARII ÁNA Á  

K IN C ILO K O NÁ I C ILO 
Á I C IN  KÁ Á 

O RÁ S C O Á ÁR O C O 
B IÁC O V ÁK LA Á 

OR SÁ  CALO Á I PRÁ OCC ALA 
NI  ÁBO ALAKÁ A 
NAV A ÁNAVA Á A 
RA N IIN PARII ÁNA Á  

ÁLO  B S  SA ASÁ S  
RA N IIN PARII ÁNA Á  

Drifting smilingly upon the light    
The colourful angel sings songs.   
All bitterness, pain and distress   
He engulfs with sweetness.

Says Hearing your call I, have come 
Have felt your pain.

ven if the mind refuses to believe
Listen to what I have to say
I love you. 

There was a time when there was no one
I was alone all by myself.
You all came, became mine,
Come with me
I shall take you to that enchanting 
World of neo-humanism  

Drifting smilingly upon the light    
The colourful angel sings songs.

The Colourful Angel Sings Songs 

 PRABHAT SAMGIITAPRABHAT SAMGIITA { Song No. 2268 }

 Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar
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NEW ERA CURRENCY

India has the highest number of 
crypto owners in the world, 
around 1  million  and in the 

last  one year,  crypto market 
reportedly grew at 641  in India. 
The Supreme Court, in March 2 2  
nullified the circular of the RBI 
banning crypto currency. People 
thought there was validation by the 
Supreme Court as the court lifted the 
ban imposed by the RBI. That made 
many people joining the crypto 
bandwagon.

Now, the government is talking 
about prohibiting all private crypto 
currencies and the RBI introducing a 
currency. Indians are trying to find 
answers to the questions, Is the 
government's plan to regulate crypto 
currency a good move? Will crypto 
b e  a  s e r i o u s  t h r e a t  t o  t h e 
macroeconomic and financial 
stability of the country? Should RBI 
introduce its crypto?

Global Scenario
The rise in the popularity of crypto 
currencies and their adoption by 
financial institutions has led some 
governments to assess whether 
regulation is needed to protect users. 
The legal status of crypto currencies 
varies substantially from country to 
country and is still undefined or 
changing in many of them. While 
some countries have explicitly 
allowed their use and trade, others 

have banned or restricted it. Few 
countries are planning to create their 
own crypto currency. 

 l Salvador made Bitcoin legal 
tender on une 9, 2 21. It is the first 
country to do so. The crypto 
currency can be used for any 
transaction where the business can 
accept it. Cuba has followed this. 
Many Latin American countries are 
reportedly considering similar 
moves.

Chinese government  has 
declared al l  crypto currency 
transactions of any kind illegal. 
Turkey has banned the use of crypto 
currencies and crypto assets for 
making purchases. In the nited 

ingdom, all crypto currency firms, 
such as exchanges, advisors and 
professionals that have either a 
presence, market product or provide 
services within the  market must 
register with the Financial Conduct 
Author i ty.  Sou th  o rea  has 
implemented new legislation to 
strengthen their oversight of digital 
assets. South Africa has seen a large 
amount of scams related to crypto 
currency, is planning a regulatory 
framework.

The Financial Action Task 
Force (FATF) an intergovernmental 
organisation founded in 1989 on the 
initiative of the G  to develop 
p o l i c i e s  t o  c o m b a t  m o n e y 

laundering and financing has 
defined crypto currency-related 
services as "virtual asset service 
p r o v i d e r s "  ( A S P s )  a n d 
recommended that they be regulated 
with the same money laundering 
(AML) and know your customer 
( YC) requirements as financial 
institutions. It has introduced the 
"Travel Rule" for crypto currencies, 
a measure which mandates that 

ASPs obtain, hold, and exchange 
information about the originators 
and beneficiaries of virtual asset 
transfers. 

Some propose that banks that 
held crypto currency assets must set 
aside capital to cover all potential 
losses. 

nited States treats bitcoin as 
property for tax purposes. 

  A number of Aid agencies 
have started accepting donations in 
crypto currencies, including the 
American Red Cross, NIC F, and 
the N World Food Program.

Ban on Advertising 
Crypto currency advertisements 
have been temporarily banned on 
many social platforms including 
Facebook, Google, Twitter, Bing, 
Snapchat, LinkedIn etc.

What Are Crypto currencies?
A crypto currency, crypto-currency, 
or crypto is a collection of binary 

data which is designed to work as a 
medium of exchange. Individual 
coin ownership records are stored in 
a ledger, which is a computerized 
database using strong cryptography 
to secure transaction records, to 
control the creation of additional 
coins, and to verify the transfer of 
coin ownership. 

T h e  “ c r y p t o ”  i n  c r y p t o 
currencies refers to complicated 
cryptography that allows for the 
creation and processing of digital 
currencies and their transactions 
across decentralized systems. 
Alongside this important “crypto” 
feature of these currencies is a 
c o m m o n  c o m m i t m e n t  t o 
decentralization  crypto currencies 
are typically developed as code by 
teams who build in mechanisms for 
issuance (through a process called 
mining) and other controls.

Crypto currency does not exist 
in physical  form (l ike paper 
money),there are no coins to mint or 
bills to print, only exists online, and 
is typically not issued by a central 
authority. Crypto currencies use 
decentralized control as opposed to a 
central bank digital currency 
(CBDC).  When implemented with 
decentralized control, each crypto 
currency works through distributed 
ledger technology, typically a block 
chain that serves as a public 
financial transaction database. Once 
a block is added to the block chain, it 
becomes accessible to anyone who 
wishes to view it, acting as a public 
ledger of crypto currency transactions. 

Digital crypto-currencies’ and 
crypto-assets’ aim to mirror some, 

or all, of the uses of traditional 
money  a means of payment, a store 
of value, and a unit of account, as an 
alternative investment, helping 
diversify a portfolio apart from 
stocks and bonds  can also be used to 
make purchases, but the number of 
vendors that accept the crypto 
currency is still limited.

Bitcoin, first released as open-
source software in 2 9, is the first 
decentralized crypto currency. Most 
crypto currencies are designed to 
gradually decrease the production of 
that currency, placing a cap on the 
total amount of that currency that 

will ever be in circulation. Crypto 
currencies are almost always 
designed to be free from government 
manipulation and controlso it’s 
decentralized.

Since the release of bitcoin, 
many other crypto currencies have 
been created. There are currently 
over a thousand different crypto 
currencies in the world, and many 
see them as the key to a fairer future 
economy.    The crypto currencies 
m o d e l l e d  a f t e r  b i t c o i n  a r e 
collectively called altcoins, and in 
some cases shitcoins, and have often 
tried to present themselves as 
modified or improved versions of 
bitcoin. Stablecoins are altcoins that 
are designed to maintain a stable 
level of purchasing power. 

A crypto currency wallet stores 
the public and private "keys" 
(address) or seed which can be used 
to receive or trade or spend the 
crypto currency. Crypto currency 
exchanges allow customers to trade 
crypto currencies for other assets, 
such as conventional fiat money, or 
to trade between different digital 
currencies. Atomic swaps are a 
mechanism where one crypto 
currency can be exchanged directly 
for another crypto currency, without 
the need for a trusted third party such 
as an exchange.

Initial coin offerings
An initial coin offering (ICO) is a 
controversial means of raising funds 
for a new crypto currency venture. 
An ICO may be used by start-ups 
with the intention of avoiding 
regulation. In an ICO campaign, a 
percentage of the crypto currency 
(usually in the form of "tokens") is 
sold to early backers of the project in 
exchange for legal tender or other 
crypto currencies. 

Advantages:
ach and every Bitcoin transaction 

that’s ever been made exists on a 
p u b l i c  l e d g e r  a c c e s s i b l e  t o 
everyone, making transactions hard 
to reverse and difficult to fake. 

As decentralized platforms, 
block chain-based crypto currencies 
allow individuals to engage in peer-
to-peer financial transactions or 
enter into contracts. In either case, 

there is no need for some trusted 
third-party intermediary such as a 
bank, monetary authority, court, or 
judge. 

Some feel that well-regulated 
digital currencies can provide 
significant public benefits in greater 
efficiency and lower costs for both 
domest ic  and ,  in  par t icu lar, 
international payments systems, and 
help ensure financial services reach 
the hundreds of millions of people  
especially in developing countries  
without bank accounts.

Cryp to  cur renc ies  make 
tracking donations easier and have 
the potential to allow donors to see 
how their money is used.

The Risks: 
The real identity of person or groups 
behind the development of Bitcoin 
w h o  s t a t e d  t h e  g o a l  o f  t h e 
technology was to create “a new 
electronic cash system” that was 
“completely decentralized with no 
server or central authority” is still 
unknown.

Anonymity
The owners who have crypto 
c u r r e n c y  i n  t h e  s y s t e m  a r e 
anonymous there are no account 
numbers, names, social security 
numbers or any other identifying 
features that connects to its owners.  
It has been appealing to criminals 
due to its anonymity and lack of 
regulation. Transactions that occur 
through the use and exchange of 
altcoins are independent from 
formal banking systems, enables tax 
evasion and laundering of money. 
Money laundering issues are also 
present in regular bank transfers, 
however with bank-to-bank wire 
transfers for instance, the account 
holder must at least provide a proven 
identity.     Since crypto protects the 
identity of holders, governments are 
deeply concerned about their use in 
illicit activities such as money 
laundering, terrorist financing, 
online black markets, and tax 
evasion. Some fear the replacement 
o f  g o v e r n m e n t - c o n t r o l l e d , 
centralized money by crypto.

Difficult to resolve
Loss, theft, and fraud with crypto 
currency are becoming a routine 

CRYPTO CURRENCY?
SHOULD WE ENCOURAGE 

Ganesh Bhat Sirsi

The rise in the popularity of crypto currencies and their adoption by financial institutions 
has led some governments to assess whether regulation is needed to protect users.

affair even though tall claims are 
being put forth regarding their 
security. In the absence of a 
governing body, it can be difficult to 
resolve issues if crypto get stolen or 
lost. Crypto currencies are used 
primarily outside existing banking 
and governmental institutions and 
are exchanged over the Internet. 
Whenever there is an intermediary 
like the banks for example, it is 
possible to trace the revenue 
generation and the government will 
have control over the investment 
people put in.

Volatile, Speculative
Bitcoins and their many look-alikes, 
often known as crypto-assets’, are 
best viewed as a volatile, speculative 
asset class, which some users are 
prepared to accept as a form of 
payment.  Since its public launch in 
2 9, Bitcoin has risen dramatically 
in value, although it once sold for 
1 , - per coin, its present price 

is  about  Rs39 lakhs.  Crypto 
currencies have been compared to 
Ponzi schemes, pyramid schemes 
and economic bubbles, such as 
housing market bubbles. Some say 
that digital currencies are nothing 
but an unfounded fad, based on a 
willingness to ascribe value to 
something that has little or none 
beyond what people will pay for it. 
Regulators in several countries have 
warned against crypto currency and 
some have taken measures to 
dissuade users  such warnings are 
unheard, or ignored. 

Digital currencies to 
affect geopolitics
The expansion of big tech firms into 
global finance and banks themselves 
widening their digital footprints, 
financial technology will reshape 
not just the commercial but also the 
geopolitical sphere. Introduction of 
a digital yuan’ would give China the 
ability to bypass the world’s 
traditional banking systems and then 
chal lenge and help curb the 
dominant role of the dollar in 
international trade and finance. This 
could help limit China’s exposure to 

S sanctions policies which rely 
heavily on the dollar’s pre-eminent 

position in international finance. 
The widespread introduction of 
digital currencies has the potential to 
transform the world financial 
system. In anuary 2 2 , a group of 
advanced economy central banks  
from Canada, the , apan, 
Sweden, Switzerland, and the 

uropean Central Bank  announced 
they were working together on 
central bank digital currencies under 
the auspices of the Bank for 
International Settlements (BIS).

The concern of an unregulated 
global economy
As the popularity of and demand for 
online currencies has increased, so 
have  conce rns  tha t  such  an 
unregulated person to person global 
economy that crypto currencies 
offer may become a threat to society. 
The governments of the G  have 
recognised the need for international 
cooperation on how private digital 
currencies should be regulated, 
because the alternative  a global 
free-for-all  could be chaotic and 
dangerous. 

Why do central banks want 
their own digital currencies?

Once a crypto exchange is 
established, it can mind its own 
crypto currencies, it can have initial 
coin offerings, and this will lead to a 
new asset class in that country and 
help people to invest. Supporters of 
this theory suggest that RBI should 
introduce its own crypto currency in 
India.

The Reality:
Investment in crypto currency is a 
speculative activity, and in no way it 
encourages production activity or 
creates real employment.   Those in 
f avou r  o f  l ega l i s i ng  c ryp to 
currencies argue that with the help of 
technology people will find newer 
ways to escape from the noose of 
law. So, it is going to be extremely 
difficult to regulate crypto. But, they 
overlook the fact that technology 
can cut the technology. Another 
argument put forth is that people 
continue to invest wherever the 
returns are high even if it is risky. 
This is true to some extent under the 
existing socio-economic system 

where no one is assured of a secured 
future and where acquisitive nature 
dominates the society.

 But, these experts and leaders 
fail to conceive of a decentralized 
economic system where everyone is 
guaranteed the basic necessities of 
life through 1  employment 
o p p o r t u n i t y  w i t h  a d e q u a t e 
purchasing capacity so that people 
can pursue higher values of life 
instead of becoming a money 
e a r n i n g  m a c h i n e s .  P R O T 
advocates such a socio-economic 
system for the entire globe where 
speculative activities are banned 
and opportunities are created for 
gainful investment in the local area.

Views of PROUT:
The banking system must be 
vigilant about two important points. 
First, the intrinsic demonic greed of 
the banks must not be allowed to 
jeopardize the life of the common 
people. Secondly, the banks must 
not allow unwise administrators or 
governments to print monetary 
notes indiscriminately without 
reserving the proportionate amount 
of bullion in their treasuries.  The 
printing and issuing of monetary 
notes having no bullion value must 
stop immediately. No monetary 
notes should be issued by the 
government from then on without a 
clear assurance that it is prepared to 
pay the requisite amount of money 
in gold coins. A socioeconomic unit 
can conserve its reserve bullion and 
improve the purchasing capacity of 
the local people by manufacturing 
locally finished products.

   Those countries which have a 
l a r g e  v o l u m e  o f  v e r y  f e w 
commodities to sell but many 
commodities to buy will find barter 
trade profitable. Otherwise their 
reserves of gold bullion may get 
exhausted very quickly.  Barter 
trade will give protection from 
disastrous impact due to economic 
depressions. PRO T advocates 
banning of all the speculative 
activit ies all  over the world 
including stock markets, hence no 
chance to approve crypto currency 
of the present form.˜

The Excellence of 

Philosophy 
“If ideological vacuum is not filled by PROUT, a great catastrophe will take place in the 
future because other defective philosophies will come forward."

Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar

"Shrii Sarkar has given a broad outline for the gradual 
establishment of the world government."

“The situation on the Russia-
Ukraine border is volatile 

and tense. The crisis needs to 
be resolved diplomatically at 

the earliest.”

Honour Killings Will Continue as Long as Iran's Laws Protect Killers
 Widespread Practice of Child Marriage Means More Young Girls Will Be Murdered
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Morality is the demand of the day,
'Prout' - the cry of the suffering humanity.

Wise you be, may not or may,
If sincere, success a certainty.

Fee fy fo fum,
Expel the demons from physical stratum.

Fee fy fo fum,
Expel the exploiters from economic stratum.

Fee fy fo fum,
Expel the brutes from psychic stratum.

Fee fy fo fum,
Expel the parasites from spiritual stratum.

Human body is to serve one and all,
Human mind to attend Cosmic Call.

Human spirit at the altar Supreme,
Surrender and be Supreme.

- Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar

The Proutists
ETERNAL SONG OF 

Printed  Pu lis ed and Edited : y A carya Santosananda Avadhuta on behalf of o u an st ducat on oundat on,  h

A Vibrant Magazine that Informs & InspiresEAD  SU S I E 

Main principles of PROUT and Neo Humanism 

Neo humanism : Neo humanism expands the humanistic love for all human beings to include love and 
respect for all creation  plants, animals and even inanimate objects  Neo humanism provides a 
philosophical basis for creating a new era of ecological balance, planetary citi enship and cosmic kinship

Basic Necessities Guaranteed To All : People can not strive toward their highest human aspirations if they are 
lacking the basic re uirements of life  PROUT believes that access to food, shelter, clothing, education and 
medical care are fundamental human rights which must be guaranteed to all

Balanced Economy : Prout advocates regional self reliance, cooperatively owned and managed businesses, 
local control of large scale key industries, and limits on the individual accumulation of excessive wealth

Women's Right: PROUT encourages the struggle against all forms of violence and exploitation used to 
suppress women  PROUT's goal is coordinated cooperation, with e ual rights between men and women

Cultural Diversity: In the spirit of universal fellowship PROUT encourages the protection and cultivation of 
local culture, language, history and tradition

World Government: PROUT supports the creation of world government with a global constitution and a 
common penal code

Progressive Utilisation Theory

Propounded by - Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar

PROUT is an acronym for the Progressive Utilization Theory. Conceptualized in 
1959 by Indian Philosopher Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar, PROUT is a viable alternative 
to the outmoded capitalist and communist socio-economic paradigms. Neither of 
these approaches has adequately met the physical, mental and spiritual needs of 
humanity. PROUT seeks a harmonious balance between economic growth, social 
development and cultural expression.

Combining the wisdom of spirituality, the struggle for self-reliance, and the spirit 
of economic democracy, Proutist intellectuals and activists are attempting to create a 
new civilizational discourse. PROUT newsmagazine aims at conveying comprehensive 
and visionary goals of PROUT Philosophy.

PROUT magazine invites scientists, economists, politicians, artists, intellectuals 
and others to join us in the creation of a new, spiritually bonded society by propagating 
and popularising unambiguous elevating thoughts. Through Proutistic views and Neo 
Humanistic analysis, it strives to serve as beacon for the benighted civilization of our 
times.

PROUT
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SUPREME GROUP

Supreme Hospital is a  bedded,  

OT multi super specialty Tertiary care 

hospital, focusing on medical and 

surgical super specialties of neuro 

sciences, cardiac sciences, gastro 

sciences, renal sciences, critical care, 

ortho trauma, mother and child, 

ophthalmic, ENT and many more  We 

are a patient centric organi ation, 

providing international uality 

h e a l t h c a r e  by  c o m p a s s i o n a t e  

professionals at affordable price, in 

full compliance with international 

uality standards / guidelines  So the 

Supreme Hospital Is The Top Hospital 

In aridabad

SUPREME HOSPITAL

Supreme Impex a well known Govt  recogni ed 

Star Export House in the apparel exports 

Industries in India  There are more than  

workers engaged in the process of export  The 

company is fully e uipped with latest machines 

and technology with fully in house merchandiser 

and sampling  An experienced and strong 

management team is turning all stones unturned 

under the guidance of Chairman and Managing 

Director Mr  Prem Singh Rana who believes that 

sky is no limit  Supreme Impex has two in house 

factories, one in aridabad Haryana  and one 

unit at Okhla Industrial area Delhi   speciali ing 

in women wears  urther to this, we have in

house capabilities from cutting to stitching, 

labeling, washing, finishing and packing

SUPREME IMPEX




